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PREFACE 
A POlIT-a Dante, for instance, whose Divine 

Comedy is the history of his time-C'an re-create the 
past in all its splendor and its tragedy. Historians, sel· 
dom endowed with poetic gifts, must rely on the 
readers' imaginahon to round out their narratives: to 
see, beyond the recital of events and the names and 
dates, the thoughts and feelings tbat make people 
what they are. In a pictorial histolY such as this illus
trations help to give life to the past, but even these 
are not enough unless one's mind adds movement to 
the people portrnyed and depth to the ideas and emo
tions directing their actions. Only when historical 6g
UTes acquire tho dimensions they bad when living do 
their names become meaningful. Robert Guiscard is 
not merely the knight who created a kingdom, Giuseppe 
Garibaldi is llot merely the patriot who eight hundred 
years later destroyed that kingdom. They arc men with 
minds and hearts, mCn who think and feel. Records tell 
us who was fighting whom at Legnano and Vittorio 
Veneto, and when, maps show us where; but Legnano 
and Vittorio Veneto nre the suffering of those who 
died and the triumphant rejoicing of survivors who 
had defeated a mighty enemy. The writer provides the 
facts, the reader must bring them to life with his 
imagination. 

There is a disparity between the sheer scope and 
grandeur of the theme-the history of the Italian peo
ple-on the one hand, and on the other, the restric
tions imposed by any nuUlOr's limitations and by a 
book's format. The richness and variety of expel'iences 
of a people throughou t hundreds of eventful years are 
not easily expressed and compressed. There have been 
seventy generations of Italiall5 since the time when 
hundreds of widely differen t communities, in a coun
try not yet called Italy, became one people. The writ
tell word throws only a dim and partial light on 
chan~es, on events in all fields of endeavors, 011 achieve
ments and failures: on the men and women who were 
the living reality, the embodimen t of changes, events, 
achievements, and fa illlfcs. One thing is certain. The 
history of the Italian people, !ike most histOl-Y, has 
been mainly traged y. 

The aim of this book's nal'rative and illustrations 
h; to inform. Cha1lters 2 to 16 are a summary of what 
young Italians know of their nation's past when they 
have completed their liberal studies. From what ital
ians did, we can know the problems they faced, and 
the concepts and values underlying their response to 
them. Names are a reminder that history is human 
beings, Umt the historical process is what myriads 
have done, thought, and felt. Historians have singled 

vi 

out those whose lot it was to lead and to take decisions 
that affected events; those who sometimes deservedly 
and sometimes undeservedly gained fame or notoriety; 
those who happened to be, or seemed to be, spokes
men for the many. Other \lames wiU also be found in 
this book, the names of humble people who, like 
Balilla (Giovan Battista Perasso) and Cicerllacchio 
(Angelo Brunetti) in modern times survived in the 
national lore, beca me symbols meaningful for later 
generations, and thus contributed to the shaping of 
fUhlre periods. The names, however, should not ob
scu re the overriding fact that leaders, men and women 
of distinction, spokesmen, symbols, are a veneer; that 
the people themselves, all the people, make history. 

Tllis history begins in the first chapter WiUl data 
concerning Haly the cOllntry, and the community of 
people-the nation-inhabiting it today. The next twelve 
chapters summarize major developments from the time 
when Italians spoke Latin and called themselves 
Romans, to Ule latest era. The story of the Italians 
begins with the unification of the pen insula in the 
fourth to third centuries B.C., and the gradual trans
formation of many clifierent communities into one peo
ple. 1t continues WitJl the achievements of Rome- Italy, 
and its contributions to post-Roman Italian civiliza
tion; with the religious conversion tJlat transformed 
Italians, and the politica l crisis that marked the pas
sage from ancient to medieval times. Other chapters 
deal with centuries of decline during the Dark Ages; 
with the glory, then decadence, of- the pa pacy and 
major kingdoms of the South during !lve hundred 
years; with the splendid achievements of city-states 
and regional states in the North and Center until 
1500; with the agony of the Renaissance and yet an
other complete transfonnation of the Italian way of 
life. Then come modern times: centuries of foreign 
hegemony (Spanish , Austrian, French ); the Risorgi
mento and Italy's second unification, a li ttle over a 
hundred years ago: the troubled monarchical phase, 
which in the twentieth cenhlly includes two world 
wars and the Fascist dictatorship; the recent dynamic 
republican lleriod . In Chapters 14 to 16 mention is 
made of writers, artists, scientists, explorers, whose 
achievements belong not just to the Italian nation but 
to mankind. The lost two chapters add some further 
information about the role italians have played outside 
their (.'()untry. 

The vastness of the ground covered makes some 
inaccuracies inevitable, bowcver much the events, 
names, and dates arc checked and rechecked. Some 
proper names arc spelled in different ways {tbere are 



several variations of Palla vicino for instance) or in 
different ways in different languages. Anglicized forms 
vary. Because one finds variations 'in equally valid 
sources, because of calendar changes, and because 
most evelJts are processes going through different 
phases, dates are not always exact. Finally, however 
much the historian tries for accuracy. what 11a5 been 
does not look the same as when it was-and hence is 
distorted. 

The book contains passages from some of the 
author's other writings: "Italy," a pamphlet in the For
eign Polic), Association Headline Series, No. 87 {.May
June 1951); Brief Hlstory of the Patriot M oveme nt in 
Italy 1943-1945 ( Chicago: La Pa/'ola del Popala, 1954), 
e..xpanded in Storio della ResistenZll Italiana ( Venice: 
Neri Pozza, 1955); "Haly," chapter in HOllcek et aL, 
eds., Contemporary Social Science, Vol. II (H arris
burg, Pa.: Stackpole Press, 1954 ): Cavollr aud the 
Unification of Italy (Princeton, N.].: Van Nostrand, 

1961 ); La Re.sistenza f1 ell' Allco neicltlO e uel Picel10 
(Romc, Ital y: Opere Nuove, 1962); "The End of the 
Renaissance in Italy," paper contributed to The Relt
aissance Recoll6'iderecl (Northampton, ~Iass.! Smith 
College Studies in History, 19(4 ); fla/y, in The :Modern 
Nations in Historica l Perspecti ve (Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J .: Prentice· Hall, 1965 ). 

Quotations at the beginning of Chapter 10 are 
from William Thomas's The History 0/ Italy (1549), 
George B. Parks, editor ( rthac!l , N.Y.: Cornell Uuiver
sity Press, 1963). 

The Glossary explains terms referring specificl.Ill}, 
to the Italian scene (cam lilli, Risol'gim ellto, duce, etc.} 
and terms whose meaning changed ( pontill, Kingdom 
of Haly, liberal, etc.). The Chronology is maini), a 
summary of political events. 

Capodarco, Ital)1 April 1972 
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CHRONOLOGY 

4th-1st 
century B.C, 

ca. 370-
270 s.c. 

241-210 

206-146 

91-88 

49-42 

31 B.C.

A.D. 235 

End of 
3rd century 

312 

viii 

i\-fany diverse communities become 
olle people, 

Through warS with other Italic peo
ples (VoIsci, Samnites, etc.) and with 
outsicleIS (Gauls, Epirotes, etc.), alli
ances (with Latin~ Hemici, etc.), and 
the foundation of new settlements, 
the Italian peninsula is united under 
the hegemony of Rome. 

Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica, and most 
of northern 01' continental Italy, come 
under the rule of Rome; beginning of 
large·scale settlements of Italians from 
the peninsula in northern Italy. 

First Roman acquisitions beyond 
Italy: unti l A.D. 284 Rome-Italy enjoys 
a dominaut status in the Meditena· 
nean Roman Empire. 

Secession of Italian allies; formation 
of a secessionist federation Italia (cap· 
ita! Corfinimn or Italicum ); the se
cession ends with thc granting of equal 
citizenship to the Italians; Rome and 
Italy become one. 

Northern Italy becomes part of Roman 
Italy; shodly after, Augustus divides 
peninsular and continental Italy into 
eleven geographical-ethnic units, the 
regions. 

Age of the Pax Romana-Also, first 
century B.C. and first century A.O., 

Golden Age of Latin Literature; sec
ond century, age of great jurists.-Cli
max of ancient Mediterranean civili
zation. 

Civil wars and invasions; beginning 
of the cultural and economic decline 
of Italy. 

Sicily. Sardinia, and CorSica incor
porated i.nto italy, OIle of 12 dioceses 
into which the l'\,!editernmean Roman 
Empire was divided. 

Constan tine's victory at Rome's Mil
vian Bridge opens the road to the tri
umph of Christianity in the Mediter
ranean Roman Empire and neighbor
ing areas, 

4th-6th 
centuries 

330 

382 

390 

401-568 

440-461 

568 

Formative phase of Catholicism, the 
ltalian \'ersioJl of Christianity keyed 
to the Petrine principle: the suprem
acy of the bishops of Rome, the popes, 

Transfer of the capital of the Medi
terranean Roman Empire to Constan
tinople (Byza ntium); the transfer 
sanctions tbe political dccline of Italy 
which wil l continue until the middle 
of the 11th cen tury. 

As Ponti/ex maxillHl8, the pope re
places the emperor as supreme reli
giolls authority in Rome, and for all 
people. accepting the Peh'iIlc principle. 

Ambrose, bishop of .Milan, compels 
the emperor to recognize tbe autono
my of the Church vis-a.-vis imperial 
authority. 

Era of the great barbarian invasions 
in Italy: Visigoths invade northern 
Italy (401 ) but are defeated at Pol
lentia (402 ); other barbarian hordes 
are defeated at Florence; led by Al
aric, Visigoths sack Rome (410 ); Huns 
invade Italy under AttiJa (452 ); led 
by Gaiseric, Vandals sack Rome (455); 
the Sueviall Ricimer de facto ruler of 
Italy (456-472); Odoacer, leader of 
Herulians, deposes RomuhlS Augus
tulus (476) and m les Italy (476-489); 
Ostrogoths mvade Italy and establish 
their own kingdom (489-535) ; war in 
Italy between Ostrogoths and Imperi. 
als (535--554); Italy, as a province of 
the East Roman (Byzantine ) Empire 
(554-568); invasion of the Lombards 
(568 ). 

Pope Leo ! the Great: the pope be
COmes the highest political authority 
in Rome and its district (St. Peter's 
Patrimony ); according to tradition, 
Leo 1 persuades AttiIa not to sack 
Romc. 

Partition of Ital y between Lombards 
in most of continental Italy and in 
parts of the peninsula, and Byzantines, 
who hold the rest; Italy remains di
vided for 13 centuries. 



568-774 

590-604 

726 

5th-9th 
centuries 

728-787 

800 

774-1077 

Kingdom of the Lomhards in Ital y; 
continuous state of war with the Byz
antilles, particularly those holding 
Romagna and Apulia; con .... ersion of 
the Lombards to Catholicism ca. mid
dle of se,'enth centu ry. 

The pontificate of Saint Cregory I 
~lagnus closes the fornmtive pbase of 
Catholicism. centered in Italv and ex
panding beyond the Alps. . 

The iconoclastic decrees of the BY7..an
tine emperor, considered heretical by 
the Catholic church, cause revolts in 
the B>'Zantine dependencies in Italy; 
Rome and the Patrimony become de 
facto independent under thE' popes; 
Byzantine coastal distr icts centered in 
Venice, Naples, and Caeta become in
dependent republics; Amalfi and, la
ter, Sorrento secede from Naples. 

Rise of Venice : inhabitants of main
land cities destroyed by barbarians in 
the fifth century find shelter ill and 
ncar the lagoons of the upper AdriatiC; 
formation of a league of 12 lagoon 
townships, governed dcmocratically b}' 
a council of elected representatives; 
Paoluccio Anafesto, first elected doge, 
or duke, of the league ( 697 ); after 
failure of Frankish attack, the capital 
of the league is transferred to Rialto, 
now Venice (814), 

Formation of the Papal States: Sutri 
ceded by the Lombard King Liut
prand to Pope Gregory 11 (728), al. 
ready de facto independent ruler of 
Rome and its district; Pepin 1lI , king 
of the Franks, called by Pope Stephen 
II to fight the Lombards, donates to 
the papacy Byzantine territories occu
pied recently by the Lombards (Do
nation of Pepin, 756 ); other areas are 
donated by Charlemagne (781 and 
787 ); the Papal States bestride Italy 
from the Po on the Adriatic to Gaeta 
on tha. Tyrrhenian Sea, The popes 
rarely controlled the whole of the 
Papal States until the 17th century, 

Charlemagne, king of the Franks, de
feats the Lombards and takes the title 
of king of the Lombards; during his 
lifetime, his son Pepin was crowned 
king of Italy, 

Pope Leo I I I crowns Charlemagne 
emperor: this was the symbolic re
vival of the Boman Empire in the 
West. 

The Franks fail to an nex the Lombard 

9th-10th 
centuries 

9th-10th 
ccntluics 

847-848 

867-1Q.J6 

952-962 

998 

ca, 1000-
1052 

1029-1091 

duchv of Benevento. from which se· 
cede 'later the principality of Salerno 
and the county of Capua; continuous 
warfare in the South between Lorn· 
bard states, Byzantine garrisons in 
Apulia and Calabria, republican city
states, and Moslems. 

Feudal institutions are introduced in 
the Kingdom of Italy and the Papal 
States; furtller weakening of cen· 
tral authority; descendants of Charle. 
magne, and later ltalian and .Burgun. 
dian nobles. become kings of an 
ephemeral Kingdom of ltal~' (8 1~-
952 ) in which power is exercised by 
feudal secular lords and. in thf' cities, 
by bishops and arch bishops. 

Other inv,lsions: ~Ioslem Saracens 
(~'Ioors ) from Norlh Africa land in 
Sicily (827 ) which th ey occupy and 
rule until the Norman Conque~t of 
Sicilv. 1061-1091 ; otber i\loslems hold 
for '\'arying periods areas of the 
peninsula, Sardinia, Corsica, parts of 
northwest('nl Italy; Vikings raid the 
coasts in the nintb century; ~hl.gyars 
raid northeastern rtaly ill the tenth 
century, 

Construction in Home of the Leonine 
Wall to protect Saint Peter's from 
Moslem raiders. 

The influence and prestige of the 
papacy sink to their lOwest level: the 
papacy and Home arc bones of con· 
tention between major Roman feudnl 
families, 

Otto of Saxony, king of Germany, 
claims the Italian crown (952); with 
OUo I's crown ing ns king of ltaly and 
emperor of the resurrected ( Holy ) 
Roman Empil'c ( 962 ), begins the sub
ordination of thc Italian Kingdom to 
Germany, 

At the request of citizens of Dalma
tian cities, a Venetian expedition de
feats p irates ami the doge takes the 
title of duke of Dalmatia, 

Pisa and Cenoa repel attacks of Sara· 
cens; Pisa, with CenOese help, liber
ates Sardinia and Corsica ( 1016-1052), 

NOnl13nsacquire the counties of Av
ersa ( 1029), and of :\Ielfi ( 10-11 ); led 
by Robert ;md Roger de H autevUle 
(Altavilln) Norman adventurers expel 
B}'"Lantines and ~losleOls from the 
peninsular South nnd Sicily, end Lom. 
bard rulc and the autonomy of coastal 
cities, 

ix 



J()1l-1044 

Ca. 1045 

104&-1303 

1049-1085 

10.54-1056 

1059 

11th-13th 
centuries 

1075-1122 

l125-14th 
century 

1130 

12th-13tll 
centuries 

1176 

x 

In .Milan, the citizens' scH~goveming 
COIllUlle (commune) replaces the au· 
thority of imperial officials and of 
clerics; Lanzone leads the popular 
parlY; the carroccio is the symbol of 
the commune. 

The Burgundian noble Oddo (Otho, 
Oddone), count of Savoy, becomes 
through marriage lord of Piedmontesc 
districts; his widow Adelaide (d. 1091) 
consoUdates the Savoy domains. 

The Age of Fnith characterized by a 
great religious revival; the rap id re
covery of the papacy at the middle of 
the 11 th century leads to spiritual 
leadership, political inBuence, and fur
ther expansion of Catholicism. 

Hildebrand of Soana ( Pope Gregory 
Vll in 1013) reforms and strengthens 
the Catholic church. 

The schism between Roman Catholi. 
cism and Greek Orthodoxy becomes 
final. 

Robcl't Guiscard (Altavilla ) accepts 
the duchy of Apulia and Calabria as 
fief of the H oly See. 

First Pisa, then Genoa, Venice, and 
the duchy of Apulia and Calabria 
(later Kingdom of Sicily) take the of. 
fensive against the Saracens in North 
Africa, Spain, the eastern Mediterra. 
nean; Italian participation in the Cru
sades; in the 13th century Venice 
builds a small colonial empire in the 
eastern Mediterranean. 

Main phase of the investiture struggle 
between emperors and popes; Gregory 
VII compels the emperor to do pen
ance at Canossa (1077); republican 
communes are organized in city after 
city of the Kingdom of Italy and of 
the Papal States. 

Political conBicts are polarir..ed in an 
imperial party (the Ghibellines) and 
a papal party ( the Guelphs). 

Anacletus 11, pope for some and anti
pope ror most, grants to Roger II AI
tavillll, count of Sicily since 1105, 
duke of Apulia and Calabria since 
1227, the title of king of Sicily. 

Cultural revival, economic prosperity, 
and political influence of the Kingdom 
o~ Sicily. under the Altavilla (until 
1194 ) and the Hohenstaufcn (1194-
1266). 

The Lombard League of cities op· 

1183 

1198-1216 

1208-1250 

13th-15th 
centuries 

1266 

1282 

1305-1449 

14th century 

posed to imperial authority defeats at 
Legnano the Hohenstaufen emperor, 
Frederick I Barbarossa. 

The Peace of Constance between the 
Lombard League and the emperor 
recognizes the de facto independence 
of cities of the Kingdom of Italy; the 
authority of the emperor-king disap-
peill's completely during the Creat In· 
terregnum (1254-1273 ). 

With mnoc"ent HI. the papacy reaches 
the peak of political power in the 
Catholic commonwealth. 

Frederick 11 (emperor in 1220), grand. 
son of Frederick I and of Roger II , 
rules the Kingdom of Sicily. 

Age of signoric; in the cities of north
ern and central Haly, democracy. 
weakened by factionalism, gives way 
to authoritarianism; the centralization 
of power in t.he hands of a siglloria (as 
done formally in Milan in 1259) or of 
an oligarchy (as sanctioned by a coup 
d'etat in Vcnice in 1297) seems to 
many the allswer to internal disorders. 

At the request of the pope, Charles 
of ."njot!, brother of the king of 
France. invades the Kingdom of Sicily; 
death ill battIe of King Manfred, son 
of Frederick 11; transfer of the capital 
to Naples; decline accompanies the 
establishment of French-type feudal 
institutions. 

Sicilian Vespers: Sicilians revolt 
against the French and elect King 
Manfred's son·in·law, Peter of Ara
gon; cadets of Ule house of Aragon 
TUl~ tIle island ( 1285-1409 ), later an 
Aragonese and Spanish vice-royalty 
until 1713; the mainland area of the 
Kingdom of Sicily becomes the King
dom of Napl€.,; ruled by Angevins UII

til 1435. 

The papacy is weakened by the t rans
fer of the papal res idence to A"ignon 
(Babylonian Captivity. 1305-1378), by 
the schism oppOsing Avignonese to 
Roman popes ( 1378-1423 ), and by 
the Conciliar movement ( 1409-1449) 
whieh aimed at subordinating the 
popes to councils of bishops and other 
high prelates. 

Conflicts between the major maritime 
republics lead to the vidory of Genoa 
over Pisa, and later of Ven.ice over 
Genoa; the defeat of Pisa enables the 
king of Aragon to capture Sardinia 



14th-16th 
centuries 

14th- 16th 
centuries 

15th century 

1416 

1435 

(1323-1324), all Aragonese, later Span
ish, vice-royalty until 17OS. 

Formation of regional states in north· 
ern and central Italy; the consolida
tion of the internal authoritarianism 
of sigllori. and oligarchies facilitates 
the expansion of stronger city-states 
at the expense of weaker Ol1eSj start
ing in 1332, ~'lilan under the Visconti 
annexes Lombardy and mucb beyond 
(maximum expansion OccurS under 
Gian Galeazzo, 1378-1402); except 
for Trent, Tl"ieste. and Carizia, north
eastern Italy falls to Venice (most ac
q uisitions occur in 1404-1454 ); Genoa 
rules most of Liguria, Corsica, and for 
a few generations, dependencies in 
the Aegean and mack Sea areas; 
F lorence absorbs most of Tuscany 
and parts of Romagna (1329-1557 ); 
the Savoys expand their rule in Pied
mont and the western Riviera of Li
guria; the popcs reestablish their di
rect rule over most of the Papal States 
(1499-1545). 

H umanism and Renaissance: freedom 
of thought expands in spite of grow
ing political despotism; the earlier 
culhaal revival acquires impetus dur
ing the second half of the 14th century, 
leading through humanism to the 
Renaissance of the 15th and early 
16th centuries; centered in the Floren
tine commonwealth, the Renaissance 
was vigorous and fruitful from Naples 
to Venice. 

Age of Princes : starting with Gian 
Galeazzo Visconti, duke of Milan in 
1395, signori who had made their 
power hereditary receive titles from 
the emperor or the pope; republican
ism remains, however, a powerful 
fo rce well into the 16th century, as 
evidenced by the reestablishment of 
republics in Milan ( 1447- 1450) and 
in Florence ( 1494-1512 and 1527-
1530 ), by the defense of Montalcino 
(1557-1559), by revolts and conspira
cies. 

Begins the f'l rst of many wa rs fought 
for three centuries by Venice against 
the Ottoman Turks; Ottoman con
quests in the 16th cen tury cause Ve
netian territorial and economic losses. 

In a war of succession, Alfonso V of 
Aragon conquers Naples, ruled by an 
illegitimate branch of the house of 
Aragon until 1501. 

1449 

1453 

1454-1494 

1494-1500 

1502-1559 

1536--1564 

!vlajority lay and eccleSiastical sup
port gives to Pope Nicholas V victory 
Over the COl)ciliar movement. Reli
gious indifference, political ambition, 
and Maecenatism characterize most 
Renaissance popes. 

The capture of Constantinople by the 
Turks creates a deep impression and 
fear. 

After the Peace of Lodi, the balance 
of power between the nve major Ital
ian states (~mau, Venice, Florence, 
NapIes, the papacy), maintained by 
the diplomacy of Cosimo and Lorenzo 
de' ~"'edjc:i, gives Italy a period of rel
ative peace and of prosperity, which 
is also the high-water mark of cultural 
progress. 

111e disruptive effect of foreign inva
sions begins; failure of French expe
ditions of 1494-1495 and 1499, under
taken at the invitation of the duke of 
J\'lilan and the Venetian signoria re
spectively; Fl'endl conquest of MiJan, 
and Franco-Spanish 3greement for 
the partition of the Kingdom of Na
ples ( 1500) . 

Franco-Spanish struggle for the con
trol of ital),! The Spaniards conquer 
Naples ( 1503 ), a Spanbh vice-royalty 
until 1707; the Venetians successfully 
resist a coalition of the major Euro
pean powers ( 1508--1512); the Swiss 
keep Alpine districts of Lombardy 
( 1512 ); sack of Home by Irnperial
Spanish troops (1527); Genoa comes 
under the rule of a Spanish puppet 
(1528); Clemenl VII crowns emperor 
Charles V of Habsburg in Bologna 
(1530) ; r ... lalta is given to the Knights 
of Saint John ( 1530 ) ; an lmperial
Spanish force caphlres Florence. ends 
the republic. and installs a Medici as 
a Spanish puppet (1530); ~dilan be
comes a Spanish dependency ( 1535 ); 
the French occupy Piedmont ( 1536); 
end of the Republic of Siena (1557 ), 
given by Spai.n to the duke of Flor
ence, and final surrender at ~,'l ontal

cino of Sienese republicans ( 1559) ; 
Spain return~ Piedmont to Em manuel 
Philibert of Savo}'-Spanish hegemony 
in Italy lasts until 1706-1707. 

The Counter-Reformation in Italy: 
triumph in Rome of the l'igoristi (ex
tremists) over the cOllciliatoristi (mod
erates); papal approval of the Com
pany of Jesus (1540 ); reorganization 
oE the Roman Inquisi.tion (1542); 

xi 



Council of Treut ( 1545-1563 ); index 
of forb idden books ( 1559 ); Pro/essio 
Fidei T ridentina (1564 ); a new poase 
of religious fervor, monastical purity, 
missionary activities begins; the sup
pression of freedom of expression 
brings the Renaissance to au end. 

17th century The contributions of a few philoso
phers and scientists to European ad
vancement, a new era in music, the 
artistic and literary baroque are £lashes 
in the decline of the Italian people; 
several small states are annexed by 
larger ones; failure of anti-Spanish re
volts in Naples, Sicily, Sardinia; with 
French help, the dukes of Savoy es
cape Spanish tutelage and expand in 
Piedmont; Venice. subject to Ottoman 
attacks. is the only Italian state genu
inely independent. 

1706-1708 During the War of Spanish Succes
sion (1701-1714 ). the Austrians expel 
the French from Piedmont, and the 
Spaniards from Milan and Naples; the 
British navy expels the Spaniards 
from Sardinia~Austl"ian hegemony re
places the Spanish. 

1713-1720 At the peace treaty of Utrecht ( 1713), 
Victor Amadeus 11 of Savoy receives 
Sicily and the title of king; the peace. 
treaty of Rastatt ( 1714 ) confirms 
Austria in possession of Milan , Naples, 
and Sardinia; the Spaniards reoccupy 
Sardinia (1717 ) and Sicily ( 1718); 
the Treaty of The H ague ( 1720 ) trans
fers Sardinia to the Savoys (kings of 
Sardinia until 1860) and Sicily to 
Austria; Naples and Sicily become of
ficiaJiy the Kingdom of the Two Ski
lie, ( 1721 ). 

1731-1737 00 the Famese becoming extinct, a 
Spanish Bourbon becomes duke of 
Parma (1731 ); at the head of a Span
ish anny he defeats the Austrians 
(1734) and becomes Charles "ki.ng of 
the Two Sicilies ( 1735 ); on the Med
ici becoming extinct ( .1737 ). Fran
cis of Lorraine becomes grand duke 
of Tuscany, and 011 his elevation to 
the Empire ( 1745), he transfers the 
grand duchy to his son Leopold of 
HabsbUIg-Lorraine. 

1748 The peace treaty of Aix-Ia-Chapelle 
gives Lombard districts west of the 
Ticino t o the king of Sardinia; another 
Spanish Bourbon becomes duke of 
Parma. 

Middle of the "ProgreSSive administrative, economic, 
18th century and religious rcfonns are introduced 
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1768 

1771 

1773 

1792-1795 

1796-1814 

by Austrian rulers .in Milan and Tus
cany, and by Bourbon rulers in Naples 
and Parma; economic improvements 
in much of northern ltaly and in Tus
cany; the anticlericalism of Catholic 
monarchs, the Jansenist and Febroni
an movemen ts. the irreligiosity of the 
Enlightenment weaken the papac}' 
spiritually and politically; revival of 
Italian culture. 

Unable to cope with an insurgency 
started in 1730. the Cenoese oligarchy 
cedes Corsica to France. 

Through marriage, an Austrian arcil
duke of the Habsburg-Lorraine fam
il}' becomes heir to the Duchy of Mo
dena. 

Pressed by monarchs intent on 
strengthening their abs()lutism, Pope 
Clement XIV dissolves the Society 
of Jesus. . 

France annexes Savoy and Nice; sym
pathizers of the French Revolution 
organize secret conspiratorial socie
ties; led by Pasquale Paoli and helped 
by the British, the Corsicans fight for 
independence ( 1793 ), and offer the 
crown of Corsica to George ill of 
Creat Britain; the French reoccupy 
the island (1796 ). 

F rench hegemony in ltaly: spectacu
lar success of the campaign of Napo
leon Bonaparte against Sardinians and 
Austrians ( 1796 ); formation of a Cis
padane Rcpublic ( 1796 ) which unites 
with Milanese and Venctiru.l territo
ries in Lombardy to form the Cisalpine 
Republic ( 1797 ); end of the Republic 
of Venice (1797 ); Genoa becomes the 
democratic Republic of Liguria (1797-
1805); the French occupy Piedmont 
(1 798); short-lived Roman Republic 
in the Papal States ( 1798-1799 ) and 
Partbenopean Republic in Naples 
(1799 ); the Britisb occupy Malta 
(1800); anti-French forces totally de
feated by Bonaparte at Marengo 
(1800); protected by the British navy, 
the Savoys keep Sardinia, and the 
Bourbons Sicily; as the result of man}' 
changes dictated by Napoleon Bona
parte ( Emperor of the French, 1804 ), 
peninSUlar and continental Haly are 
divided between areas annexed to 
France (Piedmont. L iguria, Tuscany, 
Umbria, Latium, Corsica, Julian Vene
tia ), the Kingdom of ltaly ( Lom
bardy, Venetia, Trent. most of Emilia
Romagna. the Marches ) ruled by Na-



1814-1815 

1815-1870 

1817 

1820--1831 

1831 

1846 

1848-1849 

poleon , and the Kingdom of Naples 
under Joseph Bonapalte (1806-1808 ) 
and Joachim ~lurat ( 1808-1815). 

Evacuation of italy by the French; 
attempts to create an autonomous 
constitutional Italian state fail; the 
Congress of Vienna gives Venetia and 
Lombardy to Austria, to which are re
turued Julian Venetia and Trentino
Alto Adige; relatives of the Austrian 
emperOr rule in Tuscany, NIodena, 
Parma; a Bourbon duke is installed in 
Lucca; the king of Sardinia "adds Li
guria to his state; Murat's call to arms 
goes unheeded, Austrian troops oc
cupy Naples ( 1). la)' IS15 ) and the 
Kingdom of Two Sicilies is reestab
lished ullder the BOllrbons; capture 
and execu tion of Murat ( October 
ISI5); the Papal States are reestab
lished in their pre-1796 boundaries. 

Risorgimento: the struggle for the uni
fication of Italy begins with Murat's 
proclamation of Rimini ( March ISIS), 
and is concluded with the Breccia di 
Porta Pia ( September 1870) when 
Italian troops enter Rome. 

First attempt of secret patriotic socie
ties to bring about a revolution; many 
patriots callc>d themselves liberals and 
aimed at establishing an independent 
federation of constitutional states; 
otber patriots were democratic repub
licans who aimed at establishing a 
unitary republic. 

Insurrections in Naples (1820 ), Pied
mont (1821 ), the Fapal States and 
Modena ( 1831 ). are suppressed by 
Austrian troops. 

Charles Albeit of Savoy-Carignan be
comes king o[ Sardinia ; an exile after 
a few months of imprisonment, Giu
seppe Mazzini organizes the national
istic republican secret society Young 
Italy ; Mazzinian revolutionary at
tempts last several decades; they 
failed but were a major element ~ 
stimulating the movement for unifica
tion. 

Pope Pius IX introduces reforms in 
the Papal States. 

First war of the RisorgilllclltQ,' insur
rection in Sicily (January 1848 ) and 
agitation in the capitals of Italian 
states; rulers grant constitutions (Feb
ruary-March ); revolutions in Lom
bardy and Venetia ( March ) lead to 
war of Sardinia against Austria; Aus-

1849-1858 

1859-1861 

1861-1876 

trian victories induce King Charles 
Albert to abdicate ( March IS49 ); his 
son and successor Victor Emmanuel 
11 refuses to abolish the constitution; 
republics are proclaimed in Venice, 
Rome, and Florence under the leader
ship of i\'Janin, Maztini, and Guerraz
zi; Austrians occupy Tuscany (April ) , 
French besiege Rome, defended by 
Giuseppe ·Garibaldi,. and Austrians be
siege Venice; Rome sUITenders in July, 
Venice in August. 

The liberall'eforms of Camillo Senso 
di Cavour, prime minister of Sardinia 
in 1852, strengthen the Sardinian state 
and make Cavour the leader of Italian 
liberalism; Sardinia participates in the 
war of France. Great Britain, and 
Turkey against Russia: I talian p l'ob
lems are discussed at the peace COIl

ference of Paris ( lS56 ); fOlmation of 
the National Society whose program 
is the unification of Italy under Victor 
Emmanuel II; Napoleon I II promises 
Cavour French help ill a war against 
A uslTia ( 1858 ). 

Austria declares war on Sardinia 
(April 1859 ); the French intervene; 
the National Society promotes insur
rections in Parma, Modena, papaJ 
Romagna, and Tuscany (May-June); 
battle of Solferino and San Martino 
(June) won by the French and the 
Sardinians; with the Treatv of Zurich 
(November ) Austria cede; Lombardy 
to Sardinia; with the Treaty of Turin 
( March 1860) Napoleon I II recog
nizes the annexation of Panna, Mo
dena, Romagna, and Tuscany to Sar
dinia in exchange for Savoy and Nice; 
with his Thousand Redshirt5 (volull
h·ers ) Garibaldi sails from Genoa, 
lands in Sicily ( May ), takes Palemlo, 
crosses the Strait of ?vlessina (Au
gust ), enters Naples ( September ): 
Sardinian troops occupy Umbria and 
the Marches; the first Italian Parlia
ment proclaims Victor Emmanuel 11 
king of Italy ( March 1861 ); Cavour 
dies (] une ). 

Evolution toward a parliamentary re
gime; limited suffrage makes for right
of-center parliamentary majorities; 
governmentaJ policies aim at strength
ening national cohesion; repression in 
the South of political-economic ban
ditry financed by Bourbon exiles in 
Rome; in spite of sound governmental 
fiscal and economic measures fo r about 
a generation, the Italian economy fa ils 
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to expand appreciably; a large-scale 
migratory movement begins. 

Fearful of French intervention, the 
ltalia11 government stops Garibaldi's 
volunteers at Aspromonte (Calabria ) 
aiming at the liberation of Rome. 

The capital of Italy is transferred from 
Turin to Florence. 

Third W~lr of the Risol'gimento: Italy, 
allied to Prussia, declares war against 
Austria: deft:ated by Prussia, Austria 
cedes Venetia to Italy : the Trentino, 
Julian Venetia, and Italian communi
ties .in Dalmatia remain under Austri
an rule. 

Battle of Mentana between Garibal. 
di's volunteers and French troops sent 
by Napoleon 1lI to maintain papal 
rule in Rome and Latium. 

Napoleon In, at war with Prussia, 
witbdraws French troops from Rome 
(August ); Italians enter Rome (Sep
tember), thus ending the temporal 
power of the popes; Pius IX moves to 
the Vatican Palace where be con
siders himself a prisoner; Rome be
comes the capital of Italy. 

A left-oF-center coalition achieves a 
majority in Parliament; except for 
1898-]900, Italy was governed until 
March 1914 by center and left-oE-cen
ter coalition cabinets headed by, 
among others, Depretis, Crispi, Gio
litti. 

On the death of Victor Emmanuel 11, 
his soo Humbert I becomes king, 

On the death of Pius LX, Leo XIII is 
elected pope. 

The extension of the franchise triples 
the electorate. 

It..'\ly joins Germany aud Austria-Hun
gary in a Triple Alliance wblch lasts 
until denounced by Italy jn r-.lay 1915, 

Two Red Sea ports are occupied by 
Italy (1885); attempts to establish B 

protectorate over Ethiopia end with 
the Ethiopian victory of Adowa (1896); 
an Italian protectorate is established 
over parts of Somalia (1889); Eritrea 
is organized as an Italian colony (1890). 

Economic activities expand, at 6rst 
slowly, morc rapidly after 1900; fonna
tioll of the Orsl Christian Democratic 
groups; organization of the Socialist 
party (1892 ); lauor agitation leads to 
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1912-1913 
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repression; Victor Emmanuel III suc
ceeds Humbert I , assassinated in Mon
za (1900); the realignment of political 
forces strengthens liberalism, under 
the leadership of Giolitti the majority 
element in Parliament. 

To satisfy the colonial aspirations of 
the vocal nationalist minority, Italy 
declares war against Turkey; occupa
tion of Libya and the Oodecancse 
(Uhodes and other Aegean islands). 

Parliament introduccs universal male 
suffrage; Popc Pius X nUows partial 
participation of Catholics in politics; 
socialist and Catholic representation 
increase at the 1913 general elections. 

World Wa r f : a majority in Parliament 
and in the nation opposes Italy's 
intervention in the war; nationalists, 
militant democr:tts, and some revolu
tionary groups of the left agitate for 
intervention; Salandra's right-of-center 
minority cabinet negotiates with 
France and her allies th e secret Treaty 
of London (April 1915); the denun
ciation of the Triple Alliance is fol
lowed by Italy's declaration of war On 
Austria-Hungary p.<fay ); this tempo
rarily brings back national unity; 
fighti ng is difficult, at times severe. 
and losses are considerable; Pope 
Benedid XV makes efforts to bring 
peace ( 1916 ); a military and psycho
logical recovery follows the defeat of 
Caporetto (October 1917); the vic
tories of the _Piavc (June 1918 ) and 
Vittorio Veneto (October) lead to the 
amlistice of November 4, 1918. 

A strong antiwar reaction is accom
panied by a severc economic crisis, 
labor unrest, and leftist agitntion: the 
pope now allowing full Catholic par
ticipation in politics, Don Luigi Sturzo 
fOims the Popular party; the ex-revo
lutionary socialist Benito Mussolini 
organizes in Milan the militantly na
tionalistic Fascia di Combattimcnto; 
the three-way antagonism between 
liberals, socialists, and Catholics makes 
impossible the formation of a stable 
parliamentary majority; the peace 
treaty gives Jtaly less than wha t had 
been promised before and during the 
war; Gabriele D'Annunzio seizes Fi
wne, claimed by Yugoslavia (Septem
ber 1919 ); the disruption of economic 
life and of public administration 
reaches its peak at the end of 1920: 
Fascists begin to use violence on a 
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July 1943 

large scale against leftist organiz.'ltions 
and personalities: formation of the 
Commwlist party (January 1921): the 
destruction of parliamentarv democra~ 
cy is the chief goal of the Fascists: 
. ~everal tens of thousands of Fascists 
march on Rome ( October 28, 1922) 
and Victor Emmanuel III appoints 
1o.·lussolini prime minister, 

TIle Fasdst dictatorship: the partial 
abolition of civil liberUes, freedom of 
the press, and the electoral process 
after the ~Jarch on Rome, becomes 
total after the assassination of the 
sodalist leader Giacomo Matteotti, 
and is completed bv November 1926; 
by applying principies of corporatism, 
developed by Catholic thinkers at the 
end of the ninetcenth century, eco
nomic activities are brought under 
governmental control (1927-1931 ); 
the Lateran Treaties ( 1929) end the 
conflict between Ital}' and the Holy 
See, nnd create the sovereign state of 
Vntican Cit)'; some Danubian and 
Balkan slntes establish close relations 
with Italy; aiming at imperialistic ex
p:msion in the 1I 1editerranean and 
Africa, Fascist agents stir up anti
French and anti-British agitation in 
North Africa ilnd the Middle East 
(early 1930s ); the clash of Walwal 
( December 5, 1934 ) leads to the in
vasion und conquest of Ethiopia; Vic
tor Emmanuel 11I becomes Emperor 
of Ethiopia (May 1936) ; the Rome
Bcrlin Axis ( October 1936) is followed 
by Italian support for the aggressive 
policies of Nazi Germany, laws against 
Jews (August 1938), and the Steel 
Pact ( .\lay 1939), a political and mil
itary alliance with Nazi Germany; 
ltalian fascism actively hclps the na
tionalists during the Spanish Civil 
War (1936-1939); Albania is occupied 
and annexed (April 1939), Victor Em
manuel III adding to his titles that of 
king of Albania; the Fascist govcm
ment declares war against Creat Brit
ain and France (June ]0, 1940), and 
against the United States ( December 
11,1941 ); the British defeat the ital
ians in East Africa (19iJl) and inflict 
severe losses on the Italian nav" in 
the ~Iediterrancan; an Italian expedi
tionary force is nearly annihilated by 
Soviet troops jn southern Russia; 
!\merican and Commonwealth forces 
defeat Germans and Italians in North 
Africa (1942-1943 ), and land in Sici
ly (July 10, 1943 ); Mussolini's request 
for more Ge.rman help is rejected by 

1943-1946 

1946-
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Hitler; Vjctor Emmanuel III orders 
the arrest of ~1ussolini (July 25, 
1943), abandoned by most of his close 
collaborators, and appoints ~I(lrshal 
Pietro Badoglio prime minister . 

The armistice between the A1Ues and 
Ital)' is followed by the Allied invasion 
of the peninsula '(September 1943 ); 
German troops occupy the North and 
Center while flghting a defensive bat
tle south of Naples; rescued by the 
Germans, Mussolilli heads a puppet 
government: disintegration of the ital
ian aimed forces, except for the navy 
which joins the Allies; the king and 
most ministers abandon Rome: Ba
doglio's govemment declares war 
against Germany (October)j fighting 
between the Allies ,lOd the Gennans 
is strenuous; a spontaneous Resistance 
movement develops in Gennall-oecu
pied Ital)' and is givcn cohesion by 
Committees of Nationnl Liberation; a 
government of national libemtion is 
organized in the liberated area of 
Italy (April 19-14 ); the final Allied 
offensive ( Al?riI1945 ) leads to a gell
eral insurrectioll in northern Ital\', 
M ussolini is executed by Partisans 
( April 2S ), and the German sur
rendel' hecomes effective ;May 2; Na
tional Liberation governments art' 
headed first by Parri (June-November 
1945), then by De Gasperi: Victor 
Emmanuel L11 abd icates and his son 
Humbert II becomes king ( May 
1946) : at the referendum of JUlle 2, 
1946, the majority votes for a repub
lic; Humbert 1.1 goes into exile; a 
Constituent Assembly drafts a repub
lican constitution, 

Since the 1946 elections, the Catholic 
Christian Democratic party has had 
a plurality of votes, and bas been the 
main partner in governmental coali
tions supported by parliamentary ma
jorities; a coalition with Socialists and 
Communists lasted on ly a few months; 
it \Vas replaced for se\'eral years by 
a center coalition, and, after a short 
experiment with rightist parties ill 
1960, by left-of-center coalitions; all 
prime ministers were Christian Dem
ocrats; De Gasperi headed several 
cabinets until 1953. 

The peace treaty deprives Italy of 
most of Julian Venetia, of otller small 
districts, and of the colonies; [taly ad
ministers fonner ltaliall Somalia as a 
United Nations trust territory until 
1960. 
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Italy is n. charter member of the Com
mittee of European Economic Co
operation, created to implement the 
Marshall Plan; the Italian economy 
recovers rapidly f-rom the ravages of 
World War If; economic expansion 
continues through the 1950s and 
1960s; recovery and expansion are 
stimulated by American aid, sound 
financial policies, and direct govei'll
mental initiative; average real per 
capita income doubles; educational 
improvements and rapid increase in 
the number of young people attending 
schools of all levels. 

The Constituent A.ssembly adopts the 
republican constitution ( December). 

After the general elections, which give 
an absolute majority to democratic 
parties, the provisional president of 
the Republic, De Ni<.:oia, is replaced 
by Luigi Einaudi, first regular presi
dent. 

Italy's foreign minister Count Sforza 
signs the North Atlantic Treaty; Italy 
jOi.ns the Council of Europe. 

At the general elections, the Com
munist party wins second place, 

Trieste and part of its district, sep· 
arated from Italy in 1945, rejoin the 
mother country; the rest of Trieste's 
district is annexed b)' Yugoslavia. 

Tbe Soviet Union having lifted its 
veto, ltaly joins the United Natio!\s; 
the Christian Democrat Giovanni 
Gronchi is elected president of the 
Republic. 

The Treaties of Rome establish the 
European Economic Community; dur
ing the whole post-World War Il 
period, Italian governments, the parli
amentary majorities supporting them, 
and a majority of the nation, strongly 
SUppOit policies aiming at European 
economic and political integration. 

Papacy of John XXrll; the encyclicals 
Mater et Magist'I'G (1961) and Pacem 
in Terris (1963) express the progres
sive ideas of the most popular and 
influential pope of the twentieth cen
tury; the pope calls for the ecumenical 
council Vatican U which introduces 
theological revisions !lnd innovations 
in the institutional structure of the 
Catholic church. 

The gulf between Socialists and Com
munists having widened, cooperation 
is esi:ablished between socialist parties 
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1964 
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and the Catbolic party, first in Parlia
ment only, later (1963- ) at the cabinet 
level; it leads to economic and social 
reforms. 

The Christirul Democrat Antonio Seg
ni, a former prime minister, is elected 
president of the Republic by Parlia
ment. 

The Socialist leader Pietro Nenni is 
vice-premier in the cabinet headed b~' 
the Christian Democrat Aldo )101'0; 

Cardinal i'.lolltini succeeds John XXIlI 
as Pope Paul VI; a major eHort of the 
new pope, the Curia, a.nd the eccle
siastical hierarchy, is to conciliate theo
logical and institutional changes with 
tradition. 

Segni having been taken ill, the Demo
cratic Socialist Giuseppe Saragat is 
elected president of the Republic. 

The Socialist and Social Democratic 
parties merge; dissident so-called 
i\Iaoist Communists organize their own 
parties which remain limited to small 
sectors of the intelligentsia; terroristic 
activities of GermM nationalists in 
Alto Adige lead to tension between 
Italy and Austria; Florence is severely 
damaged by floods. 
Papal encyclical Populorwll Progres
SiD. 

Increase in the agitation of labor de
manding a more even distribution of 
the greater wealth produced in the 
country; increase in the unrest of the 
fast expanding university student 
population; western Sicily is hit by a 
series of earthquakes, at the general 
elections of 1968, Christian Democrats 
strengthen somewhat their position at 
the expense of rightist parties, and 
Communists at the e..xpense of left
wi.ng SOCialists; the Christian Demo
crats Aldo Moro, Mariano Rumor, 
and Emilio Colombo alternate as 
prime rnu1isters; Socialists and Social
Democrats divide once more in 1969: 
the constitutional goal of political de
centralization is fulfilled through the 
granting of autonomy to .fifteen re
gions in 1970 ( the other five already 
enjoyed self-government); partial elec
tions in 1971 indicnte a rightist back
lash to labor and student agitation, 
but there is no weakening of the cen
ter-left and left parties on which the 
Italian democratic republic is based. 
At the end of December 1971, the 
Christian Democrat Giovanni Leone 
was elected sixth President of the 
Republic, 



INTRODUCTION 

b/t(llia! 011 ltafia!,,-Italy's cOlltributioll9-.t\ mericlInS dis
cor;cl' Italy. 

"IT;U..li\! 011 f1'ALIA!" 

" " T 1. VOUJ .. E cOlJlllry, cherished by God": this is ltaly 
in the words of ODC of Jlcr great sons, the fourteenth. 
century poet !"nmcesco Petrarca. "Beautiful ltaly ... 
the garden of nature," sung another poet, Vincenzo 
\ Ionti, ccntur!cs lalcr. The nillcteenth-century geog
rapher AntOlllo Stopprll1i s splendid book describing 
Italy was entitled simply If Bel Paesc, the beautiful 
country. The beauty of fertile plains Imd towering 
mountains, of n blue sky reflected in :t blue sea of 
villages nestling in the ~untrysidc. Ims deeply mo'ved 
Italian ilnd foreign writers flnd the untold millions who 
do 110t set their emotions down on paper. And since 
the time twentY-Qlle (:enturies ago when the Creek 
Polybius ulldertook to write, admiringlv, the history 
of the Roman Republic, the)' have been ~quaUy moved 
by the lIchic\'ements and adversities of Ltaly's people. 
"J\·lother of Arts! as once of arms ... parent of- our 
Religions!" Lord Uyron, with Goethe and with poets 
and artists everywhere, felt the magic spell of a uatiorl 
that had produced two noble civilizations and had also 
suffered the iudiguities of decline alld long periods of 
foreign domination, "First in evil times as weU as in 
good times," commented despairingly in the 1820s the 
greatest of modem ltn lian poets GiaCOmO Leopardi, 
who was a child when French invadCI'S overran most 
of hall', a }'oung man when Austrian Germans, their 
mercenaries nnd their puppets, replaced Ule French. 
Leopardi dreamed of what many ltaJians had dreamed 
for centuries-something that seemed to be uuattalll
able during his lifetime, It came to pass, however, a 
short quarter century after his death: Italians united 
as free citizens of a free country, Haly once again tak· 
ing her place among the progressive nations of man. 
kind, 

ITALl"S CONTRIBUTIONS 

The beauty is lhere, for all to see. The decline has 
been reversed, through the bnrd work of aU and the 
firm character of those who participated in the nine
teenth·centllr~' 1.lisorgimcllto and the twentieth-century 
RcsislenZfI, two gloriolls periods of modelll Haly, The 
glorics of the past aloe nol gone, because much of 
what the people of ltaly created at one time 01' un-

othcr has become part of the common heritage of 
civilized man. To that heritage belong the thought of 
Cicero, Saint Thomas Aquinas, Machiavelli, Calileo, 
Croce, the poeh'y of Virgil, Horace, Dante, Petrarcb, 
Leopardi, the artistic mnsterpieces of Giotto, Michel
angelo, Bernini, Vivaldi, Verdi, the wider horizons 
opened by Leonardo, Columbus, Volta, Marcolli, 
Fermi; belong also-to note just a few contributions
Roman law, founded 011 principles still valid today; 
Homao Catholicism, the fa ith of one-sixth of mankind 
of a mnjorit}' of people in more than thirtv nations of 
Western civilization and of large minoritie~ in another 
ten; the economic institutions created by ltalian busi. 
nessmen of the Renaissance, which have provided 
much of the basis for contemporary free-enterprise 
economics. In the context of man's advancement to
w~rd new goa ls, and the achievement of higher forms 
of ciVilization, Hair-like Greece, like England-iS more 
th4ll1 just the coulltry with whicb this book deals, 

The Italian people have contributed to the forma
tion of mOlly national communities for more than 
twenty centuries, The RomanizatiOu of much of the 
ancient Med iterranean world was the result of Italian 
migration, Six nations in Europe and twenty-two in the 
Americas speak languages derived from the languages 
spoken origina lly in the dish'ict of lt aly called Latium, 
and latel' adopted by all Italians. There have been 
native ltalian comm unities slllce the fifteenth century 
i.n Switzerland where Italian is one. of the natiollal 
Jrlllguages, Ilnd since the. second half of the eighteenth 
century in France, 1'01' the past hundred years Italians 
have. emigrated in large numbers, All told, thirteen to 
fifteen million have settled abroad, 

From the beginning of their large-scale immigration 
th rec generations ago, Italian Americans have been an 
impol't<lnt element in the economic life of Ule United 
States. 1n recent decades they have become more and 
more prominent in intellcctual and political life, Next 
to the Spaniards in Argentina and the Portuauese in 
Brazil, citizens of Italian origin are the large;t ..... roup 
in the white population of the two Latin Am:rican 
nations, In Canada, Chile, MexiCO, Uruguny, and 
Venezuela, important sectors of the population are 
descended from Italian immigrants, In the post-World 
War n period the presidents of five Latin American 
republics bad names reveallllg an ltalian origin, Italian 
immigrants ha.ve settled recently in large numbers in 
the industrial countries of contiucntal Europe and in 
Alistralia. 
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AA/ER1C,\NS DISCOVER lTALl' 

It is not alone the presence of ftaliau Americans 
which makes for close telations between the United 
States Hnd HaIy. The time when Americans had only 
vague notiolls about Italy is long past. World War IT 
made milliollS of Americans suddenly aware of Italy, 
her people, her past, and some of her present prob
lems. The landings of Amcrican and British troops ill 
Sicil}1 aud Salerno in the summer of 1943 were Fol
lowed b}' twenty-two months of bitter warfare against 
the stubborn resistance of German troops. Hundreds 
of thousands of American soldiers were involved. TellS 
of thousands died or were badly wounded. After the 
war many servicemen brought back Italian brides, or 
re ll!!"Ilcd to ltalv to settle. Since 1943, the United States 
government and the ,\merican nation were generous 
in giving aid to Italians, partners in the common de
fense of tho dcmocmtic way of life against the on
s laught of totalitarianism. Millions of packages of 
food, clolhing, alld medical and school supplies were 
sent b y Americans to relatives, friends, and strangers 
in Ital}'. In 1964 a hi.ll ion dollars were made available 
by the Administration to the Italiao govcmment to 
ensure the stability of the Italian currency. During 

xviii 

the postwar petiod, billions of American dollars helped 
Italy to get back on her feet economicall)" to strengthen 
her newfound democratic institutions, and to achieve 
such progress as to amount to a revolution in the Ita l~ 
ian way of life. American corporations have invested 
in Italian industries. and ltali:-m executives and engi. 
neers have come to the United States to Icam American 
managerial nnd technological techniques. From the 
formlltion of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO ) in 1949 to recent international crises, Amer
ican officials and the communications media have ac
c1aimcd Italy as a staunch ally. 

Italy has become familiar to many Americans 
througb best-selling books, f.rom Ignaz:io Silone's 
Folllomara and Carlo Levi"s Christ Stopped lit Eboli 
to Luigi B£w.dni's The Italialls; through American fic
tion set in haly; and through scholarly books by Amer
iCan historians, economists, political scientists who have 
analyzed Haly and her problems percepti vely. Since 
tbe end of World War II , the American public has 
enjoyed a. series of ltalian films and has admired Ital
ian film directors and actors. ~lore American tourists 
visit Ita ly than any other European countr},. and 
Rome and Capri have replaced Paris and the Freoch 
Ri viera as paradise for American expatriates. 
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LAND AND 
PEOPLE 

Locatioll and sIIbdivisiolls - 'f ell penillsiliar regiolls 
- Insular Italy - Continental or /lo/them Italy -
Other arCll$ of geographical Italy - Populatioll - The 
it(l/itWS - The peasalltry. 

LOCATION AND SUBDIVISIONS 

C LEAR natural boundaries-mountains in the 
north and, for the rest, the encircling seas-separate 
Italy from her neighbors in Europe nnd the Mediter
ranean. The country stretches in a northwest-south. 
easterly direction for about eight hundred miles-ap
proximately the distance between Fort Kent in northern 
Maine and Cape Hatteras in North Carolina, which 
are respectively at about the same latitude as Italy',;; 
Velta d'italia in the north and island of Lampedusa in 
the south. The climate is more tcmpcmte than it is in 
most areas of America at corresponding latitudes. Al
though it is hot everywhere in the summer, and the 
winters can be very cold in the north, the country does 
not experience the extremes with which America is 
fam iliar . 

.Italy consists of a long pen insula that bisects the 
Mediterranean into an eastern and a western basin, 
two major islands-Sicily and Sardinia (three with 
Corsica, the French island that geographically is part 
of Italy )-dozens of smaller islands (eighteen of them 
are in the Tuscan archipelago between the Tyrrhenian 
and Ligurian seas, and t1le Aeolian and Aegades archi
pelagoes north and west of Sicily ), and a large con
tinental area in the north, bounded from east to west 
by Yugoslavia, Austria, Switzerlnnd. and France. 

ltaly lies equally close to the advanced, highly 
industrialized, progressive democracies of 110rthwest
ern Europe, the Communist states in the Balkans and 
the Danube Valley, and the underdeveloped lslamic 
dictatorships in North Africa. In area, Italy is slightly 
larger than Arizona, that is to say, about one-thirtieth 
the size of the continental United States. It ranks sev
enth in area among European countries west of the 
Soviet Union and third in population, which is about 
a quarter of that of the United States (27 percent in 

Vol dl PaUll, TrcntilW. EPA 

the early 1970s). In districts that are geographically 
but not politically ltalian, there are several hundred 
thousand ltalians. 

In ancient and late medieval times and again in 
the twentieth century, particularly before 1915 and 
after World War II, the hard work and ingenuity of 
the people made up for Italy's lack of natural re
sources, providing them with a higher standard of 
livi ng than that of most other ~ I editenanean nations. 
During the last two decades, Haly's gross national 
product from private and public sources has been (in 
dollars of equivalent purchasing power) a little le.~s 
than one-tenth of that of tJle United States. With 
American aid, Italians soon rccouped the terrific eco
nomic losses suffered durillg ten years of warfare from 
1935 to 1945; then after fifteen more years they dou+ 
bled their production, 

TEN PENINSULAR REGIONS 

The peninsula accounts for over two-fifths of Italy 
(a bout 47 percent of the political area and 43 percent 
of the geograph ical area), Since carly in the third 
century H.C., an irregular line running from the mouth 
of the Rubicon in the east to tbe mouth of the ~'lagra 
in the west, along the Apennine watershed between 
Tuscany and Emilia-Romagna, has marked the bound· 
ar)' between peninsular and continental Italy. Except 
for a few small plains-most of them along the coast 
or inluud in the valleys of the Tiber and Arne-tbe 
peninsula is mountainous or hilly. Its backbone is the 
.-\pcnnine Range, which hegins at the Passo di Ciovi 
in continental Italy and continues beyond the penin
su la in the mountain ranges of northern Sicily. The 
Apennines send their spurs toward the Adriatic Sea 
in the east and the LigUl'ian and Tyrrhenian seas in 
the west. The highest peak, the Cran Sasso d'Italia 
( the Creat Rock of Uaiy ), reaches over nine thousand 
feet. Much of the range has been barren since ancient 
times, but woods and forests can still be found from 
Aspromonte in the south to Abetone in the north, and 
n good deal of valuable reforestation has taken place 
ill recent decades, 
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In the peninsula, separate, and geologically dis
tinct from the Apennines, are: the short but high 
range of the Alpi Apuane in the northwest, famous 
for marble quarries; volcanic mountains and hills 
along the Tyrrhenian coast, among them Vesuvius, 
south of Naples, still an active and at times nery vol
cano; Mounts Gargano and Concro, along the Adriatic 
coast. Rivers are numerous, but most have little \vater 
and many dry up completely in the summer months. 
Dangerous floods, like the one that damaged Florence 
in 1966, occur during the rainy seasons and when 
mountain snows melt. Lakes are few, fewer than in 
ancient times. The largest of all was Lake Fucino, 
fifty miles east of nome in the center of mountainous 
Marsica. Emptied of its water in the nineteenth cen
tury by n tunnel dug through the mountains, Fucino 
has been transformed into fertile farmland. Seventy 
miles north of Rome is the shallow and beautiful Lake 
Trasimeno. Nearer Rome are five other lakes of variou'i 
sizes, which occupy the craters of extinct volcanoes 
and are famous for the beauty of their settings, The 
minuscule Lake of Avemo near Naples was in pre
Christian times credited with being the entrance to 
hell. 

Mountains and hills divide the peninsula into 
separate and varied districts where. in the past, com
munities tended to develop along divergent lines. 
Although people move and mingle today as never 
before, customs and dialects still vary greatly from 
one district to another, as does the appearance of cities 
and villages. Cn the course of centuries some districts 
changed their names: Samnium is toda)?s Molise, 
Lucania is BasHicata. Other districts lost at least part 
of their individuality, merging with larger ones, but 
their names still remain: Sabina, which is now part of 
Latium; Piceno, part of the Marches; 1rpinia, part of 
Campania. The boundaries of all the districts have 
shifted somewhat: Apulia was once only a part of 
today's Puglia; Tuscany is smaller than it was a 
thousand years ago. The result of the agelong histor
ical process has been the division of the peninsula into 
ten districts known as regions, each with its distinctive 
way of Hfe, 

Latium. a little smaller than Massachusetts, is 
the heart of the peninsula and of all Italy. Thirty cen· 
turies ago Latium was the Dame of a small district on 
the left bank of the lower Tiber, inhabited by com· 
munities of the Latin tribe. Today, Latium stretches 
a,long the Tyrrhenian Sea north and south of the Tiber, 
and inland as far as the Apennines. tn ancient times 
Latium supported a considerable population, but over 
the years the soil became exhausted, the water, no 
longer drained, stagnated, and malaria killed people 
in the low-lying areas. One hundred years ago. mudl 
of the area surrounding Rome (Latium's one large 
city then as now) was a wasteland. This is no longer 
so. The Campagna di Roma, the !>.Jaremma to the 
1J0rth, aud the Pontine Marshes to the south have all 
been reclaimed Malaria has disappeared. Roads have 

once again opened up the COUlltryside, now dotted 
with villages and farmhouses. For Italians, Latium 
means Rome-not always Italy's political capital, as it 
has been again since 1870 but, since the third centurv 
B.C., Italy's chief city. Rome is more to Italy tha;l 
Paris is to France or London to England: not only is 
it the seat of government, the political capital, and the 
spiritual center and headquarters of Roman Catholi
cism; it is an idea, a meaningful symbol of past glories 
and future promises. A fortified village on a hilltop 
thirty centuries ago, Rome grew to unify Italy and 
later to rule the iMediterranean world of which it was 
the largest metropolis. It is said to have numbered up 
to two million inhabitants ill ancient times. Then came 
long, lean years. Magnificent buildings-palaces, 
courts of law, temples, theatres-decaved, mallV dis
appeared completely; rubble filled th~ streets, 'shep
berds led their herds and flocks to pasture amid the 
ruins. The population at times shrank to a few tens of 
lhousands. Nevertheless, sectiolls of the city continued 
to live, and, more important, the idea of Rome never 
died-it scarcely weakened. Today, with nearly three 
million people. Rome is Italy's largest city. 

Tuscany, north of Latium, is the largest region 
of peninsular Haly. It is delightful country, with 
smootb, well-cultivated hills and many faScinating 
cities. The prOvincial quiet that had reigned for four 
centuries has lately been replaced by feverish activity. 
It was once Etruria. the land to which nearly thirty 
centurieli ago came a people of mysterious origin, ex
pert in crafts and active in trade by land and sea. The 
a.neif'nt Etrurians set up n leagu(' of several cities, some 
of which, like Volterra, have continued as cities ever 
since. Etrurin became Tuscia, and later Toscana (Tus
cany), the main center of all astounding civilization 
which reached its zenith in the last centurv of the 
Renaissance. Medieval Tuscans organized themselves 
into many independent city·states, sOllle of which en
joyed a quaSi-democratic form of government for 
centuries. Florence was one of them. Originally on a 
level with Pisa, Siena, Lucca, Pistoia, Arezzo, it later 
surpassed them all ill power, wealth, and, more im
portant, in intellectual achievement. Only Athens pro
duced as many great figures within a comparable 
period. 

East of Latium and separated by the Apennines 
arf'! the twill regions of Umbria and the ~ .. Iarches
made up of mountains and hills, narrow "aUeys, and 
small plains. Umbria. home of the Umbri, has kept 
its ancient name. The j\larches derives its name from 
the fact that in the eleventh and twelfth centuries it 
was the border district, Or march, between large north
ern and southe11l Italian states. Gradualk the two 
regions joined i...'l.tium and Romagna in fanning the 
Papal States. Here most of the well-known hill towns 
can be found : Assisi, the birthplace of Saint FranciS; 
Pel'llgin, a center of leal1ling; Loreto, the location of 
one of CatholiCism's most important shrines; Urbina, 
which overlooks the Adriatic; Spoleto. Ferroo, Gubbio, 
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Orvieto, and dozens of others. In many cities, dis
tinctive crafts have developed, reaching a high level 
of excellence. During the recent economic upsurge 
industrial enterprises have multiplied in Terni, Fo
ligna, and along the Adt'iatic coast. Wherever there is 
tillable soil it is cultivated intensively. 

South of Umbria and the ?I-Iarches is mountainous 
Abruzzi, for long a land of shepherds and their £locks 
of sheep and goats, of poor farmers , of villages and a 
few small towns. Place· names keep alive the names of 
the ancient tribes in whom the Romans found gallant 
opponents or valuable allies: ~ J arsi. Vestini, Paeligni. 
When an Italian confederation was briefly established 
early in the first century s.c., its capital was Corfinium 
(near today's Sulmona ), whose name was changed to 
ftalicum. High mountains and inadequate roads kept 
the region isolated. Only in rccent decades have 
people abandoned the barren mountains and gone 
abroad, found employment in Italy's large industrial 
cities, or settled along the coast, where Pescara, not 
long ago a small fishing center and summer resort, 
has become a fast-growing industrial and commercial 
city. People from Abruzzi arc proud of those among 
them who have achieved distinction in the twentieth 
century: the poet Gabriele O'Annunzio, the philoso
pher Benedetto Croce, the novelist Ignazio Silane. 

South of Abruzzi is the smallest and least popu
lOllS region of peninsular ltuly, i\'lolise. It is the north· 
ernmost district of what Italians calli! Mezzogiorno 
( the South ), which includes the rest of the peninsula 
lind the two islands of Sicily and Sardinia. In Molise 
there are no large cities. The towns and villages are 
high on the mountains. Soil is poor, climate harsh, life 
hard. Tenacity and strenuous work helped people 
survive in the past. This region, the northern and 
major part of ancient Samnium, was in ancient times 
the land of farmer-warriors who often raided the rich 
lowJtmds to the west. Until Molise felt the impact of 
recent revolutionary changes elsewhere in Italy, mod
ern civilization seemed to be passing it by. 

Campania is the name the Ancients gave to the 
plain south of Latiwn along the Tyrrhenian Sea. It is 
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still Campania today, although it has been extended 
to include hilly and mountainous districts. For a long 
time the northern part was also known as Terra d.i 
Lavol"O. Terra d i Lavoro and Campania, translated 
freely, mean the same thing-rich farmland. Four 
million people crowd the plain, which is no larger than 
Uhode Island. in ancient Campania were found Capua, 
then one of the wealthiest cities of Italy, Cumae and 
nearby Baine where rich Uomans spent their leisure, 
and Pompeii, which was buried under ashes when 
Vesuvius suddenly erupted in A.D. 79. Cumae and 
Baine, like Pompeii, no longer exist, and Capun is a 
small provincial town. Twent}' miles sou th of Capun, 
on the shore of a splendid gulf ringed by hills and 
mountains that extend to the islands of Ischia and 
Capri, is Naples, originnlly a small Greek settlement 
(Nea Polis, the New City ), sinee the thirteenth cen
tury the metropolis of southern Italy. For nearly six 
hundred years Naples was the capital of the largest 
Italian state and the goal of greedy foreign aggressors. 
It still retains the dignity and majesty of a capital city. 
Forty miles south of Naples are the beaches where 
troops of the American Fifth Army landed in Septem
ber 1943. 
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Puglia, or Apulia, borders Campania to the east 
and then extends south, stretching for over two hun
dred miles along the Adriatic coast. Apulia is a world 
of its own: nowhere else in Italy are to be seen the 
trulli of Alberobello-conical whitewashed brick or 
stone houses, the peaceful wide open plateau of the 
Gargano, the baroque elegance of Leece. The treeless 
flatness of huge wheat fields in the ]\'Iurge reminds the 
American traveler of sections of the Midwest. In 
]\'Iarch one can drive for miles and miles through a 
white sea of flowering almond trees on the Tavoliere 
(or Capitanata ), the plain around Foggia. Brindisi 
and Taranto have two of the best natural harbors of 
the Mediterranean. Bari, the regional capi tal, is an 
old city; it is also a fast-developing industrial and 
commercial giant. The Baresi's dynamism is shared by 
the inhabitants of many smaller coastal cities. 

The scene is aga in totally different in the two re
maining regions of peninsular ltaly-Basilicata and 
Calabria. Basilicata, squeezed between Campania and 
Apulia, a complex of irregular mountain ranges, small 
high windswept plains, low-lying valleys, and a coastal 
plain that was, until recently, poisoned by malaria-is 
to Italy cconomica1iy what j\'lississippi and Alabama 
are to the United States. The region is now changing, 
if slowly. The soil in the coastal district has been re-

. • 
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claimed, agricultural techniques have been improved, 
industrialization is beginning, and new low-rental 
public and cooperative housing is replacing the dwell
ings dug out of the rock in which thousands lived. To 
the south, Calabria (about the size of Connecticut ) 
spans the mountains and plains separating the Tyr
rhenian from the Ionian Sea. It is the foot of Italy's 
boot. Some mountains are barren, some, like the Sila, 
forest covered. Whcrcver possible the slopes arc cul
tivated intensively, but not always efficiently. The 
plains, made famous in ancient times by cities like 
Sybaris, Croton, Thurii, were depopulated when ma
larial mosquitoes bred in stagnant marshes, but have 
been reclaimed and are once again inhabited. Next to 
Apu lia, Calabria is Italy's largest producer of olive 
oil. Citrus groves abound along sections of the coast. 
New highways and better railroad service have opened 
up the region, but people still migrate in large num
bers to the industrial north and to Rome. Cosenza, 
in the northern section of the region, is the historical 
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capital, Catanzaro in the cen ter is the present regional 
ca pita l, Heggio Calabria on the Strait of ~'Iessina is the 
largest city, beset by the problems of a fast-expanding 
population for which there are not enough jobs. 

INSULAR ITA LY 

At its narrowest, the strait separating Calabria 
from Sicily is less than two miles wide-not too wide 
for the bridge that will replace the ferry plying in
cessa ntly between the two shores. Slightly larger than 
Vermont, Sicily is first in size among Italian regions 
and third in population. Five million people live 
there. In ancient and early medieval times Sicily was 
not considered part of Italy, even when included ad
ministratively in Diocletian's diocese of the city of 
Home. It became more and more ltalian when it was 
w\ited politically at the end of the eleventh century 
with the Duchy of Apulia ( forming the kingdom 
known in the nineteenth century as the Two Sicilies), 
Before that, Sicily had been ruled by Arabs for two 
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hundred and fifty years, by Byzantines for three hlln
dred, and by Romans for nearly eight hundred. Before 
the Roman occupation, Sicily had been a bone of 
con tention between Phoenicians from Carthage and 
Greeks for whom the island and parts of the Italian 
peninsula were a Greater Greece, the seat of a noble 
and flourishing civilization. Italy's most imposing vol
cano, Etna, nearly eleven thousand feet high, is in 
Sicily. Three mountain ranges occupy much of the 
northern area. Lower ranges and massifs cover most 
of the rest of the island. Some of the coastal plains
Palermo's Conca d'Oro, or Colden Bowl, and the plain 
of Catania-are among the most fertile and intensively 
cultivated areas of Italy, Over onc·fifth of the island 
is under wheat, but the yield is only half or a third 
of that obtained in northern regions. Second to Apulia 
in WillC production, Sicily is first among Italian re
gions in output of citrus and other fruits, and of 
several fresh vegetables. Modest oil fields , producing 
less than two million tons of oil a year, were discovered 
in the 1950s in the southeast. Until then sulfur had 
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been the chief mineral product. Industry is developing 
fast in and around the three major cities of Palermo 
(the capital), Catania, and l",Iessina, and in the area 
south of Catania. There is a sharp cultural difference 
between the poorer westem third of the island (where 
the Mafia has deep roots and large landed estates or 
fiefs are the rule) and the more advanced eastern 
sectors. 

Catania, Sicily, u;itl! Mount Etna ill the backgroulld. 
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The sea has always meant a good deal to Sicilians, 
who have worked as seamen, engaged successfully in 
trade and fishing, and migrated easily. The sea, in
stead, means little to the Sardinians, whose island is 
only slightly smaller than Sicily and contains less 
than one-third the population. Mountains, high pla
teaus with poor soil, and plains that were until re
cently malarial divided Sardinia into small districts, 
each leading its own separate life. In remote areas are 
found boars, red deer, and mouflons (wild sheep). The 
handsome Sardinian horse and the small Sardinian 
donkey are sturdy breeds. On the island, unlike all 
other Italian regions, ranching was more important 
than fanning. In Sardinia are the Iluraghi, intriguing 
towerlike prehistoric constructions built by a people 
who had already achieved a high cultural level before 
the end of the second millennium B.C. A few of the 
six thousand nuraghi that have been identified have 
kept the original shape, but most are heaps of stones. 
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Sardinia began to be Italian in the eleventh century, 
when the Tuscan republic of Pisa expelled the Arab 
raiders who had occupied coastal towns but had never 
gained control of the interior. Modernization began 
in the nineteenth century with the exploitation of 
mineral resources, more abundant (or rather, less 
scanty) than on the mainland. j\'lodernization is now 
proceeding at a faster pace with the building of more 
railroads and of new ports and highways; with govern~ 
ment-stimulated investments which have made of 
eagliari, the island's capital, an important industrial 
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center, with more frequent mainland contacts ancl the 
arrival of increasing numbers of tourists, many of them 
attracted by the berlUty of /(1 costa smemlda (the em
erald coast, in the northeast). 

CONTINENTAL, OR NORT HERN, ITALY 

The peninsula and the islands account for twelve 
of Italy's twenty regions. The other eight are in the 
continental or northern section of the country. Slightly 
smaller than the peninsula, this section is an irregular 
rectangle roughly a hundred and fifty miles wide, ex
tending about three hundred miles from west to east. 
Most of it is a vast, fertile, well-irrigated plain, the 
Po Valley and the Venetian plain to the east, both of 
which slope toward the Adriatic Sea, reached by 
rivers through wide deltas and lagoons, the best 
known of which is the lagoon of Venice, To the south 
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it is separated from the peninsula by the Apennines. 
It is encircled to dIe west, north, and part of the east 
by the majestic Alps. The highest peak, Monte Bianco 
( Mont Blanc) , reaches nearly sixteen thousand feet. 
Rising abruptly from the plain, the Alps are spec
tacular. To the several railroad tunnels built two or 
three generations ago, road tunnels under passes snow
bound in winter have recently been added. The road 
tunnels considerably shorten the distance between 
Italian cities and those north of the Alps. Three major 
lakes and a number of smaller ones were formed by 
the melting of the glaciers that once covered much of 
continental Italy. Lake Garda is the largest, Como and 
Maggiore the most popular with tourists. The Po, the 
longest river in Italy, is an important waterway, as are 
some of its tributaries and the many canals crisscross
ing the plain. 

Upper Po Valley, Piedmont. EPA 
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NatW'e gives to continental, northern, Italy greater 
unity than to the peninsula, and favors the develop
ment of larger homogencous regional communities. 
Jtalians are conscious of a profound difference be
tween the northern section of their country-on a par 
educationally, economically, and politically with the 
progressive nations of northwestern Europe-and the 
other sections where life is less dynamic and change is 
slower. It is common for people to refer to the penin
sula and the islands as being-in a cultural and not 
merely a geographical sense- "i\'lediterranean," and 
to continental Italy as being "European." There is 
probably less difference between Turin and Zurich 
than between Turin and Naples, between i\'ii!an and 
Brussels than between Milan and Palermo. In ancient 
times, the Mezzogiorno was more advanced than the 
north. The shift in importance began in the fourth 
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Lake Como, from (Ill old, undated print. NYPL PC 

Lake Como, Lombardy. ICI 

century A.D., when two cities of northern Italy, first 
Milan, then Havenna, became the capitals of the Roman 
sta te in the \Vest. The shift was completed centuries 
later when the Milanese state had a larger revenue 
than any state north of the Alps, when Venice was a 
wealthy merchant republic wi th a navy that could 
hold its own against any other Mediterranean power, 
when Cenoese t raded, explored, and battled far fIom 
their Mediterranean base. 

The eight regions of continental Italy, inhabited 
by nearly half the Italian nalion, vary widely in size 
and population. Lombardy, slightly larger than Mas-
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sachusetts and with as many inhabitants as Michigan, 
leads all Italian regions in industry and agriculture. It 
has more cities with more industrial enterprises than 
any other Italian region. Lombard farms give the 
highest yields in crops and dairy products. Milan, the 
capital, is Italy's second largest city in population and 
prides itself on being the first in commerce, finance, 
and industry. To be successful in Italy. political move
ments need a strong base in Milan. Newspapers and 
magazines, publishing houses, museums, universities, 
an d cultural societies contribute to the dynamism of 
intellectual life. Most of the Germanic Lombards (or 
Langobards) who came to Italy during the second 
half of the sixth century settled in Lombardy, found
ing a state whose capital was Pavia, twenty.five miles 
south of Milan. They soon merged with the local 

Farm scene near A·fantova, Lombardy. EPA 

Sonr/rio, Lombardy. E PA 
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population from whom they adopted language, cus
toms, and institutions. Only the Dame remained-and 
in folk tales the memory of some of their leaders. Six 
cenhuies later, a league of democratic and semidem
ocra tic Lombard cities fought the Emperor, Europe's 
highest political authority. gaining independence for 
themselves and other Italian cities, ending the fiction 
of an Italian state linked, or rather subservient, to 
Germany. 

In Piedmont to the west, the snowcappcd moun· 
tains are more imposing, the plain is higher, smaller, 
and somewhat less fertile than in Lombardy, and well
cultivated hiUs occupy large areas. The biggest Italian 
industrial corporation, FIAT, which makes many prod
ucts besides automobiles, is located in Turin, the cap
ital. a well-designed modern city embellished with 
harmoniously proportioned buildings. Efficiently ad
ministered by the counts and dukes of Savoy ( later 
the kings of Sardinia ), Piedmont, once a less·devel. 
oped area than neighboring Lombardy and Liguria, 
progressed considerably in modem times and played 
the primary role in the un ification of Italy in the 
nineteenth century. 

The so-called industrial triangle formed by Milan, 
Turin, and Genoa is to Italy what the Midlands is to 
Creat Britain and the Ruhr is to Gennany. Genoa, the 
third vertex of the triangle and the capital of Liguria, 

M ount Letumn(l (lmi Lakes Agnel (Illd SemI, Piedmont. 
EPA 

is Italy's thriving principal port where each year more 
than thirty million tons of goods are loaded and un
loaded. With its satellite cities, it is also a major 
industrial area. Liguria is a small region: the Riviera 
di Lcvante and the Riviera eli Ponente, respectively 

Typical well-cu/liualed hills, PiedmOlIt. EPA 

I vrea, Piedmo1lt. EPA 



Lake Orla, IIml tile is/alld of San Gilllio, 
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Genoa, Liguria. leI 

east and west of Cenoa, are narrow strips of land ex
tending south of Piedmont for over a hundred and 
fifty miles along the coast of the Ligurian Sea. Wooded 
mountains and well-cultivated hills rise abruptly from 
a shore occupied by a nearly uninterrupted string of 
cities and summer and winter resorts. For a thousand 
years most of Liguria was included in the territory 
of the HepubHc of Genoa, many of whose enterprising, 
seafaring citizens shared the characteristics of an~ 
other of their countrymen: Christopher Columbus. 

Venetia, east of Lombardy, is the region settled by 
the Veneti in pre-Roman times. When in the fifth cen
tury barbarian invaders raided the countryside and 
looted the cities, many inhabitants fled to the smalJ 
islands dotting the lagoons along the coast. They 
founded villages, some of which became cities. Of 
these, one surpassed all others in efficient government, 
wealth, power, and beauty: Venice, Queen of the 
Adriatic, whose equal exists nowhere. Venetians lived 
on the sea and by the sea. Trade brought them 
wealth . To protect their t rade and to defend their 
wealth, Venetians learned the arts of war on sea and 
on land. For centuries the business community of 
Venice ruled all of Venetia, parts of Lombardy to the 
west, Friuli and Istria to the east, the coastal area of 
the Balkans known as Dalmatia, and islands in the 
eastern Mediterranean. To worship Cod, the Venetians 
built a magnificent cathedral ; to house public officials, 
courts of Jaw, and patricians, they built superb palaces. 
They created one of the most stable governments ever 
known : it made for internal peace and prosperity; 

I 
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Ponte San Luigi, Liguria. Me/lton, 
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Venice. The Qual) of Ihe Piazzetla by Cana/etto. National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. Gift of r-,·lrs. Barbara Hutton, 1945 
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later it produced stagnation and the inability to adjust 
to a changing European world. 

The Po separates Lombardy and Venetia from 
Emilia.Romagna, which was for a long time a region 
of prosperous farms, and now, once again as in the 
late lo.'lic1dle Ages, contains a number of thriving cities. 
Here is the large industrial cit}, of Bologna, the capi
tal, whose ancient university was for centuries a fore
most center of learning; Ravenna, in Romagna, for a 
while the capital of the Roman Empire in the West 
and of a short-lived italian kingdom; also Ferrara, 
lo.lodena, Parma, Bimini, all of which saw periods of 
intellectual Bowering and of power. The somnolent 
provincialism that pervaded the area for four centuries 
after the end of the Renaissance ended abruptly with 
the newfound dynamism of the post-World War II 
period. 

To three border regions of continental Italy. the 
republican constitution of 1947 granted (as it did to 
Sicily and Sardinia ) a special autonomous st.."Itus, [n 
the northwest, Val d'Aosta, a large Alpine valley, is 
inhabited by ltalians who speak a French dialect. To 
the north is Trentino-Alto Adige, the upper valley of 
the Adige (the second longest river in Italy ), which 
was annexed to 1taly in 1918. The valley includes a 
southem area, culturally and linguistically Italian 

Modena, Emilia. EPA 

Lama Mocogno, Emilia. EPA 
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(which from the eleventh century until early in the 
nineteenth formed the self·governing bishopric of 
Trent attached to Germany ); and a northern area, in 
which two-thirds of the population speak Gelman and 
are akin to Austrian Germans. In the northeast, the 
Friuli-Venezia Giulia region includes the western and 
central parts of historical Friuli, and the city and port 
of Trieste with part of its district, inhabited by Ital. 
ians but coveted by Yugoslavia. 

OTHER AREAS OF GEOGRAPHICAL ITAU' 

Geographical Italy includes areas covering about 
eight thousand square miles, which ate not part of the 
Italian Republic. Of their one and a half million in
habitants, more than half speak Italian or closely re
lated tongues. Within Rome on the Tiber's right bank 

Trieste. EPA 

is the State of Vatican City, independent since 1929, 
a minuscule state covering a little over one hundred 
acres and containing the buildings and grounds of the 
Basilica of Saint Peter, Roman Catholicism's most 
grandiose place of worship, and the Vatican Palace 
with its annexes, residence of the Pontiff and head
quarters of the central administration of the Roman 
Catholic Church. An isolated three-pronged mountain, 
Monte Titano, between the r-.'Iarches and Emilia-Ro-

Vatican Gily. view from the roof of St. Peter's. EPA 

Wes/em fa9ade of Sf. Peter\', Vatican City. EPA 



magna, forms San :\Iarino, a republic whose seven· 
teen thousand inhabitants are proud of being citizens 
of the oldest continuing European self-governing state. 
South of Sicily lie the Maltese Islands, twice the size 
of the District of Columbia. Semi-independent for two 
and a half ceoturies under the Knights of Malta the 
islands were occupied brieRy by the French in 'l798 
and by the British for l64 }'ea rs. Since 1964 they have 
been an independent, sovereign member of the Com
monwealth. The inhabitants, about a third of a million. 
have their distinctive clliture and speak a language 
only partly related to Italian. The mountainous island 
of Corsica, north of Sardinia, has nearly thirty times 
the area of ~Ialta but fewer inhabitants. For seven cen
turies un unruly dependency of the Republic of Genoa, 
it has been French since 1768. A large Alpine district 
north of ~ l iJall {onus the Canton Ticino, a state of the 
Swiss Federation, and smaller districts to the cast are 
part of Canton Grisons. Inhabi ted by Italians, they be~ 
came Swiss between 1440 and 1512. As the resu lt of 
World Wa r lI, Italy lost most of Julian Venetia, which 
had been annexed in 1918 and was formed by the east~ 
em section of Friuli, the cities of Trieste aod Fiume 
(now Rijeka), and the small peninsula of Istria. Slavic 
Croats and Slovenes were then a little over half the 
population. !-. IMy Halians were killed in 1945 in the 
area occupied by Yugoslavs. The sun'ivors, over a 
quarter of a million, leh the homes that had been theirs 
since time immemorial and took refuge in the territory 
of the Italian Hepublic. 

The int/epent/cnt rcpubUc of Son Morino. EPA 
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POPULATION 

Italy's population (over fifty-five million in 1971), 
now spread over a slightly larger area, is two and a 
half times what it was when tbe first census was taken 
after the ltalian state ronnally came into existence in 
1861. The birthrate (less than 2 percent in the 1960s) 
and the natural increase of the popuJation (less than 
~ percent ) arc m~derate. In parts of continental Italy, 
III some of the plams of the peninsula and of Sicily, the 
density of the population outside the metropolitan 
areas is as high as two thousand per square mile. Even 
in hill}' districts the density can be as much as five 
hundred persons a square mile. Density is low and 
declining in mowltainous and some hilly areas. It is 
still relatively low but increasing rapidly in coastal 
districts that are no longer malarial, and in much of 
Sardinia. Since WOrld War 11, besides the movement 
from mountains and hills to plains, there has been 
considerable migration from rural districts to the 
cities, and away from the underdeveloped regions of 
the south to the industrial north and Rome. About 
one-fifth of the population lives in the ten largest cities, 
of which five have more than a million inhabitants· the 
rest live in several hundred medillm-sized and ~na!l 
ci ties, in thousands of villages and hamlets, and, in 
central and northern lta ly, on farms. 

The common culture and traditions of the people 
are st ronger than regional di fferences, and they make 
of all Italians one nation. Howevcr, ltalians a re not 
and never were biologically (i.e. racially ) homogen. 
eous. Anthropologists have idenlified numerous groups, 
some descended from peoples who lived in the coun
try in prehistoric t'imes, others descended from pcoples 
who came from central and eastern Europe from 
North Africa and the eastern Mediterranean, as 'peace
ful immigrants three or four thousand years ago, as 
invaders later. Generally, it may be said that in the 
southern third of the cou ntry the type described as 
.\lediterranean predominates; in the other two-thirds, 
hom the Abru7.zi to the north, the Alpine lype pre~ 
dominates. In the northeast, Dinaric and Nordic influ
ences have diluted the Alpine characteristics. 

l ndependent and dependent Italian states have 
(.'Ome and gone, but therc has been an italian nation 
for over tWCllt)' centuries. Italv was united in ancient 
times, fl rst as the Roman stat~, later as the dominant 
part of the far· flung i',,[editerranenn stHte created bv 
the Romans. Then it was broken up territoriallv fo·r 
t!lirteen centuries, and it has been reunited for o~lly a 
lIttle over one hundred years. However, the Italian 
nation dates from the time when there was a clenr-cut 
distinction between Roman Italy, the mother country 
and the ruler, and the Roman dependencies outs ide 
Italy. Deep crises affected the nation in the fifth and 
sixth centuries, again in the eleventh and the sixteenth 
centuries, but thev did not destrov either the con
tinuity or the cuitural homogeneity of the nation. 
Since 1945, when northeastern areas annexed in 1918 
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were lost to Yugoslavia, non-Italian minorities have 
numbered less than 1 percent of the population. One
half of these is represented by the German-speaking 
community; one-fourth by the French. The remaining 
fourth is composed mainly of Albanians and Creeks in 
some of the southern regions, the descendants of peo
ple who fled when tile Balkans were conquered by the 
Turks. The small Jewish community, a few te;1s of 
thousands, is considered by aU othcr Italians a reli
gious minority (like the Protestants ). not an ethnic. 
one. 

THE ITALIANS 

OveralJ cultural homogeneity is compatible with 
regional differences and also with a conSiderable range 
in national character. When talking of "the ltalians," 
fo reigners have in mind a certain type, prevalent per
haps among those willi whom tourists come in contact 
but not necessarily typical of the nation. Italians of 
this type are the products of tbe authoritarian society 
that emerged four centuries ago from the i.ntellectual 
and political convulsions accompanying the end of the 
Renaissance (see Chapter 9). They share certain char
acteristics: they are extroverted, superficiaUy emo
tional but in reality self-controlled, tendentially skep
tical but not cynical, contemptuous of authority in 
word but in fact respectful, gregarious, persistent, at 
times deviOUS, inteUectually curious and alert. quick 
minded, considerate, and courteous. Such disagreeable 
traits as the selilshness and arrogance of those in posi
tions of authority are disappearing under the impact 
of democratization. 

There is another type, if less common, certainly 
more meaningful for the nation. I l was represented in 
tbe past by those who died at Legnano in 1176 and at 
Cavinana in 1530, by men like Arnold of Brescia, 
Francis of Assisi, D ante, Pope Paul rv, Giordano 
Bruno, Paolo Sarpi. Their traits are firmness of char
acter, commitment to ideals, moral and intellectual in
tegrity, honesty, reliability, and a puritanism some
times verging on asceticism. Tbe Italians who, in the 
nineteenth century, joined the Cnrbonari, Young ftaly, 
the National Society, and the Thousand-such as San
tarosa , PeUico, Mazzini, Caribaldi, Cioberti, Settem
brini, Pisacane, Manin, the Bandiera and Cairoli 
brothers: all those who made the Risorgimento were 
of th.is type-the antitbesis of the commonplace stereo
type. Those who died to keep Italians free in the 
twentieth-century struggle against Fascism-Matteotti, 
Amendola, Cobetti. Minzoni. Calimberti, Pintor, Buoz
zi, ~Iontezemo!o. the Rosselli and Cervi brothers-and 
those who like Parri, Cadoma, Longo, led the Resist
ance dl.ll"ing World War II-shared the characteristics 
of the aotistereotype. 

THE PEASANTRY 

r-.lost Italians are hardworking; the dolce far 
lliell!C is a myth invented by superficial observers 

whose contacts were limited to dronish elements of the 
upper classes-a fringe section of tbe italian people. 
There is a good deal of family solidarity, involving not 
only the immediate fami ly, but the extended family in 
all its ramifications. Few foreigners come in contact 
with the industrious, reliable, sober peasant, attached 
to his fami ly, ready to help those in need, concemed 
with his duties more than with his rights. As elsewhere 
in Mediterranean Europe, the peasant ry, today about 
one-fourth of the population. is a nation within a na
tion. Peasants may often be illiterate, but they have 
thei r own culture, deeply rooted in the remote past. If 
ancient lineage makes for nobility, they are Italy's gen
uine aristocrats. A peasant can talk of the Reame ( the 
Kingdom of Naples) and of the Swti ( the Papa! Slates) 
as thougb they still existed. In his tales the ancient 
Trojans still live, as do the Lombard leader Alboino. 
and Orlando ( Charlemagne's knight Robnd). Peasant 
legends, songs, fairy tales, and sayings make up a lore 
that, unfortunately, remains oral because peasants do 
not write und it is difficult for others to capture the 
spirit of peasant life, a lore which is being lost as the 
peasal1ts move to cities and the fanns become ind us
trialized. 

Ordinary Italian people tend to be hospitable and 
helpfu l. Often they are motivated by a practical human
ism, genuine respect for al~ and genuine willingness 
to help. This is no new trait, but rather centuries old. 
The tradition of humanism e.'<plains why the itaJian 
nation has been spared the excesses that have been a 
tragic feature in the life of other major Continental 
nations. There bave been fanaticism and violence in 
modern ltaIy. but they have never become mass phe
nomena. Popular opposition expressed through revolts 
in Naples and Rome checked the excesses of the 
Counter-Reformation in the sixteenth century. Noth
ing in Jtaly even came close to the horrors of religious 
and secular conflicts elsewhere in Europe. The impact 
of the French Revolution was fel t in Italy at the end 
of the eighteenth century. uut not its terror, nor the 
terror of counterrevolutionaries (except for some spo
radic episodes). Two generations ago anarchists, syn
dicalists, and Le.ninists advocated violent action, but 
their actual use of it was minimal. Fascism was born 

Fisherman. PhotoworJd 
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Peasallt woman carrying a basket all her head. EPA 

in Jtaly: it exalted violence but failed to recruit many 
violent people; it killed thousands, but not millions as 
fascism did elsewhere. Today's Maoists, Cuevarists, 
and kindred groups preach the need for violent up· 
heavals; many may join their ranks but there is little 
likelihood of such upheavals because there is not 
enough spirit of violence among the people. 

Humanism, expressed through tolerance and the 
practice of the principle "live and let live," is also 
evident in the lack of Italian militarism. Exceptions
in the 1890s and during the twenty-year Fascist d icta
torship-have brought ridicule more than anything 

Laborers breaking for lundl. EPA 

else, and defeat. TIle absence of a military spirit may 
be a drawback at a time when force is a major deter
minant in international relations: it may also be an 
index of civilization. 

Artisan finishing alabaster vases. EPA 

Primitive method of thf{·~hillg. Gemci SiCIlia. Sicily . EPA 
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ROME UNIFIES 
ITALY 
Roman Ital1j - Ea rl!) ill/wbiUHlts - ltalici - Late ,' 
invaders - £tI'tISCQIIS - Greeks - Early Rome - The 
Romal! comnwnity - Rome rebuill - First '/'0 (/ 11(1 of 
expansionist rClIrs - Second round of expansiol! ist wa-rs 
- Tile Italiml League. 

ROMAN ITALY 

I TALIANS are conscious that ancient Rome and its 
dvUizatiOll are theirs. This is not just bcc:\usc.' the city 
of [(alll(' is ill Italy and has bC(>l1 identified with Italy 
for centuries, -but because the twelve hundred years of 
legendary and documented ancient Roman history, 
down to the disintegration of tbe Roman state in Italy 
in the fifth century, are still alive in the concepts, 
values, and institutions that originated then and, how. 
ever revised a11d rei.nterpreted, have never entirely 
disappeared, 

Often the past becomes completely d.ivorced from 
the present, even if the physical continuity of a people 
is ma intained. There is a chasm between Pharaonic 
and Arabizcd Egypt, between the Maya of the fif
teen th century and their descendants today; there is 
nOlle between Roman and post-Roman Italy. The 
grandiose ruins of Angkol' and Borobudur, of Babylon 
and Baalbek, have for cellhlries just been historical 
curiosities for the peoples of southeastern Asia and the 
~ liddle East. But the abundant materIal evidence of 
the Roman past all over Italy, 110t only in ruins, but 
also in buildings, bridges, [lnd roads st1V in use, bas 
never heM a mere historical curiosity for ltalians. 

F rom its origin nnti.! the middle of the fourth cen
tur), B.C., Rome was one of the many self-contained, 
highly diversified, self-governing communities into 
which Italian territory was divided" Tbe more ad
vanced communities belonged to various civilizations; 
Etruscan in the northern section of the peninsula, 
Creek in the southern section and parts of Sicily, 
Phoenician in western Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica. 
I\10st communities, from the All}S to the interior of 
Sicily, had not passed the tribal stage, There was no 
italian people. Italy was the name of a small section 
of the penillsula. The tCim Italics, expanded in modern 

First cell tUTU ROIJl(m (;l1rtll fort (in broken lines) SI/
/J(useded by second-century stone fort. Amblesilfe, 
\Vest.II1M/am/, Englantl. Homan Britain hy R. C. 
Collingwood 

times to designate a group of kind red tribes from the 
northern Apennines to Sicily, indicated then a fe\v 
southern tribes with which the Greeks were in contact. 
Sy the middle of the second century B.C., Rome had 
become a vast Mediterranean state. Soou it would in
clude all of southern Europe, much of western and 
central Europe, North Africa, and parts of western 
Asia. Between the early phase and the Mediterraneall 
one there was a period lasting several generations, 
when Rome and Italy became one: this fusion marked 
the birth of the Italian nation, 

In the third and second centuries B.C., Italy meant 
the peninsula only, It was a confederation including 
nearly two hundred communities of which Rome was 
by far the strongest. Differences faded as tbne went on, 
The merger of the communities was completed politi
cally in S8 B.c.., when most inhab itants of. the confed 
eration formally became Roman citizens. A few dec
ades later, Rome-Italy was extended to include the 
major part of continental Italy. This period, in which 
Rome- Italy were one, cnded politically in the th ird 
century, when the distinction between Rome-Italy-the 
Hiler and mother counby-and dependent territories 
was obliternted in the uniformity of the au thoritarian 
Roman Empire. It continued in the minds and the way 
of life of Romans living in Italy, and oC Romans out
side Italy. 

EARLY l!\'IIABI1'ANTS 

Anthropologists suggest that toward the end of 
the last Ice Age Italy was sparsely inhabited by per-
11aps hvo races. The Ibero-Ligurians, people with 
Med iterranean characteristics and culture., settled on 
the islands, most of the peninsula. and the continental 
north. Never numerous, they apparently Jed a peaceful 
life, practicing primitive fanning and herding, devel
oping the early crafts of pottery and weaving, leaming 
to USe copper, and dwelling in clusters of huts. From 
these Mediterraneans were descended peoples the Ro
mans met in their expansionist drive ; Ligurians in the 
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.northwest, Japygians along the east coast of the penin
sula, Sicani in western Sicily. At about the same time, 
or soon after, Dinaric immigrants came from the Bal
kans and settled in eastern districts of the country. 
They were ancestors of the Veneti in the north, of the 
Apulians and Messapians in the south. 

ITALICl 

Invaders from the north, belonging to the Alpine 
branch of Indo-Europeans, callle to Italy in prehistoric 
times, probably in two waves. The 6rst wave reached 
Italy from the Danubian basin about forty centuries 
ago. Acquainted with the making of bronze, they lived 
in ratller large villages of huts built on piles-at first 
on the shores of lakes, rivers, and marshes; later, when 
population increased, also on dry land. The terromore 
(as anthropologists call the villages on dry land) of 
tho Bronze Age were built Ln the regular rectangular 
pattern that was later characteristic of Roman military 
camps ( the castra which becamc "chester" in many 
English place-names). From these early Alpine invad
ers were descended the Sabine, Latin, and Samnite 
tribes that occupied much of the central area of the 
peninsula, as well as the Sicels, or SicuJi, of eastem 
Sicily. Sometime between the sixteenth and tlle thir
teenth century B.C. a second wave of Alpine invaders, 
also coming from the Danubian basin, reached Italy. 
These knew how to use iron and were bearers of Iron 
Age culture. The Umbrians who settled in the UppCl' 
Tiber Valley were descended from them, as were the 
various tribes ( Hirpini, Lucani, Bruttii) that occupied 
the interior of the peninsula south of the Samnites. 
ItaliCi, or ltalians, is the name anthropologists gave to 
the tribes descended from the two waves of Alpine in
vaders. 

Mainly for reasons of defense, settlements were 
buil t by Italici. on Bat hilltops, a wall enclosing huts 
and a few larger buildings already being made partly 
of stone. OppidllnJ was the name of this type of forti
fied village. In the ten th century B.C. there were, for 
instance, oppida on the hilltops of the later cities of 
Auximum (OSlmo) and Finnum ( Ferma). Whatever 
one may say about the date traditionally given for the 
founding of Rome (A pril 21 , 753 B.C.) , it is Hkely tll(lt 
an oppidum existed in the eighth century at the top of 
a small isolated hill, later called Palatine, rising from 
the left bank of the lower River Tiber; that Oil the hill 
was the location of Roma Quadrata ( Square Rome., 
from the shape of the walls). A smaller oppidum could 
be found on the nearby Mons Capito!inus, the Italians' 
CampiclogJio and the Americans' Capitol; n third one 
on the Aventine. 

L.ATE R lNVADERS 

A third wave of Alpine invaders came to Italy 
later from the northwest-Celts who bad settled in 

Gaul, now France. The invaders occupied most of the 
Po Valley ( the Romans' GalHa Cisalpina, or Callia on 
this side of the Alps ) in the fifth century B.C. The 
names of Gallic tribes survive in place-names: Bologna 
was the town of the BOiians, and Senigallia a town the 
Romans founded in territory wrested from the Seno
nian Gauls. The Gauls crossed tbe Apennines and 
caused great havoc. Early in the fourth century they 
captured and held Rome brieBy. 

Before the coming of the Cauls, Italy had been 
discovered by raiders and immigrants of a different 
type, who came by sea. They brought civilization: a 
complex political organization. a sophisticated reli· 
gion, the art of writing, advanced economic tech· 
niques. Of the newcomers who arrived by sea, Cartha
ginians were the least numerous and remained alien 
rulers of Italian.occupied territory; EtrU!icans and 
Creeks became native Italians and played a major role 
ill the development of Roman civilization. 

According to Jegend, Carthage, the Phoenicians' 
main settlement in North Africa, was founded in 814 
B.C. Located near modern-day TWlis, it was a little 
over one hundred miles from Sicily. Carthaginian 
trading posts were SOOrl established Oll western Medi
terrane.'ln coasts and bevond the Pill ars of Hercules 
(the Strait of Cibraltar ):After the Pel'sian king Cyrus 
conquered Phoenicia in the sixth century, Carthage, 
now completely independent under the rule of a capa
ble merchant oligarchy, embarked on a policy of eon· 
quast, creating a vast empire and becoming the most 
powerful state in the western f,·leditenanean. Cartha
ginians sent colonists to Sicily where they founded 
Panormus ( Palenno) and Drcpanum ( Trapani ); to 
Sa rdinia where they founded Caralis (CagJiari ): to 
Corsica, Spajn, and the Span ish islands, to the African 
coast op posite Spain. To check Creek expansion, Car
thage made agreements with the Etruscans, and with 
Rome as ea rly as 50s B.C. For over two hllndred years 
there was intermittent warfare betwern Carthaginians 
and Greeks in Sicily. An epic duel between Carthage 
and Rome beglUl in the third contllry B.C. It lasteel U S 
years and ended with the destruction of Carthage. 

ETRUSCANS 

The origin of the Etruscans is an intriguing ques
tion mark. They may have come from Asia ~linor, 
refugees fl eei ng wars and revolutions or the pressures 
of overpopulation. They appeared in Italy in the ninth 
centu ry B.C., and fOllnded ,"arious settlements on the 
160-mile stretch of the western peninsular coast be· 
tween the Serchio and Tiber rivers. Tarq uinia and 
Cervetcri are located ncar Etruscan Tarquinii and 
Caere. Then they pushedinlnnd, founding among 
other cities Volterra and Chiusi, reaching the upper 
Amo Valley, where they founded Fiesole and Arezzo, 
and the middle Tiber VaIJey, where thcy built Perugia. 
In the seventh cen tury B.C. the Etruscans expanded 
north of the Apennines, where all traces of their pres-
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cnce were obliterated by Gallic invaders in the flfth 
century. 

Thousands of Etruscan inscriptions have been 
found, particularly on tombs, but since their meaning 
is uncertain they shed little light on what, judging 
from archaeological remains and the writings of Ro
man authors, was an advanced civilization. Through 
these remains and writings it is knO'wn tbat the Etrus
cans \vere a ruling minority, monopolizi ng political 
power, military functions, religious activities, trade by 
land and sea, indush-y. Thejr subjects, who were akin 
to the Ligmians in the north of Etruria and to the 
Umbri in the south, tilled the soil and performed 
menial services in the households of the masters. Each 
major city was an independent state governed effi
ciently by rigid oligarchies. Heligious rather than po
litical bonds held together a vague confederation 
embracing twelve to flfteen City-states. Sculpture and 
architecture show a highly developed and original art. 
Objects found in tombs testify to a high level of crafts
manship. Some of the Etruscan divini ties (the mother 
goddess, the gods of sea and fire), many religious 
practices, and priestly orders were adopted by the 
Romans together with the style of their temples. 

In the sixth century, Etruscans from Tarquinii, 
Veii, and other cities of southern Etruria, exercised 

Statile of Apollo. Etruscan carly {ifth century R.C. From 
the Portmlllccio Smle/llary at VeiL Musco Nazionale di 
Villa Giulia, Rome 

Mural (lfe/(liI) from the Toml) of Hunting anc! Fishing, 
T(II"quinia. Etruscan. The Art uf Etruria and Early Rome 
by G. A. /1.'1 allsllelli 
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Votive figure of 1I warrior, 450 B.C. Etruscan. Musco Arch
eologioo, Florence 

paramount power over Rome and the Latin communi
ties. According to legend, Romans freed themselves 
and helped the Latins to free themselves, through the 
revolt of 509 B.C. Meanwhile, Etruscans from coastal 
city-states had moved to Campania and were in the 
process of establishing a smaller Etruria there, when 
they were defeated in a naval battle fought in 474 B.C. 

Etruscan l1ypogeum. "Tagel/a di Pilagora," Cortona, Tus
cany. EPA 

by the Creeks of Cumae allied to those of Syracuse. 
The Romans captured and destroyed Veii in or about 
396 B.C. They established their control over much of 
southem Etruria a few decades later, and over the rest 
of the region by 282 B.C. Etruscan language and cul
ture faded away and seem to have disappeared com
pletely in the firs t century B.C. 

Etruscon temple, fifth century ".c. Tuscany. EPA 

'f:;~:~t~o~o~,~, ~£~tru~'can lomb, Ccrveteri, Latium. 

Interior of an Etruscan tomb, Cerveteri, Latium. EPA 



GREEKS 

Political instability at home, population pressure, 
spirit of adventure, all contributed to a vast migratory 
movement that led to the establishment of autonomous 
Greek communities by the Black Sea and in both the 
eastern and western ~Iediterraneall. Cumae, twelve 
miles from Naples, seems to have been the first Creek 
settlement in the West-a West as meaningful to 
Greece as another West was meaningful to Americans 
twenty-six cellturies later. Cumae, which remained the 
northernmost Creek settlement on Italy's western 
coast, was founded (if legend is correct) around 750 
B.C. by colonists who came from Cbalcis in the island 
of Euboea. Corinthian emigrants founded Syracuse in 
Sicily around 730 D.C. Thirty yeal's later, Spartans 
founded Taras ( now Taranto). Twenty major Creek 
communities flourished along the southern coast of the 
pcninspla, on the shores of the Tyrrhenian, Ionian, and 
Adriatic seas, and as many along most of the coast of 
Sicily. Only small portions of the interior were colo
nized by the Greeks, but Greek influence changed the 
way of life of Sicani and Sicels in Sicily, of Bruttii, 
Lucani, Calabri, Mcssapians, and other tribes on the 
peninsula ; it was felt by the Latins and their Roman 
offshoot farther north. 

Although the Italian territory settled by the 
Greeks was IlO larger than the area of central and 
southern Greece, it was called MagliO Graecia, Creat 
Greece. Writing in the second century B.C., Polybius 
limited the expression Magna Craecia to the area oc
cupied by Creek communities on the mainland. Writ
ing at the time of Augustus, Liv~t" and the geographcr
historian Strabo included in Maglla Gmecia the Sicili
an area also. The prestige and renown of Magna 
Graecia wns bnsed on the size of the communi ties, 
thei r wealth and military powcr, the magnificence of 
buildings: temples, theatres, and palaces. Also on the 
contributions given by Greeks in Italy to the intel
lectual life of Greece: by the Pythagol'eans of Croton 
:- nd other cities, the philosophic school established in 
Elea, Emp!.!docles of Acragas, Archimedes of Syracuse. 

When Roman authors began to write the history 
of their city, they were very much under the spell of 
the Greeks, and they especially felt the fascination of 
Athens. Chronicles and traditions were revised and in
terpreted in the light of Greek experiences. Not only 
was the founding of Rome attributed to the descend
ants of Trojan princes defeated by the Achean prede. 
cessors of the Greeks, but early Roman development 
was pattemed largely on Athens', According to tradi
tion, there was in Rome, as there had been in Athens 
at first, a limited monarchy. The reforms of Servius 
Tullius in Rome seem a copy of those of Solon in 
Athens a few decades earlier. The monarchv became 
absolute in Rome around the time when P~isistratus 
and his successors ruled Athens autocratically. The 
absolute monarchy wns overthrown in Rome by a 
revolution in 509, the year following the expulsion of 
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Hippias from Athens. The Persians were a major 
threat to Athens wheD the Etruscans were a major 
threat to Rome. Three hundred brave Spartans died at 
Thennopylae in 480, and three hundred brave Romans 
at Cremera in 477. Coincidence or not, there is little 
doubt that Greek inAuence contributed to the shaping 
of Roman institutions and Roman culture. 

TIle best Ilres('rlJcd of till: tcmples or Agrigellto, Sicily. 
TWA 

Greek tllealre. Syracuse. EPA 
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£ARLr ROME 

The year 753 B.C. is the legendary date of the 
founding of Rome by Romulus and Remus, descend
ants of Aeneas, a member of the royal family that 
ruled Troy in Asia ~linor until its destruction by in
vaders from Greece in the twelfth or eleventh century. 
Romulus supposedly brought together people belong
ing to three tribal groups. The capture of Sabine 
women added a fourth tribal element. Romulus cre
ated the legion, thus providing Romans with an effi
cient military organization. His successor, Numa 
Pompilius, was the lawgiver. Under Numa's immediate 
successors TuBus Hostilius and Allcus Marcius, the 
Roman state became paramount in Latium, then an 
area of only one thousand square miles inhabited by 
Latins, southern neighbors of the Rotnam. Rome ex
panded to the sea with the founding of Ostia at the 
mouth of the Tiber. The kingship of Tarquinius 

She-I(!oll nllr~in8 Roml/lus and Rcmll.~. 
B.C. "Iusco Capitolino, Home 

Battle 01 the Sabines by Dauid. Photoworid 

Priscus, a citizen of Tarquinii in southern Etruria, be
tween the seventh and the sixth century, was indica
tive of Etruscan paramount power. Servius Tullius in 
the sixth century B.C. was the Roman Solon and he 
introduced a classification of citizens for military and 
electoral purposes, very similar to that attributed ~o 
Solon in Athens in 594. According to legend, he buJit 
the walls encircling Rome's seven hills. Fragments of 
the walls still stand. Tarquinius Superbus (the Arro
gant ) was a despot whose twenty-nve-year reign 
ended when the rape of Lucretia, wife Qf a distin 
guished citizen, by the killg's son Sextus caused a 
revolt. 

Lucius Junius Brutus Jed the revolution that es
tablished the republic. He and Lucretia's widower 
Lucius Tarquinius Collatinus were the firs t consuls
republican chief executives elected for one year. Dur
ing the 120 years between the establishment of the 
republic and the capture of Rome by Gauls, there was 
considerable internal tension and continual external 
pressure. After being defeated by the Gauls in or 

Aeneas fleeil1g Troy . Musco Civiltii 
Romana, Rome 

Tile Appian Way. tllrollgh tile Gall/
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about 390 B.C., the Roman state lost its small conquests 
and its su premacy over the Latins and was reduced to 
its original boundaries. 

THE: ROMAN COMMUNITY 

This is the legendary period-a source of inspira
tion for Romans of successive generations, a heroic age 
of which one had to be worthy. This was the period of 
the exploits of the Horatii brothers, two of whom gave 
their lives to ensure the victorv of Romans over Latins; 
of Horatius Codes, Cloelia, al;d Mucius Scaevola, who 
turned back enemy Etruscans from Clllsium (Chiusi); 
of the Fabii, one of the distinguished families of Rome, 
who died defending the city against tile E truscans 
from Veii; of gallant generals like QlIinctius Cincin
natus, iViamercus Aemilius, and Furius Camillus; of 
w ise statesmen; of the senators wbo waited calmly in 
their marble scats to be killed by barbarian Gauls. 

Not all this is necessarily Rction. Sculptures tell us 
what Romans looked like, how they lived, and how 
they fought. ' '''e know about t ribes constituting most 
of the population of peninsular Haly that were racially, 
linguistically, and culturally akin to the Romans. 
Aequi, Samnites, and Picentes of the third century B.C. 

were not different fTom the Latins and Romans at the 
time they buil t cities and abandoned the tribal way of 
life. It is probable that, in order to IJrotect themselves 
against aggressive Etruscans, the inhabitants of o})pida 
on some of the seven hills and of villages in the su r
rounding terri tory banded together and founded a 
city. It is also likely that government was originally in 
the hands of an elected king, and that he was aided 
by a council of elders (seniorcs, or senators) who were 
heads of families (patres, or patricians). Contacts with 
Etruscans Rrst and then also with Greeks stimulated 
political changes and economic activities, and affected 
religious and intellectual interests. Because the E trus
cans were closer Lo Rome and therefore more of a 
threat, Romans of the sixth and fifth centuries looked 
with friendly eyes on the Creeks (who were also 
enemies of the Etruscans) and tried to imitate them. 
Brutus may never have existed, but when documented 
history begins, Home had undoubtedly been a republic 
for some time. The Athcnian heresy-the society 
founded on freely expressed popular consent-had 
found disciples among unsophisticated Romans. 

Rome's republic, like that of Athens during its Rrst 
phase, was constitutional rather than democratic. Its 
structure was complex. All officials were elected, but 
could be drawn only from certain sections of the popu
lation; three different types of popular assemblies 
elected the officia ls and passed the laws; considerable 
power was ill the hands of a senate to which former 
officials belonged and whose membership was thus en
tirely from the upper classes; there was division of 
power and a system of checks and balances; law was 
pa ramount and in all fields prevailed over arbitrary 
will. 

The Colos~·ew)J, Rome. EPA 
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Romans were proud of their republican institu· 
tions. They lasted for several centuries and were not 
completely obliterated until the third century A.D. , 

when the P rincipate ( theoretically a constitutional 
monarchy ) was replaced by the Dominate (an abso
lute monarchy). Durillg nearly five hundred years of 
republican rule, and even in the early phase of the 
P rincipate, Romans and all Romani7..ed Italians were 
deeply conscious of the difference between a free and 
a despotic form of govel1lment. They felt sincere 
hatred and contempt for despotism, whether mOll
archical as in eastern Mediterranean states, or oligar
chic as in the great republic o[ Carthage. 

According to legend, and there is no reason to 
suppose that it is not true, sixty years wen t by before 
republican institutions were solid ly established. Once 
political liberty had been achieved, the problem of 
assuring equality arose. There was in Rome an upper 
class of patricians and a lower class of plebeians: it 
took about a century and a half of agitation, demands, 
and concessions before plebeians achieved equality 
of rights with tJ1C patricians in the middle of the 
fourth century. The plebeians' successful struggle 
strengthened free institutions and enabled the republic 
to last another three hundred years. Republican Ro
mans had learned that in a free society conHicts 
among citizens must be solved on the basis of equality. 

The same concept solved problems arising in rela
tions with some o[ the Romans' neighbors. Since earli
est times there had been a special relationship between 
Romans and their kin to the south, the Latins. Accord
ing to situations, tJle relationship varied from close 
cooperation to open antagonism. During the second 
half of the fourth century, antagonism ceased when 
severa l Latin commwlities were given Homan citizen
ship and others maintained their separate organization 
but aD a footing of equality with the Romans. 

To withstand the pressure of powerful neighbors 
like the Etruscans aDd the Volscians, Hom:Hl5 had to 
fight: theirs was a community of fa rmer-soldiers. 
There is nothing exceptional, as history shows, in be
ing a community of farmer-soldiers and having to 
fight. The exceptional tbing is that Romans acquired 
habits tJlI'ough discipline and training that made them 
better soldiers than most. The Romans who rebuilt 
their city after the Gauls had departed were free 
members of a self-governing commllnity, hardworkil)g 
faml(~.rs and disciplined soldiers. After four hundred 
years of undistinguished life ab 'Irbe cont/ita (since 
tl1e foundation of the city, according to legend), the 
stage was set for a spectacular career. The val ues and 
institutions that made Romans what they were had 
been four hundred years in the making. Deeply mated 
and solidly established, they were to bt, for centuries 
thc efficient and powerfu l drivillg force in the Roman 
community until it became the world-state of the 
West. 

ROME REBUILT 

Because of military pressure or because they were 
bolJght off, the victorious Gauls of 390 B.C. left Rome 
after a few months. The inhabitants returned and the 
city was rebuilt. The republic was reorganized. When 
the enemy left, the Roman state was nothing more than 
a fairly big township covering an arca of less than fOllr 
hundred square miles, as it had been under the first 
two l..ings. About twelve miles from the sea, on the left 
bank of the Tiber where a small island facilitated the 
bUilding of a wooden bridge, a stone \,'all-parts of 
which may have been built under Servius Tullius in 
the SiXtJl century-enclosed all or part of seven small 
hills and the plains in between. The hills are now lower 
than thc)' used to be, the plains a little higher. Within 



the walls there were about one thousand acres. The 
rest of the township was the rural area, containing the 
port of Ostia, small villages, and isolated famlbouses. 
The total population was only in the tens of thousands. 
For the times, the urban center was fa irly large. It was 
probably the l:u-gest urban community north of the 
cities founded by Creeks in southern Italy. With every 
citizen a soldier) with constant training and severe 
discipline, Rome had an efficient army. 

fIRST ROUND 01<' EX.PANSIO:-.lIST WARS 

The Gauls came back four times. Each time the 
Romans fought back. Following the commonsense 
principle that the best defense is offense, they trans
formed their counterattacks into offcnsiye wars. They 
pursued the enemy in the hills and mountains of cen
tral Italy. This round of wars bcgrm in 367 a.c. The 
Cauls had received aid &om Rome's neighbors and 
enemies. The hostile neighbors were defeated together 
with the Gauls or werc attacked and defeated after 
the Cauls had been dr iven out. Peace with the Cauls 
was concluded in 334 B.C. By then Home's supremacy 
had been reestab1i~hcd amOl~g the Latin.~. Tribes south 
and cast of the Latins had been brought under Roman 
control, and made more secure by the settlement of 
Roman colonies among them. Southern Etn.L~can cities, 
those closest to Rome, had lost their independence. 
Some, Caerc for instance, were treated leniently. Oth
ers were destroyed rmel never reappea red on the scene 
of history. 

Romans werc now confident in their own strength. 
When, after ovcr thirty years of nearly continual 
fighting, this round of wars ended, the small indepen
dent township centered on the se\'en hills had become 
a state embracing most of what is today's Latium and 
parts of Umbria. It had an area of bctw('cn seven and 
eight thousand square miles with a population of 
several hundred thousnnd. l nstead of Rom ulus' one 
legion of just over three thousand men, there was an 
army of many legions. 

A ship in tile port of Ostia (ba.s-relief), 
Villa Torionia, Rome 
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SECOND ROUND OF EXI'ANSIONIST WARS 

The second round of expansionist wars lasted 
nearly two generations, from 328 to 270. From time 
to time there had been minor clashes between Romans 
and Samnites, the largest and best organized tribe of 
peninsular l taly, occupying-with allied tribes-a wider 
area than that of the enlarged Roman state. From the 
scanty sources available, it can be assumed that Sam
nites and Romans were fairly Similar. There were dis
sensions between the small city-states, some Creek, 
others not, in the fertile plain surrou nding lhe Gulf of 
Naples and extend ing north as far as the Roman ter
ritory. The Romans captured Naples, and the Sam· 
nites stmek back War ensued. There were defeats and 
victories for both sides, long hard campaigns, and 
arm istices. Most of the smaller tribes in mountainous 
areas sided with the Samnites, as did manv of the 
Creek city.states along the coast. The tribes of south. 
ern Italy, enemies of the Creeks, usually sided with 
Borne. In the end, the Samnites combined forces with 
the independent Etruscans and with the Cauls of 
northern Italy. By 290 the Sa1l1nites had been defeated 
and were compelled to recognize Homan hegemony. 
Then came the tum of the Etruscans, defeated in two 
battles, and of the Cauls. 

Most Creek city·states in the peninsula were 
brought into the Roman state. some as subjects, others 
as allies. Taras, which the Romans called Tarentum, 
the most important, remained independent. Frightened 
by the growing Homan power, rieh enough to sub
sidize allies and mercenaries but unwilling to do much 
fighting themselves, Ule Tarantines asked the aid of 
Pyrrhus, king of Epirus in the Balkans. Related to 
Alexander the Creat, Pyrrhus had been a participant 
in the wars among Alexander's successors. H e came to 
Italy in 280 and twice defeated the Romans, However. 
his losses were so heavy that he could not follow up 
his victories. Defeated in a third major battle in 275, 
he returned to Epirus. Shortly after, Tarentum sur
rendered; it lost its independence but the Romans 
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Romans crossing the Alps, ca. 200 B.C. NYPL 

Pyrrhus, kill!; of Ellir. 
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allowed it to keep intemal autonomy. The quick sub
jugation of the remaining independent communitics
city-states or tribes~ensued . 

THE ITALIAN LEAGUE 

The entire ltalian peninsula was now a confedera
tion including about two hundred autonomous states, 
among which Rome held supreme power. Of the three 
to four million inhabitants of the confederation, about 
one-fourth lived in the city of Rome and it.~ territory 
stretching southward to near Naples fU1d eastward to 
the Adriatic:. With 01' without the righ~ to vote in the 

assemblie.~ of Rome, the inhabitants of a number of 
self-governing incorporated municipalities (co loniae ), 
established primarily to garrison conquered districts 
and also to relieve population pressure, were Roman 
citiZens. Citizens of other seU·govcming municipal
ities, called Latin, not because of their ethnic origin 
but because of a status identical to that granted to 
Latins in the fourth century, shared the obligations of 
Roman citizens but not all the rights. The rest of the 
peninsula was divided among autonomous allied COln

munities (socii) , each bound to Rome by a special 
permanent treaty. 

In the confederation, the cond uct of foreign and 
miJitary afIairs was the responsibility of the Roman 
senate and of t.he assemblies meeting in Rome. Roman 
and Latin self-governing municipalities, and the allies, 
had their own autonomous administration, largely 
patterned on that of Rome; they enforced their laws, 
managed their finances, and worshiped their gods. In 
each confederal state, power was exercised by a citi
zens' assembly which legislated and elected officials. 
There were no subject communities without rights, 
nor tributary ones. Romans, Latins, and allies shared 
military obHgations. Troops recrui ted among allies had 
their own officers but fougbt under Roman generals. 
Ships and sailors were supplied mostly by the Greek 
communities. 

In 270 B.C., different languages were spoken; re
ligious practices differed; economic levels ranged 
from the poverty of the Casuentini to the affiuence of 
the Capu311s; the illiteracy of the Paeligni contrasted 
with the sophisticated literacy of the Tarentines. With
in a few generations, differences faded away and a 
unifonn Romafl way of life prevuiled among the in
habitants of the peninsula. COllvenience and imitation 
played their rolc; there was a good deal of internal 
migration ; there was the comradeship in wars fought 
for a long time in foreign countries; whatever the 
reasons, assimilation took place. By the time the COIl
federation ceased to exist there was already one 
people. 

With a disciplined, well-trained, and well-equipped 
citizens' army that could muster tem of thousands of 
men, with allied troops as numerous and as good as 
the Romans', with considerable naval fo rces, Rome was 
a major power in the Mediterranean world. Rome was 
strong enough to compete with the Phoenician author
itarian republic of Carthage in North Africa. and with 
the absolute kings of Macedonia, Syria, and Egypt in 
the eastern Mediterranean, descended from Alexan
der's generals. Besides these major states there was a 
multitude of smaller ones. Power relationships were 
complex; their successful handling required firmness 
and prudence. 
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A FULL S [ X H UNDRED YEARS 

CLORJOUS CENTURIES 

S lX hundred years intervened between the uni-
6cation of the peninsu la under the leadership of Rome 
and the transfer of the capital of the vast Mediter
ranean state created by Romans and Romanized Ital
ians to Constantinople, formerly Ule Greek city of 
Byzantium. The period From 2.70 B.C, to A.D. 330 was a 
time of greatness for Rome-italy. Ancient historians 
have dwelt on the details of political and military 
events, describing customs and institutions. ~lodern 
historians have added i!wcstigations of the transforma· 
tion of society, of developments in the fields of mind 
and conSCience, of economic and social affairs. There 
were tbe wars and civiJ wars that 100m so large in his
torical narrative. And there were long periods of in-
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te-fIlal quiet and peace on the boders-of Pa.x Romana. 
There was the long and difficult process of building a 
vast, complex, and efficient s}'stem of institutions, giv
ing cohesion to a society larger than any until modem 
times. During five of the six centuries there was edu
cational and economic 3dvancement. The.re was the 
birth of Christianity. There were the beliefs and the 
philosophies that COlltributed to Christianity or op· 
posed it. Tbe sum total of events and developments 
was the creation of a civilization more advanced than 
any until thcn known in the West or the East. In 
classical Grcece and in the Hellenistic period, phi. 
losophy and science respectively soared higher than 
they w('re to do in the Roman state, but taking society 
as n whole, the Roman Mediterranean nation was on a 
higher cultural level than that of Creek city-states and 
Hellenistic monarchies. 

TlllRD ROUND OF EXPANSIONIST WARS 

Two rounds of expansionist wars had made the 
Italian peninsula one state combining the advantages 
of a strong central power with considerable autonomy 
at the local level. A third round lasting four genera
tions (264-146 B.C.) made Rome the dominant 
Mediterranean power. Tragically, these wars later COil· 

tributed to the death of the republic. Three Punic 
wars were fought against Carthage in 264-2:41, 218-
20l, 149-146, in Sicily, Hal)" Spain, North Africa, and 
on the sea; two JIIyrian and four Macedonian wars 
were fought in the Balkans, in 229-228, 221-219, 215-
205, 200-197, 171-] 67, 149-148; one SYrian war was 
fought in Asia in i92.-189; an invasion' of transalpine 
barbadans was repelled in 225. In the course of the 
Second Punic War, Rome nearly succumbed: in 218--
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216 Roman armies were defeated by the Carthaginian 
Hannibal at the battles of Ticino, Trebbia, Trasimeno, 
Cannae. Roman losses were enormous: much heavier 
in relation to the population than the losses suffered 
by any nation in the bloodbaths of World War rand 
World War II, or the twentieth-century civil wars in 
Russia, SpaiD, China, and Nigeria. The Romans did not 
despai r, however; they persisted, and they triumphed 
over Carthage at Zama in 202. Later they triumphed 
over Macedonia at CYlloscephalae in 197, over Syria 
at Magnesia in 190, and over ~'Iacedonia again at 
Pydna in 168. The Scipio brothers, Fabius CUllctator, 
Marcellus, Flamininus, Metellus, Aemi lius Paullus, and 
many others acquired reputations as generals and were 
influential as statesmen, In 146 Carthage was destroyed 
and much of its territory was transferred to Numidia, 
Carthage's neighbor and Rome's ally, 

The wars against Carthage led to the Roman oc
cupation of the western section of Sicily in 241 B,C., 

and thirty years later of the eastern section with its 
capital Syracuse; of Sardinia and Corsica in 238; of 
fonner Carthaginian territories in Spain in 209-206; 
in Africa, of the section of the Carthaginian state 
occupying most of present-day Tunisia that had not 
been ceded to Numidia, in 146. To forestall other 
Callie invasions, much of continental Italy was occu
pied in 225-222, and immediately colonized with set
tlers from the peninsula, Quarrels among Greek 

city-states. many organized since the early third cen
tury B.C, in the Actolian and Achaean leagues, and 
between Creek city-states and their neighbors in the 
Balkans and Asia :-"Iinor, Jed first to Roman involve
ment and later to territorial expansion in areas east of 
Italy, To help tbe Creeks of Lissa, an island in the 
Adriatic, Romans landed in Il\yria in the northwestern 
Balkans, in 229 B,C. To help the Aetolians against 
Macedonia, the Romans fought the First Macedonian 
War, To help Athens and other Creek Aegean states, 
they fought the Second ?>.'Jacedonian War. To help the 
Creek republic of Rhodes a.nd the Creek king of 
Pergamum, Homans fought the Syrian war. In Corinth, 
i.n 196 B.C" following the victory of Cynoscephalae, 
Flamininus solemnly proclaimed the independence of 
Creece, Soon, however, tensions arose between Rome 
and first one and then the other Creek lcague. Corinth 
became the center of anti-Homan agitation, and was 
destroyed in 146, Many city-states, including Athens 
and Sparta, kept their internal autonomy for genera
tions, but Greece did not become independent again 
until 182J, 

The territories conquered during this third rowld 
of wars became dependencies of the Roman state. 
The Latin provincia corresponds to the twentieth
century colony, Provinciae were governed by Roman 
officials chosen at first from among elected members of 
the judiCiary, the praetors, later among those who had 



completed their term as heads of state and army com
manders ( the consuls, who became colonial governors 
or proconsuls ), also former praetors and former di
rectors of the financial administration, the questors. 
Roman troops were stationed in the provinciae, where 
they tilled the soil, strengthened the garrisons, built 
cities, and mixed with the native populations which 
they eventually Romanized. In 146 B.C. there were, or 
were being organized, ten dependencies. Seven were 
provinciae: Sicily, Sardinia with Corsica, Gatlia Cisal-

., 
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pina , Hither Spain, Farther Spain, Africa, Macedonia. 
The three other dependencies had special status: 
Illyria, Epirus, and Greece. The dependencies covered 
an area of several hundred thousand square miles, 
with a population five or six times that of Italy. Several 
nominally independent Mediterranean states were 
closely associated with Rome: Numidia and Cyt'ene in 
North Africa, the Republic of Rhodes in the eastern 
Aegean area, the kingdoms of Pergamum and Bithynia 
in Asia Minor. 

, 
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The expansion that followed is of secondary in· 
terest. There was a lull of nearly sixty years during 
which the secession of Italian allies (91-88) and slave 
insurrections in Sicily led by Eunus and Tryphou (pre
lude to Spartacus' greater revolt of 73-71) were sup
pressed, and a dangerous invasion of Germanic tribes 
was repulsed in 105--101. Still with the impetus created 
by the expansionist rounds of tJle fourth to second 
centuries, wars of conquest started again in 88 B.C. 

with the First Mithridatic War, waged against the 
strongest military power of western Asia. Riding the 
expansionist wave, withstanding the stra in of internal 
conflicts and transformations thanks to strong cohe
sion, the Roman state expanded for another two 
hundred years, until the time when satiety or exhaus
tion, or both, finally set in and the wars of conquest 
came to a halt. The conquest of Caul by Caesar in 
58-51 B.C., the most celebrated feat of the Roman 
armies, was one episode in a vast, continuing drama. 
As a military leader Caesar had bis equa ls in Marius 
who defeated Numidians in North Africa and Germans 
in Italy and southern Francc; in Sulla, Lucullus, and 
Pompey who defeated Mithridntes in Asia and his 
numerous and powerful allies; in the brothers Tiberius 
and Drusus who added to the Romal~ state the vast 
area north and east of the Alps as far as the Danube; 
and in Trajan who conquered Dacia in the first years 
of the second century and Armenia, Assyria, and 
Babylonia shortly after. 
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THE ROMAN MEDITERRANEAN EMPIRE 

The conquest of Gaul had been preceded in 74-
64 B.C. by the conquest of Asia Minor and Syria, 
where the Romans' eastward march was arrested by 
the defeat the Parthians inflicted on Crassus at Carrhae 
on the border of Mesopotamia in 53 B.C. The conquest 
of Caul was followed by the annexation of Egypt in 30 
B.C., of all areas south of the Danube (and even north 
of the river along the shore of the Dlack Sea ) between 
15 B.C. and A.D. 29, of l\'Iauretania (today Algeria and 
Morocco ) in the 30s, of Britannia ( England ) in the 
40s. The eastward march of Rome in central Europe 
was arrested by the defeat the Germans inflicted on 
Varus near the Teutoburg Forest in A.D. 9. With Tra
jan's conquests the Roman state reached its maximum 
expansion in 116. Its land area of about two million 
square miles completely ringed the Mediterranean. It 
extended well over two thousand miles from east to 
west and from north to south. Its population has been 
variously estimated at between sixty and one hundred 
and twenty million inhabitants. Not until the sudden 
increase in the population of China in early modern 
times had there been a state as populous as that of 
Mediterranean Rome. 

INEQUALlTY WEAKENS THE REPUBLIC 

More important than conquests were internal 
changes: first the transformation of the Roman-Italian 
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nation and, later, the transformation of the Roman 
McditCrJ'anean world. There had been remarkable 
stability in the Roman republican commu nity for sev
eral hundred years. There had been problems, grave 
ones, and they had been solved without bloodshed and 
violence, in a spiri t of fairness and compromise. How
ever, serious unrest set in toward the end of the second 
century u.c. The somcc of it was the usual one in 
free societies: inequality. As the resuJt of conquests. 
many Romans h:ld become wealthier; at the same time, 
as the result of long wars ::md economic competition 
from the dependencies, many Romans had become 
poorer (particularly the small farmers). To the grow
ing gap between rich and poor in the Roman state 
were :ldded the di[Ncnces between not less than 
nve classes of unequal citizens in thc Roman- Italian 
confederation, discrimination bctween Roman and 
Romanized Italians on one side and subjects in the 
dependencies on the other, and the presence of a 
large number of slaves. Liberty can stand just so much 
inequality, no more. The solution applied to the con
flit:t between patricians and plebeians, between Ro
mans and Latins in the fifth and fourth centuries
grenter equality-was not applied to the conflicts 
between rich and poor, free mcn and slaves, citizens 
and subjects in the second and first centuries. Though 
there was greater political power and higher literacy, 
there was less collccth'e wisdom. 

At first there wcre dots wben a conservative co
alition of traditionalists (numerous in all classes of the 
population), patricians, and prosperous members of 
the rapidly expanding business community opposed 
the moderate reforms proposed in 133 B.C. by Tiberius 
Cracchus and ten years later by his brother Caius 
Gracchus. The Cracchi and their followers, who Jater 
formed the pa rty of the poprt/ares (democrats ), were 
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deeply attached to republican institutions. Thei.r re
forms (a law limiting the extent of landed estates, 
distribution of public lands in Italy and in the de
pendencies, state control of the plice of bread. exten
sion of the franchise ) were not subversive, but, rather, 
of the "New Dea l" variety. aimed at strengthening, 
not at destroying the republic. Tiberius Crncchus was 
killed with many of his folJowers in 133 B.C.; Caius in 
121. These were the first political crimes in over three 
hund red years. 11iots were followed by uprisings of 
slaves, revolts of subjects, the secession of allied com
munities, and, in 88 B.C., the first in a series of civil 
wars that wouJd Jast a little over half a century. 

Unwilling to make changes, and especially un
willing to solve the problem of economic and juridical 
inequality through reforms which would have strength
ened the republic, those who theoreticallv stood fore
most for republican institutions, the opfimcltes, actually 
stood for privilege. With SuUn, their leader in the 
80s u.c., and after Sulla with Lucullus, Pompey, Metel
Ius Scipio/ Cicero, Cato Minor, and mnlly other 
distinguished citizens, republicans had become con
servatives. Still a majority among Roman citizens in 
88, they were a minority when defeated by the popu
lares led by Caesar at Pharsalus in 48, and by Antony 
and Octavian at Philippi in 42. Republican optimates 
no longer mattered when the battle of Actium was 
fought in 31 B.C. between Antony and Caesar's grand
ncphew Octavian, who remained sale ruJer of the 
Roman state. For the urban proletariat, the impover
ished small farmers, the veterans, repuhlican liberty
identified in the nrst century B.C. with privilege-was 
an object of hatred. More and more the leaders of the 
]Joptllares, spokesmen for the dissatisfied sectors of the 
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population, stood for dictatorial power. Marius, Sulla's 
opponent in the brief civil war of 88 B.C., had misgiv
ings about making himself dictator. The misgivings 
became weaker and weaker with later leaders of the 
populares, Cinna, Sertorius, Crassus, Catalina. Caesar 
had none. Names vary, but the situation with which 
the Roman republic was faced in the fifth century of 
its existence did not differ essentially from situations 
arising in modem times in democratic nations when 
inequalities become too great and class lines too rigid . 

CAESAR 

Caesar fired the imagination of his contemporaries 
and of untold generations through modern times, in a 
way perhaps unequaled. Emperors have been called 
kaisers by the Gelmans and czars by the Russians, 
words derived from the Latin Caesar. The month of 
July reminds us that Caesar's family name was Julius 
and that he refonned the calendar. Zaragoza (Caesar
augusta) in Spain and Kaisery (Caesarea) in Turkey 
tell Spaniards and Turks that thei r countries were once 
provinces of the state ruled by Caesar and his 
successors. 

Caesar was a great military leader, a successful 
statesman, and a great writer. As conqueror of Gaul 
and parts of Germany in 58-51, he became a hero of 
the Roman masses. He could count on the devotion 
of officers and soldiers under his command. As leader 
of the populares he decided to revolt against the re
publican government in January 49. By the time he 
reached Rome, opponents had Bed, and a citizens' as
sembly voted him dictator. He defeated the republican 
conservatives led by Pompey, Pompey's sons, and Cato 
at Ilerda in 49, Pharsalus in 48, Thapsus in 46, and 
Munda in 45. In a short war ("veni, vidi, vici" ) Caesar 
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also defeated (at Zela in 47 ) Mithrjdates' son, who 
had seen in the civil war among Romans the oppor
tunity to reestablish his power. 

Endowed with dictatorial power, supported by a 
majority of the citizens, sure of the loyalty of the army, 
Caesar put an end to internal disorder and introduced 
reforms. He extended the franchise, changed the com
position of the Senate, founded Italian settlements in 
the provinciae. Public land was distribu ted to the 
veterans, money and food were distributed to the pOOl' 
of Rome, the fisca l administration and t11e judiciary 
were reorganized. Economic privileges were checked 
-temporarily. 

But in terms of the liberty that had been the key 
to the Romans' progress, the effect of these reforms 
was neutralized by the growth of a new political priv
ilege: the concentration of power in the hands of the 



dictator, aided by trusted friends none of whom was 
responsible to the citizens. Although the republic had 
died, attachment to republican institutions still existed 
among the optimates and large sections of the middle 
classes. vVhen the rumor spread that Caesar wanted to 
make himself king (for the Romans a term synony
mous with despot), he was assassinated on the Ides 
(the fifteenth ) of jvlarch, 44 B.C., in a conspiracy led 
by \'1arcus Junius Brutus. Brutus claimed descent 
from the Brutus who, with others, had overthrown 
the monarchy and established a republican form of 
government 465 years earlier. The populace of Rome 
turned against the conspirators. i\'lost of the army 
followed the antirepublican lead of Caesar's cavalry 
general, Mark Antony. Within a short time, the po
liticalleadership of the Caesarian fac tion was assumed 
by the able Octavian, who was eighteen when the 
murder took place. 

AUCUSTUS 

At Philippi in Macedonia the republicans, led by 
Brutus .lIld Cassius, fought and lost their last battle in 
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42 B.C. First Cassius, then Brutus, committed suicide. 
Cicero, intellectually and polit ically the foremost of 
the republicans, had been assassinated a few months 
earlier. Playing his hand carefully among numerous 
conflicting forces, Octavian established his supreme 
rule in Italy and in the western and central prouinciae 
(41--36). Ma rk Antony was spending most of his time 
in Eb'Ypt, whose queen, Cleopatra, had been his mis
tress since the year 41. A last short civil war broke 
out between Octavian and Mark Antony, who had 
aimed at carving for himself and his children by Cleo
patra a kingdom in the eastern Roman prouinciae. 'nle 
war ended in 31 with Octavian's victory at the naval 
battle of Actium, off the westem coast of Greece. Both 
Antony and Cleopatra committed suicide; their chil
dren (and also Cleopatra's son by Caesar) were later 
murdered. In 27, Octavian established a constitution 
which d id not break with the republican past, but 
tried to be a comp romise between liberty and despot
ism, between monarchism and republicanism. That 
same year Octavian was given the title of Augustus 
and ruled the Roman state wisely and with a firm hand 
for another forty years, until his death in _' .D. 14. In-
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ternally there was order and efficient administration; 
extemally there was further expansion, particularly in 
central Europe, but also in Asia and Africa. Tensions 
and turmoil died down. 

FROM TIBER/uS TO ALEXJ\NDER SEVERUS 

From Augustus on, the Roman state was called 
the Empire and its rulers were called Emperors. Em
peror was just one of their many titles. Imperator was 
the general to whom the supreme command was en
trusted. Besides Augustus and Iml)Crator, Octavian 
was given the titles Princeps, "first citizen of Rome," 
and Pater patriae, "father of the fatherland." The 
consular command and the power of the tribune, 
inherited fmffi the republican past, gave legal sanc
tion to the acts of Octnvian and his successors. In 12 
B.C., Octavian also became Pontilex maximus, "El rst 
pontiff," the highest religiOUS authority. His immediate 
successors belonged to Caesar's Julian family. Tiberius, 
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a good general and an efficient administrator, was the 
ablest. In all likelihood, Claudius was not as dull and 
inefficient as some historians made him out to be. 
Caligula, who was assassinated, and Nero, who fiddled 
while Rome burned and who committed suicide in 68 
after a military revolt, were young and immature when 
they reached supreme power. Caligula and Nero are 
among the host of rulers who under excessive strain 
become divorced from reality and live in a world cre
ated by their own sick minds. 

Victorious in a short civil war which hardly af
fected the civilian population, the able general and 
administrator Vespasian ruled Rome for ten years. 
His older son, Titus, who had captured and destroyed 
Jerusalem in 70, reigned wisely but briefly and was 
succeeded by Vespasian's younger son, Domitian. In
competent and cruel, Domitian was assassinated in 
a palace plot in 96. Commodus, another incompetent 
and cruel SOil of a great, distinguished, and able father, 
was assassinated nearly one hundred years later, in 
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192, in another palace plot. Between Domitian and 
Com modus is the prosperous and peaceful era when 
first the elderly and sound Nerva reigned; then Trajau, 
the first Homan from the prot;illciae to reach the top 
of the political pyramid, under whose rule the Roman 
state attained its greatest expansion. Trajan was fol
lowed by Hadrian and Antoninus Pius, able states
men more concerned with the welfare of the people 
and the protection of the borders than with further 
expansion. Finally came Marcus Aurelius, the Stoic 
philosopher-emperor whose Meditatiolls have been a 
source of inspiration for centuries. Marcus Aurelius 
had to take up arms against the aggressive Parthians 
in the Asiatic East of the Empire and later against 
Gennanic invaders. He died at Vindobona (Vienna ) 
while commanding the anny of the Danube. 

\¥hen Commodus, son of Marcus Aurelius, was 
assassinated, a brief conBict between factions of the 
anned forces followed. It ended with the victory of 
Septimius Severus, whose family reigned Wltil 235. 
Under the Severi, the Syrians, whose Romanization 
had been only partial, were in the ascendance in the 
Empire. Old and new religions spread westward from 
Syria, which then also included Phoenicia ( the Leba
non ), Palestine ( Israel ), and Arabia (Jordan ). in 212, 
the political and administrative distinction between 
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Italy and the rest of the Empire, inherited from re
publican times, was obliterated. A cultural distinction, 
however, remained. Italy was completely Roman; the 
rest of the Empire was undergoing various stages of 
Homanization (generally more advanced in western 
than in eastern areas). 
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iMPERIAL PEACE 

Whatever the events in the capital of the Empire, 
whatever the palace intrigues, the plots and counter
plots about which the public knew little, whatever the 
rivalries and jealousies of ambitious generals and of 
officers of the praetorian corps garrisoned in Rome, 
whatever the addition (until 116 ) of new territories 
and the pressure of enemies against the borders, from 
31 B.C. to A.D. 235 the Roman state enjoyed quiet, 
order, and internal peace. The people were more 
prosperous than they had ever been, and, as we know 
by the number of schools and the widespread use of 
libraries, the level of literacy was higher than it had 
ever been anywhere in the world, except in classical 
Athens. This was the happy era eulogized by Italians 
familiar with the writings of Latin authors and their 
Creek contemporaries. This was the Colden Age ad
mired by untold generations of educated Europeans 
who compared it with the cruelty, injustice, poverty, 
and suffering of their own times . This was the Rome of 
which poets and statesmen dreamed in the succeeding 
centuries, and which emerged again as a dynamic 
intellectual force in the Italian and then in the Euro
pean Renaissance-the rebirth in Italian and European 
minds of ancient concepts and values. 

CROWING DESPOTISM 

At the same time, a subtle, all-important change 
was taking place. It was gradual at rust and went 



virtually unnoticed. Augustus' compromise between 
republicanism and monarchism ceased to exist. Liber
ty became more and more restricted. Irresponsible 
despotism, based on the military and on an efficient 
civilian bureaucracy and approved of by the majority 
of the citizens, grew. The Roman character was weak
ening, as shown by a growing inability to cope with 
difficulties: the plague of the 160s, the succession 
crises, the attacks by Parthians and later by Persians 
who overthrew the Parthians in 227, the raids bv 
Cemlanic tribes. Few realized that most of what th~ 
Romans \ .... ere proud of had originated in the republi
can period: the t:rention of a state covering most of the 
known world and giving peace to it, a society based on 
law and not on the whims of despots, advancement 
for all in all fields of endeavor. Kings had bequeathed 
their kingdoms (for instance those of Pergamum in 
133 B.C., of Cyrene in 96 a.c., of Bithynia in 74 B.C.) 

and republican city-states had entrusted their fate 
to the Republic, not to the Empire. Few realized that 
if the Empire had in some cases improved Oll what the 
Rcp.ublic had created, it lacked the dynamism of 
previous generations. The Golden Age of Latin litera· 
ture also ended after the death of those whose minds 
and characters had been formed in the last tormented 
decades of the Republic. The tree that was the im
perial state was stiD splendid in the second century, 
but the soil nourishing it had lost its fertility. :'-o'los! 
people approved of the change, which seemed to 
guarantee greater security and stability. A few intel
lectuals, like Tacitus, the greatest of Roman historians. 
regretted the weakening of constitutionalism, in which 
they saw the final passing of republicanism; but the 
tide was against them. 

CHAOS (235--284) 

After more than two and a half centuries of what 
for the overwhelming majority of the people was calm, 
order, and internal peace, came half a century of 
chaos and turmoil, the result of internal unrest and 
external attacks. It began with a few generals fighting 
against each other after the assassination of young 
Severus Alexander in 235. It continued with other 
civil wars involving more and more generals and their 
troops; with plague aud famine; with invasious by 
Goths ( then the largest Gennanic people) and other 
Germans who crossed the Danube, the Rhine, and 
even the Alps, and by Persians who reached the Med
iterranean. Under Decius came, at the middle of the 
third century, the first large-scale persecution of 
Christians. Trade, agriculture, and industry declined, 
and there was general impo\'erishment. 

Invaders were finally repelled, and internal order 
was restored under Diocletian, a general and states
man. Diocletian reorganized the Empire. AU remaining 
traces of constitutionalism were obliterated. Totali
tarianism ( what ancient Romans, who once hated and 
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despised it, called oriental despotism) was supreme 
in the Empire. The Roman experiment in Hberty, 
which had begun eight hundred years ea rlier and had 
partly survived during the constitutional phase of the 
Empire. had ended. There was more. Too much suf
fering during that tragic half-century, too much 
cruelty, led an increasing number of Romans-at nrst 
in the eastern provinces of the Empire, later also in 
Italy and in the western provinces-to embrace a re
ligion stressing love and charity, promising redemp
tion and resurrection, and in the afterlife the happiness 
unattainable on earth. Until it became worldly with 
the exercise of power, Christianity meant alienation 
from life, total alienation. 
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Saint Lawrence bL10re the Eml,eror Decius. Saint lAwrerlce 
was one of tlle {irst victims of religious persecution. He was 
pllt to death ill the rdgn of Valerian. Museo Civico. Pavia 
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THE COMING OF CHRISTI ANITY 

With the aim of increasing the efficiency of the 
armed forces and of strengthening the executive, Dio
cletian had in 293 replaced the single emperor with a 
collective leadership made up of two Augusti and two 
Caesars, thereby partitioning the 116 provinces of the 

Empire into four separate states. Fifteen Italian prov
inces, which included the islands of Sicily, Sardinia, 
and Corsica, were divided into a northern group gov
erned from Milan, and a southem group governed 
from Rome. Together with political, administrative, 
and military reorganization went the: establishment of 
an integrated system of economic controls. Diocletian 
had aimed at strengthening the Roman state; he actu
ally weakened it by creating a cumbersome and ex~ 
pensive bureaucracy. Satisfied with his ach ievements. 
Diocletian abdicated in 305. When Augustus Constan
tius (whose wife Helena apparently had become a 
convert to Christianity) died in 306, a civil wa r began 
between the political-military rulers. Constantius' son 
Constantine (born probably in 288 ) won the battle 
of the Milvi an Bridge, on the outskirts of Rome, in 312. 

Tetrarc1ls. Piaza S{III Marco, Venice, 4111 celltllry. III the 
corner of the treasury, tIle group of Telrorchs (commollly 
called M oors) reprC$Cllt fwo pairs of Korrior~ cmbf{/cillg. 
Per/raps they are the fOllr emperors Diocietioll, Maxi
miliall. CDlerius, alld Plauius Valerius COlIStOIlIiIlS. EPA 
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(The bridge is still in use.) Tbe Christian minority 
had supported him. Equnl rights for all religions were 
proclaimed in Milan in 313. The whole Empire was 
reunited in 32.4 after the defeat of the last opponent of 
Conshll1tine, IlOW sole ruler. [n 330 Constantine trans
ferred the capital of the Empire to Constantinople
closer than Rome to borders threatened by Germans 
on the lower Danube and by Persians to the east; 
closet too to the provinces where Christians were 
most numerous. A new em had begun. Politically to
talitarian and religiously Christian, the Roman Medi
terranean nation was separated now by a deep ideo
logical gulf from the Roman nation born in Italy 
centuries earlier. 

T HE I TAL I AN H ERI T AGE FROM 

ANC I EN T RO~O[E 

EVJDENCE IN ITALY OF THE ROMAN PAST 

I talians still use roads and bridges built by an
cient Romans. Among their churches, cathed rals, and 
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basilicas are some that were Roman temples and courts 
of law. For the past few decades Italians-and many 
foreigners-have attended perfonnances given in what 
used to be Roman theatres and amphitheatres. Until 
quite recently, some people even lived in build
ings dating from Roman times. The Italian language 
derives from the Latin spoken by the common people 
of Romanized Italy. The chief executives of free self
govcming city-states-the com lilli, or communes, orga· 
nized in the eleventh and twelfth centuries-were called 
consuls, and had status and functions similar to those 
of the consuls of republican Rome. The short-lived 
Hepublic, established in Rome in 1849, was headed by 
a triumvirate which tried to revive the collective lead
ership fi rst established at the end of the sixth century 
B.C. as a buJwark against despotism. The heads of the 
autonomous adminisb:ation, which govemed Rome for 
centuries after the collapse of the Empire in the 
western Mediterranean, were called patricians, as were 
the members of the oligarchies that govemed Italian 
republics down to the last years of the eighteenth cel1-

., 
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tury (Venice, Genoa, Lucca ). In the fifth century II.C. 

as in the twentieth, a senator is a man of distinction 
entrusted with responsibility in public affairs. When, 
as happened between 800 and 1530, Frankish and 
Italian leaders, followed by Germanic rulers, received 
the imperial crown in Italy, many italians hoped that 
the revived Empire, always officially styled the Roman 
Empire, would be centered in TtaIy as the ancient 
Empire had been. Twentieth-century Ttalian revolu
tionary nationalists, the fascists, seeking a title for 
their leader, called him dllce, from the Latin dux. And 
pagan or Catholic, the head of the Roman and Italian 
priesthood was a pontiff ( polltifex ). 

CONTINUITY OF THE ITALIAN NATION 

But material objects, language, and titles are not 
enough to account for the ultimate continuity. There 
could be continuity because important elements of Roman amphitheatre, Leece, Apulia. EPA 
the Roman culture never disappeared completely from 
the minds of post-Roman Italians. There have been 
fifty generations or so since the Roman state ceased to 
exist in Italy. There was no political unity from 568 

Roman aqueduct al Villa Quintilius alOllg tlle Appian 
\Vl'ly, Rome. EPA 
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Portico of tile Senators ill the RomUlI FortOIl. 
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(when a new wave of invading Germans, the Lom
bards, failed to conquer the whole of Italy ) until 
1859---1860, when a short war and a few successful 
rcvolutiDllS led to the second unification of Italy, and 
brought into being the modem lUlited nation-state. An 
Italian consciousness overriding class and local loyal
ties does not appear until the development of Italian 
literature in the thirteenth century. Up to that time, 
and also later, Latin was the spoken and written lan
guage of the educated minorities throughout Italy 
and served to unify them. Until well into the nine
teenth century, most of the important books through 
which concepts and values were transmitted from 
generation to generation had been written in Latin by 
Roman authors. 

LASTING INFLUENCE OF ROMAN WRITERS 

Until recently, there had not been a single genera· 
tion of post-Roman Italians in which educated people 
did not read the works of Cicero. A jurist, a statesman 
deeply involved in the events accompanying the agony 
of the Republic (and leading to his own death at the 
hands of hired assassins in 43 B.C.), a powerful orator 
and a prolific writer, Cicero summarized in clear, 
uncomplicated language the intellectual achievements 
of the Homan world and its political wisdom keyed to 
a sense of justice as much as to an awareness of what 
is practicable at a given moment. It was largely be
cause of Cicero that the idea of a society founded on 
liberty-a republic in the Roman sense of the word 
-never died among Italians. The events of 64-63 B.C. 

( in which Cicero, elected consul, played a major role 
as leader of the republicans and opponent of the radi
cal Catiline, supported for a while by Crassus and 
Caesar ) were brilliantly narrated with vivid detail by 
the historian Saliustius, who also wrote a book dealing 
with wars in which Marius and Sulla, later protago-

The histori(m Salltl.# 
tcllO wrote (lbottt tile 
Cati/in e con spiracy. 
Marble bust jouud at 
Rome Iwar tTw Porta 
Sa/aria. NYPL 

nists in the first civil war, distinguished themselves, 
Caesar's autobiographical histories about the Roman 
expansion in Gaul, the first invasions of Cennany and 
England, and the civil strife between democrats and 
republicans resulting in the downfall of the republican 
form of govemment in Rome, seem to belong to a 
recent rather than a remote past. The historians Taci
tus and Suetonius, also widely read by generations of 
Italians, narrated in detail the events of the first cen
tmy A.D, and described the gradual weakening of 
monarchical constitutionalism in favor of despotism. 

If the writings of Cicero, Sallustius, Caesar, Taci
tus, and Suetonius reflect the first century B.C. and the 
firs t century A. D., traditioual authoritative writings of 
Christian and Catholic authors reflect the period of 
Roman decadence and the disintegration of the Roman 

• 
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state in Italy. Saint Paul was a Roman citizen and 
deeply aware of it. Other early Christian writers, such 
as TertuJlian, Cyprian, Lactantius, also belonged to 
the Roman nation and were brought up in the Roman 
culture. The same is true of the most influential 
Church Fathers, including the two outstanding system
atizers of Catholicism, Saint Augustine and Saint 
Gregory Magnus. Their writings are full of references 
to pre-Christian Rome, which they sharply condemn. 
However, they lived in a Roman environment an 
through their writings, despite their condemnation, 
the spirit ot that period was kept alive for Italians. 
Catholicism, the religion of most Italians after the 
disappearance of the Arian version of Christianity, is 
impregnated with Roman concepts. Its early political 

opponent, secularism, which arose in the twelfth cen
tury as the new ideology in Catholic-dominated Italy 
and bad a major spokesman later in Dante Alighieri, 
took its inspiration from Roman ideas and Roman 
experiences. The humanism of the fourteenth and fif
teenth centuries was largely a refOimulation of Roman 
concepts and values, and of Greek ones transmitted 
through the Romans. The History of Rome by Livy, 
the Natural History of Pliny the Elder, the philosoph
ical and ethical essays of Scneca and Marcus Aurelius, 
the poetry of Lucretius, Virgil, Horace, and a host of 
othe.r distinguished poets, and the works available in 
Latin by the Greek Plutarch comprised most of the 
syllabus of Italian liberal education in postmedieval 
times up until the nineteenth century. 

nepresentation of Virgil ill mosaic. SOl/sse ExcavatiollS. Bardo ~'Iuseum, Tunis 



Sl.OW HUT STEAD}' CHANCE 

Continuity there is. The mark left on the Italian 
nation by its Roman past is deep. The persistence of 
the continuity is related to the steadiness of the in· 
ternal and external developments of the Roman com· 
munity-the slow pace by which its institutions grew 
and changed, and the measured regularity with which 
it expanded to become first an Italian and later a 

Rldns of tile ancient Rom(lll city. Sabrat/IQ, Libya. EPA 

The Temple ot H(ldria/1. Ephesus (Ktlcuk Menderes) 
Turkey. EPA 
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Mediterranean state. There is nothing unique in 
Rome's intemal changes and external conquests. The 
uniqueness lies in the long duration of each develop
ment. What had been thought of as a natural develop. 
ment because it bad been taken for granted by 
generation after generation could not easily be erased 
from Italian minds. 

It took hundreds of years to build the way of life 
characteristic of tbe Roman community in its early 

. .-- -
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centuries of greatness. \Ve begin to know somelhing 
of this way of life with the beginning of recorded 
history early in the fourth century B.C. Legends have 
embellished and transfonned the history of the earlier 
period, but whatever the historic reality may have 
been, that period did exist, and the Romans of the 
fourth century were the end product of a proces.~ that 
had already lasted many centuries. It took more 
centuries, as we know through documented history, to 
cbange that way of Jife into a new one. The change 
begins with the downfall of the Republic: the new 
way of life-politically authoritarian, intellectual1y 
dogmatic, spirituaJly Christian after the failure of 
competing religions-became dominant in the fourth 
century, It had taken two generations to establish the 
Republic on Il. finn basis; it took two generations to 
destroy it. Until bloody rioting broke out in 133 B.C., 

it had been over three hundred years since dissensions 
among the citizens had led to violence, After the 
capture of Rome by Cauls, eight hundred years 
elapsed before another enemy of the Roman state 
captured the city, It took nearly a hundred years of 
steady, sustained warfare, at first defensive but soon 
offensive, to unify the peninsula under Roman he
gemony. It took more than a hundred years of steady 
sustained warfare to make Rome the dominant Med
iterranean power. It took nearly anotber three hundred 
years to make the Roman state into an empire, and it 
took even longer to lransfonn a multitude of peoples 
into the Mediterranean Roman nation. It took nearly 
two hundred years of continual invasions, from the 
early 6fth century to the end of the sixth, at a time 
when Romans were undergOing the great spiritual 
crisis of conversion to Christianity, to bring about the 
collapse of the Roman state in Italy. Weakened and 
shrunken, the Roman state in the East and its Byzan
tine successor lasted another nine hundred years, 

ROMAN VALUES 

The factors making for this steadiness, gradual
ness, and slowness of development within the frame
work of wbat was for many centuries a free society of 
free citizens are to be found in the realm of the in
tangibles constituting a way of life! the values dom
inant iu the society, setting tbe tone for aU, Historians 
say that the fair and good life was the goal of ancient 
Creeks, or at least of that influential section of edu
cated Creeks who patterned their lives on A lhenian 
models. The successors of the ancient Romans, the 
Mediterranean Christians-Greek Orthodox in the East 
and Roman Catllolic in the West-valued benevolence, 
humility, purity, together with obedience, patience, 
and meekness. The Creek fair and good life appealed 
to many Homans, particularly from the second century 
B.C, on; and there were Romans at all times who re
spected what later became Christian values. But what 
set the tone for the Roman community on the Tiber, 
then for the Roman nation in Italy, was the presence 

of a large influential group that valued what til(' 
Romans caUed the virtues of the ancestors and tr ied to 
pattem their conduct on them. 

The writings of Roman authors are full of refer
ences to these values, the cornerstone of their way of 
life, Examples (many of tilem of course mythical ) 
were held lip to the younger generation. What the 
Jives of sain ts were for ltalians duriI"i.g the centuries of 
Catholic ascendancy, the deeds of Brutus, Manlius 
CapitoliJ1us, Torquatus, Decius, and olhers ail·eadr 
men tioned were for the Romans. The collective deeds 
of the Horatii, Fabi.i, elderly senators facing Cauls, the 
examples set hy Virginius. the fourth-century censor 
Appius Claudius, Regulus, and by such women as 
Lucretia, Cloelia, and Cornelia, were held up as 
models of vi rtue. Conversely the behavior of tyrants or 
would-be tyrants made them objects of contempt and 
hatred : in this group were Tarquinius Superbus, Spur
ius Cassius, the fifth-centurY-B.c, decemvir Appius 
Claudius, and the traitor Coriolan us. 

It is not difficult to identify some of the more 
important Roman values. First came virtl/s, which 
simply meant manliness, what is proper of a man. In 
a military society, which Rome remai ned for over a 
thousand years, e;rt lls meant primarily the behavior 
proper to a sold ier: valor, indifference to death, dis
cipline, obedience, initiative, a sense of responsibility. 
Particula rly during the four and a half centuries of 
republican liberty ( and even after, until military serv
ice became a career in its own right), soldiers and 
officers were deeply conscious of also being citizens
not just soldiers competently fuInlling their func tions, 
but fighter::. for Rome ancl for everything Rome 
represented. With eirtll$ went constantia: steadiness 
and end urance. Fickleness. in an}' field of hehavior. 
was held in con tempt. Fides was the obligation to 
keep one's word, whatever the sacrifice involved; in
dependently from legal Sllllctions, private contracts 
were honored more than was customarv elsewhere in 
the ~ Iediterroncan world ; the Roman -Republic was 
not loved by foreigners, hut it was trusted. Crar;itas 
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did not menn only that comportment should always 
be dignified ; ill a wider sense it meant that life should 
be taken seriously. Temperantia was moderation in all 
things. including things of the Besh. The gluttony of 
Lucullus, the greed of Crassus, the sexual intemper· 
ance of Augustus' direct and indirect descendants, the 
orgies in which Messalina, wife of Claudius, and 
Agrippina, mother of Nero, participated, became pro
verbial. But the comportment of a small minority, 
however influential, should not be confused with 
general behavior: if intemperance had been dominant. 
Romans would not have been able to o\'ercome hard
ships, and the Roman state would not have lasted as 
long as it did. Continentia was more than abstinence 
from whatever is illicit: it was an attribute of mod
eratio, self-control, the ability not to show physical or 
spiritual suffering, the denial of emotional outbursts. 
Aeqllifas was evenness of mind and reasonableness in 
relation to oneself, equanimity and impartiality in 
relation to others. Pielas was respcct for elders, for 
ancestors, for parents, for gods. Family cohesion was 
strong, excessively so to modern \Vestemers. In the 
family as well as in the community, the Roman woman 
hoth as spollse and mother held a higher status than 
women in other J\'leditcrranean cultl1l'es. Religiousness 
was sincere and diffused through all classes. except. 

Homan family lift·. DN(lil frolll "The Mother of the Grae
chi." Photoworld 
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Romun family tomb of LIiCitlS Vibil/s and VaciNa IIi/a, 
VaticOIl Mu seum, Rome. Alinari 

from the second century B.C., among Creek-oriented 
intellectuals. The nation that turned to Christianity in 
the fourth and fifth centuries had more believers than 
worldlings and agnostics. Paganism weakened and 
then faded awa)'. not because people did not believe, 
but because they needed a deeper and morc spiritual 
faith. 

Roman virtues wcre translated into a harsh eth
ical code. Duty prevailed over pleasure, self-sacrifice 
over personal gratification, self·control over instinctive 
behavior. What was good for others and for the com
munity prevailed over what was good for oneself. 
With such a code there could be, and was, cruelty to 
oneself and to others. Contempt for one's own life 
meant contempt fo r the lives of others. Those who sub
mitted to decimation (the execution of one out of 
every ten soldiers for cowardice) also approved of 
large-scale crucifixions and gladiatorial games. Slaves 
were often treated humanely, to the point of being 
considered members of the extended family, but in
stnnces of cruelty were numerous and were not frowned 
upon. In every generation there were of course Romans 
110t strong enougb to live up to the code, the cowards 
and liars, the frivolous and intemperate; there were 
also HOlllilns who cou ld live up to the code but did not 
a pprove of it. From the second cenhlry B.C. on, there 
were growing numbers who despised and hated the 
code. But at least until the end of the second century 
A.D. , there were enough Romans who accepted it to 
give the Roman way of life its distinctive character of 
steadiness and regularity, efficiency and practicaJ 
achievement. The traditional Roman ethical code 
became, minus harshness and cruelty, an integral part 
of Stoicism: the philosopby of life adopted by the 
classes from which came the officials of the adminis
tration, the judges, the officers of the armed forces, the 
professional people during the first two and a half 
centuries of the Empire. 

THE. ROMAN SOLDIER 

Roman military successes-the key to the Italian 
llnd Mediterranean expansion of a community that 
did not excel in d iplomacy or economics-were largel)' 
the result of the ethical code. Romans were no braver 
than Samni les, Numidians, or Gauls. Their military 
equipment was no better than that of Carthaginians, 
Macedonians, Pllrthians. Roman generals were often 
inferior to their opponents-to Pyrrhus, Hannibal, 
Mitbridates-and bad their equal in barbarians like the 
Cauls Brenous and Vercingctoru:, and the German 
Arminius. But the result of nearly nve hundred years 
of offensive wars was in favor of Rome. Romans were 
also successful for a considerable time in defensive 
wars; in the western Mediterranean for nearly two and 
a half centuries (from the raids of the Marcomanni in 
166 to the second hlVasion of the Visigoths in 408), 
and in the eastern ~"'fedjterranean for much longer. 
Long-range mil itary success was the result of endur
ance a ll the part of the Roman nation and of a re. 
sponsible concept of the duties of each individual. 
There was good organization, the result of a process of 
tria l and error, of imagination and of imitation. The 
Roman legion-just over three thousand men when 
Romulus reigned, six thousand men when Marius re
organized the anny-was not a mere fighting force; it 
was a way of life. Good organization, training, and 
diSCipline created the Homan soldier; a man who, as 
a subordinate ( from private to imperial legate ), knew 
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rile Praetorian Guards. LOII!;I"C, Paris. Alinari 

how to obey and, as a commander (of a squad or of 
an army of many legions), knew how to lead. Histori
ans have stressed military similarities between Romans 
on olle side and ancient !I.'lacedonians and modem 
Prussians on the other. But the Romans had by far the 
longest successful career, The Macedonians' lasted 
less than two hundred years, from the reign of Philip 
II to the reign of Perseus; the Prussians' lasted three 
hundred years, from the reign of the Great Elector to 
the dictatorship of H itler. The successful military 
career of the Romans lasted eight hundred years. 

STATESMANSHIP 

To conquer is one tbing, to hold territory and 
people is another. The creation of a solid lasting state 
was a major Roman achievement. There were two 
phases in this process, one Italian, when Rome was a 
republic, tJ1e other postrepublican and Mediterranean. 
The state that had been brought into existence by 
270 B,C, was the resu lt of a compromise between 
Roman hegemony and local autonomy. There had 
been enemies destroyed by the Romans; cities and 
villages razed, inhabitants enslaved, land appropriated 
and distributed to Roman soldier-settlers. There were 
also allies and former enemies whose rights were de-

fined clearly, whose possessions were respected by the 
nomans, and who enjoyed in their internal affairs as 
much self-government as the Romans themselves. 
There were other allies and fonner enemies who were 
granted Roman citizenship. It is not enougb to say 
that they were considered equal to the Romans in 
every way: tbey were Romans, Wben many of the 
allies took up anns in 91 B.C., their chief goal before 
secession had been complete merging into the Roman 
nation; they stopped fighting when their Iequest was 
granted. Of course there were practical advantages in 
being a Roman at the time, but thcse were not enough 
to explain the appeal of a simple slogan: ciois Roman
us sum, '" am a Roman citizen." The appeal can be 
summarized in one word, security, Not the security 
provided by arms, but the security provided by just 
laws and by the just enforcement of those laws. 
Romans could be trusted because their actions were 
not arbitratv-no mean feat in a \""orld in which dis
trust and ;rbitrariness were the rule. There were 
Raws, there were errors and contradictions, but Ro
mans had accomplished, even if only in part and 
temporarily, a major progressive revolution. Not only 
had government by law for mally centuries replaced 
arbitrary government to a larger extent than had ever 
been the case previously, but a procedure had been 
established for modifying the laws, The procedure 
was based upon decisions freely taken by citizens in 
their assemblies, and upon decisions of judges enjoy
ing a freedom unknown in other societies. Romans 
had invented, and practiced for several centuries, a 
procedu re combining stability and flexibility , thereby 
making peaceful change possible. The p rocedure was 
lost ill the prolonged and te.rrifying crisis of the third 
century. However, the idca and the knowledge of tbe 
institutions required to implement it sutvivcd, to live 
again in modem democracies. 

AN Elo'FIC1 ENT ADMfNfSTRA'fIO~ 

With hindSight, it is evident that the achievement 
of the 6rst phase of state-building was the most im, 
portant for man's progress. But contemporaries and 
Italian intellectuals of post,BomM generations were 
more impressed by the achievement of the second 
phase: the efficient organization of a nation embracing 
tens of millions in an area including most of the 
civilized world known by Romans and Romanizcd 
Mediterraneans, a nation that was truly worldwide. 
For generations like ours, which take for granted bu
reaucratic organization, it is difficult to visualize what 
it meant to administer efficiently a vast, populous, 
highly diverse state. Previous large states- none as 
populous as the Roman Empire-had had rigid hier
archical structures. A small group ( a caste in Egypt, 
a tribe organized monarchically in the Persian Empire, 
a city-state organized democratically in the short-lived 
Athenian Empire ), which possessed a monopoly of 



soldiers and weapons, ruled arbitrarily over all other 
groups. Over a 10llg period, the Romans succeeded in 
building Il complex, well-organized bureaucracy to 
take care of internal administration, security and order, 
protection against external attacks, financial and eco
nomic problems, religious and leisure activities, and 
public works. Thus the Roman t-,'Icditerranean state 
was "modern," a tcnn that cannot be applied to any 
other state of the ancient Mediterranean, the ~liddle 
East, the states of India, or Mandarin China. 

The process of building such a bureaucratic struc
ture had begun when the Roman Republic and penin
sular Haly were one, and all overseas territories were 
dependencies. It had not been very efficient: too many 
offices were elective, nowhere in the republic was 
there the civil servant as we understand him today, 
indispensable fo r regularly carrying out public func
tions. The process was extended and improved under 
the emperors. The bureaucratic foundation of the 
state, laid b}, Augustus, was expanded and strength
ened under his successors. The institutional structure 
was the main element that held the Homan state to
gether dUl'ing the ul,hcavals of the third and fourth 
C'Cnturies. It finally collapsed in the Ilftb century in 
the western area of the Empire, but it sustained the 
ea.~tel"l1 area and its Byzantine successor much longer. 
A revenue. of ahout one hundred million gold dollars 
(approximntcly that of the Roman state in its heyday ) 
seems lrifling today, but it was a colo~al sum in 
ancient times. Its collection. management, and dis 
hursement required a large and competent fiscal 
bure,\ucracy. A st:'lndillg army of from three to five 
hundred thousand men posted on borders extending 
For thousands of miles necess itated a complex, we11-
integrated command. Diocletian's U6 provinces needed 
tens of thousands of officials and clerks. There were 
thousands of miles of roads, many ports, and innumer
able public buildings to be maintained. 

Local administration was modern also. Patterned 
at first on the Roman elective system, local adminis· 
tration of large and small cities and their rural areas 
became more and more complex and bureaucratic. 
There were executive boards, committees, consulta
tive councils, pennanent offiCials. When the central 
admi.nistration collapsed in lhlly in the fifth and sixth 
l,..'el1turies, the mtlnicipio (incorporated cities and town
ships) survived, as they did in parts of Caul, and in 
North Africa and Spain until they werc conquered by 
the Arabs in the seventb and eighth centuries. Hecords 
are scant because of illiteracy and lack of writing 
materials, but we know that tmmicipia functioned in 
Italy during the "dark" five hundred years of the early 
Middle Ages. They survived in cities left to fend for 
themselves as best they could, and in the independent 
or semi-independent maritime repllblics of the eighth 
and ninth centuries; Amalfi, Gaeta, Venice. Municipio, 
or at least a considerable number of them, revived as 
the self-governing communes of TUSClln)' and northern 
Italy, and as other maritime .republics (Pisa, Ragusa, 
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Genoa) of the second half of the Middle Ages. The 
territorial boundaries of many Roman municipio, orten 
corresponding to present-day districts, cnn still be 
clearly traced. Cities declined but never disappeared; 
thev were a link between ancient Homan civilization 
and the new civilization that developed in Italy from 
the eleventh century on. 

ROMAN LAW 

The Empire ccased to exist in Haly in the cen
turies when the institutions developed over a millen
nium no longer functioned; it surVived onlv as an idea. 
There was, however, another Roman creation which 
remained ill) important component of the new .Italian 
way of life. It has infl ucnced the Italian nation And 
many other nations 011 both sides of the Atlantic ever 
since. Like territorial expansion and the institutions 
of th(' Roman state, it used as a guideline the vaJues 
that ancient Rom:lns had long cherished. This crention 
was Hom~m law, slowly hut sllL'!>iy developed during 
the manv r.:enturies hetween the fJrst lmiflc:ation of 
Italy ami the crisis of the third centu.ry. 

Other ancient nations shared with the Romans a 
deep reverence for law, but the Romans created a new 
kind of law. For a long time the laws of the Roman 
community were no different from those of other 
Mediterranean communities: they consisted of norm~ 
of behavior uncritically accepted and religiously sanc
tioned, to which the individual was totally subjected. 
The oldest Roman code of which we have knowledge 
-the fifth century B.C. laws of the Twclve Tables-was 
not unlike other ancient codes. The change began later 
and became evident in the second century B.C. The 
Homans were the Brst to divorce law from religion
a feat as difficult as the separation, as yet unachieved, 
of ethics from religion. No one can say why this should 
have happened in Rome and not elsewhere. But when 
it happened, it opened a new road for men to follow. 
Tradition sanctioned by a religious authority gave way 
to sanction by the citizens. If reason, as the ancient 
Ionian Greeks dis(:overed, is what dlaracterizes man, 
then laws-added Romall jurists from the first century 
B.C. on-should be created according to reason. 

To offset man's fallibility. the Romans stressed the 
importance of government by law, tJle best guarantee 
of the citizens' security. Individual will and arbitrary 
action nre curbed insofar as legal procedure is para· 
mount. The Romans also went further than ~lOy other 
ancient people in developing the concept of the person 
as an individual endowed with rights and duties. The 
person, as jurists made clear, is the moral individuaJ, 
just as the citizen is the political individual The can· 
cept of the citizen, first developed by Romans, was 
hasic to the enactment in modern times of the British 
and American Bills of Rights, and of the French Dec
laration of Rights. The nomans went beyond their 
contemporaries in defining liberty, enabling future 
generations to conceive tbe autonomy of the individual 
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as the foundation of self.government, of government 
by the people. They also went beyond others in con· 
ceiving equality. Roman jurisprudence cl·eated the 
ju.s gentium, which is not the Jaw of the states (as 
sometimes interpreted ) but the law of the peoples. 
Roman jurists propounded the moral and legal equal. 
ity of all human beings. In view of the particular de· 
velopment of Western economic systems, it was 
important that it was the Romans who were the first 
to define the concept of property in precise terms. 
Ownership, contracts, obligations, and everything else 
pertaining to economic activities, were carefully scru· 
tinized and legislated by the Romans-as was also 
everything pertaining to the family. Romans attached 
the greatest importance to the concept of justice. It 
was for them what charity has been for Christians, 
what liberty was for English·speaking revolutionaries 
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, what 
equality is for twentieth century socialists. Romans 
were feared ; they were also respected because of their 
sense of justice. There is no problem in deciding what 
justice is, as long as people uncritically accept tradi. 
tional positions sanctioned by religious belief. But 
what is justice. ODce the Deed arises to define it ration· 
ally, as was the case for the new Roman secular law? 
The definition of justice fonnulated by Roman jurists 
and used in Roman courts is sUllm cu.ique tribuere, "to 
gi .... e each his due," It is also the definition accepted 
ever since in most of the nations belonging to Western 
civilization. From it derives the effort to find out what 
rightfuUy belongs to each individual and to each 
group, what, in a democracy, belongs for instance to a 

Statue of tile il/ris, Gail/s. Palaz
zo di Giustizia. Rome. Alinari 

majority and what to minorities, Romans legislated 
general norms, allowing judges the latitude that in 
modern times has been a main feature of the 13ritish 
and American COurts of law. Because of the inherent 
harshness in the enforcement of general rules. Romans 
stressed Fairness, as a moderating and humanizing 
element. 

Roman law survived in Italy. It was more than a 
set of legal rules. rt had a philosophical foundation, It 
was closely associated with ethics. It had definite 
political and social implications. Through the cen· 
turies, down to contemporary times, when the study 
of law meant the study of everything concerning man 
in society, young Italians of the educated classes were 
trained in Roman law. Italian universities developed 
in the Middle Ages from the law schools in which 
Roman law was taught and interpreted. The authority 
of Gaius, Scaevola, Papinian, Paulus, Ulpian, r-,'Iodes· 
tinus, the jurists who systematil'::ed Roman law in the 
second and third centuries, was quoted in legal dis· 
cussions, The final synthesis of Roman legal rules and 
jurisprudence, compiled in the middle of the sixth 
century by the order of Justinian-the Easlern Roman 
Emperol· ruling a shrunken Empire that included all 
of Ihll~' for the last time-was fOl· a Jong time the 
foundation of ltalian law, In spite of the vastly differ. 
cnt environment, Italian judges applied Roman prin. 
ciples of law and observed Roman legal procedures. 
Through principles and procedure, concepts and values 
survived which have influenced the Italian way of life 
ever since. 

Ulpi(III, One of tile iurisls who 
s!lstematized Roman lau;. NYPL 
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TRANSFORMATION 
AND THE BIRTH 
OF CATHOLICISM 
(FOURT H T O SIXT H 
CENTU RY) 

Decline - The religious revolutioll - Barbarian in
vaders - Barbarian rulers - Justinian - The Middle 
Ages - Catholicism - Rise of tIle lJopacy - Catholi. 
cism as faitll - Catholidsm as thought - Catholic 
institutional frame - Catholic leadersMp ill Italy. 

DECLINE 

Tm transition from ancient to medieval times in 
Italy was no sudden break. Over three hundred years 
separate the last persecution of Christians, under Dio
detinn's immediate succeSSor, nnd the triumpb of 
Catholicism with the conversion of the Lombarrls
the last major Germanic tribe to invade Italy. The 
main characteristic of this age was the revolutionary 
passnge from old to new beliefs and values. But there 
was more. Economic decline had worsened in the 
fourth century. and continued alter. In spite of some 
brilliant Bashes among the converts to Christianity, 
intellectua l decline accompanied the economic decline, 
and political decline led to the loss of territOrial unity 
in 568. 

Not many Italian contemporaries were aware of 
the steady downward trend which, firmly established 
in those three centuries, continued for another five 
hundred years unti l the middle of the eleventh cen· 
tury. Instead, most people were convinced that eviJ 
times were a temporary phenomenon and that there 
would be a recovery, just as there had been after the 
disasters of the Second Punic War, after the civil wars 
of the Brst centrny B.C., and after the internal up· 
heavals and the invasions of the third century. Italians 
continued to think that the Roman state was the only 
legitimate one. But even if it had revived, it wou ld 
have been diHerent-as different as the Byzantine and 
Charlemagne's cmpires were from the East Roman 
and West Roman empires of Constantine's sons, as 
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.\lellal ciepictilll!, thl' Emperor Tlwotiosius, 
w llO IlIIilicei tile ('1II1)irc ill 394. NYPL PC 

Christian monotheism was from pagan polytheism, 
and autocratic arbitrariness from the rule of law. 

THE RELIGIOUS RE\'OLUTIo.'J 

At first, for a couple of generations after Constan· 
tine's death, the traosfonnation was the work of forces 
operating within the Roman nation. Through persua· 
sion, imitation, and some coercion, Christians, a minor· 
ity in Haly early in the fornth century, had by the eod 
of the century become a majority. The obliteration of 
traditional paganism and Syria·originated Mithraism 
among the masses of the people, of Stoicism (partly 
absorbed by Christianity through the influence of 
Saint Ambrose, bishop of Milan), and of Manichae· 
ism among the educated classes took ge.nerations 
more. In the villages (pagi), pagan deities were wor
shiped for a long time. 

Political conflicts were numerous in the fourth 
century, but they were only partly related to the re
ligious and moral revolution, and had little effect on 
the masses of the people. There were quarrels among 
descendants of Constantine and other military leaders 
moved by ambition and greed, which led to armed 
clashes \vithin the military stationed along the borders 
and in some cities. Young Julian, Constantine's last 
descendant to occupy the throne, briefly, failed in his 
attempt to replace Christianity with an idealized ronn 
of paganism. A generation later Theodosius, AuguShlS 
in the East since 379, after a short civil war briefly 
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united the entire Roman Empire once again and for 
the last time in 394. Not yet 6fty, he died a few months 
later. One son, Arcadius, took the succession in the 
East, the other, HonOlius, in the West. Then came the 
storm: a terrifying storm that inspired Saint Augustine 
to write his greatest work. 

BARBARrAN INVADERS 

ill 401, the vanguard of a new wave of Germanic 
invaders reached Italy. They killed and destroyed. 
Soon after, others came in large Ilumbers. Unlike the 
Gcrmans of the second, third, and fourth cenhlries B.C., 

most of them remained in Italy as conquerors. i\'foving 
slowly from their original home in Scandinavia, the 
Goths had reached the shores of the Black Sea, north 
of Roman boundaries, in the third ccntury. Increasing 
in number, thev divided into western and eastern po
litical units, tl~e Visigoths and the Ostrogoths. ( In 
Ital)" an uncouth person is still labeled an "Ostro
goth.") 111 the fourth century, tribes of Mongolian 
HUllS moved westward from the deserts and steppes of 
central Asia. 1n 375 thev attacked the Goths who 
proved unable to withstand the onslaught of the 
raiders 011 horseback. 

The Ostrogoths at nrst accepted subordination, 
and latcr cscaped the Huns by moving into Roman 
territory in the middle valle), of the Danube, In 376 
thc Visigoths-mel1, WOmen, and cbild ren, hundreds 
of thousands of them-crossed the lower Danube, look
ing for safety under the protection of the Roman state. 

Emperor fi onori lls. !r;ory diptyell, Cathedral TreasI4ry, 
Cfltfwdml d'Aosta, NYPL PC 

Other Germans, for instance a large number of Franks 
in nortllern Gaul, at one time or another had been 
allowed to settle in Roman territory, The new settlers 
had provided good soldiers and capable officers and 
had been assimilated, or were in the process of being 
assimilated. The more numerous Visigoths acted differ· 
ently, Under their leader Fritigem they kept their 
distinctive tribal organization and, instead of settling 
peacefully on the land granted to them, they raided 
the Balkans, killing, destroying, and looting. They 
defeated the Romans near Adrianople in 378. The 
Homan Emperor in the East, Valens, was killed in the 
battle, After a quarter of a century of devastation 
much of the Balkans was in ruins: Greece in particular 
did not recover until modern times. Finally, the Em
peror Arcadius bribed the Visigoths to leave the 
Balkans. Their chief, or king, Alaric, led them into 
northern Italy where they ravaged cities and countr),
side until they were defeated by the Romans in 402 
at Pollentia ( Pollenza ), in Piedmont. They left Italy, 
only to return a few years later. In 402 or 404, Emper
or Honorius moved the capital from Milan, a splendid 
city in the fourth century, to Ravenna, protected by 
the marshes of the lower Po. A horde composed of 
miscellaneous German tribes was repelled with diffi 
culty in 405. Still led by Alaric, the Visigoths were 

Alaric sticking Rome in 410, Ellgraoing. NYPL 
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back in Ita ly in 408. This time they crossed the Apen. 
nines. Tn 410 they occupied and looted Rome, which 
had not been captured by an enemy since 390 B.C., 

eight hundred years earlier. For their Roman contem· 
poraries it was the greatest disaster of aU time-truly 
the end of the world. 

Enriched with loot, the Visigoths left Italy in 411. 
j'vlany settled in southern Gaul, others crossed into 
Spain where they established their own Visigothic 
kingdom, which lasted until tJ1e Arab conquest early 
in the eighth century. Aiter the departure of the Visi· 
goths, Italy recovered, but not the rest of the Roman 
Empire in the West. To defend continental provinces, 
Roman troops were gradually withdrawn £rom Britain 
from 402 on. They never retul'Iled. Saxons, Angles, 
and Jutes landed on the British coast. Left to them
selves, Homan Britons put up a gallant defense against 
these and other invaders symbolized in the legends of 

King Arthur and the knights of the Round Table. But 
by the end of the Bfth century, the Roman way of life 
had been obliterated in the island. Late in 400 Vandals 
and three other large Germanic tribes crossed the 
Rhine. After ravaging Gaul and Spain, the Vandals 
crossed into North Africa; in 439 they captured Car
thage; Sardinia and other islands followed. Sueves and 
Alans stayed in western Spain. Franks, Aiamanni, and 
BurgundiRns occupied northem, eastern, and central 
Gaul respectively. As the result of successful wars 
waged by the Franks between 486 and 532, Roman 
Gaul became France. 

In Italy the respite following the departure of the 
Visigoths lasted four decades. Reorganized by Attila 
(the Scourge of God, as he has been known ever since), 
the Huns moved toward the Atlantic. The epic battle 
in which they slaughtered many Burgundians in 437 
lives forever in the tales of the Nibelungel1. In 451, 

Tlu~ Knights of tl!e Round Table. 

1. TIll! failure of Sir Gawaine (Inri Sir Ector. 2. The arming (llld departure of the knights. 

3. AI/ainmcn t of "16 Holy Grail. Photoworld 
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Roman mercenaries defeated Attila in central Gaul. 
Attila then crossed into northerll Haly, laying waste 
the Po Valley and the Veuetian plain in 452. According 
to tradition, the entreaties of a delegation, which in
cluded Pope Leo I, induced Attila to spare Rome. 
Early in 455, Valentinian, the emperor of a more and 
more ephemeral Empire in the West, was assassinated 
in a palace plot. His widow, Eudoxi('l, is supposed to 
have asked the Vandals from Africa to avenge him. 
Led by Gaiseric, in June the Vandals caprured Rome, 
then laid waste much of Ihe peninsula. Ever since, 
Hun and Vandal, in the language of Italians and other 
Europeans, have symbolized cruelty, massacres, wan· 
tall destruction. 

This time there was no recovery for Rome, for the 
other cities of Italy sacked by Huns and Vandals, 01' 

for the countryside. Private and public buildings de
<.!ayed; roads, bridges, aqueducts, and ports fell into 
disn:pai.r. Slavef)' nlmost disappeared, not so much 
because of the new Christian values but because Ital · 
ians l;ould no longer afTord to buy slaves and there 
were no longer llny conquered subjects to be sold into 
slavery. On the other hand fanners were becoming 
serfs of the new landlords, the warriors of Germanic 
t ribes. Industry declinl'd to th(.· poinl of near extinc
tion. Trade shrank. During the four tragic years 451-
455. the institutional structure holding the nation to
gether collapsed. There were no longer an)' revenues 
to pay the mercenaries of ephemeral emperors of a 
phantom empire in the West. The mercenaries took 
over. 

IMRHARf.·\ N RFLF.nS 

After 455, what central government remained in 
Italy was for eighty years in the hands of leaders of 
Gennan mercenary troops or of Germanic tribes that 
.settled in the country and lived exploiting the doci \t\ 
servile, Christian l~oman population. The Vandal 
Gaiseric remained in Halv only a .short time. The Sue. 
vian Ricimer appointed a;ld dismissed emperors of the 
Empire in the West for sixteen years. Another general, 
Orestes (possibly a Roman and not;l barbarian), nom
inated his teen-age son, Romulus Augustus, emperor in 
"'75. In the following year Odoacer, leader of a motley 
collection of mercenaries, mainly I-ierulin.ns, deposed 
Romulus Augustus (n icknamed Augustulus ) after hav
ing defeated and killed Orestes. 

The year 476 is generally accepted as marking the 
end of the Roman state in Italy. Actually the events 
of that year meant little to contemporaries. Odoacer 
was just one of many German triballeaclers who, since 
the beginning of the century, had carved a state in 
Roman territory for themselves and their followers. 
\Vhat matters is that, except as a ilame, the Roman 
Empire in the West had ceased to exist. The pressure 
of invaders that was felt in the Roman Empire in the 
East on only two stretches of the frontier, the lower 

Danube and the upper Euphrates, was felt by the 
Roman Empire in the West at every point of its long 
frontier, which extended from Hadrian's Wall in Brit
ain to the middle Danube. The frontier gave way. 

Invasions were only one factor in the tragedy 
that engulfed the Roman nation in the West in the 
fifth century. The combined strength of Goths, Van· 
dals, Huns, and others who burst into Italian territory 
between 401 and 476 was no greater, at any given time, 
than the strength of Callie hordes thrown back by tJle 
Romans of the Republic in 225 B.C., or of the Germanic 
Teutons, Cimbrians, aud other tribes annihilated in 
Ifr2/ 101 B.C. There were many minor factors including 
economic decline, incompetent leadership, factional
ism among generals. There was one major factor : the 
changed character of the Romans. Looking back, the 
historian sees fl pattern in what to contemporaries, and 
to all superficial observers, was a chaotic maze of 
disconnected events. In revulsion against cruelty and 
corruption, in revulsion also against the exhausting 
crisis of the third century, first a few Romans, then 
more and more of them in the fourth century, had em
braced a religion founded on love. Humility and char-

Gaiseric's Vandab ill italy, 455. NYPL PC 

Odoacer, wlit) dCllosed 
Romulus AUgustl19. 
Coin. British Museum 
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ity were the cherished virtues, not military valor: 
Romans of the fifth century were as willing to die as 
their ancestors had been, but as martyrs, not as war
riors. The afterlife meant more to them than life on 
ea rth. When attacked, most Romans of the fifth and 
sixth centuries simply did not fight back. There was 
no longer a citizen anny as there had been from the 
beginning of the Roman state until the collapse of the 
Republic. There was no permanent anny of Roman 
soldie rs and officers, as there had been during the con
stitutional phase of the empire. The protection of the 
borders was entrusted to an army composed at first 
partly, then entirely, of foreign mercenaries. For a 
long time they fought well. Lcd by the Vandal StWcho, 
they had defeated the Visigoths in 402 and another 
horde of invaders near Florence in 405; led by the 
Roman Aetius, they had defeated Attila in 451. But 
why fight for a Roman state that its citizens were un
willing to defend? Little or no effort was required to 
take over outlying provinces, then Italy itself. 

Odoacer governed Italy nominally as representa
tive of the Roman emperor in the East. In reality he 
acted as an independent ruler, and inefficiently. In 488. 
the Ostrogoths, authorized since around 450 by the 
government in Constantinople to settle on the right 
bank of the middle Danube, were Jed into Italy by 
their leader, King Theodoric II. Besieged in Ravenna, 
Odoacer surrendered and was assassinated in 493. The 
Herulians were never heard of again. Under the Os
trogoths Italy was still one state, but a state in which 
two distinct nations lived, each with its own political 
organ ization and its own version of Christianity. Dur
ing Theodoric's long Italian reign (he died in 526), 

....,'--,,---... -- -
The eqllcstriQlI duel beltceell TIIl'odoric /l1Ie1 Odoaccr. 
Vatican Library 

there was some order, some peacc, and some recovery_ 
It was then that the last two great Latin writers wrote 
their works Cassiodorus and Boethius ( the latter exe
cuted in 524 ), 

JUSTI.Vl. ... "" 

In 535 the Roman emperor in the East, the able 
Justinian, bent on rccstablishing the unity of the Em
pire, sent nn expeditionary force to Italy. 111 his eyes, 
as in the eyes of al1 native Italians. ltaly was shU very 
much an integral part of the Roman slat('. Surprised 
initially by the attack, the COtllS soon rallied behind 
their leaders. While most Italians looked Oil, a fero
cious war \\'as fought for nearly two decades between 
the armies of the Cothic kings and those of the legiti-

King Theodoric 11 dec1arillg Rave/ma his capital. NYPL PC 
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DoethillS in prison. Early twelfth century. Bayer Stalltsbib
liothek, Munich 

mate ruler, the emperor. Finally defeated. the Ostro
goths disappeared from the pages of history. New 
ruins had been added to the ruins of the invasions of 
thG previous century. But Justi ni;m's success was short
lived. While his nephew and successor, Justin II, was 
fighting for survival in the midst of palace intrigues ill 
Constantinople, another Gennanic tribe, the Lom
bards, reached Italy in 568. They had originally come 
h om northern Gennany and settled for a while in the 
middle Danube Valley. the favorite staging post for 
would-be invaders of Italy. Less numerous than previ
ous invaders (only a few tens of thousands bore arms ). 
the Lombards, despite the weakness of the defenders, 
faUed to occupy the whole country. 

After further conquests, the Lombards, whose 
l-ings were at timcs called kings of the Lombards and 
at times kings of Italy, were able to occupy most of 
the northern districts and about half the peninsula. 
The Empire, rapidly losing the residues of prc-Con
stantine Roman characteristics and acquiring instead 
those of a Greek-speaking Byzantine civilization, held 
the rest: an urea astride Italy, including Rome and its 

district, the Tiber Valley, and the Exarchate (now 
Romagna), as far as the Po River; islands, and shores 
of the lagoons at the head of the Adriatic Sea; the 
coastal area around the Gulfs of Gaeta, Naples, and 
Salerno; the heel and foot of the peninsula ( now 
Apulia and Calabria ); and the islands. Italy was di
vided. It was to remain divided until 1860. 

THE MIDDLE ACES 

As the result of wars, famines, and plagues, the 
population of Italy declined sharply. When the Lom
bards arrived it was probably no more than half of 
what it had been at the time of Constantine. Many 
cities had been abandoned. and only a fraction of the 
previous population lived in the others. There were 
on ly a few tellS of thousands of people in Rome. 
!\i(ilan, the second largest city in the fourth century, 
was a shadow of its former self. Ravenna. Itul}/s capi. 
tal until 568 and the major {.'cnter of Eastern Roman 
(By.mutine) authority in Italy until the middle of the 
eighth cenlury, soon declined. The Lombards' capital, 
Pavia, was a small city. The countryside was sparsely 

The elltranee of tllf3 Lombards into Italy. led by Alboin . 
Coc/ex Palatine, 927, twelfth century. Vatican LibralV 
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inhabited. Public utilities were no longer operative. 
Public buildings, except those used as churches, were 
in rums. Technical know.how had deteriorated in agri· 
culture as in all branches of industry. Povelty and 
ignorance prevailed. Gone were the numerous libraries 
of the second century. Books considered heretical
i.e., nearly everything written by pre-Christian authors 
-had been destroyed. The Nliddle Ages had set in. 

CATHOLICISM 

Oppressed :lnd fr:lgmented, unable to keep com
munications open between communities under differ· 
ent jurisdictions, Halians at the end of the sixth 
century (.'ould hardly be described as a nation. But 
tbere were still common bonds uniting the Italians 
and, at the same time, differentiating them from out
siders and also from the Lombard and Byzantine rulers 
in their midst. The use of Latin among the shrinking 
number of educated people, Roman local institutions, 
Roman law, aDd the prjde that comes from a con
sciousness of past greatness. were one major bond. 
Another, and more important one, was religion, which 
then and for centuries to come played the major role 
in individual alld collective Halian life. Catholicism, 
the version of Christianity accepted by Italians. gave 
unity to the people of the continental North, of the 
pcninsula, and of the islands. Sicily became Italian 
largely because the Sicilians' religious allegiance was 
to the pope in Rome, not to one of the patriarchs of 
the Byzantine Empire of which the is land \Vas a 
province until the ninth century. Catholicism was the 
dominant force in Italy, mOre important in molding 
Italian life than native or foreign miers, than force of 
arms or economic activities. 

But the success of Christianitv in the Homan state 
and among some non-Roman pe~ples had bred divi· 
siollS. Triumph was accompanied by conflicts, by di· 
vergcn t interpretations of Christ's message und of the 
Scriptures, by organizational differences. The division 
in the fourth century between an Eastern and a West· 
em Roman Empire, t'he disintegration of the latter in 
the fifth century, the conversion of Almenians, Ethi* 
opians, [rish, and other non~nOlllall peoples, created 
autonomous sources of political power in the Christian 
world and facilitated the differentiation of Christian 
churches, Catholicism was originally, and remained 
for a considerable time, a specifically ltaliall move
ment. Even after having acquired a wider diffusion 
(with the conversion of the Franks in 496 and the 
successful missionary activities of Saint Augustine the 
Monk in Great Britain a century later) and some non
Italian fcatures, Catholicism relnained under para
mount Italian influcnce. The idea of Rome as the 
center of a world-state was alive when the Italian 
clergy used the adjective catholic or universal at n 
time when Eastern ch urches, headed by the patriarchs 
of Constantinople, Jerusalem, Antioch, and Alexandria, 
had a betler claim to universality. Centered in Rome 

and strongly impregu:ltcd with Roman elements, its 
qualification .... Roman .. is appropriate, 

The few hundred years between the conversion of 
most inhabitants of Italy to Christiallity in the fourth 
century and tht.! time of l )ope Gregory I (Saint Greg· 
ory Magnus, 590-604 ) constitute the fomlative period 
of Catholicism as a faith, as a system of thought, and 
as a set of institutions. There had been a preparatory 
period, when worshipers of the 11ew religion led a 
clandestine and dangerous life, one which Catholics 
shared with all other Christians. :rherc were impOrtant 
changes later, particularly in the eleventh aod six
teenth centuries. But until the revolutionary steps 
adopted in the 1960s by Pope John x.,'X1II and by the 
Council Vatican 11, the changes have represented an 
extension of, never a departure hom, what Catholicism 
was in the seventh centurY. 

Halian Christianity h~d already begun to acquire 
its distinctive characteristics at the cnd of the second 
century when Victor, the bishop of Rome in 189-198, 
exercised spiritual authority over other bishops, par* 
ticulal'ly the Italian ones. Distinctive characteristics 
were strengthened when the Italian ck'rgy sided un· 
equivocnUy with Athanasius in hL,;: theological conllict 
with Aril.lS. The ecumenical council hcld in Nicaea in 
325 had eondemncd Arius, but Arius' theses prevailed 
for a while in the Roman Empire ill the East. ~fost 
Germanic tribes, when they ('(Inverted to Christianity 
in the fourth and Afth centuries, chose Ari.'mism. The 
Athanasian concept of the Trinit)' is fundamental to 
Catholicism and to most of Protestantism, 11le Athana
sian emphasis on celibacy gave the Catholic clergy its 
spe{'ific character and contrihuted to the influence it 
exercised among the bl'lievers . .'\thanasius' stress on 
ascet.icism promoled the growth of monastic orders, 
among which the Arst, and for illany cenhlries the 
most important, was the order foundcd in the first half 
of the sixth century by tho Italian Saint Benedict who 
lVas born in NorCia, in the central Apennine ~l oun
tains, According to tradition, the Benedictine Rule 
was established at the monastery of ). Ionte Cassino, 
about halfway between Rome and Naples, in 529. 
Bcnedjctincs have given twenty-four popes and hun
dreds of saints to the. Catholic church. 

RISE Of' THE. PAPAG)' 

The Petrine principle was also developed in Italy. 
It meant that the Bishop of Rome, as successor to 
Saint Peter, is nol Hrst among peerS ( as were the 
Patriarchs in the casteTil Mediterranean ) but bishop 
of bishops (not episC01)IIS iuler episcopos but ep/sco
pus episcoportlm ) . The primacy of the See of Rome 
was accepted in a restricted seuse by a council of 
bishops of the Roman Empire in the West. held in 
Arles in 314. The restrictions bded away gradual1y. 
In 382, to show his support for the bishop of Rome 
Damasus I, Emperor Cratiwl renounced in his favor 
the title of Pontifex ).Ia:(imus which had endowed 
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The monllS/ery (It MOlltccassino where, according to lradi· 
tiOIl, tile Benedictillc nile was establisllccl. NYPL PC 

emperors with supreme religious authority for nearly 
four centuries. Through the successful conclusion of 
his quarrel with Emperor Theodosius in 390, Saint 
Ambrose, born in Gaul but bishop of Milan since 374, 
established the principle of the superiority of ecclesi
astical over secular power-while in the Roman Em
pire in the East and in its successor, the Byzantine 
Empire, ecclesiastical authority was subordinated to 
that of the slate. Pope Celestine I (422-432 ) consid
ered the primacy of the See of Rome definite. 

1n Saint Augustine (bishop of Hippo, where he 
died in 430 while Vandals were besieging the city), as 
in Athanasius, all Western Christians, CatholiCs and 
Protestants, have a common spiritual ancestor. To him 
they owe the concept of sin and redemption, the argu
ments against Manichaeism outside Christianity, and 
those against Donatism and Pelagianism with i.n Chris
tianity. Saint Gregory Magnus, instead, belongs to 
Catholicism only. Saint Grcgory, the Roman patrician 
elected bishop of Rome and as such pope for all 
Catholics, the intellectual deeply antagonistic to Grae~ 
co-Roman thought, the man of culture who wanted to 
eliminate what remained of pre·Christian civilization, 
the prolific and powerful writer, contributed perhaps 
marc than anyone else to the theological distinctive
ness of Catholicism. The ideals to which he devoted 
both his life and his unflagging energy were the 
ascendanc) of the Roman ecclesiastical hierarchy, the 
uniformity of the ritual, the absoluteness of Catholic 
dogmas. Roman Catholic iiturg)' has remained through 
the centuries the liturgy of Saint Gregory, though the 
Gregorian chant of Catholic religious services origi
nated after his pontificate. 

A Miracle of S(1illt Benedict. Studio of Simoll Marmioll. 
NatiOIl(l1 Callery of Art, Washington, D.C. Samuel H. 
Kress Collection 

Saint Ambrose. 
Painted portrait 
witJl decorative 
relief. NYPL 

CAT/-IOLICISM AS FMTH 

Saint Gregory's many works OCCUP}' a foremost 
place among authoritative Catholic writings. Together 
with the works of other Church Fathers, decisions of 
ecwnenical councils, and, later, papa l pronouncements, 
they are for Catholics on a level with the Scriptures. 
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By adjusting the Bible to the intellectual and practical 
requirements of his time through free allegorical in
terpretat ion, Saint Gregory in his writings clarified 
the distinctive Catholic position. His belief in a Chris
tianity dedicated to the care of the sou ls of the de
parted, praying to the Virgin and the saints as in
termediaries between man and God, peopling the 
afterlife with a hierarchical order of angels and de
mons, appealed to Italians whose Roman forebears 
had honored tbe souls of their ancestors, worshiped 
deities, and fel t the faScination of Eastern mother
goddess creeds. Saint Gregory was repelled by Graeco
Homan civilization and, paradoxically, did more than 
anyone else to facili tate the absorption of pagan resi
dues into Italian Christianity. Through that process of 
absorption, any paganism hostile to Christianity re
maining in Italian rural communities faded away. A 
Benedictine monk himself, Saint Gregory promoted 
the spread of monastic life in Italy. He instigated 
missionary activities among the Lombards, who had 
previously embraced Christianity in its Arian interpre
tation, and among the Gennan invaders of Britain . 

CATHOLICISM AS THOUGHT 

Less important for the masses of believers, but 
more important in terms of long-range cultural de-
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velopments, was the formulation of Catholic philo
sophical thought, as distinctive as its theology. Like all 
other major religions, Catholicism is founded on the 
immediate grasping of a truth, on intuition. Beliefs are 
accepted through an act of faith. But whereas in other 
religions intui tion is the whole, in Catholicism it plays 
a part only, although a large part. During their for
mative period, and ever since, Catholic thinkers have 
not been content to make p ronowlcements. They have 
always been concerned with explanation aod justifica
tion. This preoccupation has meant the use, aloog 
with intuition, of the rational process. Through the 
rtlJe played by reason Catholicism was different both 
from previous and from contemporary religions. By 
using a rational process, Catholicism became a chan· 
nel through which the greatest single feature of the 
civilization created by the Greeks and the Romans 
was saved: the conscious use of reason. Not all the 
philosophical achievements of the Ancients were 
saved, but eoough to provide the fo undation for the 
revival of rationalism (and thus the advancement of 
scientific thought ) in modern times. Without Catholi. 
cism, reason might have been buried under the ruins 
of the Roman Empire in the West and under the 
political totalitarian ism and in tellectual conformity of 
the Roman Empire in the East. 

CATHOLIC INSTITUTIONAL. FRAME 

Catholicism developed unique featu res in a third 
majol' field . If Catholicism, as a Church, as a way of 
thinking, and as a political movement in a number 
of countries, has been a major force shaping tllC 
destiny of mankind, it has owed this influence in part 
to the number of practicing and believing Catholics, 
but more to the disciplined and effective cohesiveness 
of the Roman Catholic church itself, a product of its 
organizational structure, The growth of Catholic in· 
stitutions was a slow process that lasted for centuries. 
They were developed in Italy d uring the fourth and 
succeeding centuries, The fina l outcome was a central. 
ized, hierarchical structure which, in spite of the pre· 
eminent position of the pope, C'Ou ld best be described 
as a closed oligarchy. The system in which 110 one can 
be admitted to lIny level of the hierarchy without the 
approval of those who are already members is the 
one that best guarantees continuity and stability. 

The organization of early Christian communities 
in italy was the same as elsewhere in the Roman state. 
When Chris tianity was mainly a clandestine and per
secuted movement, each congregation was organized 
On a democratic basis and enjoyed a good deal of 
autonomy. The members of the congregation elected 
their pastor, who was not necessarily an ordained 
priest. In important cities, congregations elected the 
bishop. A council of elders was entrusted with admin. 
istrative functions. Relations between congregations 
were on an equal associative basis. However, hier
archical features appeared early. They were already 

implicit in the ma nncr in which priests were ordained. 
They were strengthened by the exalted position priests 
achieved in some churches (often as the result of out
standing personal qualities ) as necessary intermedi. 
aries between the faithfu l on earth and the heavenly 
bost surrounding God. Moreover, pastors of congrega· 
tions in important cities enjoyed greater prestige and 
influence than those in other localities. These two 
Eactors were pa rticularly impOitant in Italy. Even after 
the transfer of the capita l to Constantinople, the myth 
of Rome was strong: just as no city could compare 
with Home. no bishop could have as much authority 
as the bishop of Rome. 

CATHOLIC LEADERSHIP I.\' ITALY 

j\·lost important for the institutional growth of 
Catholicism was the political disinteg(ation in the fifth 
centUl1', It left a void which was IWcd by church 
leaders. It would be wrong to assume that in the fifth 
century and those immediately following, priests, 
monks. bishops, and abbots looked for political power. 
Some perhaps did, but not many. Political power came 
to them because no one else exercised it or even 
wanted it. When in 445 Pope Leo 1 the Creat secured 
:'tn imperial decree that gave the force of laws to 
papal decisions, he was lhe only authority capable of 
enforcing law and order in Rome and its district. What 
happened when the pope approached A ttila as leader 
of tlle entirc population, bappcned in that century nnd 
the next in many other Italian communities. In the 
Roman Empire in the East, govemmelltal authorities 
could effectively protect the people most of the time, 
or at least could try to do so. By the same token they 
could also control the ecclesiastical organization. In 
italy, and in other areas of what had heen the Roman 
Empire in the West, when people were threatened by 

Pope Leo 1 and Cllt/fCIl leaders at ths 
Councll of elw/ceden. 451. NYPLPC 
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Pope Leo /. NYPL 

invaders 01 br internal disorder there was no one to 
whom they could turn COl' protection except their re
ligious leaders. 

Richner. Odoacer, and the Ostrogotl! kings did 
not bold much effective authority: neither did the Inter 
Lombard, frankish , Italian, m;d Ccnnan kings and 

th(;!ir representatives in the northern ha lf of the coun
try; nor the motley collection of Byzantine governors, 
Italian and Lombard dukes and counts in the South. 
Instead of the compleX" and efficient bureaucracy of 
the Empire which existed until the end of the fourth 
century, there were only rud imentary, incompetent 
administrations. 1t is not surptising that under these 
conditions the in8uence of the clergy eX"tended to fields 
other than faith and morals; that ecclesiastical au
thority became more and more associated with politi
cal power; that the authority of bishops and abbots 
increased; that the greatest authority of all was the 
bishop of Rome. the pope. It is not surprising that in 
order to strengthen authori ty, the elective principle 
was llnally discarded: bishops, from being supervisors, 
became heads of clergy; the bishop of Home became 
the head of bishops. The politicization of the Catholic 
ehurch and the forming of a hierarchieaJ structure 
were the response, in Italy, to the political chaos of 
the times, and to the insecurity that accompa nied it 
They became permanent features of Catholicism i!1 
Italy, a lso among tbe many transalpine and, later, 
transatlantic nations that were converted to Catboli
ej;'1n from the fifth century all. Before becoming per
manent feotures, politicizat ion and hierarchy made 
possible the survivnJ of the Italian nation. 

Pope Leo 1 COllfn)l1ting Attila. Rap/wei. Stanza d'Eliodoro, VatiC'dIl 
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THE FIRST FIVE 
CENTURIES OF 
TERRITORIAL 
FRAGMENTATION 

Sevellt.h-century gold lellf cross from a 
Lombar(f warrior's grout.' at Stahilo (Ti
cillO). Schweizerisches Landesmuseum, 
Zurich 

A iUvicled Italy - Continuing decline - The Lombard 
Kingdom ill Italy - From Ellst Roman to By;:.(wtine 
Empire - The Crescent closes on Italy - Elld of By
wntinc rule in.cclltral and l1ortl,ern Holy - Democracy 
in the Venetian lagoons - Pranks ami !fIe creation 
of the Papal States - Charlemagne - TIle Carolingians 
- Otto the Great - German I,egemony - The Lom
bard SOllth - Moslems ill Italy - Nadir of the papacy 
- New invaders - Feudalism. 

J\ DIVIDED ITM .. r 

FoR contemporaries, the Lombard invasion of 
568 seemed a mere repetition of events that had al
ready occurred many times in recent generations-a 
new ba rbarian invasion and the settling of an alien 
people as conquerors, hated by the Italian masses, 
despised by the educated minorit)'. but powerful 
nonetheless. In actual fact it was no repetition. What 
had not happened with Odoacer's Herulians and with 
Theodoric's Ostrogoths happened then. Italy was no 
longer the political unit that she had been for nearly 
eight and a half centuries-even when merged into the 
larger Mediterranean Roman state. Now, life as a na
tion was endangered . 

The brutality of the Lombard rulers and of the 
Byzantine military authorities intensified the sufferings 
of the I talian people and led to a further lowering of 
the cultural level. One of the great luminaries of the 
Renaissance, the humanist Leonardo Bruni, wrote that 
the ?-oj iddle Ages had lasted scven hundred years. This 
is the period often referrcd to by later historians as 
the Da rk Ages. There are seven hundred years, ap
proximately, from the beginning of great barbarian in
vasions early in the fifth century to the end of th e 
eleventh, when a new life clearly Aowered in much 

of the nation. The crisis of 568 hastened the process of 
decl ine begun long since, and also made it irreversible 
for hundreds of years. 

We know now that in the long run the territorial 
fragmentation laid the groundwork for a variety of 
developments and for richness of new experiences; 
that tensions stimulated dynamism, and that from the 
turmoil came progress. Without the divisions and the 
tensions, it is doubtful that the second great creative 
period of the Italian nation-the splendid civilization 
of the late Middle Ages and the Renaissance-could 
have arisen. There was to be the gradual maturing of 
the Venetian commonwealth; later the Bowering of 
Sicilian culture; and, as climax, the astounding achieve
ments of the F lorentines. 

CONTINUINC DECLINE 

\Vbatever the distant Future was to hold, at the 
end of the sixth cen tury the present was dismal and 
life became ever more dismal as generations passed. 
Before the Lombard invasion, there had always been 
not only hopes of recovery, there hod been periods of 
actual recovery : after the first sack of Rome by the 
Visigoths and after the second by the Vandals, after 
the victory of the Ostrogoths and after the victory of 
troops sellt by the Roman emperor in the East. 

Happily for mankind, hope never dies. But after 
568 there was little foundation for it. Not just because 
the Lombards failed to conquer all Italy and the coun
try was divided into two major Lombard areas ( the 
kingdom in the North and the nearly independent 
duchy of Benevento in the South) and a number of 
Eastem Roman (Byzantine) dependencies (half a 
dozen larger ones and several smaller)' but chiefly 
because the Lombards were diHeren t !Tom previous 
invaders and because a state of war, hot or cold, had 
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become permanent in the COWltry. Eastern and West
em Goths, Vandals, Herulians, had been exposed to 
Roman civilizing influence for a considerable time be
fore they reached ltaly. Roman Italians despised them 
as barbarians but they were not as cruel, primitive, un
couth, and illiterate as the Lombards, who were genu
ine barbarians as the word is understood today, by 
comparison the others had been only semibarbarians. 
A gradual decline became a sharp fan. 

Standards of living, already low, quickly sank 
still lower in Lombard areas. Maintenance having be. 
come impossible, the remaining public utilities de
teriorated and mostly ceased to function. There were 
no more aqueducts to bring water to the cities; 
roughly dug wens replaced them. With sewers un
usable, filth accumulated and disease spread. When a 
building became unfit for habitation it was aban
doned: there was no need to construct others for the 
dwindling population. When a bridge collapsed, it was 
replaced by a ford. Some Roman-built roads held up, 
others became simple trails. Silt fiUed the harbors. In 
several plains, fertile fields be<:ame rna larial swamps, 
while agricultural techniques fell to the barbarians' 
level. There were smiths, weavers, potters, carpenters, 
and other artisans, but they were fewer and less 
skilled than in previous centuries. Lowered produc
tion, the increasing number of borders, the high dues 
exacted by authorities at all levels, together witb wars 
and threats of war, caused trade to dwindle. Monas
teries provided the little schooling available. Except 
for seminaries which trained for the priesthood, cen
ters for professional training were things of the past. 
The arts were at a standstill. 

Conditions were only slightly better in the de
pendencies of the Eastern Roman Empire. Ravenna, 
headquarters of the Byzantine exarch, was a fortified 
camp. The surrounding area (Romania, now Roma
gna) was continually subjected to Lombard raids. 
Latium, the district immediately surrounding Rome, 
was relatively safe, but just beyond lay a no-man's
land ravaged by levies of Lombard dukes. The power
ful dukes of Benevento were pressing the Tyrrhenian 
coastal cities between Gaeta and Salerno, also Calabria 
and Apulia. Sicily was better off until conquests by the 
Arabs transformed former Homan cities in North 
Africa into bases for piratical attacks. Sardinia and 
Corsica remained distant underdeveloped dependen
cies where the inhabitants, Iitt.le aware of the claims 
of East Roman emperors in Constantinople, continued 
to lead their own autonomous lives. 

Invaders subjugating a more numerous people 
find that a rigid hierarchical system provides the easi
est way to organize the conquered land. Lombard 
Italy was no exception. Traditionally, Lombards had 
their own hierarchical structure: at the top were a few 
wellborn families from whid} came military leaders 
and rulers of the various districts of the Lombard ter
ritory, whether in northem Germao)', as was once the 
case, or in Italy. U a supreme leader, a king, was 

needed, he was elected from within this small group. 
The warriors were free men. Below them was a larger 
class of semifree subjects, At the bottom were serfs 
and slaves. Conquered Italians were made into semi
free subjects, forced to work for the conquering mi
nority, to provide food and taxes, but otherwise left 
pretty much to themselves ( as long as they did not 
rebel, and there is no record of rebellions), In the 
dependencies of the Eastern Roman Empire, military 
:lnd civilian officials sent from Constantinople were at 
the top of the social pyramidi below them came native 
notables; then a mass of free citizens burdened with 
aU kinds of obligations and dues; and at the bottom 
the peasantry, now reduced to a state of serfdom. 

THE LOMBARD KINGDOM IN (TALl' 

The Lombards held their independent kingdom, 
including most of northern Italy and Tuscany south of 
the Apennines, for just over two llUndred years. Their 
rule in over half of the peninsular SOUtll lasted five 
hundred years. There were twelve dukes in each of the 
three main sections of the kingdom-eastern, western, 
and south of the Apennines; they were the real rulers. 
The dukes of Benevento in southern Italy and of 
Spoleto in central Italy (but beyond the districts held 
by the Eastern Roman Empire ) were practica.lly inde
pendetlt. Alboin. the king who had led the Lombards 
to the conquest of Italy, met a violent death in 573, 
as did Clepb, his successor, eigh teen months later. 

Having disposed of Cleph, the dukes decided that 
they no longer needed a king. Ten years later, how
ever, the pressure of problems (dissensions among 
dukes, threat of counterattacks by East Roman garri
sons, tension on religious grounds between the Arian 
rulers and the Catholic subjects) induced the dukes 
to elect Alboin's grandson, Authari, as king. His wife 
was the Catholic Thcodolinda, daughter of the duke 
of the Bavarians in southern Cermany. When she be
came a widow, the Lombard dukes asked her to marry 
someone also eligible to become king. Her choice fell 
on Agilulf, duke of Turin, who reorganized the lom
bard state and maintained good relations with Pope 
Gregor)' the Great. The Lombards were interested in 
ruling tbe countryside, which supplied labor and food. 
They left the administration of the dwindling urban 
communities in the hands of bishops and other clerics. 

Taking advantage of the attacks which the Per
SkillS, Arabs, and ~Iongol Avars launched on the East 
Roman Empire, the Lombard king Rothari occupied 
nrens that had escaped Alboin's conquest. His conver
sion to Catholicism, and the promulgation in 643 of 
an ffiict clarifying the legal position of Lombards and 
Italians, helped to narrow the gulf between conquer
ors and conquered. Sixty years after Hothari's death, 
an election gave the Lombard crown to Liutprand 
who tried to unite all Italy under his tule. To obtain 
the cooperation of the papacy and the support of the 
Catholic clergy, Liutprand presented the town and 
castle of Sutri, thirty miles north of Rome, to Pope 
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Gregory II in 728. However, the realization that Lorn· 
bard rule could be detrimental to the Church's iuAu· 
ence induced a new pope, Gregory Til, to organize 
the defense of Rome and Ravenna (aided in the latter 
by the league established in the Venetian lagoons ), 
and to begin negotiations with Frankish l eader.~ aimed 
at anti-Lombal'd cooperation. These negotiations failed 
at the time, but led, under hi.~ successors, to the ob
literation of the Lombard kingdom. 

FROM EAST ROMAN TO lJl'ZANTINE EMPIRE 

The transfonnation of the East Roman Empire, 
the rise of Arab power iu the Mediterranean, and a 
change of dynasty in France-aU three extemal events 
deeply affected I talian developments during the lattcr 
Lombard period. 

By the first half of the seventh century. the desig
nation "East Roman Empire" for that hall of the 
Roman state that had Constantinople as its capital was 
already becoming meaningless. Names and titles re
mained, but they were a thin veneer covering a politi
cal structure that was no longer Roman. Justinian had 
been a Roman emperor. Except for the introduction of 
Christiani ty, the state he ruled and the laws he en-

Rothori is.flles llis edicl. 643. 
Miniature from codex of elev
ellt lt celllllry. Badill Archives, 
CaVil dei Tirreni, near Nllples 
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II ill 728. EPA 

forced were those inherited from Diocletian. This was 
no longer the case with Hcraclius I under whose rule 
was completed the change from the East Roman Em
pire to the Byzantine Empire. By the time Heraclius 
died, the Roman tradition had become something dis
tant and hollow: Latin had been replaced by Greek; 
the memory of pre-Christian times was gone from the 
consciousness of rulers and subjects; autocracy and 
orthodoxy were the prinCiples on which the statc was 
founded; rigid hierarchical bureaLlcracies - military, re
ligious, civilian-were its keystones. 

When H eraclius seized supreme power, Avars 
who had migrated from their ancestral lands in the 
deserts of Central Asia to the Black Sea area, and had 
been joined there by small Slavic tribes, threatened 
the Byzantine Empire from the north. In 6J 9 they 
reached Constantinople but failed to capture it. The 
Persians, advancing from the east under their last 
great Sassaman leader, Khusru Parviz, had conquered 
Syria and Egypt. Intelligent use of his power enabled 
Heraclius to defeat the Avars and their Slav satellites 
in 626, and the Persians in 627. All now seemed to be 
well. A repetition of Justinian's exploits in the West 
was in sight. Then came another storm-a worse one. 

THE CRESCENT CLOSES O~, ITALY 

During tbe Srst ten years after his flight in 622 
hom Mecca to Medina, ~Iohammed-prophet of a new 
religion, successful statesman, and victorious warrior
united most of the Arabian peninsula. In 634, two 
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yenrs after the death of the Prophet, Arabs began their 
conquest of Syria; in 639 they were in possession of 
Egypt and in 647 of Libya. The astounding expansion 
of the Arabs for one hundred yenrs until finally 
stopped by defeats at tJle hand of Charles ~'I artel in 
the West and of Nagabhatn ill the East, was onc of the 
grcat upheavals in man's history. Similarly, one of the 
great progressive r(,volutions was the creation of a 
splendid civili ... ..ation .incorporatll1g many Byzantine 
and Persian elements and given its wliquc character 
by Arab creativity lUHler the stimulus of l"eligious 
fervo r. 

The ~lediterrane':l11 had been a Homan lake for 
centuries and had been a major factor in the diffusion 
of Roman culture. Even after the settling of Cermani(' 
peoples i.n what had been the Homan Empire of the 
Wcsl, the Mediterrancan had contill ued to exercise a 
uniFying role, reflectcd in the Christianizatioll of all 
regions surrounding til(l inland sea, as welJ as in the 
freedom and intensity of commercial exchanges. Whell 
Heracllus died. the IJrzaIltine navy was the supreme 
power ruling the waters from the .Black Sea to the 
Strait of Gibraltar. Within one generation a barrier 
between Christian and Moslem areas cut across the 
) Iediterranean: the state of war betwecll Christians 
and ~lloslems was permanent, even if actual fighting 
did not go on continually on borders extending for 
thousands of miles. 

In the 6405 Arabs built their fi rst Mediterranean 
fleet. They seized Cyprus, attacked Rhodes and Crete. 
then moved westward . Except for Carthage, captmed 
in 698, present-day Tunisia was firmly in Arab hands 
by 670. The cOllvcuion of Berbers, or ~'loors, living in 
mountainous arens just beyond the borders of what 
had beell Homan North Africa, gave Moslems the con
trol of prescnt~day Algeria and Morocco. A Olhed 
force of Arabs and Moors conq uered the Iberian pen. 
insula in 711-713. Geographically as well as symboli. 
cally the Islamic crescent was closing about Italy. 

EXD OF Bl'UNT/Nt: Rl'L£ IN CENTRAL 
AND NOUTUERlY fTAU' 

As the result of Arab att3cks, Byzantine officials 
and garrisons in Ital), Were left to feud for themselves. 
The threat of the Arab capture of Constantinople was 
so great that in 663 .Heraclills' grandson, the Emperor 
Conslans, moved his capital to Sicily. OnJy after Con
stans' murder in Syracnse did his SOil Constantine IV 
retum to Consbllltinople, The city was attacked re
peatedly by the Arabs fTOm 673 to 67S. 

The last descendant of Heradius was killed by 
mutinous troop!; .in 711. After six years of chaos. Leo 
the lsaurian, n competent general who had distin. 
guished himself in flghting the Arabs. seized the 
throne. Able organizer and statesman, Emperor Leo 
III also held deep and sincere rcUgious principles. 
Sharing the views of many puritanical Christians of 
the time, he was strongly opposed to image worship, 
which appealed to a majority of the population and 
was encouraged by mallY of the clergy. Image worship 

Emperor Leo lIi. NYPL 
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was forbidden in 726. A revolt of the inhabitants of 
Greece opposed to the emperor's policy was repressed 
with difficulty. In Rome, Pope Gregory 11 led the op
position against the emperor. His lead was followed 
by the majority of Italians in the Byzantine areas of 
central and northern Italy. Latium and Rotnagna, the 
nucleus of what soon would be the Papal States, ,were 
lost fo rever by the Byzantines. Byzantine officials were 
no longer able to enforce thei r authority over the 
communities inhabiting islands of the upper Adriatic la
goons along the Venetian coast Though still acknowl
edging the authority of tbe empe rors of Constantino
ple and relying on the By7..antine Ilavy to protect them 
from the Lombards, the communities became ill prac
tice independent The weakening of Byzantine au
thority also made for the grcater 3\ltonomy enjoyed 
from that time on by the Tyrrhenian coastal cities of 
southern Italy which the Lombards had failed to 
conquer: Gaeta, Naples, Sorrento, Arnall. Each of 
these was a minuscu le republic, in tenns of the times 
progressive and prosperous. 

DEMOCRACY IN TilE VeNE.TIAN J~/\GOONS 

The league of small communities on the Venetian 
coast of the upper Adriatic, which achieved de facto 
independence a t that time, became in a few genera
tions the Republic of Venice and lasted as an inde
pendent state for over a thousand years, until 1797. In 
later centuries it acquired wealth and power; it be
came a foremost cultural center; it created an astound
ing politica l system, admired for its stability. But 
greatness in the eighth century was only n distant 
promise in which the hardworking cnterprising citizens 
of the communitics established in the lagoons were not 
interested. Tradition has it that when the Huns rav
aged northern Italy at the middle of the fifth century, 
people from Aquileia, Padua, A ltinum, and other 
low.lying cities of the Venetian plain, fled for shelter 
to the islets dotting the lagoons of the upper Adriatic. 
Villages were built, some to disappear and some to 
grow. Among those that grew was Venice, in the sixth 
and seventh centuries a cluster of hamlets in a small 
urchipelago in tbe middle of the largest lagoon. Riva 
Alta, later Rialto, was the most important of the 
hamlets. 

At an uncertain date, perhaps even before the end 
of the fifth century, twelve commuuWes in and near 
the lagoons, from Grado to Chioggia, formed a league. 
Each community was a democracy. Power was exer
cised by an assembly of the citizcns who legislated, 
and freely elected their officials. 111e league was di
reeted by a council of elected representatives of the 
twelve communities. As time went all, some of the 
fU llctions of the council were trnnsferred to a chief 
executive with limited powers, acting also as com
manding officer in time of war-the doge (Venetiall 
dialecl version of duke, the title of provincia l gover
nors in the Lombard and ByzElntine areas of Italy). 

Ana£esto, elected in 697, was, according to tradition, 
the first doge. The authority of the distant central 
government in Constantinople was purely nominal. 

Fishing, coastal trading in the Adriatic and be
yond, and the production of salt were the main 
sources of income for the citizens of the twelve com
mun ities. Shipbuilding was a thriving activity. The 
BY7..antine navy saved the league from repeated Lom
bard attacks. In exchange, the league went to the aid 
of Byzantine governors of Havcnna, and later of papal 
representatives, when threatened by the Lombards. 
Franks led by Charlemagne's son Pepill attacked the 
communities of the lagoons earl}' in the ninth century. 
forcing the league to transfer the capital to Rialto, 
soon known as Venice, in 814. 

FRANKS AI."D TiI£ CREAT/ON OF THE PAI'M~ STATES 

Passing to what had been Homan Caul, b}' the 
middle of the sixth century the Franks were in control 
of the whole area, having defeated rival Germanic 
tribes-Alamanui, Burgundians, Visigotils. The con· 
version of King Clovis to Cathohcism ill 496 had been 
the major factor in the survival of- Catholicism and its 
later triwnph over Arianism. But incompetence and 
constant redistribution of Frankish territories among 
mcmbers of the Merovingian royal family (the des · 
cendants of Clovis) weakened the kitlgdom. Its for
tunes were slowly restored by the family descended 
from PepIn of Landen, whose members, after 687, 
exercised supreme power in the two major divisions of 
the kingdom. Charles Martel, mayor of the palace 
(acting dictatorially tinder II chief of state reduced 
to a figurehead ), stopped the spread of Islam ' in the 
West by defeating Arabs and Berbers coming from 
Spain at Poitiers in 732. :\round 740. Pope Cregory 
I n asked his aid against Lilltprand. king of the Lorn
bards. Nothjng came of Ule request because the 
Franks were still too deepl)' involved in the ir struggle 
against the Moslems. But whcn aile of Liutprand's 
successors, Aistulf, occupied areas still nominally 
Byzantine and which Pope Stephen U considered his 
own, the pope appealed to Pepin I ll, Charles ~"'arters 
son, who in 752 had deposed the last rvlemvingian 
king and had had hi mself proclaimed king instea.d . 

In exchange for papal confirmation of the throne 
he had usurped, Pepin attacked the Lombards in 754 
and agai.n in 756. in both expeditions he wns victo
rious. 111 756 nnd 757 Pepin formally dOl1flted to the 
pope the lands which had remained in Byzantine 
hands after 568 and which the Lombards had overrun 
under Liutprand and AistulL They included the Ex
archate of Ravenna and the so-called Penta polis (five 
cities) from Rimini to Ancona on Ule Adriatic; and on 
the Tyrrhenia.n side, northern Latium ( the so-called 
Patrimony of Saint Peter) and the Tiber Valley be
tween Pentapolis and Latium. Pepin's son Charle
magne added to the donation Bologna and much of 
southem Tuscany. AJI of these districts plus Rome 
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which the popes had governed if not ruled since the 
middle of the fifth century, and the Roman Campagna 
or southern Latium, made up the Papal States which 
lasted until 1860 and in Latium until 1870. 

There were territOrial variations through the cen
turies: losses on the Tyrrhenian side and acquisitions 
in Umbria and the Marches. In much of the states and 
much of thc time until the sixteenth century, papal 
rule was nominal. Powerful families lorded it in the 
countryside, and cities formed independent republics 
or principalities (see Chapter 6). But territorial varia
tions and levels of effective control by the popcs mat
tered little. What did matter was the existence of the 
Papa l States, a major factor detcnnilling the history 
of the Italian people for eleven hundred years. Astride 
the peninsula, reaching from U1e mouth of the Po 
River in the north to the Gulf of Gaeta in the south, 
the new political unit creatcd a barrier between the 
north and the south of the country. It was a main 
cause in the failure of the many attempts to lInite the 
Italian nation in one state during the Middle Ages and 
the Renaissance. 

Cl fAIlLEMAGNE 

The Lombard Kingdom did not long survive thc 
defeats inflicted by the Franks. Aistuifs successor 
Desiderius, an able and cautious ruler who tried to 
survive amid the conilicting pressures exercised by 

The crowl1ing of CfwrlcmugllC. Giulio Romano. Tlw Vaticall, Rome. 
Anderson 
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Franks, popes, and Byzantines, was attacked in 774 
by Pepin's son Charles, l.."Ilown to his contemporaries as 
Carolus Magnus (since his coronation as Roman Em
peror in Rome by Pope Leo Ill ) and as Charlemagne 
to later generations, He had ruled the Franks jointly 
with his brother Carloman for three years before be
coming sale ruler in 771. Desiderius, defeated, was 
taken prisoner and sent north of thc Alps, The Lorn· 
bard capital, Pavia, was captured after a nine-month 
siege. Charles took the title of king of the Lombards 
and made his son Pepin king of italy in 781, but lhe 
independent Lombard Kingdom, the sou rce of Italian 
decline for over two hundred years, had ceased to 
exist. A son was later crowned king of Italy. 

Both Germans and French claim Charlemagne as 
theirs. Actually he was neither, he was simply a semi
Romanized Frank. For ltalians be was, and remained , 
a foreigner; to be preferred, perhaps, together with 
his sons and grandsons until the middle of the ninth 
century, to the dethroned Lombard kings, but not 
much. In Frankish Italy (smaller than Lombard Italy ) 
conditions at first improved somewhat. As a result of 
less insecurity and better administration (entrusted 
to counts or provincial governors who replaced the 
Lombard dukes and who cooperated closely with 
bishops and abbots ) there appeared here and there 
small sparks of intellectual revival and signs of ceo· 
nomic recovery. 

It is not known whether Italians of the Frankish 
Kingdom of ltaly took pride in being subjects of a 
vast empire which by the end of the cighth century 
roughly corresponded to the Europe of the Six created 
by the treaties of Rome of 1957 ( it lacked southern 
Italy and the Mediterranean islands but included a 
large chunk of central Ellrope and smaH districts in 
northeastern Spain ). Charlemagne himself remained 
ever after a major figure of Italian lore as did, with 
modified names, the English monk Alcuin (Charle. 
magne's trusted adviser for many years ) and the gal
lant knight Roland. All ltalians certainly took pride in 
the revived title of Roman emperor and in the great 
ceremony at which Pope Leo III crowned Charle
magne in the old Basilica of Saint Peter's in Rome, on 
Christmas Day of the year BOO. There had been no 
emperor of the West since 476: now ltaly seemed 
again to be the leading Western nation. Theoretically, 
there was a revival of the imperial pluralism created 
by Diocletian five centuries earlier, but actually the 
new Empire in the West was Frankish and barbarian, 
not Romnn and civilized. 

The crowning of Charlemagne was deeply re
sented in Constantinople, but no action ensued against 
the powerful ruler who in the eyes of the Byzantine 
authorities was merely a usurper. The usual palace 
intrigues had created chaos at the court of the last 
descendants of Emperor Leo Ill. The throne was oc
cupied from 797 to 802 by the Empress Irene, an ener
getic and ruthless woman who had imprisoned and 
blinded her own son, the Emperor Constantine VI. 

Irene and her ministers refused to acknowledge Charle
magne as Roman emperor in the West. In B12. how
ever, he was acl..Llowledged by Emperor Michael I in 
exchange for recognition by Charlemagne of Byzan
tine supremacy over Venice, which thereby kept its 
de facto independence, and over Istria and Dalmatia, 
which had been conquered by the Franks together 
with most of present-da}' Croatia, and areas to the cast 
as far as the middle Danube. 

THE CI\ROLlNClANS 

When Charlemagne died in B14, only one son 
survived. But there were five grandsons and latcr a 
host of great-grandsons whose quarrels, wars, agree
ments, and treaties fill Frankish history from B17 
(when several grandsons carved kingdoms for them
selves in various parts of the empire) unt:i1 887 when 
Charles the Fat-the last Carolingian ruler of most of 
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Charlemagne's inheritance-was deposed, and assem
blies of nobles elected kings for France, Germany. 
italy, and Burgundy. In the partitions made in 817, 
843, and 870, one principle seemed to be clear: the 
eldest son held the title of emperor and also acquired 
the crown of the Italian kingdom. Thus there was 
tacit acknowledgment of a "special relationship" be
tween Italy and the Empire. 

After the deposition of Charles the Fat, two Ital
ian nobles related to the Carolingians, Berengar, duke 
of Friuli ill northeastern Italy, and Guido, duke of 
Spoleto in central Italy, contended for the imperial 
and royal crowns. After Berengar's assassination in 
924 no ODe held the imperial crown until 962. The 
empty Italian royal t itle passed to rulers of Burgundy 
and Provence and in 950 to another Italian, Berengar 
II ( grandson of the first Berengar ), marquis of I vrea 
in northwestern Italy. 

01"'1'0 7'/1£ GREAT 

According to a legend, the widow of Lothair of 
Provence, who had been a claimant to the Italian 
throne, in 951 asked the German king Otto, later called 
the Great, to come to her rescue against Berengar II. 
He did so, Berengar was defeated, and Otto was 
acclaimed king of Italy (952 ). A revolt in Germany 
and the approach of a large borde of barbarian Mag
yars soon compelled the new king to return north. 
Berengar resumed the Italian crown. A few years later, 
Pope John XII asked Otto to come to HOlly to fight 
again against Berengar. Victorious once more, Otto 
sent the prisoner Berengar to Gennany and had him
self crowned king of Italy in Pavia and emperor in 
Rome (962). Charlemagne had been Roman emperor 
in the West. Otto's reign inaugurates the Holy Roman 
Empire, fowlded on the principle "one pope, one em
peror," which would last (in name only for several 
centuries ) until 1806. 

• 
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GERAi,\N HEGEMONY 

The reign of OUo also marks the beginning of the 
long and hitter connection between Gennany and the 
part of Italy comprising the kingdom. It was a source 
of weal"lless both for Italy and Gel1l1any and it con-
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tributed to the territorial fragmentation of the two 
couutries, since few emperors were strong enough to 
govero both. Otto's son gave German affairs priority 
over Italian: his grandsou Otto III did the opposite: 
he even dreamed of reviving a Roman Empire cen
tered in Haly. There was a short break in the connec
tion between the Cennan and Italian realms when, 
taking advantage of a succession struggle after the 
death of OUo III in 1002, a faction of Italian nobles 
elected Ardoin, marquis of Inea, king. In 1014, the 
last ruler of Otto's family, Henry 11 , forced Ardoin to 
retire to a monastery and was crowned emperor in 
Rome. Italy's dependence on Germany lasted until 
Emperor Frederick 1 was defeated by a league of 
northern Italian city-states in 1176 (see Chapter 8), 
hut German interference continued whenever a Ger
man ruler had sufficient power. The Austrian presence 
in Italy, from the early eighteenth century until the 
second and third wars of the Risorgimellto in the 
nineteenth, was a distant sequel to Otto's double 
crowning. 

THE LO.UU .... RD SOUTII 

Aftcr 774, the Italian people wcre more diversi
fied politically and cult urally than they had been dur
ing the two centuries when their country had been 
divided into Lombard and Byzantine areas. Except 
for a brief period, one large Lombard area had escaped 
the Franks. Political autonomy accentuated cultural 
diversity. 

South of the newly established Papal States were 
the two Lombard duchies of Spoleto and Benevento, 
which had always enjoyed greater autonomy than the 
other duchies of the kingdom. 5poleto, including half 
of today's Umbria and the :\Iarches and most of Abruz-
7j , came under Frankish rule, and until its final parti-

Otto III. NYPL PC 

tiOIl in the twelfth century between the kings of Sicily 
and the popes, shared the ups and downs of the King
dom of Italy. The larger duchy of Benevento owed to 
the long rule of its two first dukes, the able Zottone 
and Arechi 1, its cohesion and its efficient administra
tion. Ruled since 758 by Desiderius' son-i.n-Iaw Arechi 
LI, Benevento followed a different path from that of 
Spoleto. Divided illto thirty-two districts in Campania, 
:\lolise, Basilicata, and Apulia. it included about two
thirds of the peninsular South. 

Following the defeat of Desiderius, Arechi took 
the title of prince, so making clear to all that he was 
not a subject of the Franks. The Lombard principality 
of Benevento lasted three hundred yean and had its 
share of internal convulsions and external conflicts: 
succession crises, revolts, wars with neighbors, vic
tories, and defeats. The quality of life was on the 
whole better than in the northern kingdom and in the 
Papal States; even so, it was static when it d id not 
actually deteriorate. The common l>cople-the over
whelming majority of them peasants-were poor, and 
exploited by the arrogan t Lombard nobility; their 
everyday life was hard, insecure, and depressing. 
J30rdcrs fluctuated according to the fortunes of war 
with the Franh and their successors in thc north, 
with -t.he Byzantines who held Calabria and parts of 
Apulia, with the powcrful abbots of Montecassino, 
with the city·states on the Tyrrhenian coast. In the 
ninth and tenth centuries the principality had to con
tend with iMoslems installed in Bari on the Adriatic 
coast and at Traetto on the Tyrrhenian. 

Dynastic quanels led to a division of the princi
pality in the 840s and to the establishment of the in ~ 
dependent principality of Salerno, smaller but wealth
ier and at times more powerful than that of Benevento. 
Salemo had its own brief cultural revival and prided 
itself 011 possessing the best medical scbool in the 
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Catholic West during the tenth century. In the elev
enth century. with the effort s of Gaimar IV and Gai
mar v , the Lombard princes of Salerno came close to 
uniting the whole Italian Soutb, but failed, and the 
principality ceased to exist in 1077 (see Chapter 7 ). 
The countship of Capua seceded from Benevento early 
in the tenth century and formed a third independent 
Lombard principality. Ruled for a while by descend
ants of the Norman Drcngot, it lost its independence 
in 1128. In spite of the Ttalianization of the rwing 
Lombard minority, the continuance for centuries of 
the Lombard principalities contributed to the dis
tinctiveness of the Italian South. 

Like Venice in the north, the maritime city-states 
of Gaeta, Naples, and Amalfi acknowledged Byzantine 
paramountcy but were in reality independent. Eco
nomically and intellectually life was more dynam ic 
than in the Lombard states and in the areas ruled 
directly by Byzantine governors. Naples achieved pre
eminence when taking the lead successfully in the 
fight against the Moslems ravaging the Tyrrhenian 
coast. Amalfi-where originated a maritime code 
adopted by other Mediterranean states-achieved dis
tinction as the home of expert sailors and cartographers 
and enterprising merchants. Gaeta was an impregnable 
fortress, a haven for friends near and far. Sorrento. 
seceding from Naples. had its brief period of inde
pendence. During their nearly four hundred years of 
de fac to independent status, the southern marit ime 
City-states were ruled for short periods by despotic 
native or foreign princes 01' by oligarchies: always, 
however, citizens' governing themselves through as
semblies and the &ce election of magistrates was 
recognized as the propel' form of government. 

MOSLEMS IN ITALY 

From the second half of the seventh centu ry on, 
Moslem pressure was felt along the Italian coast. 

Amalfi, one of tile maritime city-states. EN IT 

Sicily, an island at peace since its occupation by the 
Romans nearly a thousand years before, was now an 
advance post 0 11 the long Mediterranean front where 
Christians and Moslems fought. In the ninth century 
raids were replaced by conquests and attempted con
quests. Arabs and Arabized Berbers (known collec
tively by Italians as Saracens ) from North Africa 
landed in Sicily in 827 at Mazara and completed the 
conquest of the island with the capture of Taormina 
in 902. Their final defeat at the hands of Norman in
vaders took place in 1091. Under every aspect Moslem 
rule was an improvement over Byzantine_ The people 
of Sicily prospered: the level of agricultural produc
tion was high, manufacturing activities expanded in 
the cities, trade increased with North African and 
Near Eastern Islamic countries. Palermo became a 
thriving city with perhaps a third of a million inhabi
tants. There were dozens of mosques in Catania. The 
level of literacy was high. As in Spain, Moslems reo 
mained a minority ruling the Christian majority. Also 
as in Spain, relations between rulers and subjects 
varied in the districts into which the country was 
divided. That difference is still meaningful today: 
western Sicily was the Val di Mazara where Moslems 
were most numerous and where the majority of 
Christians were serfs; southeastern Sicily was the Val 
di Nota where Moslems were few and Christians en, 
joyed considerable autonomy; northeastern Sicily was 
the Val di Demone where Christian communities paid 
tribute to Mos lem overlords but were otherwise free. 

For a longel' period than ill Sicily, until expelled 
by expeditions organized by the republics of Pisa and 
Genoa in the first half of the eleventh century, Mos
lems held coastal areas of Sardinia and Corsica. For 
over thirty )"ears after 839, Bari in Apulia was the 
capital of a ~ Ioslem emirate. In 846, Saracens who had 
captured Ostia at the mouth of the Tiber nearlv suc
ceeded in occupying Rome: fol' protection a'ga inst 
further raids, Pope Leo IV built the still extant Leo
nine Wall around Saint Peter's and the Vatican. From 
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880 until 916, when they were finally defeated by the 
jOint forces raised by the popes, neighboring maritime 
republics, and Byzantine governors, Saracens held the 
district of Traetto at the mouth of the Garigliano 
River, using it as a base for tnids that rav;\ged much of 
central Ita ly as far as the Apennines. Another piratical 
base was established around 886 by Spanish Moors at 
Frassil1eto, or Freinet, on the coast of the Ligurian 
Sea, not far from the border between Italy and France. 
Fl'om there, for neari}' one hundred years. came raids 
deep into Piedmont. Contrary to what happened in 
Sicily, the ~Ioslem presence lind a profoundly deter
iorating effect ill the islands of Sardinia and Corsica, 
and in the areas of southern, central, and northwestem 
Ltaly subjected to raids by Sarnccns and ~toors en
trenched in Bari, Traetto, and Frassineto. 

,, ' ADlR OF TilE P.-\I'I\Cl' 

Charlemagne added generously to papal holdings: 
he also treated the popes as little more than court 
chaplains. He would have liked the clergy of his em
pire, headed by the Hornan popes, to bc as subservient 
to the sta tc ns was the clergy headed by Eastern 
patriarchs in the Byzantine Empire. But events devel. 
oped otherwise. Divisions among Charlemagne's des
cendants, soon followed by the chaos created in much 
of the empire by the terrifying raids of a new wave 
of invaders, the Vikings, \\'cakened the imperial au· 
thol'ity. Beginning in 756, in the larger area of tbe 
Papal States there was a recurrence of what happened 
when Latium and its capital Rome were nomi nally a 
province of the Eastern Roman Empire: because the 
distant central government was ill no position to en· 
force its authority, the popes exercised an independent 
temporal power. 

Independence has nothing to do wit h good gov· 
ernment, in matters temporal or spiritual. Corruption 
and confusion reigned i.n Rome, cspcci3.lIy after the 
death in 8Gi of Nicholas I, whose controversy with 
the Byzantine Photius irreparably strained the rela
tions between the Western and Eastern churches. The 
cboice of popes was determined by the predominance 
of one or another faction ill Rome; the Crescentij and 
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the COU11tS of T uscolo led the strongest faction and for 
most of n century und a half they macle and unmade 
popes. From the Crescentii family came Maro'7ia (lit
tle Alary ), mi.'itress of olle pope and mother of an
other; her .~011 Alberic who exercised supreme power 
over Rome and the papacy for twenty years; Alberic's 
son, the dissolute John XlI, who called Otto the Creat 
from Cennany 10 flght Bercngar 11i Creseentius, a 
successor of Alberic, W]10 misruled Horne for nearly 
thirty years. By executing Crescentius (996), Otto lil 
tried to reform the papacy, to which he nominated 
firs t his cousin Cregory V, the ardent reforming bi.~holl 
of Toui, ancl later his own tutor, the scholar Sylvester 
[ I. The attempt failed and the climax of corruption 
was reached in 1046 when three popes, each represent
ing a different faction, held the papacy simultaneously. 
The intervention of Emperor r'lemy HI led to the 
elevation to the Holy See of a series of German clerics, 
the third of whom, Leo IX, elected in 1049, chose as 
hi.~ advise!' the Benedictine monk Hildebrand of So
ana, the future CregOl)' VB. Under the firm hand of 
Hildebrand the papacy was radically transfonned, 
both morally and politically (see Chapter 6). 

NEW INVADERS 

Meanwhile, terrible new invasions followed the 
old ones. Late in the eighth century Vikings, or North· 
mell, raiders from Scandinavia, reached the British 
Isles; others, shortly after, moved eastward and found
ed the first Russian state. Before the middle of the 
ninth century the Vikings sailed in their (ong shallow 
ships up the rivers that Howed into the North Sea, the 
Channel, the Bay of Biscay, killing and looting on a 
scale comparable only to that of the Huns four cen· 
turies earlier. In 843 the long ships appeared in the 
~Iediterranean. The most memorable of all the raids 
on the Italian coasts took _place in 859, when the Vik
ings overran ancl destroyed Luni (or Luna ), an an
cient busy seaport between Pisa and Spezia. Viking 
raids continued throughout lhe tenth century. Early in 
the eleventh century, NOl'mans (the descendants of 
Vikings to whom the king of France had in 910 
granted the area now called Normandy ) served as 
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mercenaries in the states of southern Italy which were 
continually at war with one another. Their presence 
is reported at Salerno in 1006 and at the battle of 
Cannae in 1018, when Byzantine troops quashed a 
Lombard uprising. One mercenary commander set up 
a minuscule state in 1029 at Aversa, between Naples 
and Capua, another captured Melfi from the Byzan
tines in 1041 and made it the base for conquests that 
within haU a century radically transfonned the po
litical map of southern Italy (see Chapter 7). 

From the east came the Magyars (or Hungari
ans), fierce , ruthless nomads whose ancestral lands 
lay beyond the Volga. Magya r raiders first reached 
northeastern Haly at the end of the ninth century. 
They came in several waves, killing, burning, looting, 
particularly in Venetia and Lombardy. The raids 
lasted for two generations, until the Magyars were de· 
feated in an epic battle near Augsburg by OUo l in 
955. 

FEUDALISM 

In what had been Charlemagne's Empire, against 
this background of internal rivalries and invasions 
from abroad, of cruelty. tyranny. inefficiency, poverty, 
and ignorance, feudalism was born. The same process 
of disintegration of central authority and of reconstruc
tion and consolidation at the local level, with a degree 
of autonomy that approached independence, took place 
in the four main divisions into which the empire had 
been partitioned at the cnd of the ninth century: the 
kingdoms of France, Gennany, Italy, and Burgundy. 
A system that provided people with a measure of 
security, feudalism was adopted, with some variations, 
in areas that had not belonged to the empire but were 
inhabited by Catholic populations: to the west the 
kingdoms of Creat Britain; to the south the Catholic 
states of the Iberian peninsula and southern Italy; to 
the east the new states organized in the nintb and 
tenth centuries by Moravians, Czechs, Poles, ~ Iagyars, 
on becoming converts to Catholicism; to the north 
the Scandinavian states. 

Born in the ninth century, feudalism had initially 
been the spontaneous response to insecurity caused 
by civil wars and foreign invasions. What could people 
do, for instance, in the valley of the Loire in central 
France when the Viking ships came upstream and 
their crews of sailor-warriors massacred those who had 
not fl ed, burned towns and farmhouses , looted and 
raped? TIle central government was incapable of giv
ing protection. The ordinary cou ntry folk , most of 
them peasants, were glad to provide food and labor 
for any local official-count or other-who undertook 
to raise some troops and Aght the invaders, or who 
built a rudimentary cast le behind whose walls people 
and animals could find shelter. The townspeople were 
glad to provide money and labor for any official, lay 
or ecclesiastical, who could do the same. 

The keystone of feudalism was fonned of two 
main clements. On ODe hand. personal relations wcre 
determined by the relationship of each to the land-if 
not the only source of wealth, certainly by far the most 
important at a time when industry was practically 
nonexistent and trade was reduced to a minimum. 011 
the other hand, local officinls-the dukes. marquesses, 
and counts who had been provincial govemors, their 
subordinates wbo had administered districts, bishops 
into whose hands bad fallen by deFault the responsi
bility for maintaining law and order in urban com
munities, and abbots whose monasteries fulflJled the 
function of castles-became de facto independent 
rulers. They dispensed justice, raised taxes, main
tained their own armed forces of knights and squires. 
The common people surrendered some property and 
personal rights in order to be protected. Through a 
long process, which lasted from 877 to 1037 for the 
Kingdom of I taly, the functions exercised by those 
who had been local offi cia ls, and now were lords, be
came hereditary. Rigidly hierarchical, the feudal sys· 
tem negated equality and limited the liberty of the 
masses, but it enabled the local rural and urban com
munities to survive at a time when survival often 
seemed hopeless. 
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HERALDS OF .'\ VEW ERA 

IT had been a long night. It was a miracle that, 
lacking an ltalian state, there still existed an Italian 
people in the eleventh century, a miracle that they 
had not met the fate of other Romanized peoples of 
the West-the l llyriaos, the Bretons, the Numid ians, 
the Cauls-who disappeared to be sooner or later re
placed by totally different peoples: the Croats, the 
Saxons, the ~Ioors, the Franks. For centuries the his· 
tory of italy had been mainly the doings and undoings 
of foreign conquerors and settlers: barbarians who had 
come before the Lombards, then the Lombal'ds, the 
Franks, the Germans; the Byzantines and the Saracens; 
later the ~ Iagyars , the Vikings, and the Normans. 
Italians had survived mainly because they adopted the 
role of passive spectators. Here and lhere-in Venice, 
Amain-there had been sparks of Italian dynamism, 
but not many. 

During the first half of the eleventh century, the 
scene seemed to differ from that of the preceding cen
turies only in the details, not in the general setting. 
Foreigners ruled, and they never became integrated 
into the I talian nation, There were COllOids of all 
kinds at all levels. There were oppression, corruption 
and abject poverty, But around the middle of that 
century there was some indication of a change that 
worked in a different direction, not a mere step for-
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ward or back along the line already followed. Three 
events-in Rome, Melfi, and ~li1an-were heralds of 
the change. 

Leo IX was the third of !.he Cerman popes nom
inated by Emperor Henry 111 and dutifully elected 
by the Roman clergy and peoplc. He was a better man 
than most of his predecessors since Nicholas I. But 
that mattered little: what did matter was the presence 
in Rome of Hildebrand of Soana as the pope's trusted 
adviser. Pope himself for twelve years as Cregory Vll , 
Hildebrand was the most influential leader of the 
Catholic church from 1049, when Leo IX was elected, 
unti l his own death in 1085. He reformed the church 
and gave it renewed strength. The second important 
event was in the South. Wil liam Bras-dc-Fer ( Iron
Arm ) of Hauteville, the eldest of many brothers who 
left their native Normandv to seek better fortunes ill 
Italy, took from the Byzantllles in 1041 the high strong
hold of Melfi, strategically placed halfway between 
Benevento and Bari, Count of ApuUa shortly there
after, he was the ruler of a totally new state, which 
under his brothers and their successors included all 
the peninsular South and Sicily. The third event, tJu~ 
establishment of popular self-government in ~1iJan, 
was a small episode at the time in the chaotic situation 
in the Kingdom of Italy, and proved to be the most 
signiRcant development in relation to Italian achieve. 
ments during the next five hundred years, Gregory VU 
brought discipline to the clergy of the Roman church. 
The Normans brought order and a measure of efficient 
government to the South (except Sardinia ), The 
democratic comUflC, climax of the ~ J ilanese events of 
1040-1044, meant liberty, more important lor progress 
than the discipline of a dominant elite and the order jn 
an absolute state, 

87 
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The papacy, Italian but also transcending Italy, 
went its own way, taking along much, but not all, of 
the Papal States. The new state created in the Soutb 
by the Normans went its own way too. So did the 
Kingdom of Italy, ruled by emperors belonging to 
German dynasties who were more concerned with 
German than with Italian affairs, and communities 
like the Venetian one which had never belonged to the 
kingdom. 

CATHOLICISM, THE FOUNDATION OF THE WEST 

Centered in Italy where it had originated, the 
Roman Catholic church of the eleventh century was 
European, as was the still semibarharian culture of 
which Catholicism was religiously. ethically, and po
litically the pivot. 1n spite of temporary achievements 
at the time of Charlemagne and later of Otto the 
Gre:tt, there was no political unity in the Catholic 
world, the West. However, even if unity was only a 
dream politically, the unity of all Catholic peoples was 
a reality, spiritually and culturaUy. Believers from all 
Catholic countries Hocked to Rome and the great 
shrines of til(" time on pilgrimage. Within the Catholic 

world, the psychological wall that today divides one 
nation from another did not exist : religious practices 
and beliefs and Chu rch rules were the same in Italy 
as they were outside; the same corrupt Latin was used 
by the small educated minority hom Armagh in Ire
land to Salerno in Italy and ~'Ierseburg in Germany; 
the problems facing Catholicism in Italy were the 
same in other western areas; whatever the situation in 
Rome, papnlleadership of the Church was not put in 
doubt. 

Italian Catholicism influenced Catholics every
where. The converse has also been true, hOtll at the 
spiritual and the temporal level. What happened in 
Italy ill the middle of the eleventh century was the 
culmination of a reform movement which had started 
early in the tenth in the great monastery of Cluny 
situated near the border between the duchies of 
Frankish Burgundy and Aquitania. French Catholics 
in the thirteenth century and Spanish Catholics in the 
sixteenth. took the initiative in suppressing evangelical 
movements, thus strengthening Catholicism in Italy. 
Political developments in ltaly were deeply inHuenced 
by foreign Catholics who intervened in Italian affairs : 
from Pepin's invasion in 754 to a id the pope against 

The seven chl1rche$ of Rome, to w/lich mun!l pilgrims came. Erlgr(w illg for till! Jllbilee of 1575. Cabinclto Na
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the king of the Lombards, to the expedition sent in 
1867 by the emperor of tbe French to aid another pope 
aga inst the Italian patriot Garibaldi. 

At the middle of the eleventh century the Catholic 
world included about one third of geographical Eu
rope. The transalpine spread of Cntholicism had been 
a slow but steady process. The conversion of Salinn 
Franks in 496 had given the Roman church its rust 
solid foothold beyond the Alps. At that time Christians 
of the eastern ~lediterranean and of North Africa 
recognized the authority of various patriarchs, not of 
the bishop of Rome; northern barbarians tended to 
em brace Christianity in its Arian form, and in Ireland 
Saint Patrick had established a non-Roman version of 
Catholicism. There was a wave of conversions around 
the time of Saint Gregory Magnus, largely the work 
of missionaries who shared the pope'~ religiOUS fervor : 
southern Germans embraced Catholicism, as did the 
Lombards in Italy, the Visigoths in Spain, some of the 
Saxons of southcnl England converted. b)' Saint Au· 
gustine the ~ I onk. In 66-1 the Synod of Whitby, in 
Anglo-Saxon Northumberland, opted for Roman Ca
tholicism iustead of the Irish Church whose mission
aries had preac,hed Christianity suc.'Ccssful\y among 
most of the people. .. of J3ritain. As tIl(' result of destruc. 
tive Viking raids in the ninth century, the autonOUlOllS 
Irish culture weakened and RomaJ! Catholicism reo 
placed the distinctive Irish vers ion . Betwcen the end 
of the ninth century and early in the eleventh, new 
coo vert s to Catholicism and obedient followers of the 
Homan pope included the Scandiuavians (except those 
who had founded the Rus~ian state and adopted the 
fa ith of Eastern Christianity); various Slavic peoples 
like the ~ Iomvians, Czechs, Slovaks, Poles, Slovenes, 
Croats; and the l-o'lagyars who, after the defeat suf
fe red in 955, had settled in the middle Danube Valley. 
Conversion to Christianity, \Vestern or Eastern, proved 
io every case to be considerably more than the aban· 
doning oC traditional paganism. It meant the accept. 
ance of different alld higher values; it meant joining 
a vast community of nations many of which had an 
advanc.'Cd culture; leaving behind trib..'l lism and creat· 
ing a more complex political organiz.'ltion. It did not 
necessarily mean civilization, but in every single case 
it did signify the dawn of civi lizntion. Conversion to 
Catholicism also meant an expansion of papa.!, and 
therefore Italian, influence. 

Wben Gregory VII became pope, Roman Cathol
icism extended from the Kingdom of Leon in north
western Spain, where pilgrims worshiped at the shrine 
of Santiago de Compostcla, to the Kingdom of Poland 
where the great shrine of Czestochowil was to rise. As 
the monk Hildebrand, Gregory had studied and trav
eled be-yond the Alps. He recognized that his responsi. 
bility was to the whole Cntholic world and not just 
to the Roman Or Italian part of it. He had a universal 
concept of the papacy, which for generations had 
been sad I)' lacking among his prcdecessors. Hc 
strengthened the Church, which found itself conse~ 

quently in a better position for further expansion. The 
expulsion ( usually onl), after bitter fighting) of the 
~Ioslems from the islands of the western Mediter
ranean and from Spain between tJle eleventh and the 
fifteenth century, the obli terntion of pagall Baltic 
tribes and the conversion of others, by Crusaders in 
the thirteenth, and the conversion of the Lithuanians 
occupying n vast territory between Poland and Russia 
in the fo urteenth century-secured for Roman Cathol
icism the boundaries it had early in the sixteenth 
century. on the eve of the Reformation. 

GREGOR)' VII 

In the institutional fleld , Hildebrand of Soana was 
whut Saint Gregory Magnus hlld been in the theo
logical fleld. He was bom of bumble parentage around 
1015 in southem Tuscany. He did not achieve distinc
tion flS a writer; action was the whole focus of his life. 
Both as a sincere believer and as a man with a mission, 
he fo und in the Clulliac reform movement the answer 
to the. problems he faced. In 1046 he was ill attendance 
on Gregory VI , the least reprehensible of the three 
1)()I>CS then disputing the throne of Saint Peter; three 
vears later he was at the side of Leo IX. Hildebrand's 
action was directed townrd three goals; the purity of 
the c lergy, tbe Supremacy of the papacy ill the Cath
olic dlUrch, and the supremacy of the church over the 
state. He had on his side a growing number of clericll 
and laymen who wcre convinced tha,t refoml was in
dispensable, that, specifically, the evils of concubinage 
and of simony ( the purchase of ecclesiastical offices) 
had to be el iminated. For political reasons (in order to 
check tile power of the emperors), many Italian no
tables siued WiOl Hildebrand. as did foreign kings who 
needed a stronger clergy to hold their states together 
and to stir up feelings against j\,Iloslem und pagan 
enemies. 

Leo ]X had been frightened by the dynamic 
expansion in southel1l I taly of the Normans, led by 
William [ron-Arm. To 1051 he took under his protec
tion the city of Benevento whose Lombard princes 
were unable to defend it against the threatening Nor
mans. He launched an exped ition against the Normans 
in ]053 and was tru.en prisoner at the battle of Civitatc. 
The Normans, now led by two of \-Vil!iam's brothers, 
Humphrey and Robert Guiscard, treated the pope 
with great respect. Pleasantly surprised, Leo IX gave 
"Robert the investitu rc of the lands he and his brothers 
had won from the Byzantines and encouraged Olem to 
pursue their conquests. Tbe expulsion of .Byzantines 
and Mos lems, and the creation of a strong state ill 
southern Italy, subscrvient to the church, became a 
prime objective of Hildebrand's policy. 

Hildebrand was in large measure responsible for 
the success of the Synod of Melfi (capital of the Nor
ma n state) which condemned marriage of the clergy, 
and of the more important Synod of the Lateran
both convoked by Pope Nicholas 11 in ]059. At the 
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Lateran Synod. the celibacy of all the clergy. not just 
of the monastic orders. became au absolute rule. 
Steps were taken to eliminate simony. Laymen were 
deprived of what voice they still had in church af
fairs. Popular election and imperial nomination were 
eliminated from the process of choosing popes. The 
electoral college was limited to the cardinals. the 
pastors of major churches in Rome and the suburbs, 
who were appointed by the pope as bishop of Rome. 
In 1075 Gregory vn issued the Dictatus Papae, which 
established in unequivocal terms the priority of the 
popes over all secular rulers including the emperors; 
and also maintained that the Roman church had never 
erred and could never err. 

The reorganization of the Roman Catholic clergy 
and the consolidation of papal authority immediately 
affected the relationships between Western and East
ern Christianity. The relationships between the papacy 
and the empire were affected almost as quickly and 110 

less deeply. Gregorian reforms contributed to the 
climate in which the revolutionary upheaval of the 
Crusades was born; they aHected Italian intelJectual 
and political life. 

THE SCHISM: ROMAN CATHOLIClSM VERSUS 
CREEK ORTHODOX)' 

For centuries there had been de facto separation 
between Eastern Christianity headed by the patriarch 
of Constantinople. totally subject to the Byzantine 
emperors. and the more independent \,yestern Chris
tianity headed by the popes. However, there had al
ways been an effort to maintain the fiction of unity 
between the two great Christian denominations. There 
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were ideological differences. There were, mOre im
portantly, institutional differences. On the compara
tively minor question of the support given in 1053 by 
Pope Leo IX to the Nonnan adventurcrs who had 
occupied Byzantine territory in southern Italy. the 
patriarch of Constantinople Michael Kcrulario, dis
puting papa l claims to jurisdiction in southern Italy, 
definitely and finally broke aU relations with Rome. 
For the next nine hundred years. the many efforts to 
reestabl ish cooperation-or at least a measure of con
cord between Western and Eastern Christianity
failed. Negotiations begun in 1054 lasted two years, 
during which the schism between the Christian West 
and the Christian East deepened. 1n Italy, an im
portant immediate consequence was the granting by 
Pope Nicholas Jl in 1059 to Robert Cll iscal'd of the 
title of duke of Apulia and Calabria (hitherto Byzan
tine possessions and not entirely conquered for an
other twenty years). 

1'I-iE PAPJ\CY AGAINST THE EMPIRE 

The clash with the Holy Roman Empire occurred 
as the result of the Dictatus Papae. The problem was 
a simple one: Who had precedence. emperor or pope 
( and at a lower level. lay or ecclesiastical dignitaries)? 
As long as the imperial dignity was lacking in content. 
as it had been under the successors of Charlemagne 
and the phantom emperors of the early tenth century, 
the answer to the question did not matter. Nor did it 
matter as long as the Roman church, owing to th(· 
weakness and corruption of the papacy. lacked ef
fective central authority. But the empire had been 
reorganized by Otto the Great. Then. less than a cell-
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tury later, came the reorganization of the Church and 
the strengthening of the papac}'. Alter that the clash 
became inevitable. It was fortunate for the advocates 
of papal supremacy that Emperor Henry I II died in 
1056, leaving a six~year-old heir, Henry IV. lnstead of 
an empel·or asserting his rights there were conflicts 
accolTlprlllying the regency. When Heurv IV came of 
age he had to deal with large-scale revoits, not finally 
suppressed until 1075. 

A practical question was becoming more nnd 
more lleutc. Since Ottanian times manv clerics in the 
kingdoms of Germany and Italy ~lak ilig up the Holy 
Roman Empire ( to which thc kingdom of Burgundy 
was added in 10.18) held both ecclesiastical and tem
poral power. The cure of souls was joined to the care 
of bodies. A bishop was often a count as well , a pivotal 
figure in the complex feuda l structure. But who was 
to ,lppoint the coullt -bishop? l~oul1d this question 
arose the investiturc struggle, a manifestation of the 
perenniaJ conflict in the ·West between church and 
state. A synod called by Gregory VII in Rome passed 
tl decree against th ~ lay (imperial ) investiture of mem
bers of the clergy. Hem)' IV called another synod in 
1076 at Worms. This synod dcposed the pope, who 
retaliated hy excommunicating the emperor. Most of 
the clergy and Inity in the empire baving sided with 
the pOpe, Hcnry IV ill January 1077 appeared bare
foot at the wa lls of the Apenlline castle of Canos.~a 
(owned by ~'Iatildn , countes.~ of Tuscany) where the 
pope was shlying . He asked tilt' pope's forgiveness. It 
was granted. Six yenr.~ later the emperor took 11is 
rcv('nge by bcsk'ging the pope in Hornc. The pope was 
rescued bv Hobert Cuiscard and dicd in exile in 
Salerno, a 'semiprisoner of the Nonnans. 

The d uel between papacy and empire was tem
porarily settled unde.r Calixtus n at the Synod of 
Worms in 1122, where it was agreed that imperiaJ 
investitUl"e of clerics exercising temporal power would 
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precede the eccles iastical investiture in Germany, and 
that ecclesiastical would come beforc imperial investi
ture in Italy and Burgundy. The rivalry continued, 
neverthe.less. It led to the civil war of 112S-.J135 in 
Germany between the Welf duke of Bavaria and Sax
ony, supported by the papal party, and the Weiblinger 
duke of Swabia supported by the lay and imperial 
party. The rivalry had its manifestation in ltaly in the 
generations-long conflict between Guelphs and Ghibel
lines, ( names deriving from Welf and Weiblinger ), 
the advocates of papal and of imperial supremacy re
spectively. The rivalry was a major factor in the weak
ening of imperial authority in I taly in the twelfth 
century and in Gennany in the thirteenth. It was a 
major facto r in the decline of papal prestige in all 
Catholic nations in the fourteentll century. AU im
portant for Haly was the fact that the weakening and 
decline of the two competing central authorities fa
vored greater liberty of cities and other local com
munities in what was llominaUy the Kingdom of Italy 
(see Chapter 8) and in most of the Papal States. 

CONTiNUITY OF THE. ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH 

\""hatever the ups and downs of political influ
ence during the last nine centuries, the Roman church 
has enjoyed an astounding continuity and stability, the 
fruit of the efficient hierarchical authoritarianism ex
isting since Roman times and consolidated by Gregory 
VTI. The institutional structure also put a brake on 
potential changes caused by the pressure of internal 
forces. In Italy, Catholicism WiUlstood aU crises . As a 
creed and as an organization it remained essentially 
unchanged until the papacy of John XXIII. Attempts 
made to transfonn CatholiCism from wi thin ranged 
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from the evangelical and Conciliar movements of the 
twelfth and fifteenth centuries to Janserusm in the 
eighteenth and modernism in the early twentieth, All 
the attempts failed, What changes did take place 
were the result of pressures from forces outside the 
church, 

TilE CRUSADES 

The Cluniac-inspired period of Gregorian refonns 
was the beginning of the great Age of Faith of West
em Cbristianity. a period that lasted for over two 
hWldred years and faded away in the fourteenth cen
tury. It was the age of the Crusades-to the Holy 
Land, against pagans in northeastern Europe. against 
heretics in France and Haly; of attacks against the 
schismatic Byzantines, whk h led to their elimination 
from the ltalian South in 1041 to 1080 and to the 
establishment of a Latin ( i.e., Catholic) Empire in 
Constantinople in 1204; of the intens ification of wars 
of religious liberation in the Iberian peninsula. It was 
the age of great Catholic saints and scholars (foremost 
among them Saint Francis and Saint Thomas Aquinas) , 
of the founding of new monastic orders, of the build
ing of magnificent cathedrals. 1 t was the age of great 
political popes, of Alexander 111, Innocent Ill, Boni
face VIll . 

Though its core was in France and western Ger
many, the crusading movement affected Italy pro
fOWldly. in 1055. while the schism between Rome and 
Constantinople was becoming final, Seljuk Turks
nomadic warriors from central Asia as the Huns and 
Avars had been-invaded the eastern provinces of 
the Byzantine Empire, tent by rivalries and cor
ruption. In 1071 the Turks defeated the Byzantines at 
Manzikert and overran most of Asia Minor. -The able 
general Alexius Comnen us seized the throne and re
stored order in what remained of- the Byzantine Em-

Assallit. on Gonstantinople in 1204 blj Crusaclefs. Miflia
ture, fifteenth CCllf/lflj. Bibliol heque de I"Arsenal, Pa ds 

pire. In 1095, with tbe approval of Pope Urban II , 
then presiding over a synod in Piaccnza in northem 
Italy, Alexius invoked the aid of Westem princes. 
Urban 11, a Frenchman, immediately called another, 
larger synod in Clermont in central France. There, 

Gat.ln elel Tlrrelli (Salerno). A Hefwe/ieriu/! abbey, fountleel 
by the GIl/nine St. AlferillS, built ;n 1011-1025 anti conse
crated in 1092. One of flIC fe.Hllts 0/ Chmiac reform. EPA 

Urbflfl 11 at the Synod at Gler· 
mont. NYPL PC 
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with enthusiastic fervor, he preached a Crusade to 
liberate the Holy Sepulcher and the road leading to it. 
Crosses were distributed. Kings were indifferent to 
a crusade and most nobles were lukewarm, but the 
popular response was immediate and overwhelming. 
Waves of pilgrims went to Asia ~ Iinor, to be slaugh
tered by the Moslems. A few notables mustered kllights 
and foot soldiers. Two small armies led by Godfrey of 
Bouillon and Raymond of Toulouse reached Constan
tinople, the staging area for further advances, by land. 
A third army, led by Bohemund of Otranto, son of the 
duke of Apulia and Calabria, went by sea, in ships prO
vided mainly by the Italian republican city-states of 
Pisa and Genoa. Religious fervol' helped them over· 
COme a brave enemy despite an exhausting climate, 
difficult terrain, and the ravages of disease. Jerusalem 
was captmed in 1099, the third year of the Crusade. 

Godfrey was elected king. His most powerful 
vassal was Bohemund, who had become prince of 
Antioch. Jerusalem, lost in 1187, was briefly in Chris
tian hands again in 1228-124-1, and never again after 
that period until Dccember 1917 when Allcnby's Al
lied troops entered the city. Acre, the last stronghold 
of the Crusaders in Palestine, surrendered in 1291. For 
two hundred years the CrWl'ldcl's, with their noble 
idea ls, their herOism, and their cruelty and corruption, 

The siege of Jeri/salem, represell/ed i'l /J fifteellth-cell/lln) 
illWllillated mUlIU~'Cript. NYPL 

had been part of European life. There were eight Cru
sades betwecn 1096 and 1271. Countless knights, 
squires. and commoners had taken up the Cross; many 
never reached thei.r destinations but d ied of wounds. 
disease, aod exhaustion. Emperor Frederick J died in 
1190 while crusading; so did Saint Louis, King of 
France, in 1270. Orders of warrior-monks were orga
nized to defend the Holy Land and to give protection 
to pilgrims; the Knights of the Temple, or Templars, 
organized around 1120; the Knights of Saint John, 
militarized in 1130, known later as the Knights of 
Rhodes and in modern times as the Knights of Malta; 
the Teutonic Knights, organized around 1190. con
querors of the lands on the eastern shore of the Baltic 
Sea from 1227 to 1287. 

Halians pR rticipated as Crusaders and as the main 
suppliers of ships carrying armed men and pilgrimS. 
Merchants, particularly those from Pisa, Genoa, and 
Venice. were granted privileges in ports of the eastern 
~Jediterranean and of the Blaek Sea, where they 
established their trading posts. They exchanged goods 
at an ever faster rate, to the advantage of all. And 
from the East they brought back to Italy knowledge 
inherited from ancient Greeks and Romans, which 
had been lost in the West. The Fourth Crusade be
came a raid against Constalltinople. The city was oc-

Doge EnriCO Danl/o/a proclaiming Ille FOllrth enlsade ill 
St. Mark'B, Venice. EPA 
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cupieu in 1204 by the Crusaders who partitioned 
among themselves the lands of the Orthodox Byzan
tine Empire and created a feudal Catholic Latin Em
pire called Romania, which lasted until 1261, Venice, 
having b·ansported the Crusaders (who in 1202 cap
tured Zara in Dahnatia on behalf of the Venetians), 
received, in the words of the time, three-eighths of 
Constantinople and one quarter and a half of the 
Byzantine territory outside the capital. Included in 
that quarter and a half were the Duchy of Dtirazzo in 
Albania which controlled the entrance to the Adriatic 
Sea, the Cyclades lost in 1566, Crete lost in 1669 to the 
Turks, and Ionian islands lost to the French in 1797. 

EVANGELICAL MOVEMENTS 

There were economic motives behind the Cru
sades; social conditions created the climate for them; 
hut without religious fervor the Crusades would never 
have happened. The same religious fervor stimulated 
the evangelical movements of the hvelfth and thir
teenth centuries. By the middle of the eleventh cen
tury Lombardy had already seen the quick spread of 
the pataria, a religious and social reform movement 
that caused serious concern to both ecclesiastical and 
temporal authorities, France was the birthplace of 
Peter Waldo. whose followers are the Italian Walden
sians of today. In Italy and France there were growing 
numbers of Catharists, against whose main stronghold, 
Albi in southern France. a Crusade was launched by 
Innocent III in 1208. Arnold of Brescia. executed in 
1155 by order of Emperor Frederick I, was a scholar. 
an evangelical preacher, and a militant supporter of 
the republican Commune of Rome established in 
1143. The greatest figure in the evangelical movement, 
however, was Francis of Assisi, who died i.ll 1226 and 
was canonized two years later, In 1223 Pope Honorius 
111 recognized the Franciscian order founded in 1209, 
After the death of Saint Francis a split occurred be
tween two Franciscan groups, one of which, the 
Spirittlali, deeply influenced by Saint Francis' con
temporary, Giovacchino da Fiore, was close to heresy. 

Heresy was a major concem in the Catholic world 
of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. A Spanish 
cleric. Dominic de Guzman, canonized in 1234 and 

Peter Waldo appealing to the Bible. NYPL PC 

MDlll/ment to Arnold of Brescia. Alinnri 

Meeting of Saint Francis 
DominiC. Andrea della Robbia. 
world 

known ever since as Saint Dominic, was in southern 
France wbcn Crusaders attacked the Catharists. He 
knew that arms were llot enough, that ideas must be 
fought with ideas. The order he founded, the Domin
icans, aimed at preaching and teaching. In 1233, after 
a short experiment with the Franciscans, the Domini
cans were entrusted with carrying out the Inquisition. 
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SainI Francis of Assisi, NYPL PC 

Pope lJOIl0rirl,~ /II rt:coglli;;;illg tht: F'rouciscall order. Gi-
0110. Alin:ui 

A nobleman, Thomas Aqu inas, born at Roccasecca 
about halfway between Naples and Rome, was a mem
ber of the Dominican order. Saint Thomas-the doctor 
allgeliclls, canonized in 129S-was the greatest and 
most i.nfluential Catholic philosopher. He was a major 
influence in the long process of integrating rational
ism i.nto Catholicism. From scholars i.n i\'loslem Spain, 
ltalian scholars had acquired knowledge of Aristotle. 
Through Saint Thomas' SlInJ1Ilae, Aristotelian ration
alism was i.ncorporated into Catholic thought. This 
happened in the thirteenth century: in the nineteenth 
century, the intellectual offensive of Catholicism against 
agnosticism, atheism, and materialism began with the 
revival of Tbomism. the philosophy of Saint Thomas, 
and in 1879 Pope Leo XIIl declared that Thomism 
was the foundation of Catholic philosophy. 

ALEX,\NDER lff .4.ND INNOCENT HI 

On the political front, the compromise of 1122 
(actually a victory for the papacy) was followed by 
a brief papal schism and by difficulties in Rome where 
a democratic (."omune was organized in 1143. The late 

S(Jint Tlwmas AqrliJl(rs. Fm Angelico. C1I(Jpef oj Nicholas 
V, Ow Valican. Anderson 
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11405 were filled with the enthusiasm accompanying 
the Second Crusade. The refusal of Emperor Frederick 
I Barbarossa ("Redbeard') to perform a ceremonial 
service for the pope once more raised the question of 
precedence. In 1157, at an assembly called by the 
emperor, the papal envoy Bandinelli (a Floren~ ine) 
caused an uproar by firmly stressing the principle of 
papal supremacy over the emperors. As Pope Alex
ander III, Bandinelli spent his long reign asserting 
papal authority and organizing resistance in Haly and 
Germany against the emperor. His support of the 
League of Lombard Cities, which defeated Frederick 
I in 1176 (see Chapter 8), contributed to the disinte
gration of German power in Italy. (The Piedmontese 
city of Alessandria, fOllnded in 1168, was named after 
the pope.) Under Innocent Ill, the Roman Lothair 
Conti, count of Segni, elected pope in 1198, the papacy 
reached the zenith of its political influence. Innocent 
III exercised effective authority over most of the 
Papal States, ruled until then by rioting nobles and 
imperial vicars or govenlors. During the minority of 
Frederick U (who did not begin to rule effectively 
until after the pope's death), he governed the King
dom of Sicily and was a major influence in the internal 

Fo!nti, Lateran Cot/neil 
presided over by Pope In
nocent Ill. EPA 

Po po Tnnocent III and Frederick 11 
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affairs of Germany. Nearly all European kings, from 
Portugal to Denmark to Bulgaria, paid homage to him. 
He called the Fourth Lateran Council, attended by 
1,200 bishops and abbots, recognized the Dominican 
order ( 1215 ), and gave cautious support to the Fran
ciscans. He organized the Papal Inquisition, launched 
the Cntsadcs that captured Constantinople and de- j-
stroyed the Catharists, stimulated the Catholic kings 
of Spain to renewed attacks against the .Moslems (who 1 

All inquisitor "I!JlQrts to (he flope . /'(llnlill£ hI) Jean P(wl 
Laurens. NY PL PC 

never recovered from their defeat at the great battle 
of Las Navas in 1212), and supported the Teutonic 
Order which, in alliance with the Livonian Brothers 
of the Sword, was to (:onquer a vast area ill the still 
pagan northeast of Europe. 

BONfPACE VlII 

To remain at the peak is difficult. There were 
worthy successors of Innocent III in the thirteenth 
century, but conditions were becoming less and less 
favorable to papal supremacy. Everywhere the laity 
was in rcvolt against ecclesiastical power. The post
Gregorian phase of papal ascendancy in Italian and 
European affairs ended dramatically in 1303 when an 
officer sent by the king of France arrested Pope Boni
face VlIl in Anagni, forty miles southeast of Rome. 
Of the Roman Caetani family, Boniface VLII claimed 
the universa l authority asserted by Gregory VII and 
Innocent Ill. The magnificent jubilee of 1300 stressed 
papal prestige and power. But already in 1302 Boni
face had been compelled to recognize a prince who 
rejected papal claims, as king of the island of Sicily, 
over which the pope claimed supremacy. In the same 
year, Philip IV of France answered the papal bull 
Ullam Saflctam by calling a council to judge the pope. 
When Boniface refused to appear, soldiers under the 

1 

Tile (JSSU!I/t 011 Pope BOlliface: VIIJ (It Allaglli. .\filliatllre 
from tile VilI,mi IUS. Vatican Library 

command of the French Nogaret and the Roman Sciar
ra Colonna arrested him. Public reaction Jed to the 
prisoner's immediate release, but a deadly blow had 
been inflicted on an authority founded on prestige and 
not 011 force of arms. 

TilE BABYLONIAN CAPTIVITY 

The years 1303 to 1549 were sad and dark ones for 
the papacy. At times it was still important politically, 
but not spiritually. Cone was the moral leadersbip so 
brilliantly and forcefully exercised since the t ime of 
Cregory Vll. With the Borgia Alexander VI, the papa
cy sank as low as it had been in the tenth century. No 
longer Ii pos itive element in Italian life contributing to 
progress in Italy and to Italian influence in the Cath· 
olic world, the papacy became a detrimental, negative 
factor. 

With the French Clemcnt V, elected in 1305, the 
papal court was transferred to Avignoll in southem 
France, a city then ruled by the kings of Naples as 
counts of Provence. Formally transferred to papal 
sovereignty in 1348, Avignon and its district were an 
overseas province of the Papal States until 1791. For a 
while the papacy seemed to be a French royal chap
laincy. The Avignoll period, known by the biblical 
term, the Babylonian Captivity, lasted until 1378. The 
Papal States in Halyexisted in name only. A few pow
erful feuda tories were in control of Latium: the Col
onna, Orsini, Conti, Caetani, Savelli, Faroese, etc. The 
people of Rome found in Cola (Nicola ) di Rienzo an 
inspiring but ultimately ineffectual leader who tried 
to reorganize the twelfth century comulle and dreamed 
of reestablishing the ancient Roman Republic, giving 
it authority over kings and emperors. Cola govemed 



The Synod of Vienna (l312) IInder Pope Clemen t V. EPA 

the city twice, from 1347 to 1348 and from 1352 until 
1354, when he was slain by hired assassins. The cities 
of Umbria, the Marches, and Romagna, were de facto 
independent states (not less than fifteen in Umbria 
alone). Some cities, like Ancona, had republican insti
tutions. Others were lordsh ips under despots some· 
times benevolent, but more often malevolent. Some of 
the despots were known as leaders of mercenary 
troops 01' as munificent patrons of the arts, others
more numerous-wcre known for their treachery and 
cruclty. Titles granted by the popes legitimized the 
rule of the Esle in Ferrara, the Montefeltro in Urbi.no, 
and Oa Varano in Camerino. Other well-known and 
influential . ruling families were the Pepoli and Benti
voglio in Bologna, Polenta in Ravenna, Malatesta in 
Rimini and Pesa ro, Fogliani in Fermo, Baglioni in 
Perugia, Vitelli in Citta di CasteBo, Tt:inci in Foligno. 

Cardinal Alborno:: receioing tile ',omage of the Sllbmissive 
cities of tire PCllwpolis (Rimilli, Ancona} Fano, Pesaro, (lIId 
SenigaWa). Milliatllre, jOllrteenth cent ury. Vatican Librllry 

Papal Palace at Avignon, fourteenth 
century. EPA 

SCI-llSMS AND COUNCIl.S 

The unruly feudatories of Latium having been 
temporarily curbed by the ruthless Spanish Cardinal 
Albornoz, warrior and statesman, Pope Urban V de
cided to retUnl to Rome. The cardinals, most of them 
French, persuaded him, however, that Avignon was 
a better residence. Finally, in 1378, an Italian was 
elected pope: Urban VI Prignano settled firmly in 
Rome. This move, opposed by many cardinals who 
were backed for political reasons by transalpine kings, 
caused a series of schisms wh ich lasted until 1449. 
In that year the anti-Pope Felix V (formerly Amadeus 
VIII, duke of Savoy) abdicated and recognized the 
legitimacy of Nicholas V Pa rentucelli, a Tuscan hu-

Pope Urban VI. NYPL 
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manist and scholar. During these seventy years, as sad 
for the Catholic church as those of the "Babylonian 
Captivity," there was again a time when three popes 
claimed legitimacy! The schisms weakened what little 
prestige and authority the popes still had. To restore 
unity. concerned clerics and lay rulers called councils 
which met in Pisa, Constance, Basel, Fel'rara, Florence. 
The councils failed to bring unity but provided the 
opportunity to develop the conciliar movement of 
1409-1449 which aimed at replacing the popes with 
councils dominated by bishops, as supreme authority 
in the Catholic church (an idea revived in the twenti
eth century). Lack of determination more than any· 
thing else led to the collapse of the movement. Because 
of the spiritual and temporal weakness of the papacy. 
the pnpnl victory over the Conciliar movement was 
hollow, but a magniRcent jubilee was held by Nichobs 
V in 1450 to celebrate it. The schisms also favored the 
development of heretical movements like those of the 
Lollards in England and the H ussites in Bohemia ( in· 
spired respectively by WycliF and Huss ), forerunners 
of the great religious stornl of the sixteenth century. 

RENAlSSANCE POPES 

The name of Nicholas V is indissolubly linked to 
one of the greatest and most important collections of 
valuable documents and books, the Vatican Library. 
Pius n Piccolomini was H distinguished man of 
letters, the author of works in which breathed the 
spirit of Boccaccio more tJlan that of the Church 
Fathers; he was a courtier who owed his successful 
ecclesiastical career to the anti· Pope Felix V; he strug. 
gled vainly to organize a Crusade against the Turks. 
Paul II Barbo, a cardinal at twenty-three for no 
other reason than being a pope's nephew, made life 
difficult for humanist men of letters who bad settled 
in Rome, Starting in 1500 (see Chapter 9 ), mainly 
through force and deceit, most of the Papal States 
were brought under the control of the papal admin· 
istration. Splendid and lasting monuments testify in 
Rome to the munificence of popes whose revenues 
came from all over Catholic Europe, and whose sub
jects suffered exploitation and hunger. There was this 
and more for a century after the schisms ended. But 

the Vatican Ba.silica, Rome. 

The coronation of Pope Piu.s II. NYPL PC 

PiCll:::a, the birthplace of POW! Piu$ II wllo lIad 
cathedral alld Picco{omll1o Palace. de.siglwd hy 
B. RossellillO, buill J'Crt! in mid-fiftel'/lth cen· 
tury. EPA 
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most of the popes who reigned between 1447 and 
1549-the Renaissance popes-have come down in 
history for having practiced what came to be called 
"gl'eat nepotism," 

Renaissance popes were not satisfied, as other 
popes had been before and as sixteenth· and seven
teenth-century popes would be later, with providing 
well-remunerated positions and titles of nobility for 
relatives: a main concern was to endow a close rela
tive, a nephew or a son, with a sovereign state. An 
exception was the upright Dutchman, Adrian VI 
Boe-yens who reigned briefly and was the last non
Italian pope. Several of the other twelve popes, besides 
being nepotists, were religiously indifferent, if not 
outright unbelievers. They failed as pastors. They 
failed also in the political game to which they devoted 
their energies and in which they squandered the re
sources of the Roman Church, and what little remained 
of papal prestige. 

Pius II left his large family rich and powerful, 
Sixtus IV della Rovere provided rus nephew, or son, 
Girolamo Biario, with the lordships of Farn and Imola 
in Romagna. A della Roverc nephew became Pope 
Julius 11 and put a relative on the throne of the Duchy 
of Urbino. The Genoese Innocent VIn (Cibo or 
Cybo) was the Srst pope to recognize his children, 
whom he married into powerful and wealthy families; 
a grandson became lord of Massa. innocent Vill also 
made a deal with the Turkish sultau financially re
warding, politically detrimental, and religiously rep
rehensible. The Spanish Borgia Alexander VI owed 
his successful ecclesiastical career to his uncle Calixtus 
Tn who had occupied brieRy in the 1450s the See of 
Saint Peter. He obtained for his favorite son Caesar 
(born in 1475) the Duchy of Valcntinois from the king 
of France, and shortly after created for him the duchy 
of Romagna. The Srst Medici pope, Leo X, transferred 
the duchy of Urbino to his nephew Lorenzo, whom he 
also made lord of Florence. The second Medici pope, 
Clement VII, fulfilled the family ambitions when he 
arranged that the emperor and king of Spain, Charles 

Paul V (1605-1621) Paul VI (1963- ) Photowodd 
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v, bestow on Lorenzo's illegitimate son Alexander the 
title of duke of Florence. Paul HI Famese, finding the 
duchics fi rst of Castro and latcr of Camerino too small 
and poor, gave his son Picriuigi in 1545 the cities of 
Parma and Piacenza which had been added to the 
Papal States in 1512. Biados and Borgias did not en
joy their ill-gotten domains for long. The others 
founded dynasties that lasted for generations. 

It was all sordid. Some Renaissancc popes were 

able statesmen, and most wcre munificent patrons of 
the arts. But statesmanship and :\'laecenatism were 
no substitute for the spiritual leadership which is the 
main function of the papacy. A high price was paid for 
the ti tles bcstowed on popes' sons and nephews, and 
fo r the building of Saint Peter's and Palazzo Farnese 
in nome: the absence of spiritual leadership was the 
major element in the cleavage of Western Christianity 
that occurred in the sixteenth century. 

Pope luli! IS 1l. Raphael. Utfi;:;.i. Florence. EPA 

Pope Innocent Vlll. EPA 

Pope Alexander VI. utfi;:;.;' Giol);ana Col
lection. EPA 
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KINGDOMS OF 
THE SOUTH 
TO 1500 
Birth of the Tl/;O Sicilies ~ The Soulh ill lite early 
cleventh cenlury - Arl'ir;al of Ore Normans - Robert 
Guiscard - Roger I amI Roger II - The later Altavilfa 
- A fateful marriage - Frederick If - The 'papacy 
versus Frederick II - French invasion - Angeoin TIlle 
- Decadence - Charles I of Alljall - Sicilian Vespers 
- Amgonese ntlers in Sicily - Sardinia under Aragon 
- A/lgCtiin killgs of Naples - QIICCII Joanna - Joanna 
/ I - Alfonso of Aragon - Later Aragoncse kings of 
Naples - End of independence. 

IJIR'/'lf OF 'fI1l~ 1'WO S/CILII::S 

A FOREICN warrior-cunning and cruel, intelli
gent and brave-had in 1059 been granted by Pope 
Nicholas II the title of duke of Apulia and Calabria, 
the heel and foot of the ltaHan boot r~spectively. With
in Jess thlUl a gcner<ltion the whole of the peninsular 
south and Sicily had come under the sway of the 
warrior's kin, sons and grandsons of the Norman lord 
Tnncred of H auteville. Thus was born a state, which 
came to an end during the few months of 1860 be
tween the landing of Garibaldi's 1"housand at Marsala 
in Sicily and the victory of the Garibaldini at the bat
tle fought on the banks of the Volturno, north of 
Naples. 

The state was named the Kingdom of Sicily ill 
1130; jn 1282 it was d ivjded into the Ki.ngdoms of 
Sicily (the island only ) and of Naples (on the main
land) and was formally renamed the Kingdom of the 
Two Sicilies in 1721 when Naples and Sicily were 
under Austri.lll rule. From its beginning as a fief of the 
Papal See, its existence was complicated for centuries 
by papal claims. Whatever the claims, tlle state was de 
facto independent for long periods of time and con
trolled by foreign powers fOl' other long stretches. It 
was Italian, but had its own distinctive variant of 
Italian culture. It survived dissensions, invasions, and 
civil wars. Together with Sardinia, which also had 

TftnCred of l1(wtcvills. Burgerbibli. 
othek, 8enJ, Stcit;:.erllllld 

developed with a distinctive character, the Two Sici
Hes fOlm today's South, the home of some of Italy's 
thorniest problems; the home too of millions of Italians 
who migratcd overseas at the end of the nineteenth 
century and during the twentieth, many of them to 
settle in the United States. 

With its f0l1y thousand or so square miles, the 
Two SiciHes (to use the name by which it was known 
to recent generations) was nearly as large as the 
Kingdom of England (about fifty thousand square 
miles) which was conquered at about the same time 
by other Nonnan adventurers. Then, however, it _had 
more than twice the population of England, several 
times the revenue, and a higher level of civilization
a noble legacy left by ancient Greeks, Carthaginians, 
and Romall.~, and later by the Byzantines and the 
Arabs. 

The new state was an authoritarian one: power 
was concentrated in the hands of a ruler, helped by a 
small p rivileged class, goveming people who seldom 
participated actively in the eveuts that sbaped the 
life of all. A few rulers were efficient administrators: 
under them there was a measure of economic progress 
while lelters and the arts flourished. A few were 
benevolent despots who tolerated some freedom of 
expression. Others were inept and malevolent despots 
whose intolerance killed any £loUlisbing of the spirit; 
economic and cultUl'al decline marked their rule. 
Though there was a handful of brilliant exceptions. in
efficiency and malevolent despotism predominated 
from the middle of the thirteenth century on. 

Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica had had ulltil the 
eleventh century their own distinctive development. 
diJferent [rom that of the mainland. Not until the 
twelfth and thi.rteenth centuries did the people of 
the three is lands become definitely integrated into the 
Italian nation. The Normau conquest of Sicily and the 
formation of a state including the island and the pen
insular South-like the conquest of Sardinia and Corsica 
shortly before by the mainland republics of Pisa and 
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Cenoa-were crucial events in the formation of the 
ltalian nation as we know it today. 

THE SOUTH IN THE EARLl' ELEVENT.H CENTURY 

U:nder the early emperors of the Macedonian 
dynasty of the ninth and tenth cen turies, the Byzan
tines had recovered part of the peninsular territory 
previously conquered by Lombards and Saracens. A 
Lombard attempt to overthrow Byzantine rule in 
Apulia failed in 1018 at the battle of Cannae. After 
Cannae, the Byzantines were firmly in control of the 
southern half of the future kingdom of Naples, incl ud
ing Calabria, Apulia, and most of Basilicata. The 
shrunken Lombard principalities were limited to 
Molise, most of Campania, and the remaining districts 
of- Basilicata. Along the coast of Campania were the 
small territories of the four maritime city-states. 
Around the year 1000 Sicily was one state, efficientIy 
and progressively rWl by the Moslem minority. Forty 
years later insurgencies and revolts had destroyed uni
ty. The island was divided between conflicting Sara
cen states headed by emirs whose quarrels favored 
the survival of the Catholic majority and invited raids 
and invasions from the mainland. 

The coastal areas of Sardinia and Corsica were 
continually raided and intermittently ruled by Mos
lems from Spain and the Balearic Islands. In the 
hinterland of the two islands lived tribal communities, 
isolated from contacts with tile outside world. Around 
1016, the combined flee ts of the Italian maritime city
states of Pisa and Genoa on the L igurian Sea inHicted 
serious defeats on the Moslems. By 1052 the two is
lands had been liberated. Partitioning of the spoils of 
war was a major factor in the conflict between Pisans 
and CenOese which lasted until the fourteenth century. 
Changes occurred in Corsica slowly until the Cenoese 
were finally firmly in control of the whole island. In 
Sardinia, while Pisaus and Ceooese battled for su
premacy, tribal organization was gradually superseded 
by the authority of gil/die; ( litemIIy judges, in eHect 
governors) who ruled tile four districts into which the 
island was divided; Cagliari. Oristano or Arborea, 
Callura, and Torres or Logudoro. Reliable information 
is scanty hut it seems that ill the eleventh century gil/
diei were chosen from among members of different 
branches of the Sardiniall Gunali family. After 1162 
giu.diei belonged to mainland noble fam ilies. 

ARRIVAL OF THE NORAIANS 

Of the three Lombard principalities in the penin
sllIar section of the South, Salerno was in the lead 
economically and culturally. Prince Gaimar V, a com· 
petent leader, aimed at reestablishing the unity of 
the Lombard holdings in southern Haly and at expel
ling the Byzantines from Apulia and Calabria. Norman 
mercenaries had fought for the Lombards at Cannae. 
The Norman leader of a small but efficient band of 

mercenaries, Reinulf Drengot, had in 1029 been 
granted the city of Aversa by Duke Sergio of Naples, 
and ten years later was given the title of count by 
Emperor Conrad III. It was natural for Prince Caimar 
to enlist Normans to carry out his ambitious plans. It 
was in the middle 1030s that the .first three of the 
tw·elve sons of Tancred of Hauteville came from their 
native Cotentin in lower Normandy to Italy. Alto
gether eight brothers migrated, each with his retinue 
of grcedy squires and famished soldiers. Under the 
command of the able eldest brother William Iroll-Arm, 
the HauteviJIes fought and won. To reward them, 
Prince Gaimar recognized William in 1043 as count of 
Apulia. William's capital was Melfi, the stronghold in 
a wild district dominated by Mount Vulture, captured 
two years earlier from the Byzantines. From Melfi the 
Normans, cooperating with the others based at Aversa, 
raided, killed, and looted. Clad in their armor, en
dowed with great physical strength, impervious to any 
emotions that might have tempered their behavior, 
the Normans spread terror among the defenseless 
populace. Caimar was assassinated in 1052. His three 
older Hauteville half-brothers having dicd, Robert 
Guiscard ("the canny one" ) became count of Apulia 
in 1057. 

ROBERT GUISCARD 

Robert, who l'llled until 1085. was the real found
er of the Norman state in southern Italy. In Chapter 
6 mention has been made of the Hautcvi!le brothers' 
success in winning Pope Leo IX to their side in 1053. 
The expulsion of the Byzantines from ltaly for reli
gious reasons, and the elimination of Lombard rule for 
political ones, were part of tile program of the re
vitalized papacy. With the pope's bleSSing, Robert led 
the Normans first to conquer Calabria, feebly garri
soned by the Byzantines, and then the Byzantine-held 
areas of Apulia. Bar~ the major city, was captured in 
1071, and the last stronghold felI in 1080. After five 
and a balE centuries, the era of direct interference in 
Italian affai rs and of territorial occupation by Eastem 
Roman and Byzantine emperors was ended. 

Tel'Iorized by the Normans, the inhabitants of 
the city of Benevento had entrusted themselves to the 
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RuillS of tile Abbey of tile Trinity, Venosa, Basilica/a. The 
burial pillce of Robert Cuiscard, it was founded b!J his 
brother Corm! Drago {lnd entrllstcd to the BellC(/ictilles. 
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Church of Saint Sofia, an example of tile Norman illflu
ence on architecture ill Bencvcllto. l e i 

The Nonna!1 infllience on architecture ill Benevento. leI 

popes in 1051 (they were to remain, with short inter
ruptions, under papal rule until 1860 ). The rest of the 
principality fell easy prey to the NOlmans. The suc
cessors of Caimar V tried to resist Norman expansion. 
It was too late. In 1077 Salerno was captured by the 
troops of Hobert, who made it his capital. Since 1058 
a Norman had been prince of Capua. Gaeta, Naples, 
Sorrento, and AmalR also came under Norman rule: 
the era of independent, progressive, and relatively 
prosperous city-states in southern Italy came to an 
end coincidentally with the ending of Byzantine and 
Lombard rule. It all amounted to a major revolution. 

Cathedral of Amolfi. FOfode (/lid steps ill original Lombard
Norman s/.y/e. EPA 
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A handful of warriors had brought unity to an area 
politica lly and cuJturaUy fractioned since the Lombard 
invasion of 568. 

ROGER I .4.NO ROGER II 

The Strait of Messina was no obstacle. Worthy 
descendants of the Vikings who had raided the Med
iterranean in their long ships, the Normans of Melfi 
had quickly taken to the sea. In cooperation with a 
Beet sent by Pisa (at the time the strongest Catholic 
naval power in the western Mediterranean ), Norman 
ships attacked the Saracens in Sicily in 1061. Eleven 
years later Roger, younger brother of William and 
Robert, captured Palermo. In a short time most of the 
island came under Naiman rule. The last Saracen 
stronghold fell in 1091. Malta had been occupied the 
previous year (and shared Sicily's fate until 1530 when 
it became the headquarters of the Knights of St. John ). 
Thanks to the Norman Beet, his main asset, Bohemund, 
son of Robert and brother of the second duke of Apu
lia and Calabria, acquired the principality of Antioch 
in Syria. After the death of Haberl's sons, Hoger U, 
count of Sicily since 1105, reunited in his hands all 
Nonllan conquests in Italy, from the Tronto River (the 

Cllrist crowllillg Rogcr II. Twelf,h-celltllry musaic. Clwrc/, 
of MartorOlla, Palcrmo. Alinari 

northern boundary since 1144) to Malta. From Pa
lermo, which he made the capital of the united South, 
he governed a vast Italian state, culturally and eco· 
1l0micaUy more advanced than the rest of Italy, than 
any in the Catholic commonwealth. In 1130 the anti
pope Anacletus II Pierleoni changed Roger's title to 
king of Sicily. The legitimate pope Innocent n con
firmed the title in 1140. 

Roger Il , acclaimed the greatest Norman ruler of 
southern Italy, was a man vastly superior to his con
temporaries in the West and in the East. When he 
died in 1159 he left possessions that included not only 
Sieily and the southern half of the Italian peninsula 
but also a vast stretch of the North African coast, from 
Tl'ipoli to Tunis. During his reign, he had successfully 
resisted the joint attack against his kingdom by the 
emperors of the West and of the East. He had made 
Sicily (the realm, not just the island) the most progres
sive Mediterranean state-nn oasis of civilization and 
efficient administration in a world that, in spite of a 
veneer of civilization in the Byzantine and Arabian 
Near East and in Moslem Spain, was still largely bar· 
barian in its cruelty and fanaticism. 

Roger II had chosen the unfamiliar path of toler
ance and conciliation. The Sicilian kingdom was 
inhabited by various ethnic groups: there were com
munities of different cultures and different languages; 
there were Roman Catholics, Greek Orthodox, and 
~ Ioslems. Under Roger, each community could live its 
own life. This tolerance produced greater liberty for 
the inhahitants of the kingdom than there had been 
eluring the reigns of his immediate predecessors, or 
than there was to be in the centuries to come. From 
that liberty came the cultural and economic flowering 
praised by contemporaries. The Spanish ~roorish 

P(llaz::.o dci Narll1a/mi, Palcrmo, Sicily. 
13uilt lJY thc Sar(lcens, elllargct/ lJY tile 
Norma/ls, (//1(/ oftclI altcrcll, today it is 
the sel" of Par/(Imellia della Rcgiollc 
Sicilia/Ia. leI 
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traveler Ibn Gubayr, for instance, described it with 
enthusiasm. 

TilE LATER ALTAVILLA 

Roger's son, William I, nicknamed II Malo ("the 
bad"), reverted to ruthlessness. He played an im
portant role in the affairs of the rest of Italy when he 
supported Pope Alexander III and his allies- the 
republican city-states of the North-against Frederick 
I, emperor and king of Italy. Roger's grandson Wil
liam 11, Il Buono ("the good"), resumed the path of 

Duomo dcll'Assullto, Melli. Erected in 1155 by William I 
(If Malo). EPA 
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enlightened benevolence. By William Irs reign, the 
Halltevilles, whose name had been ltalianized as Alta
villa, considered themselves italians. The kingdom 
continued to prosper. However, Will iam II was re
sponsible for a change that was to affect his kingdom 
and the Test of Italy unfavorably, create a new rela
tionship between Italians, the papacy, and the em pire, 
and have serious repercussions in Gelman internal 
affairs: he was responsible for the unification of the 
crowns of Sicily and of the empire. 

There had -been growing threats against the Nor
man kingdom. On the basis of the investitures of 
1053, 1059, and 1140, the popes considered the king
dom a fief over which they held supreme authority 
and over which they wished to exercise direct controL 
The Byzantine emperors, at that time the Comneni, 
11ad llot resigned themselves to the loss of their Italian 
possessions and had acquired in 1151 at Ancona, fifty 
miles from the northern border of the kingdom, a 
new foothold on the peninsula, In order to unify the 
chaotic Near East, SaladiIl, }"Uler of Egypt and con-

William. II oUers tile ClIurch of MOllreale to the Virgin , 
TII;dflh-ccutllry mosaic. Cathedral of i\Jollrcale, Alinari 

queror of Jerusalem in 1187, was organizing an empire 
that threatened the Mediterranean Christian states, 
Sicily most of all, 

1\ FATEFUL ,VA.{lRIACE 

The papacy seemed to be the most immediate 
threat. It was then close to its political 'Zenith, The 
grip of Empel'Ol' Frederick 1 Barharossa over the 
Kingdom of Haly (a more .important assct for the 
imperial Cl"own than the kingdoms of Germa ny and of 
Burgundy ) had been weakened by the defeat suffered 
at Legnano in 1176. The emperor, an enemy of the 
pope and a rival of the Comneni, committed to lcad 
a Crusade and therefore to fight against Saladin, was 
anxious to strengthen his position, Weighing the pros 
and cons, William II decided to bring about the mar
riage of Constance, Hoger 11's daughter, to Frederick's 
son, the future Emperor Henry VI. The wedding was 
celebrated with un usual pomp in 1186. The previous 
year a Sicilian Beet bad captured Durazzo in the 
Balko\lls from the "Byzantines, I t was logical then to 
think that close collaboration between Sicily and the 
empire would strengthen both against their common 
enemies and would make Sicily the premier Mediter
ranean state, 

FREDERICK II 

The Swabian Hohenstaufen and the Sicilian Alta
villa had become one family , I n less than ninety years 
it vanished from the European scene. William II died 
in 1189 while preparing to join the Third Crusade. 
Constance's husband, Hemy, became king of Sicily. 
Frederick I died the following year while ma rching 
with his Crusaders toward the Holy Land. Henry then 
became also the claimant to the imperial crown. A 
nephew of \".' illiam 11, Tancred, count of Lecce, 
claimed the SiCilian thrOne and was defeated in 1194. 
That year, in 1esi-not far from Ancona in ccntralltalv 
-a son was born La Henr\' of Hohenstaufen and C01{
stance of Aitavilla, He \~'as to become the empel'Or 
FI'ederick 11, perhaps the most imposing political fig
ure of the thilteenth century, Frederick was only three 
years old when his father died, A disastrous civil war 
ensued ill Cermany. but order was maintained in 
Sicily, which was administered by representatives of 
Pope Innocent ur, paramount lord of the kingdom 
and guardian of yOung Frederick. Supported by the 
pope, Frederick was crowned king of Cermany in 
1215, became the effective ruler of Sicily after the 
pope's death in 1216, and was crowned empcror in 
Rome by Pope Honol'ius Ilf in 1220. 

A man of higb intelligence, remarkable physical 
endurance and great chann, Frederick n was known 
by his contemporaries as stupor mundi, the world's 
marvel, He was widely read, a good writer, and he 
surrounded .himself with remarkable men, paying no 
heed to their nationality or religion, He was a great 



statesman and a muni.6cent patron of the arts. Bom 
and brought up in ltaly, he fclt more Italian than Cer
man. At his court Italian, not Latin, was used as a 
literary language. Under the emperor and king the 
whole realm, reorganized in 1231 through the Consti
tution of ~'Ielfi, prospered. Sicilians relived the glorious 
and happy times of F rederick's grandfather, Roger II. 
The University of Naples was founded in 1224, and 
under Frederick's stimulus the old and prestigious 
medical school of Salerno was revived. 

nu: PAPACY VERSUS FR£m:l11CK II 

Tragically, problems were mounting outside Sicily. 
Unable to maintain the dominant position in Italian 
and European affairs achieved under Alexander III 
and Innocent Ill , and afra id of being squeezed he
tween a kingdom in the south and an empi re in the 
north held by the same ruler, the popes sought to sal· 
vage their temporal power by destroying Frederick. 
Their animosity did not abate when the emperor's 
Crusade returned Jerusalem to Christian hands for a 
brief period. Despite concessions granted first to ec
clesiastical and later to lay lords, revolts hroke out in 
Gennany. A second league of self-governing cities in 
northcl'11 Haly was organized to deprive the emperor 
of the powers he still held in the Kingdom of Italy. 
The rebels were defeated in Gcnnany, and the Italian 

Frederick 11. Millia/ure frnm colie.t De Arle 
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cities at Cortenova in 1237. But the papal party COll

tinued its opposition relentlessly. Frederick suffered a 
defeat near Parma in 1248. In another battle, his cher
ished illegitimate son EllZO ( married to a Sardinian 
heiress and on whom his father had bestowed in 1242 
tlle title of king of Sardinia ) was taken prisoner, 
never to regain his liberty. ( He died in 1272 after 
twenty-three years of incarceration in Bologna.) 

In 1250, in the midst of preparing to fight his 
many enemies, Frederick IL died. His son and sue-

-
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cessor Conrad IV, totally absorbed by conflicts in 
Germany, entrusted the administration of the Sicilian 
realm to his capable haU brother Manfred, another of 
Frederick's several illegitimate sons. :Manfred became 
king of Sicily after Conrad's untimely death. He had 
much of his father's intelligence, energy, and chann 
and seemed for a while to be the political arbiter of 
Italy. He was the ruler of the Soutb and the leader of 
the imperial party against the papal forces in the rest 
of the country. Then history repeated itself. 

FRENCH INVASION 

Fearful of Manfred's growing power-he had de
feated his enemies in the south and in the north and 
had a large following in Rome and elsewhere in the 
Papal States-two successive French popes, Urban IV 
and Clement IV. offered the Sicilian crown to Charles 
of Anjou, younger brother of the Crusader king of 
France Louis IX. Louis for conviction, Charles for ex
pediency as weJJ, were loyal supporters of the papacy. 
Through his marriage to the daughter of the count 
of Provence in the Kingdom of Burgundy, Charles had 
become ruler of Provence. He had also made himself 
lord of various cities ill southem Piedmont. He was 
able, energetic, and ambitious. Because of conBicts 
and revolutions, polilical instability prevailed in large 
areas of both the western and eastern Mediterranean. 
Charles decided to take advantage of this situation 
and, independently of his brother, create a state as 
powerful as France, perhaps even more powerful. He 
reached Rome in 1265. The following year at Bene
vento he defeated Manfred, who was killed in the 
battle. 

In the eighth century, at the pope's request, Pepin 
and Charlemagne had put an end to the Lombard 
Kingdom in northem Ualy; five centuries later, Charles 
of Anjou put an end to the Nonnan-Swabian Kingdom 
in the south. tn 1268 the fifteen-year-old Conradin, 
son of Conrad IV, came from Gennany, where all 
central authority had disappeared, to claim the realm 
to which he was the legitimate heir. Treachery led to 
his defeat at Tagliacozzo, to his capture a few days 
later. and to his execution. So ended the Norman-

Castle of Manlredonia, lown /ound by Mail/red, Killg 0/ 
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Swabian family of Hohenstaufen-Altavilla, whose only 
survivors were King Enzo, prisoner in Bologna, and 
Manfred's younger daughter, married to Peter, heir 
to the Kingdom of Aragon in northeastern Spain. Not 
trusting the people of Palermo and the island of 
Sicily. who had been deeply attached to a family 
which was marc Italian than German, Charles of 
Anjou transferred the capital of the Kingdom to 
Naples. Large and small flefdoms were given to 
Frenchmen. french garrisons were placed in strategic 
positions. 

A~CEVU\' RULE 

In 1266 there had been more than a change in 
dynasty and a shift of the capital: what had been 
initiated was the steady dcterioration of the political 
institutions of the kingdom, and, as a result, a gradual 
worsening of the conditions under which the masses of 
the people lived. Beginning with Robert Cuiscard, 
eight Norman and NOImall-Swabian dukes and kings 
had ruJed the ncwly established state for over two 
hundred years. They had all been despots; but most 
were also benevolent and efficient rulers, and even the 
malevolent ones were able and successful administra
tors. The rigid hierarchical structure, whicb they had 
introduced and through which they governed, had not 
been allowed to get out of hand. Through it were 
carried out policics reflecting the personality of indi
vidual dukes and kings. Attcntion had been given to 
the cultuml and economic needs of the population. 
PeopJe had been treated as citizens, not as serfs. Only 
during the latter part of the reign of Frederick II, who 
had become involved in too muny distant conflicts, and 
during the reign of :\'Ianfred, who had bet'n subjected 
to pressures deriving from and centered in the bos
tility of the Holy See, had there been any insubordina
tion and consequent weakening of the governmental 
structure, and even then it was on a small scale. 

The situation was different in tJ1C case of the 
seven CapeHan Angevins who reigned ( briefly over 
the whole kingdom, later over the mainland provinces 
only ) for 169 years. Thoy came as conquerors and 
they stayed as conquerors. They never became ltalian 
in the way Hautevilles and Hohcl1staufens had, but 
remained closely connected with France and sur· 
rounded themselves with French advisers and cour
tiers. More important than their allegiance was the 
deleterious quality of their despotism. The king or 
qLleen-two queens held the thron e for a total of 
nearly sixty years-was supremc, but local administra
tion was in the hands of hereditary lords, the "barons" 
as they were collectively called, whether their specific 
titles were count, marquis, duke, or prince. 

DECADENCE 

In much of Europe in the thirteenth century 
feudalism was becoming a thing of the past. Although 



the forms-titles and certain privileges for the no
bility-remained, the content-the sovereign powers of 
feudal lords-was disappearing. In the second half of 
the thirteenth century and even more so during the 
Fourteenth, feudalism as the basic socioeconomic and 
political structure of society was on its way out in 
most of northern italy, in Tuscany, and in transalpine 
areas like Switzerland, the Lowlands, and England. In 
France, in the Catholic states of Spain, and in the 
larger Germanic states, it was being replaced by more 
efficient bureaucratic structures. The reverse held true 
for the southern ltalian kingdom. There, feudalism
imported by the Angevins at a time when their kin, 
the kings of France. were depriving lords of near
sovereign powers-was growing stronger. Moreover, 
this was not the feudalism of the ninth century based 
on all exchange of services, to make the local com
munity safe from robbers and invaders: it was a total 
exploitation of peasants by barons, the owners of fiefs . 
The outcome was steady decline. 

Since the beginning of Greek and Carthaginian 
colonization two thousand years earlier, the Italian 
Soutb (with the exception of Sardinia ) had been more 
advanced than the North. This was no longer true at 
the end of the thirteenth century. The French barons 
paid little heed to the central government because. as 
conquerors, they considered the districts they had re
ceived in fief as nothing but loot; the Italian barons 
did likewise because of their distaste for the foreign 
monarch. The government seldom had enough military 
strength to enforce the will of the king and his min
isters over recalcitrant lords. Consequently, the latter 
had a free hand in exploiting their unfortunate sub
jects. The peasantry paid most of the taxes but re
ceived nothing in exchange. Commerce, and what little 
industJ:, there was, was heavily taxed. Nothing was 
spent for roads. Ports deteriorated. Schools for the 
commou people were nonexistent. The judiciary lacked 
inclepelldcnce. Order was imposed as a result of arbi 
trary action and 110t out of respect for law. 

Under the Angevins there was growing poverty 
and ignorance among the masses; growing corruption 
of the privileged classes-the greedy nobility, the large 
und bigoted clergy; growing ineffiCiency at the gov
ernmental level. It was not a steady decline; there 
were periods of partial recovery. under Kings Robert 
and Ladislas for example, but the general trend was 
downward. People lived as subjects not as citizens, 
without concerning themselves about the internal and 
external problems of the slate. As time went by they 
became more and more tradition-bound. Diversity in 
thinking and, therefore, in ways of living, which had 
been a chief characteristic under the previous dynasty, 
disappeared. Conformity triumphcd. Any dissatisfac
tion or complaint-even rioting-concerned details, not 
fundamental changes. The legitimacy of despotism 
was not questioned even if little loyalty was felt 
toward individual despots. Any new ruler, whether 
legitimate successor, usurper. or conqneror, was 
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greeted enthusiastically. Civil wars between pretend
ers at the end of the reigns of the two queens Joanna I 
and Joanna 11 were fought amid the apathy of the 
masses. Alfonso of Aragon and Charles VIn of France 
were surprised at the ease with which they conquered 
the kingdom in 1435 and 1495 respectively; so were 
the French and Spanish generals who invaded the 
country in lS01 and 1502, the other invaders in the 
eighteenth century, and Garibaldi in 1860. 

CHARLES J OF AN}OU 

Charles of Anjou, crowned Charles 1. king of 
Sicily, seemed firmly established on his new throne. 
Executions und confiscations had seemingly broken 
ll1e resistance of 1 ... lanfred's supporters (actually this 
was more true of the mainland than of the island). 
Few had dared to come to Conradin's side at the time 
of his ill-fated venture in 1268. Charles was also the 
leader of the papal, or Guelph. party in Tuscany and 
in northern Haly. to which many of the more im
portant city-states such as Milan and Florence be
longed. He held the dignity of Imperial Vicar. As 
senator in Rome and as govel1lor of Bologna he exer-

Charles of An;oll. 
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ciscd considerable power in the two most important 
cities of the Papal States. Motivated more by politics 
than religion, he planned to continue the offensive 
against the Moslem North African states that had been 
originally undertaken by his brother the king of France. 
The chaos accompanying the downfall of Latin rule in 
Constantinople in 1261 and the reestablishment of a 
Greek dynasty there, the Paleologi, facilitated Charles's 
expansion in the western Balkans. Corfu was captured 
in 1267 and Durazzo in 1272. The marriage of Crown 
Prince Charles to the king of Hungary's daughter, 
heiress to the throne, opened a new sphere of Angevin 
political iuBuence. 

SICILl.AlV VESPERS 

Then the unexpected happened. The presence of 
the French on the island of Siclly was resented by all 
classes of the population. Several nobles had chosen 
exile in Aragon, where Peter HI, son-in-law of Man
fred, was king. The arrogant behavior of French sol
diers led to a riot i.n Palermo on Easter Monday 1282 
at the hour of vespers. The riot turned into a revolt 
which spread like lightning from Palermo to the rest 

Santo Spirito, Ihe Nonnon ch[lrch in front of wh ich tlte 

of the island. Within two months not a Frenchman 
remained. An expeditionary force sent by the king 
was held at bay by the people of Messina and forced 
to retreat. The nobles, who had been conspiring against 
Charles and were in touch with the exiles at Petor 
J J I's court, offered the Sicilian crown to the AragoDcse 
king as the Hohenstaufen-Altavilla's legitimate 11eir. 
Peter accepted. Thus began a war that was to last for 
twenty years, knowu ever since as the \Var of the 
Vespers. 

The combined Aragonese-Sicllian Beet was strong 
enough to prevent invasions of the island. King Charles 
and his son and successor Charles n were strong 
enough to prevent an invasion on the mainland. The 
war imposed a heavy burden on both parts of the 
n()w divided kingdom. Charles I and Peter 111 died in 
1285. Their sons continued the war. In L295 James Il 
of Aragon transferred the Sicilian crown to his capable 
younger brother Frederick 1lI. The Aragoncse kings 
disengagement wItS motivated by his desire to conquer 
Sardinia and Corsica, whose overlord, tbe Tuscan Re
public of Pisa, had in 1284 at Meloria suffered a 
crushing defeat at the hands of the Cenoese from 
which it never recovered. Deprived for the time being 
of Aragonese support, Frederick ill sued for peace. 
At Caltabellotta in 1302 it was agreed that Frederick, 
who was to marry a sister of Charles II, would remain 
rulel· of Sicily with the title of king of Trinacria: after 
his death the island would revert to the Angevins who 
retained the title of king of Sicily. Supported by their 
Aragonese cousins, Frederick's successors failed to re
spect the agreement. Finally in 1373 the separation of 
Sicily from the mainland was formally accepted by 
Queen Joanna I, whose generals had several times 
tried to invade the island and bad regularly failed. 
Whatever the legal niceties, contemporaries and Inter 
generations referred to the island as the Kingdom of 
Sicily, never Trinacria, and to the mainland as thc 
Kingdom of Naples. The political division was for a 
while formally abolished in the eighteenth century 
and again in the nineteenth, but reciprocal feelings of 
antipathy continued between the inhabitants of the 
island, the Sicilians, and the inhabitants of the main
land, the Neapolitans. Mutual relations apart, both 
kingdoms followed the same downward trend. 

riot of Easter Monday, 1282, took place, Palermo. le i ARACONESE RUl~ERS IN SlCILY 

There was turmoil in Sicily after Frederick Ill's 
death. The nobility split up into a native party and an 
Aragonese one. Small-scale civil wars at the middle of 
the fourteenth century were complicated by conflicts 
with Naples and by intrigues from Aragon. The pos
terity' of Frederick III became extinct in 1402 on the 
death of Queen Mary and her infant son. Mary's hus
band, an A.ragonese prince, reigned until 1409. When 
he died, the succession was assumed hy the king of 
Aragon himself. From that moment on Sicily was gov
emed as a viceroyalty of Aragon, and later, when 
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San Nico16 dell'Arena, Palermo. Part of tlte fOllrtcentll
celltury fortification of the tOICn. lei 

Aragon and Castile united, of Spain. The connection 
between Sicily and Aragon, later Spain, which had 
begun in 1282 and had become closer in 1409, lasted 
until 1713. It was a major (and in many respects un
favorable ) factor in the development of the d istinctive 
modern Sicilian culture. For the first time in her long 
and brilliant history Sicily became a backwater. From 
rigid censorship, from the bonds of political absolut
ism and state-enforced dogmatism over bodies and 
minds, from poverty and ignorance, came apathy. 
Whatever the status of the island, Sicilians had always 
been a d ynamic, progressive people, at the forefront of 
civilization. Now these achievements belonged to the 
past. The present was grim, and the future held little 
hope of betterment. 

SARDINIA UNVEH ARAGON 
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Castcllo Aragollere. A 
castle built b!J the Artl
gons (/urillg tllCir mle 
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The other Aragoncse viceroyalty, Sardinia, was 
less affected by an equally long connection with Ara
gon and Spain, lasting until 1708. The rivalry between 
Pisa and Genoa for the mastery of the island ( and of 
Corsica ), had enabled Sardinians to maintain a good 
deal of autonomy ill the twelfth and thirteenth cen
turies under the giudici .. The popes had put forth 
claims over Sardinia and Corsica but had not been 
able to enforce them. In 1242, after the heiress to the 
two northern girulicotllre of Torres and Gallura mar
ried Frederick I r s illegitimate son Enzo, his father 
invested him with the title of king of Sardinia. It was 
an empty title as Enzo's rule was not enforced. Pisa's 
defeat at the hands of the Genoese left the island to 
the quarrelsome and weak giudiei. Claims over Sar
dinia and Corsica were put forth by James Ii of Ara
gon in 1296. Corsica remained under Genoese control, 
but a successful Aragonese expedition made good the 
claims of James J[ over Sardinia in 1323/ 24. Papal op
position went no further than written protests. Some 
of the giudici ( foremost those of Arborea 0 1' Oristano) 
kept some autonomy until the end of the fourteenth 
century. However, direct Aragonese control was-as 
had also happened with Byzan tines, with Arabs, and 
Pisa-Iimited to the coastal areas. Poverty and igno
rance were great but the Sardinians always kept high 
the pride of free men. 

ANCr:;VIN KINGS OF N APLES 

Naples remained independent longer than Sicily 
or Sardinia, but in the long nll1 fared no better. Ex
ternal affairs absorbed the attention of Charles U of 
Aniou and his ministers: the war with Aragon and 
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Sicily. the responsibilities as gua.rdian of the interests 
of the Guelph party in northern Italy, the guardianship 
over the interests of the pope, for whom the king tried 
to govern Rome and to whom he gave the city of 
Avignon in his county of Provence. Charles was also 
deeply involved in the intrigues Ior the succession in 
Hungary where the native dynasty died out in 1301 
and where finally, in 1308, after a period of chaos, the 
choice of the nobility in electing a king wen t to his 
grandson Charles Robert. The king of Naples was also 
responsible for the safeguarding of Angevin posses
sions in the western Balkans. Internally. the barons 
had a free hand and the cuitural and economic decline 
continued. There was a partial change for the better 
during the reign of Robert, Charles's second son. An 
erudite man of letters and accomplished writer him
self, Robert made Naples for a while the cultural capi
tal of Italy. He was much admiIed by the greatest 
Italian writers of his time, l'etrarch, Boccaccio, Villani. 
But literary excellence and patronage of the arts are 
no substitute for statesmanship. Efforts to curb the 
arrogant arbitrariness of the great barons failed. In
volvement in the affairs of northern Italy, as leader of 
the Guelpb party, had negative resuJts for the most 
part. However, Robert was able to check the terri
torial expansion of powerful ambitious Gh ibeUine 
families like the Visconti of Milan and the Della Scala 
of Verona, both bent on creating large regional mon
archies on the ruins of republican city-states (see 
Chapter 8). 

QUEEN JOANNA 

Robert died in 1343. The nearly forty-year reign 
of his granddaughter Joanna I was an unmitigated dis
aster. Sensual and voluble, egoistically concerned with 
the pursuit of her own pleasures, the queen let affairs 
of state slide. Of course, she was only sixteen when she 
succeeded her grandfather, and only nineteen when 
ber first husband, Andrew of Hungary, was assassi
nated. Three husbands and a series of lovers followed. 
For her favorites, the royal bed was the road to 
wealth Ilnd power. The barons had a free hanc\. The 
populace sank deeper and deeper into poverty. The 
Kingdom of Naples was no longer the foremost state 
of Italy, a position that had been maintained, in spite 
of the intemal decline, until the death of Robert. Am
bitious foreign princes began to regard the kingdom 
as a possible prey. Queen Joanna, who was child less, 
appointed as successor first a cousin, Charles, prince 
of D ura7-z0 in the Balkans (also a claimant to the 
H ungarian throne), then another cousin. Louis of 
Anjou, brother of the king of France. CivU war ensued 
between the two pretenders, each supported by a fac
tion of barons. The papal schism complicated the con
Oid; the legitimate pope and his supporters in Europe 
siding with one pretender, the anti-pope with the 
other. The Durazzo prince won in 1381. The queen 
was strangled to death in the spring of 1382 and 

Charles became king. He had all the maki ngs of a 
successful, ruthless tyrant, but was assassinated after 
a short reign when he went to Hungary to claim the 
throne. His two children, Il son and a daughter, reigned 
during the next half century, easily the lowest point in 
the fortunes of the independent Kingdom of Naples. 

JOANNA 11 

When Charles III died, his son Ladislas was a 
minor. A state of ana rchy lasted until he reached his 
majority in 1400 and seized the reins of government. 
Ladislas had several good qualities, but the pursuit of 
pleasure was his undoing. For a while, some order was 
reestablished ill the kingdom. Conditions in Italy were 
such that the formation of n united state under Ladis
las' rule did not seem an idle dream; but the king paid 
for his revels with an untimely death at the age of 
thirty-six. His older sister and successor Joanna U im
proved. if anything, on her aunt's record. Wbile the 
queen made love and feasted in the capital, disorder 
was rife in the provinces: each powel'ful baron acted 
as an independent sovereign, waging war on his neigh
bors, treating his subjects as serfs. Fearful of raids and 
unable to rely on tbe garrisons established by the 
centraJ government, inhabitants of tbe cities stayed 
close to city gates and manned the walls. 

Cbildless, like her aunt, Joanna II had to solve 
the succession problem. Pressured by Attendolo Sforza, 
the famous mercenary general, or conclottiero, to 
whom command of the troops had been entrusted. 
Queen J oauna adopted as successor her Angevin 
cousin Lou is. count of Provence. a close relative o( the 
king of France. But her current favorite, who was 
jealous of Sforza, collaborated with the other great 
coudottiero of the time Braccio da Montone (governor 
of Abruzzi, the northerTlmost prOvince of the realm) 
and induced the queen to change plans and to name 
as heir Alfonso V, the energetic und intelligent king of 
Aragon. Sicily, and Sardinia. Alfonso, then at war with 
Aragon's maritime rival in the western Mediterranean. 
the republic of Genoa, was leading an expedition to 
Corsica, a dependency of Genoa. There was no doubt 
that Naples was a more appetizing prize than Corsica. 
So the island was left to the Genocse, :lIld the Ara
gonese fleet crossed the Tyrrhenian Sea. War was 
fought for several years belween Louis and Alfonso
actually between the mercenaries of Sforza and those 
of Braccio. The two condottieri died in 142-4. one in an 
accident, the other of battle wounds. Helped by 
Sforza's capable SIlU Francesco {the future duke of 
Milan" Louis of Anjou won, and a few yea.rs of 
respite fo llowed for the unfortunate people of the 
Neapolitan Kingdom. The Angevin prince shared the 
government with Joanna. Louis died in 1434 while 
trying to subdue a baron in Calabria. When the queen 
died in 1435, war broke out again, this time benveen 
A1follso and Rene of Anjou, son of Louis. Alfonso won. 
His claim to the Kingdom of Naples was legitimized 
by Pope Eugenius IV in 1442. 
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LATER A8!\GONESE KINGS OF' NAPLES 

Recovery under Alfonso had been only a brief in
terlude. The dowllward trend started all over again 
and continued under the fou r subsequent rulers of the 
illegitimate branch of the house of Aragon, who 
reigned for forty-four years. Ferdinand was intelligent 
and unscrupulous. An able man, he nevertheless failed 
to solve the major problem of the kingdom-the 
barons' insubordination. He tried force to little avail; 
revenue was inadequate for maintaining the efficient 
military establishment needed for the struggle against 

.. .. Engraving of JoallnG 
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ALFONSO 01-' ARAGON 

Admiring litterateurs called Alfonso "the Mag
nanimous." He was undoubtedl" one of the best states
mell of his time. A lover of Hal>" a man of the Renais
sance, a patron of lettel's and the arts, Alfonso en
trusted the govemment of Aragon to his brother John 
and settled in Naples. '-Ie improved the administra
tion, particularly the judiciary; he was able to curb 
the barons to some degree; he reformed taxation; he 
stimulated the revival of intellectual activity. He was 
in the flfteenth century what Petrarch's friend, good 
King Robert of Anion, had been in the fourteenth. He 
did his best to maintain the balance of power among 
the major Italian states: his own kingdom, the Repuh
lics of Venice and Florence, the Duchy of Milan, the 
Papal States. As he had no legitimate children, on his 
death in 1458 Amgon, Sicily, and Sardinia went to his 
brother John ( the father of Ferdinand II of Aragon, 
whose marriage to Isabella of Castile led to the forma
tion of the Kingdom of Spain). Alfonso's illegitimate 
son Ferdinand [ became king of Naples. 

Medal (Icp;cting Alfonso V of 
Aragon, Sicil!l, and Sardinia . 
Nationnl Gallerv of Art, Wash
ington, D.C., S~muel H. Kress 
Collection 

Meclal depicting Ferdiuom/ I, 
King of Naples. National Cal· 
lery of Art, \Vashington, D.C. , 
Samuel 1-1 . Kress Collection 

Fleet of AltO/ISO in the Bay of Naples. Anonymous. SoprintendenZH Cal1erie, Naples 
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baronial lawlessness. Ferdinand cooperated with Fran· 
cesco Sforza and his descendants in Milan, and with 
Cosimo de' Medici and his descendants in Florence, 
to keep Italy nt peace. 

His successor was unable to resist an invasion by 
Charles VI11 of France who cl.timed the Kingdom of 
Naples as heir to the legitimate rights of the Angevins, 
and who had been invited to come to Italy by Ludovic 
Sforza, later the usurper duke of Milan. Naples fell to 
the French in 1495. The anti-French league formed 
by Pope Alexander VI , the HepubHc of Venice, the 
now frightened duke of ~Iilan , the kings of Spain and 
England, and the emperor, reestablished briefly the 
independence of the Neapolitan Kingdom. But the 
cnd was coming. 

In 1496 Ferdinand's younger son Frederick suc
ceeded to the throne. Frederick 1 was a good man, 
unfit to ru.le a state in a tumultuous age when, tragi
cally for all, brute force and thc military strength of a 
faction or a state counted morc than right. At the end 
of 1500, in Granada, a treaty was signed between 
Spain and France concerning the disposal of the King
dom of Naples. Ferdinand I I of Spain had money in 
the treasury and the best infantry in Europe. The de
feat of the Moslems had been followed by the d iscov
ery and first colonization of the Western Hemisphere. 
Louis XII of France, an abler man than his predeces
sor Charles VIII, had early in the year conquered the 
Duchy of MiJan, the wealthiest Italian state. It was 
agreed at Granada that the northern part of the King. 

In fllis cos/Ie, 011 October 1, 1481, ill Ihe room 
called Maiconsiglio (room of bod counsel), the 
unrolls of the killgdom feigned .wbmission 10 ..,'.,1'<: 
Ferdinand / 01 Aragon while Q!()(Iiling ajd from 
the Pope. Mig/ionico, Bosilicu/(I. EPA 

Charles Vill of FrO/ICC (IInder conopy). 
M. 801, f. 112v, The Pierpont ~Iorgan 
Library 

dom of Naples would go to the Frencb king and the 
southern PUlt to the Spanish (the dividing line ap· 
proximately folJowing the line separating Lombard 
and Byzantine possessions just before the Norman 
Conquest at the middle of the eleventh century). A 
French exped itionary force, led by the duke of Ne
mours, occupied Naples in 1501; a Spanish one, led 
by Gonsalvo of Cordoba ( the ablest Spanish general. 
known to Italians as 11 Cran Cllpita1!o), landed on the 
mainland from Sicily shol1:ly after. The populace did 
not care one way or another and greeted the in vaders, 
whoever they were, enthusiastically. King Frederick 
surrendered to the French, who treated him honor
ably. His son was taken prisoner by the Spaniards and 
spent the next 6fty yeal,"S of his life in enforced resi
dence in Spain. 

E.VD OF INDEPENDENCE 

Thieves rarely agree on the division of the spoils. 
The di vid ing line behvcen what should havp gone to 
the king of France and what to the king of Spain had 
not been clearly enongll drawn. 1n the snmmer of 
1502 the Frendl :llld the Spaniards were already bat
tling for possession of Foggia and its district. There 
were Italians fighting on each side, though preponder
antly for the Spanish king: the war fought between 
two imperialistic foreign powers for the control of the 
Kingdom of Naples was also a war fought among 
Italians. Early in 1503 there was a duel between thir
teen ltalians fighting for the Spaniards besieged ill 
Barletta, and thirteen Frenchmen. The duel was 
fought according to the rules of chivalry and the 
Italians won. The episode became famous , as demon. 
strating that Italians deserved better than to become 
subjects of foreign powers, also as shOWing that Itali 
ans contributed to the flnal defeat of the French wbo 
were then feared more than the Spaniards. Nemours 



was killed at the bloody battle of Cerignola (not far 
from Foggia ) in April 1503. and Consalvo entered 
Naples soon after. Defeated in December at the battle 
of the Carigliano River. the French abandoned the 
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kingdom, not to return until the eighteenth century. 
First Sardinia, then Sicily, now Naples, had become 
viceroya lties of Spanish kings. The independent king. 
doms of the South had ceased to exist. 

Siege of Barfella (February 13, 1503) by Massimo D'A;cglio. 
Gallerw Artc Modcrna, Turin. EPA 

.1Iedais c/epieting Con
~·alr.Jo de Cordoba, vic
torious Spanish captain 
at the bottles of Ceri
glloia ancl Gariglimw. 
National Callery of Art, 
Washington, D.C., Sam
uel H. Kress Collection 
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NORTHERN 
AND CENTRAL 
ITALY: FROM 
COMMUNES TO 
RENAISSANCE 
The Milanese comune - EmanciIXllion - Achieve
ments - Liberty and tetJsions - Tlnee plmses -
Northern alld central nary circa 1050 - Feudalism in 
rural areas - Savoys - Cities, the so urce of progress -
Pisu, Genoa, alld Venice - \Veakenillg of the central 
1JOwer - Communes and rheir orgonizMioll - Leg ,zono 
- independence 0/ the communes - Factionalism 
weakens democracy - Podesta - Signori - ViSCO/It; -
OilIer signori - Republicanism COlltinues - Florence -
Dissensions in Florence - Lore/!;:,o de' Medici - Hu
manism - Renaissance - Fifteentll-centllry regional 
states - COlldottieri - The five maior Italian powers
Italy at peace - Coming of the French ill 1494-
FOr11otio. 

TilE MILANESE cmlUNE 

AFTER the departure of tlle Byzantine exarch 
from Ravenna and the capture of Pavia by the Franh, 
Milan was again, as it had been in the third and 
fourth centuries, the most important city in northern 
Italy. In spite of the archbishop of Ravenna's rival 
claims, the archbishop of iMilan acted as ecclesiastical 
primate in the Kingdom of Italy. The energetic and 
ambitious Aribert, scion of a noble family, held the 
see of Milan during the reign of Conrad Il, the first 
emperor oE the Franconian dynasty. As had been cus· 
tomary since the reorgan ization of the administration 
of the Kingdom of Italy under Olto I and his immedi
ate successors, the archbishop held both spiritual and 
temporal power. In his vast archdiocese, which in· 
c1uded the twelve bishoprics of northwestern Italy, 

Pala:.:.o Prelori/), Trent. Originally the sellt 0/ tIle 
bishovs, them of th e commune, tile Podesta, the tribunal 
(1808-1881) and til(' military command. EPA 

Aribert acted as governor on behalf of the emperor. 
A quarrel between the archbishop and a faction 

of the nobility of tIle archdiocese led to a conflict with 
Conrad II and, after the latter's death in 1039, with 
his son and successor Henry 111. Milan being threat
ened by imperia l troops, the archbishop appealed to 
the commoners and organized II citizens' militia. To 
this militia he gave the carroccio, n clumsy ox-drawn 
cart covered with drapery, carrying the standard of 
the city and an nltar 01) which mass was to be cele
brated before battle. The carroccio became the symbol 
of the citizens' power, as opposed to the nobles'. After 
emperor and archbishop had settled their differences, 
lhe newly formed citizens' militia did not disband, but 
instead took up arms against the nobles who were 
weakened by dissensions between their higher Rnd 
lower ranks. This popular insurgency took place in 
1040. It was led by Lanzolle, about whom little is 
l:nown except that he had legal training and was a 
member of the judiciary. The position of the nobles 
soon became untenable, and they abandoned the city 
in 10.·n, carrying on intermittent warfare frOm the 
countryside. The fight between lower and upper or· 
ders, between the landowning privileged minority and 
the majority of commoncl'S who took pride in their 
newfound liberty, lasted three more years. It ended in 
1044 with an accord on the basis of which the city of 
~ Iilan ( including a vast territory between the Tieino 
and Adda rivers ) was to be governed jointly by com· 

119 
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moners and nobles. Matters of public interest would 
be discussed freely in an assembly called parliament 
(from -parla.re, to speak ) which would elect the city 
officials. 

Thus in Milan was born the comune, the local 
self-governing, baSically democratic community or
ganized originally by commoners of urban centers. 
There may have been comuni, or communes, as early 
as the tenth century in other cities, for instance in 
Genoa. With the example given by Milan, the com· 
mune was to be for two hundred years typical of cities 
and of all settlements ( even villages with only a few 
hundred inhabitants ) that could afford to build a 
fortified wall, iu what was then the Kingdom of Italy 
and in much of the Papal States. TIle medieval com
line, a genuine republican commonwealth, survives 
today in the few square miles and few thousand in
habitants of San Marino, an independent democratic 
republic. 

EMAl\'C1PATlON 

Popular self-government, the essence of the com
mune, was not a sudden innovation, As an idea, it had 
lived in the minds of ltalians aware of their Roman 
past. As a symbol, it had survived in Rome where "the 
people" were suppo.~ed to sanction the election of 

Palazzo della Rngiolle, the 
oldest of tIle Palazzi COIIIUIl
ali, AJI example of a tow" 
hall 0/ the twelfth celltury. 
Bergamo, EPA 

popes and emperors_ As a political structure, it had 
existed for varying periods of time in several cities of 
the Italian coast. But these were isolated instances. 
The Milanese event was important because from then 
on a powerful movement grew, involving most of Italy 
north of the state being created by the Hauteville 
brothers, The movement can be characterized in a 
single word: emancipation. 

At first, for hundreds of communities of all si7.~, 
there was emancipation from the oppressive clutches 
of native and foreign despotism; this meant political 
liberty, It was accompanied by economic liberty and 
led to power and wealth. Later, for hundreds of thou
sands of educated Italians, there was emancipation 
from the oppressive clutches of dogmatic authoritarian 
traditionalism; th is meant intellectual liberty and led 
to a magnificent Bowering of the activities of the 
mind. Slowly at .6rst, gaining impetus as generations 
went by, in the five hundred years between the middle 
of the eleventh century and the middle of the six
teenth, the Italian nation produced a new civilization 
which had its main centers in the larger cities of the 
North and Tuscany and minor centers everywhere, 
reaching into the most remote districts. The ltalian 
civilization of the later Middle Ages and the Renais+ 
sance stimulated inteUectual innovation among peo
ples, and created new institutions, in states beyond the 
Alps. It was thus the source of the many revolutions
religious, intellectual, political, economic-that trans
fanned European nations and continue to transform 
all mankind, 

.4CHIEVEMENTS 

The five centuries or so of this era are a fascinat
ing period which has been described in great historical 
classics: the history of the Italian republics by Sis
mondi, the histories of the Renaissance by Burckhardt 
and Symonds, the history of Rome during the Middle 
Ages by Gregorovius, are just a few. Energy seemed 
to overflow in all directions. There was vigorolls, al+ 
beit turbulent, progress. Instead of a few gleams in 
the dark there was bright daylight. Achievements were 
great and many. During that period the Italian nation, 
which had been overrun for centuries by barbarians 
and had itself descended to the level of the invaders, 
embodied the mind and conscience of an expanding 
Western world. 

Present-day Italians who have rediscovered the 
meaning of liberty are proud of ancestors who met in 
muddy town squares to organize their own govern+ 
mant, to elect their officials, to discuss their Jaws: of 
soldier-citizens who defied emperors, kings, and popes, 
were often defeated but ultima.tely asserted the inde+ 
pendence of their city-states; of imaginative and ven
turesome businessmen who created new enterprises, 
developed industry. invented banking, and expanded 
the frontiers of Western commerce; of intellectuals 
who formulated new ideas and sometimes died for 
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them; of artists who freed themselves from tradition
bound confomlity. 

It was a time when small Italian states, from the 
Lombard republics in 1176 and 1248 to the Venetian 
Republic early in the sixteenth century, exercised 
greater influellce than the large transalpine kingdoms 
and were able to chastise emperors and sultans on 
land and sea. It was a time when peace of mind or 
peace among men seemed a foolish dream; when 
periods of intense religiousness were fo llowed by peri. 
ods of unbelief and materialism; when the Italian na
tion produced original and powerful thinkers, from 
Amold of Brescia and Thomas Aquinas to j\'larsiJius 
of Padua and Machiavelli; when Italy produced the 
saintly e,'angelicai movements of the twelfth and thir· 
teenth centuries. the humanism of the fourteenth and 
fifteenth, and the astounding artistic flowering of the 
Renaissance; when Italian cities were the leading and 
most stimulating centers of intellectual life. Pisa, 
Bologna, and Palermo in the twelfth century. then 
Padua, Florence, Rome, Milan, Venice, and intermit
tently Naples were for Western culture what Paris, 
London, and New York have been in recent times. 
They were the centuries when ItaJy produced work· 
shops in which labored hundreds of thousands of 
craftsmen, journeymen, and apprentices organized in 
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efficient guilds; and when it created the large cor+ 
porations of ~H]an. Venice. Florence, and Genoa with 
branches not only everywhere in the Catholic com
monwealth but aJso in the Byzantine and Arab Near 
East. It is whell ltaly produced democratic republ.ics 
and absolute dictatorships as well as the Venetian 
oligarchy-which has been admired ever since by all 
who long for stability, and is a subject of study for all 
who scorn democracy but fear the arbitrary power of 
dictators. 

L..fBERn' .'\ND TENSIONS 

Progress took place in the midst of great, seem+ 
ingly unbearable, tensions. There was the political 
tension related to factionalism within the republican 
commwtities, to rivalries between city-states and, 
later, regional states, to invasions and threats of in'Ya
sian. There was very often, too, the inner tension of 
people freed from the control of institutionalized con
formity. trying to discard precooceived trnditionaJ 
ideas, to determine what is true and what is right 
according to their own consciences. The inner teosioll 
made for the greatness of writers nnd artists. From 
Dante to .\'lichelangcio, most poets and artists were 
tormented men. 
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Dynamism, progress, achievements, and also ten
sion and suffering sprang from a larger measure of 
individual liberty than had been enjoyed before or 
would be later. Whether political, economic, or in
tellectual, liberty-the privilege of a few ( not too few, 
fortunately). not the right of the many-was limited; 
in medieval and Renaissance Italy it was no more of a 
general phenomenon than it had been in the ancient 
world. Nevertheless, there was enough of it to make 
a radical difference, to give the Italian way of life its 
uniqueness. Liberty had not everywhere been wanted: 
in northern and central Italy, it was largely the out
come of the disruption of central authority caused by 
the clash between church and state, between papacy 
and empire, in the eleventh and twelfth centurieS. But 
there were also cases where liberty was consciously 
wanted and efforts were made to establish free com
munities of free citizens. In some communities liberty 
lasted two hundred vears or less, in others, even if 
with interruptions, four hundred or more. It was in 
these communities that the greatest progress was 
achieved. 

Liberty, accompanied by lawlessness and turmoil, 
produced considerable suffering. From the full use of 
creativity came variety. Liberty nurtured an environ· 
ment in whicll grew Florentine republicanism in Tus
cany and Viscol1tean absolutism in Lombardy; which 
produced quiet mountain monasteries and the seethe 
of continual warfare; the sublime saintliness of Francis 
of Assisi and the absolute cruelty of Ezzeuno da 
Romano; the charity of monks and nuns and the vio
lence of fact ion leaders; the intolerance of bigoted 

inquis itors and the tolerance of skeptical humanists, 
To this age belonged the Venetian Polo, who went 
cast to China, and the Cenoese Columbus who went 
west and failed to reach China; the Florentine Lorenzo 
de' Medici who treasured the good things of life and 
the Ferrarese Savonarola who despised them. The 
Italian scene of these centuries was full of contrasts. 
It was immensely varied and immensely rich. It was 
life being lived to its fullest. 

THREE PHASES 

By conventional reckon ing the era from the com
muna l revolution to the peak of the Renaissance in
cludes three phases. In the first, that of the c01l!llni, 
the tone was set by the self-governing republican city
states which in the eleventh and twelfth centuries 
ach ieved a large measure of democracy and inde
pendence, In the second phase, starting toward the 
middle of the thirteenth century, democratic republi
canism was replaced in most city-states by signorie
in a few cases authoritarian oligarchies, more often 
dictatorial lordships. This is when, especially from 
the 1330s on, the more powerful sigllorie absorbed 
minor ones, took advantage of dissensions in surviving 
democratic city-states to annex them, and brought 
lmder their (:ontrol the feudatories of the countryside. 
In this manner were created regional states. In the 
third phase, starting at the end of the fourteenth cen
tury, many lordships became hereditary prillcill(Jti. 
Not without a struggle (one that continued well into 
the sixteenth century) was political liberty lost. Tntel
lectual freedom remained, producing the humanism 
and Renaissance of the fourteenth, fifteenth, and first 
half of the sixteenth centuries, 

NORTHERN ;\ND CEN7·RAL ITALl' CI11CA 1050 

When the people of l\'lilan organized the citizens' 
comunc. battled the nobility, and deprived the arch· 
bishop of much of his power, the Kingdom of Italy in· 
cluded all northern Haly except for the Venetian lao 
goon and Alpine districts attached in the northwest to 
the Kingdom of Burgundy and in the north and north~ 
east to the Kingdom of Germany: it included Tuscany 
in centml Italy and a greatl>' weakened Duchy of 
Spoleto whose southern half (now the Abruzzi) would 
soon be incorporated in the newly established King
dom of Sicily. "It was a moot question to what extent 
the Papal States were independent or simply entrusted 
to papal administration on behalf of Henry Il l , Holy 
Roman Emperor and King of ltaly, second ruler of the 
Franconian dynasty. 111C authority of the popes was 
then effective only in Rome and parts o£ the surround· 
ing territory. In the northeast, independent from em
pire, kingdom, and papacy, was the Venetian Repub
lic, which in Italy did not extend much beyond the 
lagoon but had already acquired holdings in the 
Balkans. In the kingdom as in the Papal States, there 
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was a sharp distinction between rural communities 
dominated by feudal lords, and urban communities 
already in the throes of revolutionary changes. 

FEUDALISM IX HUR-\I .... ~\IlE .. \S 

Carolingian counts and marquesses of the King
dom of Italy had been provincial governors appointed 
by the central government. They had a good deal 
of autonomy, held considerable power, and belonged 
to a loos(' and inefficient bureaucrac),: still, they were 

officials carrying out ordcrs. Their successors made 
their functions and their titles hcreditary in the tenth 
century, and became lords exercis ing sovereign powers. 
The)' owncd directl)" or indirectly through vassals, the 
rural areas in which most of the population then lived. 
The great lords were in practice large landowners ex
ploiting the peasantry, legally exercising the right to 
levy taxes, to adm inister justice, to raise armed forces , 
and trying, more and more successfully as time went 
on and the power of kings and popes weakened, to 
exercise the remaining sovereign rights: to be the 
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source of all legislation, to wage war, and to control 
industry and trade through fees, licenses, find tariffs. 
Most of the great lords were by but some were ec
clesiastical : the bishops of Trent held temporal power 
over the Trentino (and kept it until the beginning of 
the nineteenth century); the patriarchs of Aquileia 
ruled tbe FriuH until 1421; the abbots of abbeys in 
Bobbio, Nonantola, Farfa, had vast stretches o( terri
tory within their jmisdiction. 

Among the feudal families that held considerable 
pOwer during tbe eleventh cen tury, or gained it Inter, 
the Attoni, marquesses of Tuscany, were in the fore
front. During the reigns of Henry II[ and Henry IV, 
when papacy and empire clashed. they played a 
dominant role on the side of the papacy, Their pos
sessions included most of Tuscany and also districts 
north of the Apennines as far as hlantua. The popes' 
claims to the inheritance of ~Iatilda, last of the family 
who died in 1115, was the source of further cotUliets 
between papacy and empire, and gave the Tuscan cit. 
ies a golden opportunity to assert their independence 
from unperiaJ and papal rule. ~Iuch of the countryside 
in western Liguria and in southern Piedmont was 
ruled by the Aleramids and related families. The 
mal'quesses of .Montferrat were the most powerful 
among them. They held splendid court in their castles. 
One of them, Boniface, became king of Thess:llonikn 
in the Balkans after the Fourth Crusade. When, in 
1305, the family became extinct, a cadet of the Byzall
tine Paleologi succeeded to the marquisate. The mal'
quesses of Saluzzo mled a small but strategic stat£' 
which fell into the hands of the king of France in tllc 
sixteenth century. The marquesses of Savona were de
feated in their attempt to curb the po\"'er of the Repub
lic of Genoa. The rural areas of western Emilia with 
parts of Liguria and northern Tuscany were ruled by 
the Obertcnghi, from whom sprang four main families: 
the Malaspina and Massa who preyed on travelers 
crossing the Apennines between the Ligurian Sea and 
the Po Valley, the Palavicini who exploited the peas
alltry between Parma and Piacenza. the Este who be
came lords of Ferrara, Modena, and other cities, 
founding a dynasty that lasted until 1803. 

SAVOl'S 

For several centuries less powerful than the 
Attoni Aleramids, and Obcrlenghi, the Savoys had the 
longest and most brilliant career, its climax the crown 
of thc united Italian state which they held from 1861 
to 1946. The Savoys were originally' French-speaking 
Burgundian nobles. HumbClt Biancamano ("of the 
white hands·'), apparently lord of Nyoll on the shores 
of the lake of Ceneva, having come out in favor of 
Emperor Conrad Il when he claimed the crown of the 
Kingdom of Burgundy. was rewarded \\;th the title of 
count and the domain of a Few western Alpine valleys. 
In 1Q.1S his son Oddo (Oddone or Otho ) married the 
Italian Adelaide :Manfrcdi, hei ress to the marquisate 
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of Turin and Susa. Hcgcut for severa l decades after 
her husband's death in 1060, Adelaide was the real 
founder of the fortunes of the house of Savoy, Loyal 
to the emperors whom they served repeatedly as 
imp<:rial vicars in Italy, in control of important Alpine 
paJ;ses, the Savoys extended their possessions on both 
sides of the Alps (more in the direction of France than 
in Italy until the sixteenth century). FoUl' who played 
inlportant roles were Thomas 1 to whom Emperor 
Frederick 11 cntrusted the government of the Kingdom 
of Italy when be went crusad ing: Peter II who ruled 
Geneva and Bern; Amadeus VI, T1 COllte Verde, who 
was mediator in the Peace of Turin between Cenoa 
and Venice; Amadeus Vlll, who ill 1416 received the 
title of duJ.:e oE Savoy from the Emperor Sigismund 
and for a few years claimed the papacy as Fclix v. 
Early in the fOUlteenlh ccntUl1' a Savoy claimed the 
principality of Acbaia in Grcece, 1n Italy the Savoys 
expanded eastward as far as Vercelli, annexed in 142$, 
and southward as far as the 1.Icditerranean when in 
1388 the city-state of Nice, Cenoa's rival, put itself 
under their protection. In 1500 the duchy of Savoy in 
Italy included more than htllf of today's l)iedmollt, 
and the Val d'Aosta. 

Ll Lombardy, both the Della Torre and Visconti 
ruled Milan and its vast territory. the former in the 
thirteenth century and the latter until the family died 
out in 1447, Able warriors and skilled administrators, 
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the Gon zaga ix."Came marquesscs and later dukes o! 
Mantua. In Venetia in the thirtecnth and fourteenth 
centuries the Oa Homano, Della Scala, Camino, Car
rara built their own monarchical states, later absorbed 
by the Republic of Venice. South of the Po, the Da 
Polenta are remembered chieHy because Guido No
vello gavc hospitality to Dante ill Havcnna during his 
long cxile; the Malatesta of Bimini firc remembered 
for their bravery, their crimes, and their licentiousness; 
the Pcpoli and Bentivoglio for their rule in Bologna; 
the J\'lontefcltro fOl" having made Urbino a major 
artistic and literary center. In Tuscany no feudal 
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family was able to hold its own in the long run against 
the republican city·states, not the Guidi, the Alberti, 
the Aldobrandini, the Ubelti, the Tarlati, the DeUa 
Gherardesca; their castles were destroyed and their 
property confiscated. In Latium instead, in the elev
enth and twelfth century the counts of Tuscola and 
the F rangipani acted as independent or semi-inde
pendent rulers; also the Pierleoni, the Jewish family 
that became converted to Catholicism in the eleventh 
century, to which belonged the cardinal and antipope 
Anacletus 11; later, carving their own states werc the 
families mentioned in Chapter 6, each of which sup
plied the church with cardinals and, in some cases, 
one or morc popes. 

CITIES, THE SOURCE OF PROGRESS 

Already during the second half of the eleventh 
century, uot feudal lords but the cities set the pace in 
the Kingdom of Italy and the Papal States. They were 
small (usually with only a few thousand inhabitants, 
here and there a few tens of thousands ), containing 
only a minority of the population. However, they were 
numerous, more so than in any other European or 
Near Eastem country. Feudalism was incapable of 
dealing with them. The most important lords took 
their titles from cities, but preferred to live in their 
castles in the country where they could act as absolute 
despots with the peasantry totally at their mercy. In 
the cities lived bishops and archbishops, whose pres
tige was great and who took precedence over city 
officials, The emperors and kings of the Saxon dynasty 
tried to fuse spiritual and temporal power, entrusting 
to bishops and archbishops the functions of counts, 
marquesses, and dukes. It was a temporary expedient 
which gave poor results. Prestige is one thing, power 
another: the temporal autllOrity of prelates, negligible 
in the countryside, remained weak even within city 
walls, 

Most Italian cities were of Roman or even pre
Roman origin. They had declined steadily for cen
turies, Many had been abandoned, and their mins are 
now buried under the dust of centuries. The others 
always retained something of the administrative struc
ture c)'eated by the Romans. When left on their own, 
as happened more and more often after the collapse of 
Carolingian rule, it was natural for the more respon
sible citizens to take the conduct of city affairs in their 
hands. With a relatively large and dynamic business 
community engaged in maritime trade, coastal cities 
were in the forefront of the movement toward self
government, not only as emancipation from outside 
control but also as internal liberty. As noted in Chap
ter 5, Venice, AmaLfi, Naples, and other coastal cities 
in areas ruled by the emperors of Constantinople 
achieved self-government at the time of the religious
political crisis that shook the Byzantine Empire early 
ill the eighth century. There were similar develop
ments in some of the few coastal cities of the Kingdom 
of Italy when the Carolingian Empire collapsed at the 
end of the ninth century. Of these, Pisa and Cenoa 
were the most important, but there were others: Nice, 
Ancona, Savona, 

PISA, GENOA, AND VEN ICE 

After the destruction of LUlli by the Vikings at 
the middle of the ninth century, Pisa was the leading 
coastal city of Tuscany. Whoever walks the streets of 
Pisa today and admires the lovely cathedral buil t in 
the eleventh century finds it difficult to imagine what 
Pisa was like then, when its population was consider
ably larger ( possibly reaching 200,000 late in the 
twelfth century), and when it possessed a busy harbor. 
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For nearly three hundred years, from the time when 
Pisa took the offensive against the Saracens early in 
the eleventh century, until its defeat by the Genoese 
at ~I'!cloria in 1284, it was the main maritime power in 
the western Mediterranean. T mdition has it that self. 
government was already established in 888. Counts 
and bishops, deprived of the support of a central au
thority which no longer functioned, being unable to 
control the city, Pisa became de facto an independent 
republic. Pisans helped the Genoese to withstand the 
attacks of Saracel~s who had occupied part of the coasl 
of Provence. (Tradition also attributed to a woman 
Cinzica de' Sismondi, a major role in Pisa's successful 
defense against ivIoslem raiders in 1004 or 1005. ) As 
already noted, Pisans and Genoese jointl}' expelled 
the Saracens from Sardinia and Corsica, completing the 
liberation of the two islands by 1052. In 1034, the 
Pisans had attacked the Arab stronghold of Bona in 
North Africa. They helped the Normans of Apulia to 
capture Sicily. They attacked Tunis in 1087. in 1113-
1115 they freed the Catholic population of Majorca 
and the minor Balearic Islands from centuries-old 
Moslem rule, a feat celebrated in the Liver Maiolichi. 
11115 de Gestis Pis(1llonlm. The ])isans, who also attacked 
and partially destroyed Amalfi in 1133, contributed a 
large number of sbips to the First and Second Crusades 
and prevented the Moslems from occupying the whole 
coast of the Holy Land after the fall of Jerusalem in 
118i. Hivalries between Pisa and Genoa in the thir
teenth century, concerning the control of Sardinia and 
Corsica, exhausted Pisa. While Pisa's fortunes declined 
steadily after the defeat of 1284, those of Genoa on 
sea and of Florence on land rose. Corsica became 
definitely Genoese and shortly afterward Sardinia 

fell under the rule of the kings of Aragon. The trading 
posts in the eastern Mediterranean were lost. Trusting 
in the common fallacy that dictatorial rule solves 
problems, Pisans experimented in the fourteenth cen
tury with several signorie. whose rule only served to 
speed the decline. 1n 1409 the stronger republic of 
Florence deprived Pisa of the independence it had 
enjoyed for five centuries. A revolt brought indepen
dence again for a brief period ( 1496-1509 ). 

Although protected on land by impassable moun
tains, Genoa was exposed to attacks from the sea. 
Saracen pirates captured and looted the city around 
936. After that attack the Cenoese relied 011 their 
ships tlS the main line of defense. The successful Pisan 
offensive against the Saracens in the eleventh century 
gave security to Genoa, which consolidated its control 
over most of lhe smaller communities of the Ligurian 
coast and curbed the feudal lords of the hinterland. 
The commercial expallSion of Genotl reached its ze
nith when Genoese businessmen, seamen, and mercen· 
aries in 1261 helped the Greek Paleologi to capture 
Constantinople and to restore the Byzantine Empire. 
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Aegean islands and most of Crimea and the districts 
,lround the Sen of Azov became Genoese possessions. 
The Gattilusio, Zaccaria, dell' Orto, Giustinianl were 
among the families and groups of families to whom, as 
feudatories , was entrusted the administration of over
seas dependencies. Genoese trading posts dotted the 
ports of the eastern Mediterranean. Cenoese traders 
went eastward to India and China. Gelloese sailors 
ventured on the Atlantic centuries before Columbus. 
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Genoese bankers nn.mced the rulers of Catholic Ibe
rian kingdoms. Victorious over Pisa, the Genoese h'ied 
in the fourteenth century to eliminate the competition 
of the Venetians. But they suffered a crushing defeat 
at Chioggia in 1381 when they attacked Venice in 
her own redoubt, the lagoon. Though reduced to 
second rank as a Mediterranean maritime power, Gen
oa did not decline as Pisu had done. III spite of internal 
factionalism which several times provided kings of 
France and dukes of Milan with the opportunity to 
bring the republic within their sphere of influence, 
Genoa flourished economically and played an im
portant role in Italian affairs in the fifteenth century. 
The. revolution of 1528 havi ng put in power the pro
Spanish party led by Admiral Doria, Genoa gave Spain 
a strong naval force against the Turks fo r the rest of 
the sixteenth century. i ndependence lasted until 1805. 

From the eighth century on, subject neither to 
Eastern nor Western emperors, neither to popes nor 
kings, Venice pursued its unique path. The democracy 
of the early Middle Ages was gradually transfOlmed 
into an oligarchy by limiting political rights to mem
bers of the business community. The transfonnatiOI1 
became final in 1297 when a coup d'etat fonnally 
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established a narrow closed oligarchy. Led wisely by 
its merchant class, Venice prospered. Its fleet and 
merchant navy became the largest in the 1\'ledi terra
nean ( nearly nve hundred Venetian ships t ransported 
the knights of the Fowt h Crusade and their retinues 
to Constantinople in 1204). From the eleventh to the 
end of the fourteenth century, territorial expansion 
was mainly in the Balkans and the eastern Mediter
ranean. After the establishment of the Latin Empi re 
in Constantinople in 1204, Venetian business families 
( Daodolo, Ghisi, Foscolo, Venieri, Viari, Barozzi, and 
others) established lordships on islands in the Aegean 
Sea. One of them, the Duchy of Naxos held first by 
the Crispo and latcr by the Sanudo, lasted until 1566. 
Of the two larger islands in the eastem Mediterranean, 
Crete became Venetian in 1204, Cyprus in 1480. Ex
cept for the annexation of Treviso in 1339, not untiJ 
early ill the fifteenth century did the Venetian oli
garchy become interested in expallsion on the Italian 
mainland. Between 1404 and 1428 aJl of Venetia, most 
of Friuli, and one-third of Lombardy had become 
Venetian territory; possessions in Romagna and Apu
lia were added shortly after. In terms of power and 
wealth, the republic was a leading Italian state, 
strong enough to check the ambitions of H.'lbsburg 
emperors and any Turkish expansion beyond the 
Balkans. Except for the possessions south of the Po, 
the republic kept its fifteenth-century borders until the 
loss of independence at the hands of the French ill 
1797. 

WJo;AK/~NING OF TI/E CEl\"Tlv \L POWER 

Early in the eleventh century, l'isa and Genoa in 
the Kingdom of ltaly, and Venice outside it, provided 
evidence that self-government brought advancement. 
The path followed by Pisans, Genoese, and Venetians, 
Ql'Ce it was blazed by Milan, became in the few dec
ades after the middle of the eleventh century the 
path of hundreds of cities and townships. The po'litical 
structure of the Kingdom of Italy and of the Papal 
States had been ,\ loose one for generations. It was 
completely disrupted in the twelfth century. The dis
ruption had its immediate cause in the Gregorian re
form of the papacy, which led to a violent clash 
between churcll and empire. It had its original, more 
remote, source in the dualism between secular and 
ecclesiastical authority that had existed since the 
collapse of the Roman Empire in the West. For cell
turies both had been ineffectual more often than not, 
and because of this the frequent clashes had been 
fa irly unimportant. Now there was a l'ew si tuation: 
first the empire, then the church, had been reorganized 
and strengthened. The clashes were correspond ingl)' 
more violent. III terms of the times, the conflict be
tween empire and papacy was a civil war, in 1taly as 
well as outside. It ended the fic tion of the un ited 
European Catholic commonwealth created b)' Charle
magne. 
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The conAict also meant governmental paralysis in 
the Kingdom of Italy. There were excommunications 
of emperors and depositions of popes. Who would owe 
allegiance to lUl excommunicated empcror·king or to a 
deposed pope? As representatives of imperial and 
papal authority, lords and bishops saw their influence 
declining. If they could raise an armed force they 
could govern in their own right. But in the many cities 
over which local representatives of the central author. 
it~, were unable to enforce their rule, people cou ld act 
on their own: they were freel Citizcns assl1med reo 
sponsibility for the business of government. Instead of 
looking for a leader or a dictator, they organized as· 
semblies whose membership consisted of all who took 
the oath of loyalty to the comune, the embodiment of 
the common will aimed at the common good. The 
members of the executive, the bOlli homiues, were 
elected. In time the assembly became the Grand 
Council; the bOlli (/onlilles formed a more restricted 
Minor CounciJ which worked in close cooperation 
with elected consuls, heads of the executive. All this 
meant the establishment of republics, as the term had 
been understood ill ancient Rome, in city after city. 
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From the Alps to Rome, it was the age of the comlmi. 
This development was favored not only by the 

continuing feud between empire and papacy, but 
also by wars of succession in Germany which further 
weakened the position of emperor-kings, and by re
ligious schism which further weakened the position of 
popes. Until welJ into the fourteenth century, rivalries 
were focused on the conflict between Ghibellines and 
Guelphs, each a coalition embracing a variety of 
tendencies, interests, and aspirations. Most feudal 
lords were Gbibellines, but not all, not for instance 
Ugolino della Gherardesca, who ruled Pisa briefly and 
was left to die of hunger in 1288. Most, but not all, 
prelates were Guelphs, not for instance Archbishop 
OUone Visconti, ruler of Milan from 1277 to 1295. In 
each republican city-state (with the notable exception 
of Venice) there were Ghibelline and Guelph factions. 
The Ghibellines had the upper hand most of the 
time in Pavia, Ravenna, Como, Asti, Lucca; the 
Cuelphs in J\ofilan before the advent of the Visconti, in 
Brescia, Bologna, Florence. As long as they ruled the 
Kingdom of Sicily, the Hohenstaufen were considered 
leaders of the Chibclline party in Italy. The first three 
Anious who reigned in Naples were leaders of the 
Guelph party. 

LECNANO 

Germany's greatest hero in the twelfth century, 
the Hohenstaufen Frederick r Barbarossa, wanted 
more than anything else to reassert imperial authority 

Frederick I Barbarossa. EPA 

in the Kingdom of Italy. Six times he led powerful 
expeditions south of the Alps. Before an assembly of 
feudatories and of representatives of cities held in 
RoucagHa near Piacenza in 1158. Frederick issued a 
decree forbidding cities and feudatories to exercise 
sovereign rights, specifically forbidding the cities to 
elect their consuls. These had to be replaced as chief 
municipal executives by imperial podesta.. Several 
cities rebelled, among them Milan and Crema. They 
were destroyed in 1162. Frederick also occupied Rome. 
His troops repeatedly attacked Ancoua (on one occa· 
sion saved, according to tradition, by the bravery of 
a woman, Stamira). With the undeclared support of 
Venice, au anti-imperial league was formed in 1164, 
including most cities of the Venetian mainland. Stimu
lated by Pope Alexander III, whose election in 1159 
had not been recognized by the emperor, another 
league was formed in 1167 in Pontida near Bergamo, 
including Bergamo, Brescia, Cremona, Mantua, Fer
rara. The POlltida League helped to rebuild Milan in 
1168 and to found Alessandria, Guelph bulwark 
against the emperor's powerful SUPPOIters in Piedmont. 
The two leagues combined ill the Lombard League, 
which SOOll included the majority of cities in the 
North. even several who during the periods of imperial 
ineffectiveness had usually sided with the emperors. 
On l\'lay 29, 1176, the sold ier-citizens of the cities of 
the Lombard League inflicted a severe defeat on the 
emperor's army at Legnano, north of Milan. 

INDEPENDENCE OF THE COMMUNES 

Having reached an agreement with Pope Alex
ander, which ended the papal schism and abolished 
the COlllllne established in Rome in 1143, Frederick 
signed the Peace of Constance with the Lombard 
League in 1183. The peace treaty recognized the right 
of the Italian cities to govem themselves, to elect their 
consuls, to raise troops, to levy taxes, and to form 
alliances. The emperor still called himself king of Italy, 
but the kingdom created six centuries earlier hy the 
Lombarcls was not even the shadow of what it had 
been before Frederick's accession to the throne. It 
had ceased to exist. 

Local republicanism had triumphed. Energies 
wt!re freed, and progress, in all fields of endeavor, 
became increasingly rapid. Independence did not 
mean peace, however, either externally or within the 
COlnllne. Boundaries were often uncertain and comuni 
wel·e at odds with each other for the control of a few 
fields, a village, a bridge. There were jealousies, rival
ries, and confficting ambitions. The more powerful 
com.llni tried to expand at the expense of weaker ones. 
Feudatories in the rural areas greedily and threaten
ingly eyed the fast-growing wealth of communities in 
which-in spite of intemal tensions-industrial and 
commercial activities expanded. Armed conHicts be
tween cities, or between cities and feudatories, though 
usually on a smaU scale, were incessant. 
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Fi\C7'/ONALlSM WEAKENS DEMOCliACl' 

Frederick's announcement ill 1158 that be, or his 
representative, the imperial vicar, would appoint po· 
desta, had been a novelty, but the official and his 
position as chief executive of the city already existed. 
Gradually, from the middle of the twelfth century on, 
the consular commune was becoming the CQmune 
podestarife. In the wake of political liberty had come 
factionalism and tensions. Peaceful coexistence within 
the state between citizens with different interests and 
aspirations, with different educational and economic 
standards, was as difficult to achieve in a medieval 
Italian city·statc as it is in North AtJantic democracies 
in the twentieth century. 

The commoners had been united first against the 
nobles, then against the emperor and king, and, in the 
Papal States, against the pope. Self·govemment having 
been achieved, there arose divisions rooted in eco· 
nomic inequality. Industry and trade provided bur
ghers with a living. Heviving institutions that had ex
isted in Roman times, citizens who were engaged in the 
same branch of economic activity joined hands to 
form corporations and guilds. l nslead of the twentieth· 
century conBid between capital and labor, there was 
conBict between different corporations, each including 
employers (the master craftsmen ) and employees 
(journeymen and npprentices ). Some corporations 
were wealthier than others. 'vVeavel's, for instance, had 
incomes considerably larger than ca.rpenters or smiths, 
money changers ( later bankers) were better off than 
druggists. Members of the wealthier corporations 
aimed at monopolizing political power; members of 
tJle poorer olles reSisted the monopoly and even tried 
to establish their own. 

PODESTA 

As usual in democracies, elections we.re a source 
of friction. To eliminate the friction, one faction or 

Til e podesta (mayor) of Genoa des/raying /lIe lrouse of a 
rebellious citizlm. Min/lltrlfo from a codex Annali Cenovesi 
IJlj Coffaro. BibHotheque Nationnle. Paris 
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another of the citizens, somctimes the overwhelming 
majority, decided to replace the elected consuls with 
appointed J]odesM. To avoid partisanship, the podesta 
was chosen from citizens of another, possibly distant. 
city, or from rural nobles whose interests were agri
cultural and who were little concerned with the rival
ries between the industrial, commercial, and profes
sional groups into which the urban commoners were 
divided. To make discussions mare manageable, and 
in view of the rapid increase in the population of 
many cities, Grand Councils were often limited in size 
or superseded by smaller councils. 

SIGNORI 

The passage from the consultlr to the IJodestarile 
commune meant a limitation of democracy at the level 
of the executive, but power to formulate· policies and 
to make decisions was still in the hands of the citizens. 
Rowever, the podestarile reform was oot always er. 
fecti,'e. Tensions continued not onlv between wealthier 
and poorer corporations, but also ·between those who 

Giovanni Eno, podesta 
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lived. within tile city walls and enjoyed political rights 
and the growing number of inhabitants of suburbs out
side the walls who did not enjoy such rights; also be
tween Cuelphs and Ghibellines and. in several Lombard 
cities, Catholic and nOll-Catholic Christians. Often the 
spirit of compromise was not strong enough to pre
ven t dissension rrom degenerating into violence. Tem
porary dictatorship seemed to he the solution to 
coufijcts, the idea being that once order had been reo 
established and factionalism subsided, there Could be 
a return to free institutions. But dictatorships tend to 
become permanent. In Italian medieval city-states, the 
dictator was called signore. When sig11Ori, particularly 
in the fourteenth century. became strong enough to 
transfer power to their sons, nephews, or to other 
close relatives, and their usurpation was legitimized 
through titles granted by the emperors or the popes, 
the signoria became the principato. 

VISCONTI 

Milan had retained throughout the period of com
munal liberty-consular and IJodestarile-its place as 
premier city in the territory included in the Kingdom 
of Italy and the Papal States. It was first in population, 
wealth, and armed forces. Its territory was relatively 
large and well cultivated. Until the thirteenth century, 
;Milan possessed more industry than anv other Italian 
(01' European) city. CommU1;al libelty lasted nearly 
two hundred rearS. In 1237 the ~ I ilanese Guelph 
majority, frightened by the victory Frederick 11 had 
won at Cortenova over the second Lombard League 
which had been reorganized in 1224, asked Pagano 
della Torre (a Guelph feudal lord sympathetic to the 
commoners) to take over the government of the city. 
The Della Torre, several of them able administrators, 
governed for forty years, during whicl1 time Milan 
formally kept its republican institutions. In 1277 the 
ChibeHine party. led by Art:hbishop Ottone Visconti, 
gained the upper hand. The archbisbop was succeeded 
after a short interval by his nephew Matteo. Republi
c~n institutions, by now totally meaningless, were 
dlscal'ded. Usi ng (he economic strength of the :-'Hln
oese community foJ' the dc\'(:lopment of a large and 
efficient armed fo rce. ;"Iatteo's successors-cruel and 
treacherous but at the snme time intelligent and cap
able-brought all the ciHes of Lombard,. and man\" 
beyond under their rule between 1331 and'1402. Whe~. 
in 1395, Emperor WenCl'slns granted the Utle of duke 
of Milan to Gian Galeazzo Visconti. the Viscon tcan 
state, then the wealthiest in Europe, ' included ha lf of 
the Italian orth and the tenitol'ies of several citv
states in Tuscany and Umbria. If Gian Caleazz~, 
ruthless. ambitious, and enterprising, had not died 
of the plague in 1402, he might have reunited most 
of the fonner Kingdom of Italy. This at least was the 
opinion of his frightened opponents, among them the 
Hepuhlics of Venic~ and Florence. 

OTHER SIGNOHl 

Milan bad not been the first city to surrender its 
liberty to a si~nore . In 1227, Ezzelino da Romano. a 
notoriously cruel Ghibelline lender , had expelled the 
Guelphs from Verona and made himself signol'e. He 
helped his brother Alberic to do likewise in Vicenzn. 
During the second llalf of the thirteenth centu ry the 
Da Homano were replaced by the Della Scala who 
ruled much of the Venetian mainland unt il they were 
defeated by Gian Galeazzo Visconti in 1387. The best 
known of the Della Scala was Cangrande, a &iend of 
Dante and an able statesman. The Carrara made them
selves signori of Padua. The strategicall y situated city 
of Mantua found tranquillity under the Gonzaga, who 
were to rule it as sigllOti, marquesses, aud dukes. until 
1708. At the turn of the fourteenth century, when 
conflicts in Rome forced the popes to find shelter in 
Avignon, signorie replaced republican self-government 
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in most cities of the Papal State~. Titles of dukes legi t
imized the rule of the signori of Ferrara, of Urbina, of 
Camerino. Other signori were appOinted papal vicars 
(or representatives) of the cities they ruled. 

REPUBLICANISM CONTIN UES 

Not every city-state lost its internal liberty to a 
dictator. The outstanding example was Venice, whose 
merchant oligarchy was repressive but never went to 
the extremes of dictatorial absolutism. Twice, prom
inent citizens (a Faliero in the fourteenth century, a 
Foscari in the fifteenth ) conspired to es tablish a dicta
torial sigrloria, but failed (as the intrigues of foreign 
rulers, from the signori of ! ... Iilan in the fourteenth 
century to the kings of Spain in the seventeenth, failed 

Piazza Grande, Arezzo. leI 

to cause internal revolutions ). The Cenoese several 
times put themselves under the protection of foreign 
monarchs and always expelled them in the end. Siena, 
independent until 1555, and Lucca, independent as a 
republic until 1805, had only intermittent periods of 
rule by sigllori. In Florence. the erosion of republican 
liberties was a slow process that met with strong 
opposition. All in all, the seed of liberty planted in 
the eleventh century had taken root and was difficult 
to destroy : Romans reestablished thcir republic brieRy 
in 1347-1348 and in 1352-1354 with Cola di Rienzo, 
and tricd again with Poreari in 1447; the Milanese Re
public revived in 1447-1450, the Florentine as late 
as 1527-1530. 

Under the signori and powerful dukes, Milan was 
strong economically and militarily, but no longer 
occupied the exclusive leading position it had held 
during the communal period. There was Venice. There 
was also Florence, which became the leading cultural 
Italian community in the thhteenth century, and held 
that position until the final obliteration of republican
ism in 1530. 

FLOREl\'CE 

In Tuscany, early in the thirteenth centur}', Pha 
and Siena both had larger populations, vaster terri
tory, greater wealth, and stronger armed forces than 
Florence. Other important Tuscan city-states, all of 
them with republican institutions, were Arezzo, Cor
tona, Lucca, Pistoia, Volterra. There were also several 
minor ones. In Florence, particularly after 1215, 
internal tensions were accompanied by greater dyna
mism. Population increased. Industry and trade ex
panded. Clashes with Apennine feudatories and with 
neighboring eity-states ended in victory. The defeat of 
Pisa at the hands of the Genoese helped Florence, as 
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did the defeat of King :Manfred of Sicily at the hands 
of Charles of Anjou. In the conflict between popes and 
emperors, Florentines sided with the popes while their 
Tuscan neighbors usually supported the emperors. 

For two and a half centuries, aside from expand
ing territorially and surpassing in sheer wealth aU 
other Italian states with the exception of Venice and 
Milan, Florence was in the forefront of progress. There 
were magnificent artistic achievements and astounding 
intellectual liveliness. The Florentine community
about two hundred thousand people in the city and its 
district at the end of the thirteenth century, about 
half n million in the fifteenth-produced more remark
able men than any other national or regional com
munity during a comparable length of time, with the 
exceptioll of ancient Athens. Historians dwell at 
length on the internal quarrels and external conflicts 
that plagued Florence when she was at her height, 
but they were far from being the whole story. In spite 
of turmoil and wars there was liberty; there was suffi-

dent order to guarantee producers the fruits of their 
labor; there was the freedom of expression without 
which man's creativeness dries up. There was an 
element of risk, of course, in expressing a new idea: 
Dante spent twenty years of his life in exile; Savon
arola was hanged. Even so, there was not the deadly 
conformity enforced in authoritarian societies. 

D1SSENSlQNS IN FLORENCE 

As elsewbere in the hvclfth century, commoners 
had freed themselves from the authority of local nobJes 
and of the central government. In 1215, when only 
fifteen thousand people lived within the city walls, 
factionalism began to acquire violent overtones. The 
conflict between Ghibellines and Guelphs was suc
ceeded by conflict between Guelph factions, and, in 
the fourteenth century, by couBicts between economic 
groups organized in guilds. In the constitution of 
1293, which excluded nobles from exercising political 
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rights, power was entrusted to a cow1cil fonned by 
the representatives of seven major and five lesser 
corporations or guilds. An official called gonfa/olliere 
acted as head of state. An American parallel can be 
used for Florentine politics after 1293: Tbe Papoio 
G/'(/$SO was the Hepublican party, supported mainly 
by the well-to-do. 111e Popaio MinI/to resembled the 
Democratic party; its members were the underpriv
ileged desirous of achieving equality with the Papolo 
Grasso. As in America wday, there was a radical friuge. 
When the bm'den of conflicts aggravated tension be
tween the two major parties, the Angevin kings of 
Naples-leaders of Italian Guelphs-were asked to 
take over the government of the city. This happened 
tbree times during the first halI of the fourteenth cen
tury. In 1378 the radical minority agitated; political 
and economic concessions to the poor ended the riot
ing. For half a century after that episode the Repub
lican party, ably led by the Albizzi family, dominated 
Florentine political life. A wave of unrest, caused by 
an unsuccessful war against Lucca and the threat of 
Visconteall advance in Tuscany, resulted in victory for 
the Democratic party led by the wealthy banker 
Cosimo de' Medici, in 1434. Cosimo governed the 
city and its territory firmly and wisely for thirty years. 
The citizens were hardly aware that their republic 
was becoming increasingly monarchical. When Cosimo 
took over, the Florentine state included all of Tuscany 
(except the republics of Siena and Lucca, and the two 
small lordships of Piombino and Massa) and parts of 
Romagna. 

LORENZO DE' MEDICI 

Cosimo's policies were continued b}, his grandson 
Lorenzo the Magnificent, still alive today in the minds 
of educated Italians and of all interested in the cul
tUre of the Renaissance. A first-rate intellectual, a 
superior statesman, an able businessman, and a gen
erous patron of the arts, Lorenzo de' Medici gave his 
!lame to the age in which he lived. 

Cosimo dc'Mec/lci by 
BenlJl!lluto Cellilli. 
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The philosopher Marsilio F'icino, the erudite and 
elegant humanist Pico della l'.'lirandola, and the poet 
Poliziano were three of the remarkable intellectuals 
befriended by LOrenzo de' Medici. Born in the Flor
entine commonwealth, or descended from Florentine 
families, were Leon Battista Alberti who died soon 
after Lorenzo and his brother Giuliano began govern
ing Florence, Leonardo da Vinci who was then a 
young man, Michelangelo Buonarroti who was born 
shortly after: three geni uses whose interests were 
universal. 

The dvnamism of writers and artists who formed 
Lorenzo's 'circle in Florence stimulated intellectual 
activities elsewhcre in Italy (and also beyond the 
Alps ); the leveJ they achieved became the goal at 
which others aimed. These were the years when Pulci 
and Boiardo wrote their poems; when Leta, Pontano, 
and Sannazaro led circles of humanist men of letters 
in Rome and Naples; when some of the greatest archi
tects, sculptors, and painters of nil time lived: Bra
mante, Sangallo, Da Maiano, Laurana; Verrocchio, 
Pollaiuolo, Della Robbia; Botticelli, Lippi, Ghirlan
daio, Mantegna, Perugino. They were the forma tive 
years for Machiavelli and Guicciardini, political sci
entists and historians; for the poet Ariosto; for Bembo 
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and Castiglione who wrote both poetry and prose; for 
the artists Sansovino, Haphael, Correggio, Giorgione, 
Titian. The mathematician, astronomer, and geogra
pher Toscanelli studied the stars and, probably in 
1-174. wrote a letter to a friend in which he stated that 
the shortest way to India was not tllong the African 
coasts bnt westward across the ocean. The first en
gineer to have bis works published was Biringuccio, 
bom in Sicna in 1460. Impetus was given to scientific 
thought and research b y the publication of the works 
of PUn}' on natural history, of Varro on agricu lture, of 
Tolomeus on geography, of Celsus on medicine, of 
Euclid 011 mathematics, of Vitruvius ou architecture. 
Students and scholars from abroad found in Italian 
teachers and friends, in the universities of Padua, 
Bologna, Pisa, in newly established libraries, the stim~ 
ulus to their inteUectual activitics. 

(IUMANlS,\! 

The long list of writers and artists of this astound
ing era is evidence of the great Italian intellectual 
revival centered in Florencc, which reached its climax 
at the end of the fifteenth century and has been known 
ever since as the Renaissance. The revival acquired 
impetus in the fourteenth century and continued 
vigorously well into the sixteenth . It amounted to a 
major cnltural explosion. There had been great intel. 
lectual and rlItistic achievements in the late Middle 
Ages, as attested by the writings of Thomas Aquinas 
and Dante and by the works of architects, scuJptors, 
and painters. With tbe revival, diffusion and jllnOVa
tion were added. Those who exploited to the utmost 
their thinking powers, thcir imaginations, their innate 
creath'ity, were no longer isolated individuals, they 
were legion. 

The revival began with the discovery or rediscO\-
ery of the writings of ancient Roman and Greek au
thors, and with the attempt of a few artists to look 
at man and what surrounds him in a new light. 
Borrowed ideas and artistic innovation were soon 
transcended. Increasing numbers of people became 

dissatisfied with passive 'acceptnncc of what was sanc
tioned by tradition. Thinkers began to speculate 011 

the nature of man and human life: the age of human· 
ism took root. New visions guided writers and artists. 
Emotions were heightened and tensions increased. 

The achtevements- a poem, a t reatise, a painting, 
a sculpture-belonged to the indiviclual poet, scbolar, 
artist who gave free rein to the creativity usually 
donnant under the outer coercion of society and the 
inner l'oercion of conformist thinking. The scien tific 
inventiveness of Leonardo and the artistic splendors 
of Michelangelo came h om their own genius. But the 
conditions that stimulated creativity and allowed its 
expression were part of the Italian scene: political 
liberty, expanding economies, intellectual emancipa
tiOn were major features of the way of life that had 
developed in the urban communities of northern and 
central Italy. 

The fourteCJlth century marks the beginning of 
the transRional period between the ~1iddle Ages and 
Olodem times, The establishment of republican com
monwealths in the twelfth century, and the growth 
of ind ustrial and commercia l activities in the thir
teenth, had not been sufficient to produce such a 
change as to justify in later generations the statement 
that the ~'liddJe Ages were Over_ The Middle Ages 
ended when intellectua l emancipation became a sig
nificant feature of Halian life, when the isolated and 
courageous few were replaced by many, formi ng a 
significant and inB.ueutial minority in the nation, 

Deviation from accepted ideas remained a dan
gerous practice for nearly two hundred years after the 
Milanese revolution of the eleventh centurv, Arnold 
of Brescia was executed by order of an e~pcl'or at 
the instigation of a pope; evangelical preachers were 
condemned by the papal inquis ition under Honorius 
III and Gregory IX; Francesco Stabili (Cecco d'Ascoli) 
was bumed at the stake as late as 1327. But after the 
Creat In terregnum following the death of Emperor 
Conrad IV nullified what imperial authority remained 
in the thirteenth century, and after the Babylonian 
Captivity had reduced papal prestige in the fourteenth , 
republics and rignorie of the IlO longer functioning 
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Kingdom of Italy and Papal States became lax in en
forcing confonnity. 

A uthodtarian rule without strict censorship is 
inconceivable today. This was not the case in Italy 
for several generations from the middle of the four
teenth century. HappiJy for the nation's progress-for 
humanism and Renaissance-signori and princes, in
cluding the popes, were concerned with power and 
wealth, not with control over minds. People were sup· 
pressed in Italy for what they did, not for what they 
thought and said. Accusation of sorcery sti ll brought 
severe punishment, but that concerned magic prac
tices still important for most, even among the educated 
classes. As a rule. political opposition was a crime but 
intellectual deviation was not. Savonarola was hanged 
and his body delivered to the Barnes: though heres)' 
was the pretext, he was in fact executed for being the 
political enemy of the irreligious Pope Alexander VI 
and of the Medici. Neither cared abont the Domini
can monk's theological position. This indilference to 
intellectual deviation from orthodoxy explains thC' 
later attitude of Leo X, Clement Vll , and even Paul 
HI toward the ideas of Luther and his followers. Her
esy did not bother the popes unhl they became aware 
of its political implications. 

Apart from a tolerRnce born largely from the 
indiHerence of the despots, the large number of 
centers of power spread throughout the country helped 
to maintain a climate of freedom of expression. What 
Cangrande della Scala and Guido Novello da Polenta 
had done for Dante, later Signori and princes did for 
countless writers and artists. The first three Medici 
were generous toward those who found life hard in 
Rome and Romagna. Fugitives from Florcnce were 
welcome in Siena, forty miles away. The Venetian 
oligarchy sheltered those whose professed views forced 
them to flee from other states. The Gonzaga and Este 
gave protection and subsidies to those whose libcrty 
and life were threatened in lands ruled by the Sforza 
and Medici. Morcover, signori and princes gained 
prestige by surrounding tJlemselves with writers and 
Rltists: even ruthless tyrants, like Sigismund Malatesta, 
allowed some freedom of exprcssion in order to attract 
poets and painters to their courts. 

RENAISSANCE 

The Italian Renaissance was begun by the gener· 
ahon that heaped scorn on the Bavarian Ludwig IV 
and the Luxemburger Charles IV; that laughed at the 
hollow pretensions of emperors without empire who 
came to Italy to get money from wealthy merchants. 
More important, it was also the generation that laughed 
at the ministers of a church whose beads were dis~ 
porting themselves in tJle palace provided by the 
cadets of the French royal family, ruling in Naples 
and Provence. Only a few generations had passed 
since the time when Hohenstaufen emperors were 
held in awe or since Pope Innocent III made good the 

claim that all Catholic rulers were his vassals. The 
laughter was the index of a revolution which lasted 
until the middle of the sixteenth century, a revolution 
more important to the life of Italian people than coups 
d'etat, usUIpations, and wars. It was more important 
than the founding of large banking enterprises, or the 
merchants' cooperative ventures in the republics and 
sigllorie of the fourteenth century. Most Italians were 
shocked by the laughter. They were nostalgic. The 
good old times were gone: the Renaissance, which had 
had its forerunners in chroniclers and architects of 
the twelfth century, in poets at the court of Frederick 
11, in Florentine writers who used Italian instead of 
Latin, in the paintings of Cimabue, got under way 
with the generation that searched feverishly for the 
lost works of pagan writers, a generation that read 
Boccaccio's Decameron with de1ight. 

Freedom of the mind was the essence of the 
Renaissance. It produced great achievements but also 
much tension and suffering. Conflict and violence 
made the history of Renaissance Italy a tragic one, 
no less for the passive masses than for the active and 
tUIbulent minority. With few exceptions. the masses 
continued to live their traditional life founded on 
conformity and obedience to authority. They sighed 
with relief when in the sixteenth centurv the revital. 
ized church, foreign rulers, and native p~ppets stilled 
minds and consciences, thus ending the exhausting 
effervescence of the educated minority. 

FIFTEEi',TlI-CENTURl' REGIONAl. STATeS 

By tJle end of lhe fourteenth century, through 
voluntary submission mohvated by fear of intemal 
disorders or extemal attack, and through forcible an· 
nexations after wars, regional states werc replacing 
the city-states of the communal and early sigtlorile 
phase in much of the former Kingdom of Italy. The 
process continued during the first half of the flfteenth 
century. 11le Serenissima, as the Hepublic of Venice 
was called, annexed through conquest or peaceful 
agreement all the cities of the Venetian mainland and 
most Lombard cities east of the Adda River, adding 
also the Polesine in 1405 and most of Friuli in 1421. 
Lombardy west of the Adda, what are today the 
Swiss districts south of the Alps, and a vast territory 
south of the Po from A1essandria to Panna, formed the 
diminished but still large, populous, and wealthy 
Duchy of Milan. After 1409, the whole valley of tJle 
Arno and several adjacent districts belongcd to the 
Hcpublic of Florence. All Liguria, except for a few 
smaU townships and lordships, was ruled by the He· 
public of Cenoa, AS was Corsica. The Italian posses
sions of the Savoys, reunited with the transalpine ones 
in 1418, expanded under Amadeus VIII. The state 
ruled by the Este extended from the mouth of the 
Po to the Ligurian Apennines. De facto independence 
at the level of city-states and of vast feudal lordships 
continued, instead, during the fifteenth cen tury in the 
Papal States. 
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CONDOTTIERl 

The incessant wal'fare did not hinder economic 
expansion; most conAicts involved little loss of blood 
or money. Citizens, or their rulers, were coming more 
and more to the conclusion that it was cheaper and 
easier to pay someone else to do their fighting for them. 
Mercenaries replaced the citizens' militias, which had 
won the Italian republican cities their independence 
in the twelfth century. In the early fourteenth century, 
Catahms brought to Sicily by the Aragonese king served 
as mercenaries. In the 13405 a large band of mercen
aries was led by Duca Guarnieri, the German \-Verner 
von Urslingen who had as his motto, "Enemy of God, 
piety, and mercy." Shortly after the middle of the 
fourteenth century, the use of mercenaries became 
general. Among their leaders, or condottieri, were an 
Englishman, a Fronchman, and a German. known re-

A condotticro ill his ICllt . Millia/llre of N iccolb do B%g/lO 
from De Bello Pharsalico b!J Lllcoro. Biblioteca Trlvu]ziana, 
~lilan 

spectively as Giovanni Acuto, Fra' }"Ioriale, and Conte 
Lando. 

Why should only foreigners serve as mercenaries? 
thought Alberico da Barbiano, a young nobleman from 
Romagna. He collected his own mercenaries, all 
Italians, in a small army called Compagnia di San 
Giorgio. In 1379 he fought successfully for Pope Urban 
VI against the Avignonese antipope Clement VII. 
Two famous condottieri, Braccio da Montone and 
Attendolo Sfor ... ..a. received their training under him. 
Braccio tried, bot failed, to build a state for himself, 
in Umbria first and then in Abruzzi. Attendolo Sforza's 
son Francesco, also an able cOlldottiero, married Bian· 
ca Visconti, heiress to the Duchy of Milan, and became 
duke of Milan in 1450. Another cOlldottiero, Francesco 
Bussone, a farmhand in his youth, became count of 
CarmagnoJa and was executed in 1432 by order of 
the Venetian authorities on suspicion of treason. Other 

Francesco Sforza b!J Frallcesco 8011-
signori. National G3llery of Art, Wash
ington, D.C., Widener Collection 
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famous condottieri. were Facino Cane, Dal Venne, 
Piccinino, Colleoni, Frederick of Montefeltro, and in 
the sixteenth century Giovanni dalJe Bande Nere, a 
cadet of the Medici family whose son Cosimo became 
duke of Florence in 1537> and the first grand duke of 
Tuscanv in 1569. It was in the cOlldottieri's interest to 
achieve' results with a minimum of casualties and ex
penditure of money. A battle in which no one was 
killed was an exception, but COfldottieri fought wars in 
which corruption and bribery were more important 
than bravery on the battlefield. 

THE FIVE MMOR ITALIAN POWERS 

The bistory of Italy in the fifteenth century is 
mainly the histor}' of its major states: the Duchy of 
Milan, the Republics of Florence and Venice, the King~ 
dam of Naples, later the papacy-after papal authority 
had been reestablished in Rome and in part of the 
Papal States during the reigns of Popes Martin V and 
Eugenius IV. Florence, smaller and less populous 
than the others, but stable and wealthy, was in the 
unenviable position of holding the balance of power. 
As long as Gian Galeazzo Visconti lived, the efforts of 
the Florentine government were aimed at containing 
the duke of r..'Iilan, mainly with the help of Venice. 
The sudden death of Gian Caleazzo in 1402, when his 
sons were still minors, led to factional conflicts among 
the condoitieri who 11<1d been hired by the duke. 

Portrait of Frederick of Montefeltro 
by Piero della F raucescn. Uffi:::i 
Gallery, Florence. Alinari 

Monument to General Golleoni by Vcr
rocchio. Venice. Alinari 

Taking advantage of this situation, Venice annexed Vis
contean acquisitions on the Venetian mainland, Profit
ing from the papal schism as much as from the weak
ening of Viscontean control over cities of Romagna, 
Tuscany, and Umbria, King Ladislas of Naples tried 
to add parts of central Italy to his kingdom. The Flor
entine government cooperated with Venice but checked 
Ladislas. When, in the middle of the century, the 
Venetians ( who had meanwhile annexed parts of 
Romagna ) resumed their expansionist policies against 
iv1ilan (where a republic had been established follow
ing the death of Duke Filippo Maria Visconti in 
1447), Cosimo de' Medici decided that it was time for 
Florence to change sides. To contain Venice, he helped 
Francesco Sforza take over the govemment of Milan 
in 1450. However, the Turkish conquest of Constan
tinople in 1453 frightened the Italian states, particu
larly Venice and Naples, now more exposed to Turkish 
attacks. Peace among the ltalian states was signed at 
Lodi, near Milan, in 1454. Venetian territorial expan
sion was halted, Francesco Sforza and Alfonso of 
Aragon were recognized as duke of Milan and as king 
of Naples respectively. Working in close cooperation 



with Milan and Naples, and respectful of the rights of 
Venice and the papacy, Cosima, his son Piero, and his 
grandson Lorenzo the Magnificent kept Italy at peace 
for forty years. 

11'ALr AT PEACE 

During those forty years, crises in the five major 
Italian states did not upset internal stability or ex
ternal relations. The leaders of the Venetian oligarchy 
compelled the doge Foscari, advocate of further terri
torial expansion, to abdicate. Conspirators led by the 
Pazzi family and encouraged by Pope Sixtus IV's am
bitious nephews, the Riario, killed Lorenzo's brother 
Giuliano in 1478, in the Cathedral of Florence. and 
were lynched by a populace deeply attached to the 
Medici. A younger son of Francesco Sforza, Ludovico, 
nicknamed If Moro ("the swarth}' one" ), made him
self regen t of ~ I i\an in 1479 and refused to surrender 
the gove rnment to the legi timate duke. the young and 
feeble Gian Galeazzo Sforza married to the grand
daughter of the king of Naples. The Neapolitan barons 
wbo conspired agai nst King Ferdinand in 1485 failed 
to unseat him, and several were executed. Popes, vic
toriOlLs in the struggle aga inst thl' Condliar movement, 
were interested in promoting the fortunes of their 
families, not of the Catholic Church. Crises there 
were, but Italy was at peace-for the longest period 

Piuro dt/ Mcdici. Bust by Mino ,[a /;icsolr:. Musco NaziOll(J[e, 
Florel1ce. Alinnri 
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since the early days of the Roman Empire. With the 
cultural achievements of the Renaissance and con
tinuing economic expansion, civilization in Haly had 
reached the highest level thus far known in the West
ern world. 

COMING OF THE FRENCI/ IN 1494 

The peace was interrupted in 1494 by a French 
invasion, which, though it ended in failure, was the 
prelude to the agony that the Italian nation was to 
endure throughout the first sixty years of the sixteenth 
century. 111C Milanese regent Ludovico Sforza, afraid 
that the new king of Naples might intervene on behalf 
of Gian Caleazzo, promised his support to the young 
king of France, Charles VIII, should be claim the 
Neapolitan throne. Charles was the legitimate heir of 
the Angevins. The king of France was also encouraged 
by exiJes from Naples where the inept Alfonso II 
reigned; from Florence, ineffectively ruled since 1492 
by Lorenzo's unworthy son Piero; and from Rome, 
where Alexander VI Borgia had become pope. In 
August 1494, Charles and his knights received an 
enthusiastic welcome in Asti, the Piedmontese city 
ruled by his cousin and heir apparent. Ludovico SEol"Z.1. 
wined and dined the French lavishly, and shortly after, 
on the death of Gian Galeazzo, made himself duke. In 
November the king was in Florence where, following 
the flight of Piera de' l\ledici, the republic had been 
reestablished. The king was not enthusiastically wel
comed in Florence, hut neither was there strong 
opposition. The pope did his best in Rome to help 
Charles. The king of Naples fled to Sicily after abdi
cating in favor of his son, who took shelter in the 
island of Ischia. Charles entered Naples at the end 
of January 1495. 

FORNOVO 

Grand receptions and enthusiastic welcomes had 
greeted Charlcs almost everywhere, there had been 
some coolness in Florence only, there had been no 
fighting: it had all been very easy, too easy. The doke 
of Milan had not expected a walkover. He had counted 

on a protracted struggle between the French and the 
Neapolitans. Now he, as well as the pope, was deeply 
concerned, as were all Italians in a position of re
sponsibility. On March 31, an alliance was signed by 
the duke, the pope, Venice, the emperor, and the 
Spanish king of Aragon and Castile. Two months later, 
fearing the plague as much as the threat of being cut 
off from France, Charles decided to take the home
ward road. On July 6, the allies failed to stop the 
French at the battle of Fomovo, in the Apennines. 
Ferdinand II left Ischia and went back to Naples. 
From his splendid castle in Milan. Ludovico Sforza 
actively played an elaborate game of intemational 
chess. The siglloria of the Serenissima looked longingly 
at territories beyond the Venetian borders. Pope Alex
ander VI made plans for the advancement of his 
children . Only in Florence had there been a change, 
but the very existence of the reestablished republic 
was threatened, on one side by the large party sup
porting the Medici, on the other by the fanatical fol
lowers of the ardent puritanical preacher and refonner 
Savonarola. 

The real problem had nothing to do with day-to
day politics: Charles VIII's raid had proved that ital
ian states were militarily impotent. They were also 
rich, several of them richer than any transalpine king
dom. To foreign rulers, wealth plus military impotence 
equaled booty. The lesson of 1494/95 was not lost on 
Charles VIll s successor, his able cousin Louis XII, 
who ascended the throne in 1498. Nor was it lost on 
the other Ferdinand lI , the king of Aragon and Sicily 
to whom Christopher Columbus had made the gift of 
a new world. Louis wanted to add the Milanese duchy 
to his domains; Ferdinand wanted the Neapolitan 
kingdom. 

Charles VIlT of France 
by NiccolO Fiorentino. 
National Gallery of Art, 
Washington, D.C., Sam
uel H. Kress Collection 
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AGONY 
Italy ill 15()() - Foreign powers - Millin (lIld NalJles 
lose their independence - rI,e coaliao" against Venice 
- Francis I (Iud Charles V - Deatfl of the Republic of 
Florence - Otlter S1Jonis/t successes - End of freedom 
of expression - Tile Re/ormation - Protestantism in 
Italy - Tile Catholic Couliter-Reformation - The 
Council of Trent - End 0/ the Renaissance. 

L his celebrated History of Ualy, Francesco 
Cuicciardini, unsuccessful statesman and competent 
Renaissance historian, described Italy in the ea rly 
1490s 115 being at peace, independent, prosperous, 
densely populated, ricb in splendid cities and in dis
tinguished men, govem(.>d by wise statesmen und bv 
magniRcent and generous princes. There was som~ 
exaggeration ill this picture, also much that was true. 
Early in 1500 ltaly was to Catholic Europe-extending 
from Sicily to the Arctic Occan, from Ireland and Ice· 
land in the Atlantic to the borders of the Ottoman 
Empire and of distant Muscow-what industrjal Eu
rope was to the rest of the world in 1914. It was small 
in s ize, but in n position of leadership culturally, po
lilically, and economically. Within thirty years, Halian 
influence and leadership had vanished (as European 
inBuenee and leadership did in the years 1914-1945 ). 
Then, within a few decades, the dynamism that lor 
five cen turies had made the nation the most progreso 
sh'c ill tho West faded from the Italian scene. 

In the wintcr of 1500 thc Italian "great powers" 
consisted of five states. The Kingdom of Naples ac· 
counted for ne'lrty one·fourth of the area of Italy and 
for about one· fifth of the country's then eleven or 
twelve million inhabitants. King Frederi<.:k In was a 
better man than his three immediate predecessors but 
had little authority; actual powcr rested mainly in the 
hands of rioting, irresponsible great barons. The king~ 
dom was living on its past reputation. Weak (as had 
been demonstrated by the French raid of 1495) and 
still comparatively rich (but Jess than formerly), it 
was a natura l goal for ambitious foreign princes. 

Half the size of Naples and with only twa-thirds 
of its popu lation, but wealthier ( actually reported to 
be the wealthiest European state) was the Republic of 
Venice-the Serenissima-whieh firmly controlled Ve-

Till' Frellch :;ei:.e Milan. Etc1lillg. NYPL PC 

nctia, Friuli, and eastern Lombardy. ~fost of !stria, 
much of Romagna, and a string of coastal cities in 
Apulia were other dependencies of the Scr(!r1issinUl in 
Italy. The Italian area was doubled by well·admilli s~ 
tered territories in the western Balkans ( Dalmatia, 
t.:oastal areas of An'~nia and Creece ) and in the east· 
em ~,A~-Ji! ... rr~iLt;:an. Commerce, industry, and agricul· 
t\ll'C 1I0lll'bhed in the Venetian state, which was strong 
enough to hold its own against the pressure of the fas t· 
expanding Ottoman Empire, and at the same time to 
plan furtber expansion in Ital)'. Its govemment-a 
closed oligarchy-was the most stable in Europe. 

The prosperous Duchy of r..Ulan covcred an area 
about one-third the size of the Kingdom of Naples, 
had a million and a half inhabitants and a vast rev
en ue. Duke Ludovico Sfono::l., intelligent, ruthless, and 
ambitious, was also a lIlunifieent patron of the arts. 
He had been responsible for the havoc caused by the 
expedition of Charles v[lr of France in 1494 /95. In 
the fall of 1499 he was attacked by Charles's successor, 
Louis XII , who claimed Milan as the grandson of 
Valentina, daughter of the nrst duke, Cian Calcazzo 
Visconti. Ludovico was defeated at first, and though 
with the !lid of Swiss men:enaries he reco,'ered the 
lost territories in February 1500, he had to remain on 
the alert as there was always the threat of a new 
attack. 

Considerably smaller than the Duchy of ~' Iil all, 
the Republic of Florence was nearly as wealthy. It was 
arlee again at war with Pisa. which had regained Its 
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indcp(.'Ildenct: in 1496 ( and lost it forever in 1509). 
The intemal situation was precarious. Not many flor
entines, in 1494, had favored the reestablishment of 
the republican institutions, which had all but disap
peared during the sixty years of the Medici's increas· 
ingly monarchical rule. The Med ici party, the Pal
lese/Ii (once the Democratic party ), strong ill all 
classes of the population, wanted the retum of Piero, 
Lorenzo the ~Iagnificent's son. Led by the fiery 
preacher Girolamo Savonarola ( bom in Ferrara in 
1452 ), many antP .. ·ledici middle·c1ass Florentines, 
shocked by widespread immorality, by the pagan un
dertones of the Renaissance, and by the corruption of 
the upper classes, wanted to reform the republic along 
the lines of theocratic authoritarianism. They were 
contemptuously called the Piagllolli ("tearful ones"). 
Young people of the upper classes, the Arrabbiati, 
were the most active in opposing the republic and 
Piag1l0tli. The crisis reached its climax in the spring 
of 1498. when Arrabbiati and I'allcsclli managed to 
swing the populace against Savonarola (who was 
hanged, together with two of his disciples ). The reo 
public survived, but barely. 

Outside Rome, only a few small cities and some 
rural areas of the Papal States- the last of the five 
major powers-were ruled by lhe pope's administra
tion. Cities like Ancona and Assisi had republican in· 
stitutions; but most cities, and all the rural areas, were 
under the thumb of local despots. However, the papal 
revenue was large and it gave the popes, besides great 
wealth, political influence in Italian and European 
affairs. Only a small part of the revenue came from 
taxation in the Papal States. ~Iost came from gifts, 
offerings, tributes, and tithes from all Catholic nations, 
from the sale of indulgences, and from a brisk trade in 
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Medal depictillg 5000n(11010. Rcucrsc; map of Italy 
thrcatcned . National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C., 
Samuel H. Kress Collection 

holy relics. Corruption at the papal court was as ram
pant as it had been during the tenth century. 

Something new was brewing in the Papal States 
in the winter of 1500. The election in 1492 of the 
second Borgia pope, the Spanish·bom Alexander VI, 
had been the result of growing Spanish influence ill 
European affairs. The pope was pursuing two definite 
goals-the advancement of his family and the consoli. 
dation of the Papal States. Of his five children, born 
to the beautiful Vannozza Cattanei, his favorite was 
Caesar, an archbishop and cardinal while still in his 
teens. In exchange for favors received from the pope, 
Louis XII of France had made Caesar ( who had re
nounced Holy Orders in 1498 ) duke of the Valel'-



Cesare Borgia. Engraving. 
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tinois; hence his Italian nickname "Duca Valentino." 
Energetic and intelligent, treacherous and cruel-a 
symbol ever since of the worst in Italy at the time (al
though he was as mueh a Spaniard as an Italian )
belween June 1500 and January 1503 Caesar made 
himself master of the cities in Romagna not occupied 
by the Venetians; and also of Pesaro, Fermo, Cith\ di 
Castello, Piombino, and other cities. To help Caesar's 
territorial ambitions, the pope became an accessory 
to the destruction of the independent Kingdom of 
Naples. Caesar's career ended with the unexpected 
death of his father in August 1503. Four years later he 
was killed fighting bravely for his brother-iJl-law, the 
king of Navarre. Caesar was a llmrderer, but those he 
assassinated were no better than he. and his subjects 

Bllming of Savona
rola. Museun! of St. 
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loved him. The elimination of local lordships begun 
by Caesar Borgia was continued by thc successors of 
Alexander VI. By the middle of the sLxtecnth century, 
except for Ferrara, Urbino, and Castro (annexed re
spectively in 1598, 1631, and 1649) , the Papal States 
were for the first timc effectively under papal obedi
ence. 

Some minor Italian states-because of theil' wealth, 
location, or the ability of their rulers-played a role 
in the tragic events of 1500-1559. Among these were 
the Republics of Genoa and Siena, usually torn by 
dissensions; the Duchy of Ferrara ( including also 
Modena and Reggio) ably Jed by its Este rulers; the 
Principality of Piedmont ( the ftaHan section of the 
Duchy of Savoy) ; the Marquisate of Mantua. In 1500, 
Emperor i'vlaximilian, whose Habsburg family had 
ruled Trieste since 1392, added the Countship of Corio 
zia in eastern Friuli to his Austrian domain. Two years 
later, the small but prosperous Republic of Ragusa on 
the Dalmatian coast (whose population was mainly 
Italian ), fearful of both the Turks and the Venetians, 
put itself under the protection of H ungary. 

FOREIGN POWERS 

1n 1500, relatively few Italians realized the mean
ing of the revolutionary changes that were taking 
place in transalpine states. The centuries-old war-at 
times hot, at times cold-between Catholics and Mos
lems in the Iberian peninsula had ended early in 
1492. The more numerous Catholics bad won, thanks 
to their religious fervor and to the efficient military 
organization achieved in the Kingdom of Castile. In 
the Catholic states, parliamentary institutions dating 
as far back as the twelfth century were on the verge of 
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disappearing, together with what WlIS left of munici· 
pal liberties, The 1-169 mnrriagc of Isabella of Casti le 
to Ft'rdinand of Aragon had united the two largest 
Iberian states in what was to bC{'ome the Kingdom of 
Spain. Thl' king and qu('Cn cared liltll' for tilt.' distant 
lands on whicb the GCl1oa.lwrn .-\dmiral of the Ocean 
Se" Christopher Columbus had plnllted the Ctstilian 
flag, together with the Cross, in 1492. The elld of tht· 
wars against the ~, IDSlems opened the mad to other 
conquests. Large and well-trained armed fo rces were 
available; infantry regiments, in particular. were ex· 
cellent. Sicily and Sardinia were governed by Am
gonese ( now Spanish) viceroys. NlIples. united with 
Aragon under Alfonso the ~ Iagn;lnimous, WliS ruled 
by all illegitimate branch of tIl(: house of Aragon. The 
Neapolitan public rC\'('llue, twice as hU'gc as the Span
ish one, was tempting. 

Fra.nce, in 1500, C'Olltnilled the ~lcments that make 
for successful imperialistic ventures: centralized au
thority. competent leadership, a strong military estab
lishment ( the French took pride in their fine cavalry ), 
,I fu ll treasmy, find an absence of internal divisions. 
Bureaucratic efficiency gave the French nation undel' 
Louis XII the cohesion that religious zeal had given to 
Catholic Spaniards. 

There was polWcal fragmentation in Germanic 
Europe, most of whose territory (together with large 
pon-Germanic districts ) was included in the HoI), Ro
man Empire. ~Iaximiliall 1 of H absburg, elected in 
1493, had little power as emperor, but he intended to 
make good his claims to Austria and the other vast 
ancestraJ domai ns in southeastern Gennany, to which, 
through inheritance, had been added the seventeen 
provinces of the Lowlands in the northwest and parts 
of Burgundy. He would have liked to lay his hands on 
some of the wealthy Italian states and use their Snan-
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cial resources to strengthen his pOSition in Germany. 
He claimed as his own, in particular, areas of Venetia 
and Friuli annexed by Venice. Farther away but in
terested in ltalian affairs was til(' kingdom of England, 
which was being reorganized under the Tudor king 
Henry VU. The fea r caused by the Turks under Mo
hammed 11, the conqueror of Constantinople. had 
abated under his son Bayazid H, who was perhaps the 
least able of the Turkish sultans of that period. 

MILA.,,"' AND Ni~PLES LOSE THEIR INDEPESDf.'NCE 

in 1499 the Venetians were at war with the Turks. 
Though fOllght on land and sea it elid not seem much 
of a war to the Serellissimll, more concerned with de
stroying the Duchy of Milttn. Venetian support was 
promised if Louis xn made good his claims as legiti
mate ruler in .\Hlan against tbe usurper Ludovico 
Sforza. Oespitl.' the cooperation of Philibert, duke of 
Savoy, and of the Venetians, the French expedition of 
1499 ended in failure. In April 1500, a second expedi
tion crossed the Alps. Ludovico was taken prisoner at 
Novara and spent the last years of his life ill prison in 
France. The French king, already lord of Asti, became 
duke of .\1ilnn. As their share of the loot, the Venetians 
received Lom1.>.1rd districts east of the Adda River. 

It had been an appetizing beginning. In Novem
ber, at Gnmada. with the approval ( if not at the sug· 
gestion) of Pope Alexander_ a treaty betweell France 
.:mu Spain for the partilion of the Kingdom of Naples 
was .<;igncd. What ensued has already been told in 
Chapter 7. The war between the French and Span
iards, which began in 1502 on the questiOll of how the 
Nl·apolitan kingdom was to be div ided, continued iu· 
termittently on a European scale unUl 1559. In 1503 
Sptlnish infantry proved mare efficient than French 
cavalry. The French withdrew and the Kingdom or 
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Naples jdined Sicily nnd Sardinia as a Spanish vice
royalty. Two-fifths of Italy was in the hands of the 
Spaniards 01' the French. 

THE COALITION AGAINST VENICE 

In 1508 another round of wars hegan, and lasted 
until the Peace of Noyon in 1516. Battles were now 
real battles, not fought like games of chess bet\veen 
coudottiel'i eoneemcd with saving money and lives. 
Thousands had died at Cerignoia in 1503; thousands 
more died at the battles of Agnadel\o (1509 ), where 
the Venetians were totally defeated, Ravenna (1512), 
and Marignano ( 1515 ), where the French won stun
ning victories. There was looting, burning, raping. It 
was real war, to be continued in the four long conflicts 
fough t between Francis I, king of France, and Charles 
V, king of Spain and emperor, and between their sons 
Henry IT and Ph ilip II. War was no longer the dipIo
matic-militru'y confrontation to whieh Italians had be
come accustomed since the end of the fourteenth cen
tury. 

The second round of wars started with the aim of 
doing to Venice what had been done to ,Milan and 
Naples in 1500. In December 1508, at Cambrai, it was 
decided that the ling of France would annex Venetian 

French victory at the battle of Ravenna, 1512. NYPL PC 
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districts in Lombardy, the king of Spain those in 
Apulia, Pope Julius II those in Romagna, ~-Iaximilian 
of T-Iabsburg Venetia (as emperor) and Friuli (as 
archduke of Austria ). Venetian troops were defeated 
at AgnadeJlo in an epic battle, but the Venetian gov
ernment refused to sUlTender or to sue for peace. The 
people of most mainland cities in Venetia, Lombardy, 
and Fri uJi decided tllat they preferred Venice to the 
French or Germans and put up, on their OWI1, strong 
resistance. 

Pope Julius, now fearful of the French, in 1510 
organized an anti- French league, joined not only by 
Venice but also by the king of Spain, the emperor, 
and later the king of England. The pope coined the 
slogan "Fllori i Batbari!"-"Out with the Barbarians!" 
-and personally led his troops. Victorious at Ravenna 
in 1512, tile French were defeated at Novara in 1513. 
This time the winner was tlte king of Spain. He kept 
the Venetian territories in Apulia, helped the pope to 
annex the cities of Homagna held by Venice, and 
helped Maximilian to annex a few townships on the 
northern and eastern Venetian borders . He also re
estabilshed ~-Iaximi lian Sforza, son of Ludovico, in 
Milan, and-at the request of the new pope, Leo X, a 
younger son of Lorenzo the Magnificent-the Medici 
in Florence. The Duchy of Milan lost Alpine districts 
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Leo X with Cardi1lal Giulio de'Medici and Luigi 
de'Rossi. V(fizi Gallery, Florellce. Photoworld 

.. 
Mnximiliau Sforza with Emperor Maximilian . Codex triv. 
!1. 2163, f.6 Libro de! lesus. Biblioteca TrivuIziana, ~'I ilan 

(now included in the Canton Ticino) to the Swiss, the 
Valtellina, or province of Sondrio, to the Grisons, and 
the cities of Parma and Piacenza to the Papa l States. 

FRANCfS I AND CHARLES V 

This time the Span ish triumph was short lived. 
In 1515, Louis XII's cousin and successor Francis I 
wall a battle at :Marignano, which elim i.nated Spanish 
infl uence in northern Italy for several years. rvJaxi
milian Sforza was taken to France. The Peace of 
Noyon (1516) sanctioned the division of Italy, for the 
time being, into a Spanish sphere of influence in the 
South and Center and a French one in the North. 

The I talians licked their wounds. The lull was 
brief. The F rench king was satisfied, not so the Span-
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ish. Ferdinand 11 of Spain died in 1516; Emperor 
Maximilian in 1519. Both had as successor their grand. 
son, the young Flemish-speaking Charles V. Through
out his long reign (he abdicated in 1556), he was a 
key figure in the events that transformed Italy and 
Europe. A revolt against monarchical despotism (the 
last for three hundred years) was suppressed in Spain 
in the spring of 1521. After that, Charles V, still un· 
aware of the hurricanes that would follow Luther's 
protest of 1517 and the accession in 1520 of Suieiman 
the Magnillcent to the throne in Istanbul, took over 
where his two grandfathers had left off a few years 
earlier. The French, defeated at La Bicocca Ilcaf 
)'1ilan in 1522, were on the defensive. In 1524. Fraucis 
collected a large army and the following year he was 
soundly beaten and captured by the Spaniards at 
Pavia. Direct French rule ended. Relying on the sup
port of all Italians who disliked. the Spaniards-and 
there were many-the French king did not give up. 
Wars to take control of the country continued for an
other third of a century. 

The younger son of Ludovico Sforza, Francesco, 
had returned to Milan as duke in 1522. but he was 
only a Spanish puppet. The second Medici pope, 
Clement VB, a first cousin of Leo X, joined the League 
of Cognac organized by the king of France in 1526. 
Charles V sent an army against Rome. The sack of 
Rome, captured on May 6, 1527, was the worst de
struction since the devastations of the Visigoths and 
Vandals ill the fifth century. (The population fell to 

CTwrlcs V by AIl/hollY Vall Dyck. UOizi Gal/cry, Florence. 
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Cienu!U1 VII wlTolmded hI) /lis cardinals, BibliotMqtlc de 
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an all-time low: under 20,000. ) t\ few days later, the 
Florentines expelled the Medici for the second time 
and reestablished the republic uncler the leadership of 
Niccolo Cappon i. In 1528, the Cenoese AclmiraJ An· 
circa Doria, commander of Chnrles V's naval forces, 
captured his native city with Spanish support. While 
his Catholic r-,·Iajcsty the King of Spain and Emperor 
and the ~ I ost Christian King of France were Sghting 
in Italy, in Germany, and the Pyrenees, the young and 
able Turkish suitan Suleiman the Magnificent-who 
had already captured Belgrade in 1521 and Hhodes in 
1522-defeated the Kingdom of Hungary in 1526, be
sieged Vienna in 1529, and raided Venetian territory. 

DEATH OF THE R.EPUBLIC OF "-LORE_,,"'CE 

Having made peace with Charles V, Pope Clem
ent crowned him emperor and king of Italy in Bolo
gna's splendid cathedral early in 1530. In exchange, 
the pope, treading the path of Leo X, requested the 
reestablishment of his family's rule in Florence. A 
Span ish imperial anny entered Florentine territory 
and besieged the city. An able military leader, Fran· 
cesco Ferrllcci, rose from the people, but he was 
killed at the battle of Cavinana earl)' in August. A 
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treachel'Ous condottiero, appointed commander of the 
Florentine troops, opened the gates of Florence to the 
enemy a few days later. The illegitimate Alexander de' 
i\lledici, supposedly a great-grandson of Lorenzo the 
~"'Iagnificent, a nephew of the two Medici popes and 
a half brother of the famous Queen Catherine of 
France, was appointed duke of Florence by Charles V. 

August 1530 represented a turning point in Italian 
history. The fall of the Republic of Florence was the 
end of the five centuries of turbulent but progressive 
citizens' self-government in cities of the North and 
Center. It was the end of the era that had begun with 
a popular insurrection ill Milan when the Middle Ages 
were still dark. What happened to Italy after .that was 
the outcome of three more long and bloody wars be
tween France and Spain. 

OTHER SPANISH SUCCESSES 

The Duchy of Milan became Spanish on the death 
of Francesco Sforza in 1535. Federigo Gonzaga, ruling 
Mantua as a Spanish puppet, was presented, in 1536, 
with the marquisate of Montferrat by Charles V after 
the death of the last Paleologus. In 1530 Charles V 
gave to the Knights of Saint John, expelled from 
Rhodes by the Turks, the island of ~vl alta, which they 
kept until 1798. Ln 1536 the French occupied the 
Duchy of Savoy-Piedmont and held it for twenty
three years. Nice was captured by a combined French
Turkish fleet in 1543. The marquisate of Saluzzo came 
under French rule in 1548. Pope PaullII Farnese was 
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Cicmcllt VII makes A/c:mm/cr dc'.\1cdici duke of Flartmce. Florentine tapestry, sixteentll 
century. Civic ~Iuseum. Pisa. Alinari 

helped by the Spaniards in establishing his rule over The l~ortress at MontalcillO. leI 
the cily-state of Perugia nnd the duchy of Camerino. 
In 1545, with the approval of the emperor, he made 
his son Pierluigi duke of Parma and Piacenza. In 1554, 
Cosimo de' Medici, duke of Florence, with Spanish 
aid attacked the Republic of Siena, which was friendly 
to France. Siena was captured in 1555, and about two 
hundreds Sienese families withdrew to the hilltown of 
j\,!onta]cino, hoping for french aid. It never came, and 
they finally sunendercd in 1559. Sienese coastal dis
tricts were annexed by Spain in 1557, forming the 
Slato dei Presidio The rest of the Sienese territory was 
almexed to Florence whose duke was made grand 
duke of Tuscany by Pope Pius V in 1569. 

There were conspiracies aimed at overthrowing 
Spanish puppets or reestablishing free institutions, or 
both. The revolt planned in 1523 by the Imperatore 
brothers in Sicily did not materialize. In 1537, Duke 
Alexander was assassinated in Florence. As had hap
pened sixty years earlier at the assassination of Giuli
ano de' :"Jedici, the conspirators' hope that the people 
would rise in revolt against Medici rule proved illu
sory. Alexander's yOUllg cousin Cosimo took the throne. 
A small republican amlY, raised by Florentine exiles 
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Tile victorious Sicnese army dcjcmdi'lg the city again.f/ 
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and led by Filippo Strozz~ was defeated at Monte
murla. In 1546, Francesco Burlamacchi, a high official 
of the Republic of Lucca, planned to help republicans 
in Florence and Pisa to overthrow Duke Cosima. Bur
lamacchi dreamed of a federation of Tuscan republics, 
the nucleus of a future Italian federation. Cosima had 
him arrested and executed. In 1547, an anti-Spanish 
conspiracy in Genoa against Andrea Doria failed. Con
spirators assassinated Pierluigi Famese, the duke of 
Parma, but were unable to prevent his son Ottavio, 
wbo was married to an illegitimate daughter of Charles 
V, from taking over the successiOll and consolidating 
his rule. The able leadership of Sampiero di Bastelica 
and French help to Corsican insurgents in the 1550s 
were not enough to free the island. The antipapal re
volt in Pel"llgia failed. To protest the establishment of 
the Inquisition there was anti·Spanish rioting in 
Naples and antipapal in Rome-to no avail. 

In 1557, the Spaniards won the brilliant victory of 
Saint Quentin, in northern France. Their commander 
was the young duke of Savoy, Emmanuel Philibert, 
whose duchy had been in French hands for over 
twenty years. France was disturbed by internal dis
sensions caused by religious tcnsions, and Henry II 
decided it was time to give up dynastic ambitions in 
Italy. He kept ther~ however, the small but stra· 

tegic marquisate of Saluzzo and a few fortresses in 
Piedmont. North of the Alps he kept Calais and several 
cities in Lorraine. By 1559, when France and Spain 
signed the Peace of Cateau-Cambresis, the wars in 
Italy were over. 

'With their viceroys and governors in Naples, 
Sicily, Sardinia, )\-lilan, and the Stato dd p,.esidi, Spain 
ruled two-fifths of the Italian nation directly. The 
l"lllers of some Italian states were Spanish puppets, like 
the dukes of Mantua and Parma: others owed their 
position to Spain-Cosimo de' i\'ledici in Tuscany, Em
manuel Philibert in Piedmont, Andrea Doria in Genoa, 
the Knights of Saint John in i'vlalta; still others had to 
beware of Spanish power-the popes, and the dukes of 
Ferrara. Only the Republic of Vcnice, sandwiched be
tween the Italian possessions of Charles's son, the 
Spanish Habsburg Philip 11, and the Alpine posses· 
sions of Charles's brother the Austlian Habsburg Fer· 
dinand 1, remained truly independent. Since the Peace 
of Cambrai, the SCl'cllissima had stayed neulral in 
the Franco-Spanish duel Iol' supremacy in italy, Her 
energies were absorbed in defending herself against 
the Turks, whose armies were dangerously close to 
Venice's eastern borders in Friuli , lstria, and Dalmatia, 
and whose fleet, led by great admirals, threatened all 
i\'fediterranean coasts. 

END OF FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION 

With the exception of Florence in her republican 
phases, Cenoa ulltiI152S, and the smaller Republics of 
Lucca, Hagusa, and San i\[arino, internal liberties had 
disa ppeared h'om Italy since the time when kings 
ruled the South and signori the cities of the North and 
Centcr. As the result of si xty veHrs of invasion and 
Franco-Spanish wars, indep~ndence had been lost 
everywhere but in Venice. But more grievous still for 
Italian civilization was the loss of freedom of expres
Sion, which had fostered cultural progress, had height. 
ened political and economic dynamism. and had sm· 
vived in much of Italy in spite of the political 
absolutism of signori and princcs. This loss was the 
chief event in the lives of the generation that reached 
maturity when the Republic of Florence died, and 
reached old age when invasions and foreign wars 
ended and peace finally came. It was linked to the 
great religious upheaval of the sixteenth century-the 
most meaningful development in Western civilization 
at that time. 

THE REFORM.4TION 

The revulsion of many educated people at the 
time of Savonarola- a few from the upper classes, but 
the majority from the middle class-against immorality 
and corruption in Florence, accompanied by a revival 
of religiOUS zeal was not an isolated episode. There was 
a cry for reform in Hal}' and beyond the Alps, as there 
had been in the tenth and eleventh centuries. Savona
rola, his disciples, and his many followers and ad-



mirers were devout Catholics who wanted to reform 
tlle Church, They were not alone. Beginning in 1515, 
sincere believers, whose ch ief goal was the restoration 
of faith, met at the Oratory of Divine Love in Romc. 
Among them were the futme Cardinal Contarini, a 
Venetian, and the future Cardinal Cnraffa, later Pope 
Pnul IV, a Neapolitan, Moved by sincere nnd deep 
faith were members of new monastic orders: the 
Theatines ( founded ill 1524 hy Saint Gaetano and 
Caraffa ). the Capucines (an offshoot of the Francis · 
c:ms, organized in 1523), the Barnabiles ( 1530) . and 
the Somaschians (1532 ). 

The need for a $piritual revival transcending ecclesi
astical refOl"lll was felt Widely and deeply ouside Italy, 
where, open ly or dandestinelv. the heretical Lollards 
survived in England, Hussite~ in Bohemia and Ger
many. even Catharists in F rance. With Luther in 
Germany and with Zwingli in Switzerland, the call for 
the reform of the Catholic church, which found sup
POlt in Erasmus and Thomas ~ Iorc who refused to 
lcave the Church, became a protest against the Church 
( the term Protestant was first used ill 1529 ). With 
Calvin and Farel in Geneva, the protest aga inst Roman 
CatholiCism became the Reform of Christianity. The 
beginnings of tlte PJ"Otest at Wittenberg iI' 1517 and 
Ziirich in 1518 had been humble, but as the years 
went by it swept Europe like a hurricane, Untii the 
hurri(C.mc spent itself in the hlood bath of religious wars, 
Europeall developments revolvl'd around religiolls 
conflict: the Lutheran Protest, the Anglican secession , 
thl' Ca!vinist Hdo!"ln, the Coullter-Reformation. In 
some nations- til t' Dutch , the English, thc F rench- the 
("On l1 kt fn'ed energies: it bee.,lllc tho sotl rCe of ema nci
pation . In others-the Ital ian. the Spanish-it stifl.ed 
cncrgit'.~. 

At first, few members of the Ualian ecclesiastical 
hierarchy paid attention to Luther's 95 th~es nailed 
to the door of Wittenberg's cathedral on October 31, 
1517. Few, if any, heard of Zwingli and his sermons in 
Ziirich, or of Farel in Geneva later. They did not read 
the writings of Luther and Calvin and wcre unaware 
of their implications. The two Medici cousins Leo X 
and Clement VI I who occupied the papal throne fo r 
nearly twenty ycars, Clement's successo r Paul I ll, 
most of the cardinals, archbishops. generals of mo
nastic orders and heads of monasteries, had very 
worldly interests. Many were nonbclievers. They were 
interested in politics or the political implications of 
religious developments, but theological disputes left 
them cold. 

PRQTESTlllllTlSM IN ITALY 

In Germany, the revolts of the Anabaptists in 
Swabia and Westphalia, i\ lelanchtbon's presenta
tion of the Confession of Augsburg, the fOl1na tion of 
the Schmalkaldic League and the war it waged, the 
secularization of the Teutonic Order, amounted to a 
political and social revolutioll. The religious-political 
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changes in Scandinavia were also revolutionary. In 
England. Henry VIII's Act of Supremacy of 1534, 
eliminating papal leadership over the English Catholic 
church, was the final chapter in a conflict between the 
king and Pope Clement which had lasted several 
years. In Italy, a Protestant circle was formed in 
Naples around the Spaniard Juan de Valdes; another 
grew in Ferrara around the duchess Renee of France, 
daughter of Louis Xli , who was sympathetic to Cal+ 
vinism. The two surviving Tuscan republics, Lucca 
and Siena, provided sufficient liberty fo r the diffusion 
of Protestantism. Bernardino Ochino, Pietro Carnesec
chi, Pier Martire Vermigli. Pier Paolo Vergerio (a 
bishop ), Aonio Paleario, Lelia and Fausto Socini 
( these two, founders of modern Unitarianism) were 
just some of the many Itali~ms to whom Protestantism 
appealed. The republican martyr Burlamacchi, Michel+ 
angelo, the poet Viltoria Colonna. were reputed to be 
close to heresy. Paolo Acconcio was among the first to 
stress the principle of religiolls toleration. 

The rude awakening of the Italian ecclesiastical 
leadership to the implications of the Protestant revolt, 
not only for the papacy but for the whole Catholic 
church, came during the pont ificate of Paul ill. The 
pope himself- last in the long series of worldly popes 
indifferent to things spiritual-was concerned primarily 

Por)e Palll III and his nephews Alexander aud OU(/uio 
Fam ese. Titian. Alinari 
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with the fortunes of his family and the consolidation 
of his power in the Papal States. But around the pope 
were ltalian and foreign advisers deepl)' concerned 
with what was happening to religion beyond the Alps 
and was beginning to happen in Italy. Some were 
convinced that the very survival of the Church was 
at stake. In 1536, the pope was induced to appoint a 
commission to suggest solutions for a situation that 
was growing more critical each day. 

HIE CATHOLIC COUNTER-REFORMATION 

The commission became the battleground for two 
parties. On one side, led mainly by the Italian cardinal 
Contarini and the English cardinal Pole, were the 
conciliatoristi-those favorable to theological innova
tions and institutional changes designed to bridge the 
gap between Catholics and Lutherans (then the main 
Protestant body) and make possible an agreement 
based on compromise. On the other side, led by the 
Italian cardinal Caraffa and the Spaniard Ignatius de 
Loyola (canonized in 1623) were the rigol'isti, who 
rejected all compromise, wauted to maintain intact the 
traditional theological and institutional structure of 
the Church, and aimed simply at eliminating heresy 
through stronger centralized action. The cOllciliato risti 
were defeated and seemed to disappear from the 
Catholic scene-to reappear with renewed strength 
and greater power of persuasion four hundred years 
later during the pontificate of John XXIIl. (Decisions 
adopted at the Twenty-first Ecumenical Council Vati
can II , which influenced Catholicism everywhere, 

Bust of Cardinal Q/spare Contari1li by VittOl'ia. Church of 
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were largely tbose advocated by the conciliatoristi 
when the Renaissance was dying in Italy.) 

The doctrinal line of the rigol'isti was, by and 
large, that of the Society of Jesus, the monastic order 
founded by Saint Ignatius in 1534. At that time it had 
among its leaders two other Spaniards, Lainez and 
Salmer6n. The order received the approval of Paul III 
in 1540, with some reservations which were eliminated 
iu 1543. Cardinal Contarini met Luther's most influen
tial collaborator Melanchthon in 1541 in Regensburg, 
in southern Germany_ The agreement they reached 
was rejected by the pope and the majority of the 
cardinals. The Universal Inquisition (better known as 
the Roman Inquisition, a new and more efficient body 
distinct from the Papal Inquisition of the thirteenth 
century) was organized in 1542, and immediately set 
to work to extirpate heresy. The academies of Naples 
and Modena, many of whose members were inclined 
to Protestantism, were closed. It was decreed in 1543 
that no book could be published without the approval 
of ecclesiastical authorities. Lists of forbidden books 
were consolidated in the Index of 1559, made more 
complete ill 1564, then kcpt up to date untU the revo
lutionary changes of the 1960s. Following Julius III 
del (or dal) Monte, ejected as compromise candidate 
between conflicting factions, the next popes, Marcellus 
H Cervini and Paul IV Caraffa, were leaders of the 
rigo1'isti. Theil' background as efficient inquisitors later 
brought to the papal throne Pius V Ghisleri, Sixtus V 
Peretti, Clement VIlT Aldobrandini, the most distin
guished popes in the last third of the sixteenth century. 
The Catholic Rcfomlation (or Counter-Reformation, 
of whieh Inquisition and Index were the pivotal ele
ments) checked the diffusion of Protestantism and en
abled Catholicism to recover in the seventeenth cen
tury part of the ground lost in the sixteenth. 

CardiIWI Cewilli before !lis electiol! as Pope Marcellus ll. 
National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C., Samuel H. 
Kress Collection 
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THE COUNCIL OF TRENT 

An Ecumenical Council, the nineteenth, met io 
Trent ( capital of an nutonomous Italian bishopric in
cluded in the Kingdom of GermallY) in December 
1545 to denl with the reform of the Catholic church 
in the sense advocated by the Jesuit order: the 
strengthening of pnpnl authority and the rigid enforce-
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ment of dogmas. Suspended after fifteen months in 
1547, the council met again in 1551/52 and later in 
1562 /63, after a ten-year interval marked by the com
plete victory of the rigoristi in Home. Although deeply 
influenced by the representatives of the Spanish clergy 
who provided ideas and principles, the Council of 
Trent was mainly an Italian affair; in the later sessions 
there were 189 Italian bishops and only 81 non-Italian. 
The final document of the council, the Professio Fidei 
Tridentino, approved nearly unanimously in Decem
ber 1563, received the sanction of Pope Pius IV in 
November 1564. 

Pius V, elected in 1566, canonized in 1712, em
bodied the decisions of the Council of Trent in the 
Cotcchisl11lls Romanlls, the Brevioritln~ Romanorum, 
the Missalc Romanum. The Pro/essio remained the 
foundation of Catholic doctrine and institutional struc
ture until the revolutionary changes introduced by 
Council Vatican H. It explicitly put Catholic tradition 
on a par with the Scriptures. It reserved to the clergy 
the sole right to interpret Scriptures and tradition. It 
stressed the essential importance of the seven sacra
ments, and the more-than-human character of the 
priest administering them. It confirmed the dogma of 
transubstantiation, the \"eneration of images, the doc
trine of salvation through both works and faith. The 
council closed questions previously left open, and re
turned to the papacy the authority it had lost since the 
time of Boniface VIIl early in the fourteenth century. 

As had happened in the twelfth century-but on a 

The CO/meil of Trent (1545) by Ti/i(ll1. LOllvre, Paris. Ciralldon 
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larger scale and in a more purposeful and better or
ganized way-there was a revival of religious fervor. 
Notable Italian figures in the revival, besides the al
ready mentioned popes, were San Luigi Gon~aga, San 
Carlo Borromeo and his cousin Cardinal Federico Bor
romeo, San Filippo Ned, San Roberto Bellarmino, 
Sant' Andrea Avellino. Missionary activities multiplied; 
Catholicism then reached China, Annam (now Viet
nam ), and Japan. New monastic orders were estab
lished by Italians: the Congregation of the Priests of 
the Oratory (founded by the Florentine San Filippo 
Neri in 1548 ), the Fatebenefratelli (1572, devoted to 
hospital work), the Camillians (1585 ), the Scolopi 
(1600, educators as competent as the Jesuits ). Cor
ruption among the clergy ended. Catholic educational 
and charitable institutions also multiplied. At a t ime 
when Italy was becoming less and less prosperOlls, 
economic suffering was softened by the increased 

Apparition of the Virgin to Saini Philip Neri b!l Guido 
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IN THE HANDS 
OF FOREIGNERS 
(1560-1796) ..... @-· ...... ·ll 
From prosperity to poverty - S,Join as (/ wal) of life -
Exceptions to "ossir;ity - Order alld peace - The 
papacy - Tile fragme nted th ird of Italy - Tuscany -
Piedmont - Smaller states - Venice, tile inde1Jendent 
republic - Austrian hegelllOll!l - Dynastic changes -
Enligilterled ftllers alld millisters - Corsica becomes 
French - Beginning of a new era. 

FROM PROSPERITl' TO POVERH 

IN the first account of Italy ever written in Eng
lish, William Thomas, in the middle of the sixteenth 
century. expressed nothing but admiration. The Po 
Valley was "the pleasantest and fairest plain of aU 
Christendom" and Naples "one of the fairest cities of 
the world." In Venice there were "above 200 palaces 
able to lodge a king," in :\·Iilao the Duomo was "one 
of the rarest works of our time" and the castle ( Castello 
Sforzesco) "tile worthiest and strongest of all Europe." 
1n Cenoa there was "the goodliest house that any pri
vate has builded in our days," and in Rome, Saint 
Peter's, when completed, "would be the goodliest 
thing of the world." Thomas was deeply impressed by 
the Arsenal of Venice which regularly employed six 
hundred craftsmen and apprentices and housed "weap
ons that suffice ... to ann an army of 100,000 men," 
also by the hospital of Santa Maria NoveDa ill Flor· 
ence for which were spent "yearly 20,000 crowns, by 
reason whereof tbey have excellent physicians, good 
apothecaries, diligent ministers, and every other thing 
necessary." As a civil servant, he was particularly in
terested in public revenue: the Republic of Venice 
bad a revenue nearly twenty times that of England; 
the Duchy of Milan gave the Emperor "more money 
yearly ... than some of his realms"; and even the 
small domains of the Este provided their ruler with a 
larger revenue than that of the king of England. 

The evidence of wealth and prosperity that struck 
Thomas still existed in 1559, when the Franco-Spanish 
duel for the control of Italy and for supremacy in Eu-
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rope ended. Soon, however, changes became notice
able. Apathy replaced dynamism, with results more 
immediately apparent in the economic than the politi· 
cal and inteUectual fields. Agriculture-in Italy, as 
elsewhere with few exceptions, still the fOWldation of 
the economy-declined. Industrial enterprises closed 
down. Milan and Florence were losing their centuries
old leadership in manufactw-ing, Italian bankers lost 
ground to tile more enterprising and efficient Dutch 
and English bankers. lntemal and external trade 
shrank. There was seldom any sharp economic decline 
( as would occur in the Duchy of Mantua ravaged by 



charitable work of the Church. There was greater con· 
cern for the poor, the sick, the aged, the widows and 
the orphans, than had ever existed before in Italy or 
anywhere else, 

END OF THE RENAISSANCE 

The revival of faith was one side of the coin. 
The other was the end of freedom of expression, 
suppressed by censorship and rigid control over com· 
munications media (enforced by the secular power 
subservient to ecclesiastical authorities), and by ec· 
c1esiastical monopoly over education. The humanists 
Cnmesecchi and Paleacio and the philosopher Bruno 
were executed for expressing dissenting views. Italians 
sympathetic to transalpine religious ideas were perse· 
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cuted, as were those who fOlmuiatcd their own interpre. 
tation of Christiunity, such as the Socinians, or 
Unitarians, nnd the \Valdensians. Except for a few 
Waldensians who fo ugbt successfutly in remote Alpine 
vaUeys, dissenters were suppressed. The poets Tasso 
and Boccalini, the philosopher Campanella, the his· 
torian Sarpi, and the scientist Galileo paid dearly for 
their attempt to escape intellectual confOlmity. 

Freedom of expression is disturbing. Its disap
pearance made Italians of aU classes generaUy more 
content than they had been during nve cen turies of 
turbulent progress. At a time when the English and 
Scots, the Dutch and French, were shaken by new 
ideas and tonl by dissensions, Italians-except for a 
dwindling minority-enjoyed spiritual quiet and intel· 
lectual peace. 

Portmil vI Pietro Cafllf'M'cc1r; by Dominica Pllfigo. 
Uffi:.i Gallery, FfvrcIlC('. BruRi 
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imperial troops in 1630): the decline was gradual and 
continued throughout the country well into the first 
third of the eighteenth century. The population re
mained nearly stationary, while the number of people 
gainfully employed diminished. Many yOung people 
entered monasteries and convents simply to escape 
starvation. Taxes became more and more oppressive: 
at the middle of the seventeenth century subjects of 
the king of Spain and of the Papal States provided 
their rulers with larger incomes, squeezed from smaller 
production, than they had one hundred years earlier. 
Large·scale banditry, much of it of the Robin Hood 
variety, became endemic in the countryside, particu
larly in the kingdoms of the South and the Papal 
States, and was a plague elsewhere. 

Underlying the economic decline was a change in 
national character. It is difficult to say which of the 
two main developments of the sixteenth century-the 
establishment of Spanish domination Or the Counter
Reformation-had the greater influence in molding 
post-Renaissance Italians and developing character
istics that have not until recently begun to fade away. 
The two developments complemented each other. 
They combined to produce coniormity. docility, and 
pass ivity, to create the conviction that governmental 
authority is out of the reach of common people and 
that hierarchical order is the natural order. The out
come of these two developments was a radical trans
formation of italian society, a transformation perhaps 
as radical as the social transformations of the fourth 
and fifth centuries, and of the eleventh cenhlry. 

SPAIN AS A WAY OF LIFE 

Spanish domination , established in 1502-1530 and 
consolidated in 1530---1559, lasted until early in the 
eighteenth century. During that long period the his
tory of I taly is the history of individual rulers and 
their ministers rather than of the people. Passivity at 
all levels of SOCiety became a dominant characteristic 
of the Italian way of life. Since it was a characteristic 
of the way of life of all peoples suhject to Spanish rule. 
it could not be considered an isolated Italian phenome
non. 

During the ninety years that followed the final 
defeat of i\'loslem Spaniards, Catholic Spain con
quered a vast European and transoceanic empire. The 
conquest was primarily the result of centralization of 
power and military efficiency, combined with political 
ambition, greed, and genuine religious zeal. While 
carving out an empire, Spain declined economically. 
The remarkable medieval Iberian civilization had been 
chiefly the work of dissident Moslems and of Jews. 
Moslems and Jews did not long sl1l'vive the Catholic 
triumph, even when they tried to save themselves 
through conversion. By the beginning of the seven
teenth century the nOll-Catholic minorities had been 
eliminated. Their agricultural efficiency, their indus
trial and commercial enterprises, and also their intel· 
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lectual dynamism, all this was gone too. A nation 
honoring religious vocation and military discipline does 
not provide a favorable environment for the growth of 
business activities. A nation enforcing conformity re
presses, even perhaps suppresses, intellectual progress. 
What happened in Spain happened in Spanish posses
sions as well. There had been decline in the kingdoms 
of the South before Ferdinand II's vicemys began to 
govern; the decline was now accelerated . The Duchy 
of Milan had been velY wealthy in 1500; it was not so 
wealthy in 1559 and even less so in 1600. What hap
pened in the territories directly governed by Spaniards 
also happened in the puppet states . Economic dyna
mism and the political power that springs from it died 
together with intellectual vitality. Italians settled into 
a quiet, uneventful, unexciting life. 

EXCEPTIONS TO PASSIVIIT 

Happily for the Italian natiou there were excep
tions to the dominant passivity. "'The Romans have in 
their hearts . a certain memory of their ancient 
liberty, • wrote William Thomas. Not only the Romans 
undel' papal rule. III July 1647, a revolt against the 
Spaniards broke out ill Naples. It failed, but it lasted 
long enough to bring a republic into existence for 
several months and to give rise to hopes of an inde
pendent kingdom under Prince Henry of Lorraine or 

Prince Thomas of Savoy-Carignan. The insurgents 
found leaders ill men of the working classes, such as 
Masaniello ( Tommaso AllieUo) and Annese ( who led 
the republic for five months), in aristocrats such as the 
prince of Massa, in middle-class people such as Geno
ina and D'Andrea. In Palermo, insurgencies in 1647 
and conspiracies in 1648/ 49 were led by the popolani 
La Pelosa and D'Alesi, the priest Rao, the noblemen 
Requezena and Racalmuto, the lawyers Pesce and Lo 
Giudice. Sardinian insurgents killed the Spanish vice
roy in 1668. The people of Messina kept their city 
free from the Spaniards for four years in the 1670s. 
The Piedmontese Waldensians fought back when the 
dukes of Savoy tried to suppress them in 1560/ 61, 
1653, and 1686; finally, in 1689, they won the right to 
worship according to their beliefs. The people of Pi
ombino in 1562 and those of Urbina in 1573 revolted 
against tyrallnical rulers. And without popular sup
port, the Venetian signoria would not have been able 
to resist the Turks in Crete in a war that lasted twenty
four years. 

ORDER .4ND PEACE 

Since popular participation in the events of the 
time was limited, the actions of rulers-Spanish vice
roys and governors, popes, dllkes, princes of semi-in
dependent states, oligarchies of the few surviving 

rhe Reuoit of Naples, 1647. Painting attributed to Micco Spadaro, NatiOllal Gallery of Capodimollte, Naples. Alinari 
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republics~were what mattered. In 1555 Emperor 
Charles V decided to create a Supreme. Council of 
Italy to deal with the administration of his Italian 
possessions. The council was actually organized four 
years later by the emperor's son, and successor in 
Spain and Haly, Philip II. It was composed of three 
Spaniards and three Italians, one eacb for the King
doms of Naples and of Sicily, and one for the Duchy 
of :\,liJan. (The Kingdom of Sardinia was supervised 
by the Council of Aragon.) The council, under the 
king, was the supreme authority on all political, ad
ministrative, and judicial matters concerning kingdoms, 
duchy, and the Stato dei Presidio Viceroys and gov
ernors were predominantly Spanish, but some were 
Italian: a Gonzaga governed the Duchy of ~'lilan 
efficiently, a Colonna was viceroy in Naples, and a 
Trivulzio in Sicily. Perhaps the most important achieve
ment of Spanish rule was the end of baronial lawless
ness in the Kingdom of Naples under the viceroy 
Pedro of Toledo. Except for a few short episodes (the 
wars waged by the dukcs of Savoy and the popes for 
possession of the duchies of Montferrat and Castro 
respectively), peace reigned among the ltaliat, states. 
In spite of banditry, there was more order in areas 
ruled directly or indi rectly by Spain than there had 
been before 1559. Some attention was paid to educa
tion; for instance two universities were founded in 
Sardinia in the seventeenth century_ Under Spanish 
rule, numerous churches (some of them magnificent), 
monasteries, and convents were built; and old ones 
were restored and embellished. 
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Intellectuals of Inter generations have claimed 
that Spanish rule was disastrous for the Italian nation. 
However, though Spanish rule was severe,. it was not 
arbitrary. Spanish generosity toward the Church ap
pealed to the Catholic masses. Many Italians had made 
successful careers in Spain. Spanish ways had become 
Italian ways. Generations that were not concerned 
with economics or with freedom of expression saw in 
Spain more good than evil, 

The revolts in Naples and Palermo failed largely 
because the majority of the people supported the 
Spaniards. Whenever foreign troops threatened or in
vaded the Duchy of Milan, the people sided with the 
Spaniards: this happened in the war against the Gri
sons and their Swiss allies for the control of the Val
telJina (1620-1626 ) and again when the French 
besieged Pavia in 1655. In spite of the friendly recep
tion given at first to the British who landed in Sardinia 
in 1708 and to the Austrians who captured Milan in 
1706 and Naples in 1707, ,111 orders of society ill the 
three states were soon hoping for the speedy reestab
lishment of Spanish rule. An eager welcome was given 
to the Sp,l!1iards when they seized Sardinia in 1717 
and Sicily in 1718. Pro-Spanish conspiracies were or
ganized in Milan. The people of Naples and of Sicil)' 
enthusiastically greeted young Prince Charles, the son 
of Philip V of Spain, whom the fortunes of war had 
made conqueror of the two kingdoms in 1734. It was 
hoped that through the new king the old ties with 
Spain would be reestablished. 

THE PAPAGl' 

Of the twenty popes who occupied the Holy See 
from the Peace of Cateall-Cambresis (1559 ) to the 
Peace of Utrecht ( 1713) , which ended direct Spanish 
rule in Italy, five reigned too briefly to leave a mark on 

La Torre Grande, Sardinia. Built by the Spauish in the 
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the Church or on the Papal States. Six more were not 
only deeply religious but also constantly concerned 
with the good of the Church and the welfare of their 
subjects, Pope Pius IV and Pius V devoted their ener
gies to the reorganization of the Church on the basis 
of the decisions of the COlfficil of Trent. Sixtus V 
curbed banditry, improved the administration of the 
Papal States, tried without much suC<!ess to stimulate 
economic activities, and beautified Home. Jnnocent XI 

Pope Sixtu~ V. Monument by AntOllio tit BernardillO Cal
cog/Ii, 1589. III frollt of the SanttUltio della s. Cas(I, Loreto, 
Marches. EPA 
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Odcscalchi opposed GalJicanism (the king-sponsored 
ilntipapaJ nutonomism advocnted by part of the French 
clergy), and felt the wrath of Louis XlV who seized 
papal possessions in Provence and (perhaps mindful 
of what the envoy oE Philip IV bad done to Pope 
Boniface VIII in 1303) sent an "ambassador" to Rome 
accompan ied by eight hundred soldiers. Innocent XII 
Pignatelli, with a decree issued in 1692, ended the 
corruption deriving from the sale of offices and from 
"small nepotism," the practice of granting lucrative 
positions to the pope's l'elatives, Clement XI Albani 
struggled to check the diffusion of Jansenist deviation
ism. Secular matters, relating to territorial expansion 
or the advancement of relatives, or both, were the fore
most concern of the other popes. From ncar and not 
so near relatives who, at that time, were granted titles, 
vast landed estates, church and other offices, and large 
sums of money, originated some of the wealthiest 
families of today's Roman aristocracy. The palaces and 
villas they built, with money diverted from proper 
lise, arc among the most splendid in and around Rome. 
Of these popes, Gregory XIIl Boncompagni is also 
mmemberecl for the reform of the calendar (1582), 
Pau l V BOl'ghese for having fanned the fl ames of the 
Thirty Years' War, Clement Vllt, Urban VIl1 Barber
ini, and Innocent X P:l1nphili fo r baving brought under 
direct papal rule the duchies of Ferrara ( 1598), Ur
bino (1631), and Castro (1649) respectively. 

Bt/sf of Gregory Xill. 
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THE FRAGMENTED l'I1IRD OF ITALY 

What had previously been the medieval Kingdom 
of Ita.ly was stiU formally part of the Holy Roman Em· 
pire and owed feudal allegiance to its emperors (the 
cadet branch of tIle Habsburgs, who ruled from Vienna 
vast Germanic domains, the Kingdom of Bohemia, and 
the parts of the Kingdom of Hungary saved from the 
Turks in 1526-1562), Less than n third of Italy in area, 
tbe ki.ngdom included the districts north of the Papal 
States and west of the Republic of Venice: most of Lorn· 
bardy. Piedmont, Liguria with Corsica, half of Emilia· 
Romagna, and Tuscany. Besides the Duchy of Milan 
and the Stato dei Presidi held by Spain, there were 
six major statcs: the Duchies of Florence, Parma, 
~ Iodena. and Mantua-Montferrat, the Principality of 
Piedmont (the major part of the Duchy of Savoy), 
and the Republic of Genoa, Of the many smaller lord
ships, Piombino was ruled by the Appiani and later 
by thc Ludovisi, ~'rassa by the Cybo, Masserano and 
~ I onaco by the Fieschi and the Grimaldi (two Geno
ese families ), Pitigliano by the Orsini, GuastaUa by 
Gonzaga cadets, and so on. Lucca preserved its repub
lican institutions. 

On a few occasions imperial paramountcy was not 
an empty word: imperial sanction validated the an· 
nexation of Montferrat by r-.lantua in 1536 and of 
Mantua by Milan in 17OS, enabled an illegitimate 
branch of the Este to rule ~ Iodena after they had lost 
Ferrara, and put Tuscany under the rule of the house 
of Lorraine in 1737, The titles of Imperial Vicar, 
granted in 1582, and Royal Highness, granted in 1690, 
gave the dukes of Savoy precedence over their peers, 
However strong the fictiou of imperial paramountcy 
may have been, in 1560 this whole area was a Spanish 
sphere of influence, 

TUSCANY 

Cosimo de' Medici, the duke of Florence since 
1537, did not doubt that he had precedence over the 
other rulers of this sect ion of Italy. Had not Florence 

'been a major power in the peninsula for more than 
two hundred yea rs? Was not his duchy bigger, rieber, 
and morc populous than any other-except the Duchy 
of MUan, which was not in the running, since its duke 
was the king of Spain? Had not Florence annexed the 
former HepubJic of Siena, fully supported Catholic 
Reform, and crcated a naval force to help protect 
Italian shores against the Turks? Cosima believed he 
should have a new title to demonstrate his precedence 
among rulers. In 1564, a group of anti-Genoese Corsi
can notables asked the duke of Florence to annex 
Corsica and take the title of king. The temptation was 
strong, but so was the opposition of Spain, which sided 
with its other puppet, the Republic of Genoa, Finally, 
in 1569, Pope Pius V granted Cosimo the title of grand 
duke of Tuscany; the emperor added his approval in 
1576, It was a hoUow title, however. Tuscans were no 

longer what they had been since the time when Pisa 
become II. major r-.leditcrranean power. 1n the authori
tariml Tuscan state the rulers' dynamism could have 
compensated for the people's passivity. But Cosima's 
six Medici successors who ruled until 1737 were medi· 
ocre men, and under them the grand duchy declined. 

PIEDMONT 

The opposite happened in Piedmont. The Savoys 
proved to be of a different fiber from the Medici. 
Cosimo's contemporary, Duke Emmanuel Philibert 
of Savoy, th~ victor at Saint Quentin, had been given 
back his ancestral domains in Piedmont and Savoy at 
the Peace of Cateau-Cambresis. He was the first of 
his family to be more Italian than French. Turin be
came the duke's pennnnent residence, When French 
garrisons Jeft, Spain su rrendered Asti, once a leading 
city-stale, to Emmanuel Philibert, He was first and 
foremost n soldier. On n militia basis, he created a 
strong military organization that remained a basic 
feature of the state until his descendant ~ctor Em
manuel 11 became king of united Italy, three hundred 
yea rs later, It was not a lurge army-just over twenty 
thousand men-but il was a good anny. composed of 
reliable, well-trained, and well-eqwpped men, and 
loyal officers. The Piedmontese military establishment 
played the role in Italian affairs that the Prussian was 
to play in German affairs from the seventeen th cen· 
tury on. 

For several decades there was no hope of Pied
mont's escaping from Spanish protection, The situation 
changed when civil wars ended in France and the 
French kings could once again compete on an equal 
footing with the Spanish kings. In the early 1590s, 
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Emmanuel Philibert's young and capable successor, 
Duke Cl1arles Emmanuel I, invaded France with the 
aim of conquering Provence. In 1601, the Peace of 
Lyons gave the duke the territory of Saluzzo in Italy 
in exchange for Burgund iun districts on the right bank 
of the Rhone. For the next three decades Charles 
Emmanuel and his successor Victor Amadeus 1 played 
Spain against France. Plans for the annexation of Gen
eva and of :\liJanese and Genocse territories failed , 
but at the Peace of Cherasco, ill 1631, Victor Amadeus 
l secured about half of the ;\·!ontferrat. For about the 
next sixty years, the Savoy dukes sided with France, 
thus freeing themselves from Spanish tutelage. Victor 
Amadeus II brieBy joined a Icagu!' of European pow
ers against Louis XlV, then returned to the French 
alliance in 1696 (when France gave back to him the 
city and fortress of Pinerolo ), and in 1703 again sided 
with France's enemies during the War of the Spanish 
Succession. Together with his cousin Eugene Of Savo),
Carignan, the famous commander of Austrian troops, 
Victor Amadeus 11 defeated the French at thp battle 
of Turin in 1706. H e entered i\lilan shortlv after. At 
the Peace of Utrecht he added to his domains the rest 
of the r-,·fo ntferrat, several districts that formerly be
longed to the Duchy of ~'liIan, and the island of Sicily. 
Compelled to exchange Sicily for Sardinia in 1720, he 

D uke Clwrle.y EmmG'l
!lei 1. Engraving by E. 
Kiefe.r. Biblioteca Re
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and his descendants continued to be known until 
1860 as the kings of Sardinia, although Piedmont was 
by far the most important part of their state. Leaving 
aside considerations of the morality of llolicies involv
ing c:ontilll1a1 shifts in nlliances, the fact is that the 
state of the Savoys, weU administered and militarily 
powerful, had by early in the eigbteenth century be
come the leading Italian state. 

SMALLER STATES 

In the other states of this section of I taly during 
the period of Spanish dominance there was intrigue 
and corruption, and, occasionally, evidence of integrity 
and a sense of responsibility. The general scene, how
ever, wus One of decay. The upper classes were a rro
gant and the lower classes docile. :lnd all shared ill the 
genern l conformity. Most princes lived beyond their 
means, loading their subject.$ with taxes. Because sev
ernl ruling families were dying out, succession prob
lems gave rise to conBicts. The one remarkable figure 
among the ruling priu<'es of this period was Alessandro 
Famese, duke of Parma, great-grandson of Pope Paul 
II f, grandson of Emperor Charles V, and ( in the 
service of his uncle Philip J[ of Spain) one of the 
ablest generals of his time. The oligarchic republics 

Viclol' AmndcrlS ll'N l'uI"y in/ (1 PI/11mI/O. 
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of Cenoa and Lucca fared a little better, from an 
economic standpoint, than most monarchical states, 
although they were continually threatened by the am
bitions of the dukes of Savoy and the grand dukes of 
Tuscany respectively, Because of its loyalty to Spain, 
Genoa was bombarded by French ships in 1684. 

VENICE, TIlE INDEPENDENT REPUBLIC 

Free of any fOlmal allegiance to emperors and 
popes, and independent of Spain, the Republic of 
Yenice was the last refuge of the artistic and literary 
Renaissance. Its oligarchic structure, perfected in the 
sixteenth century, provided efficient despotism and a 
stability envied by most Europeans. In spite of its 
absolutism, for a few generations after the triumph 
of rigol'ismo in the Catholic church there was greater 
tolerance in nonpolitical matters in Yenice than existed 
elsewhere in Italy. The first two decades of the seven
teenth century, when pope, emperor, and king of Spain 
combined to threaten Venetian sovereignty, were par
ticularly difficult for the republic. On the perennial 
question of secular versus ecclesiastical jurisdiction, a 
serious conflict broke out between Ven ice and Pope 
Paul V in 1605. In 1615-1617 war was waged against 
Austria, which tolerated, if not encouraged, pirates in-

festing the Adriatic Sea. [n 1618 there was a Spanish
sponsored co nspiracy aimed at overthrowing the 
republic. 

Papacy, empire, and Spain were not the only ene
mies of Venice. Hot or cold, the war between the re-
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public and the huge empire ruled by Turkish sultans, 
which had begun in the fifteenth century. never 
aha ted and was a constant, painful, and costly drain. 
Unsuccessful in the 1565 attempt to seize Malta-ably 
defended by the Knights of Saint John led by the 
Grand Master La Valette-Turkish admirals conquered 
Venetian-held islands in the Aegean in 1566, and 
moved against Cyprus, a Venetian possession since 
1489, in 1570. After an eleven-month siege, the Turks 
captured Famagusta, the island's main city and fo rt
ress. The Venetian commander 1vlarcantonio Bragadin 
was flayed alive. Through the effods of Pope PillS 
V, a league had meanwhile been formed to rescue 
Cyprus. On October 7, 1571, the fleet of the league 
defeated the Turks at Lepanto, off the Greek coast. 
It was the biggest naval engagement since the bat tle 
of Actimn between A1Hony and Octavia nus in 3] a.c., 
and it ended Turkish supremacy ill the r.,.lediterfanean. 
Of the 239 allied ships in the battle, 116 were Venetian. 
Despite the victory, Cyprus was not recovered. In 
1645 the Turks attacked the island of Crete, which had 
been under Venetian rule since 1204. The war for 
Crete lasted twenty-four years, but, in 1669, Crete 
also was lost. In 1684, Venice joined a league formed 
to halt thc Turks who in the prcvious year had be
sieged Vienna. Under the leadership of Francesco 
~ll orosi.ni , the last great Venetian admiral, the forces 
of the republic conquered Morea, the southernmost 
part of Greece. It was held until 1718. Behind these 
dry facts is the tragedy of a small state figh ting an 
exhausting war for three centuries against a powerful 
enemy. 

AUS1·RIAN HEGEMON)' 

The Italian political scene changed radically early 
in the eighteenth century, and these changes were 
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soon manifested in the intellechuli and economic life 
of the nation. A Spanish king, the Habsburg Charles 
II, died in November 1700 withQut issue, and a long. 
bloody war ensued between France and Austria, the 
ruler of each country upholding the rights of a claim· 
ant to the throne. Mention has been made of Austrian 
successes in italy; the defeat inflicted on the French at 
TUlin, the occupation of i\llifan, of Naples, and the 
Stato clef Presidio Them was also the expulsion of the 
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Spaniards from Sardinia by the British allied with the 
Austrians. By the end of 1708, oilly Sicily remained 
under Spanish rule and in 1713 the island was handed 
over to the duke of Savoy. Spanish domination was 
over. It was followed by a century and a half of 
Austrian domination. An eighteen-year French inter
lude ( 1796-1814) divided the Austrian rule into two 
periods, unequal in length and pl'OfoundJy different 
in character. The first period extends from 1706 to the 
defeats inHicted on the Austrians by French revoh!
tionary troops, led by the young Corsican general 
Napoleon Bonaparte in the spectacular campaign of 
1796. During this period, Austria played a progressive 
role in the areas she controlled. Austrian rule had an 
emancipating influence, especiaUy insofar as it stimu
lated the awakening of the educated classes. The sec
ond period (see Chapter 11) lasted from 1814 to 1859. 
This time Austria played a reactionary I'Ole, acting as 
a brake to any kind of change in the Italian nation. 

Except for its name, its capital, and its past, there 
is nothing in common between the present Austrian 
republic and the Habsburg-ruled Austrian state of the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, which so deeply 
influenced Italian developments. The events that led a 
German family to become rulers of one of Europe's 
most powerful states had begun in the thirteenth 
century, when the imperial dignity was bestowed 
on Count Rudolf of Habsburg, a minor German feuda
tory. By 1700, when an Austrian Habsburg claimed 
the succession in Spain against a French Bourbon, the 
Austrian state was the largest in Catholic Europe, sec
ond only to France in population. It had heJd the im
perial crown uninterruptedly sinee 1438. It was the 
dominant power iJl Germany. It had a large enough 
revenue to maintain a strong military establishment 
and to buy the services of able generals. At the end 
of the seventeenth century, it had expanded into 
central Europe by annexing districts previously held 
by the Turks in Hungary, Cmatia, and Transylvania. 

DYNASTIC CHANGES 

The Treaties of Utrecht and Rastatt, wi th whicb 
the War of the Spanish Succession ended in 1713/ 14, 
had recognized the French Bourbon Philip V as king 
of Spai.n. They had also transferred Spanish posses
sions in Italy to Austria (except fol' Sicily, which was 
given to Victor Amadeus U of Savoy). In l7U/ IS, at 
the instigation of the Italian-born Cardinal Alberoni, 
Philip V's all-powerful minister, a series of successful 
raids reestablished (briefly) Spanish rule over Sardinia 
and Sicily. A British flee t landed an Austrian expedi
tionary force in Sicily, the Spaniards were compelled 
to withdraw, and, in 1720 at the Peace of The Hague, 
it was decided that the Austrians would keep Sicily 
and that Sardinia would go to the duke of Savoy. A 
few years later, in another war caused by conflicting 
dynastic interests (this time in relation to the Polish 
crown), Austrian troops were defeated in Haly by the 
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Cardinal Ciulio Alberolli. Mill ister of 
Philip V. Etc/ring by Donwllico De 
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French aUied with Spain and Sardinia. [n 1734, Nea
politans and Sicilians received as liberators a Spanish 
expeditionary force led by the young Princc Charles, 
son of Philip V and his second Wife, the dynamic and 
ambitious Elizabeth Famese of Parma. The following 
year, he was recognized as king of the Two Sicilies, on 

Charles lIT of Spain, King of the Two Sicilics, 1734-1759. 
Painting by F. Liani. Museo di Capodimonte, Naples 
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condition that Naples and Sicily never be reunited 
with Spain. In exchange for these losses, Emperor 
Charles VI obtained that his son-in-law F rancis of 
Lorraine ( the future emperor and cornier of Austria 
with his wife Maria Theresa) would succeed the last 
Medici grand duke in Tuscany. As the result of other 
dynastic arrangements, a younger son of Philip V and 
of Elizabeth Farnese became duke of Panna in 1748, 
and, through his marriage to Beatrice d'Este in 1771, 
a younger son of Francis of Lorraine was assured the 
succession to the Duchy of Modena. On the eve of the 
French Revolution, Austria directly ruled a sb runken 
Duchy of Milan and, through Austrian archdukes, or 
their in· laws, Tuscany and Madella. 1t should, how
ever, be noted that although Austrian political influ
ence was strong, A ustrian hegemony was never as 
absolute as Spanish hegemony had been. 

The disappearance of Spanish officials and garri
sons in Italy early in the eightcenth century weakened 
the power of authoritarian institutions. In the 1760s, 
antitraditional and progressive attitudes became so 
widespread among the educated classes that a new 
tone was set for the Italian nation. The process of 
awakening began 0 11 a small scale in the first genera
tion that had not felt the stilling Spanish despotism. It 
gained impetus at the end of the century under the 
powerful stimulus of the French revolutionary up
heaval, and developed into the patriotic, liberal. and 
democratic Risorgimento of the nineteenth century. 

ENLlGIlTENED RULERS AND MINISTERS 

In an authoritarian, rigidly conform ist, and hier
archical society sllch as Italy's in the eighteen th CCIl

tury, change, if it comcs at all, comes at first from 
above. Only thosc who belong to the ruling classes, or 
at least are close to them, can risk departing from ac
cepted ways. While the people slept, some of tllC 

princes and governors of foreign-held districts and 
their ministers (some Italian, a few foreign ) changed 
the institutions. They aimed at making absolutism 
more absolute, only to end, paradoxically, by weaken
ing the authoritarian structure of the society, and thus 
opening the road to later changes from below. 

The Bourbon and Habsburg-Lorraine princes, 
ruling Italian districts that included nearly half the 
area of the country and more than half the population, 
wanted primarily to strengthen their states. To achieve 
this aim (on the advice of competent ministers who 
had assimilated ideas concerning progress put forth 
by British and French thinkers), they introduced pol. 
icies designed to weaken the privileged classes aud 
increase the number oE efficient citizens capable of 
providing the state with able administrators, good 
soldiers, and industrious, productive artisans and 
farmers. The weakening of the privileged classes-the 
bulwark of traditionalism-meant the limitation, even 
at times the suppression, of the vestiges of feuda l 
rights, and the consequent emancipation of the long-

suffering rural masses. It meant the equalization of 
laws and, in particular, the end of separate ecclesiasti
cal jurisdiction. It also brought about a measure of 
religious tolerance and less severe censorship ( inde
pendent opinion magazines began to appear in the 
17605). The increase in the number of efficient and 
active citizens was achieved through the establishment 
of new schools and a partial secularization of educa
tion, and through the application of economic refonns 
based on the ideas of such advocates of the free 
market and free. enterprise as the French physiocrates 
and Adam Smith. All this was tantamount to a revo· 
lution. 

The period of reforms began in earnest soon after 
the long and exhausting War of the Austrian Succes
sion ended. It lasted into the 17705 in the Kingdom of 
the Two Sicilies, and in the duchy of Parma, ruled by 
the two Bourbon brothers Charles and Philip, and in 
to the early years of the rule of thci r sons, King 
Ferd inand 1V and Dukc Ferdinand. It lasted well into 
the 17805 in the Duchy of Milan and the Grand Duchy 
of Tuscany, ruled, after the death of Emperor Francis 
1 of l-Iabsburg-LorraiTlI! in 1765, by Emperor Joseph 
11 and his brother Grand Duke Leopold J (later em
peror ). 111 Naples and Sicily, the force behind the 
rcronns was the Tuscan Benlardo Tanucci, in effect 

Bernardo Tanl/cd . .t\nOn!llllOIIS lmgraGillg. Bib
liotcca NIlz.ionale Centrale, Florence 



the prime minister for over twenty yea rs, until his 
dismissal by Ferdinand IV in 1776. In Parma, the 
Frenchman Guillaume du Tillot led the reform. In 
:\'Iilan, the Italians Giorgio Palla vicino and Beltrame 
Cristiani and the Austrian Carlo Firmian were capable, 
progressive administrators. Ll Florencc, among the 
man}' remarkable men who collaborated with Leopold 
I, were Pompeo Neri, Francesco Gianni , and Ciulio 
Hucellai. With the support of the grand duke, an at
tempt to reform the Tuscan Church was initiated by 
the Jansenist bishop of Pistoia, Scipione de' Ricci. 

During the second half of the eighteenth century, 
the largest number of liberal-minded, progressive Ital
ians were to be met in ~Jilan and Naples. Mjlan was 
the home of Cesare Becca ria, the best-known Ital ian 
phflosophe of his generation; the brothers Pietro and 
Alessandro Yerri, men of letters ,lnc\ scholars deeply 
involved in the events of their time; the economist 
Giall Hinaldo Carli; the poet Giuseppe Parini; the 
t1atunllist Lllzzaro Spallnnzani ; the physicists Luigi 
Galvrmi and Alessandro Volta. Among those wbo lived 
in Naples were Antonio Genovesi, the first European 
to hold a university chiliI' in economics (1754); Fercli
nando Galiani. ,lIlothcr prominent economist; the jur
ists and political scientists Gaetano F ilangieri and 
:\ lario Pagano. 

The cxample set h}' the Bourhon and Habsburg
Lorraine princes and their ministers was imitated to 
some extent by King Charles Emmanuel III of Sar
dinia and hy his minister Giovanni Bogino. However, 
they were concerned more with making old institu
tions more efficient than with introdllcing new ones. 
Within the oligarchies ruling thl' Hepublics of Venice, 
Genoa, Lucca, and Ragusa, a few people began to 
think in terms of reforms, but the main efforts aimed 
at preventing change, so nothing was done. There was 
no change in the Papal States either, except that, in 
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1773, Pope Clement XIV Ganganelli was compelled 
by a coalition of Catholic rulers ( bent on increasing 
the power of the state at the expense of that of the 
Church ) to dissolve the Jesuit order, which , since its 
formation, had been the main pillar of the papacy. 
The cnergies of the eighteenth-century popes were 
absorbed by the ever illore difficult effort to hold their 
ground against political secularism, which sought to 
curtail the power of the Roman cbureh, against intel
lectua1 movements opposed to Catholicism as a faith 
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and a philosophy, and against internal religious dis
sidence in the form of Gallicanism, Febronianism, and 
Jansenism. VVhen revolution broke out in France in 
1789, Italian states governed by native authorities-the 
oligarchic republics, the Papal States under Pius VI 
Braschi, and the Kingdom of Sardinia under Victor 
Amadeus III -had the negative distinction of being 
more tradition-bound and less advanced than those 
which, through European wars, had come under the 
rule of foreign sovereigns. 

CORS ICA BECOMES FRENCH 

A grievous territorial loss occurred in the eight
eenth century, the first since Alpine districts of the 
Duchy of Milan had been occupied by the Swiss in 
1512, and kept: the island of Corsica was annexed by 
France. The series of sixteenth-century revolts against 
Genoese rule had ended in 1569, two years after the 
murder of their major leader Sampiero di Bastelica. 

Relations between the Cenoese overlords and their 
Corsican subjects ahva}'s remained strained. A new 
series of uprisings began in the 173Os. It was stimu
lated by the changes that had occurred elsewhere in 
the western Mediterranean. A German adventurer, 
Theodore von Neuhoff, was briefly king of Corsica in 
1736. Genoese hold over the island was further weak
ened in the 17405 when Austrians and Sardinians at
tacked the Republic. The Austrians occupied Genoa. 
They were expelled by a popular insurrection started 
according to tradition by the youth SaWla Perasso 
(since then a symbol of anti-Austrian patriotism ), but 
French a id was the main factor in the su rvival of the 
Republic. A few years later, a full-fledged insurgency 
led to the establishment of an independent Corsican 
government under the able leadership of Pasquale 
Paoli, a remarkable man whose progressive ideas were 
close to those of the fOWlders of the American Repub
lic. Unable to muster suffiCient force to recover the 
island, the GClloese oligarchy sold it" to France in 

Pope PillS VI blessillg the crowd ill the Cam1'o Santi Giovanni e Paulo. By 
Francesco Gilardi. Ashmolean }.'iuseum, Oxford 
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1768: the Corsican war of liberation ended in defeat 
in 1769, and l)aoli went into exile. That year, in Ajac
cia, the island's capital, Napoleon Bonaparte was born. 
Enthusiasm for the French Revolution, the defeat of 
Paoli in another insurgency, and the astounding suc
cess of Napoleon as leader of the French nation, 
would make the Corsicans French. 

Because ruling families died out, because of the 
fortunes of war, and in some cases because of the 
outright sale of his sovereign or semisovereign state 
by an impoverished prince to a richer neighbor, all 
small lordships bad disappeared from Italy by 1789. 
Exceptions were the Principalities of Piombino and 
Monaco, the former ruled by the Ludovisi and the 
latter by the Grimaldi. In spite of the annexation of 
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Mantua, the Duchy of Milan, then an Austrian pos
session, was considerably smaller than it had been 
under Spanish rule. Piedmont, the I talian mainland 
portion of the Kingdom of Sardinia, had expanded to 
the Ticiuo River. A different kind of change had not 
yet affected I taly territorially in the northeast but 
was soon to do so. The Republic of Venice bad given 
shelter in Jstria and Dalmatia to Slavs fleeing Turkish 
rule, and so had the Republic of Ragusa. The out
come was that in Istria, Dalmatia, and Ragusa, though 
the dominant element in the population-politically, 
intellectually, and economically-was Italian, the ma
jority of the people were Slavs. As the result of what 
had been done when Venice and Ragusa were inde
pendent republics, Yugoslavia (the new state of the 
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Ajaccio, Corsica. The capillli of Corsica and birthplace of NlIllO/C(lI!. EPA 

southern Slavs crcated in 1915) would annex in the 
twcntieth century the areas in which ltalians were no 
longer a majority of the people. 

BEGiNNING OF A NEW ERA 

This period of paramount Austrian influence, of 
partial awakening of the educated classes, of peaceful 
reforms from above to which the masses were usually 
incWferent and sometimes actively hostile, ended 
abruptly when people became aware of what was 
happening in France after ]uJy 14, 17S9-Bastille Day. 
Support for the French Revolution or antagonism to 
it was now the focal point of political and intellectual 
action . Nothing else mattered anymore. Between 1792 
and 1795, admirers of the Revol ution-soon to be 
called Jacobins-organized conspiracies in Naples, 
Tuscany, Turin, Palermo, and Bologna. They failed, 
but the revolutionary enthusiasm did not abate. Then 
came pressure from outside, in the form of military 
intervention. Since the autumn of 1792, the newly es
tablished French Republic had been at war with its 
Italian neighbor, the Kingdom of Sardinia. The Sar
dinian French-speaking duchy of Savoy, and the 

countship of Nice where the population was part 
French and part Italian, had been overrun and an
nexed to France. In Provence, A vignon and the Com
tat- Venaissin were no longer papal but French. War 
against Sardinia had been at a standstill for more 
than three years along the Alpine range when, in 
March 1796, the young Napoleon Bonaparte took over 
the command of the French anny. In a few weeks he 
reorganized tlle thirty-six thousand badJy equipped 
men. In April he won the first victories against the 
Austrians and against the Sardinians. Victor Amadeus 
HI sued for peace and obtained it in May, formally 
surrendering Savoy and Nice to France. On May 16. 
Bonaparte entered j'vWan, after having sound I)' de
feated tlle Austrians at Lodi. An Italian pJ'ovisional 
government replaced the Austrian administration. 
Soon after, insurgents expelled the duke of ~ Iodena 
from his duchy. In October delegates from Modena 
and Reggio, joined by delegates from Bologna and 
Ferrara in the Papal States, created a Cispadane Re
public to which they soon gave, togetheJ' with a 
democratic constitution, a new flag: green, white, and 
red. It was to become the flag of the Italian patriots; 
it is today the flag of the Italian Republic. 
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Reggio EmUia, Palr/zzo Comunale, 
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II 

AWAKENING: 
THE RISORGI
MENTO 
(1796-1861 ) 
The Risorgimento begins - French interlude -
C/ulIlges ~ Restoration - Austrian hegemony again -
Liberals, moderate,~, and demoCl'lIts - Early conspir
acies (Inti instlrrectiOns -;\ -new gcncmtioll - Mazz.ini 
- Giobcltl and Garibaldi - Cauot/r - Beginnings of 
fibcm!ization - 1848, the first wa,,. of tIle Risorgimento 
- The brief hour of democracy ill 1849 - Liberalism 
ill the Kingdom of Sardinia - Repression - CaDour's 
diplomacy - 1859, the second waf of fhe Risorgimento 
- Ree;olutiOlls - Garibaldi's Cnmice Rosse - Tlw 
Papal States shrink - Italy! 

THE RlSORCIMENTO REG1NS 

bE year 1796 wns it watershed. For nearly three 
hundred years it had been taken for granted in Italy 
that people obey m1ci rulers rule as they see fit. For 
neady three hundred years Italians had been subjects 
and not citizcns. It did not matter whether the ruler 
was a native prince, a foreign governor, or a prelate; 
directly ( if princes or popes ) 01' indirectly ( viceroys 
and govemors) his authority derived from God, his 
will was law. It had been a long era of despotism and 
enforced conformity-and of slumber for the nation. 
Even on the rare occasions when some few people 
took political initiative, the insurgents' aim bad simply 
been to replace a bad master with a good master. The 
Neapolitans who revolted in 1647/ 48, and who called 
themselves republicans, immediately looked for a king 
whose authority would be as arbitrary and absolute 
as that of the Spanish viceroys. The Genoese who 
chased the Austrians from their city in 1746 retained 
the absolute oligarchic regime organized in the six
teenth century, 

Before 1796 there had been a few Italians who 
thought about liberty, about government by the peo-

Napo/coll dec/ming llimself president of tlle Ita/iall Re
public, l798. NYPL 

pIe, about freedom of thought and conscience. Follow
ing the example of what had been done originally in 
England and later in France, they set up lodges of the 
clandestine Freemasonry-which opposed absolutism, 
censorship, and confonnity, and stood for constitu
tional government, freedom of the press, religious 
tolerance, and economic liberty. Following a few 
conspiracies in the early 1790s, some action occurred 
in the midst of the disruption created by the French 
invasions. It was the result of a commitment to liberty. 

In 1796, during the clash between the French 
and Austrian arnlies, some Italians organized states 
ruled by citizens, not by princes, governors, 01' prel
Mes. These Italians were few, and the new states 
soon collapsed, but with the efforts of those who in 
late 1796 organized the Cispadanc and Lombard re· 
publics and called for volunteers to 6ght a war of 
nntionalliberation, the awakening of the Italian nation 
bega.n. At first touching only small sections of the 
people in small areas of the country, the awakening 
then came to more and more ltalians. \¥hat had been 
a handful of men and women in 1796 was a sizable 
group twenty years later, and a vast section of the 
nation by the middle of the nineteenth century. From 
this awaken ing came the Risorgimento, wnen Italians 
repeated the feat of their ancestors in the medieval 
Kingdom of Italy in the twelfth century: they expelled 
foreign rulers and replaced despotism and enforced 
conformity with liberty. 

FRENCH INTERLUDE 

Early in 1797, Bonaparte invaded the Papal States' 
and, at the peace treaty of Tolentino, compelled the 
old and frail Pius VI to recognize the Cispadane Re· 
public, which included the former papal provinces in 
Romagna. Then he pursued the Austrians, who asked 
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for an annistice in April. The peace treaty between 
Austrialls and French, signed latcr ill the rear at Cam
poFonnio, sanctioned the cession to Austria of all 
Venetian territories, except the Lombard districts all
nexed to the Cisalpine HepubJic (formed in June 
through the union of the Cispadane lind Lombard 
republics) . Stiflcd b y centuries of despotism, incap
able of fighting, and no longer glorious, powerful, and 
rich, the Republic of Venice, wh ich had enjoyed de 
facto independence for over a thousand years, ceased 
to exist. Shortly afterward, democrats overthrew the 
oligarchy III Genoa and renamed the state the Ligu
rian Hepublic. Excited by his successes in Italy, and 
fult of grandiose dreams, Bonaparte returned to France. 

for several years events fo llowed ill quick suc
cession. The changes sca rcely left time to breathe. In 
February 1798, to punish the pope for his opposition 
to revolutionary France, French troops occupied Home, 
where a republic was proclaimed. Ferdinand IV of 
Naples and Sicil)" came to the aid of the pope. De· 
feated. be Bcd to Sicily, and in January 1799 a repub
lic was set up in Naples by a group of prominent 
liberal intellectuals. Other f rench troops had mean
while entered Tuscany and occupied Piedmont. In 
1799, Hussian armies eame to Italy to aid the Austrians 
who were also supported b)' the British navy. The 
Cisalpine Republic ceased to exist. The papa! govern
ment was reestablished in Rome. Fel'dinand IV re
turned to Naples where more than a hundred liberals 
were summarily executed, among them Pagano, Con
forti, Admiral Caracciolo. 

The success of the anti·French coalition did not 
last long. To the relief of most Frcnchmen, Bonaparte, 
with army backing, made himself dictator of France 
shortly before the end of 1799. In June 1800, Bona
parte won the battles of ~ I ontebello and i\ larengo, and 
reestablished in It 'lly the conditions that bad existed 

En/rallce of ',U! F rl'lH:h illio N{I/Jl c!;>, 1799. From (/ litllo
graph by HiPlwlyte Bcllallge. NYPL PC 

in 1797. The poli tical map kept on changing. First 
Piedmont (where the husband of Napoleon's younger 
sister Paolina, Prince Dorghese, was later made gov
ernol' ), then Ligmia, followed by Panna and Tuscany, 
finally Latium and Umbria in the former Papal States, 
wcre annexed to France. 01\ July 5, 1809, a French 
general forced his way into the papal reSidence in 
Home, and asked Pius VII Chiaramonti to retract a 
recently issued statement reitcrating papal supremacy 
over temporal sovereigns. Pius VB refused, and next 
day was deported to France, to be confined later in 
Savona. Early in 1802, the Cisalpine Republic was 
renamed the Italian Republic. Bonaparte, now Napo· 

Statue at Pauline Borghcsc, sister of Napoleon BonoWlfte, 
as VelltlS Victri .... By Antonio Canova. NYPL PC 
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Icon 1, emperor of the French since 1804, changed the 
republic into a kingdom in 1805. He made hi mself 
king, and added first Venetia, then the Marches to t-he 
newly established Kingdom of Ital y. He entrusted the 
government of the kingdom to the hands of his loyal 
stepson Eugene de Beauharnais and to capable min
isters like .\ Ielzi and l1rina, With Ferd inand rv's lack 
or cooperation in opposing the British as a pretext, 
Napoleon seized Naples in early 1806, and named as 
king first his brother Joseph, then his brother-ill-law 
Joachim ( Cioacchino ) '\ lurat. Lucca and Piombino 
had , since 1805, formed a principality ruled by Na
poleon 's eldest sister. Another sister was given the 
duchy of Cuostnlla in 1806, for n short while. Trent, 
ruled independently since the ~'Iiddle Ages by its 
prince-bishops, was annexed to Austria in 1802, passed 
in 1805 to Bavaria, and was annexed to the Kingdom 
of Italy in 1810. The Republic of Ragusa, the Italian 
outpost on the Balkan coast, occupied first by Russians 
and then by the French, lost its independence in 1808, 
By the end of the century. Ragusa's Slavic suburb of 
Dubrovnik was more important than the old Italian 
center of the city. ~'I alta, occupied by the French in 

Eugene tic IJeauitarlltlis. Viceroy of Italy. Lmwrc. Girauc10n 
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1798, fell to the British two years later. In 1802 Ital
ians ach ieved equality with the Germans and the 
French in Switzerland: in that year, Lombard Alpine 
valleys, conquered by the Swiss in the fifteenth cen
tury ,lod early sixteenth, joined (as the sovereign Can
ton Ticino) the reorganized Swiss confederation. 

By 1809, nearly one-third of Italy, divided into 
fourteen departments, had been incorporated into 
France. The Kingdoms of 1tal~' and of Naples, the 
principality of Lucca-Piombino and the duchy of 
Guastalla were French controlled. Aside from Malta, 
ouly the islands of Sicily and Sardinia, protected by 
the British navy, remained outside the formidable 
Napoleonic Empire. Ferdinand IV of Bourbon reigned 
in Sicily, and Victor Emmanuel I of Savoy in Sardinia. 
In Sicily, a major base against Napoleon's despotism. 
the British cnvoy Lord Bentinck, wbo tried to liberal
ize the institutions of the island and was mainly re
sponsible for introducing a constitution in 1812, at 
times counted more than the king and his ministers. 

CflA NCES 

French domination in italy lasted only a short 
time, but its effects remained. It was a tornado, sweep
ing away rigid institutional and social structures that 
bad contained what the Italian traditional way of life 
had become-molded by the Counter-Reformation and 
by Spanish domination. The French introduced ad
ministrative, judicial, ecclesiastical, educational, and 
economic reforms on a larger scale than had been 
achieved by the reforming princes and ministers of the 
eighteenth century. The confiscation and sale of church 
property brought a redistribution of wealth. The uni
form Napoleonic civil code replaced a wide diversity 

of laws. The residues of feudalism were abolished in 
the Neapolitan state by King Joachim. When the 
tornado had blown over, many of the old institutions 
were reestablished, but they were not as solid as they 
had been before 1796; the values supporting them 
survived but had weakened noticeably. There was now 
a dynamic progressive minority, strong enough to act 
and to make its action felt. 

The Italian masses, rcgardless of class, had re
mained consistently hostile to the French. They 
showed it in the 1790s with the riots during wh ich the 
French envoy to Rome was killed ; with the massacre 
of French soldiers in Verona; with insurrections in 
Binasco, Arquata Scrivia, Lugo, Rome's T rastevere; 
with the killing of Nenpol.itan liberals. They showed it 
later when they enthusiastically welcomed the return
ing former rulers. These were the majority. Then 
there was the minority. The French had bcen wannly 
received by many educated Italians who were inspired 
by the ideas, values, and aspirations of the French 
Enlightenment and the French Rc\·olution. In "liberty, 
equality, fraternity" were included the ideas of prog
ress, national sovereignty, popular government, free
dom of conScience, of the press, and of teaching, 
equality of opportunity, social justice, scientiflc in
qui ry, materialism, and an end to privilege and re
strictive economic practices. These ideas opened a 
new world; they were the negation of everything 
implicit in ltalian traditionalism. 

The libera l minority, fonned chiefly of profes
sional middle-class people nnd progressive members 
of thc upper classes, had OI'ganizcd the short-lived 
democratic republics of 1796-1805. When, by 1805, 
it became clear that the French had come to l taly not 
to liberate but to occupy till" country, the liberaJs 
split. ~ Iost of them continued to give their support to 
French rule, which they rightly considered an improve
ment over the ancien regime of divine right princes, 
thcocrMic popes, and oligarcbic republics. Others re
mained aloof or became clnndestine opponents, de
telmined to replace French despotism one day with 
Italian liberty. In 1807 or 1808, members of the latter 
group began to organize in the Kingdom of Naples, 
as a dissident offshoot of pro-French Freemasonry, 
the clandestine movement of the CarbolJlIr; ("charcoal 
burners" ) whieh played an important revolutionary 
role in the 1820s and early 1830s. Later, libera!s aspi r
ing to the creation of a united constitutional Italian 
state formed the Italic; Pur; society, with headquarters 
in Milan. 

In the winter of 1813/ 14, Bonaparte's vast Euro
pean empire collapsed under the assault of an anti
French coalition led by Creat Britain, RUSSia, and 
Austria. There was no general insurrection against 
the French in Italy, as there had been in Spain since 
1808, and in Germany and the Lowlands in 1813. Nor 
was there an)' opposition to the large Austrian forces 
and the smaller British ones that occupied the country. 
Two attempts were made in 181.4/ 15 to spare Italy 
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Revolt in Pavia against tlte French, 1796. NYPL PC 

further foreign domination. Both failed. In April 1814, 
after Beauhamais abandoned the kin gdom he could 
no 10llger defend, a provisional government was orga
nized hy libera ls in Milan, which relied upon British, 
a'ld perhaps Russian, support. Among the Milanese 
liberals, Federico Confa lonicri, General Lechi, and 
the poet Ugo Foscolo were the most active. The Brit
ish govcmnwnt and the Czar, ho\\'ever, decided not to 
intervene in Italy, and the Austrians occupied Milan in 
~Iay . The second attempt, supported on a national 
sca le by Freemasons, ittlliei Pllr; and Carbollari, aimed 
at uniFy ing Italy under the constitutional rule of the 
king of Naples, Joachim 1>.lurat, who had deserted his 
brother-in-law Bonaparte in the hour of crisis. ~lurat 
counted on the loyalty of the Neapolitan anny and the 
support of the Italian nation. He received neither. Few 
heeded the Proclamation of Rimini, issued on March 
30, 1815: the first call for a united Italy in the nine
teenth century. Defeated at Tolentino in early May, 
~"urat Bed, only to retum ill October with a small 
band of loyal veterans who had followed him into 
exile. He was captured and executed at Pizzo in 
Calabria. Ironically, among the first to die in the 
nineteenth-century struggle for the unification of Italy 
was this galla11t French warrior. 
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II£STORATlON 

After nearly twenty years of turmoil, Italians set
tled down under the ncw order created by the great 
powers at the Congress of Vienna in 1814/ 15. In the 
northeast, eastern Friuli, Trieste, lshia. and Trent 
were incorporated into the Austrian Empire and ad
ministered directly from Vienna. The territories of the 
fonner Republic of Venice (except for Istria and the 
Balkan districts) and of the fonner Duchy of Milan 
fonned the Lombard-Venetian kingdom, which was 
administered by Austrian officials and garrisoned by 
Austrian troops and owed allegiance to the Austrian 
emperor. The Grand Duchy of Tuscany and the Du-

chies of Panna and ~llodena were ruled by relatives of 
the Austrian emperor. The theocratic Papal States 
were reestablished according to their pre-1796 bound
aries and were ruled by Pius VII whom Napoleon 
had released from his second confinement in France 
in January 1814. Victor Emmanuel I of Savoy left 
Cagliari and went back to Turin. Border districts, 
which had been left to France at the peace treaty of 
1814. were returned in 1815 to the Sardin ian kingdom, 
which also annexed (as a rcsult of the policy adopted 
by the great powers to strengthen states bordering 
France) the territory of thc former Republic of Genoa. 
In 1816, the Bourbon Ferdinand IV of Sicily and 
Naples became Ferdinand I, king of the Two Sicilies. 

Ferdinand I, King of the 
Two Sicilies. EPA 

Tile Congress of Vienna 
(from a contemporary 
pail1ting). NYPL 
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Another Bourbon was made duke of Lucca. The Val
teJlina, held by the Grisons from 1512 until 1797, was 
incorporated into the Lombard-Venetian kingdom. 
Canton Ticino remained a member state of the Swiss 
Confederation, Corsica a French department, and 
Malta a British colony. Of the minuscule independent 
states, only the Republic of San Marino and the Prin
cipality of Monaco smvived. 

AusnUAN !l!~CEMON), _·\CMN 

Austria ruled about a third of Italy, directly 01' 

indirectly, and exercised paramount influence over the 
rest. As before 1796, only more so, Italy was in effcct 
an Austrian dependency. But there was a difference. 
The Austria that ruled Italy after the Congrcss of 
Vienna was no longer the Austria of the reforming 
l'labsburg-Lorraine princes Fmncis I lind his sons 
Joseph II and Leopold [I . It was the reactionary 
Austria of Francis 11 and of his trusted chief minister, 
;\[ctternich. It was politically deSl)otic, religiously in
tolerant, illiellectually conformist, and economically 
stagnant. For nearly fOllr decades ~'Iettcrnjch was tbe 
main power in the Austrian state and a major influ
ence in European continental affairs. The French 
Hevoiution, with its violence, its Jacobin terror of 
1793/ 94, its revolutionary and Napoleonic wars, had 
terrorized most Europeans, not just the supporters of 
the ancien r~gime but also the minorities of refomlcrs 
who wanted progress and change without a whole
sale holocaust. As ~'I etternich saw it, the function of 
Austria-in area llnd population the largest European 
st.:ltc west of Bussia-was first and foremost to prevent 
a recurrence of the violcnce and bloodshed that had 
occurred between 1789 and 1815. His policies had 
two aims: to m.:lintrtin internal order ill the vast are,l 
over which Austria excrcised paramount influence, 
including thcrefore Germany m,d ltaly; and 10 main· 
tain peace everywhere ill Europc. Alexander I of 
Hussia, the founder of the Hol y Alliance of 1815 which, 
in the name of Christian principles, was ordained to 
enfOrce European order and peacc, supported l\Iet
ternicb's program 

~vlost ltalians had been resentful of any kind of 
violent change and were relieved when Habsburg
Lorraine, Bomboll, and Savo}' princes, and the pope, 
returned to their capitals. If there were regrets, they 
were only for the passing of the old oligarchic repub· 
lics, particularly the Venetian and Genoese ones. 
Clericalism-the all-pervading intellectual and politi
cal influcnce of the Homan church-was the foundation 
of what was now the trauitional wav of life. Tradition
alists, who had many able spokes~ell (among them 
the ascetic friar Pope Gregory xvr Cappcilari and 
Count Monaldo Leopardi, father of the poet Gia
como Leopardi ), agreed that the ignorance of obedient 
pOOr masse.~ was preferable to the enlightenment of 
free and prosperous citizens. There were parts of ltaly 
whel'e 90 percent or more. of the people were illiterate. 

• o 
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The traditionalists miscalculated. Being ignorant, the 
masses were nlso npathetie, and their apathy contrib
uted to the sllccess of the liberal minority of the nation 
Inter in the century. 

U8ERL\LS, MODERKn~S, liND DEMOCRATS 

Italian liberalism in 1815, and after, was mainly 
the result of education. There were man}' liberals 
among the young people educated in universities 
(Padua, Pavia, Bologna, Pisa , Naples, etc. ) where, for 
a while, modern ideas and new disciplines had been 
taught. Liberals could be found among those wbo had 
held responsible positions in the administra tions of the 
Republic and Kingdom of Italr, the Kingdom of Na
ples under Joseph Bonaparte and Joachim :\1\lr8t, and 
the regions annexed to France; among officers who bad 
served in Napoleol1ic armies; among businessmen 
aware of how liberty could benefit the economy; 
among members of th~ professional classes. Liberalism 
was identiflec1not so much with social classes as with 
waY5 of thillking: with empiricism, philosophical ma
terialism, and, later, positivism, all of which postulated 
the priority of reason, used the scientific method, and 
rejectcd the authority of revelations and books. The 
ideas, values, and aspirations of Italian liberals were 
part of the revolutionary intellectual current, which 
had as spokesmen great thinkers like GaWeo, Gian
none, Beccaria, Romagnosi. The liberals' program par
alleled that of contemporary British and French 
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reformers, and seemed thus to justify the reactionaries' 
derisive contention that they wanted to introduce 
"foreign" ideas and institutions. 

Differences among liberals had already come into 
the open during the short period of Italian democratic 
republics. Right-of-center moderates favored consti
tutional parliamentary regimes based on limited suf. 
frage, under a hereditary monarch. On the national 
level, they favored the new political formula devised 
by the Founding Fathers of the American republic, 
federalism, which was of great interest to European 
progressives. Moderates could be fou nd in 1815 pri
marily among members of masonic lodges. Later they 
bad as main spokesmen two able Piedmontese states
men, Cesare Balbo and Mass imo d'Azeglio; Terenzio 
}>'lamial1i and Pellegrino Rossi, who became ministers 
of Pius IX in 1848; Bettino Ricasoli in Tuscany; Carlo 
PoeTio, Silvio Spaventa, and Antonio Scialoja in Na
ples; Ruggero Settimo in Sicily. 

The progressive, or liberal, Catholics were close 
to the moderates, differing ehicHy iu their religious 
feeling and in the role they attributed to the papacy. 
Among prominent progressive Catholics were the great 
novelist and poet Alessandro ~llanzoni, and the patriot 
Silvio PelIico, who was for many years a political 
prisoner in Austrian jails. Progressive Catholicism had 
its most influential intellectual and political spokesman 
in the P iedmontese Vincenzo Cioberti, whose book 
Del Primato Morale e Civile degli ltaliani (b riefly, 
Il Primato) contributed to the formation of the neo
Guelph movement in the 1840s: a movement aimed 
at the formation of a fede ration of Italian constitu
tional states under the leadership of the pope. 

For some time the term liberal was applied to all 
progressive Italians: to all who opposed absolutism, 
clericalism, and foreign domination. Later, particularly 
from the early 1840s on, it applied only to tbe moder
ates and the neo-Guclphs; left-wingers called them
selves democrats or republicans. j\'loderates looked 
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with admiration at the constitution of Great Britain 
and a way of life freer tban in any other nation, where
as left·wingers took their inspiration from Rousseau, 
regretted th(' failure of French Jacobins, and sympa· 
thized with the socialist tendencies that had originated 
in Great Britain and France. Democrats held a geu
(,fOUS concept of the innate goodness and capacity for 
improvement of all human beings, and placed a greater 
emphasis on equality and justice than did the moder
ates. They were intolerant of limitations on national 
sovereignty. wanted univc rsal suffrage and uniform 
education for all, opposed-as improperl)1 limiting the 
exercise of the popular will-systems based on checks 
and balances, and at £I rst were less concerned than 
the moderates wi th economic structures (except for 
prcfelTing cooperation to competition). Imbued with 
deep and sincere natiolltllistic convictions. they desired 
a unitary republican state. During the. nrst two decades 
after the collapse of Frcneh rule, democrats were most 
numerous among members of the vendite (or cells) of 
the Carbontlri. Among prominent CarbonaT; were: 
General Guglielmo Pepe, a leader of the Neapolitan 
revolution of 1820, the ).Iilanese conspirator Giorgio 
Pallavicino, and Ciro ~ I enotti, the organizer of the 
1831 insurrection in ~Iodena. From the early 1830s 
until his death in 1872, Giuseppe Mazzilli was the 
most influential democratic leader; Mazzinianism and 
republicanism were synonymous. 

In Italy, as elsewhere in Europe, there was con
siderable antagonism between moderates and demo
crats. Sometimes there was collaboration; for instance, 
in the revolutiol1tlry upheavals of 1820-21, during the 

Gellcral Guglielmo Pcpe. EPA 

first phase of the 1848/ 49 revolution, and in the 1850s 
when the liberal prime minister of Sardinia, Count 
Cavour-strongly supported by democrats whose main 
spokesman was Dan iele ~Iallin, leader of the Venetian 
Republic in 1848/ 49-became the chief figure of a 
movement in which most liberals and democrats 
joined hands, and which successfully aimed at creat
ing a united constitutional Italian state. From the 
moderates ancl neo-Guelphs of the Risorgimento, to
day's right-of-center Liberals and center Christian 
Democrats ideologically descend; the democrats were 
the forebears of toclay's Hepublicans and Democratic 
Socialists. 

EARLY CONSI'IRACl f:S AND INSURRECTIONS 

It would have been strange had the upheaval 
caused by French dom ination died out completely as 
soon as the Austrians returned to Italy and traditionaJ 
authorities were reestablished. Besides the Freemasons 
and the Carbollari, a number of smaller clandestine 
groups were at work. Between June 1817, when an 
attempted insurgency failed in Macerata, and March 
1831, when a republic of the United Provinces which 
included Homagna, the )'Iarches, and Modena. existed 
briefly, thcre were many conspiracies, a few revolts, 
and three uprisings. Ln the 1820 uprising in the King
dom of the Two Sicilies the brothers Guglielmo and 
Florestano Pepe were prominent leaders. n'e 1821 
uprising in the Piedrnontese area of the Kingdom of 
Sardinia was organized chiefly by the young officer 
Santorre eli Santa rosa, who died latcr in the Greek 
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\-Var of Liberation. Those who played important roles 
in the 1831 uprisings in the eastern provinces of the 
Papal States, in Parma and the Duchy of Modena 
were: the fOlmer Napoleonic officers Carlo Zucchi and 
Giuseppe Sercognani, Count Fepali, Prafe~sor Fran-

ccsco Orioli. nut the conspiracies, revolts, and upris
ings were not the prelude to a new ern; they were the 
end of the great revolutionary storm that had begun 
in earnest in Italy in 1796. Everything failed. Through 
swift and efficient repression ( military intervention in 
Naples and Piedmont in 1821, in Modena and Bologna 
in 1831, police action in the Lombard-Venetian king
dom ), Austria maintained the status quo. Prisons were 

G(1Ilerol Carlo ZlIcchi. .Museo del 
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full. H owever, the masses of the population were 
scarcely aware that anything was happen ing : fo r them 
order and peace reigned. 

A SEW GENERATION 

Less c1osei)' linked to the French Revolution, and 
genuinely Italian, was the action of the liberal and 
democratic minority belonging to the generation that 
achieved maturity in the 1830s and t840s and wit· 
nessed the unification of most of Italy in 1859--18i O. 
Fearfu l of repercussions from the Ju ly 1830 revolut ion 
in France, which replaced authoritarian rule with a 
constitutional liberal govenlment, the Sardinian au· 
thorities increased their vigilance. At the end of that 
year, their attention wns drawn to a twenty-live-year
old intellectual, the Genoese Giuseppe Mazzini, and 
a younger aristocrat of twenty, the Piedmontese Ca
millo Denso di Cavour. Mazzini was arrested and kept 
in jail for th ree months. After his release he went into 
exile, first in France and SWit-Lerland. then in Creat 
Britain where he spent most of the rest of his life and 
made friends with influential politicians and th inkers. 
Cavour, a junior officer in the Sardinian army, was 
confined to an isolated Alpine fortress. King Charles 
Felix aUowed Cavour to resign his commiss ion and to 
retreat to a family estate in the countryside. Mazzini 
became the most influential leader of ltalian demo
cratic republicans, ;md Cavour of libera l moderates. 
\Varkillg on different levels and thl"Ough d ifferent 
means, they had an equal role in promoting the uni
fica tion of the nation, and in replacing despotism with 
free institutions. They never met. 

MAZZINI 

Dissatisfled with Freemasonry and Carbolleria, 
~ I azzilli in 1831 organized the secret society Giov<me 
II (/lill (Young Italy) which Italian exiles in F rance 
and Switzerland joined. In Italy it \Vas chiefly young 
ex-C(lriJolI{/ri who joined the society. [n its total dedi
cation to the cause of Italian independence and un rn
cation, to republicanism as the vision of an egalitarian 
free society, Young Italy reflected tbe thought and 
(-Qnseience of :-'Iazzini, a man of superior intelligence 
nnd of total moml integrity. a believer in Cod, who
sharing his mother's Jansenism- put duty above all 
else. !\ tazzin i"s 1 Dover; Dell 'UOflZO (TIle Duties of 
Mall ), published in England i ll 1843, was one of the 
most inBuentia l Italian books of the nineteenth cen· 
tury. 

GIOBERTI AND GAI!lIiALDI 

Young Haly organized its first rtsmg in 1833. ft 
failed . One mall who had played a minor role in the 
rising and escaped arrest was the thirty.two-year-old 
Turin-born priest Vincenzo Cioberti. Gioberti went 
into exile in Belgium and later became the leader of 
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progressive Catholics who cooperated with liberals 
and democrats. A second rising was organized b)' 
Youug Italy in 1834. A twcnty-sevcn-yenr-old sailor 
Giuseppe Garibaldi took part in it. escaped arrest, and 
went into exiJe in Latin America, where some of his 
friends had preceded rum. There he joined the in
surgents who battled unsuccessfully for the indepen· 
dCllce of southern Brazilian districts against the 
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autocratic imperialism of the central government. 
Later he joined the insurgents who battled success
fully for the independence of Uruguay from the 
oppressive rule of an Argentinian dictator. When 
revolution broke out in Italy in 1848, he was well 
known among liberals and democrat.s as a patriot, a 
fearless soldier. and an able commander. 

CAVOUR 

Cavour, besides managing the family estate at 
Lcri, near Vcrcelli, where he pioneered progressive 
agricultural techniques, became a keen student of 
economics and political science. He h'aveled to Gen
eva ( his mother came of a prominent Cenevese fam
ily ), where he was exposed to the Swiss experiment in 
liberty and the ideas of the Calvinist theologian Vinet 
on separation of church and stat£!. He also stayed ill 
Paris, whel'e he had influential relatives. i\lore than 
once he wenl to Great Britain where-like Voltaire, 
\10ntesquieu, and many other great Europeans of the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries-be observed 
(and admired ) free institutions at work. In the late 
1830s and in the 1S40s he plunged into business activ
ities that gained him considerable wealth: banking, 
canal and railroad building, import-export trade. In 
Turin he organized clubs where eCQnomic and pe
litical problems werc discussed. He wrote proliEcaUy, 
especially on economics and problems of nationalism. 
When, in 1847, he founded his own newspaper, he had 
become the embodiment of European liberal thought. 
Soon he became the embodiment of Italian political 
nction. first as deputy to the Sardinian parliament, 
then as a cabinet minister and prime min.ister of the 
Kingdom of Sardinia, and finally as the Erst prime 
minister of united ltaly. 

Mazzini, Cavour, and Garibaldi played the majol' 
roles in the revolutiona ry events leading to the unifica
tion of Italy in 1859/ 60. TheZ'e were others who played 
scarcel)' less crudal roles. A few humanitarian meas
ures enacted 1)\, Pope Pius IX j\ lastai-FelTetti on his 
election to the· Holy Sec in 1846 made the pope the 
liberals' idol for nearly two years and caused a great 
wave of emotion among Italians of all classes. Neo
Cuelphs sa\\' in the pope the personification of their 
hopes. Twelve years older than Mazzini, Mastai-Fer
retti, as an archbishop, had helped a few young 
revolutionaries invol\'ed in the 1831 uprising to escape 
capture hy the Austrians. Two sons of Napoleon's 
younger brother were linked to these revolutionaries. 
The elder died during the 1831 revolution; the other, 
Louis Napoleon, born in 1808, lived to become the 
ruler of France for nearly twenty-two years. In 1849, 
as president of the French Hepublic, Louis Napoleon 
sent the expeditionary force that destroyed the Roman 
Republic headed by }. Iazzini and defended by Gari
ba ldi; in 1859, as Napoleon HI. emperor of the French, 
he led the armies that defeated the Austrians. Victor 
Emmanuel of Savoy, who as king of Sardinia refused 
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to yield to Austria in 1849, and who, in the 1850s, 
loyally supported his p rime ministcr CavoUl' and his 
liberal policies, became the first king of united Italy. 

BEGINNING OF LIBERALIZATION 

The Mazzinian conspi racies of 1833 and 1834 
were followed by many others. A prophet more than 
a statesman, Mazzini was an inspirer of men, not an 
organizer. The conspiracies failed. The executions in 
1833 of Jacopo Ruffini and in 1844 of two young Ve
netians, Attilio and Emilio Bandiera, and seven of their 
companions who had landed in Calabria to start an 
insurrection, were particularly tragic. Austria, tradi
tionalism, and clericalism appeared to be strongly 
entrenched, but their strength was actually less than 
it seemed by the middle 18405. On instructions from 
min isters of Charles AlbeIt (king since 1831 ), who in 
his youth had befriended CarbollO/i, Sardinian censors 
allowed the publication of books, pamphlets, and 
articles promoting liberal ideas. The benevolent grand 
duke of Tuscany, Leopold II, refused to act as an 
Austrian puppet and tolerated the cultural activities 
of liberal intellectuals like Cino Capponi and Cian
pietro Viesseux. Shocked by the backwardness of the 
state he had been called to rule, Pius IX engaged in 
a policy of liberalization. No one failed to notice that 
there had been no attempt at repression when a large 
crowd assembled in Rome to applaud the success of 
the liberal ProteStant cantons against the league of 
conservative Catholic cantons iu the brief Swiss civil 
war of 1847. Scientific congresses provided liberals 
with opportunities to meet in variolls Italian cities. 
Early in 1848, there were demonstrations and at
tempted uprisings in Palermo, Naples, and Tuscany. 

1848, THE FIRST WAR OF THE RISQRCIMENTO 

Then came the unexpected. A nearly blood less 
revolution in Paris, at the end of February 1848, led 
to the proclamation of a republic ill France. Every
where in Europe, liberals, democrats, and patriots were 
jubilant. During the first days of March, demonstra-
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tions in Vienna grew into a revolution. Metternich re
signed and Bed. Uprisings and revolutions soon followed 
in Cennany, Hungary, and Italy-the vast area be· 
tween France and Russia of which Vienna had been 
tbe political capital since 1814. Italian sovereigns who 
had not done so already, renounced despotism and 
granted constitutions. Liberals dominated new govern
ments: Balbo, D'AzegJio ( and the neo-Guelph Cio
berti ), in Turi.n; Hidolfi and CapPolli in Florencc; 
Mamiani and Rossi in Rome; Poerio in Naples; Set
timo in Palermo. ( In July, the provisional government 
in Palermo offered the Sicilian royal crown to Charles 
Albert's you nger son, who refused it in order not to 
antagonize Ferdinand II. ) 

The nrst uprisings took place on March 17 in 
Venice under the leadership of Manin and Niccol6 
Tommasco, and on March 18 in ~'I ilan wbere liberals 
headed by Count Gabrio Casati and democrats headed 
by Carlo Cattaneo cooperated. Austriml garrisolls were 
expelled from these and other cities of Lombardy
Venetia. In response to an appeal from the revolution-

Trw COllstiturion (If Piet/
mOlll, 1848. EPA 
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ary administration organized in Milan, and pressed 
by his own liberal ministers and by demonstrations 
everywhere in his kingdom, King Charles Albert of 
Sardinia declarcd war against Austria on !\Iarch 23. 
Sardinian troops advanced rapidly to the }"'lincio 
River. Between ~Iay 10 and July 3 provisional govern
ments in Lombardy, Vcnetia, Homagna, the foroler 
Duchies of Pamla and ~ J odcna, asked to merge with 

h'~r . L- " r I , . 

Count Gabrio Casati. EPA 

Victor Emmalluel II, with 
Iii.~ Iwnd o n the C07ISIi!!lti071 
of Piedmont, addresses Par
liament. EPA 

Sardinia. Liberals pressed Ferdinand 11 of the Two 
Sicilies, Pius IX, and Leopold 11 of Tuscany to join 
Sardinia in the war against Austria. In April, papal 
troops under General Durando, Neapolitan under 
Pepe, and Tuscan under De Laugier, went north with 
the aim of adding thirty thousand men to the fifty 
thousand Sardinians already engaged against the 
A ustriuns. 

Charles Alberr entering Pallia. EPA 
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Victor Emmanuel 11 at the Battle 
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Street fighters of May 15, 1848, at 
Naples. NYPL 

But these successes were short lived. A new crisis 
began in a few weeks. Pius IX was the pope of all 
Catholics. He could not, therefore, act as all Italian 
ruler to the detriment of a non-Italian Catholic sover
eign-the emperor of Austria-on whom. moreover, 
he relied for Catholic supremacy on the Continent. 
Having declared at the end of April that he could not 
take part in a war between Catholic states, Pius IX 
ordered his troops to remain in papal t<;rritory. This 
was a major blow to the war for independence and, by 
implication, to liberalism. The majority of Italian 
Catholics rejoiced at the pope's decision. The neo
Guelph minority became uncertain. (The papal order 
was not obeyed by all the troops; many soldiers and 
officers followed General Durando and joined the war 
against the Austrians as volunteers. ) Counting on the 
support of the ma~scs of the people, Ferdinand 11 of 
the Two Sicilies suspended the constitution ill May 
and ordered the anest of leading liberals soon after. 
Following the papal lead, he ordered his troops to 
withdraw from the war against Austria. General Pepe 
and about two thousand men followed Durando's lead 
and went to Venice, which they helped defend against 
the Austrians in the siege of 1849. 

The political crisis that suddenly engulfed the 
empire had not affected the Austrian armed forces; 
they remained loyal to their emperor and to the long
established traditions he represented. Confident of the 
loyalty of the troops, generals took the initiative in 
reestablishing the emperor's authority. Sardinians and 
volWlteers had achieved minor successes in May and 
Junc. They were defeated late in July at Custoza 
and compelled to evacuate all occupied territory. An ar
mistice was signed between Sardinia and Austria. 

Pressed by a democratic cabinet headed by Urbano 
Hattazzi, Charles Albert denounced the armistice in 
March 1849 and returned once again to the field of 
battle. Defeated a few days later at Novara, he abdi
cated in the hope that his son Victor Emmanuel II 
would be granted more favorable peace conditions. 
He went to Portugal, where he died soon after. 

THE BRIEF HOUIi OF DEMOCRACY IN 1849 

Liberals had been dismayed by the political de
feats inflicted by Pius IX and Ferdinand 11. They were 
even more dismayed by the military defeats inHicted 
on the Sardinians by the Austrians. Democrats pro
ceeded to take the offensive. Luigi Settembrini and 

Luigi Settembrilli. EPA 
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several of his friends organized a conspiracy in Naples 
with the aim of overthrowing Ferdinand II, ending 
Neapolitan separatism, and merging the Two Sicilies 
in an Italian state. The conspiracy failed. The assas
sination of the liberal prime minister Rossi in Rome 
was followed by the Sight of Pius IX to Gaeta, where 
he was soon joined by Leopold 11 of Tuscany. Repub
licans seized power in Florence under the leader
ship of a triumvirate composed of Domenico Cuer
TSui, Giuseppe MOlltanelli, and Giuseppe Mazzoni. 
The Roman Republic, proclaimed on February 9, 1849, 
was led by another triumvirate consisting of Mazzoni 
himself, Carlo Armelli.:ni, and Aurelio Sam. The revo
lutionary assembly made Mallin dictator of the Vene
tian Republic. Calls for volunteers came from the 
governments of the three republics and from the pro
visional government of Palermo, which faced an in-
vasion of troops loyal to Ferdinand II. elida Armellilli. EPA 

Victorious at Novara, Austrian armies moved 
against Tuscany, Venice, and remaining centers of 
democratic resistance in northern Italy such as Brescia. 
The troops of Ferdinand 11 reoccupied Sicily. A 
French expeditionary force landed in Civitavecchia to 
reestablish papal rule in Home where the Triumvirs 
entrusted to Garibaldi the command of the available 
forces of about twelve thousand volunteers. Heroism 
abounded in the besieged cities, in encounters with 
more numerous and better-equipped troops, in des- Aurelio Sn[fi. EPA 
perate attempts to reach those still fighting, in the aid 
civilians gave to tbose trying to escape Austrians and 
police. Goffredo Mameli, the young poet whose hymn 
to Italy is now the national anthem, was one of many 
who died at the walls of Home. Garibaldi's courageous 
wife Anita, exhausted, and debilitated by disease, 
died in the swamps of Comacchio. The priest Ugo 

Entry of the French into ROllle, 
July 12, 1849. EPA 
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Goffredo Mameli, /Joel 1111(1 soldier. EPA 

Bassi, Garibaldi's loya l companion, and Angelo Brun
etti ( the Roman republican leader nicknamed Cicer
uacehio) Illct death before a firing squad. The small 
volunteer forces ("QuId not stop the Austrians and 
French for long. Tuscany fell in ;\by. After a few 
successful engagements against the French and Bour
bon mercenaries, n ome finally surrendered early in 
lui)'. The Austrians entered Venice, last bulwark of 
the Europeun revolution that had started eighteen 
months earlier, at the end of August. In the areas 
controlled by Austria, in the Papal States, and in the 
Two Sicilics, the police worked hard to eliminate revo
lutionaries; jails were full and hangmen busy. 

Allgelo BrlllllJ.tti, uickllamed CicerU(lcchio. EPA 

LIBERALISM IN THE KINGDOM OF SARDINIA 

There was a major difference between the situa
tion that had existed in Italy prior to March 1848 and 
the state of affairs after August 1849. In oue important 
area of the country, the Kingdom of Sardinia, there 
was genuine liberty. ~Iainly on the advice of Massimo 
D'Azeglio, then the most prominent of the Piedmon
tese liberals, Victor Emmallue)II rejected the Austrian 
request that constitutional liberties be abolished in his 
kingdom. Here, freely expressed consensus strength
ened the institutions of the state; individual activities 
made for economic expanSion, the foundation not only 
of prosperity but of military power also; ideas could 
be formulated, iniHatives taken, plans made and car
ried out not only by cabinet ministers and deputies 
but by citizens of the kingdom and by tens of thou
sands of exiles who had come from all over Italy to 
Turin and Genoa. The exiles, particularly the Lombard 
Giorgio Palla vicino and the Sicilian Giuseppe La 
Farina, acting in close cooperation with Manin who 
was in Paris, were responsible for the fonnation in 
1856/ 57 of the Societ!i NlIziollllle (National Society), 
which aimed ilt the unification of Italy under Victor 
Emmanuel. The National Societv became the Italian 
ann of the Sardinian liberal regime. In it, joining 
hands in a common effort to create constitutional 
unitarianism, were modemtes willing to renounce 
particularism and democrats willing to renounce 
republicanism. 

The hopes of Itnlian patriots were focused on 
Snrdinia. Cavour was their man. As soon as he was 
elected he made his mark in the Sardinian Parliament. 
A membcr of the D'Azeglio cabinet in 1850, be became 
prime minister in 1852. In Parliament, be brought 
ahout a liberal coalit ion of his own progressive mod
erates and of Rattaui's democrats- the same coalition 
that outside Parliament later gave birth to the Na
tional Society. Supported by a strong parliamentary 

Cavour's study. Palaz::.o CorigllaflO, seM of tlw Jtal~ 
ian Parliamellt ill Turin. EPA 
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majority and by the king. Cavour made internal ad~ 
ministration more efficicnt, improvcd public education, 
curbed divisive ecclesiastical privileges (as a result, he 
was excommunicated by the archbishop of Turin). 1 ... lost 
important of all was the reorganization of the armed 
forces. Enlightened financia l policies, political stability, 
dynamic private initiative, and governmental stimulus 
quickly made Sardinia's continental regions the most 
economically advanced area of italy. In 1855, Cavour 
was able to convince the parliamentary majority and 
the king that Sardinia should join Great Britain and 
France in the war being waged in the Crimea to 
check Russian expansion toward the Mediterranean. 
It was an act of open hostility against Austria, which, 
though neutral. was friendly to Russia-and was in
terpreted as such in Vienna. The fifteen thousand Sar
dinialls sent to the Crimea distinguished themselves 
at the Chernaya and in other engagements. As a result 
of the participation in the war, Sardinian delegates 
were able to raise questions concerning Italy at the 
Paris Peace Congress of 1856. From then on, Sardinia 
could count on the support of France's emperor and 
British public opinion. Many Britishers in influential 
positions sympathized strongly with ltaHan patriots, 
and were shocked by the excesses of the police in the 
Two Sicilies, publicized and severely condemned by 
Gladstone. 

REPRESSION 

In Sardinia there was liberty and progress, but 
elsewhere in Italy police repression was more severe 
than ever. In the 1850s, courageous patriots organized 
conspiracies and uprisings in Lombardy, Venetia, Ro
magna, Tuscany, Sicily. The despot Charles III of 
Bourbon (whose father had been promoted in 1847 
from dukc of Lucca to duke of Parma) was killed. 
AgcsiJao Milano's attempt on the life of Ferdinand n 
failed, as did that of Orsini and Pieri against Napoleon 
nI, hated by Italian republicans for his role ill the 
events of 1849. Among the many patriots executed 

were Speri, who had led the defense of Brescia against 
the Austrians in 1849; the priest Tazzoli, organizer of 
a conspiracy in Lombardy; Sciesa, a .Milanese republi
can, and Calvi, who had led an uprising in Cadore. 
The Neapolitan Pisacane, scion of a noble family and a 
committed democrat, landed at Sapri, south of Salerno, 
with a small band of exiles; surrounded by Bourbon 
troops, he killed himself rather than fall into the hands 
of the enemy. 

CAVOUR'S DIPLOMACY 

Sardinia was now stronger than it had been in 1848 
and there was considerable unrest in italy, but Ca
vour knew it would take more than these two factors 
to expel Austria and her puppets from Italy. After the 
Peacl) of Paris, he devoted his energies to winning the 
military cooperation of France. Entrusted with dicta
torial powers and supported by a majority of the 
French nation, the Emperor Napoleon III aimed at 
reestablishing the European leadership of France, 
once aga in economically and militarily the strongest 
power 011 the Continent. The war against Russia had 
been a good appetizer: Russian imperialism had been 
checked-at least for the time being; and French inHu· 
ence was strong in the Ottoman Empire. Owing to 
France a new state-Moldavia-Walachia (after 1862, 
Roman ia)-had been created in the strategic area be
tween the Austrian, Russian, and Ottoman empires. 

Napoleon turned his gaze toward Italy, as so many 
French rulers had done since the times of Pepin III 
eleven hundred years before. His simple aim was to 
replace Austrian hegemony with French hegemony; his 
instruments would be the Kingdom of Sardinia and the 
papacy. Late in 1857, he informed Cavour that he 
would help should Sardinia again become involved in 
a war against Austria. The attempt of Orsini and Pieri 
in January 1858 against the emperor's life at first 
seemed to end all plans for French-Sardinian coopera
tion; but after thinking it over, Napoleon decided. 
correctly, that if he aided Italiar) patriOts their ani-

The attack 011 Sebas!ol,al. NYPL 



mosity would change to friendship. Cavour's plan was 
to expand the Kingdom of Sardinia as much as 
possible, unifying at least all of northern Italy. The 
main objective was to expel the Austrians; the rest 
would follow. [n July 1853, at the emperor's invitation, 
Cavour met Napoleon secretly at Plombieres. There 
was no written treaty, ollly an oral agreemcnt that if 
Austria were to attack Sardinia, France would come to 
the rescue; all areas north of the Apennines would be 
added to Sardinia, which, in exchange, would sur
render Savoy and Nice to France; Umbria would be 
jOilled to Tuscany to form a Central Italian kingdom; 
the kingdoms of Northern ltaly, Central Italy, Two 
Sicilies (or separate kingdoms of Naples and Sicily 
if Sicilians preferred to be on their own), and papal 
Latium would form a federation headed by the pope; 
Victor Emmanuel's teen-aged daughter Clotilde would 
marry Napoleon's cousin and namesake Prince Napo
leon (nicknamed Pion-Plan). The emperor hoped that 
this cousin would become king of Central Italy and 
that another, Lucien Murat, would replace the Bow'
bans on tbe tluone of Naples. 

1859, THE SECOND WAR OF THE RISORCl~[ENTO 

Sardinia prepared for war. A caU fOJ" volunteers 
went out among the exiles. Garibaldi, who had been 
living for some years on a farm on the island of Ca
prera off the Sardi.nian coast, was asked to take com
mand of three thousand volunteers. The National 
Society prepared for insurrections. The Austrian gov
emment fell into a trap set by Cavour and declared 
war on Sardinia on April 23, 1859. The second, and 
major, war of the Risol"gimcllto was wlder way. The 
day Austrian troops invaded Sardi.nian terri.tory, one 
hundred thousand French troops crossed the Alps. 
Victory followed OIl victory. Victor Emmanuel and 
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Napoleon entered Milan together. At the end of June, 
at Solferino and at San Martino (not far from Man
tua), the biggest battle of the war was fought. Between 
the French, Sardinians, and Austrians (Jed by Napo
leon, Victor Emmanuel, and the young emperor Franz 
Josef respectively), casualties were over thirty thou
sand-in just a few hours! The carnage of Solferino 
and San Martino, the growing hostility of French Cath
olics (until then Napoleon's main supporters) to a war 
that threatened the integrity of the Papal States, the 
massing of Prussian troops on the Rhine as if prepar
ing to attack France, induced Napoleon to sign the 
mmistice of Villafranca early in July. Lombardy (and, 
by tacit consent, Panna ) would be annexed by Sar
dinia; Habsburg-Lorrame princes would be reinstated 
in Tuscany and Modena; and the pope would not be 
deprived of any territory. Napoleon communicated 
these terms to Victor Emmanuel: no more mention was 
made of Savoy and Nice. Angered, Cavour resigned. 
Victor Emmanuel had a better understanding of Napa-
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Icon's difnculties and agreed to the armistice. Lombardy 
became formally part of Sardinia and a peace treaty 
\Vii S signed in Zurich on Novemher 10. 

IlEVOLUTIONS 

The landslide had begun. In bloodless revolutions, 
liberals established themselves in power: in Tuscany 
in April; in Parma, Modena, and papal Bologna in 
June. Uprisings in Umbria and the Marches were 
suppressed by mercenary t roops loyal to the pope. 
CavoUl' had appointed commissioners to govem the 
liberated areas: D'A~eglio in Bologna, Boncompagni in 
Florcnee, Farini ill Panna. After Villafranca the com
missioners were withdrawn, hut liberal provisional 
governments, headed respectively by Cipriani, Rica
soli, ilud Farini (as rcpresclltativc of tht: Societo Na;:;i
oIUl/e ) made it clear that 110 I'cstomtion would be 
tolerated, and that people unanimously wanted union 
with Sardilua. Cavour and ltalian patriots now had 
other friends. At the elections in !\lay, a Liberal major
ity had been elected to the British HOllse of Commons. 
All the major political figures now in power in London 
( Lord Bussell, Lord PalmerstOll, Gladstone ) were 
friendly to Italy. Napoleon vacillated. 111 accordance 
with the wishes of the parliamentary majority, and of 
Italian patriots everywhere, Cavour became prime 
minister again. In March 1860, he persuaded Napoleon 
to accept the merging of Tuscany. Romaglla, Modena, 
and Panna with Sardinia, in exchange for Savoy and 
Nice. The state of which Cavour was prime minister 
no\\' included one-third of Ttaly. 

CAlll/JALDl'S CA~uCE ROSSE 

The war against Austria and the incorporation of 
Lombardy bad been the first chapter. The revolutions 
in Florence, Bologna, ~'I odena, and Parma, and their 
merging with the Sardinian state, had been the second 
chapter. Now came the third. It was the most spec
tacular and the most unforgettable for Italians. Ferdi
nand II of the Two Sicilies had died in 1859 and was 
replaced by his well-meaning but ineffectual son Fran
cis II. The Socicta Na;:;iollule had organized an uprising 
in PalemlO, in April 1860. it was quickly suppressed. 
Other revolutionary attempts were launched in the 
is land hy the republicans Rosolino Pilo and Nicola 
Fabrizi. With Cavour's knowledge and approval, La 
Farina in Turin requested and obtained the coopera
tion of Garibaldi to free Sicily from the Bourbons. 
With the connivance of the Sardinian government, 
which supplied money ancl weapons, Garibaldi and a 
thousand secretly recruited volunteers boarded two 
ships at night and sailed from Quarto, near Genoa, on 
.May 5. British ships patrolled Sicilian waters. On May 
11 the Garibaldini, whose red shi rts became a byword, 
landed at Marsala, Sicily's westernmost port. 

Only a poet can do justice to the events of the next 
five months. At Salemi, Garibaldi proclaimed a dicta· 
torship over Sicily in the name of Victor Emmanuel. 
On the foUowing day the red·shirted Thousand routed 
an enemy force three times its size at Calatanmi. On 
the twenty-seventh of May, having broken through an 
army of twenty-five thousand, they entered PalemlO. 
The GaribaJdilli, who were joined by thousands of 
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Sicilians and volunteers from the north, on July 20 
won a victory against the Neapolitans at ~'Iilazzo 
which completed the liberation of the island. The 
success of what initially had appeared a mad enter~ 
prise, in the opinion of most, was owed to Garibaldi, 
who set the example of extreme bravery, who knew 
how to lead on the battlefield, and who inspired men 
to do or die; to those like Sirtori, Bertani, Bixio, Mario, 
Medici, Crispi, Depretis, who shared military and 
political responsibility with Garibaldi; to the courage, 
enthusiasm, and discipline of the Garnice Rosse ( the 
Redshirts) and to the active support of Sicilian pa
triots. Italian liberals and democrats felt a surge of 
pride. Foreigners applauded. 

The Battle of Mila:::.::,o, 1860. EPA 
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The island itself had been liberated, but the main
land remained. With British aid, Cavour maneuvered 
to prevent possible Russian and Austrian intervention 
in favor of Francis If. He got Napoleon's reluctant 
approval of a policy of French nonintervention on con
dition that the pope be not disturbed in the possession 
of Rome and Latium. British ships kept the Bourbon 
navy at bay ill August while the Garibaldini crossed 
the Strait of Messina. From Reggio to Naples there 
was no opposition. The populace was stunned; officials 
of the Bourbon administration disappeared; regiments 
disintegrated. On September 7, Garibaldi entered the 
capital of the Two Sici.lies. Enemy forces had been 
reorganized and regrouped. The last battle-the biggest 
battle of the astounding campaign-was fought on 
October 1 at the Voltumo River, north of Naples. Gari
baldi WOIl. Francis 11 withdrew to Gaeta, then went 
into exile in Rome. Except for a couple of garrisons, 
which would surrender early in 18Gl, the Italian South 
had been liberated. The Kingdom of the Two Sicilies 
had ceased to exist. 

THE P.4.PL\L STATES SHRINK 

The fourth chapter in the 1859/ 60 wlification 
story was a short one. Garibaldi had made it clear that 
from Naples he was going to Rome: this action would 
be intolerable to the French emperor whose plans for 
creating a subservient Italian federation had miscar· 
fied miserably. Mazzini had gone to Naples to create 
a government antagonistic to that of Turin ; Garibaldi 
was against this move, but some of his closest collabo
rators favored it. To forestall Garibaldi's march on 
Home and .Mazzini's republican government, Cavour 
obtained Victor Emmanucl's consent to dispatch an 
army to occupy the !\'larches and Umbria, cut Gari-

The Bailie of Castc/foell/fda, 1860. EPA 

baldi off from Latium, and ensure that the former 
Kingdom of the Two Siciljes would be incorporated in 
the Italian state. In one nearly bloodless battle, at 
Castelfidardo late in September, papal mercenaries 
led by a French legitimist were defeated. The Marches 
and Umbria were liberated. On October 26, Garibaldi 
and Victor Emmanuel met on horseback at Teano, 
nurth of Naples. The conqueror greeted the newcomer 
as king of Italy, and a few days later returned to his 
farm in Caprera. 

ITALY 

The first Italian parliament met in Turin in Feb
ruary 1861. The Kingdom of Italy was proclaimed on 
March 17. Ten days later a motion was carried recog
nizing Rome as the capital of Italy. The new Italian 
state did not yet include all the Italian nation, but the 
Risorgimellto's main goal had been achieved. His work 
done, Cavour died on June 6. 

The meeting of Garibaldi 
alld Victor Emmanuel II 
at T eGIiO. EPA 
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THE TROUBLED 
KINGDOM OF 
ITALY (1861-1946) 

The ordeal of united Ualy - Tl1ree maior phases -
From constitutionalism to democracy - Rome and 
Venice join united Italy - Right-of-center and left-of
center alternate (1861- 1891) - Tile Triple Alliance
Short-lived colonialisnt - Liberalism, 1901-1922 -
Pope Leo XIII and the beginning of Cl1ristian democ
j'lley - Socialism - Nationalists - Social tensiollS and 
economic progress - ForeiglllJolicy - Interventionists 
verSllS neutralists, tIle crisis of 1914-1915 - Italy ill 
'Vorld 'Val' 1 - Postwar turmoil - Fascism - Parlia
mentary pal'Olysis - TIle Communist 1JU1t!} is eslab
lisJwd - TIle Fascist March 011 Rome - Mussolini: 
from prime minister to dictator - The Lateran Treaty 
and the racial laws - Fiancheggiatori - Antifascism 
- Fascist -imperial-ism - The conquest. of Ethiopia -
Interve fltioll in Spain - The alliance witt! Nazi Ger
mally - Wol'fd War II: Fascist Italy joins Na;,i 
Germany - Tile Allies liberate Sicily - Armistice -
The Resistance - GennGlJ su rrender - End of the 
monarchy. 

THE ORDEAL OF UNITED ITALY 

ROCRESSlVE Italians were elated in 18Bl, Unifica
hon, which a short time before seemed a generous 
dream, was now a reality. It is true that Rome and La· 
tium were still under papal rule; that in the northeast 
-in Venetia, Trent, Friuli, {stria, Trieste, and the 
Italian communities of Dalmatia-Austrian officials and 
Austrian garrisons remained; that peripheral areas long 
considered Italian ( Corsica, Nice, TicillO, Malta ), 
where the loyalty of most people was now to a nation 
other than the ItaJhm, were lost or were being lost. 
In spite of all this, there was one united nation fIOn) 

the Alps to Sicily, from the Strait of Otranto to 
Sardinia. In an a rea larger than that which had origi
nally been united by the Uomans, foudlfths of all 
ltalian-speaking people, more than twenty-two mil lion, 
lived under the same government and had the same 
£lag as their symbol. 
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The elation did not last long. There were prob
lems which all together were probably greater then 
than the sum of problems anywhere el~e in Europe. 
It had been assumed by the liberal minority now gov
erning the nation, by democ.rats and by all other pa
triots who had shared in the struggle against foreign 
domination and native despotism that unifica tion would 
automatically bring national cohesion. They were con
vinced that if they instituted uniform laws, administm.
tion, and schools, and amalgamated administrative 
personnel and the armed forces, thev could eliminate 
illiteracy ( three- fourths of all adults bad had no 
schooling whatever ); improve health conditions ( rna. 
laria, tuberculosis, and pellagra took a heavy toll every 
year, infant mortali ty was tragically high, serious epi
demics broke out from time to time); create an eco
nomic infrastructure that cOtl\d eliminate poverty 
through industrialization, improve agriculture, speed 
the growth of services, develop trade. Instead, national 
cohesion remained weak; large-scale banditry, subsi
dized by Bourbon loyalists who bad fled to Home. 
broke out in the rural areas of the South; integration 
and amalgamation proved difficult in a nation wbose 
regional loyalties were strong and could easily lead 
to separatism; and in spite of sound policies and stren
uous government efforts, for decades there seemed to 
be no economic takeoff. 

A gulf yawned betweel) tbe minority active dur
ing the Risorgimento and the traditionalist majority 
attached to an authoritarian way of life, opposed, or 
at best indifferent, to political liberty, and convinced 
that freedom of the press and of conscience opens the 
gate to deceit and heresy. 'What traditionalist Italians 
still wanted was the way of life shaped three hundred 
years before. This majority was not identified with one 
class: it included sectors of aU c:1asses- just as sectors 
of all classes belonged to the progressive minority. The 
progressive few were not numerous enough to shake 
the stagnant many. Uniflcation bad been a political 
revolution; the real revolution- the change from old 
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values, ideas, and altitudes to new ones making for II 
different way of life-was slow in coming. In fact, it 
did not come for the majority of the nation until after 
Italy had successfully overcome the crisis caused by 
foreign invasions and the other tragic events of 1943-
1946-until after the republic of the many had replaced 
the monarchy of the few. 

THREE MAJOR PHASES 

The eighty-Bve years of monarchical rule in Italy 
consisted of three major and totally distinct phases. 
There was a first phase, which lasted about a genera
tion, from 1861 to the early 1890s, when d~'namism and 
efficiency at the government level seemed to make little 
or no difference to the nation. While most other 
European llntions progressed, the Italian nation stag
nated. ll.t this time the great migratory movement be· 
gan. By the 18805 it had gathered momentum and 
involved millions or Italians who, despairing of im
provement at bome, looked for a better life abroad. 
The second phase lasted about two decades, until 1915. 
New men, new ideas, and new movements appeared 
on the national scene. Tensions thal developed were 
successfully overcome by liberal policies aimed at the 
expansion of free institutions. There was progress, in 
all fields. J\lost gratifying was the beginning of an 
economic takeoff, which raised the national income, 
improved standards of living. and strengthened Italy 
as a major European power. \ ,Vith its numerous influ
ential and articulate advocates, and with millions of 
Italians passive, traditionalism was still powerful, but 
was losing ground. With more and more people par
ticipating responsibly in the events of the time, the 
nation was marching toward democracy. This promis
ing start ended abruptly with Italy's involvement in 
World War l. For thirty years democratic progress was 
at a halt. Much ground was lost. Too much suffering 
und exhaustion caused by the war, and too many divi
sions among progressive Italians, enabled advocates 
of the authoritarian way of life to regain the upper 
hand. Out of the political and spiritual turmoil of the 
war and the postwar period came fascism, a sad re
version to the age of absolutism and confOimity. King 
Victor Emmanuel II I was nominall)1 head of the state, 
but from 1922 until 1943 all power, wihout checks or 
restraints, was in the hands of the dictator Benito 
J\ lussolini. Fascism flnalJy drowned in the terrible 
bloodbath into which the dictatorship had dragged the 
nation. Through their participation in the Resistance 
during the final phase of World War fl , ltalians re
gained their hOllor, their liberty, and once again be
came masters of their destinies. 

FROlt CONSTITUTIONALISM TO DEMOCRACl' 

The Italian state of lS6 l was a constitutional king. 
dom. In the Sardinian constitution of 1848, now the 
Italian constitution, the hereditary king enjoyed can· 

siderable power as head of state. Within a short time, 
however, the executive power became subject to the 
legislature, to a parliament composed of an elected 
house (the chamber of deputies ) and an appointed 
senate. The chamber, elected on the basis of limited 
suffrage ( only hali a million citizens were qualilled to 
vote in the 18605), was more powerful than the senate. 
When Humbert J succeeded his father Victor Em
manuel U in 1878. Italy had a parliamentary foml of 
government sueh as existed in Great Britain, France, 
and the smaller progressive states of Western and 
Northenl Europe. The electoral reform of 1881 brought 
the number of voters to over two million; the reform 
of 1912 introduced near-universal male suffrage. 

Two main parties alternated in power until tbe 
1890s: the moderate Deslm (Right ) and the demo
cratic Sinistr(l (Left ) . In the Sardinian Parliament of 
the 1850s the Sinistro had moved to a position keyed to 
willingness to work within the existing limited consti
tutional frame and at the same time aiming to widen 
it-as they successfully did. The Destra had a parlia
mentary majority from 1861 to 1876, when its main 
leaders were former collaborators of Cavour and 
non-Piedmontese moderates ( Ricasoli, Lamarmora, 
~linghetti , Lanza, Sella). The Sinistra bad as main 
representatives former patriotic conspirators and re
publicans ( Rattazzi, Dcprctis, Cail'Oli, Crispi, Zanar· 
delli ) and enjoyed a parliamentary majority from 
18i6 to 1891. 

The Destro. wanted a strong centralized adminis
tration, considerable autonomy for the executive, 
lir:nited suffrage, respect for ecclesiastical authority 
subordinated to separation of church and state, sound 
financial policies, as little involvement as possible in 
conBicts between other nations, and an efficient mili
tary establishment. The Sinistra wanted wider suf
frage, bureaucratic deeenhalization, subordination of 
the executive to the legislative power, straightforward 
anticlerical policies, compulsory lay universal ed uca-
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tion at the elementary level, a diminution of the fiscal 
burden weighing heavily on the lower classes (even at 
the cost of an unbalanced budget ), and a dynamic 
foreign policy aimed at increasing Italian influence 
in international affai rs. To the left of the Sinistra was 
the an ticonstitutional £stremfl .. formed mainly of fol
lowers or sympathizers of Mauini. After Mazz.ini's 
death in 1872, the Radicals, whose position became 
close to that of the Sinistra, seceded from the Maz
zinian and other republicans. There were then no rep
resentatives of political Catholicism in Parliament. 
Pope Pius IX, resentful of the loss of most of the 
Papal States in 1859/ 60, in 1868 had issued the llon 
expedit decree instructing Catholics not to participate 
in the political life of the Italian state. For devout 
CathoHcs the decree was an order, and they obeyed it. 

ROME AND VENICE JOIN UNITED ITALY 

After the proclamation of the Kingdom of Haly, 
the paramount concern was to complete the work of 
1859/ 60. For all patriots it was particularly intolerable 
that Rome should stiD be in papal hands. Garibaldi 
acted on behalf of all patriots when in 1862 he went 
to Sicily and raised volunteers for a march on Rome. 
But the pope had a powerful protector in the French 
emperor. To avoid French intervention, the Halian 
government reluctantly sent troops to stop Garibaldi. 
At Aspromonte in southern Calabria, at the end of 
August, there was a brief encounter in which the hero 
of Italian unification was wounded. The volunteers dis
persed and Garibaldi was sent back to Caprera. Napo
leon In asked the Italian government to move the 

capita l from Turin to Florence, implying that Rome 
was oat to be Italy's capital. The move took place in 
1865. In 1867 Garibaldi made another attempt to 
march on Rome. J.n October a small group of \'oluo
teers reached the outskirts of the city, but was de
feated by papal mercennries at Villa Clori. The main 
body was attacked by French troops at ~ l entana 
early in November and compelled to withdraw to 
Italian territory. Three years later, in July 1870, dicta
torial presumption led Napoleon In to declare war 
against Prussia. In Augus t he was forced to order the 
withdrawa l from Rome of the French garrison, now 
needed to fight the Prussians. Led by General Raf
faele Cadorna, Italian troops crossed into Latium. Af
ter a token resistance of papal mercenaries at Porta 
Pia, light infantry units, the bersaglieri. entered the 
city on September 20 through a breach in the walls 
opened by the artillery unit commanded by Luigi 
Pellow.:, a future prime minister. To the enthusiastic 
rejoicing of a ll Italians, except those whose main loyalty 
was to the pope, Latium was incorporated in to the 
Kingdom of Italy. Rome was now the capital. It was 
a momentous event, for Italy and for the papacy. It 
meant the obliteration of the Papal States, which had 
existed de facto since the time of Leo I in the middle 
of the fi fth century, and which had changed bounda
ries but little since the eighth century. 

Sho]tly before, in 1866, the brief third war of the 
Risorgimento had been fought. Bent on replacing Aus
trian hegemony over Gennany with Prussian hege
mony. Qtto von Bismarck, chancellor of Prussia, bad 
asked for Italian cooperation in fighting Austria. War 
started in June. Now a general in the Italian army, 
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Caribaldi occupied part of the Trentino and won a 
victory over the: Austrians at Bezzeccn. The main 
Italian army was defeated once agafn, as in 1848, at 
Custoza. The Trentino remained in Austrian hands to
gether with other districts on the eastelll border; but 
through the mediation of Napoleon ll I. Venetia and 
most of Friuli were added to the ltalian Kingdom. 

R1CllT-OF-CENTER AND LEFT-OF-CENTER 
:\l.TERNATE, 1861-1891 

During its fifteen years in power, the Destra 
achieved the successful integration of the bureaucracy, 
the judiciary, and the armed forces. It was able to 
balance the budget (a considerable feat for a new 
state faced with enormous problems); to improve the 
economic infrastructUl'c (in 1876 there were nearly 
five thousand miles of railroad instead of the one 
thousand miles that existed at the time of the uniFica
tion ); to establish the foundation of an effident public 
school system; and end, at the cost of a campaign in 
which thousands of lives were lost, Bourbon-inspired 
lawlessness in the South. Separatism was checked: 
age-old differences among Italians and regional par
ticularism began to weaken. The Oestra, heeding Ca
vour's ideas, tried to solve the thomy problem of re
lations with the papacy and the Catholic church in 
Italy generally, by passing in 18i! a law guaranteeing 
the complete liberty of the pope. The law was not, 
however, accepted by lhe pope and IUs successors, and 
claims to the former Papal States were not renounced 
until the Lateran treaties of 1929. 

During the next Fifteen yenrs the Sinistra, progres
sive and passionately patriotic, widened the suffrage; 
abolished ta;~es weighing heavily on the poor; took 
the first steps toward social legislation ( protection of 
women and children in factories, accident insurance); 
expanded the school system; abolished ecclesiastical 
tithes and compulsory religious instruction; stimulated 
industriaJ expansion through government initiatives, 
and agricultural improvement through the establish
ment of a large number of cooperatives Bnd savings 
banks; enacted greatly improved legal codes; strength
ened the military forces : eurbed tbe Neapolitan crimi
nal Camorra but failed to curb the Mafia of western 
Sicily. The governments of the Sinistra and the parlia
mentary majority supporting them abal\doned their 
free-trade principles after having been in power a few 
years, and in 1887 illtroduced fuU-scale protectionism. 

In the 1880s many members of the Destra and 
of the Sinistra, realizing that new problems bad cre
ated new political realities, favored a realignment of 
political forces, Agostino Depretis, the most authori
tative statesman of the Sinistra, made himself the 
interpreter of the need for realignment, bringing to
gether through a conciliatory policy (which came to 
be known as trasformismo) a majority of the Sinistra 
and a minority of the Destra. Trasformismo (which, 
by a different name, still exists in the. 1970s) has often 
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been criticized. Actually, in its adjustment to changing 
conditions and changing problems, it reflected the 
political maturity and sellse of responsibility of Italians 
active in public life. 

TIfE TRIPLE ALLIANCE 

'The dvnamism of the Sini.~h-a in international af
fairs mean't, in practical lerms. involvement through 
alliances, and the beginning of colonialism. Since 
1871, when the German Empire had come into exist
ence, one of Chancellor Bismarck's chief aims had 
been the consolidation of peace in Europe through a 
system of German-centered alliances and the isolation 
of F rance, reputedly still the most aggressive nation in 
Europe. German supporl for A ustrian claims in the 
western Balkans in 1878 had led to an alliance be
tween the two central European empires in the follow
ing year. There was a growing number of responsible 
Italians for whom anti-Austrian ism, after Italian uni
fication, was a thing of tbe past. Some of them hoped 
that in time Cerman pressure and compensations in the 
Balkans would induce Austria to surrender Italian
speaking border districts. Moreover, if Austria held 
Trent and Trieste, what was to be done about France's 
holding Corsica and Nice? In 1881, the establishment 
of a French prolectorate over Tunisia, only a short 
distance from Sicily and possessing a large Italian 
t:ommunity. caused a profound emotional reaction in 
Ttal)' where it was interpreted as a threat to the na
tion's security. Italian trade with both Cermany and 
Austria was increasi.ng, and greater economic collabo
ration appealed to many. Furthermore Italy and Prus
sia had been allied in 1866. Playing on these various 



clements, Bismarck induced Italy to join Germany and 
Austria (since 1867 Austria-Hungary) in a formal 
alliance. The Triple Alliance, as it was known, re
mained a basic feature of the European scene for over 
a generation, until finally denoUl\ced by Italy on May 
3, 1915. 

SHORT-LIVED COLON IALISM 

In the 1880s much of tribal and Islamic Africa was 
partitioned among seven European powers. Italy was 
one of them. A chaotic situation had been created by 
insurrections, religious fanaticism, slave raids, and 
civil wars in the vast area of Ilortheastenl Africa now 
included in the Sudan, Ethiopia, and Somalia, and 
divided then between districts claimed by Egypt, a 
small and loosely organized Ethiopian Empire, and n 
large number of independent small Islamic states and 
pagan tribal communities. Italians acting in an individ
ual capacity had cooperated in the struggle for the 
abolition of slavery in that area. Other Italians were 
active as missionaries and explorers. Democrats im
bued with nationnlistic fervor, whose main spokesman 
was the former 1\'lnzzinian Francesco Crispi, aimed at 
bringing parts of northeastern Africa under Italian 
control. Creat Britain spurred the colonial ambitions 
of the Sinistra. A British suggestion for joint inter+ 
vention in 1882 in Egypt, where a prosperous Itali an 
community had settled, and where a number of Euro
peans had perished the previous year at the hands of 
Arab nationalists, was rejected by the Italian govern
ment. Italy proceeded, however, to annex Assab, a 
small port on the Red Sea and nominally an Egyptian 
possession since the 1820s. Shortly afterward, tlle 
British asked for Italian cooperation in putting down 
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the slave-raiding followers of the Mahdi Mohammed 
Ahmed, who were then devastating the Sudan. This 
request led, in 1885, to the Italian occupation of ~'I as
sawa, north of Assab, and of its mountainous hinterland, 
since time immemol'iai palt of Ethiopia. Intervention 
in an Ethiopian civil war on the side of Menelek n, 
king of Shoa and later emperor, led to the 'Treaty of 
Uccialli of 1889 which-according to the Italian ver
sion-made Ethiopia an Italian protectorate. In the 
Slime year two small Somali sultanates put themselves 
under Italian protection; with the addition of a coastal 
area surrendered by the sultan of ZanZibar, and of 
districts in the interior, tl1ey became Italian Somnli
land. Assab and Massawa became the colony of Eri
trea. 

The 1890s were an agitated decade. More and 
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more industrial workers and peasants were aware that 
a different and beUer life existed, and they intended 
to share it. Migration to the United States, to Argen
tina, to Brazil, and in smaller numbers to many other 
countries, was a solution for millions. But more mil
lions, destitute and often unemployed, remained. 
What in the 1870s and 1880s had been the action of a 
few revolutionaries (of the anarchist Carlo Cafiero 
or the socialist Andrea Costa for instance) 'became, 
in the 1890s, a vast movement of social protest. Intel
lectuals like Antonio Labriola, Filippo Turati, Enrico 
Ferri, inspired the organization of a fast-growing labor 
movement and of the Socialist party, formally estab
lished in 1893. Anarchists were numerous and active; 
one of them, Gaetano Bresci (a sometime resident of 
Paterson, New Jersey) , assassinated Klng I'Iumbert 1 
There were numerous clashes betwecn police and 
strikers. Particularly violent were the clashes in the 
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rural areas of the lower Po Valley and in Sicily, where 
associations of militant workers were given the name 
of fasci (or unions-literally, bundles). 

In 1893, a financia l scandal involving deputies and 
ministers caused a government crisis. In 1895, Ethi
opia's emperor rejected the interpretation of the 
Treaty of Uccialli establishing a protectorate, moved 
against the Italians and defcated them at Adowa 
(Adua) in J\'larch 1896. Prime Minister Crispi was 
compelled to resign. His successor, the conservative 
Antonio eli Rudinl, had to do so also, after serious 
rioting had broken out in Milan in May 1898. Under 
the premiership of General Pelloux, public order was 
maintained through the large-scale use of martial law. 
In 1900, the murder of King H umbert, a mediocre but 
good man, was a shock that helped mend the situa
tion. Completing the process initiated under Depretis, 
most members of the Sinistra and the Destra merged 
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informally into one liberal democratic group with the 
aim of preserving and strengthening free institutions. 
The liberal democrats ( usually referred to simply as 
liberals ) were the main force behind Italy's govern
ment until they were overthrown by the Fascist coup 
of 1922. 

LIBERALISM, 1901-1922 

Shortly after his father's death, Victor Emmanuel 
111, at the designation of the parliamentary majority, 
appointed as prime minister the old veteran of the first 
war of the Risorgimento Giuseppe Zanardelli, for a 
long time It prominent leader of the Sinistra. The min
ister of the interior Giovanni Giolitti, the most promi
nent Italian statesman since Cavour, soon replaced 
Zanardelli in the premiership. The Piedmontese Cio
litti had been prime minister briefly in 1892/ 93 and 
became prime min ister for the last time in 1920/ 21. He 
was for thirty years the most authoritative figure in 
Italian politics. Supported by strong parliamentary 
majorities, Giolitti remained prime minister until the 
spring of 1914, except for brief periods when the 
premiership was held by his collaborators Alessandro 
Fortis and Luigi Luzzatti, or by his opponent Sidney 
Sonnino, 

Liberals of this period were unflinchingly, even if 
moderately. progressive. From the Destra they had 
inherited a deep attachment to parliamentary institu
tions and respect for sound financial policies, from 
the Sinistra a program of gradual reforms aimed at 
promoting economic expansion, at diminishing in
equalities, and at bringing more and more citizens 
into the political process until democracy could be 
achieved. The divisions among the liberals were re
lated to the degrees of moderatism and progressivism 
of the various groups. To the right of the majority led 
by Giolitti was the deeply nationalistic moderate wing 
headed by Sonnino and Antonio Salandra. To the left 
was a radically progressive wing whose major spokes
men during the crucial post-World War I period were 
Francesco Saverio Nitti, prime minister in 1920/ 21, 
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and Giovanni Amendola, who died in 1925 of wounds 
inBicted by Fascist mobsters. 

1n order to bring about the passage from consti
tutiona l liberalism to liberal democracy, between 1901 
and 1914 Ciolitti and his collaborators aimed at induc
ing the main hostile sections of the nation (Catholics, 
socialists, and-appearing then as a distinct political 
force-nationalists) to accept pariiamentarianism. 
There was considerable success with Catholics, some 
with SOCialists. none with nationalists. 

POPE LEO XIIJ AND TIlE BEGINNING OF 
CHRISTIAN DEMOCRACY 

Since the revolutionary upheavals of the late 
eighteenth century. there had been Catholics (including 
members of the lower clergy ) on t ile side of liberals, 
democrats, and patriots. But support for traditiona l 
authoritarianism and oppoSiti0l1 to progressive move
ments had remained the policy of the Roman church. 
Sustained efforts bad been made by Gregory XVI and 
Pius IX (except in the latter's brief progressive period 
from 1846 to 1848 ) to stem the tide of agnosticism, 
materialism. and atheism growing in Catholic nations 
in the wake of liberal successes, as well as the tide of 
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modernism among believers. On the theoretical level, 
there had been the encyclicals Mirari Vos and Quanta 
Gura (to which was attached the Syllabus Errorum 
listing heretical ideas and ideologies ). in 1832 and 
1864, and the dogma of papal infallibility approved 
in 1870 (a few months before the end of the pope's 
temporal power ) by Council Va tican 1. On the 
political level there had been the reactionary policies 
of Cardinals Lambrusehini and Antonelli. 

A radical change OCCUlTed when Pius IX was 
succeeded in 1878 by Leo XIII Pecci. The reign of 
the new pope was on a level with the reigns of Greg
ory 1, Gregory VII, and Pius V, as a crucial period in 
the formulation of the Catholic position. Leo XII I had 
received from the cardinals who elected him a clear 
mandate to adjust the teachings of the Roman Church 
on earthly matters (political, economic, social ) to the 
modern world. The encyclicals Libertas and Rerum 

A caricature from Fischi
etta OR the dogma of pa-
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Novorlllll were, together with several others and with 
numerous papal pronouncements, expressions of the 
renovation then being carried out, (and to be carried 
further under John XXfIl in the 1960s ). In the 1880s 
an American cardinal expressed approval of democ
racy. This was followed by a French cardinal's Vati
can-inspired toast to the French Republic ( lay and 
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democratic! ) in 1890. Croups called Christian Demo
crats were organized in ltaly in the 1890s. fonnulating 
the policy of Catholics in a democratic society. In 
1907 Pope Fius X Sarto condemned modernism (which 
in Italy had as major spokesmen the novelist Fogaz
zaro and the historian Buonaiuti ) but at the end of 
1903 he had authorized a limited participation by 
Catholics in rtalian political life. This was a major 
triumph for Giolitti's policy of drawing Catholics 
into the Hberal democratic mold. Wider participation 
was authorized in 1913 when political Catholicism be
gan to be represented in parliament. The /lOll expedit 
decree was abolished by Benedict XV Della Chiesa 
in time to allow the newly established Popular party 
led by Luigi Sturzo, a Sicilian priest, to participate 
in the elections of 1919. 

SOC IALI SM 

~Iarxists, whose position was best summarized in 
the slogan "One d ass. one party. onc idea" were the 
organizers of the Socialist party. from which socialist 
factions inclined toward anarchism and libertarian
ism had been excluded. Dcmocracv for l\larxists did 
not then mean th(' equal rights of ,)('ople free to hold 
and express different \'iews, hut rather a l e.~s expensive 
means than viol ence to achieve power. Once in power, 
Marxists would discard democl'ac:y as an obstacle to 
the final goal of- a totall y uniform society_ Reflecting 
developments among German socialists (at that time 
the leaders of Continental socialism ) . dissension arose 
in Italy ill the late 18905 and early J900s between 
orthodox !\ Iarxists ( the massimafisti ) wbo were unwiIJ
ing to use violence but were opposed to observing the 
rules of parliamentary or representative democracy, 
and particularly to any Conn of collaboration with non
socialists; a Marxist revolutionary wing advocating the 
ruth less use of violence; and a revisionist and refOim. 
ist wing that was no longer iVlarxist, supported democ
racy, subordinated tbe achievement of socialist goals 

to the requirements of the democratic process, and ac
cepted the concept of equality between socialists and 
nonsocialists. 

In the years just preceding Italy's participation in 
World War I, the revolutionary wing ( which seceded 
in 1921 to form the Communist party ) counted among 
its brilliant young spokesmen Benito M ussolini, who 
was appointed editor of the party newspaper in 1913. 
Prominent among the massimalisti were Costantino 
Lazzari and Giacinta Serrati. A group of revisionists 
who had favored cooperation with nonsocialists in 
order to change from a capitalist to a mixed economy 
and to enact substantial labor and social legislation 
left the party in 1912. Its leaders were Leonida Bisso
lati, and !vanoe Bonomi (prime minister in 1921/22 
with Liberal SUpPOIt, and again in 1944/ 45). Ideologi
cally close to the revisionists were numerous reform
ists, led by Turati, ClaudiO Treves, and Giuseppe 
~"' odigliani , who remained in the party until 1922. 
Whatever the situation inside the socialist movement 
in 1914, there were many Democratic Socialists ready 
to participate in the life of the nation wi thin the 
framework of free institutions. 

NATIONALISTS 

Fl'Om the educated classes came the UberaJs who 
governed the nation, their lmditional opponents the 
Republicans (a small group nfter 1900), the Catholic 
leaders who had followers in all sections of the popu
lation, the Socialists ( ~ I arxist and nOll-~larxist ) ; also 
the sma ll but vocal and inOuential Ilationallst move
ment. Turn-of-the-century nationalism was different 
from the nationalism of the Risorgimellto, when patri
otism, liberalism, imd democracy were closely linked. 
With an obsessive need to prove their nation's great
ness, the new nationalists wanted a strong government 
subject neither to parliamentary no!' popular controls, 
capable of suppress ing all divisive tendencies and 
mobilizing all available resources to achieve the terri-
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torial expansion equated with greatness. Nationalists 
wanted the annexation of districts that geographically 
or historically Or ethnically could be considered part 
of Italy, and the creation of an overseas colonial em
pire. Influenced by French friends and French ex
amples, nationalists led by Corradini, Federzoni, and 
Villari founded the authoritarian Nationalist party in 
1910. Party membership was small, and in the 1913 
elections only three Nationalist deputies were elected; 
but sympathizers were many, particularly among bigh 
officials, officers of the anTIed forces, the landowning 
gcntry. and right-wing liberals. 

Pasquale Vil/ari. NYPL 

The liberal policy from 1901-1914 was to make 
clear to Catholics, Socialists, and Nationalists that 
parliamentary democracy could be useful to all. On 
this basis, liberals, led by Ciolitti, acceded to the Cath
olics' request for a relaxation of anticlericalism and for 
bctter relations with the papacy; to the request of 
Democratic Socialists (and of Republicans ) for uni
versal male suffrage; and to the Nationalists' request 
for a new round of colonial expansion. Whatever the 
adva.ntages and disadvantages of democratization may 
have been, liberal Italy was becoming more and more 
the Italy of all Italians. 

SOCIAL TENSIONS AND ECONOMIC PROGRESS 

There was no lack of agitation, tension, and tur
moil from 1901 on. To the anarchist and iMarxist move
ments of the previous decades was added a syndical
ist or anarco-syndicalist movement which derived its 
ideology from the Hussian Bakunin and the French
man Sorel. The climax of the agitation was reached in 
the revolutionary riots of June 1914 led by the an
archist Enrico Malatesta, in which an important role 
was played by Pietro Nenni, then a Mazzinian re
publican; always a convinced democrat, he was later 
for nearly four decades Italy's foremost Socialist 
leader, and, in the 1960s, vice-premier in the progres
sive government coalition of Democratic Socialists, 
Catholics, and Republicans. The riots were quelled 
without the bloodshed that had marked repression in 
the 1890s. Industrial and agricultural workers struck 
repeatedly for higher wages and better working con
ditions. Labor unions merged in 1906 to form the 
Italian General Confederation of Labor ( now the 
Socialist and Communist ICCL ). 
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With agitation went considerable economic prog
ress. Agricultural real output (then nearly half the 
national income) doubled, and capital invested in 
industrial corporations increased fivefold in the eigh 
teen years preceding Italy's entl"}' in \Vorld War I. 
Fronl 1900 to 1914, the number of industrial enter
prises increased from 117,000 to 224,000. In just ten 

A group of industrial workert 011 strike in Turin. 1906. 
NYPL 

years, 1900-1910, foreign trade doubled. The Italian 
merchant marine had become one of the largest in 
Europe. Foreign capital helped. Cermal~ , Swiss, Bel
gian entrepreneurship, managerial and technical know
how stimulated the Italian economy. Emigration was 
condemned by many (nearly a million Italians left the 
country in 1913) but the emigrants' remittances helped 
to balance international payments. In dollars of the 
early 1970s the Italian gross national p roduct amounted 
to a little less than thirty billion in 1914. Since the 
population had increased to over thirty-Bve million, 
per capita income was around $800, or less than half 
of what it was to be in 1970. 

The Liberal leaders' insistence on a sound cur
rency, Bnancial solvency, and a balanced budget went 
together with the execution of important public works. 
The railroads, nationalized in 1905, were extended. 
i'viarshes were reclaimed in the lower Po Valley, and 
aqueducts built. Ports and harbors were modernized. 
A large number of public buildings were erected all 
over the country. Illiteracy was cut in half (still, two
fifths of the adults were illiterate in 1914 ) through 
expanded public education, made compulsory until 
the age of twelve. The toll taken by malaria, pellagra, 
und other diseases was reduced. Social security was 
improved, and cooperatives were encouraged. A labor 
council was established in 1906 to act as an inter
mediary between labor and gove.mment. By 1914, 
much still remained to be done to acllieve the goal of a 
democratic society. Much, however, had been accom
plished. 

FOREIGN POLIC)' 

The Triple Alliance was maintained (but with 
growing misgivings because of Austro-Hungarian ter
ritorial ambitions in the Balkans, and Gennan imperi
alism in the Near East particularly). Relations with 
Creat Britain remained friendly, as they had heen 
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since unification, and those with France improved. But 
foreign policy proved to be the Achilles' beel of the 
Italian liberal regime. Giolitti and his supporters, bas
ically opposed to military action, did not foresee the 
outcome of an initiative they took i.n 1911 to placate 
the nationalists. Agreements of the Sinistra with Ger
many and Austria in 1882, with Great Britain in 1890, 
of the liberals in 1909 with France and Russia, had 
recognized, as a sphere of Italian territorial expansion, 
two large desert: provinces of the Ottoman Empire in 
North Africa : Tripoli and Cyrenaica. It was all part 
of the dividing up of ineffiCiently governed Moslem 
areas among Christian nations, which had been going 
on since the middle of the eighteenth century. In Sep
tember 1911, Italy declared war on the Ottoman Em
pire, weakened since 1908 by a series of revolutions 
and counterrevolutions. In October an expeditionary 
force occupied the coastal area of the two provinces, 
soon united as the colony of Libya (the ancient name 
of the area) . In May 1912, units of the Italian navy 
occupied Rhodes, once the headquarters of the Knights 
of Saint John, and a few smaller Aegean islands. 

It had been an easy little war, but there was a se
queL Taking advantage of Ottoman defeats, four 
small Balkan states attacked the Ottoman Empire in 
1912. They WOU, but in }913 they fought one another 
over the division of the spoils. In the emotional climate 
created by the war, Serbian nationalists who ainled at 
uniting all Serbs (and possibly other southern Slavs). 
including those inhabiting Austro-Hungarian districts, 

/taliall-Tllrkish War, 1912. Bayonet uttock on the Hill at 
Mcrghet /lear Homs, Libya. EPA 

conspired to assassinate the Crown Prince of Austria
Hungary. The assassination was carried out in Sarajevo 
on June 28, 1914. At the end of July, Austria-Hungary 
declared war on Serbia. Russia came to the rescue of 
the small Slavic state and declared war on Austria
Hungary, whose aUy German)· declared war on Russia 
and her ally France. When German troops heading for 
Paris invaded Belgium, Great Britain declared war on 
Germany. World War I was on. For Italy it meant the 
begilming of a thirty-year-Iong tragedy. 

INTERVENTIONISTS VERSUS NEUTBALIS'fS, 
THE CRISIS OF 1914-1915 

The events of June-July 1914 did not directly 
concern Italy, but it was difficult to stay out of the 
war after a local conflict had become a European one. 
On August 3. on the bas is of a clause in the 1882 
treaty of alliance, the Italian government (then led by 
Salandra) adopted a policy of nonintervention. Emo
tions were soon roused. iVlost Italians wanted to stav 
out of the war. The majority of liberals heeded GioHt
ti, convinced that neutrality would bring greater po
litical and economic gains than intervention. The 
majority of socialists, both massimalisti and reformist, 
were 'sincere pacifists and internationalists. The ma
jority of Catholics did not want to participate in a 
conflict pitting Catholic Austria-Hungary against the 
Catholic French nation, At first, a small minority 
favored intervention on the side of Cermany. Nation
alists sought expansion at the expense of France. A 
larger minority, composed mainly of democrats, sup
ported intervention on the side of the Allies whom they 
considered the defenders of democratic values and 
institutions against repressive and aggressive German 
militarism. A third minority, composed ma inly of 
revolutionary Marxists and syndicalists, supported in
tervention in the hope-shared then by Lenin and his 

Italian-Turkish Wor. The Fiore/ltine Lan
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Bolsheviki-of transforming a war between nations 
into a war between classes. 

The Allies and Germany worked assiduously to 
influence public opinion and politicians. The Allies 
were the more persuasive. French nationalists con
vinced Italian nationalists that their first duty was to 
liberate Trent, Trieste, and the other districts inhabited 
by Italians and held by Austria- Hungary. French 
socialists induced some Italian socialists (among them 
Benito Mussolini ) to come out in favor of the Allies. 
There werc violent pro-Allies demonstrations orga
nized by nationalists on the right and by democrats on 
the left. Inflammatory speeches were made by exiles 
from Trent and Trieste. Leading intellectuals spoke 

for intervention. Foremost was Gabriele D'Annunzio, 
then at the heigh t of his popularity as a poet and 
novelist. By the spring of 1915, the neutralist majority 
had adopted the defeatist attitude of those who sense 
that the times are against them. 

Against Gennan advice, the Austro-Hungarian 
government rejected the requests of Salandra and his 
foreign minister Sonnino for territorial concessions. 
French and British representatives promised instead, 
in the event of victory, not only Trentino, Trieste, 
eastern Friuli, and Istria, but also German-speaking 
South Tyrol (now the Alto Adige), most of Slavic
speaking Dalmatia, coastal areas of Albania, and addi
tions to the colonial empire. A formal agreement was 
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signed secretly in London on April 26, 1915. Early in 
May, Haly denounced the Triple Allim,ce. War on 
Austria-Hungary was declared May 23. 

ITALY IN WORLD WAR I 

At war, the Italian nation was once again united. 
Though large sectors of the socialist movement re
fused to renounce their pacifism and internationalism, 
they made no attempt to disrupt the war effort. Anti
war liberals and Catholics felt their respons ibility as 
citizens and, once war had been declared, they sup
ported it. Everyone in ltaly had expected a short war. 
Instead it turned out to be a long, exhausting one, de
manding the mobilization of all human and material 
resources and imposing a terrible burden on a nation 
psychologically and militarily unprepared. 

Most of the fighting was trench warfare, which 
was as totally new for Italians as for all other nations 
involved in the global conHict fought primarily in 
Europe. It resulted in ao appalling number of casual
ties 0 0 both sides. There were some minor successes for 
the Italians, such as the capture of Gorizia in eastern 
Friuli. There were daring naval and air raids. There 
was also a major disaster, for in October 1917 German
led Austro-Hungarian divisions broke through the 
Italian lines at Caporetto. They were not stopped 

until they reached the Piave River, not far from Ven
ice. However, after the shock of the defeat, the nation 
rallied and made one more supreme effort. 

At the end of the winter of 1917/ 18, after the 
surrender of Romania and the collapse of Russia, Ger
many seemed to be winning. Germ an divisions took 
the offeosive twice on the western front in 1918. 
Strengthened by American troops, the Allies held their 
ground and threw back the enemy. Allied offensives 
were successful in the Balkans and the Middle East 
in September and October 1918. In early October it 
was the I talians' turn to attack on the Piave. They 
crossed the river and advanced. By the end of the 
month the Austro-Hungarian Empire was disintegrat
ing: Czech nationalists had taken over io Prague, 
Croat nationalists in Zagreb, Hungarian democrats in 
Budapest. The armistice of November 4 ended hostil
ities on the Italian front. Trent and Trieste were liber
ated. On November 11, fo r the first time since August 
1, 1914, the guns fell silcnt on the westertl front. The 
bloodiest war man had ever fought, a tenifying night
ma re, bad ended. Over -half a million Italian soldiers 
lay dead. Many more were crippled phYSically or 
emotionally for life. 

POSTWAR TURMOIL. 

The fourth of November was a sunny day, and 
thc nation rejoiced. But not fo l' long. The discipline 
stoically maintained during three and a half years of 
fighting and suffm'ing weakened. As a result of prewar 
liberalizing measures and, even more, of war experi
ences shared by millions, there was greater participa. 
tion in national life. However, too many of those who 
had belonged to the silent passive sectors of the popu-
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World War I. in mountainous Carso, a vigorous Italian counteroffensive routs Austrian troops. EPA 

latioo aod were now articulate and active rejected 
free institutions as being either too liberal and there
fore detrimental to traditional values, or not liberal 
enough and therefore restrictive of the citizens' quest 
for a better and freer life. Nationalists and millions of 
conservative Catholics on the right, and millions of 

socialists on the left, either hated or despised the parli
amentary liberal regime. Hatred and contempt were 
intensified by rapid worsening of economic conditions. 
Essential commodities, including bread, were scarce. 
InBation was rampant. Unemployment skyrocketed. 
Strikes disrupted public services. The revolution in 
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Russia-the most impressive event in Europe at the 
time-fired the imagination of millions who flocked to 
the Socialist party. led by lIlassimalisti who in October 
1919 enthusiastically joined the Communist Third 
International. In 1920, when strikes and rioting multi
plied, a Russian-type revolution seemed imminent in 
Italy. Nonsocialists, two-thirds of the nation, were 
deeply frightened. 

FASCISM 

At the other end of the political spectrum, na
tionalists also agitated. Their ranks. swollen by de
mobilized young officers, were larger than in 1915, 
when they had successfully pushed Italy into the war. 
Besides the Nationalist party there were other, more 
militant, organizations, among them the Fasci di 
COlllbattimellto. The first Fascio di COlllbattimellto 
had been founded in Milan by M ussolini and a few 
dozen war veterans on March 23, 1919. The national
ists, who had been interventionists, reacted violently 
to the violence of antiwar socialists. 

Nationalists were also deeply shocked by what 
happened at the Peace Conference. Trentino, the 
Alto Adige (or South Tyrol ), eastcm Friuli, Trieste, 
Ish-ia (over nine thousand square miles with 011e and 
a half million inhabitants of whom about half were 
Croat, Slovene, or German), had become Italian ter
ritory. But Dalmatian areas promised to Italy in 1915 
had been givcn to Yugoslavia, the new southern 
Slavic state composed of Serbs, Croats, Slovenes (and 
large minorities of six othel" nations ). Italy was not 
given a share of German colonies. Italian claims on the 
Italian city of Fiume ( Rijeka ), Hungary's main port, 
were denied. To prevent the Yugoslavs from annexing 
FilUlle, D'Annunzio, then the nationalists' idol, lcd the 
"i\ifarch of Ronchi," so called from the village in the 
lsonzo River valley where volunteers bad gathered. 

D'Annunzio givillg a speech to his troops. September 12, 
1.919. leI 

D'Annunzio's followers (known as Legiolla,.i di Ron
chi) occupied the city. Together with some outlying 
areas it formed for over a year the de facto inde
pendent Regency of the Quarnaro. In it was estab
lished a regime founded on the authoritarian institutions 
advocated by the Nationalist party, and derived from 
ideas formulated by Catholic thinkers concerning 
political structmes, economic systems, and social 
problems. 

PlI.RLl_4.iI1 ENT ARl' PAR.4.Ll'SlS 

The Italian government seemed unable to cope 
with the extremists' agitation. It was not altogether the 
government's fault. At the time of Cavour and the 
Oestra, liberal parliamentarianism had postulated gov
ernment by the representatives of parliamentary ma
jorities. With near-universaJ male suffrage and with 
the increased participation of citizens in public life, 
liberal parliamentarianism had become liberal democ
racy postulating government by the representatives of 
popular majorities. But there were no majorities in 
parliament or in the nation. Even before the first post
war elections, the 1914/ 15 conflict between neutralists 
and interventionists had deeply split the liberals who 
then held about two-thirds of the seats in the Chamber 
of Deputies. When the war ended, the old split made 
the formation of a parliamentary majority impossible, 
in spite of the efforts of Prime j\:Iinister Victor Em
manuel Orlando, a jurist and an able statesman. As 
the result of the 1919 elections, Socialist representa
tion doubled, Catholic (now the Popular party) more 
than tripled, while Liberals held less than one-fifth of 
the seats. Only a coalition between two of the three 
main political groupings could provide government sta
bility. In spite of many well-meant efforts, no coalition 
was achieved. Stuno, the founder and leader of the 
Popular party, wanted cooperation with Socialists and 

Victor Emmanuel Orlando. Photoworld 
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prevented agreements between the Popular party and 
Liberals. Most SOCialists did not want to cooperate 
with anyone. 

AU-postwar governments abiding by parliamentary 
rules were minority ones. This was the case of the 
government headed by Orlando's successor, Nitti, 
whose left-of-center coalition sponsored badly needed 
economic reforms and-to the great disgust of all 
nationalists-abandoned territorial claims in the east
ern i>.lcditerranean. Another minority government was 
that of Ciolitti, who had as loyal collaborator Italy's 
foremost twentieth-century intellectual Benedetto Cro
ce. His foreign minister Count Carlo Sforza reached a 
compromise agreement with Yugoslavia on Fiume and 
Dalmatia after which Italian troops occupied Fiume, 
expelling D'Annunzio. Even shakier minority govern
ments WCI"(," those led by th e Democratic Socialist Bon
omi and by Ciolitti's right-hm1d nmn Luigi Facta, 

Benedetto Croce, EPA 

THE COMMUNIST PARTY IS ESTII/JLlSHED 

Socialist agitation reached its climax at the end of 
the summer 1920, when thc General Confederation of 
Labor called for a general strike and workers took 
over a number of important factories in the industrial 
North. After less than two weeks, workers sponta
ncously rcturned the factories to the managers: from 
then on socialist agitation subsided. Three major fac
tors had checked socialist revolution ism, In the first 
place, as more became known of what was happening 
in Hussia, fewer socialists (even among the massi
malisti ) were willing to emulate the excesses of the 
Communists' Red Terror. In the second place, the 
Popular party and Catholic labor organizations at
tracted large sections of the working classes, particu
larly among the peasants, and turned them away from 
Marxist atheistic and collectivistic revolutionism. 
TIlirdly, thanks to the policies of Giolitti (who refused 
to use coercion against strikers) and his collaborators, 
there was gradual economic improvement. 

The ebbing of the leftist revolutionary tide was 
intolerable for young i>.larxist intellectuals convinced 
that they were Oil the threshold of the Promised Land, 
their imaginations Bred by the Bolshevik successes in 
Bussia where terror was wiping out all opposition and 
the Red Army was winning the civil war. They shared 
Lenin's belief in the legitimacy of ruthless violence by 
totally committed and totally disciplined revolution
aries. They despiscd democratic values, hated demo
cratic institutions, and aimed at establishing the 
Leninist dictatorship of the vanguard of the proletar
iat. Led by Armando Bordiga, Angelo Tasca, Antonio 
Gramsci. Palmiro Togliatti, the pro-Bolshevik minority, 
nearly one-third of the party membership, seceded 
from the Socialist party in January 1921 and formed 
the Communist party. Bordig.l, the Brst secretary-gen
cra l of the new party, was replaced after a short while 
by Gr'lmsci, the nominee of Zinoviev, then the leader 

Antonio Gramscl, fmmder of tile ftaliml 
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of the Third International. After Gramsci's arrest, in 
1927 Zinoviev's successor Bukharin appointed TagH
atti as secretary-general. Togliatti held the position 
until his death in 1964. The 1921 elections (the last 
free elections in Italy until 1946 ) were a disappoint
ment fo r the Communist leaders. 

By the end of 1920 the possibility of a leftist 
revolution no longer existed. But the fear caused by 
two years of turmoil and disorder remained, A strong 
reaction set in among vast sectors of the two-thirds of 
the nation that had opposed socialism. It led to a 
revol ution from the right within two yearS. The most 
militant elements of the reaction were the black
shirted followers (Camice Nere) of Mussolini, a 
hodgepodge of war veterans, former revolutionary 
socialists, nationalists, landowners who had feared the 
loss of their boldings, fringe intellectuals, assOlted 
adventurers. Nearly as militant were the blue-shirted 
young members (Camice Azzurre) of the Nationalist 
party. (Canlice Nere and Camice AZZllrre merged in 
1923.) Though reaction seemed to be d irected against 
revolutionary socialism, in reality it was directed 
against the liberal parliamentary state, which was 
held responsible for the growth of socialism and of 
disorder in general. 

THE FASCIST MARCH ON ROME 

During the winter of 1920-1921, groups of Fas· 
cists, organized in well armed action squads (sqtlodre 
d' azione, hence tbe other 11.1me given to Fascists, 
Sf{lIadf"isti) began a systematic terrorist campaign with 
thc aim of destroying socialist political, economic, and 
cultural organizations. Because tbe Fascists identified 
liberalism and democracy with subversion, they as
sassinated liberals, democrats, and progressive Catho
lics, together with Socialists aud Communists. Social
ists not inhibited by pacifism organized their own 
fighting units (the ArdiU del Popolo ) and a minor 
civil waf was fought in many districts of northern and 
central Italy. Several thousand anti-Fascists and a few 
hundred Fascists djed. 

ivrembersh ip in Fascist squads rose rapidly from 
a few thousand to tens of thousands, The Fasci di 
Combattimento were organized as the cohesive and 
hierarchical Fascist party in 1921, with an initial 
membership of about three hundred thousand, more 
than that of any other political party, Soon, as well as 
violence against individual opponents and the system
atic destruction of labor centers, cooperatives, work
ers' institutes, socialist and communist newspapers, 
there was the occupation of municipalities with leftist 
administrations. Fascist squads would converge on a 
village Or a town and eject the mayor and the alder
men. Those who refused to leave were beaten up, 
given castor oil, sometimes assassinated. From villages 
and small towns, the Fascists progressed to the occupa
tion of provincial and even regional capitals, such as 
Bologna and Perugia. Because of the government's 

parliamentary weakness, and because of the large 
number of sympathizers in key positions in the public 
administration, the police, and the armed forces, Fas
cist violence was seldom repressed. Fascists brought 
to trial would be acquitted, as some judges were 
sympathetic to Fascism and most others were fearful 
of Fascist threats. 

In October 1922, at a mass rally of the Fascist 
party in Naples, Mussolini, now called if Dtlce ( "the 
Jeader" ), and the other leaders decided to deal with 
the central government ill Rome as they had done with 
local elected administrations. A quadrumvirate, fonned 
by I talo Balbo, Michele Bianchi, General De Bono, 
and Dina Grandi, was entrusted with the execu tion of 
the plan. Fascist squads numbering about thirty thou
sand men were concentrated in localities [tround the 
capital. On October 28, they marched on Rome. The 
marcia di Roma, patterned on D'AnnunziO's marcia di 
ROflChi, aimed at replacing the parliamentary regime 
founded on free elections with a centralized, all-power
ful executive. Not trusting the loyalty of the armed 
forces, whose commanding officers were generally 
sympathetic to faScism, Facta's ministry resigned, leav
ing King Victor Emmanuel I II with the responsibility 
of deciding whether to entrust the government to the 
hands of the fascists or risk II civil war. The king chose 
the first alternative. On October 31, Nlllssolini formed 
a new government that included his own fascists, sev
eral nationalists, and a few right·wing Catholics and 
liberals. 

AWSSOLINI: FROM PRIME MIN ISTER TO DICTATOR 

Aftef many years of tension, the establishment of 
a strong government headed by a young man ( Musso
lini was thirty-nine ), capable of enforcing order, 
putting an end to strikes, making public services effi
cient again, and dealing from strength in foreign 
affairs, produced a genuine feeling of relief among 
millions of !talia.ns. Then and later, Fascists-believers 
in violence as the foundaboll of a totalitarian state 
pursuing national greatness~we]"e never more than a 
small minority of the nation. However, admirers and 
supportcrs of Fascism were m,;ny: Fascism satisfied the 
nationalists' cravil1g for aggrandizement, and the young 
radicals' craving fOI" a new social order; it satisfied the 
Catholics' desire to stamp out atheism and material
ism, and the property owners' desire to stamp out 
collectivism. Tt satisfied the general longing for order. 
Popular support fot Fascism was pa rticularly strong 
between 1927-when the Labor Chart established the 
foundation of the corporate economy (advocated by 
Catholics, neither capitalistic nor collcctivistic )-and 
1936, when Ethiopia was conquered. 

Approval, relief, and fear induced a majority of 
deputies to legalize Mllssolini's policies by granting 
him dictatorial power in November 1922. Government 
by decree replaced government by law. The fascist 
action squads became a state-financed militia under 
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Mussolini's personal command. Censorship curbed the 
press. In 1923, the Nationalist party merged with the 
Fascist pa rty; most right-wing liberals joined the Fas
cist movement; a few but influential Socialists (Ferri 
for one) and Communists (Nicola Bombacci) came 
out openly in favor of Fascism; at the annual conven
tion of the Catholic (Popular ) party, a majority voted 
to support Fascism. Sturzo, a staunch Ch ristian Demo· 
crat, resigned as secretary-general and was replaced 
by Alcide de Gasped, a fonner deputy from Trentino 
to the Austrian parliament in Vienna. 

Sincere approval of Fascist policies as much as a 
mixture of blandishments and terrorism gave Musso
hni victory in the April 1924 elections. Candidates 
supporting him received nearly five million votes, 
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and those of all other parties little more than two mil
lion. Because of his uncompromising stand for democ
racy and against Fascism, the Socialist leader Giacomo 
Matteotti was assassinated June 10, 1924. A severe 
crisis ensued. 1\1105t non·Fascist deputies left Parliament 
and set up a loose coalition called AventiflO ( in refer
ence to the plebeians' secession to the Aventine hill in 
fifth century s .c. Rome). Opposition to Fascism in the 
senate was led by Croce, Luigi Einaudi ( later Presi
dent of the Republic), and Luigi Albertini, editor of 
the most important daily newspaper. But the Aventino 
proved unable to shake Mussolini who was supported 
by the militia, devoted palty members, most of the 
business and landowning communities, the ecclesias
tical hierarchy, the royal court, together with millions 
of Italians of all classes whose first loyalty was to the 
Catholic church and the monarchy, or who simply 
put order and quiet before anything else. After a short 
lull, there was a renewal of Fascist violence, its victims 
po!iticalleaders and outspoken intellectuals. First the 
Communists, then other deputies, left the anti-Fascist 
parliamentary coalition. Opposition collapsed. 

From January 1925, when Mussolini made it clear 
that he would brook no opposition or dissent, to July 
1943, when military defeats caused the dictatorship to 

Giacomo Matteo/Ii. UPI 

crumble, the history of Italy is not the history of the 
Italian people but only that of a ruler and his close 
collaborators. The state was reorganized. An admirer 
of Lenin, i\'lussolini patterned the Italian Fascist one
party state on tlle Russian Communist one-party state. 
Power was concentrated in the hands of il Dllce, just 
as in the USSR power was concentrated first in Lenin's 
hands, then in Stalin's. The Grand Council of Fascism 
corresponded to the Soviet Praesidium, und the Fascist 
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OVRA to the omnipotent Cheka, the Soviet secret 
police. The judiciary lost its independence, and a 
special tribunal dealing with political crime was set 
up in November 192.6 after all non-Fascist political or
ganizations had been outlawed. Free elections were 
replaced by Soviet-type unanimous plebiscites, Local 
self-government was abolished, together with what 
freedom of the press, worship, teaching, and associa
tion remained . 

The reorganization of the Italian economy in 1927-
1929 along the lines of corporatism corresponded to 
Stalin's bureaucratic collectivism. Strikes and lockouts 
were outla\ved, and membership in government-con
trolled associations of employers and employees was 
made compulsory. A ~vl inistry of Corporations, aided 
by a National Council of Corporations, fulfilled some 
of the Soviet Gosplan's functions, being given wide 
authority on questions of prices, wages, pro£Its, and 
investment priorities. In 1931 IRI and IMI were cre
ated, two government-owned holding companies con
trolling much of Italian industry and most of Italian 
banking, respectively. Fascist corporatism rcmained 
largei}' ineffectual . Fascists prided themselves on their 
economic achievements: the increase in the yield of 
grains; the reclamation of marshv areas in the Marem
ma north of Rome and the l)o~tille ~vJ arshes to the 
south, in Sardinia, the lower Po Valley; the settHng of 
several thousand farmers ill Libya; the improvement 
of railroads and roads (including the building of a 
few aHtostrade); the increased output of electricity; 
the expansion of new industries; new public buildings. 
There is little doubt that the Fascists and the public 
were genuinely convinced that economic miracles had 
taken place. In actual fact, there had been just the 

reverse, but lack of discussion and of criticism kept 
people ignorant of the real situation. From 1922 to 
1942, the increase in the labor force and in the gross 
national output was less than the increase in popula
tion: thus unemployment was higher, and per capita 
income, the standard of living, had declined. 

TH E L:I .. TERAN TREATr AND THE RACIAL LAWS 

Of importance in internal policies were changes 
ill the relations between Italy and the papacy, and in 
the status of the Jewish minority. Pius XI Ratti, who 
saw ill Fascism an efficient bulwark against Commu
nism, was pope dUl"ing most of the Fascist period. The 
Lateran Treaty negotiated by the able Cardinal Gas
parri and signed on February 11, 1929, ended the 
conAict between the Italian state and the papacy. The 
latter renounced all claims on former papal territories 
in exchange for the creation of the independent state 
of Vatican City (an enclave in Rome including the 
Vlltican Palace, Suint Peter's, und a few other build
ings ), and the payment of a lump sum. A Concordat 
signed the same day regulnted the position of the 
Catholic church ill Italy. Racial Inws aimed at segre
gating the Jews once again from the rest of the popula
tion were passed in 1938. Considering that anti-Semi
tism had been almost nonexistent in itrtlv and that 
there were only a few tens of thousands ~f Jews, the 
racial laws caused a good deal of surprise and made 
clear the influence that Cerman National Socialism 
exerted over Itatiall Fascism. 

Superficially, Fascist control over Italian Ii.fe was 
complete. Some divisions did, however, exist at the 
top level of the Fascist leadership and there was an 

Stadio del Marllli built under Musso[illi, 011 [eft; O/ylilpic studilml 0)1 right. Tel 
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P[(jcards and caricntures of Ethiopians carried by a crowd 
in Italy on the evelling of the Italian invasion. NYPL PC 

Mussolilli ill Ethiopia. Photoworld 

Mussolini distrib rdes medals to Spanish volunteers. Photo
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Popli lar SlI1)port Jor Mus$olini and the invasion of Ethi
opia, 1935. NY PL PC 

ftalian anti-Fascist exiles fought on the republican 
side.) When the nationalists won at the end of March 
1939, it was practicaUy the eve of World War II. 
Fascist leaders, living in the dream world of their own 
creation, did not realize how great a psychological 
and economic strain had been imposed on the Italian 
nation as a result of its participation in the Spanish 
civil war. 

THE A LLIANCE IVIT Il NAZI GERMANY 

East Africa was far off, Spain on the periphery of 
Europe: more crucial for Italy were the events of the 
1930s in Central Europe. Italian Fascists had rejoiced 
when Hitler established his dictatorship in Germany. 
Fascism and National Socialism shared similar ideolo
gies, advocated similar institutions, and had similar 
goals of aggressive imperialism. The chief difference 
was the absence, until 1938, of anti·Semitism in Italy. 
There had been, however, one problem between the 
two dictatorships: Austria, which Mussolini wanted to 
keep as a buffer state and which Hitler wanted to 
make into a province of Greater Germany. Grateful 
for support received during the Ethiopian War, Mus
solini decided to let Austria go. The Rome-Berlin 
Axis came into existence through the agreement of 
October 25, 1936. Strengthened by Italy's participa
tion in the Anti-Comintem Pact between Germany 
and Japan in 1931, it led to the Steel Pact of May 22, 
1939, a formal military alliance between Germany nnd 
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ARMISTICE 

The war was not over. Victor Emmanuel, Bado
glio, and their advisers and collaborators lacked the 
courage to make clear decisions. Had they informed 
the Germans that from then on Italy would be neutral 
(as pro-German Spain and pro-Allied Turkey were), 
they would have been voicing the will of the nation. 
Instead, in the worst Machiavellian spirit, they assured 
the Germans that Italy would continue fighting on 
their side, while at the same time they were trying to 
make contact with the Allies. Neither the Germans 
nor the Allies trusted the new Italian government. 
Gennans occupied the Alpine passes and increased 
their army divisions in Italy from seven to seventeen. 
An armistice, secretly negotiated with the Alties and 
signed at Cassibile on September 3 (the day British 
troops under General Montgomery crossed the Strait 
of Messina), was made public on the eighth, when a 
large Al.1 ied invasion force commanded by the Amer
ican General Clark was approaching the beaches of 
Salerno. Just as Fascism had diSintegrated on July 25, 

The British Eig1lth Army begins invasion of Italy aCross 
the Strait of Messina. U.S. Anny Photograph 
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so now, on September 8, the Italian state diSintegrated, 
and with it most of the army. The king, Badoglio, and 
several ministers fled to Alliecl+occupied Apulia. Spo
radic resistance by gallant army units in Italy and in 
the Balkans was soon overcome by the Cemlans. The 
navy joined the Allies, who advanced northward from 
Reggio, Taranto, and Salerno. The Germans occupied 
aU of northern and central Italy. On September 14, a 
raid by Gennan paratroopers freed i\'Iussolini, whom 
Hitler appointed head of a Social Republic established 
ill Gennan-occupied Italy. 

THE. RESISTANCE. 

Twenty months of atrocious warfare followed. To 
the war fought by the Allies against the Germans 
(each with some italian auxiliaries) along the front 
moving northward from Salerno, was added lhe war 
waged everywhere in German-held territory by the 
ItaJian Resistance against Germans and Fascists. 111-
surgent activities alread}' begun in September soon 
developed into a large-scale and effective Partisan 
movement. 

During the days immediately fo llowing the nn
nouncement of the armistice, units of the Italian armed 
forces that had 110t diSintegrated fought against Ger
mails in and around Rome. They were overcome by 
the superior strength of the enemy. In Rome during 
the same days, and in Naples from September 28 to 
October 1, there was fighting between the unorga
nized, untrained, badly anned populace and the Ger
mans, with hundreds of casualties. Street fighting 
delayed but did not prevent consolidation of German 
control in Rome. It speeded German withdrawal from 
Naples. 

Before the end of September, hundreds of thou· 
sands of patriots of all ages and both sexes, committed 
anti-Fascists, soldiers and officers of no longer existing 
divisions of the Italian armies, industrial workers and 
young people who refused to be conscripted for labor 
for the Gennans, escaped prisoners of war, had taken 
to the mountains and to sparsely inhabited hilly areas 

American troops all shore after leaving inva
SiOll boats. U.S. Army Photograph 
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German paratroopers free Mussolilli ill 1943. Photoworld 

Americml troops enter Naples Octoher 3, 1943. U.s. 
Almy Photograph 

Group of Partisans, LmlglJe (near CuellO-Alba). 
Cars were cooered with British flags to guide 
R.A.F. ·planes. NIH MLI 
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The Battle of Cassino. March 15, 1944. U.S. 
A,my Photograph 

the liberation of Rome and compelled the Germans to 
fall back to the strongly fortified Gothic Line, north of 
Florence. The withdrawal from Italv of- Allied troops 
whjch were. needed for the August: 1944, invasion of 
southem France, enabled the Germans (continually 
harassed by the Freedom Volunteers ) to hold the 
Gothic Line until the spring of 1945. A new AUied of
fensive started on April 5. A general insurrection 
ordered by the CNLAI on April 25 freed Milan and 
much of northern Italv from the Germans. Allied 
troops were received e;tthusiastically and proceeded 
rapidly toward the Alps and beyond. Captured by 
Freedom Volunteers, Mussolini was executed on April 
28. The German surrender was sigued the following 
day, and on May 2 all fighting ceased in Italy. Tens 
of thousands of Allied soldiers had died in the Italian 
campaign, and more than twice as many Italian Re
sistance figh ters. Between one-fourth and one-third of 
the nation's wealth had been destroyed. 

END OF THE MONARCHl' 

The monarchy had tumed against Fascism too 
late, and did not long survive the end of the war. After 
the liberation of Rome, Badoglio resigned. At the sug
gestion of distinguished leaders who in pre-Fascist 
times had been loyal monarchists ( Croce, De Nicola, 
Orlando, and Sforza among others) Victor Emmanuel 
transferred royal powers to his son Prince Humbert, 
who was appointed lieutenant-general of the Kingdom 
of Italy. Bonomi became the premier of a coalition 
government composed exclusively of ministers enjoy
ing the confidence of the anti-Fascist CNL parties. 
Rarely had there been ill Haly a ministry including so 
many distinguished and responsible figures. The fian
cheggiatori were now eliminated as completely as the 
fascists had been on July 25, 1943. In spite of the fact 
that nearly half of Italy was still under German occu~ 
pation and that war was being bitterly fought on 

Am ericall soldier greeted by 011 age(1 /tnli0l1 WQ1J1IlU, 

1944. U.S. Army Photograph 

Italian soil, the work of political recOllshuction along 
democratic lines got under way. Through their initia
tive and hard work, citizens made a stalt toward eco
nomic recovery. 

At the designation of the northern CNLs and the 
Freedom Volunteers, in June 1945 the Central Com
mittee of National Liberation replaced BOllomi as 
premier with Parri, leader of the Action party and 
the foremost Partisan commander. A consulta tive as
sembly of appointed members was set up in which 
each CNL party had equal representation. Sforza was 
chosen speaker of the consultative assembly, whose 
main fUllction was to prepare for a constitutional refer
endum and for the election of a Constituent Assembly. 
The presence of Allied troops discouraged internal 
authoritarian fo rces of the right and of the left, and 
protected the northern borders fTom the greed of well
anned neighbors bent on territorial annexation. 1n 
Decem ber, the Christian Democr::ttic party and the 
Liberal party joined hands in order to compel Parri 
to resign the premiership. He was succeeded by De 
Gasperi. 

Victor Emmanuel abdicated on Mav 9, 1946, in fa
vor of his SOil, and went to Egypt where he died the 
following year. On June 2 the referendum was held to 
decide whether Italy wou ld continue as a monarchy or 
become a democratic republic. Out of twenty-three 
and a half million votes cast, nea rly thirteen million 
were for the republic. Humbert 11 went into exile. The 
ltalian monarchy had lasted eigh ty-five years, nearly 
a quarter of them spent in wars. 

Ex-King HWllberf in Spain. 
Photoworld 
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TJfE IMPACT OF TilE RES/STM';Cf 

hu;. trngic evenfs of .I 943-19·16-thc defeats on 
land and sea, the fore ign nnd civil WOIrs, the invasiOns, 
the disi ntegration of the state, the hunger, deporta
tions. and massacres-lidded up to more than a political 
crisis. As bad happened four hundred years ea rlier 
during the agony of the Renaissance, as h.ld oot bap
pened on a sufficient scale durillg the closing phase of 
the Risorgimento, new ideas ilnd values, not just new 
institutions, became dominal1t in the nation. The ideas 
and values embodied in tbe Resistance were the real 
revoluliM taking place amid the fighting ami ruins, 
It was paid for with the lives of those who in con
SdCll('C stood up agninst evil, and in so doi ng chose to 
die. Begun during the Hcsistancf'. the process of the 
nation's transformation still goes on. 

From the Lrutal .<.truggle between Goths and Byz
antines in the sixth c:el1tury to bloody battles fotlgbt 
ill a recent past between French and :\ustrians, many 
foreigners had fought their wars (m !talian soil. Most 
Ltalians had remained spectators, their energies ab
sorbed by one single, simple aim-survival. From 
1943 to 1946 llillians had not been spectators. The hlr
moil and chaos of the war had freed tbem from co
ercive institutions and habits of thought. They took 
advantage of this freedom to determine where they 
stood. During the wa r, a few were subservient to the 
Germans and many chose to side with the Allies, but 
the millions who took part in tile Hesistance and were 
now free citizens had not acted on behalf of any for
eign nation. They had acted as Italians. The Resist
ance was a search for identity and an awakening of 

Pal(l;':;O Qllirinalo, Rome. 111 1947 this bllild
ing became lite offiCial rcsilicnce vf tlw prcsi~ 
limits of Ihe Italian Republic. EPA 

conscience: from the awakening came the postwar 
dynamism of the Italian nation. 

In 1946, Italians were not of olle mind either ideo
logically or politically. Variety produced a richer life 
and contributed to progress. Most ltalians were, how
ever, agreed on what is hmdamental in a democratic 
society: exercise of intellectual and polilical liberty. 
and acceptance of the few simple rules for the conduct 
of public affairs ill a free society. Some agreed because 
they were convinced that democmcy is preferable to 
its only alternative in the contemporary world-one
party dictatorship. Others agreed bccause democracy, 
tcmporariJy at least, suited their purpose. Whatever 
the motivations, Italians of different opinions cooper+ 
ated in establishing a democratic republic nnd in mak
ing it work. 

THE CfI,\NC1NG POLITICAL SCENE 

The break with the recent Fascist past was total. 
Fascism was gone, even jf as an idea it still lingered 
for a small minority (abollt one ltalian in twenty, ac
cording to election returns from 1948 to 1970). Spokes
men for what had been the dominant minority ill pre
Fasc.ist Italy-such as Croce, Orlando, Nitti, Sforza, De 
Nicola-were respected, but had a small following, as 
did many other former pl'Ominent liberal and demo
cratic Jcndcrs who were not tainted with Fascist sym
pathies. The radical republicanism that had once in
spired the revolutionaries of 1796, Mazzini and his 
disciples in the nineteenth century, and recently those 
who had joined Justice and Liberty and the Action 
party, found few supporters. The ideals and aspirations 
identified with socialism had gained ground, but tlleir 
impact on the nation and tlle state was weakened by 
tlle deep cleavage between democratic and authori
tarian socialists, between Socialist and Communist 
parties. With the Christian Democratic party, political 
Catholicism- once an opponent of democracy and now 
a supporter-became the dominant force ill Italy. 

The June 2, 1946~ referendum bad established the 
Italian Republic. On the same day elections for a Con-
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Displaced riclims of war filld sfleltcr;n the archway.~ belleath Via dell'Amba Araliam, Rome. Photoworld 

stitucnt Assembly were held, The fiction of the equal 
strength of the CNL parties ( used to set up the con
sultative assembly, which now ceased to function) col
lapsed. The Christian Democratic party polled over 
35 percent of the vote, approximntcly the proportion of 
genuine Catholic believers in the nation. Advocates 
of partinl or total collectivism-most of them Marxists 
of various persuasions-were divided fairly equa ll~' be
tween Socialists and Communi~ts (approximately 21 
percent and 19 percent of the total \'ote ). Liberal and 
de!l1ocratit: parties which in pre-Fascist clays had op
posed both political CMholidsm and collectivism reo 
ceived about 16 percent of the vote. Thc balance went 
to a number of smaller parties. 

TilE REPUBLICAN CONSTITUTION 

By a vote of 453 to 62, the republican constitution 
was approved by the Constituent Assembly on De
cember 22,1947; it came into force on January 1, 1948. 
The first twelve articles were statemcnts of general 
principles. Those concerning national sovereignty, 
equality of citizens, and civil rights were inspired by 
democracy, Articles stating that labor was the founda
tion of the republic, that economic obstacles to equal
ity needed to be eliminated and that everyone should 
contribute to the nation's collective eliOits were of 
socialist inspiration. Articles on the sovereignty of the 
Catholic chlll'ch, on dillerences between Catholicism 
and other creeds, on the inclusion of the 1929 Con
cordat in the constitution, were of Catholic inspiration, 
Forty-two articles dealt with the rights and duties of 
citizens. Fifty-nine dealt with the organization of the 
state as a parliamentary republic. The functions of 

head of state ( President of the Republic) and head 
of government, or prime minister, were separate. The 
former was elected by parliament for a seven-year 
period. He nominated the prime minister who, with 
his cabinet, assumed power only after having received 
a vote of confidence from the majority in parliament, 
consisting of a chamber of deputies and a senate. 
Elections were to take place on the basis of propor
tional representation, and onl}1 in exceptional situations 
could parliament delegate legislative functions to the 
executive. Half a million citizens bad the right to ask 
for a national referendwn on any subject except the 
budget, amnesties, and the ratification of international 
agreements. 

A score of articles concerned the organization of 
the twcnty geographical-historical regions into which 
Italy is divided, the ninety-odd administrative prov
inces, and over eight thousand municipalities, Regional 
self-government was first granted to Sicily and Sar
d inia. It was granted later to the French-speaking Val 
e1' Aosttl in the northwest; to the Trelltino-Alto Adige 
in thc north where a restless German-speaking minor
ity accounted for about one-fourth of the population; 
and to Friuli-Triestc in the northeast. The granting of 
self-government to the other fifteen regions was de
layed until 1970 (largely because Christian Democrats 
and rightist parties feared that some-Emilia-Romagna, 
Tuscany, Umbria-would come under the control of 
the Commtmist party and its allies). Assemblies 
elected in the fifteen regions in June 1970 drafted 
regional charters and set IIp regional administrations. 
Ju two of them (Emi lia- Romagna and Tuscany) Com
munists had a dominant positioll . Tn the provinces, of-



Election Day in a village outside tHilllll, 1948. Photoworld 

fieials of the central government cooperate with elected 
assemblies. The administration of the municipalities is 
in the hands of an elected municipal council which 
chooses the aldermen responsible for the various 
branches of local functions. One of the aldermen is 
elected mayor by thE! municipal council. 

POLITICAL. PARTIES 1948-1971 

As the Christian Democratic party polled a plural. 
ity of votes in all general elections held between 1946 
and 1971, a Christian Democrat was always prime min
ister. De Gasped headed aU ministries until August 
1953. ( He died the following year, lamented by his 
followers and respected by his opponents. ) Since 1953, 
prime ministers have changed according to which 
group in the Christian Democratic party prevailed, 
and what parliaJIlentary coalition suppOited the gov
ernment. Prime min isters who were spokesmen for the 
conservative Christian Democratic right wing were 
Pella, Scelba, Tambroni; for the moderate center 
Segni, Zoli, Leone; for the left wing aiming at collabo
ration with Socialists and possibly with revisionist Com
munists Fanfani, Moro, Rumor. The tenth Christian 
Democratic prime minister, at the end of this quarter· 
century period, Colombo, was considered primarily a 
technocrat-an able admin istrator and a wise chairman 
of the board more than an ideologically motivated 
politician. Animated debates accompanied each cabinet 
change but basic Christian Democratic policies re
mained essentially the same; American-type New 
Dealism in economic and social affairs, cooperation 

with the United States and a pro-European unity 
policy in external affairs. The presidents of the Repub
lic were first De Nicola, a liberal who had been elected 
head of state by the constituent assembly in 1946, and 
was president until the fi rst regular parliament met in 
1948; then Einaudi (1948-1955 ), also a liberal, fore
most Italian economist and once a loyal supporter of 
Giolitti; Gronchi (1955-1962 ), a prominent Catholic 
labor leader; Segni (1962-1964 ) who resigned because 
of illness ; Saragat ( 1964-1971 ), leader of the Social 
Democratic wing of the socialist movement; and 
Leone (1971- ), the Neapolitan Christian Demo
cratic jurist who had distinguished himself as a suc
cessful mediator between conflicting factions. 

After the 1946 elections, De Gasperi headed a trio 
partite coalition of Catholics, Socialists, and Commu-

Alcide (Ie Ga~l1eri. EPA ..... -~ 
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nists for a few months. The Communists used their 
position to obstruct government activities, with the 
aim of demonstrating (as they were also then doing in 
France and Finland ) that democracy could not work 
and should be replaced by a dictatorial so-called "peo
ple's democracy." Socialists acrimoniously debated 
among themselves the problem of collaboration with 
the Communists. Early in 1947 the anti-Communist 
Socialist minority, led by Saragat, seceded and formed 
a separate Social Democratic party. As a result, the 
tripartitc coalition collapsed . After that for twelve 
years the Republic was governed by a parliamentary 
coalition of Catholics, Social Democrats, the right-of
center Li beral party (occupying the position held by 
the Destra after 186 l ), and the left-of-center Republi
can party (corresponding to the Sinistra after 1861). 
Cabinets at times included representatives of this 
centrist parliamentary coalition, at times only Christian 
Democrats and independents. 

The republican constitution having come into 
fo rce, elections for a regular parliament were held in 
April 1948. There was a good deal of agitation: tension 
in Italy mirrored the rapidly growing cold war be
tween the Uni ted States and the SOviet Union, and the 
widenillg gulf, after the Communist coup in Czechoslo
vakia of February 1948, between Soviet-controlled 
Eastem European countries and European democra
cies. The united front of Communists and majority 
Socialists polled less than expccted-31 percent of the 
vote. With 48.5 percent of the vote, the Christian 
Democrats elected a majority of deputies and senators. 
Altogether, the center parliamentary coalition support
ing the government had 62 percent of the vote. After 
the elections there were Communist-inspired demon
strations and strikes, and an unsuccessful attempt was 
made ,lgainst the li fe of the Communist leader Togli
atH. Soon, however, tension abated . By the time new 
elections were held in 1953, fear of Communism had 
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Pro-Comm!l1list mass meeting ill Rome, 1950. 
Photoworld 

A'lti - Communist 
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lesse.ned considerably. The Ch ristian Democrats polled 
a more realistic 40 percent and their allies 9 percent, 
enough to give them a slight majority in Parliament. 
COmmunists and majority Socialists were still cooper
ating, but presented separate lists of candidates. The 
Communist vote rose to 23 percent, the Socialist vote 
was 13 percent. After the refusal of left-of-center Re
publicans and Social Democrats to collaborate any 
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longer with the right-of-center Liberal party. the cen· 
ter coalition came to an end. In 1960 the right wing of 
the Christian Democratic party tried to govern the 
nation with the support of a rightist parliamentary 
coalition including NeD-Fascists and Monarchists. 
Demonstrations all over Italy by leftist parties, from 
the Republicans to the Communists, forced the rightist 
cabinet to resign. 
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The 1956 events in the Soviet bloc ( Khrushchev's 
denunciation of Stalin, agitation in Poland, revolution 
in Hungary) had a deep impact on the majority Social
ists, many of whom gradually drifted away from the 
Communists. This created the possibility of a center
left parliamentary and governmental coali tion. Through 
the mediation of Saragat and the leader of the Re
publican party La l\iJalfa, Christian Democrats and 
majority Socialists were induced to collaborate. In 
1961, the majority Socialist party supported the Chris
tian Democrats in parliament, and finally, in 1963, what 
had been in 1919-1922 a major goal of the Catholic 
Popular party's founder Sturzo was realized: a coali
tion of Catholics and Socialists united in their desire 
to improve living conditions and in their opposition 
to the dictatorship advocated by Neo-Fascists on the 
right and Communists on the left. The coalition was 
based 011 Catholics agreeing to some of the Socialists' 
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econOmic refomls, and on Socialist conccssions to the 
CatHolics in the fields of education, churclHtate rela
tionships Rnd control of public communications media. 

The pro-Communist wing of the majority Socialist 
party seceded in 1963 and formed a new small party, 
the PSlUP ( or Italian Socialist Party of Proletarian 
Unit)'), whose position was identical to that of the 
muclliarger pre-Fascist masslmalismo. The majority So
cialistS and the Social Democrats received about 14 per
cent of the vote at the nationa!l968 elections. At these 
elections the combined vote received by communists, 
PSIUP, and other fellow-traveling candidates was 
about the same as that of the 1948 Popular Front-an 
index of remarkable political stability. The Catholic
led center-left coalition received almost as many votes 
in 1968 as the Catholic-led center coalition had re
ceived twenty years before-agllin, an index of remark
able stability. Except for the fact that Socialists and 
Social Democrats were ag(tin divided, the regional elec
tions of 1970 showed only a minimal change in the 
voting strength or the various parties. In regional elec
tions in Sicily and municipal elections in Rome and 
several other cities in 1971, rightist voters reacted to 
agitation and strikes with a shift away from Christian 
Democratic moderatism to more militMt positions; on 
the other hand there was no weakening of center-left 
and leftist parties ou whose strength the sllfvival of the 
Italian democratic republic depends. The main issue 
at the presidential election of December 1971 was tbe 
position of tbe future president toward Communist 
participation in a coalition govemment. The choice of 
~~ middle-of-the·roader, Leone, meant that n majority 
of the thousand-odd members of the enlarged Parlia
ment acting as electoral college were not necessarily 
opposed to Communist participation but undoubtedI\' 
cautious in taking a majol' poUtica l step. . 

THE NATION COPES WITH PROBLEUS 

Elections, coalitions formed and dissolved, cabinet 
shifts, and party splits make n dreary chronicle. Thev 
are nevertheless indicative of the sense of responsi
bility prevailing among the I talian people since the 
upheavals of the tragic summer of 1943. Grave prob
lems faced a nation that had emerged wounded and 
impoverished from a Jong period of totalitarillil dicta
torship and from a ruinous war-graver than the prob
lems faced in 1861. Free democratic institutions had 
been introduced by those who had been the soul and 
mind of the Resistance: their survival-the survival of 
republican democracy-to many seemed a miracle. 
Perhaps it was; certainly it was the l'esUlt of the will 
of millions of Italians. Democracy was helped to sur
vive by a ba1ance between political Catholicism and 
Communism, the two main forces in the nation . But 
more important than the balance was the political 
maturity of many of the nation's leaders ( made evident 
by their willingness to reach a majority consent 
through compromise), and the sense of moderation of 
most Italians. 

THE PEACE TREATY 

A major aim of the Parri and De Gaspcri CNL 
governments in 1945/ 46 had been the reestablishment 
of the nation's sovereignty through tlle elimination of 
Allied political and administrative controls. This was 
achieved by the end of 1945. Once sovereignty had 
been regained, the immediate aim of Italian foreign 
policy was to end the state of war against the Allies 
created by Fascism in 1940. Peace terms were the 
reswt of laborious negotiations between AmeriCall, 
British, and Soviet diplomats and representatives of 
other countries with which Italy llad been directly at 
war ( Elhiopia, France, Greece, Yugoslavia). After 
September 1945, the Italian government was consulted. 
The peace treaty was signed February 10, 1947. Ter· 
ritorial acquisitions made during the first phase of 
World War n (Slovene and Dalmatian districts of 
Yugoslavia) were of course lost. Albania was once 
again independent. Italy also had to give up three 
thousand sq uare miles on her northeastern borders 
wbere Slavs fonned the majority of the population: 
where, too, there had been the large Italian urban 
communities of Pola (Pula), Fiume ( Rljeka ), Zara 
(Zndar ), and many smaller ones; most Italians emi
grated. Four small districts ill the western AJps were 
surrendered to France. All the colonies were lost. 
Libya, first administered by the British, became an in
dependent kingdom in 1952 and a republic in 1969. 
Eritrea, federated with Ethiopia in 1952, was inte
grated into the Ethiopian Empire. in 1962. Somalia was 
administered as a United Nations trusteeship by Italy 
until 1960, wben it joined the former British Somali
~and to become an independent republic. The Aegean 
ISlands were transferred to Greece. Clauses limiting 
Italian armed forces and imposing payments of $260 
million as reparations to countries damaged by Italian 
occupation were soon revised, and many were res
cinded. 

Most painful of all for Italians was the loss of the 
city of Tr~este which was claimed by Yugoslnv national 
Commul1lsts, supported at first by the Soviet Union. 
Tito's Partisans had taken over the city in r-,'Iay 1945 
and were not dislodged by the British Eighth Army 
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until atrocities against Italians had been committed . 
To prevent Yugoslav annexatioll, the Allies obtained 
an agreement from the Soviet Union that the city and 
a smaU surrounding area (including parts of northern 
lstria ) should become a Free Territory. The city and 
less than one-third of the Free Territory were to be 
administered by the Allies; the rest, with sixty-five 
thousand inhabitants, 80 percent of them Italians, by 
Yugoslavia. In March 1948, Count Sforza, the foreign 
minister, obtained a declaration from the United 
States, Great Britain, and France recognizing the city's 
right to rejoin the mother countly, A new situation 
arose after Yugoslavia's dictator THo quarreled with 
Stalin. Following a British-American agreement in 
October 1953, Trieste and the area of the Free Ter
ritory north of the city were returned to Italy in 1954, 
while Yugoslavia annexed the area south of the city. 

FOREIGN POLICY 1947-1971 

Aftcr the Communists were eliminated from tbe 
govemmental coalition in 1947, Italian foreign policy 
followed a consistent line; ltaly played the role of a 
peaceful power whose main interest was to lessen 
antagonisms and tensions. Cooperation, mutual under
standing, and friendship, especially with the United 
States and democratic European nations, were key
notes of Italian policy under De Gasperi and his for
eign minister Sforza, and their successors. An at
tempted customs union with France failed because of 
the combined nationalist and Communist oppo:;itiou in 
both countries. A few days after General ?-.Iarshall, 
then the American secretary of state, announced (in 
a speech at Harvard University on June 5, 1947) Amer
ican willingness to finance European economic recov
ery, the Italian government asked that the plan for 
recovery through American aid (the Marsha.ll Plan) be 
discussed not only by the \-Vestern Big Three (as 
suggested by the British and French governments) but 
by all European states concerned. The joint discus
sions led to the creation in Apri1 1948 of the Organiza
tion for European Economic Recovery, which played 
the major role in fostering European economic. progress 
and political stability. In th e 1960s, with the inclusion 
of the United States, Canada, and Japan, it became 
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and De
velopment. 

Italy was one of the original members of the 
Council of Europe, created in 1948. Slle was a partici
pant in the negotiations leading to the formation in 
1951 of the Coal and Steel Community, which included 
Belgium, France, the Gennan Federal Republic, Italy, 
Luxembourg, and the Netherlands. She took the in
itiative in the agreements leading to the treaties of 
Rome of 1957 that set up the six-member European 
Economic Community ( EEC ). She joined the West
em European Union, reorganized in 1954 with the 
aim of promoting military and economic cooperation 
between Great Britain and the six members of the 
European Economic Community_ The Italian govern-
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ment consistently advocated the inclusion of Great 
Britain and other European democratic countries in 
EEC. 

At the invitation of the United States, l taly joined 
the negotiations that led to the signing, on April 4, 
1949, of tlle North Atlantic Treaty, <l.nd to the forming 
of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization ( NATO), 
The Italian Manlio Srosio, a former Resistance leader, 
influential member of govemment, and ambassador 
to Washington in 1955-1961, was NATO's secl"etary
general for several years after 1964. A.s a NATO mem
ber, Italy reorganized and modernized the armed 
forces, in which about four hundred thousand men 
were.' enlistec1 and on which about an eighth of the 
govcl1lment budget was spent. Italy also accepted 
United States military bases on her territory, Relations 
between American military personnel and Italians were 
uniformly good, despite the violent anti-Americanism 
of the Communist and fellow-traveling press. 

The Italinn government sUPPol1ed the American 
position in the major crises of the cold war between 
the United States and the Soviet Union: the Soviet 
blockade of Berlin and tlle Allied nir lift of 1948/ 49: 
the Korean War; the HungRl;an and Suez crises of 
1956; the Berlin Wall crisis of 1961; the Cuban missile 
crisis of 1962: and in most questions ('ollcernin g disarm
ament and nuclC:'ar control. In I·clation to the long and 
bitter Vietnam War, th e Italian government, as well as 
the papacy, stood for a compromise peace, without 
victOrs or vanquished_ 

Italy's membership in the United Nations was 
repeatedly vetoed by the Soviet Union, although she 
had joined all the major United Nations organizations: 
UNESCO, ILO, WHO, IMF. FAO (which, since 1951, 
has had its headquarters in Rome ), Included in the 
package deal between the United States and the 
Soviet Union negotiated during the brief international 
thaw following Stalin's death in 1953, Italy was able to 
join the United Nations in 1955. Ever since, she has 
played a mediatory and conciliatory role in the As
sembly as weB as in the Security Council. 

Italian relations were particularly good with Great 
Britain and the Gelman Federal Republic. Once the 
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Trieste question had been settled, relations with Yugo
slavia, as well as those with Greece ( where Italian 
wartime occupation had caused considerably less an
tagonism than the Gennan), remai ned consistently 
friendl y. Difficulties arose at times with Austria since 
the Italians resented the use of Austrian territory as a 
base for nationalist terrorist agitation among the fewer 
than two hundred thousand German-speaking inhabi
tants of the Alto Aclige (South Tyrol ). Careful not to 
take sides when disputes arose, Haly was able to 
maintain or establish good diplomatic relations with 
Latin American republics and with old and new Asian 
and Afrjcan independent s tates. 

ACllIEVEMENTS AT Till'; LEVEL OF 
PUBLIC ACTIVITIES 

In post-World War 11 Italy, the seamy side of 
public life-corruption, intrigues, scandals-no longer 
bidden by censorship and protected by those in power, 
as had been the case during the Fascist period, was 
brought into the opeIl. But this seamy side was ouly 
a mi nor, even minimal, clement in national life. The 
republican governmeufs achievements were consider
able. Democracy functioned; libelty thrived; in spite 
of outbursts of strikes, of some students' agitation, and 
riots in 1970-71 related to local grievances (for instance 
in Reggio Calabria and L'Aquila), order prevailed . 
Majori ty consensus for government policies and mi
nority restraint made for stability. Public administration 
was improved. Self-governmen't at the level of local 
communities, provinces, and regions was extended ; 
democracy was not only representative but more and 
more participatory, Independent once again, and 
strengthened by the establishment of a Constitutional 
Court (partially patterned on the Supreme Court of 
the United States), the judiciary regained the dignity 
it had lost under the Fascist dictatorship. Illiteracy was 
reduced, remaining only among the older generation. 
Elemeutary education for all was no longer an empty 
slogan and secondary education, once the 1Jrivi lege of 
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the ruling minority. \Vas open to all. Steps were taken 
to reform the antiquated structure of ltalian univer
sities and to accommodate the fast-growing number of 
young people aiming at higher education. Scientific 
research was stimulated by public agencies. A system 
of socia l secur ity and impro\'ement iu public health 
measures eased the strain imposed on many by poverty 
and by fluctuations in cconomic conditions, 

THE PUBLIC SECTOR OF THE ECONOMr 

Sound financial and economic policies within the 
context of a frankly mixed eccnom)' created conditions 
favorable to the fast growth of the gross national 
product, which by 1970 (when it was over ninety bil
liOn dollars) was in real tenns nearly triple what it 
had been th irty years earlier when Italy intervened in 
World War II. These policies, derivcd from a prag
matic approach to economic and social problems, were 
linked in particu lar to Einaudi and E2io Vanoni. 

TIlrce new government agencies stimulated the 
economy. The most important was the Cassa per il 
Mezzogiorno ( Fund for the South), created with the 
specific aim of raising the c{.'Onomic level of the south
ern regions, thereby cOl"I"ecting an ever-worseni ng situ
ation dating from the Middle Ages. fn 1970, the per 
capita income in the South was just about half of what 
it was in the northern and central areas, but in that 
year the rate of growtb was about half as much again 
in the South as in the North and Center, The Cassa 
invested the equivalent of several billion dollars in de
veloping the economic infrastructure of the South · 
trailling workers, setting up factories. im11roving agri~ 
cultural techniques. 

A public oil monoply established under Fascism 
became, in the postwar period, the autonomous gov
ernment agency ENI, which competed with private 
enterprise, Under the dynamic leadership of Emico 
Mattei (an imaginative and efficient entrepreneur 
morc than cautious bureaucrat, although a state official) 
ENJ expanded in the 1950s into one of the largest and 
most profitable Italian corporations. Its main areas of 
activity were the exploitat ion of the newly discovered 
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oil and gas fields (the former mostly in Sicily, the 
latter in northern Italy), the refining of crude oil 
produced abroad, and the distribution of oil and gas. 
EN I also branched out in other areas of production 
including nuclear energy. Through subsidiary com
panies, it contributed much to the development of the 
oil industries in the Middle East and Africa. In 1962, 
the consolidation of most enterprises producing electric 
power into another autonomous government agency, 
ENEL, led to fast growth in the output of electricity, 
a source of energy important in a country possessing 
minimal reserves of solid and liquid fuel. Italy became 
the fourth-ranking electricity producer in Western 
Europe. 

Land reform was carried out in the 19505, and a 
plan was approved by Parliament in 1964 for supply
ing financial and technical aid to farmers intent on 
improving crops and livestock and on mechanizing 
their farms. Transportation was improved through the 
expansion of the road system and the building of sev
eral thousand miles of throughways (autostrade) , the 
replacing of secondary railroad lines by public bus 
lines, the modernization of harbors, the establishment 
of an effi cient state-owned airline (Alitalia ) . 

.4.CIIlEVEMENTS AT THE LEVEL OF 
PRNATE ACTIVITIES 

Important as they were, activities run by govern
ment officials and paid for with taxpayers' money con
tributed only a small part to the nation's progress after 
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the proclamation of the Hepublic. Most of the progress 
came from what Italians did in their private capacity. 
Gone wcre the inertia that brought stagnation during 
the first decades after unification in 1861 and the 
passivity that contributed to decline under the Fas
cist dictatorship. Intellectual dynamism, progressive 
changes in ways of thinking, economic expansion, 
rising standards of living, emancipation of those who 
had been held in positions of inferiority, lessening of 
inequality, weakening of the traditional rigid class 
structure-everything that fostered the variety, liveli
ness, and richness of the national scene-came primar
ily from what the citizens themselves did. 

INTELLECTUAL DYNAMISM 

The downfall of Fascism freed minds from the 
state-enforced conformity in which they had been held 
hy censorship and fear. The emancipation of minds 
went further: bonds and inhibitions derived £rom con
ventional but universally accepted ways of thinking 
weakened even more in the postwar period than after 
the triumph of the politically successful Risorgimento. 
In literary and artistic pursuits there were innovation, 
boundless creativity, and a ilew vigor (sec Chapters 
14 and 15 ). Deep, sincere emotions had been stirred 
by the war, the enemy occupation, and the Resistance, 
and these were reflected especially in the literature of 
the late 19405 and early 19505. Then came a less emo
tional, more sober period, tinged with skepticism and 
pessimism-a period characterized by experimentation, 
restless avant-gardism, greater curiosity about what 
was being done in other nations. Several novelists, 
poets, and critics of the older generation (Palazzeschi, 
Soldati, Alvaro, Campanile, Montale. Ungaretti) main
tained their popularity. Authors who had lived in exile 
or whose creativity had been curbed by censorship 
(Silone, Pavese, Quasimodo, Moravia, Vittori ni, Levi) 
wrote freely and achieved wide reputation in the post
war decades. Younger writers like Calvina, Pasoli ni, 
Sciascia, and Cassota, became weU known. Natalia 
Ginzburg, Alba de Cespedes, Anna Maria Ortesc were 
among the prominent women Writers. 

Italian culture was emerging from the long isola
tion responsible for centuries of narrow provincialism. 
Italians were becoming more and more familiar with 
fellow writers and artists abroad. Foreign authors, 
Americans especially, were read avidly in trans lation. 
Italian writers and artists acquired a reputation abroad 
that they had not enjoyed since Renaissance times. 
Translations of Italian books became best sellers. Works 
of Italian painters and sculptors created enormous in
terest. The works of Italian architects and engineers 
were commissioned in foreign countries. Italian films. 
from Rossellini s Open City and Paisa and De Sica's 
Bicycle Thief, produced in the immediate postwar 
years, to Fellini's La Dolce Vita (a title that became 
a hOllsehold word ) and Satyricon, Visconti's Rocco 
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e i suoi Fratelli, Pasolini's Tile Gospel According to 
St .. Mal/Iiew and Teo/'clI!(t, Zeffin:lIi's Romeo (fml jl/liet , 
and many others, competed with the best produced 
anywhere, and actresses like Anna \ lagnal1i, Sophia 
Loren, Gina Lollobrigida, Claudia Cardinale, Silvana 
)'I:lngano, were sure internation31 box-office successes. 

CHANGES IN ITALIAN CATlIOLICISM 

Since the early 1960s, freedom of debate. guara11-
teed by the law, deeply affected Catholicism and 
Marxism, the two most influential systems of thought 
in the nation. For several years after the end of the 
war, clergy and laity on the Catholic side, ideologues 
and disciples on the .\'Iar:dst side, fonned two large co
hesive blocs. In the late 1960s these groups were still 
large, but not as cohesive as before. As long as Pius 
XU lived, nothing seemed to shake the logically inte
grated system of principles and values that constituted 
the Catholic position. The sihlation changed radically 
during the brief reign of his successor John XX1Il 
Roncalli, elected in 1958 as a compromise candidate 
between the two major groups into which the cardi
nals were divided-one rigidly conservative, the other 
cau tiously progressive. ) 'Iotivated b~' inner convictions 
(possibly a return to youthful sympathies for modern
ism, condemned by Pius X in 1907) and by pressures 
on Catholicism in nations 011 both sides of the Atlantic 
where Protestantism or unbelief was dominant, John 
XXIII issued statements interpreted by Catholics and 
non-Catholics as departures from what had been or
thodox positions since the sixteenth-century Council 
of Trent. The encyclicals Mater et Magistra and 
Pacem in Terris, inspired by a generous concern for 
the suHerings of people everywhere, gave John XXIU 
D worldwide popularity such as no other pope had ever 
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enjoyed. The debates in Cou:ldl Vatican ll , convened 
by him, indicated the preseHce of a strong trend to
ward innovation in the Cltholic episcopate. There had 
always been n few innovators among Italian Catholics, 
but in the late 1960s their numbers swelled into a 
movement that became disruptive of Catholic unity. 
John )G'XUl's successor Paul V] Montini was elected 
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in 1963 with near unanimity by the cardinals, who 
were now concerned about keeping innovations within 
bounds compatible with tradition. Because of the posi
tion Roman Catholicism occupies in Italy, the crisis 
of the Catholic church. at once spiritual and institu· 
tional, had a deep impact on all aspects of national 
life. 

CHANGES IN ITI\L/AN MAHX1SM 

For decades, Communists and their sympathizers
a plurality if not a majority of the intelligentsia in post
war Italy-had accepted u1e discipline basic lo the 
Leninist interpretation of ) Iarxism. Individual dissent 
had never become collective protest. ~lany had ex
pected sympathy for the national Communist deviation 
( Titoism ) to lead, if not to a split in Ule Italian Com
munist movement, at least to a secession, but this did 
not happen; not in 1948, when THo asserted the 
independence of Yugoslav Communism from the Soviet 
Un ion, nor in 1956 when non-Communists and nationa l 
Communists tTied , briefly, to govern Hungary jointly 
and were quickly suppressed by Soviet troops. Only 
a few intellectuals continued to exprcss their prefer· 
ence for national Communism, and they left the party. 
Intellectually and politically, Italian ~Iarxists seemed 
to be satisfied with polycentrism, the limited autonomy 
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within a unitary Communist world movement advo
cated by Togliatti in 1956 and later retracted. 

The situation changed in the late 19605. What 
could not bappen in countries ruled by Communi~t dic
tatorships happened to Italian Marxism operating 
within the framework of democratic institutions: dis
sident factions found a voice in their own publications, 
and at times fOimed their own organizations. Dissi
dence was limited to the intelligentsia, but was suffi
cient to loosen (and so weaken) what had previously 
been a rigidly centralized and disciplined movement. 
By the end of the 1960s there were a number of 
different factions: national Communists little concerned 
with Communism as a worldwide movement; humanist 
Marxists opposed to dictatorship and brutality; revi
sionists, ready to accept democracy not as a temporary 
expedient but as a system preferable to others; Mao
ists, or "Chinese" Communists, who combined belief in 
Stalinist ruthlessness with Trotsky's doctrine of the 
permanent revolution. With such factionalism, the 
control exercised by the leadership over the rank and 
file became less complete. The events in Czechoslo
vakia in 1968 had a greater impact on Italian Marxism 
than the events of 1948 and 1956. A t a meeting of over 
seventy parties, called by the Soviet leaders in i\'loscow 
in June 1969, Italian communists dissociated them
selves from Soviet policies. Revisionism, which means 
in practice the end of dogmatism and therefore of the 
advocacy of dictatorial tyranny, was making inroads 
among Italian communists and was becoming a source 
of tension within the ranks of the Communist party. 

FREE ENTERPRISE 

What the abolition of censorship and the emanci
pation from conventional ways of thinking did for 
literature, the arts, and modes of thought generally, 

abolition of the closed institutional structure of fascist 
corporatism and a widespread spirit of initiative did 
for economic activities. Whatever name is given to the 
formal structure of the postwar Italian economy (so
cial capitalism, neocapitalism, welfare economy, mixed 
economy), there was greater economic liberty than the 
nation had known siDce unification. After the estab
lishment of the Republic, recovery and then cxpansion 
were stimulated by the sound government policies al
ready mentioned, and by several billions of dollars 
poured into the ltalian economy by the American gov
ment and American private enterprise (with smaller 
investments from other countries ). Policies work, how
ever, only if there is a response from the people, and 
foreign aid helps only if uscd productivel),: Italians 
responded to policies and put funds made available bv 
foreigners to good usc. The ingenuity, imagination, 
and hard work of millions of Italians combined to 
produce an economic takeoff in the lale 1940s, and a 
subsequent industrial expansion. 

INGENUITY 

Recovery started amid ruins, before the end of the 
war. The Italians did not wait for government action 
to clear fields, to rebuild bridges and roads, to recon
struct cities and villages. Nor did they wait for 
govemment initiative to produce commodities in short 
supply or totally lacking as the result of the war. :Much 
of- the materiel left . behind by the fighting annics was 
utilized. If there was not enough capital for the con
struction of new buildings, the damaged ones were 
repaired. As there was not enough money to produce 
and buy cars, the Vespa (motor scooter) was invented. 
American mass-produced ships, no longer needed for 
the war, were bought at minimal prices and formed the 
nucleus of the new Italian merchant marine (the old 
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Beet was at the bottom of the sea). They made do 
with what there was: it was little, but proved to be 
enough for a start. 

ECONOMIC DYNAMISM 

The first steps toward economic recovery, from 
1944 to 1946, were difficult. They were the result of 
h undreds of thousands of modest initiatives, many 
taken not by individuals acting on their own but by 
people working together. The successes of the first 
years snowballed at a rate that surprised the experts. 
The major role in the Italian economic "miracle" may 
have been played statistically by large private and 
public corporations (FIAT, Montecatini, Pirelli, Edi
son, Olivetti, rvlarzotto, Ansaldo, Terni, EN!, etc.). As 
a revolutionary national phenomenon, it was played 
by hundreds of thousands of medium and small entre
preneurs-in manufacturing, trade, agriculture, in the 
service industries. They created a new optimistic and 
dynamic economic climate in the nation. 

Of the enterprises that sprang up in the five or six 
years before the effect of government policies and 
foreign aid cou ld be felt, many failed, but many more 
succeeded, expanded and stimulated new initiatives. 
Italy led all European nations ill new fields of produc
tion such as the manufacture of electrical appliances. 
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Up-to-date methods of production increased the effi
ciency of fast-expanding older fields, such as mechani
cal industries. Manufacturing was no longer limited to 
the nOl'thwestem triangle of ),Jilan-Turin-Genoa. Fac
tories were built in regions where agriculture had 
long been the only productive activity. New life was 
infused into what had been sleepy and lazy provincial 
towns: visitors who had known prewar Havenna or 
Pescara would not have recognized them in 1970. 
What happened there happened in hundreds of other 
localities. It took time for the efforts of both private 
and government initiative to spark the economic take
off in the underdeveloped regions of the south. There 
were many false starts, but finally the takeoff began, 
first in communities on the eastern and southern coast 
of Sicily, in the Bari·Taranto-Brilldisi area, around 
Naples, and around Cagliari. 

Service industries grcw also. The expans ion of the 
hotel industry, combined with the improvement of 
transportation, increased the number of foreign tour
ists-an important item in the ltalian balance of inter
national payments. Italy attracted more tourists than 
any other country in the world. Germans, Americans 
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( about two million in 1971 ). French, British, and Swiss 
(in that order ) were the most numerous with the 
Americans iu the first place as suppliers of valuable 
foreign currency. Foreign trade in 1970 amounted to 
nearly one-third ($28 billion) of the gross national 
product. Internal retail trade overexpanded in rela* 
tion to consumer needs, but this situation was cor
rected by the growth of chain stores, public markets, 
and department stores. 

Agriculture had been hindered by the excessive 
number of people trying to make a living from the 
land, and the resulting scarcity of capital available for 
investment. The land-centered economic policies of 
the fascists had made the situation worse. When World 
War II ended, there were about as many people en
gaged in agriculture in I taly as there were in the 
United States, where the area of farmland is about 
twenty times as large. A radical change took place in 
the postwar period. Industrial growth created miJlions 
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Fruit treel> growing III the tlCll.Jiy irrigated farmland 0/ 
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of new jobs, with the result that in 1970 there wero 
less than half as many peasants ( fanners cultivating 
the land they owned, tenant fanners, sharecroppers, 
laborers) as there had been twenty years earlier. Gov. 
emment policies had helped hundreds of thousands 
o£ families to acquire the land they cultivated and to 
transfonn most of the remaining sharecroppers into 
tenant fa rmers. In many parts of Italy large estates 
(inti/undia ) had become lbings of the past. The pro· 
ductivity of agricultural labol' doubled in fifteen years. 
In 1970 agriculture gave employment to less th an one· 
fifth of the labor force and contributed one·tenth to the 
gross national product. 

THE CHANGING ECONOMIC SCENE 

The economic revolution and the consequent 
exodus from rural areas caused a large·scale redistribu
tion of the population. This change created problems, 
especially in large cities like Milan, TOlin, Rome, to 
which masses of people Rocked from the poorer reo 
gions and the countl'yside. Another effect of the 
redistribution was an easing of the deep cultural dif· 
£erences between the traditional geograpbical.histori. 
cal units into which the land and the people were 
divided. Unemployment and lmderemployment were 
still high compared with the developed nations of 
western and northern Europe. In 1970 unemployment 
Uuctuated at around 4 percent of the labor force. A 
substantial migratory movement toward the more in
dustrialized areas was unavoidable, considering tho 
absence of restrictions on movement and the brcak
down of traditional isolation. But there was consider· 
able improvement since the war, and it was reasonable 
to expect that within a decade or so the unemployment 
and underemployment would be reduced to what they 
were in Scandinavia, the German Federal Republic, 
and France. Per capita income more than doubled in 
real terms between 1938 and 1968, growing during 
these thirty years from just over S750 to about $1,700 

(in 1965 dollars). By the late 1960s, Italians were 
better fed, housed, and clothed than they had ever 
been. Domestic appliances were no longer a luxury for 
the few; nor were cal'S. People traveled more, thus 
ending the isolation of local communities whlch had 
been a major source of stagnation. Health conditions 
improved through free medical care, the expansion of 
hospitals, the development of health centers, gener· 
ally better working conditions, and higher remunera· 
tion. 

f..·f uch still remained to be done to reach the level 
of the advanced progressive nations of northwestern 
Europe (some of which only two or three generations 
earlier had been as undeveloped and poor as the 
Italian nation was just before the economic takeoff of 
the late 1940s). There had nevertheless been e.nonnous 
progress, considering the limits of economic growth 
imposed by the availability of capital, natural re
sources, and Jabor. 

OPT1JIISM 

In tenns of the increasing number of people 
benefiting from rising levels in nonmaterial as well as 
material activities, of wider horizons for the minds and 
of higher standrt l'ds of living, of mOre liberty and less 
i.nequality, progress in Italy during the republican 
period was substantial. Situations that had fostered 
stagnation and passivity had been removed, and mAny 
old problems had been solved. For the first time since 
the agony of the Renaissance over four hundred years 
earlier, the entire nation was emerging from back
wardness; not just the educationally and econOmically 
privileged few, as had been the case since the mid· 
eighteenth century, but the masses; not just Lombards, 
Pieclmontese, Ligurians, but the inhabitant~ of all 
twenty regions. 

There was anoth<:'r side to tile picture. Some of 
the old problcms remai.ncd and new ones had arisen. 
Progress was uneven. Social changes brought about 
by new experiences, vaiues, and aspirations, and by 
economic expansion, were accompanied by imbalance. 
Attainments did not come up to expectations. Since 
people were more awa re of defects and shortcomings 
than of merits and achievements, and were free to 
express themselves, dissatisfaction was widespread, 
especially among the intelligentsia. Privilege, igno
rance, and poverty had diminished, but resentment of 
what remained had increased. 

All in all thel'e was reason fol' optimism. The 
italian nation had successfully overCome the growing 
pains of the 1890s but had failed to overcome the 
growing pains of the post· World War I period. Cbances 
were that the 19705 would see a repetition of what had 
happened in the 1890s rather than of what had hap· 
pened in the 1920s, and that republican democracy, 
combining liberty with order, progress with stability, 
diversity with unity, would survive 
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FROM LATIN TO ITALIAN 

CO~1PAll.ED with other European peoples, Italians 
were relatively late to use their language in writing. 
Latin, in its modified medieval form, was widely 
known and remained the exclusive literary language 
longer than in any other nation whose vemacular also 
derived from it. And even after Italians became ac
customed to using the spoken language-or a polished 
form of it-in their writing, they continued to speak 
and write Latin for centmies, 

There are documents in the language people 
spoke that date as far back as the tenth century, There 
are texts of twelfth-century folk songs in Italian dia
lects : Cenoese, Tuscan. Neapolitan. Some of the most 
important works, however, were still written in Latin 
in the thirteenth century: the great theological and 
philosophical treatises of Saint Thomas Aquinas; the 
more mystical works of Saint Bonaventura of Bagno
rea; the lives of the saints by lacopo da Varrazze; the 
informative histories of Sicily ill verse and prose by 
Pietro da Eboli and Niccol6 J amsilla. Religious songs 
such as the Dies 1mB by Thomas of Celano, and Inco
pOl1e of Todi's Stabat Mater, which centuries have not 
made stale, were also written in Latin, Early in the 
fourteenth century, authors who used the vemacular 
still wrote in Latin if their works were addressed to a 
European public as well as to Italians. Dante wrote 
De MOllal'chia in Latin in 1312, and 1'iarsilius of 
Padua wrote Defensor Pacis, probably the most Un-
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portant medieval work in political science, in Latin in 
1324. The continued use of Latin notwithstanding, 
Italian was born as a literary ltmguage in the thir
teenth century. 

THlHTEENTH CENTUR)' 

.'\ .11 early piece of writing in the vernacu lar, and 
one of the finest, was Saint Fnmcis's Cantico delle 
Creattll'e, The monastic order founded by Saint Fran
cis in 1209 aimed at helping th(' ordinary people: it 
was fitting that be should write in their language. The 
Franciscan lacopOIle of Todi (imprisoned by Pope 
Boniface VIII on suspicion of heresy) wrote some of 
his most moving poems in Italian. Between the 1220s 
and the 12605 came :m astounding flowering of letters 
at the court of the kings of Sicily. 'With the Sicilian 
school, a new era for Jtali~\n literature began. Fred
erick II, king of Sicily and emperor, a gifted poet 
himself and a generous patron of arts and letters, gave 
hospitality to exiles from southern France, where a 
cultural revival had flourished; among them were 
poets who sang and wrote jll Provens:al, Inspired by 
their example, the king tried his hand at writing in 
Italian. His two brilliant sons, Enzo, the unfortunate 
king of Sardinia who was kept prisoner for twenty
three years after being captured in battle, and Man
fred, who ruled Sicily until the Allgevin invasion, did 
likewise, Frederick l1's chancellor (or prime minister) 
Pier delle Vigne, ]acopo of L entini, i\ifazzo Ricco of 
~ Jessil1a, and Oiullo of Alcamo, all belonged to the 
Sicilian schooL it did not last long: more than a 
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chivalrous king and a man of great intellect was lost 
when Manfred was killed at the buttle of Benevento. 

By the middle of the thirteenth century others, 
farther north, were writing in Italian. Familiar as they 
were with the elegance and harmony of classical 
Latin, their language differed somewhat from the Tus
can vernacular. The new style, the stU rmOVQ as it was 
called, was adopted by the poets Guido Cuinicelli 
of Bologna and Guido Cavalcallti of Florence, and by 
many of thei r contemporaries. Thanks to Dante and 
the other two great writers of the fourteenth century 
Petrarch and Boccaccio, the vernacular of the stil 
nuevo became the Italian language, one of the most 
important factors ill maintaining the unity of a nation 
that was deeply divided politically. 

DA.NTE 

Dante Alighieri was born in 1265 of a well-to-do 
family in Florence, where he grew up and was edu
cated. As a young man, he fought at Campaldino and 
Caprona in the citizens' militia that enabled Florence 
to maintaill its independence against powerful ene
mies and to become the principal Tuscan state. He 
was active in civic affairs and participated in the 
republic's political life at a time when it was p:uticu
larly turbulent. In 1302, the faction he belonged to 
having been defeated by opponents with the aid of 
the king of Naples, Dante went into e.xile. He never 
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returned to Florence but lived as best he could-al· 
ways maintaining his dignity-through the bounty of 
generous signori. 

A powerful mind enriched by encyclopedic knowl
edge, a passionate heart, a finn will, and an astound· 
ing mastery of language made Dante Italy's greatest 
poet. As a man in love, he wrote Vita Nuovo. As a 
thinker concerned with problems of communication he 
wrote De vulgari eloqllcntia and Convivio. As a uni· 
versal man embodying the totality of his times, he 
wrote the Diville Comedy, the most widely read and 
heavily annotated Italian literary classic. The poem 
deals with man and Cod, with life and the afterlife, 
with sin and virtue. It explains and teaches as it guides 
its readers to the brink of the unknown. The Divine 
Comedy is a great deal more than poetry: it is the 
statement of faith of a believer, n philosophical trea
tise, a great historical work, i\ forcefuJ political tract. 
F reely mixing the Catholics' heavenly host with the 
Ancients' mythological figures , Dante brought to its 
culmination the fusion of Christianity and paganism 
that had been the work of Saint Gregory ~ I agnlls 
seven hundred years earlier. Dante made Italians 
familiar with the synthesis of Scholasticism and }\ris
totelianism that had been the achievement of Saint 
Thomas Aquinas, which, ever since, has been the 
philosophical foundation of Catholicism. By stressing 
the role of reason while transmitting the tradition of 
the Middle Ages, Dante unwittingly prepared the 
ground for humanism. Thanks to the DiI;ine Comedy, 
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Italians have an especial awareness of the tonnented 
decades in which Dante lived. It was a period notable 
in the expanding Catholic commonwealth for the 
collapse of the prestige of the papacy and the empire, 
for the strengthening of national identities and the 
rise of secularism; notable in northern and central 
Italy fol' the passage from free republican city-states 
to authoritarian regional states (most ruled by signori, 
some by merchant oligarchies ) and for the beginning 
of the heightened spiritual tensions that would pro
duce the Renaissance. The writings of Dante con
tributed powerfully to the struggle against clericalism 
and to the cause of centralized against decentralized 
government. More important, they played a funda
mental role in strengthening the unity of Italian cuI. 
ture. A Florentine and a Tuscan, Dante was deeply, 
[mel consciouslv, Italia n. Patriots of the nineteenth 
century and nationalists of the twentieth found in him 
a great source of inspiration. 

PETR.'I.RCII 

Among Dante's feUow exiles from Florence was 
the father of Pctrarch. The poet Francesco Petrarca 
was bom in 13().t in the then independent Tuscan city 
of :\Iczzu . .-\ law student, he later took Holy Orders 
-WiU10ut enthusiasm and perh'-lps without conviction 
either. The declarations of platonic lov(> for Laura 
in his sOllnets are as moving as Dante's praises of 
Beatrice, and nre entirely removed from any religious 
preoc,(,llpations. Pt'tmrch Jiwd ill and near papal Avi
gnon, in ).liJan at the court of BernalXt Visconti, also 
in and near Venice. He traveled widely both in Italy 
and north of the Alps, and in the course of a long 
joumey begun in 1333 he found, in Liege, two hitherto 
unknown orations of Cicero. This discovCl'\' stimulated 
him to search for more mnnuscripts or ancient authors. 

Dnnte was the last, and the greatest, Italian medi
eval writer. Petrarch was the first and the greatcst 
spokesman for humanism, the postmedieva! mode of 
thought that preceded the Renaissance ;lnd remained 
part of it. The medieval intellectual knew works of 
Latin and Greek authors, but he saw them through 
contemporary Catholic eyes. Petral'ch, instead, saw 
them as they had been in their own time, the product 
of a culture founded on values and ideas radically 
diHerent from those of the culture in which he Jjved. 
Dante's was a Christianized Virgil. Petrnrch read and 
meditated upon tJ1e real Virgil, also upon Horace, 
Cicero, and many other ancient authors. What Pe
trarch (soon imitated by others ) did was tantamount 
to discovering a Dew world. He was a man who de· 
lighted in finding what had been long lost, and who 
cherished it; in his writings there is no hint that he 
thought of himself as a revolutionary, but he was, in 
fact, mOre of a revolutionary than the conquering 
princes and insurgent peasants of his century. In 
poems and in prose Petrarch expressed admiration for 
the Graeco-Roman civiJjzation. He wanted to bring 
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it back to life. By comparison, the present was in
ferior: to improve it one had to take inspiration from 
the ancients, who lHld been morc concerned with 
mall, with life on earth and its problems, than with 
God, the afterlife, and the interpretation of Holy 
Writ. The fOlilldation of humanism is, simply, respect 
for the human being; but in the radical interpretation 
that was particularl}' popular during the second half 
of the fifteenth century and down to the time when a 
religious storm swept Europeans, humanism meant 
making man the center of our concems. As such, it 
contained thc seed of much that was to develop in the 
last two centuries. By the fourteenth century, human
ists 110 longer considered theology the most important 
discipline. It was superseded by the study of man, 
and in this sphere Illato and Platonism were found 
of greater help than the scholastic interpretation of 
Aristotle that Dante had inherited from Saint Thomas 
Aquinas. 

BOCCACCIO 

Giovanni Boccaccio, the illegitimate son of a 
Florentine businessman, born in Certaldo, southwest 
of Florence, became a close friend of Petrarch. His 
father sent him to Naples fOr his apprenticeship in 
business, and there the young lUan fell in love with, 
supposedly, a daughter of King Robert. Financial 
losses, resulting from the bankruptcy of one of Flor
ence's largest banking concenls in 1340, caused Boc-
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caccia to return home, however, and to look fo r 
employment in public service. The lleed to ea rn a 
living (and it was always a meager one ) proved no 
obstacle to his literary career, Boccaccio wrote copi+ 
ously both in verse and prose. He was instrumental in 
spreading the newfound awareness of ancient culture, 
an awareness that inspired him to describe ordinary 
normal life with its work, its joys and sorrows, its 
daily problems to be faced nO matter what happens in 
public affairs Or between man and God. The medieval 
age of faith was definitely left behind, together with 
the transcendental problems th at had heightened the 
tensions in the mind and soul of Dante and, even if 
to a lesser extent, of Petrarch. Boccaccio's major work 
The Decamerou., still widely read today, is timeless. 
The one hundred tales, supposedly told to each other 
by young people wbo went to a country villa near 
Florence to escape the Black Death tben ravaging 
Europe, deal with young and not-so·young love, with 
husbands and wives tired of tbeir mates, with ad· 
venture, with jokes tbat nre often rather crude. The 
episodes are light, amusing, refreshing-and could 
have taken place ill any Italian community at any 
time. Boccaccio made fun of priests aod nuns, some· 
thing that only a generation earlier would have in· 
valved considerable risk. Catholicism was tllen, even 
more than it is today, the foundation of Italian life 
and culture, but Boccaccio's readers discovered that 

they could be anticlerica l, that is to say opposed to 
the dominant influence of the. clergy, withou t being 
anti -Cntholic. The diffusion of a new attitude toward 
the Church ( or, rsUler, toward the men and women 
who personiiled it) in the second half of the fourteenth 
century meant, as has airendy been noted, a trans
formation in the Italian way of Hfe. With Baecaceto, 
humnnism became more Ulan a few intellectuals' 
awareness of new ideas and new values: it became 
tbe modenl UlOught of the time. 

Minor writers of the fourteenth centur~' were 
many and distinguished. The Florentine Franco Sac· 
chetti followed in Baecaccio's footsteps by writing the 
Tl"ccentonovelle (the three hundred tales) , Other 
Florentines ( Dino Com pagni. the Villani brothers 
Giovanni nnd :II·lattco ) wrotc fascinnting chronicles 
of their times. A small streml1 was sWI:J1illg into an 
imposing river by the end of the century. 

FIFTEENTIf CENTURY 

Among the many who were feverish ly and sue· 
cessfully looking for works by ::mcient writers were 
the Tuscans Niccolo Niccoli, Poggio Bracciolini. and 
Tommaso Pnrcntucelli (Pope Nicholus Vl. Books were 
collected and libraries started. In the carl" fifteenth 
century, more works were made available"by Creek 
scholars who came to attend mcetings in which the 
reuuification of the Roman Cntholjc and C reek Ortho~ 
dox churches was discussed. DUler books were soon 
brought by the more numerous Crecks who came to 
find refuge and employment in rtaly after the Turks 
captured Cousta..ntinopie :tnd rumibiJaWd as much of 
the Byzantine culture as they could. 

The intellectual horizou was widcning. Among 
the disti nguished thinkers who discussed the human
ists' ideal stressing reasonableness and toleration and 
opposing fanaticism and violence were ~hlrsi1io Ficino, 
Antonio ~lanctti, and Pica dclla Minl.l1doh. Giovanni 
Pico, cadet of the counts of Mirandola (one of n dozen 
tiny se1f+goveming lordships ill tbe lowcr Po Valley ) 
was a major ilgure in the brilHant literarv circle sur· 
rounding Lorenzo the Magnificent in Florence, He had 
a short life-born in 1483, he died i ll 1494. His essay 
on man, written in 1486 and still widely read, is even 
more topical today than it was then. Angelo Ambro
sini, known as Polizinno. Italy's greatest mteeoth· 
century poct. belonged to the same literAry ci rcle. 
Lorenzo the J\ Iagnificent was himself a distinguished 
poet. Ranking close to Poliziano was the Neapolitan 
Jaeopo Sannaznro, whose Arcadia created a lasting 
genre; he deserves to be remembered, too, for his 
loyalty to the king of Naples, attacked and defeated 
by greedy French and Spanish kings. The Fiotentine 
Luigi Pulci and the Emilian J\laUeo Maria Boinrdo 
wrote lively epic poems about the wars between Mos· 
lems and Catholics in Charlemagne's time. Pomponio 
Leto, an illegitimate scion or the Neapolitan baronia.l 
Sanseverino family, and Giovanni Pantano were 



among the founders of academies in which humanists 
met and discussed, Though tJ1eir reputation rests 
primarily on their other achievements, Leon Battista 
Alberti and Leonardo da Vinci were also distinguished 
writers. 

One name must be added to the already long 
list of fifteenth-century literary figures: Vittorino of 
Feltre, an educator and an innovator. In our century, 
John Dewey, the American philosopher of education, 
formula ted ideas akin to those held five centuries 
earlier by Italian humanists. Modern progressive edu
cation, geared to the emancipation of the young from 
confonnity and to the development of the individual 
personality-the antithesis of education as indoctrin
ation, practiced in most nations at all limes-began 
not only as an idea but as practical innovation with 
the school Vittorino founded in ~hntua in 1423. 

I'ATRONS OF LETn; RS 

An essential part of the fifteenth-century intellec
tual scene .ue tl1<.' statesmen and rulers whose gener-
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osity enabled men of letters of many different tendencies 
(not only the humanists) to engage in research, to 
study and to write. Among them were, in Florence, the 
chancellors of the Republic Coluccio Salutati and 
Leonardo Bruni ( the latter a distinguished writer 
himself ), and the two Medici Cosima and Lorenzo. 
I II Rome, there were Pius 11 and some of the Renais
sance popes succeeding him. The Angonese kings of 
Naples wem munificent patrons; so were the Visconti 
and Sforza dukes of Milan; Hercules 1 and Alfonso I 
of Este, dukes of Ferrara; the Montefe1tro and della 
Rovere, dukes of Urbino; the Gonzaga of Mantua, 
the Malatesta of Rimini, and other rulers of smaller 
Italian states. 

AIUOSTO 

The impetus given to letters in the fifteenth cen
tury carried through the first half of the sixteenth. One 
of Italy's four greatest classical poets was Ludovico 
Ariosto whose epic poem Orlando Ftlrioso was written 
between 1506 and 1516. Bom in 1474 to a titled but 
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not alHuent family of Reggio Emilia, Ariosto, like 
Boiardo, was in the service of the Este dukes of Fer· 
rara, whose statesmanship and good artillery spared 
the duchy the disasters that befell most of their neigh
bors in the first half of the sixteenth century. The 
positions he held kept Ariosto busy, but still left him 
time enough for writing. Unlike Dante, Petrarcb, and 
Tasso, he was not tom by inner conBicts. Though he 
lived in turbulent times, he was as much at peace 
with himself as a man can be. A radiant harmony of 
words and content were keynotes of his poetry. There 
is little that is tragic or sad in it, nothing that is dismal 
or morbid. The characters created by a fertile imago 
illation became alive in his verses, as they were in his 
mind. He, too, told of the legendary events in the 
stl"uggle of Charlemagne and his fea rless paladins 
against the mighty Saracens-the paladin Orlando is 
the Roland who died at ROllcesvalles. To people 
reared in a Catholic society conscious of the long
drawn·out confl ict with the Moslems, and at a time 
when new Saracens, the Turks, seemed to he becom. 
ing ever more threatening, eighth.century events were 
topical. Young warriors, chival rous knights, beautiful 
women, wise old men, all moved swiftly and in quick 
succession through Orlando Furioso. There are ama7 .... 
ing adventures in faraway lands, in which gods and 
magicians have a hand; there are strange peoples of 
unknown coulltries, and strange animals. It is pagan. 
It is a splendid fairy tale splendidly told: a wonderful 
escape from a grim present. 

MACHIAVELLI 

In the wide spectrum of Renaissance intellectual 
life there was room for Ariosto's serene poetry and 
Machiavelli's stormy prose. The Florentine Niccolo 
Machiavelli left to posterity an adjcctive, Machia· 
vellian, not a pleasant word to those who stress the 
rule of law, who include honesty, truthfulness, and 
compassion in morality and deny that the end justifies 
the means. He himself, though, was a failure as a 
Machiavellian. He was very much tlle small man swept 
away by big events. He may, possibly, have been a 
better man than the content of TI,e Prince, the book 
on which his fame rests, would indicate. 

Born in 1469, Machiavelli was still a young man 
when he was made the head (secretary was his ti tle) 
of the second chancery in the administration of the 
Republic of Florence, which dealt with internal affairs 
and defense. A shrewd information agent, Machiavelli 
was sent on missions abroad to find out what dangers 
threatened the republic. He met and conversed at 
lengtb with Caesar Borgia and with pawns both big 
and small of the international political game. He lost 
his job when the Medici, already a power in the 
chu rch, were reinstated in florence by the Spaniards 
in 1512. It was to gain favol" with the new rulers that 
Machiavelli wrote The Prince, giving the impression 
that he supported tyrannical monarchist rule. He was 

nevertheless not trusted. He remained without a 
position, but with a small private income. During the 
fifteen years of the nrst Medici restoration, Machia· 
veJli wrote copiously. In his history of Florence and 
his biography of the fourteen th·centUlY lord of Lucca 
Castruccio Castracani, he proved to be a superb his· 
torian. Mandragola was the best play of the Italian 
Renaissance. He dealt \Vitll politics in Tile Prince and 
in a longer work Tile Discourses, a commentary on 
the first ten books of Livy's history of Rome. When the 
republic was reestablished ill Florence in 1527, Machi
avelli hoped to return to his previous post; but now 
it was the republicans' turn to mistrust him. He died 
SOOI1 afterward, a disappointed and embittered mal1. 

Machiavelli's prince could have been Caesar 
Borgia, totally mthless, treacherous, immoral, and 
cruel, but at tlle same time concel1led about the sta
bility of the state and the weUare of its subjects; he 
could have been Francesco Sforza, duke of Milan; or 
Ferdinand, king of Naples; or any other of the m" IlY 
ltalian despots, big or small, of the time. Nowhere 
does MadliaveUi say that he approves of treachery 
and cruelty, but he makes it clear that the first duty 
of the prince-today we would say the dictator-is to 
stay in power, and he lists the means by which prince 
or dictator can so do. 

[11 the Discourses tllere is a different ~ I achiavell i , 
a patriot and sincere republican. The public, in Italy 
and abroad, knows Machiavelli as the author, not of 
the Discourses, but of Tile Prince; as the amoral. Ull· 

scrupu lous theorist who stated that politics art' out· 
side morality, that might is right, that the end justifies 
the means. As such, Machiavelli is the antithesis of 
the American Founding Fathers and of European 
democrats such as Mazzini, who stood for republican· 

Portrait of Machiavelli b!J Sallti eli 1'ilo. EPA ....----. 



ism, for a society founded on rights and duties (i.e., 
on morality) and on the equal liberties of all citizens. 
Tlte Prillce has been, and still is, favorite reading for 
dictators and would·be dictators the world over. 

Whether it be right or wrong to attribute ) 'Iachi. 
avcllinnism to MachiaveUi. it is a fact that the sordid 
political behavior described as .i\,Iachiavellianism played 
a tragic role in I taJian life for centuries, providing the 
ruling class with a justification for arbitrariness and 
deceit, and the masses with n justincation for moral 
weakness. 

GUICCI .. tRDlNi 

As a historian and a political scientist Francesco 
Cuicciardini ranked with r"lachiavclli. He was born 
in 1483 into a distinguished Florentine family. An 
ambitious man, and a weak onc, he became a servant 
of the ~Iedici in floreoce and in Rome, so betraying 
the republicanism and sccwruism that hc knew to be 
preferable to despotism and clericalism. After the 
assassination of Duke Alexander, Guicciardini played 
an important role in defeating plans to reestablish the 
republic. He counted on being the power behind the 
throne wben ht· he.lped young Cosimo dc' ~le(Hci to 
succeed Alexander. But Cosimo had a mind of his 
own. hc was no puppet. Guicciardini was obliged to 
retif{' to his country housc, where in twentv volumes 
he wrotc a briUi:lnt detailed histo"'l' of ltal}. from Ih~ 
death of Lorcnzo the ) 'Iagnmcent in 1492 to the death 
of Popc Clement VII in 1534, 
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OTHER HUMANISTS AND RENAISSANCE WRITERS 

Early in the sixteenth century, humanism still in· 
spired the Venetian poet and historian Pietro Bembo, 
in late life a cardinal with leanings toward the COil· 

ciUatoristi; also the !\'fantuan Baldassare Castiglione, 
an accomplished man of the world and of lettcrs wbo 
wrote his delightful and informative li Cortegiano 
(The Courtier) at the COUIt of the dukes of Urbino; the 
Tuscans Giovanni delta Casa, author of Galateo and 
a lcading churchman who served as papal ambassador 
and as archbishop, and Giorgio Vasari, whose lives of 
Italian artists of his time providc insight into the 
artists' fascinating Renaissance world. Two other 
Tuscans, divorced from humanist thought, were Pietro 
Aretino and Benven uto Cellini. Aretina was a born 
writer, untrained, a scandalmonger whose pen was 
feared by politicians and churchmen who had any
thing to hide. Cellini was a fearless adventurer, a 
brave soldier who fought the Spaniards at the Siege 
of Rome, a superb artist, and an egoist whose world 
revolved around himself. His autobiographv is still 
widely read in Italian 311d in translation. T~aditional 
discrimination having been partly (and only tempo· 
rnrily) overcome in the field of writing by the progreso 
sive sectors of the Rcnaissance intelligentsia, the first 
remarkable women wrilers appearcd on the Italian 
literary scene, Two of the mosl notable were the 
Roman wife of a renowned Spanish gClleral, Vittoria 
Colonna, a frjend of Michelangelo, and the Paduan 
Caspara Stllrllpa who sang of her love for thc Count of 
Collalto in beautiful lyrics. 

";R,\ OF iNTELLECTUAl.. REPRESSION 

Thirty·one years separate Vasari's birth from the 
birth of Torquato Tasso in 1544, but more than lime 
separated them. The worlds they lived in were utterly 
different. When Tasso reached manhood, the Renais· 
sance was dead or dying everywhere in Italy except as 
a lingering vestige in the Republic of Venice. A new 
era was bom with the events that occurred between 
the papal approval of the Society of Jesus in 1540 and 
papal approval of the GOflfcssio fidei Tridentino in 
1564: state-enforced conformity triumphed. 

The new era was to last nearly two hundred 
years. There would no longer be a large, turbulent, 
varied Italian intelligentsia such as bad e;\:isted since 
the thirteenth century. ( Intellectual dynamism would 
migrate to a few transalpine nations stimulated by the 
ltalian example of the fifteenth and sixteenth cen
turies.) During these two hundred years, from the 
middle of the sixteenth century to the middle of the 
eighteenth, the great Italian literary figures were 
intellectually isoluted ,and often lonely individuals, 
not participants in a vast mo\·cment. What made them 
write, how they wrote, they owed to themselves not to 
the stimulus of their envi~nment. Among the~ were 
Tasso himself. Sarpi, wbo barely escaped assassina-
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tion, down to Vico, ignored by his contemporaries, 
and Giannone who died in 1748 after thirteen years in 
prison. There were two Dominican friars: Giordano 
Bruno, born near Naples, who was executed for 
heresy in Rome, and Tommaso Campanella from 
Calabria, who spent thirty years in prison. Both are 

Torquato Tasso. EPA 

counted among the philosphers rather than among 
men of letters. There was also Galileo, arrested on 
suspicion of heresy in his old age, whose fame as a 
scientist has obscured the man of letters. 

TASSO 

Last of Italy's four great classic poets, Torquato 
Tasso was born in Sorrento, near Naples. His mother 
died when he was a child. His fathe r, Bernardo, a 
distinguished poet, was for mueh of his life a political 
exile. Tasso studied in Urbina, Padua, and Bologna. 
As a young mall he spent happy years at the court of 
Alfonso II, duke of Ferrara. Stirred by the events 
culminating in the great defeat inflicted on the Turks 
at Lepanto (1571), Tasso wrote his major poem Ger
Ilsaiemme Liberata. The heroes were Crusaders of 
the First Crusade, not Charlemagne's paladins, but 
the theme was still that of Pulci, Boiardo, Ariosto: 
Catholicism struggling against its deadly enemy Islam. 
Tasso, however, was moved by a different spirit: his 
piety was deep and sincere. Soon after the poem was 
completed, he began to suHer torments that were to 
amict him until his death , twenty years later. No one 
ean really know how much of the suffering was due to 
inner tension connected with his own doubts and uu
certainties, perhaps with heretical Jeanings also, aud 
how much to fear of secular and ecclesiastical author
ities bent on extirpating heresy from the Italian nation. 
Whatever the causes, real or imaginary. the intellec
tual torment was real, and led to periods of semi
insanity. Tasso left Ferrara, whose duke had been 
compelled to exile his own mother, the French princess 
Renee (a lady well known for the aid she had given 
to Italian sympathizers of the religiOUS reform ). The 
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poet traveled widely and restlessly. When he returned 
to Ferrara, peace still eluded him. For reasons that 
arc not clear, he was confined for several years. \Vhen 
he died, in 1595, soon after his release, he was in the 
throes of a spiritual crisis; but the poetic vein never 
dried up, be had continued to write until the end of 
his days. 

SARPJ 

The Venetian Paolo Sarpi enjoyed freedom of 
expression thanks to the protection given him by the 
government of the Republic of Venice. Early in the 
seventeenth century Venice was engaged in a struggle 

for survival, not so much against the Turks, who were 
attacking her overseas possessions, as against Spain 
and the papacy. A member of a monastic order and 
the official theologian of the republic, Sarpi (born in 
1552 ) wrote a learned and convincing defense of 
Venice when the govemment refused to surrender two 
priests to ecclesiastical authorities. The outcome of 
this was excommunication, and an assassination at
tempt in whicb he was severely wounded. Sarpi owes 
his reputation as a writer chiefly to the brilliant and 
polemical Ilistory of the Council of Trent, first pub
lished in London in 1619. Echoing the sentiments of 
fifteenth- (or twentieth. ) century supporters of the 
Conciliar movement, Sarpi deplored the strengthening 
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of p<'1pai authOrity at the expense of the bishops', 
which had resulted from the Council of Trent. 

VieD tLVD GIANNONE 

Two southerners were the major fig ures at the 
close of an cra when intellectual dissent meant isola
tion if not outright persecution. Giambattista Vice, 
held in higb esteem as a thinker by later generations, 
was born in Naples in 1668. For a while he earned his 
living as a private tutor, then was appointed to a 
meagerly paid chair at the university of Naples. Think· 
ing and writing made his lifelong poverty bearable. 
He published many philosophical and juridical essays, 
but his hventieth-cclltury reputation and popularity 
arc owed to Sciellza Nuova (or Prillciples of a New 
Science 011 the Commoll Natul'e of Nations), published 
in 1725. In this, as in his other works, the style is 
often involved and obscure, not for Jack of clarity of 
thought but because of thc complexity of ideas, the 
amount of material with which the thinker dealt, and 
possibly, too, his need to avoid being detected by 
censors, 

Vico's thought was alien to the great current of 
the seventeenth-century intellectual revolution whose 
spokesmen were Bacon, Galileo, Descartes, Leibniz, 
Newton. In his thinking, speculation prevailed over 
observation, generalizations over analysis, the de
ductive over the inductive method. He was a fore-

Paolo Sarlli. Bodleian Library, Oxford 

runner of the great system- builders of the nineteenth 
century. Vieo anticipated Hegelianism and Marxism 
when he postulated that what becomes is, and that 
what is, is no longer. Like Croce, he asserted that 
Vhilosophy and histOlY are one. There is little man 

.can know, he maintained, beyond the evidence pro
vided by history. The problems he wanted to elucidate 
were those once faced by Machiavelli and Guicciar
dini: the meaning of history. the intrinsic value of 
hwmm events, the place of politics in man's experi
ence. Historical developments, he wrote, are the man
ifestations of man's spirit, not the reswt of God's will, 
or the actions of influential men, or accident. In his
torical developments, one phase follows another in n 
regular cycle in any nation Or group of nations, with 
each cycle at a different level from the preceding one. 
TheIormula he developed was accepted later by many 
as a law explaining the entire historical process. 

Eight years younger than \fico, the historian 
Pietro Giannone hailed from Apulia. Two yea rs before 
the publication of Scicllzo Nuova, Giannone's monu* 
menta] (forty-volume ) detailed and accurate History 
of the Kingdom of Naples, an Italian classic, had 
appeared. The author's criticism of commonl}' ac
cepted interpretations of Neapolitan events, especially 
of the relationships between the kingdom and the 
p,lpacy. gave rise to violent nttacks. His spirited de
fense led to his arrest in Turin in 1735 and imprison
ment for life. Few Italians at the time read a work 
that was marked by strong official disapproval. The 
reverse happened in France, where Voltaire nnd 
Montesquieu were among Giannone's admirers and 
where the pllilosopllcs of the Enlightenment consid
ered him as belonging to their own intellectual world. 

MINOR WRITERS OF TilE ERA OF REPRESSlON 

Among the writers of these two dismal centuries 
who conformed to cultural fashions and achieved 
minor distinction, were three poets: Giambattista Ma
rino, a Neapolitan, and his two contemporaries the 
Ligurian Gabriello Chiabrera and the Emilian Ales
sandro Tassoni. In the eighteenth century, the Roman 
Metastasio was renowned for the light fluency of his 
rhymes. As often happens in periods of intolerant con
formil)', erudition took over part of the ground lost 
by creativity. At the end of the seventeenth century, 
the learned Calabrian Ginn Vincenzo Gravina helped 
to found the Roman academy, which set the tone in 
literary circles for several decades. Lodovico Mura
tori, librarian to the duke of r..'lodena and author of 
excellent works on the Italian Middle Ages, was an 
indefatigable researcher and a prolific writer. The 
editor of a large collection of documents, chronicles, 
poems, and letters concerning Italian history, he made 
the ducal library one of the most valuable in Italy. 
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EICllTEENTH·CE!\TUIlr REVIVAL 

A few decades clapsed between the political 
changes that occurred early in the eighteenth century 
U11der the pressure of events beyond the Alps, and 
their impact on the world of letters. Chaos had ac
companied the War of the Spanish Succession. When 
order was reestablished, some freedom of expression 
was tolerated in a few Italian states (see Chapter 10) 
providing room for literary innovation , for experimen
tation with unorthodox themes, for some dissent, for 
more vigorous styles. With the writings of two Vene
tians, the brilliant playwright Carlo Goldoni whose 
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comedies have delighted Italians since the 1730s, and 
the didactic moralist Gasparo Cozzi, a master of 
Italian prose, something new began to stir on the 
Italian literary scene. The new mood among the 
Italian intelligentsia was manifested in a number of 
ways. Academies such as those of the Puglli and the 
Trastormati were founded. Periodicals began to ap
pear in the early 17605 (Cozzi's Gazzetta Veneta in 
1760, and his later Osservato!'e modeled on the British 
Spectator, Baretti's Frusta Letteraria in 1763, Verrt's 
II Caffe in 17G4, and many others). Translations from 
the English, French, and German stimulated minds 

, 
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and extended intellectual horizons, now reaching into 
English scientific empiricism and early Romanticism, 
the French Enlightenment, Ccnnall new criticism and 
poetry. The intellectual ci.rcles of Milan and Naples 
were particularly rich in original and powcrful minds 
(see Chapter 10). Marquis Cesare Beccaria, author of 
the widely read essay Dei Delitti e Delle Pelle pub
lished in 1764 and translated into English as Crimes 
alld Punishments, belonged to the circle of Milan. In 
the essay was the phrase "the greatest happiness di
vided among the largest number," which paraphrased 
by the British philosopher Bentham as "the greatest 
happiness of the greatest number" became a major 
democratic slogan. 

PARlNI AND ALFIERI 

Two writers took precedence over all other men 
of letters in Italy in the second half of the eighteenth 
century. They differed totally in background and train
ing, but they shared belief in progress, commitment to 
a better future, concern for all men, and contempt for 
a present characterized by the arrogance of the few 
and the servility of the many. Both belonged to the 
Enlightenment and were thus spiritually close to their 
contemporaries who in France prepared the ground 
for the revolution of 1789, and in the New World led 
the American nation to liberty and independence. The 
Lombard poet Giuseppe Parini was born in 1729 of 
humble origins. He took Holy Orders chiefly to have 
the opportunity to study. Self-controlled, urbane, and 
possibly more of a freethinker than a believer, he 
never betrayed his vows, even though at that time 
betrayal was commonplace-and condoned. As a tutor 
to weal thy youngsters, he ridiculed the artificiality and 
idleness of the privileged classes and exposed their 
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callousness in delightful polished verse. At first an 
admirer of the French Revolution, he withdrew into 
isolation when he realized that the aim of French 
revolutionary armies was to replace the old tyranny 
with a new and more efficient despotism. 

Twenty years younger than Parini, the Piedmon
tese Vittorio Alfieri was a wealthy aristocrat who 
traveled widely. an ardent reformer, and a man of 
violent emotions. He was welJ known for his devoted 
liaison \vith the Countess of Albany, widow of the 
last Stuart pretender to the British throne. The many 
tragedies Alfieri wrote were attacks against despotism. 
He greeted the French Revolution enthusiastically in 
its liberal and humanitarian phase but attacked it 
when it became authoritarian, cruel, and imperialistic. 
His last writings were hymns of hope for the libera
tiou and unification of Italy. With Alfieri, who died in 
1803, the Risorgimcflfo phase of ltalian letters had 
begun. 

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY 

For Italian literature, the nineteenth century 
lasted longer than thc conventional one hmldred years. 
It had, firs t, a romantic phase, which began when deep 
emotions, generous commihnents, and revolutionary 
upheavals stim ulated one another; when the dictates 
of reason seemed to be discarded by many of those 
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who engaged in action; when to be a romantic meant 
to be a patriot, a liberal, or a democrat, to be willing 
to give up one's life for the struggle against Austria 
and Austrian-supported despotism and obscurantism. 
Italy's greatest modern prose writer, ~vl anzoni, and 
her greatest modem poet, Leopardi, lived during that 
phase; also Foscolo, scarce1y less gifted, and Mazzini, 
whose political and social message influenced not on ly 
his younger contemporaries in Italy and abroad, but 
the next generations as well. Without Romanticism 
there would have been no conspiracies, revolutions, 
and attempted revolutions, there would have been 
neither the defense of the Roman Republic in 1849 
nor The Thousand in 1860: there \vould have been no 
Risorgimenlo. The nineteenth century lasted into the 
twentieth th roughout the liberal phase following uni
fication; with D'An nunzio and Deledda well into the 
19305. In the second phase there was no longer a 
dominant tone; instead, there was a search for new 
ways to express oneself and for new styles; a search 
for new ideas also, and new values, all leading to a 
vuriety of experiences. To the inner tensions that 
often enable a writer to rise from mediocrity to dis
tinction were added tensions between different, at 
times antagonist ic, attitudes toward life, its meaning, 
nnd its problems. Instead of one goal, there were 
many. Astride the centuries, on the Italian literary 
scene as elsewhere in Europe, confused tunnoiJ her· 
aided the tragic decades between the beginning of 
World War 1 and the end of World War I I. 

11OM,\NTfCISM : MANZONl, roseOLO, 
LEOPARDI, MAZZlNl 

Alessandro Man20ni had a long and fruitful life. 
Bom in 1785, the scion of an aristocratic ~Iilanese 
family, he was reared in Ule freeth inking and rational
istic intellectual climate of the Enlightenment. A spir
itual crisis led him to Catholicism around 1810, and 
he remained a staunch progressive Catholic all his 
life, a forf:!runneT of those who at the end of the cen
tUT\' launched the Ch ristian Democratic movement. 
He· participated as a senator in the meeting of the 
ltalian parliame.nt that proclaimed the unification of 
the nation. Manzoni's fame rests primarily on 1 Pro
messi Sposi (The Betrothed), a masterpiece of style 
and character portrayal. H is patriotic poems, no less 
than his religious ones, struck a deep chord in I talian 
souls. Because he was so widely read all over Italy, 
he had a unifying influence in the cultural life of the 
nation. Ugo Foscolo, also a novelist and poet, was the 
.~on of a Venetian father and a Creek mother. H is life 
was a restless olle. An ardent patriot and a born revo
lutionary, he dlOse the bitter liberly of exile when 
despotism became unbearable in Italy. Giacomo Leo
pardi was the son of an erudi te and reactionary mem· 
ber of the minor provincial aristocracy. He escaped 
the meanness of small-town life with his vivid poetic 
imagination, but he had a poor constitution and his 
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sickly body was ruined by illness (when he died, in 
1831, he was not yet forty ). The end of Napoleon's 
Kingdom of Italy, the reestablishment of papal rule, 
~'I urat's brief moment of glory as tbe champion of 
Italian unity in 1815, Austrian repression, all made 
a deep impression on the young poet. Italians remem
ber him best for his patriotic poems. 

Giuseppe Mazzini had the sou l of a poet even 
though he wrote in prose. No less of a romantic than 
Manzoni, Foscolo, and Leopnrdi, he was as a thinker 
and as a doer the embodiment of Italian republican 
nationalism, not a political ideology but an attitude 
toward life-the key to the transfomlation of the 
individual and the bettel1nent of society. Born in 
Cenoa in 1805 and brought up among Janscnists (the 
Catholic counterpart of Calvinists ), imbued with a 
strong sense of duty, Mazzini devoted his life not only 
to the cause of Italian unification but also, one should 
say primarily, to Italian moral regeneration. Mazzini's 
republicanism was a belief in the fraternal solidarity 
of all members of the national community governing 
themselves democratically without tensions and antag
onisms. His nationalism mean t, of course, the uni.6ca
tion of the Italian nation. It also meant the emancipation 
of oppressed nations everywhere, as a preliminary step 
to a federation in which the brotherhood of aU na
tions, of mankind, would be realized. In the nine
teenth century, Mazzini's message had a profound 
influence among Poles, Hlmgarians, Irish, Romanians, 

Croats; in the twentieth, in India and in Africa. The 
many conspiracies and revolts he organized for forty 
years failed , but his ideas are still alive today. 

OTHER RISORGIMEIYTO WRITERS 

Many other powerful voices were heard during 
the Risorgime7lto, a time of much spiritual tensiOll . 
The hymn to Italy wl'itten by young Goffredo Mameli, 
who was killed in the defense of Rome in 1849, is nOw 
the national anthem. Luigi Mercantini's hymns to 
Garibaldi and Pisacane were also immensely popular. 
Giovanni Berchet wrote ardent patriotic poems, and 
Giuseppe Giusti ridiculed fore ign rulers and their 
Italian puppets in his verses. Silvio Pellico's Le Mie 
Prigioni, the story of his arrest and long imprisonment, 
drew tears and filled hearts with rage against the 
Austri ans. The widely read historical novels of l\!lassi
mo D'Azeglio (Cavour's predecessor as prime minis
ter of Sardinia ) and Domenico Gucrrazzi (the leader 
of Tuscan democrats in 1848) recalled glorious 
episodes from the past. Tbe cleric Vincenzo Gio
berti ( briefly Sardinia's prime minister in 1848) 
asserted the unique contribution of the Italian people 
to civilization in Il PrilllQto (or Del Primato Civile e 
Morale deg/i Italiani ), a work which had as much 
influence on contemporaries as the writings of Maz
zini. Cesare Cantu, Cesare Balbo, and Michele Amari 
were three of the many distinguished and patriotic 



historians whose evocation of the past helped to mold 
the present. The monumental HistO/'y of Italian Liter
ature by the literary critic Francesco De Sanctis was 
also a detailed and perceptive history of Italian so
ciety, and it made a deep impression on generations 
of students. 

ASTRIDE TWO CENTUR1ES 

The Risorgimcnto over, literary themes changed 
and styles took different forms. The Tuscan Gioslle 
Cardllcci, born in 1835, poet, teacher, literary histo
rian, and Nobel Prize winner, was the thunderous and 
progressive poet of a united Italy. A patriot and a 
democrat, he was virtually Italy's poet laureate. More 
gentle, less of an ardent nationalist, and more deeply 
concerned with the problems, rights, and expecta
tions of the awakening masses, was Giovanni Pascali, 
from Romagna. The Sicilian Giovanni Verga was the 
greatest novelist of his generation. In widely read 
novels, his contemporary Antonio Fogazzaro described 
the torments of the 1JIodemisti, the pre-Vatican 11 
modern Catholic reformers. Great popularity was won 
by the humanitarian socialist Edmondo De Amicis, 
whose euore, published in 1886, remained for decades 
one of the most widely read books ill Italy. The Sar
dinian Grazia Dcledda, another Nobel Prize winner, 
was the foremost woman writer of her generation. She 
vividly portrayed life as it is for the common people: 
the setting of her novels is Sardinian, the tone is 
tragic, evil is ever-present, the characters are simple 
and proud-the people she had known in her youth. 

The decadence, the ~nobbery, the frenzied na
tionalism, all revealed in beautiful verse and polished 
prose by the Abruzzi-born poet and novelist Gabriele 
D'Annunzio, reflected the dominant mood and aspir
ations of dynamic ~ectors of the Italian ruling class 
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from the end of the nineteenth century until the COI1-

solidation of the Fascist regime. To an entire genera
tion of Italians, D'Annunzio, whether loved or hated, 
was more than a man of letters. The real declaration 
of war against the Austrian Empire was the speech 
be gave in Genoa early in May 1915, commemorating 
the sailing of Garibaldi's Thousand fifty-five years 
before. His gallantry in war impressed the public. His 
:March of Ronchi set the pattern for Mussolini's March 
on Rome three years later (see Chapter 12). The 
disciplined social-nationalist authoritarianism he ad
vocated when he was ruling the city of Fiume dicta
torially, and institutionalized in the Carta del Quarnaro 
(the charter of Quarnaro, the name given to Fiume's 
territory ) became the Fascists' creed. For Italian na
tionalists D'A nmmzianesimo was a set of values, an 
emotional mood, a political ideology; in short, a way 
of life. Fascism absorbed D'Annllnz.ianesimo, but as 
long as he lived D'Annunzio, who looked down on 
fascists , remained a potential thorn in the side of the 
dictatorship. This did not happen with Filippo Mari
netti, a minor literary figure whose Hame was also 
identified with a movement transcending literary cir
cles. In 1909, Marinetti issued a manifesto outlining 
the position of futllrismo, an intellectual and political 
national revolt against the establishment. Futllrismo 
found enthusiastic supporters among fringe intellec
tuals. Fascism absorbed this too, and Marinetti re
mained to the end a committed Fascist. 

CROCE 

Philosopher and statesman, Benedetto Croce 
spanned much of the nineteen th and twentieth cen
turies in his long and productive life. No other Italian 
intellectual had as much influence 011 his contempo-
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raries and on younger generations. Immensely erudite, 
endowed with an original and powerful mind and 
with great capacity for orderly work. a master of the 
language and of the complex workings of the intellect, 
Croce possessed the clarity of mind, the broad vision, 
the self-control, and the serenity of the truly great, of 
a Plato or a Kant. Hc was a deeply compassionate man 
to whom pride was totally alien. Croce was born in 
1866 into a well-to-do family from Abruzzi. Orphaned 
(his parents perished in an earthquake), he was 
brought up by relatives who belonged to a Neapolitan 



circle that included some of Italy's foremost intellec
tuals and political leaders. From literary criticism, 
which was his main interest as II youth, he wellt on to 
philosophy, to history, and to the investigation of the 
meaning of history. The sea rch for the beautiful, the 
true, the good, and the useful led Croce to write on 
aesthetics, on logic, on ethics, on economics. An Italian 
patriot who was also deeply attached to the distinctive 
culture of the South, he wrote his moving History 0/ 
tile Kingdom of Naples. While the fascist storm was 
sweeping nation after nation, Croce wrote for feJlow 
citizens and for all men his brilliant H istory 0/ Europe 
and History o/Italy, focused on a period when liberty 
was a main concern and free institutions replaced 
servile ones. 

Croce madc his reputation as a yaung man, and 
lived to the age of eighty-six: for two generations of 
.Italians he was the towering intelJectual. He was 
something more besides. Hi s neo-Hegelian dialectics, 
his individualistic formulation of the philosophy of 
idea lism. his idcntificatiOll of philosophy with history 
apart, Croce was an inspiration to many Italians 
through the example he set and through the sense of 
duty to oneself and to the community that he demon
strated. What man docs, Croce postulated, is an 
expression of his liberty-what others cat! autonomy, 
crcativit)', spontaneity. Hc held that the philosopher
historian is 110t a judge of what i.s right or wrong in 
mail's £laings. It is the citizen who judges. Whenever 
a crisis arose, Croce the citizen knew where he stood: 
for liberty. He maintained his stand, whatever the 
sacrifice involved. Activc in public life for long periods, 
Croce the statesman played a crucial and beneficial 
role in bringing the best among Italian intellectuals 
together in Opposing fascism, and later in making pos
sible. with a minimum of unrest, the transition fTom a 
monarchist to a republican form of government. To
day, years after his death, no Itali an who has not read 
and meditated upon some of Crocc's works can con
sider himself truly educated. 

PIRANDELLO 

The Sicilian Luigi Pirandello was Croce's con
temporary and his opposite. In Pirandello there was 
turmoil, not serenity; emphasis on confused emotion
alism more than on clear reasoning; pessimism instead 
of optimism and therefore a negative rather than a 
positive approach to problems. \Vhile Croce was above 
his time, Pirandello belonged in it. This e.nabled him 
to don the flamboyant uniform of members of the 
Academy established by the Fascist regime. A Nobel 
Prize winner, Pirandello spoke for the many intellec
tuals in Italy and elsewhere who found it difficult to 
understand what was happening to them, to their 
nations, to mankind; and who were convinced that 
society was disintegrating. Unable to comprehend the 
variety and richness of a free way of life. troubled by 
doubts, they gave up the search for the true and the 
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good, the beautiful and the useful, thereby falling 
either into the morass of skepticism or under the spell 
of dogmatic ideologies. Although he was primarily a 
novelist and an essayist, Pirandello is chieHy known 
as a playwright who fascinates and intrigues actors 
and audiences alike. Fame came to ltim rather late, in 
1921, with Six C"aracter~' ill Search of an Author, 
which has remained the most popular of his plays. 

FROM FASCISM TO TilE REPUBLICAN ERA 

Under the Fascist regime, ideological confom1ity 
enforced tllrough censorship and, more important, the 
constant threat to writers of not being allowed to 
publish and therefore of being deprived of their live
lihood, caused a decline in the overall quality of 
literary writing. Financial independence and world
wide renown protected Croce, but his was an excep
tional position. When Pirandcllo made a half-hearted 
adjustment to the dictatorship's demands on writers, 
he was an elderly man who had already said what he 
had to say. 

Whatever the evaluation of tbe literary output 
during the dictatorship, therc is no doubt that the 
Italian literary scene was very much alive both before 
and after the Fascist interlude, during which exiles 
made major contributions. or the writers who (besides 
Croce and Pirandello) gained distinction, some had 
made their reputations before censorship and fear 
stifled letters, others did so after the end of World 
War n. 

There are three names, besides Croce's, that are 
outstanding among philosophers and historians who 
were distingu ished writers also. Second only to Croce 
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as a phi losopher, Giovanni Gentile became a major 
fascist theorist who, Ul the middle twenties as a mem
ber of ~fussolini's cabinet, refonned the Italian public 
school system. In the thirties he supervised the prep
aration of the Italian encyclopedia. Ln ]944 he was 
assassinated by Partisans in Florence. A historian and 
an able scholar, Gioacchino Volpe contributeCl to the 
knowledge and understanding of the Italian Middle 
Ages. He. too, was fascinated b)' fascism, in whieh he 
saw the regeneration of the Italian nation and the 
promise of a brilliant future. He lived long enough to 
recognize that these had been illusions. Gaetano Salve· 
mini. as great a historian as Volpe. was, on the con
trary, both as writer and as man of action the 
embodiment of the best in the democratic aspiration 
toward a SOciety of free and equal citizens. In his 
scholarly Magnati e popo}ani in Fircnze, he wrote 
vividly and pointedly of the Florentine Republic at 
a crucial time when those who did not have enough 
battled those who had too much. Equally lively and 
committed is his history of the first years of the French 
Revolution. As a democrat, Salvemini analyzed and 
intcrpreted in many works the internal and external 
policies of Italian Fascism, and explained. in books and 
pamphlets. the nature of fasc ism and the threat it 
represented. During his long exile he taught for many 
years at Harvard University. As a man of action, he 
inspired many who played a major role in establishing 
the Italian democratic republic. 

One of the most remarkable of the essayists and 
novelists, Italo Svevo, a discerning el.l>lorer of the 
psyche. was discovered by rtalian and foreign cri tics 
and by the public long after his death in 1928. His 
major work, Confessions of Zeno, had appeared in the 
previous )'car. The literary critic Giuseppe Antonio 
Borgese acquired instant popularity with his novel 
Rube, published in 1921. It contained a realistic reno 
dering of the confused state of mind characterizing 
much of the European intelligentsia in the post-World 
War r period. In the eady 1930s Borgese chose exile. 
and spen t most of the rest of his life in the United 
States where he taught and continued to write. His 
Goliath did much to give English-speaking readers 
a correct understanding of fascism. Two exiles 
achieved reputation abroad while they were still un
known in Italy. One is Emilio Lussu, who in Sardinian 
Brigade and Euter Mussolill i vividly portrayed aspects 
of Italian experience during World War 1 and its 
troubled aftermath. The other is Ignazio Silone, whose 
perceptive novels with ideological overtones realisti
cally descrihe the hard life of the poor in a fasci nating 
area of central Italy. His Fontamara aud Bread alld 
Wille-two of his many books that were translated 
into English-were read and admired by foreigners 
long before they were published in Italy. Carlo Levi, 
a well.known painter and a militant opponent of Fas
cism, arrested in the middle thirties, spent considerable 
time in en forced residence in a small southern com
munity before going into exile. His Christ Stopped at 
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Eboli. a best seller both in Italv and the United States, 
is an admirable commentary' on the conditions in 
which people of the Italian Deep South lived, and on 
what had brought them about. 

Alberto Moravia came to the attention of the 
critics in hi s early twenties when he published his first 
novel, TIle Time of Indifference. Since the end of 
World War II he has heen one of Italy's lllost prolific 
and popular writers, and the best known abroad. Elio 
Vittorini's sensitive III Sicily, translated by Emest 
Hemingway, is one of many works that gained reputa
tion for the author in English·speaking nations. An
other Sicil ian, Leonnrdo Sciascia, wrote vividly and 
pcrceptively ill a naturalistic vein about people and 
life in Sicily. Ma fia Vendetta is a tragically accurate 
portrayal of the cancerous growth still poisoning life 
in some sections of the island s long.suffering popula· 
tion. His imaginative and intellectually restless Tuscan 
contemporary Carlo Cassola has discovered that talk 
about new fonns of literary expression is eas ier than 
practice. Though he has made serious efforts to mod
ernize his style. his widely read fiction, part of which 
has been translated into Englisb, remains rather 
naturalistic and traditional. Foremost among writers 
of n younger generation is Italo Calvino, whose fan
tastic tales have attracted and intrigued Italian and 
foreign readers. Giuseppe Tomasi, duke of Lampedusa, 
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wrote just one book. Rejected by many publishers and 
a best seller as soon as it was finally printed shortly 
,lfler the death of the author, The Leopard describes 
and interprets the collective and individual crises 
ma rking the painful passage still being made from a 
tradition-hound scmifcudnl society to a modern dy
namic onc. 

By common consent of critics and public, Giu
seppe Ungal'cUi, Eugenio \Iontale, and the Nobel 
Prize winner Salvatore Quasimodo arc the outstanding 
Italian poets of the last half century. Fashionable sym
bolism and so-called hermelicism appealed to all three 
of them in their youth. Each branched off later along 
his own original path :lnd developed his own distinc
tive style. In Quasimodo, Latin and Creek poets and 
Shakespeare had a brilliant translator and a sensitive 
interpreter. All three belong to an older gClleration 
whose problems were many, whose aspirations were 
often generous, and commitment to the search for 
the new, si ncere-a generation, too, which was formed 
intellectually during the flrst decades of the century 
and whose world ended in the tragic cruel turmoil of 
World \Var II. The postwar generation of poets had 
different problems, aspirations, and commitments. It 
Jives in a different world but has not yet produced the 
writer of whom it can be said by common consent 
that he or she is a great poet. 
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THE ARTS 
ARCHITECTUl!E, SCULPTURE, PAINTING 

Influence of ever-present Roman a.rt - FOl'eig,~ influ
ences - Romanesque art - Eicventll and twelfth cen
turies: architecture ... sculpture . painUng -
Beginning of the Golden Age - Creativity - Architec
ture of the Golden Age - F1'om Bnmelleschi to Palladia 
- Sculpture of the Golden Age - Michelangelo -
Painting of the Golden Age: Cimabue, Dtlccio, Giotto 
- Fifteenth-century Tuscan painters - Leonardo the 
artist - NOIl-TtISCQIl painters - Raphael - Venetian 
sunset of the Golden Age - From Renaissance to 
Baroque - Bernini - Other arcflitects and sculptors 
- Pain/ers fmm Caravaggio /0 Glmrdi - The modern 
era - Architects of the modern era - Sculptors of tire 
modem era - Painters of the modem era 

MUSIC 

Land of music - Medieval musiC - Proven9al illflu
ence in the eleventh century - Growing popu{{I1'ity of 
sect/lo'l' 1I11isic - The language of instl'llmentalmllsic
Palestrina and tire Roman school - The Venetian 
school- Monteverdi and opera - Chamber music and 
concutos - Scal'iatti and Vit;aldi - Other eighteelltfl
centtl·ry composers - Cl'ancl opera - Verdi - Later 
composers. 

A R CHITECT URE, SCULPTUR E, P A I NT ING 

INFLUENCE OF EVER·PIU':Sf:NT ROMAN ART 

Lo~c after the Roman Empire had ceased to ex
ist in Italy, Italians continued to live with what had 
been produced by the artistic crcativity of the Ancients. 
Wall paintings deteriorated, of course, if they had not 
al ready been destroyed by Christian revolutionaries or 
German barbarians, and aIter a while little was left of 
them. Mosaics were broken up, but not at once and 
not everywhere. Statues were knocked over; most were 
destroyed, but there had been so mall}' that some 
could always be found ill the remotest corners of the 
country. Sculptures Oll innumerable sarcophagi were 
spared out of respect for the dead. Basilicas, the for· 
mer law courts, now had bishops offiCiating in them: 
the}' had become churches. A few of the temples in 
which pagan gods had been worshiped also became 
churches. O thers, with structural changes, were can· 
verted into residential buildings. Most, stripped of all 
valuables, were left to become ruins, looked upon as 
they were with distaste as svmbols of feared and hated 
paganism. Theatres and am-phitheatres no longer func-
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boned as public recreation centers for the whole 
community, but they remained-although deserted
silent witnesses to an unforgettable past. Aqueducts, 
sometimes doubling as bridges and viaducts, lasted 
as long as maintenance was kept up. 

Because the art of the ancients meant paganism 
to the Christians, and because any inclination in that 
direction--even an innocent admiration of artistic 
masterpieces-endangered the salvation of the eternal 
soul, Italians of the Dark Ages failed to be moved by 
Roman architecture., sculpture, or painting. From the 
fifth century on, the Church of Home was their sale 
guide in things of the spirit . Italians were not moved, 
but the ever-present evidence of Roman art, shrinking 
though it was th rough tbe generations, could not fail 
to have its influence. On <lll sides there were superbly 
proportioned buildings that had been created for 
architectural beauty and not simply to fulfill a useful 
function, there were sculptures and paintings in. which 
people, animals, and inanimate objects were incorpo
rated in portrayals of movement and life. 

FOllE/eN INFLUENCES 

Hundreds of years elapsed between the last cre
ative sparks of artist;; of the ancient culture and the 
first sparks heralding the birth of new, genuinely 
Italian art forms in the eleventh century. During these 
centuries the influence of Byzantine art was felt in 
Ita!y together with considerable Arab influence in 
Sicily alld some German influence in the North. Except 
where foreign styles were imitated or where there 
wa~ the hand of e. foreign artist, art remained static 
and stereotyped. New buildings, new sculptures, new 
paintings on walls or panels were few compared with 
their numbers in the long heyday of ancient civiliza
tion, and with what they were to be after the end of 
the !\'Iiddle Ages. And what was produced was on a 
relatively small scale. It was the art of an age that 
had lower cultural levels nnd lower standards of living. 

The Ravenna mausoleums of the Homan empress 
Galla Placidia and the Goth king Theodoric were fine 
examples of what architects and master bu ilders 
erected in the fifth and early sixth centmies. Neverthe
less they-together with Theodoric's palace in Ravenna 
-were a far cry from the superb structures of the early 
Roman Empire in the first and second centuries, and 
from those of the times of Diocletian and Constantine, 
when Roman arts had already declined conSiderably, 
as if creativity had been drying up, techniques had 
hecome rusty, and financial resources scant. Compari
son, though often unfair, is unaVOidable, and a visit to 
Ravenna shows how sharp the downward trend had 
been by the time the city replaced Rome as the capital 
of the Roman Empire in the West and became the 
capital of Ostrogoth and Byzantine Italy. Basilica· 
style churches were built for centuries, from the fa
mous ones in Ravenna to that of Bagnacavallo in Ro
magna erected in the early eighth century. As time 
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passed, new edifices ,vere fewer, and most, especially 
those in Rome in the seventh and eighth centuries, 
were clumsy imitations of the heavier and more com
plex Byzantine style. Elsewhere, Byzantine architec
ture inspired the builders of San Vitale in Ravenna, 
Santa Sofia in Benevento, Santa Maria in Cassino; it 
became the dominant style not only in areas effectively 
or nominally ruled by the East Roman Empire, but 
also in the Lombard Kingdom of ItaJy and the Lom
bard duchies in the South. 
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·' • As carly as the fourth century, sculptures on sar
cophagi revealed a tendency to adopt Syrian and Egyp
tian stiffness And simplification of line. The change. 
particularly in painting, suited an age in which the con
templative mood prevailed in the small educated min
ority. The use of color and gold was superb, as the 
mosaics that have sUivived invasions, wars, bad main
tenance, and weather dazzlingly attest. But the alive
ness which as late as the fifth century characterized 
the recently discovered mosaics at Piazza Armerina in 
SiciJy, for instance, was soon a thing of the past every
where. A prophet or a saint was a stylized image with 
prescribed gestures, never an individual. An exception 
to the Byzantine influence was Sicily in the ninth and 
tenth centuries under Arab occupation. Much of what 
the Arab artists and craftsmen had produced on the 
island was destroyed when Catholicism took its reo 
venge on Mohammedanism in the late eleventh cen
tury, but enough remains to give an idea of its beauty 
and fine cra ftsmanship. The same cannot be said of 
the German contribution, of which evidence can be 
seen in ch urches of northern ltalv where )IiIan's Arch
bishop Aribert commanded th~ frescoes painted in 
the first half of the eleventh century. 

ROMAr-.'ESQUE ART 

The Byzantine occupation of Italian territories 
ended in the eleventh ccnturv and the German hold 
over the Kingdom of Italy b'egan to weaken shortly 
thereafter. With a radical change of leadership in the 
South and a loosening of socicty in the North and 
Center, conditions became more favorable to the 
development of indigenous art forms. In the age of 
Romancsque art (corresponding to the reHgious age 
of faith and the political age of the comllni), originality 
and innovation began to replace imitation. It was a 
slow and timid beginning, but it heralded a new cra 
in which the human figure was regaining life and in
dividuality, 

ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH CE,\"TURIES: 
ARCIlITECTURE . , , 

During that age of faith, the arts primarily served 
religiOUS purposes. In the eleventh century the church 
of Saint Ambrose in i\'filan was rebuilt in imposing 
majl'sty in the Romanesque style, a prototype for many 
other churches including San Michele in Pavia, The 
arch itect Lanfranco drew the plans for the cathedral 
of Modena, begun in 1099. In the twelfth century, 
Lanfranco, his disciples, and many imitators had a 
hand in building the cathedrals of Parma, Piacenza, 
and other Emilian cities; of Cremona north of the Po 
and of San Nicola in Bari. In 1063, from the plans of 
Buscheto, the construction of one of the loveliest re
ligious monuments of the Italian Middle Ages was 
begun: the cathedral of Pisa. Colorful and suffused 
with light, grandiose but not oppressive, it is a place 



for social intercourse as well as for worship. The 
Cathedral and Baptistery of Pisa were prototypes for 
others in Tuscan y ( the cathedral of Pistoia, the bap
tistery of San Giovanni in Florence ), in Sardinia (then 
a dependency of Pisa ), and in Apulia. (n the twelfth 
century, Roman architects began to build cloisters, 
which soon became a feature of monasteries and con
vents. The centuries-old connection between Venice 
and Constantinople, political for a long time, economic 
when political bonds were dissolved, had influenced 
the architects of the cathedral of Torcello, wh ich was 
restored several times between the seventh and the 
eleventh ccntury. It influenced the architects who in the 
second half of the eleventh century planned the re-
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building of Saint Mark's in Venice-one of Christen
dom's most magnificent cathedrals-which was conse
crated in 1098. The oriental style could also be seen 
in Ancona's cathedral, San Ciriaco, begun in the 
eleventh century and completed in the thirteenth. Dur
ing this era Sicily again created something unique: the 
policy of the Norman Roger 11 and his successors, 
founded on the peaceful coexistence of different ethnic 
and religious communities, was reflected in twelfth
century architecture. The cathedrals of Palermo, of 
Cefalu, of Monreale ( the most famous one, built in 
1166-1183 ) are splendid examples. 

SCULPTURE 

In the Romanesque period there were many oppor
tunities for sculptors since the new cathedrals in par
ticular required great quantities of bas-reliefs and 
statuary. Sculpture began to be less crude, less "barbar
ian," more imaginative. There was both strength and 
originality in the bas-reliefs made by Wiligelmo ( Cug-
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Helmo da Modena) carly in the twelfth century for the 
cathedral of Modena , and those in the cathedral of 
Parma to which Benedetto Antelami dedicated his 
energies for several decades. The gentler style of 
~ I aestro Guglielmo, whose sculptures for tbe cathedral 
of Pisa date from the middle of the hvelfth century, 
found imitators througout Italy. In the churches of 
Home, Nicco16 d'Angelo and Pietro VassaJlctto re
placed the Byzantine style, by then soulless and static, 
with imitations of classical Roman sculpture. 

Reliefs from the cathedral of 
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PAINTING 

Judging by what survived of it, painting in the 
Romanesque period-except in Sicily-seemed to have 
remained more tradition-bound than architecture nnd 
sculpture, In Sicily, around the middle of the twelfth 
century, Roger U and members of the royal family 
entrusted teams of artisans with the decoration of 
many churches. The imaginative artisans showed con
siderable artistic talent: there was little or nothing that 
was traditional and standardized in the rendering of 
the apostles in the Cathedral of Cefalu. Sicily may. 
however, have been less of an exception than was gen
erally assumed: relatively little of the painting re
mains, as most was fresco work which was destroyed 
or covered with plaster in later times when fashion 
changed; but picces of Homanesque frescoes uncov
ered here and there in recent decades now indicate 
that in the peninsula, and the North as well, new life 
was breathed into painting no lcss than into architec
ture and sculpture. 

8£CINNI.YC OF THF. COLDt::N :\CE 

I t is a commonplace to say that there was a revo
lution in the art world in Italy during the second haU 
of the thirteenth century; that its center was in Tus
cany and its initiators were Nicola Pisano from Pisa. 
Cim:\buc hom Florenc."t', Duecio from Siena. The revo
lution began in a small way, then it grew, finally ex
ploding and producing masterpieces for several gen
erations. Three hundred years separated the sculptor 
and architect Pisano, whose pcriod of fullest creativitv 
was the late thirteenth ccntury. and Titian, who COIl
tinued to paint masterpieces in his old age during the 
late sixteenth centurY. These three centuries were the 
unrivaled Colden Age of Italian art. 

Critics, historians, social scientists, and philoso-
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phers have aU produced scholarly explanations for the 
Golden Age-setting forth numerous (and often COIl

tradictory) pOints of view with sagacity and erudition, 
The favorite approach has been to take one element in 
the environment in which the artists were reared and 
worked. and to make it the all-explaining factor. Some 
of the common explanations have been rapid economic 
expansion, capital accumulation in the hands of a few 
the leisure of the wealthy, urbanization, class tens ions; 
fashionable Maecenatism, the pressure of demand, thc 
v.igor of secular or religious convictions, family condi
tions, tbe laws of history inherent in matter or in some
thing else, tbe spirit of the times, Un' stimulation from 
contact .. in Italy or even abroad, the awareness of 
ancient dassical Civilizations. If any of tbese explana
tions were satisfactory one could ask why, when that 
particular factor or set of factors was present in other 
sO(;icliesJ it did .not produce a similar result. 

There is no denying that the environment had its 
influence. In much of Italy, from the thirteenth to the 
sixteenth century, there was considerable freedom of 
artistic expression. Linked to general conditions of 
liberty, there existed in many self-governing Italian 
communities tbe tensions that stimulate imagination 
and heighten emotions. Thanks (0 intensive trade, effi
cient industry, and improved agriculttu'e, in many 
areas of Italy there was wealth available to invest in 
th~ ~uilding of palaces and cathedrals and to provide 
a hvmg for tens of thons!lnds of artists and for artisans 
who were also artists. There was the patronage of 
wealthy merchant oligarchies and of generous princes 
who decided to lise public funds for erecting town 
halls and churches, or their own private funds to build 
palaces more magnificent thrm those of their neigh
bors, palaces adorned with fine and expensive pieces 
of statuary and paintings honoring the owner or dOllor. 

CREATIVITY 

1."he right environmen tal conditions Cfln perhaps 
explam the output of run-of-the-mill artists who ac
quire the necessary skills to produce what is in de
mand; they may even accouut for an unusual number 
of good artists, who are givtm scope to use their 
talents. What they cannot explain is the truly great 
artist, the mall of genius. His dedication, his aesthetic 
s:nse (perhaps at variance with the current mode), 
hls conceptual power. and his ability to transfer his 
coI~cep!jon to b~ick Or marble, or a panel, bringing life 
to Illammale objects; these and his inner tensions his 
deep emotions, come from within himself and ma~ or 
mar not be related to outer tensions in the commUllity, 
Genius is implicit neither in the envirollment nor in 
the artistic mode. We only know that during those 
three hundred years, in the relatively small Italian 
nation of the times (numerically, oI1e-f!fth of today's) 
more than a normal proportion of remarkable artists 
were born-extraordinarily gifted individuals who 
made full use of their gifts. 

ARCHITECTURE OF TH E GOLDEN AGE 

In the pre-Romnnesque period after the end of 
pagan civilization, and in the Romanesque period, re. 
Jig;OIlS buildings preempted the architects' efforts. 
What was Dot religious was Dot important. In the 
thirteenth century secular buildings began to be 
worthy of consideration. First there were the castles 
built by ordcr of Frederick fl, king of Sicily and em
pcror. The best known of these today is the Castel del 
)'lonte in Apulia. In the middle of the century mag
nificent town halls began to appear, actually doubling 
as capitols in the North and Center, each city being 
an independent state. These were the meeting places 
for the citizens' assemblies and for the many commis
sions supervising different branches of the administra
tion of the city-states. The citizens of Perugia built one 
of the eru·liest remarkable town halls. The town hall 
of Piacem:a-perbaps the finest in the Po Valley
followed soon after. The Tuscan architect and sculptor 
Amolfo eli Cambio, a disciple of Pisano, planned for 
the Republic of Florence both the town hall known for 
centuri~s as Palazzo Vecchio or Palazzo deUa Signoria, 
begun In 129.-1, and a new grandiose cathedral, Santa 
~"' aria del Fiore, begun in 1296. ill 1298, the town hall 
of Siena was built, and in the fourteenth century. in an 
original style, Venice's imposing Palazzo Ducale. 
where the meetings of Ule Grand Council of the Repub~ 
lic were held and where members of the executive had 
their offices. Nicola Pisano had worked on the Cathe
dral of Pisa. His SOil Giovanni was appointed capo
//lustro (master builder) by the Republic of Siena, to 
complete the fa~de of Siena's cathedral. Another 
Pisa~o, Andrea ( no relation to Nicola and Giovanni), 
contmucd work on the cathcdr:ll of Florence in 1337-
1347 as COIJof'luzstro, and drew plans fc.r the cathedral 
of Orvieto. In the early 133Os, Ciotto, doubling as 
architect, built tbe bell tower for the cathedral of 
Florenc~, known ever since as Ciotto's Tower. Before 
the end of the fourteenth century two of Florence's 
most famous churches, Santa Croce-where some of 
ltaJy's grent men are buried-and Santa Maria No
vella, were completed. 10 1386, by order of Cian 
Caleazzo Visconti, work was begun on ~Iilan's vast 
and ornate Cothic cathed ral, wLlieh was finaJly conse
crated in 1557. 

FROM BRUNE LLESCIIl TO PALLADia 

An aesthetic and technical masterpiece, the vault
ing of the dome of the cathedral of Florence was 
executed by Filippo Brunelleschi, one of the great 
architects of aU time. He also drew the plans for the 
church of San Lorenzo and the Pnzzi Chapd in Flor
ence. An artist, scientist. and spokesman for all that 
was best in Haly at the time was Leon Battista Alberti, 
the illegitimate son of Flore-nUne parents, who spent 
much of his lire in Rome but worked as an architect 
everywhere in Italy. He designed the ~'Ialatesta Tem-
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pie in Rimini, the church of Sant' Andrea in Mantua, 
the Rucellai Palace in Florence. The Dalmatian Luci
ano Laurana (cia Laurana ) initiated the building of 
Urbino's superb ducal palace, a magnificent work com
pleted ill 1476 for the condottiero Duke Federigo of 
Montefeltro. The town hall of Jesi is also Laurana's 
work. What Brunellcschi had been early in the fif
teenth century, Laurana's disci pic Donato Bramante, 
born ncar Urbina, was early in the sixteenth . After 
baving spent many years as architect for Ludovico 
Sforza of Milan, he was asked by Pope Julius II to 
rebuild Catholicism's major tcmple, the Basilica of 
Saint Peter. Work began in 1506. On Bramante's death 
eight years later, several artists, including Michel
angelo, were entrusted with the heavy responsibi.lity of 
completing one of the most ambitious architectural 
projects ever undertaken. 

A younger architect, Antonio cia Sangallo, under 
whose direction an imposing fortress in Civitavecchia 
had been constructed, was asked by Cardinal Ales-
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sandra Famcse (the future Pope Paul II I ) to build in 
Rome the palace still ).. ... nown as Palazzo Faroese: this 
was begun in 1515, and it is one of the most beautiful 
in the city. The Florentine Jacopo Tatti (calJed San
sovino like his teacher, the sculptor Contucci ) settled 
in Vcoice, where he built the Cornal'O and Della Zecca 
palaces as well as Saint Mark's library. Palladio (An
drea di Pietro ). twenty years Tatti's junior, was bom 
in Padua but lived mainly in Vicenza. Among his many 
works for this city were a basilica and a theatre. He 
built a villa in the country, La Rotonda, which was 
admired by Thomas Jefferson and became a model for 
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architects in the United States. Among the great archi
tectural achievements of the Benaissance were the re
building of Pavia's Certosa at the end of the fifteenth 
century and the building of palaces all over Italy. Be
sides those already mentioned, notable ones were the 
t\'[edici. Strozzi, and Pitti palaces in Florence; the 
Vendramin Calergi and Cil d'Oro palaces in Venice; 
tho Palace of the Rettod ( City Hall ) in Ragusa; the 
Bevilacqua in Bologna, dei Diamanti in Ferrara, Du
cale in Gubbio, della CancelJeria in Rome, Cuomo in 
Naples, AbbatteJli in Palermo. 

SCULPTURE OF THE GOLDEN AGE 

Around 1260 Nicola Pisano was making sculptures 
for the Baptistery of Pisa. The other Pisanos, too, were 
sculptors as well as architects. In the middle of the 
fourteenth century Andrea Orcagna, painter and sculp
tor, created the tabernacle of Or San Michele in Flor
ence. The Sienese l acopo della Quereia was a sculptor 
whose works adorned churches in Lucca and Siena 
and the cathedral of Bologna. In 1402, the government 
of the Republic of F lorence heJd a competition for 
making the doors of the dty's baptistery. The winner 
was a young sculptor named Lorenzo Ghiberti. The 
massive doors with thcir bronze reliefs aroused such 
admiration that they wel'e called Porte del Paradiso, 
the hGates of Heaven" (they were partly damaged by 
the Hoods of 1966). However remarkable the talents 
of Jacopo deIla Quercia and Gbiberti, they were out
shone by thei r contemporary Donatello (Donato di 
Betto Uardi ), whose statues of Saint John the Evangel
ist, Saint George, the Virgin and Child, bear witness 
to his genius. [n the second half of the fifteenth cen
tury splendid works were created by two Florentines: 
Antonio del Pollaiuolo, a member of the select circle 
of great artists and men of letters surrounding Lorenzo 
thel .... lagnificent, and Verrocchio ( Andrea di Cione), 
whose works include the monument to the Medici 
family in the church of San Lorenzo and the eqnestrian 
statue of the comlottiel'O Bartolomeo Colleoni. Lively, 
cheerful, and indefatigable artists were the Della 
Robbia; Luca, his nephew Andrea, and his great
nephew Giovanni. Giovann i Anton io Amadeo was a 
sculptor who worked for many years at the Certosa of 
Pavia and in Cremona. The Dalmatian Giorgio Orsini 
(or da Sebenico ) embellished the merchants' lodge in 
Ancona with sculpture. The altar ill Santo Spirito in 
Florence and the grand monument to Cardinal As
canio Sforza in Rome are the work of Andrea Con
lucci, the first Sansovino. 

MICH ELANGELO 

These were a few of the many excellent sculptors. 
The greatest of them all defies classification. Micllel
angelo Uuonarroti was born in 1475 in the village of 
Caprese in Casentino, ill the upper valley of the Arno. 
His family moved to Florence when he was a few 
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weeks old, and he was entrusted to the care of a 
marble-worker's wife in Settignano. As a boy growing 
up in Florence he came to know the Chirlandaio 
brothers and was apprenticed in their workshop when 
he was thirteen-over the strong objections of his 
father, a member of the professional middle class. 
Sculpture was already the boy's real passion, and at 
fourteen he joined the stimulating household of Lor
enzo de' MediCi, who allowed young sculptors to study 
his collection of antique sculptures. But for the univer
sal mind of a genius there could be no specialization. 
Achieving early renown-he was twenty-four when 
his Piettl was installed in Saint Peter's-he went on to 
produce a vast number of masterpieces throughout a 
long life, ranging from his David, Moses, the Medici 
tomb, to the dome of Saint Peter's (completed after his 
death) and the great Sistine Chapel paintings. Sculp
tOI', architect, painter, poet, man of the world, Michel
angelo was deeply involved in the revolutionary events 
of his times: the downfall of republican liberties in 
Florence, the rape of Italy by competing foreign in
vaders, the religious tunnoil of the Protestant and 
Catholic Reformations, the renewed onslaught of Is
lam. Just as Michelangelo delled classification as an 
artist, so his commibnent to causes transcended nar
row provincialism. 

Dome of St. Peter's. Michelangelo. EPA 
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N.1NT1NG Of 7'/-1£ GOLDE.v .. \GE, GIMABU£, 
DUGCIO, G10TTO 

Cimablle (Cenni di Pepo) and Duccio di Buonin
segna were born at the middle of the thirteenth cen
tury in Tuscan commonwealths founded on liberty: 
Florence and Siena. Freer than other Italians from the 
bonds of conformity enforced by public opinion or the 
state, they had also cast off the inner, often stronger, 
bonds of voluntary allegiance to conformity. Their 
painting marked the transition from the old stylized 
art forms to the new art of the Renaissance. Much of 
Cimabue's work has been lost to us, but enough of it 
survives in Florence and Assisi to testify to the warm 
feeling he had for humanity and to his fascination with 
classical lines. Duccio, the first great master of the 
Sienese school, was influenced by Cimabue. Passionate 
and emotional, possessor of a fine sense of color and 
design, he brought the new humanity into painting. 
Then came Giotto di Bondone, born around 1266 in a 
village in the delightful Mugello Valley north of 
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Florence. He may have been n pupil of Cimabue's . He 
traveled a great deal, but most of his surviving works 
were painted in Florence, Assisi, and Padua. In 1334 
he was appointed capomastro in charge of work on the 
Cathedral of Florence, the highest recognition the 
republic could give to an artist. As a result of hi s 
peregrinations (his presence and works are recorded 
in Milan, Rome, and Naples among other places) , his 
prolific output of paintings, the pupils he trained, and 
the disciples and imitators he found everywhere in 
Italy, Giotto left a deep and lasting impression on 
Italian art. Dante caused a polished fOlm of the Tus
can dia lect to become the Italian language, while rus 
contemporary and fellow citizen Giotto made the Tus
can revolution in painting an Italian one and created a 
new world of artistic expression. Gone are stylized 
gestures, the Byzantine rigidity. The figures peopling 
Ciotto's frescoes are human beings, freely moved by 
their passions and emotions. 

FIFTEENTH-CENTURY TUSCAN PAINTERS 

Art historians have identified many local and re
gional schools of painting that Bourished ill ltaly in 
the second half of the fourteenth century. Most de
rived from Giotto, though a few are linked to the 
Sienese masters: at Rimini in Romagna, at Bologna in 
Emilia, also il1 Lombardy and Venetia. But until the 
end of the fifteenth century-nearly two hundred years 
after Giotto's death- Florence remained the undis
puted major center of Italian painting. Here, for most 
of his life, was to be found Masaccio (Tommaso di Ser 
Giovanni ), who, fascinated by the art of ancient Rome, 
integrated human warmth with classical line and linear 
perspective, initiating in his all-too-brief life the art 
of the Renaissance. Here also were two monks, whose 

paintings combine a contemplative spiritual appeal 
with consummate artistic mastery: it beato Angelico 
( Guido di Pietro, from Mugello, like Giotto ) and Fra 
Filippo Lippi who also painted a great deal in Padua, 
Prato, and Spoleto where be died. Paolo Uccello who 
often put secular themes- his great battle pieces for 
instance-on his panels also worked in Florence; so 
did Piero della Francesca from Borgo San Sepolcro 
in the upper Tiber Valley. who combined strength 
with gentle color and line and found imitators and 
disciples, especially in Umbria and the Marches; San
dro Botticelli wbose name at once evokes the Pl'ima.
vem and the Birth of Vent/s, two of the most famous 
paintings of all time; Ghirlandaio ( Domenico Bigordi), 
who with teams of assistants produced enormous num
hers of frescoes and bad a tremendous influence. 

LEONARDO THE ARTIST 

A citizen of the Florentine commonwealth, though 
he lived elsewhere most of his life and died in France 
honored by her king, Leonardo, like Michelangelo, de
fies classillcation. An illegitimate chUd, but surrounded 
by affection, he was born in the village of Vinci in 
the hills west of Florence, in 1452. He was a pupil of 
Verrocchio. An artist, a scientist, an inventor, he was 
a genius who came closer perhaps than anyone else 
to the idea and ideal of the Renaissance universal man. 
His mind ranged over all fields. Tirelessly using his 
astounding creative power, he constantly explored, 
questioned, and to the questions devised answers that 
were acts of creation. Unlike other imaginative think
ers, he never lost contact with realitv. He was no 
utopian, no dreamer, no prophet pointing to the 
heavens while leading man to a precipice. He was a 
thinker able to project the limited reality of which 
people were then aware into a wider and higher 
reality. To say Leonardo, means to say the forerunne r 
of modern scientific achievemen t as well as the creator 
of the MOllO Lisa and the Last Supper. 

NON-TUSCAN PAINTERS 

Although citizens of the Florentine commonwealth 
contributed the most to Italian painting in Renais· 
tance times, there was no lack of brilliant painters 
outside Florence. Gentile da Fubriano, the first great 
master east of the Apennines, brought his gentle and 
human touch to Venice and to the main land cities of 
the Venetian Republic which was then fast rising to 
i ts zeni th in political and economic power. Possibly 
n disciple of his was Jacopo Bellini, best known for h L~ 
Madonnas. Jacopo's fame was obscured by that of his 
illegitimate son Giovanni, who finnly established the 
artistic reputation of Venice. Religious works, his 
great altarpieces, altemated with secular, often alle
gorical, paintings. 

Florence and Venice were rich capitals of power
ful states, but provincial centers also produced great 
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artists. Carlo Crivelli, trained in Venice, spent much 
of his life painting in the small semi.independent 
city·states of the ~'Iarches . Andrea ~llantegna created 
masterpieces in ~ ... Iantua, whose marquesses befriended 
him. In Perugia, independent under the intermittent 
rule of the Baglioni family, lived Perugino (Pietro 
Vannucci ), born nearby in Cittll della Pieve. Melozzo 
and Luca Signorelli, from ForH and COl·tona respec· 
tively, worked in Urbina; both were fascinated by the 
serenity and gentleness of the paintings of Piero della 
Francesca. Antonio Allegri, called Correggio after the 
small city where he was born, spent half his life in 
Panna. Traincd in Mantua under iMantegna, he freely 
mixed Christian and pagan themes in his work, and 
even incorporated the two in frescoes painted on the 
dome of Parma's Cathedral and in the San Paolo Con
vcnt. In his Lec/a and Dallae he was totally secular 
and hedonistic. 

51. Jrrome it! the Wil(/(jnwss. Pif'lro Porugino. 
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RAPHAEL 

Urbino was the birthplace of Raphael ( Raffaello 
Santi or Sanzio ), whose father Giovanni Santi was a 
poet and a painter. His training in Urbina completed, 
Raphael, still in his teens, looked for wider horizons. 
He quickly learned all that Perugino could teach bim
and it was a great deal-then moved to Florcnce. In 
hi~ middle twenties he went to Rome where he began 
his carcer by painting frescoes in the Vatican Palace. 
He settled in Rome, generously befriended by Julius II 
and Leo X. Raphael was not a deeply tormented mun 
like Leonardo and Michelangelo. He en joyed life
which included painting-as it could be lived there 
and then. His figures were always vcry human and 
earthy, even when his themes were religious. The 
Sistine Madolllla and the Madollua of the Chair arc 
two of the most famous of his many great devotional 
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paintings. Among his remarkable secular paintings is 
the School of Athens, one of the most superb frescoes 
in the Vatican, in which he glorifies the intenectual at· 
tainments of ancient times. As a portrait painter, too, 
Raphael was unrivaled; popes, curia, and princes vied 
for his work. 

VENET1AN SUNSET OF TilE COLDEN ACE 

The new style had been born in Tuscany. The 
dawn and beyday of Renaissance painting had been 
Tuscan, Florentine in particular. The glorious twilight 
of the Renaissance wns Venetian. Last refuge of the 
freer life of the spirit that underlay the Renaissance, 
the Serenissima served the arts, letters, and political 
life well. The government of the Venetia n Republic 
resisted state-enforced conformity for longer than was 
the case in grand-ducal Tuscany, in papal Rome, or in 
Spanish-ruled Milan and Naples. Venice produced 
Giovanni Bellini, also Ciorgione ( Ciorgio da Castel· 
franco ), musician as well as painter, sensitive and 
tending to melancholy; his altarpiece in Castelfranco, 
the Tempesta, and Portrait of Laura were among the 
finest works of a short.lived master who had a pro· 
found influence on the Venetian school. One of 
Ciorgione's pupils was Titian (Tiziano Vecellio ), born 
in Pieve di Cadore in 1490, the greatest painter of the 
Venetian High Renaissance. Titian's earlier works
Sacred and Profane Love and Flora, for example
show the influence of Giorgione and Bellini. Show
ered with commissions and honors throughout his long 
life, he painted altarpieces, mythological paintings and 
portraits prolifically. His portraits of Paul III and 
Charles V have done more to create the image of pope 
and emperor for students than all the books written 
about them. In old age, far from declining, Titian did 
some of his flnes t work. Worthy co-citizens of Titian 
were Tintoretto (Jacopo Hobusti), whose use of color 
and light were as remarkable as his draftsmanship; and 
the more serene Paolo Caliari (called Veronese after 
his native city), whose limpid color gives a nnique 
quality to his richly classical compositions. Decline 
and ruins usually attend the passing of an age, but in 
Venice the art of the Renaissance ended in a burst of 
glory. 

FROM RENAISSANCE TO BAROQUE 

One cannot know whether the Renaissance ended 
because of Spanish dominance in Italy, because of the 
triumph of intolerance, because of loss of trade, or 
simply from e,rnaustioo after centuries of creativity 
and turmoil. We only know that it did end, and that 
the cleavage was sharper than it usually is between 
one age and the next. 

Creat crises and revolutionary changes made 
post-Renaissance Italy a different nation. As noted in 
the last chapter, for nearly two hundred years great· 
lless in the field of letters was accompanied by with-
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drawal from society, by isolation, at time.'i by persecu
tion. In contrast, the highest accomplishments were 
reached by artists Hving in the mainstream of national 
life, 

Spanish cultural in6uence directed that main cur
rent not only during the century and a half of Spanish 
political control but after it had collapsed-for genera
tions in the South, for several decades elsewhere. 
Solemn and grandiose, profoundly religious, formal 
and conformist, the Spanish way of life was much con
cerned with externals (from public behavior to the 
fa~ade of a palace ). Appeara nces were what counted 
most. Possessing a dogmatic turn of mind, Spaniards 
of the imperial age took their preconceptions for real
ity, mistaking illusion for actuality. From all this, and 
more, evolved Italian baroque, the style of innumer
able churches of the seventeenth and eighteenth cen
turies throughout the country. Some were new, but 
most were rebuilt or transformed (sometimes only 
their fa9ades). It became the style of palaces of the 
powerful- ';panish viceroys, kings and princes-and the 
wealthy, who built the Brera, Balbi, and Rez"onigo 
palaces in M.i]an, Genoa, and Venice, as well as the 
many Roman palaces of papal relatives (during the 
period of the "sman" nepotism), and the Biscari and 
Valle palaces in Catania. 

BERNINI 

An architect and a sculptor, Gian Lorenzo Bernini 
was the embodiment of baroque art. He was born ill 
Naples in 1598, and worked for most of his life in 
Rome. where he was held in particularly high esteem 
by Pope Urban VlIl and Pope Alexander VII. Urban 
VIU commissioned him to huild a canopy oVCr Saint 
Peter's tomb in the Basilica. the great bronze balda
ch in later imitated in many other churches. Bernini's 
greatest architectural work was the vast piazza in 
front of Saint Peter's with its encircling colonnade. 

Crucifix/OIl. Verollcsc, Pholoworld 

For relatives of Urban V11J, Alexander VII, and In
!locent X, hE" built the Barberini , Cbigi, and Odescalchi 
p.11aees. As a sculptor he was equally indefatigable. In 
creating his marvelous fountains , Bernini spurred the 
I1Jovement that in the eighteenth ..:entury led to thf' 
building of the Fountain of Trevi, perhaps the most 
famous fountain in Europe. His monllments to Urban 
Vlli and Alexander VJ I are among the finest examples 
of sculpture in the world, and in the Ecstrlsy of S(J;nt 
Teresa be reached the fuIlest expression of the ba
roque. 

OTHER ARCHITECTS AND SCU LPTORS 

A contempofnry. Borromini ( Francesco Castelli ), 
began as a humble stonecutter and became an archi
tect in his early thirties. He built Sant' Agncse and 
San Carlo aile Quattro Fantane in Rome, two remark
able baroque churches, and completely remodeled the 
interior of the basilica of Saint John Lateran. Another 
of Bernini's contemporaries was the sculptor Alessan
dro Algardi, noted chiefly for his portrait busts of 
Robert Frangipane and Olimpia Pamphili. Giovanni 
Battista Crescenzi was invited to go to Spain where he 
built the Escoriars Pantheon. Two southerners were 
notable exponents of baroque architecture during the 
closing decades of the era. Olle was Filippo Juvara 
from Messina, whose work pleased Victor Amadeus II 
uf Savoy-thanks to the fortunes of war, briefly king of 
Sicily. Juvara was appointed COUIt architect and 
brought to Turin by the king. Among his many works 
in Piedmont were the J\'ladama palace and the 
churches of the Carmine and of San Filippo Neri in 
Turin; the basilica of Supcrga on a hi!! overlooking 
the city. and t!le hunting lodge-actually a palace
built at Stupinigi fo r the king's pleasure. The other 
southerner was j uvara's pupil, the Neapolitan Luigi 
Vanvitelli, born in 1700, commissioned in 1751 by 
Charles of Bourbon to build the royal palace of Ca
serta, one of the most magni6cent in aU Italy. 



PAINTERS FROM CARAVAGGIO TO GUARDI 

Still close in time to the Renaissance and sharing 
its creativity even if the moving spirit differed was 
;'"Iichelangelo Merisi, caJled Caravaggio after the vil
lage where he was born. He painted sacred and pro
fane subjects with a bold naturalism and dramatic use 
of light. F ine examples of his technique are the death 
scenes of Christ, of the Virgin, of Saint John the 
Baptist. Later came Guercino ( Giovanni Francesco 
Barbieri), whose ceiling fresco Aurora is reputed by 
some to be the best painting of the seventeenth cen· 
tury. Worthy successors of the masters who two hun
dred years earlier rounded out the Renaissance were 
the members of another Venetian trio for whom the 
baroque belonged to the past and who avoided (or at 
least two of them did ) the airy superficiality of the 
rOCOco: Giovanni Battista Tiepolo who followed in the 
footsteps of Veronese and spent the later years of his 
life decorating the royal palace in Madrid, where he 
died; Antonio Canal or Canaletto, a trained architect, 
whose favorite subjects were the palaces, churches, 
and canals of Venice, and who also painted many 
landscapes in England; and Francesco Guardi, who 
put light and color into sensitive landscapes in which 
details were often merely suggested and the evocation 
of a mood took precedence over precise details. 

TilE MODERN ERA 

In the coursc of the eighteenth century, dynastic 
changes and reforms had a liberalizing effect ill parts 
of italy, and once again gradually loosened the hold 
of conformity. Although the loosening was partial and 
only small progressive sectors of the educated classes 
took advantage of it, it created a climate favorable to 
the expression of new art fonns that made their ap· 
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pearance in the last quarter of the eighteenth century. 
Then, soon, came the deep spiritual turmoil which, 
at first, accompanied the enthusiasm of many artists 
for French revolutionary ideas, and later was a mani
festation of the determination to achieve Italian unity. 
Liberalism and nationalism were motivating forces in 
artistic as well as literary and political life. Since uni
fication was achieved a hundred years ago, the eman
cipation of one class after another and the formation 
of new groups held together more by common ideas 
and values than by economic interests has created di
versity as well as tensions and conflicts. All this has 
stimulated artistic creativity. 

Architectonic Fancy. Cmla/etto. 
Parma, Galler;(1 Na:::ionale. lei 
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Art critics and art historians have tried to classify 
the modern era-beginning at the end of the eight. 
eenth century-into different phases, each character
ized by a dominant school: neoclassicism, romanti· 
cism, realism. impressionism, futurism, nooecellto, stile 
littaria, ahstractionism, etc. Such classification, how
ever, often distorts what actually happened, since 
many artists have tended more and more to go their 
own way regardless of any particular school. During 
the "modern" period, there has been a great deal of 
creativity which continues to this day. In this latest 
era Italian art has rarely approached its own past 
heights or the heights morc recently attained in other 
nations (the French, for instance, for two generations 
or sO, later the Americans). Beyond this, generaliza
tions are meaningless. 

ARCHITECTS OP TJlE MODERN ERA 

The first distinguished architect of the modern 
era was Giuseppe Piermarini, a disciple of Vanvitelli 
and Inter his asSistant, who soon branched off on his 
own in a style independent of his master's. Piermarini 
is best known for the rebuilding (completed in 1778) 
of Milan's opera house, La Scala. Giuseppe Valadier, 
who designed Rome's monumental and harmonious 
Piazza del Popolo and its approaches, belonged to the 
next generation. He also planned the partial renewal 
of some of the most attractive provincial cities of what 
was then the Papal States: Gubbio, Rieti, Rimini, 
Spoleto, and Urbina. The next group of well-known 
arebitects lived in the late nineteenth and early twen
tieth centuries: Guglielmo Calderini built the impos
ing Palazzo di Giustizia in Rome (completed in 1911, 
now being restored); Giuseppe Sacconi won the com
petition for the enormous monument the Italian state 
erected in Rome to Victor Emmanuel II, the first king 
of united Italy. Marcello Piacentini and Giuseppe Ter
ragni created the heavy and nonfunctional style
known as stile fietorio-that most pleased Italy's dic
tator Mussolini. Among the many examples of this 
style are monumental public buildings in Milan (the 
railroad station) and PalernlO (the post office). The 
internationally renowned Pier Luigi Nervi, who is to 
ltaly what Frank Lloyd Wright is to America, belongs 
to another artistic world entirely. His many works in 
Italy include the Olympic sports palace and Flaminio 
stadium in Rome. Many of his beautiful and func
tional structures can be found as far away as the 
United States and Australia. 

SCULPTORS OF TIfE MODERN ERA 

Antonio Canova, the most famous Italian artist 
of his time, inaugurated the modem era in sculpture. 
His neoclassicism came close to realizing Winckel
mann's noble idea of what art sbould be. He created 
the funeral monuments of Popes Clement XIII and 
Clemc'Ot XIV in Rome, and to Alfieri in Florence's 
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Santa Croce. He received imperial recognition when 
he was entrusted with sculpting likenesses of the Em
peror Napoleon, of his mother, Madame Letizia, and 
his sister, the beautiful FaoHna Borghese. Toward the 
eud of the nineteenth century and the beginning of 
the twentieth Medardo Rosso achieved considerable 
reputation. As an artist who broke imaginatively with 
the predominantly naturalistic style of the era, he 
came to have considerable in8uence on younger sculp
tors. Marino Marini and Giacomo ManzO. ( Manzoni) 
are in the first rank among sculptors of the t\venticth 
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century. !\'iarini's creative imagination was stimulated 
by pre-Roman art forms, Etruscan particularly. He 
is best known for his horses and riders, and for the 
sensith'e bust of Igor Stravinsky, Manzu enriched 
and modified thc classical tradition to which he was 
linked with his unmistakable individual quality. Hi s 
bas-reliefs for the Door of Death at Saint Peter's put 
him in the company of the great masters of the past. 

PAINTERS OF THE MODERN ERA 

What Canova had been to sculpture during the 
revolutionary era of the early nineteenth century, his 
Milanese contemporary Andrea Appiani was to paint
ing. Deeply imbued with the neoclassict11 ideals domi
nant in the wake of French revolution ism and im
perialism, Appiani extolled Napoleon and his deeds 
in his paintings, thus contributing to the formation and 
survival of the Napoleonic myth in Italy, In the suc
ceeding generation many painters reacted strongly 
against the Napoleonic myth and neoclassicism. Within 
the mainstream of European romanticism Roated the 
lIazareni, Italian pre-Raphaelites who were in painting 
what the CarbOlllll'i wcre ill politics. Jo his long life, 
the painter Francesco Hayez, born in Venice of a 
French father, saw the decline of neoclassicism and 
survived romanticism. Such paintings as Romeo flud 
Juliet and TIle Death of Marin Faliero gained him the 
reputation of a great artist: later generations remem-
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ber him chieRy for his fine portraits of some of the 
great nineteenth-century Italians-Manzoni, Cavour, 
D',\zeglio. Giacinto Gigante was aloof from romanti
cism. He was the best-known painter of the Posillipo 
school, which took its inspiration from antiquity but 
avoided the exaggeration sometimes indulged in by 
the neoclassiCists. The second half of the nineteenth 
century saw the brief life of Giovanni Segantini, 
whose impressionistic paintings, tinged with melan
choly, had the ethereal quality of the British pre
Raphaelites. One of the outstanding names of the 
early twentieth century is Umberto Boccioni, whose 
career endcd prematurely on the battle6eld in World 
War I. He was an enthusiastic and dynamic futurist 
and the bcst-known Italian representative of the cu
bism developed by Braque and Picasso. At the end of 
his life Amcdeo ~Iodigliani began to enjoy recognition, 
especially for his portraits. It grew to worldwide fame 
after his death in Paris where he had spent most of his 
creative years. The muted still lifes of Giorgio Mo
randi were highly esteemed by critics and public alike. 
The early works of Giorgio de Chirico, haunting, 
dreamlike pictures in deep perspective, had a strong 
influence on the surrealists of the twenties; in his later 
ycars he engaged in bitter polemics with spokesmen 
for contemporary art. Landscapes, portraits, still lifes 
were painted by Filippo De Pisis who was attracted 
in turn by surrealism, impressionism, naturalism, but 
never identified himself with any single school. 
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MUS I C 

LAND OF AIUSIC 

Land of song and music: this is how Haly has 
often been described in modern times. It is not pos
sible to say with any accuracy how widespread sing
ing and the playing of musical instruments are among 
ltalians, compared with other nations, or how great 
their inborn talent. But one can definitely say that 
Italians love music, that in the centuries of transition 
between ancient and medieval times Italian music 
became the music of all Western nations, and that 
since the end of the sixteenth century Italian compos
ers and performers have held a most distinguished 
place in the world of music. 

When Italians were Romans, they enjoyed singing 
and instrumental music. Musicians performed at pub
lic functions and at the parties of the wealthy. Farm
ers, soldiers, slaves, and gladiators all had their songs. 
But of the music of that time nothing identifiable re
mains. Known Western music began as Christian 
music: being the center of ''''estern Christianity, of 
what became Catholicism, Italy meant lhen in music, 
as in other fields, all the nations embracing Catholicism. 

MEDIEVAL MUSIC 

To honor God, the early Christians sang in damp 
dark shelters where they gathered to pray. When in 
the fourth century they emerged [rom the catacombs 
to worship openly, they perfected the religious songs 
that were an essential part of their ritual. Community 
chanting, interspersed with choir and solo singing, in
duced fervor and united the worshipers. Before the 
e!ld of the fourth century the Ambrosian chant
named after Milan's sainted Bishop Ambrose-had be
come a highly complex form, both impressive and 
harmonious. As to be expected, il was in Rome that 
the formalizing of religious chanting took place. The 
chants were adopted as generation followed generation 
in the churches of all the peoples who, from the Franks 
in the fifth century to the Lithuanians in the four
teenth, became converts to Catholicism. A succession 
of popes devoted their attention to the formalizing of 
the chant. In the fifth century the Schola cantorum, 
a school for singers where men and boys were trained, 
was organized in Rome. It still exists. Late in the sixth 
century Pope Gregory I (Saint Gregory ) codified the 
CatholiC liturgy ill its final form: the Gregorian chant
a superb whole including many themes-marks the 
beginning of Westelll music. 

The rejection of everything connoting paganism 
helped to obliterate the instruments used by the an
cients: the lyre, the aulos, the kithara. The organ, 
however, survived to express Catholic piety, and in 
modified forms it was used in cathedrals and abbeys. 
For centuries music was mainly vocaL In time, the 
Gregorian chant became more complex and vnied. 
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Parts of the chant were adapted into liturgical dramas, 
forerunners of the religiolls plays still perfonned in 
European communities. Variations of the chant later 
formed the laude, sung in semipublic devotional gath
erings. The chant was modified through the years 
until its present version was approved by the sixteenth. 
century Council of Trent and received papal sanction. 

PROVENCAl.. INFI..UENCE OF THE 
ELEVENTH CENTUR1' 

What music there was before the eleventh cen· 
tury, other than what was perfonned for religious 
purposes, is not known. When darkness began to give 
way to light and the cultural level rose, musicians 
first discovered new ways of expressing themselves in 
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the short-lived but brilliant civilization centered in 
Provence, the area west of the Alps closest culturally 
and politically to Italy. Provence influenced Ttalian 
music as profoundly as it did Italian literature. Jon
gleurs who sang of the epic deeds of legendary heroes, 
and troubadours who improvised songs of romantic 
love to the accompaniment of musical instruments, 
could be found in the twclfth centurY at the courts 
of feudatories of northwestern Italy: the marquesses of 
Montferrat and of Saluzzo, the counts of Turin and 
of Lunigiana. Whcn French armies ravaged Provence 
early in the thirteenth century, more singers and mu
sicians came to Italy in search of a living and security 
-and generous patrons. Two generations later other 
singers and musicians followed in the wake of Charles 
of Anjou, Count of Provence, and his knights, con
querors of the Kingdom of Sicily. By the thirteenth 
century. in all parts of It aly there was secular singing 
to the accompaniment of instruments: the harp, the 
lute, the vieJle (ancestor of the violin), the portable 
organ, the recorder. flutc, and bagpipe. 

GROWING POPULARITY OF SECULAR MUSIC 

In the fourteenth century, singers of secular songs 
and musicians who played secular music were much 



in demand at the courts of princes and signori; they 
entertained til weddings, country fairs, and other gath
erings, New kinds of compositions were created: the 
madrigal, which was to remain part of the Italian 
musical scene for several centuries; the hallara, orig
inally a song accompanying dancing; the caccia, which 
illustrated a hunt or some other lively scene. In the. 
fourteenth century the first keyboard instrument of the 
clavichord type was invented. The foremost composer 
of that century was Francesco Landino who, although 
blinded by smallpox as a child, had learned to play 
several instruments, Well known in Italy for his ex
cellent performance, he composed many pieces of 
which more than a hWldred ballate and a dozen mad
rigals are still extant During the Renaissance the 
CW1ZOIW was created. Originally a light, rhythmic, 
fast-moviug composition, it sui ted ensembles at a time 
when musical instwments had become more varied. 
Its liveliness made for its popularity, and its success 
was a big step toward the revolution that occurred in 
ltalian music during the second half of the sixteenth 
century. 

THE. LANGUACE OF INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC 

Instrumental music had become a com plete lan
guage in itself and was the seed that gave birth to a 
new em in Western music. It affected all Europe. "The 
music of the Baroque era (roughl}1 1600-1750) was 
dominated largel}, by Italian ideals ... by 1750 the 
music of Europe had become in effect an international 
language with Italian roots," wrote the musicologist 
Donald L. Grout in A History of Westcm Music. 
Words, which had he.ld priority in sacred music, 
became secondary or were dispensed with entirely , 
Heligious chanting had expressed the fervor of be
lievers, but that had been a thousand years earlier: in 
the sixteenth century, sacred music was renewed, as 
was the rest of the ritual and theology :llso. The revo
lutioll did not only affect sacred mll~ic. Since the times 
of the wandering minstrels, secular music, too, had 
been vocal mUSic, song accompanied by olle or more 
instruments. As instrumental music expanded, it was 
able to express ideas and emotions-at times better 
than any words could do. 

PALESTRINA /\ND THE ROM!\N SCHOOL 

Deep fa ith motivated those who belonged to the 
circles that became dominant in Rome when rigoristi 
triumphed and the Counter-Reformation saved Ca
tholicism. In the oC!w climate developing from the 
middle of the sixteenth century on-very diffel"Cnt from 
that which had prevailed during centuries of ecclesias
tical corruption and widespread unbelief-sacred mu
sic rose to new heights. Faith spoke through the 
works of Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina, born near 
Rome in 1526 and known to his contemporaries as the 
prince of music. He was close to the devout group 
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brought together by San Filippo Neri, to which be
longed many who later became cardinals and popes. 
Palestrina composed, among other works, over one 
hundred ).llasses, of which seventy-nine were based 
on themes to he found ill the Gregorian chant. By 
his many years of creativity, the excellencc and pro
fusion of his compositions, the many pupils he trained, 
and the success of his style, Palestrina left an indelible 
ma.rk on Italian music. Among distinguished seven
teenth-century composers of the Roman school was 
Girolamo Frescobaldi, for thirty years the organist at 
Saint Peter's, who wrote pieces to be used in church 
services; also Luigi .Rossi, who tried his hand at opera 
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with Orfeo written in 1647; and Giacomo Carissimi, 
who became the acknowledged master of a new form 
of sacred music, the oratorio, to be performed at 
concerts. 

THE VENETI.'\N SCHOOL 

In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries Venice 
rivaled Rome as the main center for Italian music. The 
concern of responsible citizens for the honor of their 
treasured eleventh-century cathedral, coupled with the 
resources of a public revenue for a while larger than 
that of any other European state, caused the repub
lic's ruling body, the signoria, to finance generously 
the singers and musicians attached to Saint Mark's 
who formed the Cappella Marciana. (To be appointed 
choirmaster or organist of the Cappella Marciana was 
to reach the climax of a successful artist ic career.) 
Moreover, the development of secular music was 
favored by tolerance, a distinctive feature of the Ve
netian way of life for nearly a hundred years after the 
triumph of the rigoristi in Rome and the consolidation 
of Spanish control over most of the country. Italian 
opera, cantatas, sonatas, chamber music, concert mu
sic, enjoyed by a select few three hundred years ago, 
today delighting music lovers everywhere, originated 
in Venice or had their source Ul music developed by 
composers living and working there. 

The revolution in music did not happen suddenly. 
Something new appeared on the Venetian scene dur
ing the first half of the sixteenth century, when the 
reputation achieved by performers (who were often 
composers as well) in the Netherlands prompted the 
Venetian signoria to appoint Dutchmen as choirmas
ters and organists at the Cappella Marciana . They 
brought innovations and trained Italian pnpils who 
in time replaced them. Among the italians to achieve 
distinction as original composers during the second 
half of the sixteenth century were Claudio Merulo, 
Andrea Gabrieli, and the latter's nephew Giovanni. In 
1613 Claudio Monteverdi was appointed choirmaster. 
He held this position until his death thirty years later. 

MONTEVERDI AND OPERA 

Monteverdi was chiefly a composer. As a young 
man he had been appointed viola player at the court 

of the Gonzaga, dukes of Mantua. In that little city, 
thanks to the generosity of its rulers and their toler
ance of artistic nonconformity. some of the spirit that 
had once made it one of the liveliest centers of the 
Renaissance still survived. 1t was in Mantua that l\'lon
teverdi wrote the opera Orfeo, which was performed 
for the first time ill 1607. Even in the most traditional 
field of sacred music he, as much as Palestrina, de
parted from the conventions of the past-as shown by 
the Vespers he composed in 1610, a complete litur
gical service blending the Gregorian chant with mu
sical innovations. In Venice he fulfilled his official 
duties as chOirmaster by writing sacred music, but he 
made his most lasting impression ill secular music to 
which he gave a hitherto unattained 1l0biHtv and 
depth of expression. (Enl~anculg his new compo~itions 
were the exceptiona l stringed instruments then being 
created in his native Cremona.) He also continued to 
write operas. His last. TIle Coronation of PopP"ell, 
first performed in 1642, still moves audiences today. 
Largely because of Monteverdi. Venice. where the 
first opera house was built in 1637, became the op
eratic capital of Europe. He expanded his madrigals 
and cal1zotlas into varied and complete COllcertos 
played by large ensembles. The most notable of these 
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was The Duel of Tailored and Clorinda, Brst per
formed in 1624. 

Monteverdi has been called the creator of opera. 
Actually, he was not the first to attempt this new 
art form. The distinction belongs to two minor com
posers, Ciulio Cnccini and lacopo Peri , who wrote 
Euririicc in 1600; but this llot very successful work fell 
into oblivion. Of ~Ionte"erdj's many pupils the best 
known was Pietro Francesco Cavalli, the author of 
more than forty operas. With the performance of The 
Golden Apple in Vienna in 1667, written in honor 
of the wedding of Em peror Leopold I, ~ l arc'Antonio 
Cesti made opera popular in Germanic lands. His 
better-known contemporary Gian Battista Lulli, born 
in Florence, went to Paris in his carlv teens. He set
tl~d there, becoming a French subjc~t and changing 
IllS name to Lully. He was befr iended by Louis XIV 
who ennobled him, and achieved a reputation as the 
foremos t French composer of thl' century. In Alcesle, 
Amadis, and other works in which drama and ballet 
were combined with instrumentnl and vocal music 
he crea ted his own genre, the lyrical tragedy. ) 
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CHAMBER MUSIC AND COSCERTOS 

~ Ionte\'erdi's secular music was the fountainhead 
from which the achievements of later Italian composers 
Rowed. An important creator of chamber music, as 
well as musical theorist and teacher, was Arcangelo 
Corelli who was especialJy well known for his serene 
and balanced "jolin sonatas. ( It is worth remember
ing that some or the great violinmakers in Cremona
Amati, Guarneri, Strad i"ari-were Carelli's contem
poraries. ) What Carelli did for chamber music his 
contemporary Giuseppe Torell i-who worked mail)l}, 
in Bologna-did for concertos, which required a great
er number and "" riet)' of instruments. 

l"'""m;;;;;~ made by StTadivar; for fhe house of Medici. Musical Illsti
tute, Florence. 8rogi 
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SCARLATTI AND VIVALDI 

Todav the best known of latc seventeenth- and 
early eighteenth-century Italian composers arc Ales
sandro Scarlatti and Antonio Vivaldi. Scarlatti wrote 
church music, but owes his reputation mainly to a 
large number of polished and expressive cantatas
small-scale operas designed for perfomlance in the 
spacious reception rooms of the wealthy, without 
benefit of scenery or costumes. Arias from M ithridates, 
Tigra7Jes, and other cantatas became popular beyond 
the small circles of devotees for whom they were fi rst 
performed. Vivaldi, the son of a leading violinist of 
the Cappella i\'Iarciana, had taken Holy Orders, but 
because of frail health was relieved from priest ly 
duties, and so could devote his energies to mus ic. He 
wrote operas and concertos. His chamber music, in 
which Corelli's principles were elaborated and ex
panded, has enjoyed a remarkable revival in the 
twentieth century. 

OTHER EiGHTEENTH-CENTURY COMPOSERS 

Among the many distinguished composers of the 
eighteenth century was Domenico Scarlatti, son of 
Alessandro, who became the foremost Italian key
board composer of his time. With the eclectic Gian 
Battista Pergolesi the Roman school had a composer 
renowned for his contributions to church music, also 
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Frontispiece of the first published work by Scarlatti: So
nata XXX for harpsichord. Conservatory Museum, Flor
ellce. EPA 
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for his sonat;lS lind olleTe ImUe (cornie operas), still 
populur today. To a younger generation belonged 
Lu igi Boccherini whose chamber music rivaled Vi· 
vaIcH's, and the Neapolitan Giovanni Pnisiello whose 
popular Barber of Seoille, first perfomled in 1782, 
was a successful opera hilDa with serious overtones. 

CR .. \.\'D OPERA 

Pnisiello died in 1816. In that yea r another Barber 
of Seville W!lS performed in Rome. Not an opem buDa, 
it reached a new high in artistic excellence. It still 
plays to capacity audiences ill Italy and wherever 
opera is loved. With it began the century of Italian 
grand opera, which for generations has delighted the 
senses of millions. 

As music for the man}" not just for a select few 
as secular music composed in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries had been, Italian grand opera was 
democratic. Operatic arias were known, appreciated, 
and sung by people in all walks of life. The response 
of the loggiollc, the gallery crowded with those who 
could afford only the cheapest tickets, was more im
portant for composers and performers than the articles 
of sophisticated critics. Varied and moving, coming 
from the heart and speaking to the heart, grand opera 
was romantic. Siding with the oppressed, the dO\vll
trodden, the rebels, it was patriotic, liberal, and revo
lutionary. Plots did Dot matter. What mattered on the 
stage were dramatic figures who, with the music of 
voices and instruments, reached a depth of feeling 
the written word alone could not convey. Listeners 
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were moved to pity, anger, hope, love, hatred. The 
audience wept with Rigoletto, laughed with Don 
Basilio, felt the surge of angcr with Tasca, fell in love 
with ~·limi. This was the century when Italian opera 
singers were as wcll known in Italy and abroad as the 
most influential political figures and the most popular 
writers-perhaps betterl 

The masters of Italian grand opera were many. 
The author of the Barber of Seville that had its first 
performance in 1816 was a young genius, Gioacchino 
Bossini, born twenty-four years earlier in Pesaro in 
central Italy. Rossini composed his last opera, again 
a masterpiece, William Tell, in Paris in 1829. Then, 
for reasons that remain obscure, he stopped composing 
Lhe operatic music in which he excelled. Possibl y he 
felt that he had reached the peak of his abilities and 
that from then on there would he decline. Possibly 
there were other motives. His junior by a few years 
was the Lombard Gaetano Donizetti, wbose Lucia di 
Lammermoor, Linda di Chamonix, and Don Pasquale 
have successfully weathered the passage of time. So 
have Norma and 1 Pllritani by the Sicilian Vincenzo 
Bellini, who started composing at the age of seven, 
achieved instant recognition at nn early age, and died 
still young, lamented by the European musical world 
and by the public. 
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VERDI 

By common consent of enthusiastic cl"Owds and 
music critics, the greatest master of Italian grand opera 
was Giuseppe Verdi, born in 1813 in sleepy, pl"Ovin
ciai Busseto, once the proud capital of a small inde
pendent state. Driven by strong emotions and deep 
inner tensions and endowed with tireless energy, 
Verdi became a legend in his lifetime, which spanned 
the nineteenth centUlY. Between the First and second 
wars of the Risorgimellto, applause for Verd i meant 
applause for independence from Austria and her pup-

Gitlseppe V erdi. leI 

pets, for national unity. Verdi stood of course for 
Vittorio Emanttele Re d'ltalia ( Victor Emmanuel, 
King of Italy ); however, even if the spirit of which 
the music was the manifestation made for the excite
ment of the public, the music of itself deserved the 
applause. Mazzini conspired, Cavour organized, Gari
baldi fought-and Verdi united Italians with his music 
before they were united politically. Wherever there 
was an opera house ( Italy then had more than any 
other nation ). his operas were performed: from Pa
lermo to Venice enthusiastic crowds were moved by 
the same emotions and shared the same aspirations. 
Emalli, La TraViata, Aida, Otello, were four of his 
many magnificent operas. Arrigo Boito, a poet and the 
distinguished composer of Mefistofele, wrote several 
librettos for Verdi's operas. 

LATER COMPOSERS 

In the last decade of the nineteenth century when 
Verdi wrote FalstaD. Pagliacci, by the Neapolitan 
Ruggiero Lconcavallo, was composed and perfo rmed. 
So were some of the best-known operas by two Tuscan 
composers: Manon Lescallt and La Boheme by Giaco
mo Puccin i, and C(lvalleri(/ Rusticana by Pietro r.,·las
cagni . With Puccini's Madama Butterfly, first performed 
in 1904, the most brilliant period of Italian operatic 
composition came to an cnd. A great deal of distin
guished music was nevertheless written in the twenti
eth century: by Puccini and i\'lascagni; by Lorenzo 
Perosi, the foremost composer of sacred music in this 
century, choirmaster of the Cappella Marciana in 
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Venice and later director of the Cappella Sisti.na in 
Rome; by OttOrillO Respighi and lldebrando Pizzetti, 
both directors of the Santa Cecilia Academy in Rome, 
both composers of operas, symphonies, chamber music. 
Respighi also wrote successful musical poems, and 
Pizzetti set to music the poetry of Gabriele D'Annun
zio and of T. S. Eliot. The revolution started by Pales
trina and Monteverdi \Vas still bearing rich fruit four 
hundred years later. 

QUorino Respighi. leI 
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Pietro Mllscagni (center ) . photoworid 
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BROADENINC HORIZONS 

D tSCOVERJ£S and inventions mean morc knowl
edge, greater mastcl:Y over the forces of n:\ture, broad
ening horizons. They mrltler more in giving birth to 
a new and higher Civilization than able statesmanship, 
widespread commibncnt to lofty ideals, creation of 
literary and artistic masterpieces which raise cultural 
levels but do not necessarily represent a departure 
from concepts, val ues, and institutions making for a 
way of life. 

Scientific discoveries and inventions are often the 
result of casual observation and accidental experimen
tation, of what people stimu lated by curiosity or 
necessity, Or both, can do with their senses. However, 
the diSCiplined use of faculties we refer to as reason 
is needed to go beyond what can be achieved through 
the senses: because of its ultimate revolutionary im
pact, the rolc reason plays is more of a distinguishing 
feature in a civilization thnn political structures, eco
nomic systems, the nature of groups making up a 
national community and relationships between tllese 
groups. The best index of the place reason held among 
Italians, during the varioWi phases or their devclop-
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meot, is indicated by Itruiao contributions to scientific 
discoveries that broadened intellectual horizons, to 
explorations that expanded physical horizons, to in
ventions that increased mastell' over nature. 

ROM"'''' PRACT/CALITI' 

It has never been explained satisfactorily how it 
was that in ancient Greece, a relative newcomer in 
the world of civilization, the awareness of reason first 
developed and with it the sea r('.h for ways to use it 
correctly iu order to expand knowledge. Except for 
the influence exercised by Greeks ill ltaly during the 
Srst millenniwn B.C., it is difficult to expla.in why Ro
mailS developed a way of life in which intuition, 
imagination, and cmotion were curbed and reasou 
correspondingly p layed a larger role. We only know 
that this did happen, and tilat, in ancient Greece as 
well as in Rome-Italy, it made for civilizations differ
ent from those of the ancient Near East. 

Unlike the Greeks, however, Romans were neither 
fasciuated by speculation nor concerned about an· 
swers to questions that raised fundamental principles. 
Practica lity was an essential trait of Roman civiliza
t ion. The interes ts of educated Romans were centered 
011 immediate earthly goa ls. T here were ROm<l rlS who 
dealt with ph ilosophical problems (Cicero, Seneca, 
~Iarcus Aurelius ) or had an interest in science (Lucre. 
tius, Pliny the Elder. Frontinus, Celsus), but they 
were few, and whatever their merits as jurists, writers, 
statesmen, they '''ere not particularly distinguished as 



philosophers and scientists. Varro, Columella, and 
othel's approached agriculture scientmcally. Vitruvius 
did the same for architecture. Glassmaking techniques 
were improved, and a Roman may (it is not certain) 
have invented the mechanical clock. But ill general 
Romans limited themselves to applying reason to the 
problems of the state, the community, the individual; 
to construction (aqueducts, bridges, harbors, roads, 
public buildings ); and to war (fortifications, engines 
of war. warships ) . Romans were well acquainted with 
their own vast world, which stretched from the At· 
lantic to the Euphrates, from the Baltic Sea to the 
Sahara, but they did not feel an urge to become ac· 
quainted with what lay beyond. 

DECLINE 

There is a good deal of truth, if some exaggera· 
tion, in the familiar statement that there was no gen· 
uine scientific progress in the Western world between 
the second centurv B.C. and the seventeenth century. 
In spite of its rati~nality , Roman civilization had been 
indifferent to science, and its successor, Catholic civi· 
lization, foc used as it was on the afterlife and the 
supernatural. could not be interested in the scientific 
study of m,ltl and his world. The coming of Catholi· 
cism was in fact accompanied by the loss of much of 
what hnd been discovered by ancient Greeks and dur
ing the H ellenistic era. The Dark Ages were as dark 
in science as in everything else. 

SALERNO'S MEDICAL SClIOOL 

The medical school of Salerno, established in the 
ninth century when the city was the major center of a 
breakaway Lombard principality, was for centuries 
the one institute of learning in Italy in which some 
room was left for intellectual curiosity to operate. At 
Salerno in the eleventh century Garioponto, :l famous 
physician who died around 1050, taught and prac· 
ticed medicine; Peter Cleric or Petroncello, author of 
a treatise on medicine, lived; the works of Hippoc· 
rates and Galen were translated from Arabic versions. 
The Flos Medicinae Salemi and De Aegritlldinllm 
cllratioue were ,unong the works produced by schol. 
ats attached to the medical school. The school de
clined when Angevin despotism replaced the enlight· 
ened and tolerant rule of kings such as Roger IT and 
his grandson Frederick U in the Kingdom of Sicily. 

In the twelfth century Gerard of Cremona, while 
living in Toledo, a major center of Moslem cwture in 
Spain, translated Arabic versions of Greek scientific 
works into Latin. Other works were translated by the 
Pisari Leonardo Fibonacci who spent some time in the 
important north African city of Bejaia. Around 1202, 
Fibonacci completed the mathematical treatise Liber 
abaci, and later joined the circle of lively intellectuals 
at the court of Frederick II of Sicily. 
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Two barber-surgeolls ill their shop. From the first illus
trated edition of " pop/llar mcliicalilolldbook ottributed 
to Pope 10hn XX I, thirteenth centun). NYPL 

THE UNIVERSITIES OF BOLOGNA AND PADUA 

Before the decline of the Salerno school set in and 
Palenno ceased to be the capital of the South, uni
versities in northern and central Italy had acquired 
prominence as centers of study, research, and teach
ing, Many-for instance those of Lucca, Pavia, and 
Fenno-developed from the twelve scholae, or liberal 
arts colleges, established in the Carolingian Kingdom 
of Italy early in the ninth century. The University of 
Bologna, organized late in the eleventh century (pos
sibly in 1088) and famous for its law school, was the 
first of Italy's great universities, As many as ten thou
sand students took courses in one academic year, The 
University of Padua, organized in 1222, acquired a 
reputation scarcely inferior to that of Bologna, 

Administered jointly by teachers and students, 
the two universities shared the autonomy then enjoyed 
by guilds. Howcver. unlike the economic guilds, they 
were seldom deeply involved in the partisan conBicts 
that disrupted the city-states internally, or in the con
llicts between one city-state and another. Republican-

The Uniuersity of BoIogl1(l. ICI 

ism altemated with signorie in Bologna where papal Tl1e UlJiversity of Padua. ICI 
authori ty was firmly established early in the sixteenth 
century. One signoria replaced another in Padua, and The Uuiversity of Padua: anatomical theatre. leI 
Venice took over early in the fifteenth century. Until 
the establishment of papal rule in Bologna, and for 
another two hundred years after the establishment of 
Venetian rule in Padua, there was some scope in the 
two universities (and in a few others elsewhere in 
Italy ) for the teacher to teach as he saw fit-what is 
now called academic freedom. Not aU studying and 
research were mere erudition and not all teaching was 
mere indoctrination. There were teachers who dared 
to break with tradition. (The freer intellectual climate 
of the two univers ities was also beneficial to noo
Italians-two who spent crucial formative years at the 
University of Padua were Copernicus and Vesalius, 



who revolutionized astronomy and medicine respec
tively.) The Florentine Taddeo Aldnrotti, the most 
famous physician of the thirteenth centUl'Y, taught at 
Bologna. Around 1315, Mondino was reported to have 
performed autopsies-then dangerously impious acts. 
The physician Pietro d'Abano, condemned by the In
quisition and burned at the stake in 1316, taught at 
Padua. 

In the Middle Ages only a feeble light shone in 
Salerno, Palcnllo, Bologna, and Padua, but it was 
belter than none. At the practical level, Flavio Gioia 
mayor may not have invented the compass early in 
the fourteenth century, but ltalians did perfect it 
around that time and make it available to more and 
morl:' navigators. By the end of the thirteenth century 
or carl}' in the fourteenth, simple cyeglasses were 
manufactmcd at J'. iUl'ano neal' Venice. 

'l'H IRTEENT/f-Cl-;STUlll' TJlAn:ums 

In the thirteenth century it was dangerous to in
quire freely. There nevCl'theless came a broadening 
of geographical horizons to which ftalians made the 
greatest contribution. Thanks p~uticularly to the suc
cess of the First and Fourth Crusades, Europeans (a 
term limited then to inhabitllllts of the Catholic com
monwealth ) went as waniors and traders to jerusa
lem, Antioch, T ripoli of Syria, Acre, Famagusta, and, 
for a while, ruled islands and coastal citie.s of the 
ephemeral Latin empire of Constantinople. However, 
despite this f::xpans ion the European world was a 
small one, bOtUlded to the west by a frightening ocenll 
and encircled elsewhere by the antagonistic, often 
aggressi\'e worlds of infide.l ~ioslems, schismatic Byz
antines, and pagan barbarians. 

The early 1240s were years of crisis. jerusaJem fell 
to the ;\'Ioslems once again in 1244. In the Holy Land, 
the .\·iediterranean, and Spain, the Moslems were the 
immediate, irreconcilable enemy. A storm was sweep
ing people and nations to the east. In 1240 the Mon
gols captured Kiev, the most important Russian city. 
In 1241 they defeated the Poles and Hungarians, de
fenders of Catholicism's eastern border, and pursued 
the Hungarians to the Adriatic. Little was known in 
Europe about the ;Vlongols, who kept Kiev and all 
Russia but withdrew from Poland and Hungary. One 
thing, though, was clear: they were not Moslems. In 
fact, they were attacking ~'Ioslem states. Could not an 
agreement be reached between the Catholic common
wealth and the Mongols to squeeze the i>. loslems in an 
iron vise? 

PIANO CARPINI 

It was au idea. In 1245 Pope Innocent IV sent a 
sixty-five-year-old Franciscan monk, John of Piano 
Carpini (probably born in Umbria), as his envoy to 
the ruler of the Mongols. Father jobn had traveled 
extensively in Catholic Europe. A man of learning, he 
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had been the head of F ranciscan monasteries in Ger
many and in Spain. He reached the headquarters of 
the Khan of the Golden Horde, on the lower Volga, 
there to he told that the man he was seeking, the 
Great Khan, was in Karakorum, two thousand fi ve 
hundred miles away as the crow fiies. Supplied with 
horses, guides, and an escort, Father John reached his 
destination in 106 days, in time to witness the eleva
tion of Guyuk, a grandson of Genghis Khan, as Great 
Khan in 1246. The mission was an exploratory one and 
no specific agreement was reached. Back in ltaly in 
1247, Father John was made archbishop of Antivari in 
Dalmatia and wrote a historv of the Mongols, Libe·I' 
Tartarorum. A new world t~ the east had been dis
covered. 

MARCO POLO 

The Mongol Empire, which extended from the 
Carpath ians to the Pacific, soon broke lip. However, it 
had lasted long enough to enahle three adventurous 
Venetian merchan ts to travel in relative security 
thl'Ough much of Asia. In the 1260s, the brothers Nic
colo and i\ laffeo Polo rcached Bokhara in central Asia 
and from there went to the headquarters of Kublai 
Kban (another grandson of Genghis Khan), who was 
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already the ruler of northern China. At the Khan's 
request. they rehrnlcd to ftaly to ask the pope to send 
a few learned men to China. The two brothers started 
on their way back to Kublrti's headquarters ill 1271, 
taking with them Niccolo's son Murco. 

Marco Polo went hom Acre (on the Palestinian 
coast held by the Crusaders ) to Om111z 0!1 the Persian 
Gulf. Turning north, he went into what is now Soviet 
and Chinese Turkestan. visiting cities in the latter 
that no European traveler described again until the 
second h:"11£ of the nineteent.h century. At Shangtu he 
found Kublai Khan . who befriended him. These were 
the rears when ~ I ongols launched attacks against 
Japan, Burma, Annum ( now North Vietnam). Champa 
(now part of South Vietnam ), Java, and Sumatra. 
~ I arco Polo tr1weled ext ensively through China, was 
the governOr of Yangchow for three years, and sup
l?osedly made firearms for thc Khan. From China be 
went to rndochina, Indonesia , India. Hc collected in
formation about East Africa and .\ Iadagasctu and re
turned 10 V~nice via Persia and Constantinople, Take.n 
prisoner in 1298 in the naval engllgement between the 
Venetinns and CC'noese ncar Curzola , he used his en· 
forced leisure to dictate to 1I fellow prisoner of war, 
Husticiano, probably in the winter or 1299, the first 
detailed ami aC('urate l·cport available on the Far 
East (Ind a C"lviliz:Hion lilat, ill Illost asp~cts , was 011 a 
higher Icvd than that of the West. When people read 
the account of ~'l arco's travels they rehlSl!C1 to believe 
his talcs, but the tales were true ~\ld still make fasci
nating read ing, 

'~ ,\TER TR.t\"ELERS 

Piano Carpiniand Mnrco Polo were not the ooly 
Italians to leave a written record of their Asian travels. 
T here was John of ~rontecorv ino. the first Catholic 
mission;;ry to Chi.na, who was appointed archbisbop 
of PeKin in 1307, and Oderic of Porclenone who wrote 
about Chincse customs. Later, Ni ceolo de' Conti trav
eled th rough Asia for twenty-five years ( 1416-1441 ). 
disguised as II Moslem. On his return. be narrated his 
travels to th(· humanist Poggio Bratdolini who did for 
Conti what Rusticinno bad done for Polo. The Conti
Bmcciolilli book Indio fecogJlita [The Indies Redis
covered) was widely read dllring the second half of 
the flfteenth centurv, So also was the detailed narra
th·e of the travels df Josaphnt Barbaro who spent the 
years 1436-1452 as a lrader in the lands of the Tartars 
and in the Caucasus, and visited the i\'riddle East 
again in 1473-1479, when the Hepublic of Venice sent 
him as amhassador to Persia. Another Venetian. Am
hrogio Contarin..i, traveled widelv in Russia and ~Vest-
em Asia in the 14705. . 

The East was fascinating and dangerous. So was 
the West-the ocean beyond which the earth ended, 
where monsters Hved, where, according to sailors' 
tales, had been sighted the fabled Isles of the Blessed, 
rsland of the Seven Cities~ Antilia, Saint Brendan's 
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Isles. It was dangerous to venture too far out on the 
ocean, but adventurous sailors could search for the 
islands and discover bow far southern Africa's west 
coast extended. Two Cenocse brothers, Ugolino and 
Vadino Vivaldi, may have sighted tbe Canary Islands 
in 1291, and supposedl}' named the nOithernmost one 
Allegranza. They never returned, and Ugolino's SOD 

Sorleone was later reported to have gone to east 
Africa, hoping that his father had made his way from 
the Atlantic to the Indian Ocean. Another Genoese, 
LanZl.lrotto Maroncelio, supposedly named one Canary 
~Innd Lanzarote and built a fort there in t}l(' second 
or third decade of the Iourteenth century. In 1341, 
Nicoloso da Reeco was put in command of an expedi
tion sent by the king of Portugal to explore the coast 
of Africa. Fourteenth-century Italian maps indicate 
that the Azores, a thousand miles west of Europe, 
were known at the time, but there is no record of who 
first discovered them. The Portuguese prince Henry 
the Navigator in 1455 put a young Venetian, Alvise di 
Ca· cIa ~ Iosto, in command of an expedition which 
reached the Gambia River, nearly two thousand miles 
to the south of Portugal. Beyond the Canary fslands, 
Ca' cIa \ 'Iosto met the caravel of the Celloese An
toniotto Usodimare. In 1456 the two jointly led an ex
pedition that discovered the Cnpe Verde Islands and 
penetrated inland, following the Gambia. Usodimare 
reported meeting descendants of the Vivaldi brothers 
in the area. 

At the beginning of the fifteenth century. the sum 
total of European achievements in the fields of science 
and exploration was meager_ Italian achievements in
c1uded: translations of the works of ancient Greek 
scientists and philosophers and of Arab men of learn
ing; a few technological innovations (mostly improve
ments on inventions borrowed from Near Eastern 
civilizations); some medical discoveries as well as 
commonsense treatises on public health aud medicinal 
herbs; and the exploration of distant lands by a few 
men of God and a larger numbcr of adventurous gen
tleman-merchants. 

TIlF. FlfTEEfo,'TH-CEN1·URl' INTELl..ECTU.~ 
REVOl.UTION 

The change in modes of thought which at the end 
of the thirteenth century l1ad fostered the creativity 
of arti sts (and of writers a few decades later ), in the 
fifteenth century influenced those endowed with a sci~ 
cntific turn of mind. Humanists h(ld taken advantage 
of the weakening of rigid intellectual controls in order 
to discard dogmas and use their critical faculties 
freeh" From books of ancient writers they learned not 
onl\'· man" facts and new ideas but also bow to tllink 
and how to make the best use of reason. Though most 
humanists had other interests, a few did have the ad
vancement of science at heart. What happened in Italy 
in the Reld of science during this period as the result 
of greater freedom of thought was not comparable 
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with what had happened in ancient Greece, or with 
what would bappen in some North Atlantic nations 
from the seventeenth century on. There was, however, 
a new intellectual climate, and with it came change 
and progress. 

LEO.VARDO THE SCIENTIST 

As a representative of tbat change, one name 
stands out above aU the others. Leonardo da Vinci, 
besides being one of the greatest artists of all time, 
was a great scientist and inventor. Perhaps it was 
from Verrocchio, his teacher in Florence, that he 
lea rned the principle that was the key to his thought: 
k-nowledge is the child of experience. He was fortunate 
to live at a time when, in spite of political turmoil, 
new ideas could be expressed with relative safety. His 
mind was free and never at rest. He read much. He 
learned much from others. He assimilated past discov
eries and used them as a base from which to go 
further. In writing to Ludovico Sforza (his patron 
until 1499 ) in 1485, Leonardo stated: '1 can invent 
whatever is needed for offense and for defense, on 
land and all sea .... 1 can build any kind of public 
and private buildings, and can transport water from 
one place to another ... :' This was only part of what 
he was able to do. He engaged in research in anat
omy, botany, the phenomena of sound, and the me
chanics of Buids. He discovered mecbanical princi
ples. He was a cartographer who made excellent 
geographical and topographical maps. He knew bow 
to reclnim land ( he prepared a project for the recla~ 
mation of the Pontine Marshes south of Rome ). His 
drawings include projects for bridges, boats, canals; 
for staircases, palaces, fortresses; for annored cars and 
all sorts of war engines; for submarines and diving 
suits; fo r different types of Bying machines . ... ( If a 
bird can By, he reasoned, why should not man be able 
to By?) Ln 1516 Lconardo went to France and settled 
at the castle of Clos·Luce Ilear Amboise, then the 
residence of the French king Francis I. Admired and 
honored , Leonardo died there in 1519. As a humanist 
and an artist Leonardo was a mall of his time; as a 
scientist and inventor he soared above it. 

OTHER RENAISSANCE SCIENTISTS 

To an older generation than Leonardo's belonged 
another citizen of the Florentine commollwealth. 
Paolo dal Pozzo Toscanelli studied at Padua. Versed 
in mathematics, interested in astronomy and astrology, 
concerned with the solution of practical problems such 
as tlle construction of large buildings and finding one's 
way on the ocean, Toscanelli collaborated with Bru
nelieschi and was a friend of Leon Battista Alberti. 

The Veronese Girolamo Fracastoro belonged to 
a younger generation than Leonardo's. Like ToscaneUi 
a student at the University of Padua, where he num~ 
bered Copernicus among his friends, Fracastoro stud· 
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jed medicine. In 1530 he wrotc a treatise on syphilis, 
then ravaging western European nations, and ill 1546 
he published his most important work De cOlltagione 
et cOlltagionis morbis whicb made him the founder of 
modem medical pathology. His scientific research 
(and that of the Belgian Vesalius, a professor at Padua 
in 1537-1555) was continued by Gabriele FalJopia 
and Bartolomeo Eustachi, after whom the Fallopian 
and Eustachian tubes are named, and by Andrea 



Cesalpino. who described the circulation of the blood , 
Arcangelo Piccolomini was the author of an important 
treatise on anatomy which appeared in 1586 after the 
author's deatb. The Commelltary OIl Dioscol"ides by 
Pieralldrca ~Iattioli is a va luable encyclopedia of 
Renaissance pharmacology. 

A contemporary of Fracastoro was Vanlloccio 
Biringucci, born in Siena in 1480, For centw'ies, al
chemists-magicians and not scientists-starting from 
fa lse premises and aiming at utopian goals, had experi
mented with metals. A practical man with a free open 
mind, Biringucci was not an alchemist: science his
torians have hailed him as the first chemist. In his 
De hi pirotcchlli(J, published in 1540 shortly after his 
death, he dealt with mining, minerals, metals, alloys 
and methods for obtaining them, explosives, and the 
correct procedure for smelting metals in order to 
make cannon, church bells, and statues. The treatise 
in which the Venetian Giovanni Agostino Pantheo at
tacked .spurious alchemy was a manifestation of the 
trend toward scientific observation and experimenta
tion . 

Luca de Borgo Paccioli , a friend of Leonardo, 
published in 1525 a general treatise on mathematics. 
Tartaglia (nickname of Nkc.:olo Fontana> a Venetian 
citizen born in Brescia in 1499 ) became famous for 
having solved the cubic equation. Besides his own 
personal contribution to the advancement of mathe
matics, Tartaglia translated works of Euclid and 
Archimedes, and was the author of NOulJ scicmtia. pub
lished in 1537. Rivaling Tartaglia was Girolamo Car
dano, who was born in Pavia in the Duchy of Milan 
in 1501. H is father hac! been a friend of Leonardo's. 
Medicine was his calling, and as a physician he relied 
011 his own and 011 others' experience more than on 
what H ippocrates and Galen had supposed ly said 
nineteen and fourteen centuries earlier respcctively. 
Ca rdano was a keen mathematician and also an astrol
oger. In 1570 he was a professor at the University of 
Bologna: arrested by order of the Inquisition 011 sus
picion of heresy, he recanted, but lost his post and 
died soon after. Passing to another field, Bartolom
mco cia Li Sonctti was a competent geogmpher and 
cartogmpher. In 1485 in I solafio he described the 
Aegean islands in sonnets, illustrating them with his 
own maps. 

EXPLORERS 

The free-albeit limitedlv-inteJlectuaJ climate 
preva iling in northern and cent;al l.taly in the fifteenth 
century enabled Leonardo to revolutionize science and 
techno·logy. The same climate made a revolutionary 
explorer of Christopher Columbus, As a man of fai th 
(as had been many who ventured in distant unknown 
lands) and as all adventurer looking for riches and 
power (as many gentleman-merchants turned explor
ers had been ), Columbus belonged to his time. In 
overcoming superstitions, fears, and false truths, he 
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was ahead of his time. He stood against the consensus 
of the educated classes to which he belonged, of 
which clerics were then the largest, and outside Italy 
the most influential, part. A generation that has seen 
distances on the earth fantastically reduced, and wit
nessed the beginning of space exploration, Snds it d if
ficult to realize the courage it took to present an unor
thodox conception of the shape of the earth, to ven
ture toward what for the overwhelming majority of 
people was the edge of the world in unwieldy and 
ridiculously small ships. The unblOwn that faced 
those who, at the end of the fifteenth century, crossed 
the AtlantiC because they had decided to do so was 
more terrifying than the unknown facing the twen
tieth-century astronauts. 

COLUMBUS 

When, where, and of what parentage Christopher 
Columbus was born are questions still debated . H e 
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was reared in the household of a well-do-do Genoese 
craftsman, perbaps bis father or a foster-father_ What
ever his schooling may have been, he was a man of 
culture_ He had the illqujsitive mind characteristic of 
Italian humanjsts. He went to sea and traveled widely, 
collecting information about distant lands, about the 
great ocean, about legends and myths, many of which 
had a foundation of truth. Confined in their puny 
Mediterranean world, Genoese and Venetian authori
ties impatiently and contemptuously shrugged off the 
suggestion that they finance Atlantic expeditions. Rul
ers of Atlantic European kingdoms ridiculed the no
tion of reaching India and the lands where spices 
originated, via the western ocean. One woman, how
ever, listened to Columbus-Isabella of Castile, a 
queen in her own right. The wealthy Pinz6n brothers, 
experts in navigation, also thought there was some
thing in Columbus' idea. Early in 1492, the war that 
lasted nearly eight hundred years, and had been the 
focal element of everytlling happcnjng in the Iberian 
peninsula, came to an end with the final defeat of the 
Moslems. Spanish Catholics rejoiced. There was ela
tion; now minds could tum to other en terprises. 

On August 3, Columbus .~ailed from Palos in 
command of three ships, of which only one had a full 
deck. On October 12, be reached the island be called 
San Salvador-one of the Bahamas. He met the Ara
waks and called them Indians. He sailed on south and 
reached Hispaniola; the Castilian Hag flew next to the 
cross he erected at his landing place. On March 15, 
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1493, he was back in Palos. Six months later he left 
again, this time with a Heet of seventeen ships. In the 
course of the second, third, and fomth voyages, Co
lumbus was away from Europe for about eight years 
altogether. He discovered the Greater and several of 
the Lesser Antilles. H e reached South America during 
the third voyage, Central America during the fmoth. 
The rest belongs properly to the history of the Spanish 
people and of nineteen Spanish-speaking nations in 
the Wcstem Hemisphere. In his administrative fnnc
tions Columbus was a failure. The titles of Admiral of 
the Ocean Sea and of Governor were of no a vail 
when, accused of instigating an insurgency, he was 
arrested and sh ipped back to Spain in irons. He died 
in obscure loneliness in 1506. Even if he himself did 
not realize that the "Indies" were a New World, he 
had proved beyond dispute that the earth is a sphere. 
As a man who broadened the horizons of Europeans 
he was on a level with Leonardo. 

THE CABOTS, VESPUCCl, PIGAFE1TA. VERRAZANO 

The tale of Columbus' discoveries spread quickly 
throughout the community of adventurous seamen 
and enterprising merchants. A Genoese who had 5et+ 
tled ill Venice, JOhl1 Cabot (Caboto or Cabotto), 
traveled for the king of England in 1497 and 1498 to 
North America where he reconnoitered much of the 
coast between Delaware and Labrador. The Floren+ 
tine Amerigo Vespucci, an executive in the i\'iedici 
banking business and manager of the bank's Seville 
branch in southem Spain, had helped to fit out ships 
for Columbus' second and third voyages. In 14991 
1500 he accompanied the Spaniard Alonso de Ojeda, 
who explored, for a distance of two thousand miles. 
part of the coast of South America from the mouth of 
the Amazon to the Magdalena. King Emanuel r of 
Portugal asked Vespucci to explore the land (Brazil) 
of which Cabral had taken possession for Portugal in 
1500. In 1501/02 Vespucci led an expedi tion that fol
lowed-this time for weU over two thousand miles
the coast of South America south of its easternmost 
point, to the La Plata River and perhaps beyond. 
What he had seen during the two voyages left no 
doubt: this was not the "Indies," it was a new world. 
In the introduction to an account of Vespllcci's travels 
written in 1507, the German humanist \ValdseemiilJer 
proposed that the land mass discovered to the west of 
the Atlantic Ocean be called America. It was unfair 
to Columbus, but tlle name immediately caught the 
popular fancy-and stayed. Columbus, Cabot, and 
Vespucci were cultured men. So was Antonio Piga
fetta, a Venetian gentleman from Vicenza, who accom
panied Magellan in 1519 and was Olle of the eighteen 
men completing the first circumnavigation of the 
globe in 1522. The Florentine Giovanni da Verrazano, 
to whom Francis I of France entrusted the command 
of the first French expedition to the New World, ex
plored the coast between Cape Hatteras and Maine in 
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1524. Verrazano was the first European to enter New 
York harhor. In 1528 he led a five-ship French expe
dition to Central or (more likely ) South America, 
about which little is known. 

GAULEO, SCIENTIST J\ND I'IIILOSOPIIER 

Leonardo and his contemporaries belonged to a 
restricted but influential world of educated people 
from whom they received stimulation and among 
whom they found moral SUppOit when struggling 
against superstition and falsehoods. Not so Galileo 
Galilei, as great as any for his genius, greater than 
most for his achievements. In what were fast becom
ing the progressive nations of Europe ( the English, 
the Dutch, tIle French ) , a community of intellectuals 
was forming whose thought was similar to calileo's, 
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and who became acquainted with his wri tings, discov
eries, and inventions. They felt his influence deeply. 
But in Italy, except for a few friends and disciples, 
Cali leo was isolated, particularly during the closing 
years of his life. He did not speak fol' a vast expanding 
movement as did Francis Bacon in England, Rene 
Descarte.~ in France. Grotius in Holland and, later, 
Lcibniz in Germany. 

GaWeo was born in Pisa in 1564, of a well-to-do 
family. As a student he was interested in medicine, 
geometry, and mathematics. H e spent eighteen years, 
from 1592 to 1610, teaching at the University of 
Padua, the one remaining center of ieaming in Italy 
where some academic freedom sW'vived. At Padua in 
1593 he invented the thermometer (and explained the 
principles for constructing the pendulum, later made 
b}1 Huygens ). In 1609 he constructed what he called 
the optic tube-the telescope that opened to his ad-
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miring eyes and inquisitive mind a universe more im
posing, magnificent, and mysterious than anything 
that had ever been imagined. Galileo was the first to 
see reliefs on the surface of the moon, dark areas 
breaking the uniform brightness of the solar surface, 
four of Jupiter's satellites, Saturn's rings, and the in
finite multitude of stars in our galaxy, In 1610 he used 
other lenses and constructed the microscope, destined 
to revolutionize medicine and all biological disci
plines. It may not be true that Galileo's mind started 
on its scientific voyage when, at eighteen, he noticed 
the oscillations of a lamp in Pisa's cathedral; the test 
of dropping objects from the Leaning Tower may also 
be a legend; but it is true that Galileo discovered the 
law of uniform acceleration and the law of inertia and 
that he formulated new concepts of velocity and force, 
thus preparing the groWld for Isaac Newton's revolu
tionary synthesis published ill the Principia later in 
the century, 

Galileo was shU in Padua when he wrote The 
Sidereal Messenger, published in 1610. Back in the 
Grand Duchy of Tuscany, no longer protectcd by the 
govemmcnt of the Serenissima, he was reprimanded 
by the Inquisition in 1613. In 1632 he published the 
Dialogtle on the Two Chief Systems of the World, as 
important for the advancement of thought as Bacon's 
NOOU11l organu11l or DesCArtes' Discourse. 'What was 
most important in the Dialogue was not so much the 
author's views on the incompatible systems of Ptolemy 
and CopernicllS as it was the formulation of the scien
tific method as the correct way of using reason. In 
stating that " ... in the discussion of natural problems 
we ought ... to begin ... with sensible experiments 
and necessary demonstration . ," Galileo was at
tacking authority. denying the validity of intuitive 
truths unsupported by reasoned evidence, in essence, 
denying revelation, He stressed the priority of reason, 
replaced dogmatism with criticism, opened the road 
to empiricism (and to its later derivations, empirical 
positivism and pragmatism ), and condemned static 
modes of thought then rigidly enforced through 
monopoly of education, censorship, and fear, in all of 
ltaly except (for a while still ) in the Republic of 
Venice. But his assertions were too revolutionary. He 
was arrested by order of the Inquisition, tried, and 
condemned. An old man by now, broken in spirit, he 
finally recanted and was allowed to return to his 
home, There he died in 1642. 

SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY SCIENTISTS 

Galileo was comforted in his last years by the 
affection of his disciple Evangelista Torricelli, who 
experimented with the trammission of light and sound 
and with magnetism, invented the barometer in 1643, 
and who died, not yet forty, in 1647. Giovanni Dom
en ico Cassini, born near Nice, was a leading astrono
mer, He taught at the Univcrsity of Bologna before 
moving in 1667 to France where he was appointed 
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director of the Paris observatory. In spite of Galileo's 
trial and condemnation, some Italians cautiously tried 
to apply in scientific research the method advocated 
in the Dialogue. Foremost were a few physicians. In 
1668 Francesco Redi, a Tuscan, wrote Experiments all 
the Generation of Insects, a book ill wblch he attacked 
the then current notion of spontaneous generation of 
life. His experimental examination of a biological 
problem was worthy of twentieth-cen tury standards. 
Redi had also been one of the founders in 1657 of the 
Accademia del Cimento in Florence (still existing 
today ) which provided a model for the Royal Society 
of London, a major center for the propagation of 
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scientific thought. Another scientist-physician was 
~larc('llo ~Ialpighi. a professor at the universities of 
Pisa and Bologna. \Ialpighj was the first outstanding 
microscopist. He was interested in the anatomy of 
plants and animals, completed the studies initiated by 
Ce.~alpino on the Cil'culation of the blood, and inquired 
into the composition, structure, and functioning of 
glands and other tissues. Giorgio BagHvi, from Ragusa 
in Dalmatia, perhaps the foremost medical practition
er at the end of the seventeenth century, was also an 
tllticulate advocate of the experimental method. 

EfGIITEENTlf-CENTURr REVIVAL 

As had been the case during the Renaissance, 
when toward the middle of the eighteenth century the 
intellectual climate in Italy took a turn for the better, 
scientific thought was affected later by the greater 
freedom of expression than were literary and artistic 
activities. During the last third of the century espe
Cially, a scientist was no longcr obliged to be an exile 
in his own land. Political changes hnd made possible 
the formation of a comm unity ( not yet a large one) 
of lively, inquisitive intellectuals, no longer fearful for 
their liberties or lives when expressing new ideas. no 
longer restricted by rigid censorship; intellectuals con
vinced, as Galileo had been , of the priority of reason 
!\nd capable of using the scicntiAc method to cxpand 
the knowledge of natural phenomena. To that com· 
mllnity belonged Lazzaro Spallanzani, one of the 
many eighteenth-century abati who were also En
lightenment lJIli!osophes: not abbots or heads of mon· 
asteries, but clerics who usually enjoyed the income of 
some church propert)' and had few if any religiolls 
duties. Spallanzani was interested in physics, miner
alogy, aud particularly biology. He has been de· 
scribed as the first great experimental physiologist. He 
studied animal functions: the digestive process, res· 
pi ration, blood ci rculation, fertilization. reproduction, 
and development. His Tracts 011 tile Nature of Ani-
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mals and Vegetables established his reputation among 
the cosmopolitan intelligentsia of the Enlightenment. 
The Piedmontese mathematical genius Giuseppe La
grange, of French and Italian descent, who at the age 
of sixteen was appointed professor of geometry at the 
artillery academy of the Kingdom of Sardi.nia, was a 
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few years younger than Spallallzani. He was one of 
the founders of the Academy of Sciences in Turin in 
1758. His Allalytical Mechanics and rflCory of Ana
lytical FlIllctiollS were the intellectual climax of the 
Enlightenment in its mechanistic aspect. Lagrange 
was considered the foremost European mathematician, 
and as such he was invited by Frederick IT of Prussia 
to Berlin where he remained for several years. He died 
in 1813 and was buried in the Pantheon in Paris. 

GALVANI AND VOLTA 

Spallanzani and Lagrange dealt with established 
disciplines. Two other scientists, whose names became 
universally 1..."Tlown in Haly and abroad in the last 
decade of the eighteenth century, pioneered new dis
ciplines. A physiologist and comparative anatomist by 
training and vocation, the Bolognese Luigi Galvani 
described experiments with electricity-the mysterious 
form of energy then fascinating professional and 
amateur scientists on both sides of the Atlantic-in his 
Commentaries in 1791. Experimenting on frogs , Gal
vani noticed a correlation between muscle twitching 
and contact with iron and copper. He identified, in 
what he thought to be animal electricity, negative and 
positive electrical charges. The words deri"ing from 
his name (galvanism, galvanization, galvanometer, 
etc.) are evidence of the impact of his discoveries. 
Alessandro Volta, from Como, was the first to occupy 
the University of Pavia's chair in physics, established 
in 1779. In 1792 he began a series of experiments 
aimed at transforming chemical energy into electrical 
energy, experiments that led to the invention in 1800 
of the Volta pile, the first device in the form of a 
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battery to maintain steady potential differences be
tween terminals of conductors and enable electricity 
to be produced in definite quantities. The pile was 
described in a paper read before the Royal Society of 
London and became the indispensable tool for further 
studies in electricity. 

NINETEENTH-CENTURl' SCIEl\TlSTS 

Nineteenth-century Italian scientists and engi
neers contributed further to the study of electricity 
and to the i.nventions that aimed at harnessing elec
trical energy for practical uses. Volta's friend Luigi 
Brugnatelli iuvented electroplating in 1805. Antonio 
Meucci (born in Florence ) came to the United States; 
in 1871 he preceded Alexander Graham Bell by a few 
years in devising the instrument that later became the 
telephone. Antonio Pacinotti, a Pisan, invented the 
Pacinotti ring in 1858 and built the first dynamo in 
1860. Galileo Ferraris from Leghorn, a professor at 
the University of Turin, discovered the rotary mag
netic field and, in the 1880s, was a pioneer in the use 
of polyphase current in motors and in building trans
formers for electric current. Augusto Righi, who 
taught in his birthplace Bologna, engaged in the study 
of electrical conductivity, electrical waves, and mag
netism, thus preparing the ground for Marconi's 
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achievements in wireless telegraphy. Because of his 
research in radioactivity and the structure of matter, 
Righi was prominent among the scientists who, during 
the last decade of the nineteenth cen tury and the first 
of the twentieth, bridged the passage from the study 
of electricity to the study of nuclear energy_ 

Infields other than electricity, the foremost nine
teenth-century Italian scientist was the Piedmontese 
Amedeo Avogadro, a lawyer by profession and a physi
cist and mathematician by vocation. Stimulated by the 
work of Cay-Lussac in France and Dalton in Creat 
Britain , Avogadro engaged in research in physical 
chemistry and published a study on the distinction 
between atoms and molecules in 1809. In 1811 he 
formulated the law according to which equal volumes 
of different gases at the same temperature and pres
sure conta in the same number of molecules. The Jaw 
(known as Avogadro constant) became the foundation 
for further research in physical chemistry after it was 
popularized in 1860 by Stanislao Cannizzaro in a 
paper delivered at a scientists' congress in Paris. In 
1846 another Piedmontese, Antonio Sobrero, invented 
nitroglycerin, the dangerously unstable explosive from 
which, a few decades later, Nobel made the more 
stable dynamite. In 1852 two Tuscans, Eugenio Bar
santi (a Scolopian friar) and Felice rvlatteucci, in
vented the internal-combustion engine. They were not 
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interested in its practical application, on which others 
worked after the invention had been described in 
detail in a British scientific magazine. 

The astronomer Giuseppe Piazzi, born in the Vnl
tel! ina, was a professor of higher mathematics for 
nearly half a century, until 1826, at the University of 
Palermo. He was the founder and director of the 
Palermo Observatory, discovered the first asteroid, 
Ceres, in 1801, and achieved European reputation 
with his catalogue, published early in the century, list
ing the accurate position of nearly eight thousand stars. 
The best-known Italian astronomer was the Pied
montese Giovanni Schiaparelli, for nearly forty years 
(until 1900 ) director of the Brera Observatory in 
Milan. He discovered and measured the rotations of 
Mercury and Venus, studied meteor clusters and 
double stars, described markings he observed on the 
surface of Mars as canals in 1877. 

MARCONI 

In the first half of the twentieth century the great
est ltalian contributions to science were those of Gug
lielmo Marconi and Enrico Fermi. Marconi, a Bolo
gnese born in 1874, combined scientific ability with 
business acumen. Stimulated by the recent discoveries 
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of Righi in [taly and of Hertz in Gennany, in 1894 
Marconi began experimenting with electrical waves 
with the aim of sending wireless messages. Theoretical 
studies had reached a high level in Italy, but financial 
means for putting discoveries to practical use were 
hard to come by. Marconi had a British mother, and 
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hel" relatives advised him to go to England, which he 
did. Backed by the engineer in chief of the British Post 
Office, j'vlarconi made his firs t success ful wireless 
transmission in 1896. Five vears later he transmitted 
the firs t b·ansatlantie mess'age, between the Bri tish 
Isles and Newfoundland. Heaped with honors, and 
financinl1y successful, he spent the rest of his life in 
further resea rch and in making wireless a universal 
comm unications medium. Mussolini appointed him to 
the Italian senate in 1929 and president of the Italian 
Academy in 1930. He died in 1937. 

FERMI 

Fermi, a Roman born in 1901, was an imaginat ive 
theoretical physicist nnd a patient experimental scien, 
tist. Appointed professor of physics at the University 
of Pisa at the age of twenty-one, he was promoted 
to the University of Rome in 1927. He studied protons 
and neutrons, developed the theory of the decay of 
beta clements in 1934, and in 1938 received the Nobel 
Prize in physics for discoveries conceming UltHicial 
radioactivity induced by neutrons and thermal neu· 
trons. Shocked by the racial legislation introduced in 
Italy by the Fascist regime, Fermi came to the United 
States in 1938, accepted a position at Columbia Uni
versity in 1939, and was invited to join the team of 
brilliant American and fo reign physicists who (in tbe 
wake of the discoveries of Rutherford, Einstein, Bohr, 
and others ) were devoting their efforts to the study 
of nuclear energy. 
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]n 1942, President Roosevelt entrusted the execu
tion of the Manhattan Project to these scientists. Fermi 
was director of the work that led to the first controUed 
nuclear chain reaction, in Chicago, on December 2, 
1942, and to the first atomic explosion on July 16. 1945. 
10 1946 he became director of the Institute of Nuclear 
Studies (now the Enrico Fermi Institute ) at the Uni
versity of Chicago. The exUe of Fenn i and the numei'
OllS other European scientists who found life under 
dictatorship intolerable was morc than merely Italy's 
or Germany's loss and a gain for the United States. By 
stilling their scientists, black and brown totalitarian 
dictatorships lost the milit!lry superiority they enjoyed 
dW'ing the first phase of World War 11 and sealed the 
doom of the vast coalitioo aimed at destroying the 
democratic way of life. 

ECONOMlSTS 

In Italy, scien tific methods were not applied to 
social disciplines until rccent1y, except in economics. 
The exception is not surprising, considering that 
Italian businessmen were the first, in the late ~liddle 
Ages and during the Renaissance, to develop SOme 
of the basic institutions from which capitalism devel
oped. The 6rst European university chair in economics 
(officially in "commerce aud mechanics," the latter 
word meaning industry ) was established in Italy in 
1754 when Verri and Filangieri advocated free enter
prise, Cenovesi and Galiani stood for mercantilism, 
and Ortes began to formulate what later became the 
Catholic economic doctrine of corporatism, or nea
guildism. 

Pellegrino Rossi was the best~known Italian econO
mist of the first half of the nineteenth centurY. An 
official in the short-lived administration set up i1~ 1815 
by Gioacchino ~'I UIat in liberated districts of central 
and northern Italy, Rossi went into exile after .Murat's 
defeat by the Austrians. He taught political economy 
in Pal'is and was the author of, among other works, a 
lucid and successful treatise ou economics. He re
turned to Italy as ambas~ador of France to the Holy 
See. In September 1848, Pope Pills LX asked him to 
head n liberal ministrY, Two months later Rossi was 
assassinated. At that time, Italian economic problems 
were analyzed, and sound solutions were suggested, 
by-among others-Cavour and Cattaneo. Like Rossi, 
the Sicilian Francesco Ferrara, the most distinguished 
Italian economist during the second half of the nine
teenth century, was a scholar and a liberal patriot. In 
1848 he was sent to Turin to offer the crown of Sicilv 
to the younger son of the king of Sardinia. The defe~t 
of the Sicilian insurgency compelled him to remain in 
Piedmont where he taught economics and engaged in 
research, More perceptive than Engels, Marx, and 
their diSCiples, Ferrara maintained that increased pro
ductivity would lower the rate of profits and raise 
correspondingly the share of the product going to 
wage- and salary-earners. 
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Early in the twentielh century, Maffeo Pantaleoni, 
from rvlacerata, enjoyed the reputation of being the 
foremost living Italian economist. His economic syn
theSis included laws deduced mathematically from 
the postulate that man looks fOr the maximum advan~ 
tage obtainable with the minimum effort, He shared 
the then widespread erroneous conviction that eco
nomic activities can be isolated and studied indepen
dently of otl1('r lIctivities. His contemporary Antonio 
Dc Viti De Marco, 3n .'\pulian aristocrat. expounded 
with clarity and conviction the thesis that although 
free private enterprise is preferable to its alternatives, 
state action is required to correct the defects of a 
system based on the free market and the free use of 
the means of production. The most prominent, and the 
wisest, twentieth-centurv Italian economist was the 
Piedmontcse Luigi Eina:udi, to whom fell the lot of 
becoming a major leader of post-World War fl Italian 
republican democracy. As a theorist and a statesman, 
Einaudi maintained that "our problem is not the 
abolition of regulations but the establishment of regu
lations within which the citizen can freeh' act." The 
Florentine Ernesto Rossi was Ule most briiliant of the 
disciples of De Viti De ;\ [arco and Einaudi. Another 
Tuscan, Amintore Fanfani, one of the most influential 
Christian Democratic leaders in post-World War II 
Italy. bad made his reputation in the late 1930s as an 
articulntc and convincing spokesman for Catholic 
economic thought. 
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POLITICAL SCIENTISTS 

Political science lagged behind economics in Italy 
despite the liveliness of original political formulation's: 
the widespread discussion of political pri l~ciples and 
their impact on tbe nation's life. In the ninet~enth 
century authoritarian traditionalism had had its major 
articu late spokesmrm in Pope Pius IX and reform 
Catholicism in Pope Leo XIII, progressive liberalism 
in Cavour, democratic nationalism in lviazzini, social 
revolutionllrism in Cos ta and Cafiero. In the twentieth 
century, with commitment bordering at times on reli
gious .raith, Croce and de Huggiero extolled liberalism, 
Turah and ;-" Iondolfo socialism, Rosselli and Calogero 
the integration of liberalism and socialism, Labriola 
and Crmnsci Marxism, Stur-I.O and ConeJla political 
Catholicism, Gentile and Spirito fascism. Corradini 
integral nationalism, ~Ialatesta anarchism, Lanzillo 
revolutionary syndicalism. But there was little scien
tific study of political structures and processes. Con
siderable reputation was ach ieved in Italy and abroad 
by the Sicilian Caetano ~Iosca , whose R!llillo Class 
~ublished in the United States in 1929, had; strong 
l~pact on academic circles of English-speaking na
hons. Mosca maintained that political structures are 
va.riations ~f o~ly one domina nt type: oligarchy. By 
this he ratIOnalized the contempt for democracy and 
the tolerance toward dictatorships of the right and the 
left, then felt by large sections of the Italian and 
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world intelligentsia. He lived long enough to realize 
through experience that the difference between liberal 
Italy and the r:'ascist regime was a difference in kind 
and not simply in degree. 

Partly under the stimulus of American scholar. 
ship, political science took its place among social dis
ciplines after \Vol"id 'War 11 , when a distinction was 
made between original and derivative political con
victions and the analysis of political phenomena, the 
proper subject of scientific investigations, 

SOCIOLOGISTS 

The best-known ItaHan SOCiologist, the Cenoese 
Vilfredo Pareto, spent much of his life abroad. With 
Nietzsche, Sorel, Corrud ini, and Gentile, Pareto forms 
the pen tarchy of important contributors to the ide
ology of the Italian Fascist movement. Pareto was an 
opponent of the rational approach derived from Gali
leo, Locke. and the eighteenth-century French phi
losopltes. The central theme of his work was the 
distinction in human nature behveen constant and 
varying elements. The former (instincts, feelings, in
terests. appetites ) he called residues; the latter (every
thing pertaining to reason), derivations. What explains 
human actions, he argued, are the residues (the irra
tional ) not the derivations (the rational). Pareto's 
(.'ontcmporal)'. Filippo Carli, appointed to the first 
university chair in SOCiology in Italy, advocated the 
idea, later adopted b~' Fascism, that a large and ex
panding population promotes progress. Popula tion 
expansion became in tum, for Italian and other fas
cists, the rationalizntion for imperialistic policies. 
Luigi Sturw, known chie fly as the most influential 
lender of Ttalian political Catholicism in the post
World War [ period, was also a prominent sociologist, 
and wrote copiously du ring his twenty years of exile in 
Creat Britain Olnd the Un ited States. His sociological 
formulations were the demonstration of the correctness 
of social principles developed by progressive Catholic 
thinkers dur ing the pontificate of Leo XIII. Sturzo 
conceived of SOCiety not "materialistically, as a bio· 
physical organism or as an associative mechanism, but 
rather as a principle, will, force, spirit, which activates 
itself of itself and realizes itself in the various fonns 
of human life." The penologist Cesare Lombroso, born 
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in Verona, achieved wide reputation in Haly and 
abroad during his lifetime. His conclusions (based on 
a wealth of factual evidence) that punishment should 
be mitigated and tbat prevention is better than repres
sion, derived from the postuJate that heredity and 
environment are mainly responsible for the develop
ment of criminal tendencies and for the rate of crimi
nality in a society, and that, contrary to basic juridical 
principles, there is therefore little room for individual 
responsibiJity. 

PSYCHOLOGlSTS AND ANTHROPOLOGISTS 

Experimental (or scientific) psychology had 
among its founders in Italy Roberto Ardigo, who re· 
jected the traditional dualism between body and soul 
and «maintained the complex character of conscious~ 
ness and its intimate cOlmection with physiological 
phenomena." The best-known Italian psychologist in 
.the first half of the twentieth century was Agostino 
Gemelli, a member of the Franciscan order, founder 
and president of the Catholic University in Milan and 
an articulate exponent of neo-Thomist thought. His 
research and experiments strengthened his conviction 
that the soul is the form of the physical body poten
tially possessing life. In his published works he dealt 
primariJy with the effects of industrialization on the 
personality of the wage eamers. 

The foremost cultural anthropologists were the 
Sicilian Giuseppe Sergi, who engaged in studies lead
ing to the correct classification of races and cultures, 
and the Emilian Enrico MorseIIi who in his General 
Anthropology (the last volume of which appeared in 
1911 ) dealt with the complexity of human societies, 
their differences, and the difficulty of conciliating the 
actuality of existing human types with the generally 
accepted hypothesis of a common origin. 

Maria Montessori acquired world-wide reputation 
as a foremost educator. Actually she was a teacher of 
cultural anthropology for many years at the University 
of Rome. Born at Chiaravalle near Ancona in 1870, she 
took a medical degree and had the distinction of being 
one of the mst women physicians in Italy. Through 
her own original thinking becoming a leading psy
chologist, Maria Montessori was a pioneer of progres
sive education in the twentieth century. Montessori 
method has become a synonym for the education that 
had as first advocate Vittorino cIa Feltre in the fif
teenth centwy: education in which the primary con
cern is the development of the individual human 
personality. 

l1'ALlAN CONTRIBUTlON 'f0 THE 
EXPLORATION OF AFRICA 

In modern times, most Italian explorers intent on 
bringing back infonnation about unknown or little 
l..."l1own lands and peoples to Western nations did not 
travel as far as those who in previous centuries had 
visited the Far East or reached the Americas. In the 
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second half of the nineteenth century they nonetheless 
contributed to the better knowledge of Africa, a COll~ 
tinent whose coasts had been accurately mapped 
earlier than those of Asia, the Americas, or Australia, 
but the interior of which was less known around 1850 



than that of Antarctica in 1950. They contributed par
ticularly to the growing understanding of African 
peoples, their cultures and their problems. 

The starting poin t for journeys in the interior of 
Africa W:IS pro\'ided bv the Italian communities then 
flourishing in the main cities of Egypt. It seemed 
nntur<'Il for adven turous Italian travelers to sail up the 
Nile ( its sources, a prime goal of explorers, were not 
ascerta ined until the 1860s ) and, from the upper NLle 
Valley, to go either west itl the savannahs of the Sudan 
and the great eq uatorial forest of the Congo basin, or 
enst ill the countries of the Horn of Africa; of these. 
Ethiopia ( then still the traditional territory inhabited 
by Ch ristian Copts, about one-foUith of the present 
Ethiopian Empi re) held the greatest fasci nation. 

An carly pioneer explorer had been the Paduan 
Giov3nni Battista Belzoni who, in the course of an 
adventurous life, reached Cairo in 1815. He spent fOllr 
years i.n Egypt exploring and excavating Egyptian 
antiquities. He removed and sent to London the head 
of Rameses iI, excavated the great temple of Karnak, 
and discovered in the Valley of the Kings the tomb of 
Seti 1. He publi.shed in London a book about his find
ings, which went rapidly through several editions. In 
1823 he went to Nigeria in order to map the exact 
course of the Niger River, but died before achieving 
his goal. 

The Tuscan Carlo Piaggia, in a series of journeys 
undertaken from 1852 to 1882, went south of the 
borders of the present repUblic of Sudan, traveled 
through districts inhabited by Negro tribes later con
quered by Ethiopia, and in 1876 reaclled the vast and 
swampy Lake Kyoga in Uganda. Giovanni ~ ... Jiani, of 
Rovigo, sailed up the Nile in 1859-1861 and again in 
1867-1872, and visited territories now included in the 
Central African and Congo republics, then peopled 
by independent tribes victimized by Arab slave raiders 
searching deeper and deeper in the continent fo], 
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children, women, and men to enslave. Orazio Antinori, 
of Perugia, a patriot who had taken part in the revo
lutionary events of 1848/ 49, and a scientist already 
well acquainted with tbe Near East, was fascinated by 
tales of African explorations. As secretary·general of 
the Italian Geographical Society founded in 1867, he 
prepared an expedition for the scientific exploration of 
the less-known districts of Ethiopia and those between 
Ethiopia and the Indian Ocean. He spent five years 
in Ethiopia ( 1877-1882 ), sharing the view of many 
Italians who favored the establishment there of UaIy's 
influence. Antinori's younger collaborators Giovanni 
Chiarini and Antonio Cecchi traveled in 1877-1881 
from Zeila on the Gulf of Aden to the borders of the 
Kingdom of Kaffa. 

Romolo Cessi, of Romagna, an experienced trav-
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c1er who had visited the most remote districts of the 
Ottoman Empire, was asked in 1873 by the governor 
of the Egyptian Sudan to join in admi nistering the 
vast territory. A major function entrusted to him was 
the suppression of the infamous slave trade carried out 
by Arabs and Arabized Sudanese, creating havoc 
among the defenseless Negro peoples of the upper 
Nile regions, sold by the hundreds of thousands in 
Near and Middle Eastern countries. Head of the 
administration in the Bahr-el-Ghazal province, Cessi 
defeated al-Zubayr, the foremost slave raider in the 
area, in 1879. He also visited the Lake Albert district 
farther south and the valley of the Uele River, a major 
tributary of the Congo. Accompanying Ccssi in 1880 
was the Lombard Caetano Casati who explored the 
Ruwenzori Range between Lake Albert and Lake 
Edward-the fabled Mountains of the Moon, and 
according to the ancients the location of the sources 
of the Nile. A revolt of religious fanatics spurred by 
slave traders against Egyptian rule in the Sudan com· 
pelled Casati, with surviving members of the Sudanese 
administration, to withdraw to the Lake Albert area, 
where he remained untillB89. Ciulietti, Sacconi, Bian
chi, and Porro, between 1881 and 1886 led four 
expeditions in the desert area east of the Ethiopian 
highlands. Vittorio Bottego. in two journeys under
taken in 1892/ 93 and 1895-1897, mapped the courses 
of the Juba and the Orno, the major rivers of western 
Somalia and southwestern Ethiopia. Of these thirte::n 
explorers, on ly Casali ended his days in Italy. The 
others died in Africa, if not by violence then of disease 
and exhaustion. 

TWENTfETH-CEN1'URY EXPLORERS 

In the twentieth century. Luigi of Savoy, duke of 
Abruzzi (a cousin of King Victor EmanueI UI ), added 

Luigi of Savoy, Duke of Ahntzzi. UPI 

considerably to geographical knowledge. He traveled 
widely in the arctic and subarctic area, and later in 
East Africa where he spent many years before his 
death in 1933. Ceneral Umberto Nobile. an enthusi
astic and successfu l designer of dirigibles, led a series 
of air expeditions in the Arctic between 1926 and 1931. 
He tried but failed to land at the Torth Pole which 
he had reached by air. On lhe return trip from the 
North Pole in 1928. his dirigible crashed in a storm. 
Several relief expeditions were organized to locate the 
wreck and save the survivors. TIle Norwegian cxplorer 
Roald Amundsen died in OIle of the attempts to reach 
Nobile, later rescued together with six other members 
of the expedition. Giuseppe Tucci, a distinguished 
orienta list, in the 1930s explored little known areas of 
the Himalayas and of Tibet particularly, and gained 
a reputation as a foremost expert in Tibetan and kin
drcd cultures. 

Umbcrto Nobile. EPA 

Nobile's dirigible, Ihe "ltolia." EPA 
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THROUGH MIGRATION PEOPL.ES BI~COME ~\ 
S~\TlON IN llOMAN ITA/~Y 

hrtlE'£. or four million people inhabited the Ital
ian peninsula when lhe Romans gave it political unity. 
The Romanization of many different peoples, which 
led to thc centuries-long identification of Romans with 
Italians (see Chapters 2 and 3), was not only the 
result of conquests, alliances, and the attraction Rome 
held for less advanced or less energetic communities, 
it was also the result of thousands of colonists from 
Rome and Latium settling in all areas of the penin
sula. The same thing happened in northern or contin
ental Italy, whose merger with the peninsula in the 
second half of the .first century B.C. , plus natural in
crease. brought the population of the country to about 
seven million. The scores of thousands of colonists, 
who, starting in 218 B.C. and continuing at a growing 
Tate for several generations, settled in the area be
tween the Apennines and the Alps, came mostly from 
Rome and Latium. Distributed in large formally in
corporated agricultural and urban communities, they 
rapidly assimilated Mediterranean Ligurians, Illyrian 
Velleti, and Cisalpine Gauls. 

Conquests, migrations, and assimilation south of 
the Alps were all part of the process that led to the 

Roman re/ief showing the founding of a colony in Aqui
leia. ~Iuseo Civiltlt Romana, Rome 

formation of a nation in Italy. They also made for the 
e~l)ansioll, outlined in this chapter, of the nation 
whose home was Italy, beyond the borders of the 
country. In ancient times the expansion combined 
large-scale emigration with conquest. After an eight
century interval expansion occurred again in the 
eleventh to fifteenth century, but only as political 
control. After a four-hundred-year interlude, the ex
pansion took the form of a mass exodus that by now 
has lasted over one hundred years, and-with the ex
ception of feeble attempts in the 1890s and during the 
fascist period-has had no politica l overtones. [n this 
chapter men tion is also made of a few Italians who 
achieved positions of influence abroad from the six
teenth century to the early nineteellth when most of 
their own nation was under direct or indirect foreign 
rule. 

EFFECTS OF lTAUAN MIGRATIONS (N THE 
HOMAN MEDlTEHRANEAN STATE 

.Hundreds of thousands of Italian colonists, in the 
wake of conquests and annexations in the Mediterra
nean area and beyond from the third century B.C. on, 
and before Caesar overthrew the Republic, settled out
side Italy. According to their legal status, tbey were 
still called Romans or Latins. Actually they did not 
come only from Rome and Latium: most were Latin
speaking Romanized ltalians from the eleven regions 
into whieh Augustus later divided Italy. Halka in 
southern Spain (ncar Seville) was the first colony or 
settlement outside Italy. It was founded by Scipio 
i\lajor with veterans from the Second Punic War. 
Other settlements-some very large-followed in the 
Iberian peninsula, and, starting ill 122 B.C., in southern 
Gaul alld in the African Carthaginian territory. There 
were also incorporated settlements in Sicily and Cor
sica. Nonincorporated Italian settlements existed in 
all these tefl'itories as weB as in Sa rdinia and the 
western Balkans ( Dalmatia and Epirus ). After the 
Macedonian wars and the Syrian war of 192-189 B.C., 

many Italians migrated on their own to the wealthy 
countries of the eastern Mediterranean. They must 
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ha\'e been numerous if, as rep01ted by Valerius r.,.lnxi
mus, tens of thousands were kiJled in onc day by order 
of Mithridates in 88 H.C. 

Government-sponsored Italian migration, accom
p[lllied by free grants of public !:tnds, reached its 
climax wlder Caesar and Augustus. Historians have 
recorded the laws establishing agricultural and urban 
settlements and the approximate number of settlers 
assigned to each. According to Suetonius, in one swoop 
the cit)' of Rome lost about eighty thousand people 
who emigrated as colonists. For the Iberian pen insula 
alone arc known the names of twenty-six settlements 
established during this period, each made up of sev
eral thollsand colonists. Italian settlers were the maill 
betor in the Rom:;mizntion of peoples from whom. in 
part, derive the European nations today speaking 
Latin languages. 

During the three hundred years or so of the Prin
cipate-from Augustus to Diocletiall- many l talia-os 
migrated on their own to other parts of the Roman 
state, settling, often permanently, wherever they found 
economic 01' other opportunities. Under Augustus' suc
t.'6SS0rs there still was government-sponsored coloniza
tion.. However, w)der the Principate. the Italian migra
tion linked to t11e military organization created by 
Augustus and perfected by his successors was more 
sizable, in the long run, than tl1e migration of indi
vidual emigrants and of government-sponsored colo
!lists. Unti! the beginning of the third century, a large 
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percentage of the soldiers (estimated at not less than 
a fourth of the total ) and a majority of the officers in 
the permanent military establishment were Roman 
citizens of italian origin, or descendants of ftalian 
colonists who had settled outside ltaly. The almy 
garrisoning the Empire and protecting the borders 
grew from about three hundred thousand men under 
Augustus to nearly half a million later. Of the total 
number of legions, a little over half were stationed 
along the northern border in Europe. Soldiers served 
for twenty years. MallY who were assigned to a border 
legion married local girls and made their pennanent 
home in the area in which they had served. Along the 
Rhine and the Danube, or not far from the imposing 
calla and limes ( Fortifications built where natural bar
riers did not protect Roman tcrrjtory )~ were the en
campments of the legions. Next to the encampments 
cities often grew. Some still exist: Regina Castra 
( Regensburg ). Colonia Agrippina ( Cologne ), ~.'l ogoI1-
tiacum ( Mainz ) in Germany: Vindobonti ( Vienna ) in 
Austria. Others ( Ulpia Traiana and Apulum in Ro
mania, Sirmium in Yugoslavia ) were later destroyed 
by invaders. During the first and second centuries, 
Italian soldiers were u ma in element in the assimila
tion of Germani(: and IiJYl'ian peoples in European 
border provinces. 

The steady stream of Italians westward ~tnd east
ward, as colonists, individual emigrants, and soldiers, 
lasted fo r over fo ur hundred years. This large-scale 
ltalian migration belped to create the homogeneous 
culture that existed in the third century in much of 
the Roman statq, and influenced the Hellenil>iic East. 
It prepared the gronnd for the Edict of 212 granting 
Boman citizenship to all inhabitallts of the empire. 

MogontiaculIl easile, (Sill' of modern Main;; ) and the 
bridge coer Ihe Rlline. ClI. 300. NYPL 
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AN EICH'I'-CENTURY lNTEnV~\ L 

Then, for nearly eigh t hundred years, the trend 
was reversed. There was no more Ita lian emigration 
beyond the Alps or across the ~·dediterranean . Instead, 
invaders by the hundreds of thousands (perhaps half 
a million al together) settled in Italy. ~'I ost were of 
Germanic stock and the remainder Berbers, Arabs, 
ruyrians. All the Italians could do was to at tempt to 
assimilate the foreigners settling ill their midst. 

l1'ALlAN EXPANSION, ELEVE,YTIl TO 
FI FTEENTH CEN'l'URl' 

A new era in the relations between ltalians and 
other peoples began at the turn of the millennium. The 
beginning was the resull of the adventurous initiatives 
of dtizens of the three most important northern mari
time cities which nominally recognized the superior 
authori ty of distant emperors of West or East, but, in 
reality, were independent republics. Beginning in 
998 or 999, when Pieb'o Orseolo 11 was doge, Vene
tians decided to make the Adriatic-their lifeli ne-safe 
by attacking Slavic marauders in their well-protected 
Dalmatian refuges. It was a successful but limited 
undertaking. Not until Four centuries later did most 
of Dalmatia become a Venet ian dependency. How
ever, the ea.rly Venetian intervelltion, apart from re
pressing piracy, helped the '"Latin" ( Italian) com
munities in the cities and islands of Dalma tia hold 
their OWI1 against the Slavic kingdoms of Croatia, 
Bosnia, and Serbia, and later against the Hungarians 
and the Turks. lvhmy of these Italian communities 
lasted well into the ll'iJleteenth century; two of them 
-those of Zara and Lagosta-survivcd until World 
War II. 

PlS.4, GENO.4, _>'!ND VENICE 

From the turn of the millennium to the end of 
the twelfth century, the deeds of the Pisans had a 
wider range and greater impact on non-Italian peoples 
than those of the Venetians. The Pisans, repeatedly 
attacked by ~.-Ioslem raiders, decided that security lay 
in expelling the Moslems from their nearest bases. The 
exped itions carried out during several decades, some
times by the Pisans alone, sometimes join tly with the 
Genoese, led to the liberation of Corsica and Sard inia. 
Other expeditions that began in the lO60s helped the 
Normans to conquer Sicily. To the history of expansion 
outside Italy belong the expeditions against the Mos
lems of Norlh Africa wh ich began in 1034 with an 
attack against Bona (now Annaba), and which, after 
the capture of Mahdija on the Tunisian coast in 1087, 
for a while made the western }d editerranean safe for 
trade. To the same history belong the dispatching of 
a fleet of 120 ships to the Levant as part of the First 
Crusade (as fi result P isa's archbishop became the first 
Catholic archbishop of Jerusalem), and the conquest 
in l lL3-1115 of the Balearic Islands. 

A Venetian c(lslle, Pori of Heraklion, Crete. EPA. 

Rector's Palace, Ragusa (now Dllbrounik, Yugoslavia) 
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Pisa's nava.l power was nc.:companied by the 
growth of maritime trade. Concessions from govern
ments of western and eastern ~lcditclTancan states Jed 
to the creation of fortified 01' semi fortified trading 
posts in n number of coastal cities (from :l. few houses 
and w(lI'chouses to a whole borough ) cnjoying extra
territorial privileges. Security of persons :l.nd goods 
was an important eleml'nt in the rapidly growing 
volume of trade between Ital" and the Ncar East in 
the twelfth century. Pisan t~adillg posts c.'xisted ill 
Alexandria and other cities of the North Afric:ln coast; 
in Constantinople, and in the cities of the Levant held 
by the Crusaders. Pis.'Ul trading communities in half a 
dozen coastal cities of the eounlies of ]'rovencc and of 
Toulouse contributed to, and henefited from, the re
vival of culture, which ill UlC eleventh to th ilteenth 
centuries was creating a distinctive civilization in 
what today is ~redite1Tancan France. 

The Cenocse had cooperah.'d with the Pisalts ;1\ 
some of their <!Icventh-century expeditions, including 
the oue against Mabdija. A., a navaJ power and a mari
time trading community. they achieved pnrity with 
the Pisans at the time of tile First CnL~ade. One Ceno
esc Beet was instrumental in the capture of Antioch in 
1098; another in the COllqUt.'st of Jaffa ( now a suburb 
of Tel Aviv ) in 1101. CcnOeSc merchants had their 
own trading posts in the Levant and in many ports of 
the By~:ltllinc Empil·c. In the twelfth century there 
were CenoesC' trading communities On the African 
coast of the western ,\lcditel'ranean, in Bougie (Bejaia) 
and Ceuta. The Ccnoese l'<l.pturcd. and fo r a while 
held, Almeria in southcl'i1 Spain and Tortosa in tllC 

lower Ebro Valley. 
Pisan fortunes dcclined in the thirteenth century. 

At tbat time were fo rmed the so-called Venetian and 
Celloesc colonial empi res in the eastem 'i'dediterra
lH;~an : so called because even at the time of their 
greatest expansion, the Venetians never beld more 
than ten to twelve thousand square mill'~ of foreign 
lands (slightly larger than Ule urea of ~'J aryhmd ) , and 
the Cenocsc even less. As the result of the establish
ment of a Latin empire in Constantinople in 120-1. 
Venice oc<:upied Crete and most of the westem islands 
in the Aegean Sea. By adding the IOnian islands, 
Cy prus (acqllir('c1 in 1489 and lost in 1571 ). and di.~
tricts on the mainland (held at one time or another in 
Albanin, Epims. Morea, Thrace, etc.), one has the 
sum total of the medieval (lnd Henaissance Venetian 
mari time empire. The Cenoese hud the opportunity to 
expand when they helpcd the Byzantine mler of 
Nicaea to overthrow the Latin regime in Constanti
nople (1261). Besides extraterritorial prhdleges in cities 
of the reestablished Byzantine Empire. the Cenoese 
held some of the eastern islands in the Aegean Sea, 
two cities on the southern shore of the Black Sea, a 
narrow strip about two bundred miles long on tile 
southern coast of Crimea (which included the cities of 
Kalfn and Suda}'u ). the eastern shore of the Sea of 
Azov, and the city of Tuna <It the mouth of the Don. 
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Venetians and Cenoese lost the Aegean islands which 
were conquered by the Turks between 1456 and 1566. 
Turks and Crimean Tatars captured Tana in 1471, alld 
Kaffa with the rest of the Genoese possessions in the 
area in t475. After the loss of Crete in 1664, only the 
Ionian islands remained uncler Venice. whose colonial 
fortulles revived brieRy with the occupation of ~ I orea 
( Peloponllesus). 1685-1717. 

SlCILl' AND NAPLES 

The Venetians, Pisans. and Genoese followed n 
common practice when, acting on the principle that 
offense is the best defense. they occupied territories 
lIsed as bases by their enemies in foreign countries. 
Hulel's of the:: South werc also following a common 
practke when, after amalgamating a lU(ll titude of 
small weak states into one strong unit, they em
barked on a policy of territorin l expansion to tbe detri
ment of neighboring peoples. The expansionist south
ern drive, begun late in the eleventh century, lasted 
about three centuries. It was never successful for any 
length of time. 1t was more military and frankly im
peria listie, mOre political and less economic, than the 
expansionist drive::s of the northern maritime republics. 
It fo mented tensions. I t also brought va luable inter
change between the Italian civilization of the South 
and the Byzantine and Islamic civilizations of the 
Neal' East and North A£ricl.l. 

The conquest of Sicily had not yet been com
pleted when, in lOSI , an expedition led by Robert 
Cuiscard duke of Apulia crossed tbe fewer than fifty 
miles separating Italy from the Balkans at the Strait 
of Otranto. The energetic and ambitious Norman was 
aiming at Constantinople, where he planoed to put 
uis own nom inee on the throne. Durazzo, Ule main 
for tress in Albania. was captured in 1082. The rest of 
Albania, and Macedonia as far as the Vardar River. 
wC,'re conquered in 1083. 

Helped by the Venetian fleet, the death of Guis
card and dissensions among his successors. the 8)".£3n

tines repelled the invaders in 1085. It was onlv the 
first of a series of attempt.s to establish on the eastern 
-\cll'iatic and Ionian shorf's a beachhead for further 
expansion in the Balkans, which were made by the 
dukes of Apulia, their successors the kings of Sicily 
(when Sicily meant the southern half of the penin
!;\sla as well as the island ), and later by kings of 
Naples. The rulers, some italianized and some not, 
wel'l:' of Norman, Cerman, or French origin; the expe
ditions they sent into tile Balkans aimed at the expan
sion of an halian state, and most of the soldiers and 
crews of the ships ferrying tllCm across the sea were 
Italian. 

Also largely a southern Italian affair was the expe
dition that resulted in establishing the principality of 
Antioch, north of Palestine. Of the three mujn Crusad
ers' armies that converged ill northern Syria in 1098, 
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one was led by the Normans Bohemund (eldest son 
of Robert Guiscard, and prince of Taranto) and 
Tancred (the g.:tllant hero in Tasso's epic Gel'llsalemme 
Liberata) . The jOint effort of Bohemund's own troops 
and the CClloese Beet led to the capture of Antioch. 
which became the capitll.l of the principality ruled by 
the main branch of the Hautevi1les until it became 
extinct with the death of Bohemund LIt The occupa
tion of much of Tunisia and Tripoli under Roger II , 
at the middle of the twelfth century. was as ephemeral 
a.s the occupation of Balkan territories. 1t was also 
only the first of several attempts made by kings of 
Sicily to bring North African territories under their 
rule. 

Dynastic incidents contributed, through the kings 
of Naples, to the diffusion of Italian cultural influence 
in H ungary in the fourteenth century. Fear of another 
Mongol invasion had led the king of Hungary to seek 
the support of the Angevins, whose kingdom in south
em Italy was then one of the wealtJliest and most 
pOwerful in the Catholic commonwealth. The friend
ship between Hungarian Arpacids and Neapolitan 
Angevins was sealed by the marriage of the daughter 
of Stephen V of Hungary to the son of Charles 1 of 
Naples. On the death of the last Arpacid, Charles 
Robert (great-grandson of Stephen and Charles) be
came the successfu l claimant to the throne and was 
elected king of Hungary. His reign and that of his 
son Louis the Great lasted most of the fourteenth cen
tury ( 1308-1382). Together with wcstern political in
stitutions, Italian customs were introduced, consider
ably affecting the Hungarian way of life. As courtiers, 
scholars, craftsmen, traders. 01' simply as adventurers 
looking for opportunities, many soulhem Italians 
found their way to Hungary. Ties between the two 
kingdoms were maintained through the marriage of 
Louis' brother Andrew with his cousin Joanna, queen 
of Naples, and later through the claims and counter
claims of members of the Angevin family to both the 
Hungarian and Neapolitan thrones. 

As temporary residence of the popes, and as a 
papal possession until 1791, Avignon in southern 
France was another center of Italian cultural influence 
resulting from close political ties, 

MERCHANTS AND BANKERS 

During these centuries aod also through the Ren
aiSSttllCe period, Italian presence was not limited to 
Mediterranean and Danubian areas. It was felt by 
the nations of western and central Europe, where it 
was the outcome of Italian trading activities, It does 
not take much imagination to figure out how small 
then was the amount of trade, compared to later times 
when banditry and extortionist practices were elimi
nated, tariffs and taxes reduced, roads and waterways 
improved. Because of the obstructions making trade 
both difficult and dangerous, the position of Medieval 
and Renaissance traders was one of prestige and re-

sponsibility, Italians were conspicuous in the Euro
pean trading community for their numbers and the 
volume of their business. Italians produced more 
manufactured goods than anyone else at that time. 
The Italian market was rich enough to absorb quanti
ties of foreign goods. Until the end of the fifteenth 
century, Italians had practically a monopoly on costly 
and sought-after luxury goods coming from the East. 
They bad Ilumerous ships and could afford the ex
pense of an escort when traveling by land. Banking 
had been an Italian i.nvention: checks and letters of 
credit bearing the signatures of known Milanese, Flor
entine, Genoese, and Venetian businessmen were as 
good as currency beyond the Alps. Cenoese traders 
were particularly active in both Catholic and Islamic 
Iberian states, Venetian galleys plied the ocean beyond 
the Strait of Gibraltar, going to Flanders, England, 
tbe ports of the Baltic sea. Milanese and Florentine 
firms had branches or c:orrespOJldclHs in LyOllS ulld 
Paris, in Augsburg and Basel, in Ghent and London, 
Lombard Street in London is a reminder of the role 
once played by Milanese and other Italian business
men. ( In 1345, when Edward III of England defaulted 
on the loan he had received, the Peruzzi, Bardi, and 
Spini firms of Florence lost one and a third million 
florins-a sum equivalent to tens o£ millions of dollars 
today.) Italian traders stimulated the economy of for
eign countries: their communities were also a channel 
for cultural interchange, in which for a long time Italy 
was the main giver. 

POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC RETRENCHMENT 

The ebbing of Italian expansionist drives was a 
slow process. Political and economic retrenchment 
(not yet accompanied by decline of cultural influence) 
had started in the second half of the fifteenth centurv 
before Italy became the battlefield between foreigne~~ 
all bent on ruling the country. Retrenchmen t became 
withdrawal, and then c:onnllement within the borders 
of the small states of which Italians were subjects, 
when the Italian people lost the dynamism that had 
carried them forward since the eleventh century, With 
retrenchment went the loss of cultural influence 
abroad, and the decline of contributions to Westem 
c.ivi1ization, Barriers erected by absolutist states re
duced freedom of mOvement. Governments were more 
and mOre suspicious of foreigners. :ivlercantilist poli
cies limited trade. Exports of Italian manufactured 
goods fell off. The Turks-whose empire now extended 
from the borders of Poland to those of the Sudan and 
from Morocco to Persia-were more rigid. in excluding 
Italians From the Balkans, the Near East, North Africa, 
than their Byzantine and Arab predecessors had been, 
The Portuguese monopolized the Eastern trade, and 
Spaniards that with the New World (later, Dutch, 
English. and French would brea k the luonopolies, 
but not Italians ). Galleys became obsolete. Dutch, 
German, and English banki.ng firms replaced the Ital· 



ian ones. More important than any political and eco
nomic loss was the fact that Italians had little to offer 
culturally to the developing nations of northwestern 
Europe, 'which brought to new hcights the achieve
ments of the Renaissance and soon became the major 
dynamic element in Western civilization. The Mediter
ranean colonial empires of Gelloa <u1d Venice shrank 
and disappeared. The once large and flou rishing 
Italian communities abroad, from Alexandria to Lou
don. dwindled and faded away . 

.'I. FOUR·CE1'.,,(URr INTERVAL 

From the end of the fifteenth ceuturv on there 
was no longer a massive Italian con tribution 'to the 
way of life of other peoples, as bad been the case 
since the eleventh centufV. There remained on Iv the 
cOlltribution of individua'l Italians who lnovcd ' tem
porarily or permanently to other countries. ~"ention 
has been made (see Chapters 14, 15, 16 ) of ltalian 
artists, writers, miSSionaries, scientists, explorers. who 
spent part of their lives abroad , sometimes becoming 
citizens of the country where they had settled. Monte 
Corvino, archbishop of Pekin early in the fourteenth 
century, and LuIH, the composer ennobled by Louis 
XIV, were not more e.xceptional cases thnn .Modigliani, 
Borgese, and Fermi ill the twen tieth centu rv. 

Ttalian Protestants who in the sixteenth century 
settled in Geneva (as Sismondi alld many others did ), 
Went to England like Vermigli. or migrated to H UIl

gary, Transylvan ia, Poland like Fausto Soeini and his 
followers during those countries' brief periods of reli
gious toleration, brought their cultural heritage with 
them. So did Catholic missionaries, who from Matteo 
Ricci in the sixteenth century to Cardinal ~dassaja in 
the nineteenth went to distant lands among peoples 
\vlm had never heard of Italy or e\'en of Eurol}e. The 
fact that during most of the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries the Repuhlic of Genoa was a Spanish pro
tectorate, enabled hundreds of Cenoese to play an 
important role, as officials and as private businessmen, 
in the economic liIe of Spain and her fa r-Rung pos
sessions. 

I1'ALlAN QUEENS AND MINlS'tERS OF 
FOREIGN KINGDOMS 

During the four-century interval there were Ital
ians who achieved positions of dominant political 
power abroad and whose actions either promoted 
Italian influence in a foreign country or affected Italy. 
Some continued to think of themselves as Italians. 
Others identified with the nation they led or over 
which they ruled. 

Through the normal course of everyday domestic 
Hfe (marriages, births, deaths ) several Italian women 
-not necessarily of princely blood-became powerful 
in countries whose kings they had married. Because 
she was a Venetian, Catllerine Cornaro, the widow 
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of James II de Lusignan whose family had reigned in 
Cyprus for nearly two hund red years, became a pawn 
in the diplomatic game that resulted in the establish
ment of the rule of the Serellissima over the island. 
This occurred in 1489 and was nothing more than a 
footnote in the history of the time. Younger than 
Catherine was Bianca Maria Sforza who was married 
for sixteen years to Emperor Maximilian and for six
teen years was ignored. Hut marriage with Bianca 
Maria involved the emperor in the complicated quar
rels between Italian states, and her considerable dowry 
paid for t roops dispatched to Italy agai nst Charles 
VIn of France and later against the Venetian Re
public. Bona Sforza, a niece of Bianca Maria, was 
instead a major illHuence in Poland for thirty-one 
years. Granddaughter of a duke of r-,'lilan and a king 
of Naples, Bona was married in 1517 to Sigismund 
Jagiello, king of Poland and grand duke of Lithuania . 
She brought gaiety ana excitement to the Polish court. 
As had happened two eentm-ies earlier in Hungary 
wben a Neapolitan Anjou was elected king, there went 
from Italy to Poland not only a large retinue of cour
tiers, but also la}' and religious men of learning, artists, 
craftsmen, businessmen, soldiers of fortune, and as
sorted adventurers. Writing in 1523, Erasmus praised 
the PoJes for their rapid progress: Bona had had a 
good deal to do with it! After her husband's death 
Bona retired to the duehy of Sari, inherited from her 
mother. 

Catherine de' Medici, queen of France, was born, 
lived, and died, in tragedy. Intelligent and willful, she 
proved herself able to cope with events, in defeat as 
well as in success. She was the last legitimate de
scendant of Lorenzo the Magnificent, her great-grand-
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father. Bom in 1519, she lost her mother within a few 
weeks, her father within a few mouths. A pawn in the 
tortuous political dealings of her uncie, Pope Clement 
VU, she was mnrried at fourteen to Heury, a younger 
SOil of Francis I of France. A brother's untimely death 
made Henry dauphin and then king. At the end of 
1560 Catherine, who had led a retired life and was 
then a widow, was appointed regent by the States 
General. (She, not her sons, ruled until her death in 
1589.) Her rule coincided with one of the most tragic 
periods in French history. The bloody French religious 
wars began in 1562. Tn the wake of the final decis ion 
of the Council of Trent, and of the election of Pius V 
to the Holy See, under the stimulus of Spanish-Italian 
rigorismo, the Catholic counteroffensive against Prot
estantism was launched in earnest. Catherine sided 
with the Catholic faction. She shared the responsi
bili ty for the Massacre of Saint Bartholomew. Also, 
her ellergy was a major factor in maintaining the 
unity of the French as a predominantly Catholic 
nation. 

Less adroit was Catherine's relative Marie de' 
Medici. It had seemed a good policy for the Bourbon 
Henry IV. an ex-Protestant still friendly to Huguenots 
and not trusted by Catholics, to marry into the premier 
family of Italy, closer than any to the Holy See. After 
her husband's assassination io 1610, Marie tried for 
twenty years to influence French policies. As regent 
for Louis XlII, she gave power and wealth to ber 
Florentine cron ies, one of whom, Cancino Concini, 
she made a marshal of France. At the royal court of 
France, Concini ~llld his wife created the same kind of 
storm that half a century earlie]' was created at the 

court of Scotland by another unsavory character, David 
Rizzio, favorite of Queen t..'lary Stuart. Coneini ( like 
Rizzio ) was assassinated, and his wife was executed 
as a witch. Richelieu compelled :Marie de' lvledici to 
go into exile in 1630. The same year llichelieu had 
become acquainted with young Ciulio Mazarino, hom 
in Abruzzi of Sicilian parents. A few years later Maza
rino retumed to Paris as papal envoy; he became a 
cardinal subsequently but was never a priest. Shortly 
after the death of Richelieu's personal assistant, the 
feared Eminence grise, ~-la 7.arino was given French 
citizenship and worked EoI' two years as right-hand 
man of Richclieu whom he succeeded as all-powerful 
minister in 1641. There was soon a long regency ac
companied by wars and civil wars, by external and 
iIltern al threats against the monarchy. When Mazarino 
died in 1661, he Jeft to Louis XIV a country stronger 
and more powerful than it had ever been, enjoying 
the leading position in Europe that France was to 
keep well into the nineteenth century. During Maza
rino's twenty-year ruJe, the Duchy of Savo~' was in 
effect a French pl'otectornte, and unSllccessf-ul at
tempts were made to put a French prince on the 
thrones of Naples and Sicily. ( Of ~ I a'i'.arino's three 
beautiful nieces, one was Olimpia \'iancini, the motber 
of Prince Eugene of Savoy_) 

The role played in France by two queens and a 
minister was played later in Spain by another queen 
and minister. In 1710, n shrewd and energetic cleric, 
Giulio Alberoni, the son of a Piacenza market garden
er, followed the French General Vendome in Spa in. 
The general's mission was to secure the Spanish throne 
for Philip, grandson of Louis XIV. Vend6me won his 
battle.", Philip had his throne. aud Alberani stayed. 
In 1714 he arranged Philip's marl'iage with Elizabeth 
Fnrnese, a niece of the duke of Panna. III 1716 he 
was chief minister in ~'I ndrid. Now a cardinal, he dis
appeared from the political scene after th e failure 
of his attempts to return Sardinia and Sicily to Spanish 
,lJlcgiance. The major result of those atlempts was the 
establishmen t of Austrian rule in Sicily, while the 
Savoys had to content themselves with Sardinia. 

For over half a century, except during the reigns 
of her stepsons, Elizabeth was a major power in Spain. 
Her personal goal-the advancement of her ehildren
was identified with the Spanish national goal of recov· 
ering the lost Italian possessions. In 1731 she secured 
the succession of Parma for her son Cbarles. Shortly 
after, the fortunes of war-in a conBict pitting Spain, 
France, and Sardinia against Austria and Russia
enabled young Charles to exchange the ducal crown 
EoI' the royal erowns of Naples and Sicily. The War 
of the Austrian Succession gave Elizabeth the oppor
tunity, in 1748, to make her younger son Philip duke 
of Panna. Spaniards had the illusion that much of 
Ital y had retumed to the Spanish allegiance: but it 
was the Bourbon-Famese family which had the real 
power in Italian states. 
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MILITARY LEADERS ABROAD 

Several Italians served foreign monarchs with 
distinction as military leaders. One of the best known 
was Andrea Doria, the greatest admiral of h is time in 
the commonwea1tb of Catholic states, and a worthy 
opponent of Khaireddin and Dragut who comf!1anded 
powerful Ottoman fl eets. Doria's ancestors had led 
Cenoese ships to victory at the battles of Meloria and 
Curzola. Most of his life he was a condottiero who 
served kings and popes (and saved relatives of Cardi
nal della Rovere, the future Julius II , from Caesar 
Borgia). In 1527/ 28, already over sixty, Doria decided 
to throw in his lot with the emperor and king of Spain, 
serving Charles V and Philip llloyally until his death 
in 1560. H e commanded the fl eets which, in the course 
of the wars between Charles V and SuJeiman the Mag
niflcent, captured Tunis in 1535, fought at 'Prevesa in 
1538, and fa iled to capture Algiers in 1541. The last 
military action of Doria, when he was nearly ninety, 
was the expulsion of the French from Corsica in the 
l550s. 

Alessandro F amese, who acltieved a reputation as 
the most brilliant strategist of his time, wns also in 
the service of Spain. The great-grandson of Pope Paul 
II I, grandson of Charles V, a close friend of Don John 
of Austria ( the victor at Lepanto, and illegi timate 
brother of 'Philip 11 ), for more than a decade and a 
halt AJeSSll.lldro Farnese commanded Spanish troops 
fighting Ca lvinist insurgents in the Low Countries. On 
the death of Don Jolm in 1578, he was appointed 
governor. Through the capture between 1581 and 1585 
of Bruges, Chent, and Antwerp and the wholesale 
massacres of opponents, he saved the ten southenl 
provinces of the Low Countries ( Flanders, the Wal
loon d istricts, aod Luxembourg ) for Spain and Cathol· 
icism. In the late 1580s, when the French religious 
wars were reaching their climax, Faroese fought in 
France for the Catholic League. Duke of P{uma from 
1586 to 1592, he entrusted the government of the 
duchy to his son. 

During the Thirty Years' War, imperial armies 
were led against 'Protestants and French by AmbrogiO 
Spinola of Genoa, Rambaldo Collalto from Friuli, and 
Ottavio Piccolomini of the Siencse family that gave 
the Catholic chUJ'ch two popes and many cardinals. 
The best known of the Italian imperial generals at 
that time was Raimondo MontecuccoH, born near 
Modena, a fleld marshal and il prince of the empire 
when he died in Austria in 1680. He commanded im
peria l armies during the closing phase of the Thirty 
Years' War. In the war of 1663/ 64 between Austria 
and the Ottoman Empire, Montecuccou defeated tlle 
Turks at the battle of Saint Gotthard, tllUS preserving 
the autonomy of Transylvania. In the wars of 1667/18 
between Austria and France, he was the foremost 
opponent of the great French generals Conde and 
Turenne. A scholar as well as a general, Montecuccoli 
wrote militarv treatises and a history of the war in 
Hungary against the Turks. 

Eugene of Savoy was the greatest Austl'ian gen· 
eral, also a statesman and an able administrator. He 
has been thought of often as flrst and foremost a 
European. The son of a prince of the cadet branch 
of Savoy-Carignan and Olimpia Mancini, Eugene of 
Savoy was Halian by descent, French by birth and 
education, Austrian by loyalty. He was also an ad
mirer of Great Britain. The antipathy of Louis XIV 
led the young prince to abandon France in 1683. Ten 
years later, at thirty, already an Austrian field marshal, 
he commanded imperial troops in Italy fighting against 
the French. Italians have known him as the general 
who in 1705, during the War of the Spanish Succes
sion, rescued his cousin Victor Amadeus. duke of 
Savoy, hard pressed by the French. His victory of 
Turin the following year freed Piedmont from the 
French and .Milan from the Spaninrds. Yet this was 
only a minor part of his career. His reputation had 
been made in 1697 when, at Zenta. he defeated a 
Turkish army considerably larger than the one he 
command ed, ending nearly two centuries of Ottoman 
control over H ungary. He shared with his close friend 
the Duke of r-.larlborough the victory of Blenheim. In 
1717 he captured Belgrade, the main Turkish strong. 
hold on the Danube, liberating parts of Hornania and 
Serbia from Ottoman despotism. He was a successful 
diplomat, an efficient administrato!' of the Aust rian 
Netherlands and of territories wrested from the Turks, 
a patron of the arts, a friend of Jansenists, and a deist. 
\-"ben he died in 1737. Pl'ince Eugene was the main 
spokesman for the Enlightenment in Austrin. 

Whatever the geographical. historica l, and cul
tural status of Corsica, NnpoleOl~ Bonaparte., born in 
1768, was no more Italian th(l.n Charlemagne had bl:!cn 
French 0 1' Kublai Khan Chinese. He was described by 
one of his teachers at the military academr of Bricnne 
"Corsican by nation and by character"; but his con-
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nection with l taly was more than that of a Gennanic 
Frank to France or of a Mongol to China. For his 
Italian contemporaries he was not the foreigner 
Charles of Anjou had been when he conquered the 
Kingdom of Sicily, or Louis Xl I and F rancis I when 
they made themselves dukes of }.'filan. Nor did Napo
leon put Italy in the same category as other lands he 
conquered and ruled for France. His origin counted 
when, in 1796, he was given command of the army of 
the Alps. He took it into account himself when creat
ing the Kingdom of Italy of wruch he made himself 
king. 

Napoleon's family originally had come from Tus
cany where their name was Buonaparte. In 1757, the 
grand duke accepted the claim of Napoleon's grand
father to be considered a member of the lower Tuscan 
nobility. Active in the anti-Cenoese insurgency, Napo
leon's father welcomed the French in 1768, and later 
obtained scholarships enabling some of his five sons 
to study in France. Not yet ten, Napoleon was sent to 
Autun to learn Frendl, and theu to military acad
emies. Friendless and much of the t ime homesick, the 
boy studied furiously. Mathematics. history, and geog
raphy were the disciplines ill which he excelled. He 
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read, listened, and observed the turbulent and dy
namic French scelle. He assimilated what he learned, 
and formulated his own ideas. In 1785 he was com
missioned as a second lieutenant in the French army. 
He spent much of the next eight years in Corsica. 
Having sided with the Jacobins, and having broken 
with the patriot Pasquale Paoli, Napoleon was com
pelled to £lee to France in May 1793. His involvement 
in the epic and tragic events during the c.rucia l period 
of the French Revolution, 1793-1795, made him 
French. To the history of Italy belong not only the 
campaigns of li96/ 97 and of 1800, but what Napoleon 
did for Italy: the establishment of democratic repub· 
lics which replaced obsolete monarchical and oligarch
ical regimes; the annexations to France, which made 
Italians share in French dynamism; the creation of 
an Italian state, the conquest of the Kingdom of 
Naples, the abolition of papal temporal power; the 
radical transformalion of institutions, a first step to
ward a radical transformation of the way of life' the 
newly acquired dignity; the emancipation of minds; 
the economic revival. It was just a beginning. Through 
his despotism Napoleon would have prevented the 
fulfillment of the revolutionarv unheaval that had 
begun ill Italy in 1796. The c~llapse of his empi re 
was a good lhing for the Italian nation, but there was 
nevertheless reason for man" Italians, the best, to 
grieve when Napoleon-to th~lll not a foreign despot 
-died in 1821. 

Dynastic, revolutiollary, and Napoleonic wars all 
contributed to the changing way of life in the eight
eenth and early nineteenth centuries. A no less im
portant contriLution to tbis was greater mobility. 
Hesbictions inherited by mCl'cantilistic policies still 
obstructed the movement of goods. hut the borders of 
countries west of the Hussian and Ottoman empires 
were not as rigid ly sealed against people as they usu
ally had been. As the eighteenth century progressed. 
adminjstrative effit'iellcy created order tmd relative 
security. Transporbltion by land and ~ea was rapidly 
improving. Though not yet to a great extent, Italians 
shared in the new mobility. 

CROWING MOBILITY BUT 
EMIGRATION STILL A 'fHICK1~E 

There arc no statistics for the number of Italians 
who went abroad in the eighteenth century and in the 
nineteenth before unification. Little is known of the 
largest groups: craftsmen, small vendors, sailors, and 
unskilled laborers. They wrote no books and no books 
were written about them, but they could be found all 
the wav from Ireland to Russia. ~ Iorc is known about 
members of the upper and middle classes such as the 
patriot poet Alfieri, the painter Canaletto, the econo
mist and philosop!Je Galiani, who spent considerable 
time abroad, absorbing new ideas and leaming about 
di.fferent ways of life. A good deal is known about 
some unsavory characters: the swindler Giuseppe 
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Balsamo who gave himself a title and adopted the 
Ilome of Cagliostro; Giovanni Battista Boetti who be
gan his adult life as a Dominican friar, founded in the 
Near East a new religion, and led in the Caucasus an 
insurgency against the Russians; Giovanni Casanova 
who made a successful career of his sex obsession. 

After the Napoleon ic wars political cond itions 
drove many Italians into exile. ?-. Iost wellt to. France, 
smaller groups to Switzerland, Belgium, Great Britain, 
and the Americas (particularly Brazil and Argentina) . 
For most of the exiles Italy was still home and the 
foreign land merely a base for activities aimed at ex
pelling the Austrians and at overthrowing tyrannies. 
However, a few did participate i,n the life of the na
tion that offered them hospital ity. Luigi Rossetti died 
in the unsuccessful war of liberation of Rio Grande 
do Sui (and launched Ga.ribaldi on his career as a 
gtlerrillero); Daniele Cerri was a general in the Argen. 
tinian army; FUippo Buonarroti, in France, was the link 
between Babeuf's communist conspirators oE the late 
1790s and the French soc.ialist agitators in the earl)r 
183Os; Antonio Panizzi , a friend of leading British 
statesmen, became the respected and inBuential di
rector of the library of the British r-,'[useum in Lon
dOll. Approximate estimates put the number of Ita lians 
abroad in 1861 at no more than a quarter of a mil. 
lion. There were about 70,000 in France. 50,000 in 
Latiu America and as many in the United States, 
14,000 each in Germany and Switzerland. 12,000 in 
Egypt, 6,000 in Tunisia, 4,000 in Great Britain, etc. 
(The quarter of a mfllion is exclusive of Italian-spcok
ing citizens of Switzerland, subjects oj the Austrian 
and French empires, and inhabitants of Malta. ) 

A CENTURY Of MASS MIGRATION 

For millions of uneducated or semi educated ltal
ians unification meant a broadening of horizons. it 
meant the realization that a wider world existed be
yond the narrow limits of now obsolete traditional 
boundaries, and that the wider world presentcd op
portunities lacking at home. It is reckoned that in the 
1860s nea rly onc million ltaliaus left the country, the 
overwhelming majority of them northemers (Lom
bards, Piedmontese, Venetians ) looking for work in 
neighboring foreign countries ( France, Germany, 
Austria-Hungary, SWitzerland ) . They were temporary 
emigrants who returned as soon as they had saved 
some mOIlCy. In the 18705 over a million emigrants, 
still overwhelmingly northcmers, left Italy. Man)" 
about one-fourth of those who left at the end of the 
decade, were crossing the Atlantic. The majority went 
to Argentina, Brazil, and Uruguay; a minority to the 
United States. i>. lost intcnded to retill·a to ltaly, but 
many settled permanently abroad. 

In the 1880s and 18905 what was already a large 
current became a tidal wave. In twenty years, nearly 
five million Italians emigrated. Tn 1900, half of the 
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emigrants c:tme from the North of Italy, nearly half 
from the South (mainly Sicily and Campania ) and a 
few from the Center. Half of the total still went to 
Europcan countries. The other half crossed the At
lantic. about equal numbers going to Latin America 
(which meant in practice only the area south of Rio 
de Janeiro ) and to the Un ited States. Tell million mi
grated between 1901 and 19'20, very few of course 
during World War l. During this period the per
centage of emigrants from the South increased sharply. 
as did the percentage of those wbo~c destination was 
the United States. Emigrant's' rcmittances were then a 
signiflcant part of the ltnli:'tn balance of payments, 
making up most of the deflcit in import-c.xport trade. 
Restrictive policies adopted hy foreign countries and 
by the Fascist regime in Ital}', together with economic 
depressions. kept the number of departures down to 
about three million hom 1920 to 1940. ( By the time 
World War II broke out, about three-bunch ed thou
sand ltalians had gone to colonial dependencies in 
North and East Africa, where most uved on incomes 
prmrided by the taxpayers at home. ) Sevell million 
emigrants left Italy during the quarter cenlury follow
ing the end of World War Ii. 

These are all approximate and somewhat decep
tive figures: what mattered to the Italian people and 
to foreign nations was not so much how many ltalians 
left but how mauy made their homes and raised their 
ch ildren in a new country; how Illany were, in time, 
absorbed into other nations and ceased to he Italians. 
The total is staggering: in the one hundred years since 
statistical records of emigration began to be kept in 
Italy, the number of Italians W110 did not returl1 (ex-



cept :u: V!Sltors and tourists) has been between thir
teen and fifteen million. Not counting the enforced 
ex:odus of millions of Germans after World War t I, 
only the British, among Europeans, have had as large 
a volume of emigratjon, 

THE FUCHT FliOM POVERn" 

'(here were those who migrated simply hecause 
the) wunted a diffe.rent kind of life; or beCAuse of the 
lure of ndvelltur(': or to join it husband, a father. a son; 
or even to flee from justi<:('. But for the overwhelming 
majority of the thirteen to fifteen million who did not 
retunl, there was one simple, nil-powerful reason for 
leaving: poverty, When centuries-old divisions ended 
and the Ilalian nalion was united. most of l talv wn~ a 
depressed area, TIlt'!"(' was no economic takeoff fo!" .a 
third of a century after unification. The limited ex
pansion early jn the twentil'th cent ury barely kept 
abreast of population incrcase and was intern1pted for 
Over thirty yea rs by World War I, by dictatorial re
pn·ss ion. by smalkr wars, aud by World \Var 11. Only 
since the late 19-t0s has th('l"(' l>Ct'!l massive lind rapid 
economic expansion .• md the backlog of poverty was 
stlch that it took )'1.';lrS for people to realize that some 
improvt'ment in living conditions was being made. 
Until quite recently, poverty was a terribly heavy 
cross borne bv millions of Italirllls. 

A good tIcal has been wrilten about the sufferings 
of tile Italian immigrants and the cli~erimination 
against lhem in tile (.'Ountril:~ to whieh they went. but 
suffering abroad must be sl:'cn IIgninst the background 
of suffcri ng at hOnle, discrimination abroad against the 
background of discrimination at hOlllo, At home there 
W:"lS unemployment and underemployment. pitifully 
sma ll n:muner-ation fo r work. semist,l rvatiol1 , dilapi
dated housing, absence of medil'at ca re, a high mor
tality rate, poor or 110 schooling, squalor, hopelessncss. 
At home there W:IS a rigid class structure, exploitation 
and humiliation of the poor, arrogance and cruel self
ishness on the pllrt of thl' sa-called better classes, the 
tyranny of the privileged fc\\' . However bad lile con
ditions ahroad (lind they wert' very bad indeed ), fOI" 

the overwheLlllng majority of those who migrated 
before World War II the" were much better than 
conditions at home. For ;nost, emigration was lib· 
eration, 

TilE POOR. OF T1fE SOUTH 

Now that seven Or eight decades have gone by, 
it is difficult even for i talians to visualize the way of 
life in the M e::.:::ogionlO at the (']ld of the nineteenth 
centurv and f'arlv in the twentieth, when ship after 
ship left with its ·human cargo. carrying suffering and 
hope, There was some economic dynamism in the 
large cities such lIS Naples, Dari. Palermo, Catania. 
Elsewhere, a deadly immobility reigned. from Chieti 
in Abruzzi to Lecce in Apulia and Caltarussctta in 
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Sicily, small cities were sleepy provincial centers in 
which a minuscule minority of arrogant well-to-do 
families led comfortable lives and lorded it over all 
others, most of whom existed in abject poverty with 
no hope of betterment. ~Iost soutbenlers lived in the 
two thousand rural comlmi, or townships. whose urban 
center-"il paese" -e\'cn when peopled by tens of thou
sands, was merely a large village with a few taverns 
and fewer stores. In many townships even water was 
a luxurv, }.Iud made the dirt roads nearly impassable 
during 'the rainy season. Winter was short but in the 
barren mountains covering most of the South it was 
extremely harsh. Heating was unheard of. There was 
no relief from the fierce summer sun. The Ionian 
coastal plains wcre malarial, the !\ Iurge and Tavoliere 
often devastated by drought. 

Damp one-room dwellings served both as living 
quarters and stables. They bad little tight, less venti
la tion , and often a single piece of funliture-the bed 
in which everyone slept. From Matera to Ponza thou
sands of families lived in caves, a major cause of 
tuberculosis. Shoes and socks were luxuries, A survey 
made ns recently as the middle of the twentieth cen
tury showed that half of all families in Calabria and 
Bas-ilieata never ate meat or olive oil ( the. staple fat 
in the South), and a third never had any sugar. ( A 
Neapolitan craftsman who earned twice the average 
U)l-"Ome bought only twenty~6ve pounds of meat and 
fish for his family Ul one year.) Stomachs may adj ust 
to a meager diet but encrgy is drained and resistance 
to disease is lowered. Teachers, prie.~ts, and plmrma
cists-the intelligentsia of the rural townships who 
usually li\'ed on a pittance-struggled bra.vely to fulfill 
their functions. They could not do much: schools and 
churches (the schools more than the churches ) lucked 
nearh' all facililics; little could be found in the phar~ 
macies-for the simple reason that no one could buy 
necessary but expensive drugs. There was no exag
gemtiol1 in the books of Silone and Levi, dcscribing 
tbe life of the poor~of most-in the South thirty or 
forty years ago. Depressing as tbat liIe was, it was 
slightly better than it had becn in ]900, It would be a 
mistnko to think tbat poverty was always accepted 
with rcsignntion. The large-sca.le banditry of the 1870s 
was as much economic as Bourbonic; the criminal 
acth'ities of the Camorra in Naples and the Mafia in 
western Sicily had been bred by poverty; the bloody 
strikes of peasants and miners in Sicily in the 1890s, 
and Apulia later, were a protest against unemploy
ment and bunger. 

:\grieulture-everywherc a lower-income activity 
than industr), and services-was the foundation of the 
economy of the Mez::.og/oI"1I0, Betw('cl1 1860 and 1900 
the agricultural output had not kept pace with the 
population increase (which in Sicily had been about 
50 percent). Statistically, three- fifths of the labor for('e 
was cngaged in agriculture, but tbe suppl }' of labor 
was about twice as large as the demand; hence unelll· 
ployment and gencraluuderempioyment, Landless la-
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borers, one-fourth of all the people engaged in agricul
ture, could not expect to work more than 150 days a 
year, often no more than 90 or 100. 

While thirteen thousand families of the aristoc
facy and the upper middle class held eleven million 
acres in their estates, nearly half of the total area of 
the former lGngdom of the Two Sicilies, two and a 
half million landowning peasants shared a total of one 
million acres. No amount of ingenuity aud hard work 
could make a quarter, or even half an acre, feed a 
family. Yields in the Soutb were exceptionally low, 
often no more than a third or even a fifth of what they 
were in the North. Little was known about crop rota
tion and fert ilizers, and less was done. Agricultural 
machinery was unheard of. Good cattle were rare, 
most mules and donkeys lived on a starvation diet, 
and overgrazing by too many sheep and goats kept 
pastures barren, 

Fishing helped somewhat along the coast of 
Ital}"'s South but the overexploited ~'lediterralleaD can 
yield little to fishe rmen. The economy CQuld support 
only a small number of artisans (saddlemakers, car· 
penlers, barbers, etc. ). Traditional crafts bad no mar
ket. Mechanized modern industry was represented b}' 
a few state enterprises ( navy shipyards, railroad reo 
pair shops, Cigarette factories ) and little else; it was 
not in 11 position to absorb the ever-growing surplus 
of agricultural labor. When the merging of the South 
into ltaly broadened horizons and developed aware
ness of a d ifferent and better life, millions of southem
ers decided that they had had enough of hunger :lnd 
explOitation. They left, most of them never to return. 

Besides poverty and ignorance, fo; southerners 
there was a further handicap in adjusting to new en
vironments. In the North of Italv there had been some 
seasonal migration to neighboring countries since be
fore unification , so for northerners the outside world 
was not the unknown it had remained for southerners. 
Because they had been cut off hom contacts with the 
outside world for centuries, southerners were badly 
handicapped in their relations with other people. The 
stagnant :lnd stratified society of the South provided 
little preparation fo r the turmoil of the dynamic, 
highly competitive and ( at least among so-called Cau
casians ) baSically egalitarian culture of the United 
States, which became the home for millions who fled 
the Mezz.ogiomo. 

PTVE MILLION ITALIAN CITIZENS ABROAD 

Italian authorities keep all nccurate COllnt of the 
number of citizens resident abroad. III 1970 there were 
about five million of them. Over two million lived 
and worked in tllc industrialized countries of Western 
Europe; nearly one-third each in France and Switzer
land and the rest in the Germ~Ul Federal Republic, 
Belgium, Great Britain. Of the nearly two million in 
Latin America , almost three-fourths had settled in 
Argentina, the rest mainly in Brazil and Venezuela, 

with large communjties in Uruguay and Chile also. 
Half a million Italian citizens were equally divided 
between the United States and Canada. Most of those 
who had gone to Australia waited for the mOUlent 
when thev could become Australian citizens. Fewer 
than t\ven'ty thousand Ttalians remained in former de
pendencies'jn North and East Africa . In the late 1960s 
the largest number of temporary emigrants went to 
the German Federal Republic, Switzerland, or France, 
while the largest number of permanent emigrants went 
to the United States, Australia, and Canada. Emi
grants' remittances lJenefitted the Italian economy to 
the tune of about one billion dollars a year. 

TENS OF MILLIONS ARE CITIZENS OF 
OTHER COUNTRIES 

In 1970 the number of citizens of overseas coun
tries born in I taly; or entirely or mostly of Italian 
descent, was close to thirty million. Nearly 90 percent 
of the total were in the United States, Argentina, and 
Brazil, most of the remaining 10 percent in Canada, 
Australia, and Uruguay. -Percentages and round fig
ures of course have little meaning in nations where 
ethnic lines are not rigid, where intennarriages are 
frequent (the adverb "mostly" indicates that an in
dividual is claimed by more than one ethnic group) 
and where cultural assimilation is a national goal. 

It is often with a sense of pride that Italians men
tion the name of Fiorello La Guardia, the fo rmer 
mayor of New York wbose father came from Foggia 
and mother from Trieste; 01' of Arturo Frondizi, the 
former Democratic president of Argentina, whose 
family hOlne is in Gubbio, not fa r from Perugia; or of 
General Medici who became dictatorial president of 
Brazil in 1969; or of successful entrepreneurs like 
Giannini in Sail Francisco and Matarazzo in Sao 
Paulo. Insofar as awareness of Ttalian origin remains, 
and, more than that, as far as the awareness plays a 
role among Americans, Argentinians, and Brazilians 
born in l taly or of Italian descent, their history is still 
linked to that of the Ytalian people. Once that aware
ness is gone, or once the switch is made from one 
national identity to another ( as it once was by Ticinesi 
who decided to be Swiss and by Corsicans who de
cided to be French ), then the history of descendants 
of emigrants from 1taly merges with that of the people
of the other country. 

ITALIANS IN THE WESTERN I-fEilllSPHERE 

The United States, Argentina, and Brazil are the 
countries in which citizens of Italian origin are most 
numerous. There is a difference, however, between the 
United States on the one hand (see Chapter lS ) and 
Argentina and Brazil on the other. In the United 
States there is still (as there has been for nearly a 
hundred years ) a large community of hyphenated 
!talo-Americans, that is to say Americans of Italian 
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origin whose attitudes and actions show an awareness 
of a distinction between themselves and all other 
Americans, Except for small, loose. and rapidly dwin
dling groupings, such hyphenated communities no 
longer exist in Argentina and "Brazil, One speaks of 
course of Argentinians and Brazilians of Italian origin, 
but most of them-even those who have not yet taken 
citizenship-consider themselves fi rst and foremost 
Arge.ntinians and Brazilians. In the Spanish- and Portu
guese-speaking Catholic South of the Western Hemi
sphere, where the way of life and economic levels are 
not very different from the Italian ones, assimilation 
into the society has been a speedier process than in 
English-speaking. predominantly Protestant North 
Amcrica, which has developed its OWll unique, essen
tially 1l01l-EUI"opean way of life. 

ITALIANS IN BRAZIL 

There are more Argentinians than Brazilians of 
prevalently ltalian origin (about seven million as 
against five). but Italian migration to Brazil began 
earlier than to Argentina. There were several thousand 
Italians in various capacities in Brazil when the for
tunes of European wars led to the severance of ties 
between Brazil and the mother country, Portugal, at 
first de facto (1808) and then formally through the 
proclamation of Brazilian independence in 1822. Ital
ian ships traded with ports of the Brazilian southern 
provinces where the climate did not differ much from 
that of southern Italy, and whcre the population was 
then sparse. After the political upheavals in Italy of 
1820/ 21 a few Italian patriots went to Brazil. Among 
them were Count Livia Zambeccari (who later re
turned to Italy where he organized the defense of 
Ancona, Adriatic outpost of the Republic proclaimed 
in Rome early jn 1849). Giovanni Battista Cuneo, for 

Delivering ltalian coffee cakes in Buenos Aires, Argentina. 
Photoworld 

many years a loyal collaborator of Mazzini, and the 
already mentioned Rossetti, The Mazzinian Young 
Italy group organized in Brazil ill 1836 included 
eighteen members, among them Garibaldi, who had 
reached the country in January. In 1836 also, Nova 
Italia was established. It was a settlement of nearly 
two hundred Italians (mostl), Piedmontese and Li
gurians), sponsored by the Brazilian government and 
located not far from the Atlantic coast in the southern 
province of Santa Catarina. 

ltalian migration to Brazil remained numerically 
modest for nearly two generations. Then it exploded. 
It is reckoned that during the last quarter of the nine .. 
teenth century nearly one million Europeans migrated 
to Brazil, three-fifths of them Italians. Even larger was 
immigration from overseas during the first decade and 
a half of the twentieth century_ Altogether, of the 
nearly six million Europeans who came to Brazil since 
independence, over two million were Italian. They 
formed the largest contingent and their descendants 
form the third largest ethnic element in the Brazilian 
population, after the Portuguese and the Africans. 

The mid-l8SOs were the time of the opening of 
the interior of the southem Brazilian provinces
states, after the EmpiJe was rcplaced ill 1839 by a 
Federal Republic, Soon the most populous and ad
vanced section of the country was no longer the tropi
cal northeast but the S()uth, from Minas Gerais to tbe 
border of Uruguay. Hepladng the seminomadic b(l)J

deirantes of previous generations, hundreds of thou
sands of pioneers cleared the soil and established 
coffee plantations, parlicularly in the state of Sao 
Paulo. So()n southern Brazil became the chief supplier 
of coffee in the world. Newlv established cattle 
ranches covered much of the rest' of the land. Existing 
cities expanded; new ones were founded. Railroads 
wcre Ii.nking the interior to the coast. 

Before World Wa r [ most Italian immigrants 
found employment at first as laborers on coffee planta
tions, Soon their activities became diversified : some 
laborers became share-tenants in large plantations; 
others bought their own small coffee groves; still 
others devoted themselves to other less costly fOlms 
of farming, An increasing number of ltalian artisans 
settled in the cities, where they were joined by many 
who engaged in retail trade and b}' a few professional 
people. Italian immigrants were esteemed for their 
ind ustry as well as for their frugality and the strength 
of their: family ties. In 1917 there were nearly one 
mi!\ion peopJe ()f Italian origin in Sao Paulo (fast be
coming the most important state in the federation), 
and half a million elsewhere in Brazil (most of them 
in the coastal states of Espirito Santo, Bio de Janeiro, 
Rio Crande do Sui, and in Millas Gerais). The process 
of assimilation was aided by the fact that Brazilians 
had little racial and ethnic prejudice; by the common 
religious heritage; by the facility with which Italians 
learned Portuguese, and tbe impact of public educa
tion on their children; by the nwnerous marriages be-



tween Italians and women of Portuguese or mixed 
ancestrY. 

Discrimination did exist at first, but being the 
result of economic rather than ethnic differences it 
could be (and was ) easily ove.rcome. Italians were 
quick to take advantage of the opportuni ties that ex
isted in Brazil. The combination of bard work and 
frugality enabled many immigrants to accumulate sav
ings. Their spirit of initiative lTansformed savings into 
TIew enterprises in agriculture, commerce, and indus
try. The enterprises were small-often tiny-but they 
were a beginning, and by dint of hard work they were 
expanded. The economic Ilchievements of these immi
grants meant better education for their children, 
many of whom studied at universities and became 
physic.ians, engineers, lawyers, teachers, civil servants, 
or career officers in the armed forces. Brazil also pro
vided opportunities for ltalian arti sts and athletes. 
Rising economic and educational l eve1~ meant passing 
hom working-class to middle-class stahls. itali arls al\d 
children of rtuliuns most successful in business and the 
professions acquired na tionwide influence. Economi
ca Uy, intelJectually, and politically, Sao PaLllo sets the 
tone for Brazil, and Sao Paulo is the metropolis and 
state in which Brazilians of Italian origin are domi
nant. 

ITALiANS IN ARGENTINA 

In the late 1820s, when borders were finally set
tled between Argentina and her neighbors, there was 
aheady a community of about six thousand Italians in 
Bueno.~ Aires. Italian political exiJes who reached Ar
gentina were not many, but there were enough of 
them to establish a Mazzillian Young ltaly group in 
1838. Italian republican patriots who went into exile 
after the revolutionary upheavals of 1848/ 49 estab
lisbed Nova. Roma, an agricul tural settlement which 
met WIth li~le success. Economic or political in its 
motivation, l talian migration to Argentina before uni
fication was only a small trickle. [It is possible that 
Juan Peron, military dictator in Argentina in 1943-
1955. was the great-grandson of an Italian immigrant, 
Peroni, one of the few who settled in Argentina dur
ing the first half of the nineteenth century,] 

Italian migration to Argentina increased gradually 
in the 1860sand 1870s. III the thirty y~ars preceding 
Italy's entry into World War I, it was a veritable 
flood, which accompanied the considerable invest
ments of foreign (largely British) capital and the rapid 
economic growth of the country, then the most ad
vanced in L atin America. The overwhelming majority 
of the more than two and a half million Italians who 
settled in Argentina reached the southern Republic 
during those three decades. Numerous as they were, 
they represented less than half of the total number of 
Italians who crossed the A tlantic destined for Buenos 
Aires and its hinterland. These were the decades of 
the golond1'inas (swallows), as they were called by 
Argentinians, migrant workers who came in time for 
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harvesting the wheat, worked hard for a few months, 
moved £rom north to south as the wheat ripened, and 
then, in t-,'Iay, retllrned to Italy to attend to the harvest 
and the tJendemm ia at home_ Ships carrying: gololl
cit/lias were overcrowded and sanitary conditions wcre 
primitive; steerage passengers provided their own 
food. But the migrant workers were young, gregarious, 
and cheerful: the mUre uncomfortable the passage, the 
less the expense, the larger the amount of money one 
could take home. [n 1913, of over one hundred thou
sand Italians who had gone to Argentina, only litlle 
more than a third stayed. Most of those who stayed 
were families with oue or two children. 

Northerners were the most mUllerous of the Ital
ian immigrants, hence the saying that northern Itali:m 
blood is one-third of the blood of all Argentinians. By 
the time immigration reached its peak, Italians could 
be found everywhere in the republic, though the area 
of maximum concentration was enclosed within a 
radius of two to three hundred miles around Buenos 
Aires. Rosario to the 1l00thwest of Buenos Aires and 
Bahia Blanca to the southwest were at times predomi
nantly Italian cities. For the immigrants who staved, 
assimib tion came easily: not only were Argentin'iilns 
the most European of aU American nations, but a lso, 
in many ways, the Argentinian way of life most 
closely resembled that of Latin ?-. Iediterranean na
tions. Because Haliam and Spanish-speaking peopJe 
can understand each other if they speak slowly, lan
guage was nO barrier. The high rate of mixed mru'
tiages accelerated the integration process, as in BraZil. 
There was little or no conflict in becoming Argentin
iarl while remai.ning loyal to Italian customs and tradi
tions. This explains why large numbers of Italians 
kept their original citizenship even though they h:ld 
settled permanently in Argentina. It also explains the 
large number (at least five hundred in 1970) of Hour-



Italian resi(/ents of SOl/tli America en route to war 
frOllt in Eth iopia, 1935. Photoworld 

ishing associations formed with the aim of preserving 
italiGrlit(/. 

Together with other Europeans (most of them 
Spaniards from northern Spain ) who settled in Ar
gentina from the end of tl1e nineteenth century on, 
Italian immigrants affected the class structure of the 
Argentinian nation profoundly. Before large-scale mi
gration began in the 1880s, the middle class of me
dium and small business people, of professional 
people and employees, was small; farmers working 
their own land were an uninBuential group; manu
facturing played a minimal role in the economy: there 
was little outside an upper midd le class of European
oriented landowners constituting the oliga/'chia and a 
working class of mostly illiterate dependents. Euro
pean immigration contributed to the expansion of in
dustrial and commercial activities (in 1900, four-fifths of 
all industrial and commercial enterprises were owned 
and operated by "forcigners," i.e., immigrants, many of 
them Italian ); it also contributed to the expansion of 
the professional middle range of the middle classes, 
and the lower middle class of shopkeepers, clerks, arti
sans; to the creation of a class of small farmer-owners 
in rural areas (many Italians engaged in farming in 
the provinces of Santa Fe and Entre Rios ), and a class 
of industrial workers in the cities. 

Italian immigrants also brought with them ideas 
that profoundly shook Argentinian traditionalism, bas
ically authoritarian and inherited from colonial times_ 
Imm igrants and their descendants comprised the 
dominant element in the democratic Radical party 
whose principles and platforms are close to those of 
American New Deal Democrats. The Radical party 
deprived the oligarchia of its political power tem
porarily in the immediate post-World \-Var I period. 
Under the leadership of Jose Tamborini (of Italian ex-

Itlllilll1 immigral1ls arrioc in Buenos Aires, Argentina, 
1917. UPI -

traction ) the Radical party was the main opponent of 
Peron's near-fascist illsticialismo in the 1940s. During 
the brief democratic interlude of 1958-1966 it counted 
among its leaders two presidents of the republic, 
Frondizi and lilia, whose names attest their Italian 
origin. Italian rightist authoritarianism inspired di
rectly the kindred Argentinian movement led by 
Colonel (later General ) Peron, who found valuable 
collaborators among army officers of Italian descent, 
such as Colonel Mercanti and Gencral Pistarini (first 
a supporter of Peron, later an opponent ). Italian leftist 
authoritarianism inspired Americo Ghioldi, fOllIdel' 
of the first Communist party in the westem hemi
sphere and for a long time an influential spokesman 
for international communism. Angel Borlenghi and 
Juan Bramuglia had considerable power as labor lead-
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ers. Antonio Solari and Nicolas Repetto were among 
the founders and leaders of Argentinian democratic 
socialism, n thorn in the side of the conservative oli
garc!Jia and of military dictatorships. 

Natura lized or not, Italians who have settled in 
Argentina share the way of life, the aspirations, and 
the problems of a Latin American nation with which 
the Italian people have more in common than with 
any other. 

President Arturo Illia ill conferellce with Italiall Defellse Minister 
Dr. Gil/lio Alldreotti (righl). Bucllos Aircs, lalluary 19,1971. UPI 
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MASS EXODUS 

MoRE than five million Italians have migrated 
to the United States in the past hundred years. Most 
of this mass exodus took place between the 1890s and 
early 19205, when at' lea~t aile out of ten Italians who 
reached maturity during that time crossed the North 
Atlantic Ocean. From these immigrants arc descended 
millions of loyal citizens of the United States who are 
cOllscious of their Italian heritage. They have con
tributed to the progress of the American nation. Many 
of them have achieved distinction. 

EARLY TIMES 

There were Italians several centuries ago in what 
is nOw the United States. They had come as indi
viduals or, occasionally, in smaU groups. Some had 
been men of God. The Franciscan missionary Fra 
Marco dll Nizza reached Mexico in 1531 shortly after 
the Spanish Conquest; he traveled north as far as the 
Grand Canyon and returned with tales of fabulous 
riches. Two years after the obliteration of New 
Sweden by the Dutch in what is now Delaware, a 
group of Piedmontese Waldeusians, fleeing religious 
persecution at home, settled there. Probably the first 
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European to describe Niagara Falls was Fatber F ran
cesco Bressani who was captured by the Iroquois in 
1644. Some missionaries were killed by the Indians: 
MengozU in 1671 and Father Saverio Saetta in 1678 
in the Southeast, Father Gesu de Lombardi in 1679 in 
the Southwest. Fra Eusebio Chino, bom near Trent, 
left Genoa for the New World in 1678. Together with 
Father Salvaterra of Milan he was a missionary in 
northern New Spain-the American Southwest-and 
he proved that Lower California was a peninsula. 
Early in the nineteenth century the bishops of St. 
Louis, Savannah, and New Orleans-Giuseppe Rosati, 
Ignmdo PerSico, and Francesco Porro respectively
were Italians. In 1812, Father Giovanni Grassi of the 
Society of Jesus headed the newly established George
town College near Washington, D.C. 

Some had been men of the sword. Th ree (talian 
military engineers (one of them the Genoese Maestro 
Francisco) accompanied Fernando De Soto in his 
adventurous exploration of the American Southeast 
in ] 539-1543. In 1679, Enrico Tontl (Tonty), in the 
service of the king of France, built U1C first large ves
sel ever to ply the. waters of the Great Lakes. He was 
second-in-command to La Salle, reached Louisiana 
in 1682, and founded the fi rst European settlement in 
Arkansas. Colonel Francesco Vigo, from ~' Iondo~i in 
Piedmont, came to North America in 1774 and distin. 
guished himself in the War of Independence, contrib· 
uting to the victory at Vincennes in 1779, which gave 
the Bedgling republic control of the Old Northwest 
as far as the Upper Mississippi. Bracco, Finizzi, and 
three members of the Tagliaferro family were officers 
in the Continental army. Three Italians received the 
Congressional t-,'fedal of Honor during the Civil War, 
three others became generals. John Belli was Deputy 
Quarlennaster General of the United States Army 
from 1892 to 1894. 

Birthplaces and names indicate that there were 
Italians among the settlers of tIle colonial period: 
Stephano Grady hailed from Ragusa and Cornelius 
Cannmoor from Lucca: Torrisany derives from Tor
rigiani, Bonvis from BOIlVisi, Grimoald from Grimaldi. 
Pace or Paei bad probably been the original family 



Enrico Tonti. Phoenix Museum, Mobile, Ala. 

Philip Mazzei. University of Virginia 
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William Paca. LC 

name of William Paca, governor of Maryland and a 
signer of the Declaration of Independence. Philip 
.Mazzei, born in Poggio a Caiano near Florence, came 
to Virginia in 1773 after a sixteen-year residence in 
Great Britain. H e returned to Europe shortly after
ward as agent for the Commonwealth, doing for Vir
ginia what Benjamin Franklin was doing for the 
Continental Congress. (Mazzei was instrumental in in
ducing Grand Duke Leopold of Tuscany to issue a 
statement supporting the cause of American inde
pendence.) Italians composed a large part of three 
regiments in the expeditionary force sent by the king 
of France to aid the Americans against the British . 
When the war ended, many chose to settle in the 
Un ited States. Salvatore Catalano. hom Syracuse in 
Sicily, was Stephen Decatur's pilot in 1804 during the 
United States' war against pirates based in Tripoli. He 
~pent the rest of his life in the United States. 

Mazzei was asked by Jefferson to find in Italy 
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Italian Walcfensiml settlers in North Carolina. State Department of Archives ;llld History. Raleigh, N.G 



co.mpetent artists to work in Washington. The painters 
GIUseppe Franzoni and Giovan ni Andre i reached the 
United States in 1806, as the result of i\ lazzei's en
deavors, Within a few years they were followed by 
others: Carlo Franzoni ( Giuseppe's brother ), Luigi 
Persico, Giuseppe Valaperta, Canova's pupil Antonio 
Capellano. Later in the century, the fresco painting in 
the Capitol was entrusted to Constantino Brumidi. 
Those acquainted with the name of Antonio 1-.'leucci 
knO\.\' him as th~ ent~rprising immigrant who, in 1850, 
befnended Ganbaldl and gave him a job in his little 
factory in Staten Island, "Ieucci's claim as the inventor 
of the telephone was validated by tlle Supreme Court. 
A remarkable man in many ways, he spent nearly half 
of his long life in the United States. 

"Car of History," by Carlo Franzoni C(lpiIO/ Built/illg 
II'flsl,ingtoll, D ,C, )Jatiollnl Geogr.l~hic Photugrtlphc; 
George F, ~Iobley. courles~' !If U.S. Dpitul Histol'ical 
Society 
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THE EVE Of MASS MIGRATION 

Of the estimated 50,000 ltalians in the United 
States in 1860 ( see Chapter 17 ), most of the recent 
arrivals could be found in the New York area. A few 
had already been attracted to Cnlifomia bv the lure 
of gold and fertile land. In 1870, the year w-hen Rome 
once again became the capital of a united Italian state, 
out of a total of about half a million Italians abroad 
(including children of emigrants ) a little more tllan a 
fi.fth were, in the United States. Transatlantic migra
tion , partlculnrly from the i\le.:zogiorllo, was still a 
thil.' trickle. From 1876 to 1878 about 1,500 immigrants 
alTlved from Cnmpania ( Naples and the surrounding 
area ), 150 from Abruzzi, 50 from Sicily. 1880 is a 
meaningful dnte: in that year over 12,000 Italian immi
gmnts reached the United States. more than twice as 
many as in 1879. Most of the 12,000 came from Italy's 
~orth , n fcw from the Center, and, significantly, about 
;),000 from the South, The trickle was becoming a 
stream and would soon be a mighty river. 

MASS MIGRATION 

In 1900 Amcrican statistics gave the number of 
residents born in Italy as nearlv half a million' ten 
years later nearly a million and' a half. The L>e~k of 
immigration was reached in 1907 with a total of 
285,731. The figu res for the years until 1914 were 
similar. It is reported that on one day 15,000 Ita lians 
landed from many ships. \-"odd War 1 brought the 
migratory movemcnt 10 a near halt, but in 1921. 142,-
514 Italian immigrants reached the United States. By 
the time migration was checked-by restrictive poli-

Ellis IsltJ/ld, s11owill8 immigrants with baggage and all in!'
migration afficinl (1907). ~ Iuseum of the City of New York 



A ~rOIl/J of Italians in the railroad waiting room. Ellis Islaml. 1905. Lewis W. Hine Collcdiun, Lo{"al Hi.~torr !Inc! 
Genealogy Division, The New York Public Library, Astor, Lena'\" fmd Tilden Foundations 

des introduced by the Republican administration in 
1921 and 1924 under the pressure of organized labor 
aroused by an cconomic deprcssion, and by the ltalitll1 
Fascist regime using popl1lation increase as a lever for 
imperialistic demands-nearly five million Italians had 
migrated to the United States. Except during World 
War IJ the migration never completely stopped. Each 
year a few thousand Italians were admitted under the 
quota system al~d a few more with special dispensa
tions. In recent years the liberalization of immigration 
laws has led to an increase in the numbers admitted. 
In all, since the end of World War II about 300,000 
Italians have entered the United States as immigrants. 

Acrording to American records, by 1970 over 5.1 
million immigrants had come from Italy-about 11 
percent of all who came from Europe during the 150 
years from 1820 to 1970. Of these over two-thirds 
settled permanently, became American citizens and 
raised their children as Americans. 

REGIONAL COMPOSITION 

When migration across the North Atlantic was 
still relatively modest, Piedmontese, Ligurians, and 
other northerners predominated. Whcn the migratory 
flow swellcd, southerncrs were the overwhelming 
majority: between 1906 and 1916. for instance, nearly 
two million arrived, 85 percent of the total Italian 
immigration. In view of the cultural differences be
tween Italian regions and of the Italian Americans' 
emotional attachments, the regional composition of 
the migratory movement played a large part in giving 
the Italian-A merican community its characteristic fea
tures. Of the three and a half to four million Italians 
who settled permanently in the United States, only 
about one·flfth were from the North and regions of 
the Center and South (Sardinia) that had not been 
part of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies: from areas 
containing neal"iy two-thirds of Italy's population. The 

Italian immigrants at Ellis Island, 1905. Lewis W. Hine 
Collection, Local History and Genealogy Division, The 
New York Public Library, Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foun
dations 



.\folher (11111 child, Ellis l~ f(/lul, 1905. Lewi., \\I. Hine Col
Icction, Loe;\ l History ,mcl Genealogy Di vision. The New 
\'() I'k ]' lIblie Libral' ~', Astor, LCllux fwd T ilden Foundalions 

Americall AlnlJ(l ~'s(l{lor (\tr l)'. Clare Bootli e Luce isslling 
viSlJl)' to IIC U; CllligflllltS al tile U.S. C Ollsldale ill Napfe~·. 
UPI 
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Pari of a group of ] ,000 emigrant lailors und i;ealJnt,re,~ses 

;ointly SpoJl sored by tile Amalgamated Clothillg Workers 
of America (lmlthe Catholic Relief Seroiees-Nalionol ClI/h
olie We/fare Conference. All we re assurer! ;ous in New 
York, Boston, 01' Plli/adelpllia. UP} 

other four-fifths came from what had for centuries 
been called It Reame, The Kingdom. 

SOUTHERNERS 

Approximately one-fifth of Italian permanent im
mignmts were born in Sicily; anotber fifth in Cam
pan ia ( the Neapolitans ); a little less than one-seventh 
each came from Abruzzi and i\'lolisc, from Calabria, 
and from Apulia and Basilicata. The exodus of the 
southcmers was an exodus of men ( four out of five ); 
of young and vigorous adults ( seven out of eight were 
between the age of fourteen and forty-folU ); of the 
disinherited (between 1902 and 1907, 52 percent of 
immigrants from the Me;;;zogio/'llo were virtually penni
less, described as paupers by the American authori
ties); of the educationally deprived ( the majority were 
illiterate ). Of the one million six hundred thousand 
Italian immigrants who entered the United States 
dur i.ng the first ten years of the century, only 9,000 
had the equivalent of a college diploma. About 300,000 
possessed some vocational or professional skills. The 
rest were totally unskilled, Of this last group, most had 
been agricultural laborers and came from the rural 
hinterland of the Me z;::;ogiomo. The mass emigration 
to the United States meant a steady decline in the 
population of Basilicata between 1880 and 1920, and 
of ~'Iolise between 1890 and 1920. During the fi rst 
decade of the century the population of Abruzzi, as 
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well as the population of three of the five provinces of 
Campania, and two of the seven provinces in which 
Sicily was then divided, also declined. 

Figures can show the size of the emigration, but 
they must be translated into what they represellt
human beings. Figures call scarcely measure the e.'(. 
tent of the sufferings endured by those who decided 
to leave, of the hopes that gave them strength to 
combat hardships in the New World, of the success 
most had in improving their Uves and providing their 
descendants with opportunities they had never had 
themselves. Adlievements are usually measured in 
terms of goals attained ; they should instead be meas
ured in tenns of distance covered. The economic level 
at which Italian soutbcmel's livl'd was exceptionaJly 
low; the difficulties they had to overcome exception. 
ally great. There were Iris h ancl Jewish immigrants as 
poor as most HalulDs of the 1880s and 1900s. However, 
the Irishman could speak the language of his new 
country, and he had not lived ill the isolation that had 
been the lot of most inhahitar.ts of Italy's South; he 
was less alien than anyone coming from the non· 
English-speaking world. The Jews had had centuries 
of experience in living among people belonging to a 
djfferent culture, speaL.;ng a different la11guage, and 
their emotionaJ and intellectual horizons had never 
been limited to thc local community in which they 
were born , and although they met with discrimination 
in the United States, it was less severe than it had 
been in the areas of Europe where they were then 
most numerous. 

.4.WAKENING 

After unification , conscription-introduced in Italy 
as much for SOCL'l1 as for military reasons-helped to 
leSSCJl the isolation in which thousands of communi· 
ties ill the South lived. As soldiers pel'forming their 
military service, the sons of peasants, shepherds, fish. 
ennen, and craftsmen had traveled to Milan or Rome 
or Turin and had seen a different and a more attrac· 
tive world. As isolation decreased so did ignorance, 
the closest ally of resignation. '\Iany schools had un· 
plastered waUs aud windows Without glass and there 
were not enough blackboards Or exercise books; but 
many teachers tried to tell the children and their 
parents about the world outside . i.n Italy, and heyond 
her houlldaries. Garibaldi was a household word fo r 
decades after unification. L'croe dei due mondi.-the 
hero of two worlds, Europe and America-had fought 
in Brazil and Uruguay, alld had Jived in New York: he 
had bJazed a trail. Seafaring Neapolitans were the 
6rst to become :lware of potentialities in the United 
States. When the Civil War ended, American entre· 
preneurs took the road that was to make the United 
States the industrial leader of the world. Labor was 
scarce. '\ Iecbanization was still limited and there were 
plenty of opportunities for unskilled workers, fo r 
laborers. Jobs were what appealed to the Itauan immi· 

grant, too poor and ignorant to think-as so many 
Scandinavians and Germans did-in terms of a home· 
stead, a farm. Jobs meant wages, wages meant cash; 
cash meant putting money aside and the hope of a 
better future. 

Til E EXODUS BEGINS 

From Naples and its vicinity came the first large 
contingents of southern immigrants. At firs t a few 
young people, soon hundreds, then thousands, selling 
what uttle they had, borrowing from relatives and 
friends, bought steerage passage to New York. In Mes
sina and PaJemlo a few young Sicilians boarded the 
ships going to America. In the United States they got 
jobs-for Americans poorly paid ones, not so for Ital· 
ians, for whom olle doUar a day was a scudo (the five· 
lire piece ) . Who had ever earned a scudo, a whole 
scudo, in one day? In the inland communities, who 
had even seen a scudo? Poverty had made sober 
living a babit in Italy. To save all rent, immigrants 
roomed together. Their food was simple. Their only 
luxury was decent Sunday clothing. Indifferent at first 
to the lowliness of his job, the immigrant went on 
living soberly. He saved. Remittances began to be 
sent to the families in Italy. Wasn't that marvelous? 
Iii America one could eam enough to save ancl to send 
money hamel After two, three, five, or ten years, 
emigrants began to return, most of them not to stay 
but to visit, with enough money to buy a passage to 
New York fol' wife, brother, or son. 

THE HOPES OF TUE HARDWORKING POOR 

In the 18805, in the marketplaces of cities and 
towns and villages, at the fairs to which people from 
distant communities came to buy and sell livestock, 
tools, housewares, the talk was of the americall;: the 
relative, fl'iend, or acquaintance who had left fol' 
America, whose letter ( usua lly written by a. scribe in 
his own hyperbolic style) had recently arrived, who 
had sent money with wbich to buy a plot of land. a 
goat or a sheep, wann clothing, shoes. The talk was of 
american; who had come back with a couple of big 
suitcases and a ncw suit, who had told of an astound
ing world .in which there was work for all and in 
which instead of a few cents earned from time to time 
one could earn a scudo, a whole scudo, every day, 
where one l1ad enough to eat. 

Barons and dukes owning thousands of misman· 
aged acres, frittering away tlleir incomes on decadent 
city living ancl plunging more and more heavily into 
debt, knew less about America than their peasants 
and servants. A few young people of the small edu· 
cated classes, fascinated by the ideas and ideals of 
democracv, socialism, and anarchism, saw in America 
the freedom to do what could not be done at home, 
and some of them went to the United States. A few 
young professional people also decided to emigrate. 
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An HaUl/II woman witll IlCr baby, Jersey Streel. Photograph by 
Jacob A. Riis, The Jacob A. Riis Collection, t- Iuseum of the City 
of New York 

They were the exceptions: most members of the so
called educated classes knew iittle about the United 
States and cared less. Like other Europeans, the 
Italian intelligentsia repeated commonplaces about 
America's cultural backwardness, political corruption, 
and materialism, about a nation which to them was 
not a nation. The idle rich and the presumptuous in
tellectuals did not know what the poor and the illiter
ate knew: that in America one cou ld go forward, 
could aspire to live decently and gain the dignity 
denied at home; one could look to the future and not 
be repressed by the past. 

America was the land for the hardworking poor, 

Ilallall family CIt diuner. 
Lewis \V. Hille Collection, 
Local History and Genealogy 
Division, The New York 
Public Library, Astor, Lenox 
and Tilden Foundations 

not for baroni and borghesi. For a long time America 
remai ned the dream of the southern proletariat and of 
those close to the poor-the elementary school teacher, 
the parish priest, the radical agitator. 

RECRUITERS 

In the 1880s recruiters began to get to work. Some 
were agents of shipping companies, whose only in
come often was a percentage of tickets sold. They 
visited distant towns nnd villages. explaining about 
the United States, Canada, Brazil, and Argentina. 
They painted unrenl rosy pictures. They exaggerated. 
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They told lies. They also helped people to sell the 
little plot of land most peasants owned somewhere; 
to sell the donkey, mule, cow, sheep, goat, and pig, 
which were many people's chief asset; to sell the bed 
and whatever else was in the hovel called home. Ship
ping agents helped people get to Naples and Palenno, 
put them on board the ships with their bundles and 
the food supply they carried. They did not know what 
would bappen to the emigrant when he reached Amer
ican shores and did not care. 

The position and function of padroni, who ap· 
peared a little later and by 1900 had become a com
mon institution, was different. The term was a mis
nomer; they were not bosses but labor brokers. The 
,;adrone was usually a former emigrant who came 
back to recruit cheap labor needed primarily in the 
New York area by contractors building houses, fac
tories and the New York subway. Farther away, cheap 
labor was wanted by railroad builders, and by owners 
of coal and iron mines. Padroni were more efficient 
than shipping agents in realizing meager assets and 
ill making arrangements for the journey. Sometimes 
they advanced money. Immigrants who came with a 
padrone bad jobs waiting for them, were settled in 
squalid tenements, and were introduced to already 
established immigrants. To repay loans and in com
pensation for services rendered, immigrants paid 
padroni a bossatul"G, a percentage of the wages earned 
in jobs obtained through them. Sometimes arrange
ments for passage, including raising money for tickets, 
were made by the immigrant himself who, having 
met with some success, persuaded his relatives and 
friends to join him; also by schoolteachers and priests 
who had decided to emigrate and who acted as natural 
leaders of the migrant group, preserving its cohesion 
and protecting its memhers from exploitation. 

FAILURES AND SUCCESSES 

For some the journey overseas and the quest for 
a job was an exciting and satisfying adventure. For 
many others it was a torment, usually endured stoical
ly. The forty-year mass exodus from the Italian South 
meant a good deal of suffering. There were cruel 
abuses and cheating by 1Jadrofli, shipping companies, 
American employers, and bloodsucking petty crimi
nals-mafiosi and others-preying on those poorer than 
themselves. Along with the deception and frustration 
there were heartbreaking failures. Some could not 
cope with the alien environment, or were unable to 
persevere. Some hecame sick, or were simply lost and 
found no one to help them. But for most, the United 
States meant an improvement in their conditions, for 
many it meant Sllccess, and for the millions of their 
descendants a better life than they would have had in 
the Old Country. 

The bedroom of an Italian family ill II rear tenement 011 

New York's East Side, 1910. Lewis W. Hine Collection, 
Local History and Genealogy Division, The New York 
Public Library, Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations 

Yard, Jersey Street teuemellt. Photograph by Jat~lb A. Hiis. 
The Jacob A. Riis Collection, Museum of lhe City of New 
York 



Scene on the roof of the Barracks, Mott Street. Photograph 
by Jacob A. Riis. Tile Jacob A. Riis Collection, Museum of 
the City of New York 

A labor age/Icy on the IOIVer West New City, 
1910. Lewis W. Hine Collection, Local Genealogy Di
vision, The New York Public Library, Astor, Lenox and 
Tilden Foundations 

COllstructiOIl of the Fort George lRT Tunnel, 1904. Courtesy of the New-York Historical Society, New York City 
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A gTO!I/J of italian street laborers working under tile Sixth 
Avelwe El, Nr.w) York Cit!}, 1910. Lewis \V. Hinc Collce
lion, Local Genealogy Division, The New York Public Li· 
br:U'y, Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations 

-
39* Mulberr!} Street, known as Bandit's Roost. Photograph by Jacob A. Riis. The Jacob A. lUis Collection, Museum of 
the City of New York 

SIZE OF THE ITAUAN-AMERICAN COMMUNITY 

In proportion to their homeland population, fewer 
Italians migrated to the United States than Irish, Jews, 
Scandinavians, or Canadians. But in the whole migra
tory movement which has brought tens of millions of 
Europeans to North America during the last century 
and a half, only the Germans, who migrated in large 
numbers over a considerably longer period, were more 

nwnerous. There are various estimates of the size of 
the Italian-American community which includes the 
foreign-born (still more than a million ), first-genera
tion Americans who sometimes retain emotional links 
with their ancestral land and understand Italian, or 
at least their parents' dialect, and later-generation 
Americans to whom Italian origin becomes less and 
less relevant as time goes on. The late Commissioner 
of Immigration, Edward Corsi, put the number of 



Italian Americans forty yeal's ago at about five million, 
In recent years some authors have put the figure at 
twenty-one million. Taking into account the number 
of Italian immigrants who made their permanent 
home in the United States (30! to 4 million), the size 
and natural increase of the American population at 
the time of the mass Italian migration, and the size 
of other immigrant groups, the number of Italian 
Americans can be roughly estimated at ten to twelve 
million. Nearly as many are descendants of marriages 
between Italians and non-Italians, most often Irish or 
Jews. Some of these descendants think of themselves 
as Italian Americans, others as Irish Americans or 
Jewish Americans, as the case may be. Probably most 
think of themselves simply as Americans. 

ITALIAN AMERiCANS iN NEW YORK 

Even before mass migration gained its greatest 
momentum, the largest concentration of Italians in the 
United States was in New York City. The overwhelm
ing majority of immigrants had come to find jobs-any 
jobs-not to engage in inclependent careers in business, 
farming, vocational or professional activities . More
over, they nearly all lacked funds for traveling farther. 
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Edward Corsi. The University of the State 
of New York, State Education Department 

Tile Mlilberry Belld, ca. 1888-89. Photograph by Jacob A. 
Riis. The Jacob A, Riis Collection, Museum of tl1e City of 
New York 
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In New York they found work, at first mainly in con
struction, on the waterfront, and in menial municipal 
functions like street cleaning. Soon they became active 
in the fast-developing garment, shoe, cigar, and food 
industries. In New York, barbering and shoesh ining 
seemed for a while to be Italian specialties. Lowly jobs 
could be obtained in restaurants and hotels. Some en
terprising immigrants opened food stores for their 
countrymen and a few began to manufacture pasta. 
Besides priests and schoolteachers, there were some 
professional people who eamed a living by serving 
Italian immigrants-mostly young law graduates who 
had little hope of building their own practice in the Old 
Country already burdened with a surfe it of lawyers. 
A few musicians who had joined the migratory current 
found pupils to teach and bands to play in. New 
York's Little Italy was not so little, and for decades 
it formed a c1ose-).-uit, largely self-sufficient commu
nity. It had its own way of life, which certainly was 
not American and was considerably less Italian (or 
southern Italian ) than most people thought. It was 
Italian without the !>tiBing repressiveness, the rigidity 
and immobility that were striking features of southern 
Italian culture. In 1917 one-seventh of the city's popu
lation was either bom in Italy or born in New York 
of Italian parents; the percentage did not change ap
preciably for many years. This distinctive and fai rly 
cohesive Italian-American community soon began to 
have an impact on a city in which ethnic divisions 
played an important role. H was first fel t in public life: 
in participation in political machines, in the election 
of city councilmen, state assemblymen, and finally 
Congressmen. An Italian American was elected mayor 
of New York in 1933. 

DISTRIBUTION OF ITALIAN AMERICANS 

At present about a third of the Italian Americans 
live in New York State. They form a large segment of 

Italian wom e" sewing 1)ants in a Cotham Court sweat.slI01' , 
Photograph by Jacob A. Hiis. The Jacob A. Riis Collection, 
Museum of the City or New York 

An lInUm! cheese store 0 11 Bleecker Street. Photograph 
by Bernice Abbott for the Federal Art Project "Chang
ing New York:' Museum of the City of New York 
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An Italian track-walker on the Pennsylvania Railroad, 
1930. Lewis W. Hine Collection, Local Genealogy Di
vision, The New York Public Library, Astor, Lenox 
and Tilden Foundations 
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the population in aU urban communities. The few who 
have ventured into rural areas are engaged in truck 
farming or retail trade. Another third of the Italian
American population is to be found in the neighboring 
states of New Jersey and Pennsylvania to the south, 
in Connecticut, Rhode Island, and Massachusetts to 
the east. In the megalopolis in the making which ex
tends for two hundred miles from each side of New 
York along the Atlantic seaboard, there is the largest 
urban concentration of people of Italian origin, larger 
than in any of Italy's metropolitan areas. About an 
eighth of the Italian Americans live in the Midwestern 
belt between Cleveland and Chicago. In the cities of 
the i\-lidwest, Italian Americans are nowhere as large 
a proportion of the population as in the East, nor are 
Italian-American communities so closely integrated. 
Another twelfth or so live in California, where de
scendants of immigrants from the North of Italy are 
relatively more numerous than anywhere else in the 
United States. Most immigrants to California came as 
individuals and not as members of groups transplanted 
from Italy. Many have attained financial success, 
received recognition in cultural activities, 01' played an 
influential role in public life. The names of the banker 
Amadeo Giannini, the film director Frank Capra, the 

Lillie Italy in Harlem. Photograph by Joseph Byron. The Byron Collection, Museum of the City of New York 



Angelo I. Rossi. San Francisco Public Library 

AI! Italian clothing worker ill a factory ill Rochester, 
N.Y., 1915. Lewis W. I·line Collection, Loca l Gene
alogy Division, The New York Public Library, As
tor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations 

Italian vine grou;er near Humboldt, Tennessee. The 
Italian in America by Eliot Lord, 101m J. D. T renor, 
and Samuel J. Barrows, 1905. 

ltaliOll peach Drcharcl laborers Ilear CCTltralia, Illillois . The Italian in America by Eliot Lord, Jolm 
J. D. Trellor, alld Samuel J. Barrou;s, 1905 



mayors of San Francisco Angelo Rossi and Joseph 
Alioto suffice. Sizable ltalian·American communities 
are to be found in Florida, Louisiana, and Colorado. 

/tPARTNESS 

Relations between the immigrants and their chil
dren, and the people in whose midst they settled, 
remained distant for quite a whiJe. It took time to nar
row the gulf between them. There were several im
pediments to the quick integration of immigrants and, 
particularly where they were most llumerous, first
generation Italian Americans. The heavy concentra
tion in relatively restricted areas not only minimized 
opportunities for exchange, it also lessened the new· 
comers' desire for integration. Many had arrived in 
groups held together by family , friendship, and local 
community ties, and those groups strove to retain their 
identity. Those who had ('orne as isolated individuals 
gravitnted toward groups formed by paesal1i, people 
from the same paese~villagc or town. They could do 
without Americans when ]JaescHli were there to pro
vide friendship and, when needed, aid and protec
tion. Since few immigrants had developed any apti
tude for learning foreign tongues, there was also a 
lnnguage bru·rier. The cohesiveness fostered by the 
ever-present ,md all.pervading ltnlian Catholic clergy 
and the church.organized clubs and schools held the 
community together, as did a large number of asso
ciations ( hundreds by the 1920s ) and Italian-language 
newspapers. Slowly the obstacles to integration were 
removed by contact with people of different cultural 
backgrounds, in factories , mills, mines, by marriages 
outside the cOlllmunity ( madc necessary because of the 
relatively small number of women among the immi
grnnts ) and. most important, by attendance in public 

Joseph Alioto. Photo by Proctor Jones 
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Frank Capra. Photoworld 

schools, which fulfilled the function of absorbing im
migrants' children into the American way of life. 

IMMIGRANTS IN THE BOOKS OF ITALIAN
AMERICAN AUTHORS 

The life of the immigrant ancl of the first·genera
tion naHan American has been described by writers 
who lived it. Their books reflect the emotions of mil
lions who went---cheerfully, or tearfully. but for the 
most part stolidly-through the harsh experience of 
being uprooted, of trying to find their bearings in a 
new and alien environment, of slowly and painfully 
putting down new roots. Tn the 1890s Bernardino 
Ciambelli published several novels, highly readable 
and highly unrealistic, in the melodramatic style then 
fashionable in Italian litenuy circles. The action of 
Ciambelli's novels was usually in New York's Little 
Italy, as was that of the writings of another popular 
author, Eduardo Migliaccio. World War I had not 
yet ended when Angelo PatTi, a distingllished educa
tor, wrote of his experiences and those of young and 
not so young immigrants in A Schoolmastel' in the 
Great City. Later another educator proud of his Ital
ian heritage, Angelo PeJlegd.ni, wrote wittily and 
gratefully about the immigrant's life in the United 
States in The Unprejudiced Palate (and recorded joys 
and disappOintments of a trip back to the Old COUll
try in Immigraflt's Retllm ). 10 Fanti in Ask the Dusk, 
Mad Tomasi in Deep Grow trw Roots, Jo Pagano in 
Paesanos, Pascal D'Angelo in his autobiographical SOil 

of Italy, Guido D'Agostino in Olives 011 the Apple 
Tree, Pietro Di Donato in Cl,rist ill COllcrete and 
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Three Circles of Ugllt, Jerry Mangione in Mount Al
legro and Tile Sheep and tile Flame, down to Mario 
Fuzo in Fortunate Pilgrim and the best seller The 
Godfathel' (typical American novel with an Italian
American theme), and Raymond De Capite in The 
Coming of Fabrizzj, are some whose topics were one 
or another aspect of Italian-American communities, 
and at times themselves: the immigrant and the child 
of the immigrant. 

The poet and labor agitator Arturo Giovannitti 
wrote movingly and effectively in Italian and English 
of the efforts of Italian-American wage-earners to 
achieve the equality which in the United States was 
their right, to have a better life, to end exploitation. 
Alessandro Sisca was another prolific poet. Rodolfo 
PuceUi's Anthology of Italian and Italian-American 
Poetry includes writings of several immigrant authors. 
Frederico Amato wrote plays focused on the immi
grant's difficulty in adjusting to a strange, at times 
hostile, environment. Baldo Aquilano, Antonio Man
gano, Enrico Sartorio, Leonard Covello, Constantine 
Panunzio, Edward Corsi, Giovanni Schiavo were some 
of the nonfiction writers who recorded aspects of 
Italian-American experiences. 

Literary merit and success in tenns of popularity 
and sales varied, of course, but most of the books men
tioned here vividly described people who worked 
hard, led sober lives, and often suffered humiliation; 
who were caught between two cultures so different 

as to be antagonistic; who in becoming Americans 
felt greater love for the country of which they were 
now citizens than many whose roots went back several 
generations or even centuries; who discovered that 
in American society poverty and ignorance were 
drawbacks as great as in Italian society, but that in 
the United States there were opportunities for over
coming them. 

These books speak of men of flesh and b lood 
whose main concern was their families, whose first 
goal-when they had decided to settle-was to bring 
brothers and sisters, cousins, nephcws, pcrhaps the 
old parents to join them. The next goal was to do in 
the New World what had been an impossible dream 

Arturo Ciooan
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in the Old Country: to send theil' children to school, 
not just to leam the three Rs, but to have an educa
tion that would enable them to leave the ranks of 
the poor and ignorant and to enter the affiuent classes 
of entrepreneurs, executives and professional people. 
The simple program of the immigrants was to find a 
job and to work hard at it, to live soberly, to save, to 
help relatives, and send their sons to college. ~'lany, 
having saved a little money, engaged in independent 
economic activities. It is astonishing how many, start
ing from nothing, did fulfill their goals. Through the 
fulfillment came integration and assimilation. 

PARASITES 

There' were of course exceptions. Besides the 
failures, those who could not cope, who found no help
ing hand, there were also the parasites: the thieves, 
the swindlers, the exploiters-those whose shortcut to 
success was dishonesty_ 

Plenty of petty criminals had preyed on the immi
grants in the porls of Naples, Palermo, Cenoa, and 
on board ship. ~llore of them preyed on those who 
were not met by I'elatives or friends on arrival, did 
not know when.: to turn to find a bed and a job, and 
could not make themsclves understood. Confidence 
tricksters, small-time tbieves, quacks, and imposters 
comprised the immigrants' underworld. There were 
groups of criminals which, on arriving in the United 
States, continued the unsavory activities that had pro
vided them with II living in Italy. One such group
the Sicilian ~ I afia-was better organized than the 
others and had a structure that gllaranteed discipline 
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and continuity. In the United States, it became more 
efficient and flourished. For sevcral decades the Mafia 
operated almost exclusively within Italian-American 
communities, particularly in the Sicilian sections. It 
specialized in extortion b}' threat. The scale of the 
operation, at first , was modest. Then prohibition pro
vided the mafiosi-experts in smuggling, "protection," 
and fencing-with the opportunity to become a sig
nificant element in the American underworld. 

MAFIA 

Little is known of the Mafia's ongllls; even the 
meaning of the word is uncertain. A t the time of the 
unification of Italy the Mafia existed in rural districts 
of western Sicily (an island large enough to be differ
entiated culturally as well as geographically}-the 
area al eli 10 del Saiso, beyoud the Salso River, occu
pied by the provinces of Palcnno, Cirgenti (now 
Agrigento ), and Trapani, and by part of the province 
of Caltanissetta. Sicily had been ineHectually ruled 
for centuries by weak or distant central governments. 
In tbe western section the medieval concept that the 
dignity of the individual requires him to administer 
his own law had survived. Landowners and their 
agents maintained their own version of law and order 
in the landed estates-the total subjection of peasants 
and villagers-by hiring members of clandestine groups 
as guards, the mafiosi, whose efficacy was increased by 
the fact that no one knew, or was supposed to know, 
about their membership, and whose imm unity from 
punishment (through corruption of public officials) 
was guaranteed. Landowners contended that cattle 

--,-------. 
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and horse stealing wns, a major crime punishable by 
death. They fea red that vindictive Jleasallts might 
bum the crops, and there was always the possibility 
of farm produce being stolen on the way to market or 
warehouse. Guards were needed. Mafiosi were orga
nized in small groups (vQsche, Sicilian for "tufts") of 
from ten to fifteen carefully picked and trained mem
bers wbose leaders exacted total obedjence and loyal
ty. There was no general organization, but each cosca 
had its own territory, and intrusiOIl was dealt with by 
ambush and assassinatiou. In time, mafiosi became a 
law for themselves, exacting tribute from landowners 
as well as from peasants. The Italian government's 
repeated attempts to eradicate the Mafia from westem 
Sicily fniled. The chaos in Sicily during World War 
II helped th e mafiosi to extend their activities to the 
cities. Tbere black marketeering and large-scale smug
gling were added to the extortion practiced in the 
rural areas. 

There were mafiosi among the Sicilians who settled 
in Tunisia. In the 1880s there were mafiosi among the 
Sicilian immigrants who came to the United States. 
They made a living by selling "protection" to shop
keepers, by smuggling, and by organizing prostitution 
rings. Exaggerated accounts of the Mafin (at the time 
often referred to as the Mano Nera. the Black Halld ) 
led to the Iynclling of cleven Sicilian workers in New 
Orleans in 1891 (they had been arrested in t.'Onnection 
with the murder of a sllperintendent of police and 
prollottnced innoeent by the court). Early in the 
twentieth century, a New York policeman of Italian 
origin, Giuseppe Petrosino, devoted himself to eradi
cating the Mana. He was assass inated in Palermo 
where he had gone to uncover links between criminals 
in Sicil)' and those in the United States, I-lis work was 
calTied on b)' Mario Biaggi, ,mother member of the 
New York police force. 10 recent years the Mafia has 
been dealt sOllle serious blows by the deportation of 
Lucl .... y Luciano and others, the den unciations of Joseph 
Valachi, the arrest of Vito Genovese, the murder of 
Albert Anastasia, and mass arrests such as those at 
Apalacllin, New York, in 1957. 

As ohell happens with organizations that are in 
the public eye but about which little is J..-nown, the 
power, influence. and diffusion of the Mafia in the 
United States have been exaggerated, Mafia and 
mafiosi portrayed in fiction and on the screen have 
l.ittle in common with the squalid reality of social 
rejects moved by primitive instincts Md lUllit to live 
as civilized individuals, who make n living from extor
tion, prostitution, drug addiction, gambling, und theft. 

One criminal whose llame was for vears a house. 
hold word on both sides of the North Atlantic Ocean 
was not a mafioso, Al (Alfonso) Capone was bom in 
Naples in 1899. [n Chicago he associated with crimi
nals of various ethnic origins before lawlching on his 
own with his own gang, preying 011 the J emoralization 
brought about b)' prohibition. He was supposed to 
have been responsible for the- so-called Sain t Valen· 

tine·s Day massacre, the murder of eight rival gang
sters in 1929. He spent most of the thirties in jail and 
died in J947, 

Italian Americans have usually ignored ethnic 
stereotypes identifying R numerically sma ll fringe 
group with a whole comm unity, However, in recent 
years a few have resented the tendenc), to exaggerate 
the place the Mafia in particular and criminality in 
gencral OCCllP), among Italian Americans. Following 
the example of initiatives taken by members of other 
ethnic communities, an Itali an-American Anti-Defa
mation League was organized. It was followed in 1970 
by the Italian·American Civil Rights League created 
with the aim of pubHei7,ing positive contributions to 
American culture and of elimillating stereotypes from 
the communications media. Headed bv Natale Mar
cone and Anthony Colombo; the League established 
chapters in various statcs and received the support of 
tens of thousands of Italian Americans, particularly 
in the New York area. 

MOTHEH CABRLNI 

Since evildoillg is a popular topic and receives a 
good deal of publicity. Ule public often remains under 
the impression that the exception is the I'Ule. In view 
of the many serious handica ps ~l11der which southel'll 
Italian immigrants labored, ltalian Americal1s ,,,ould 
rlot have advanced as they did if social responsibility 
had not prevailed over irresponsible criminality. A 
helping hand was extended to the newcomer bv the 
settled immigrant, to the jobless IweSlJlIO by the· man 
with a job, to the weak and sick by the ;troltg and 
healthy. There was fratemai sharing and mutual help 
on board ship, on arri val, in tenements, in neighbor
hoods, and in factories. A few physicians, and some 
teachers, priests, and labor organizers came to tllc 
United States to help their fellow immigrants with 
selfless devotiOll. The good done, for example, with 
the help of thousands, by Fl'lllleeSCa Cabrini ou t
weighs the evil perpetrated by organized crime. 

Francesca (Sa int Frances Xavier ) Cabrini, founder 
of tlle Missionary Sisters of the Sacred Heart in Ita Iv in 
1880, was nearly forty wJlen she came to the United 
States in 1889. hl spite of ill health she founded sixty
seven houses of her order, and when she died in 1917 
there were fifteen hundred sisters staffing orphanages, 
nurseries, hospitals. and schools. The Sisters of the 
Sacred Heart brought hope where there had been 
despair, confidence where there had been suffering. 
At first the)' worked only among Italian immigrants, 
and later the)' a"lso took care of notl- Itruians, Half a 
century after the death of Mother Cabrini (canonized 
in 1946 ), Father James Groppi, the civil rights leader 
and spokesman for the pOOl' in Wisconsin, walked in 
her footsteps, bringing aid to those in need. 

Mass migration, from abroad or within a coul1ttv 
is often accompanied by an inerease in antisocial b~~ 
havior. There is a twilight zone in the passage from 
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Olle t'ulture to another in which individuals, no longel" 
resh-rlincu by the old cu lture, are ilot yet restrained 
by the new one. [n that twilight zone the helping hand 
of people of goodwill is particularly needed. The twi
light ends when integration comes. For the reasons 
already mentioned, it was n long twilight for many 
Italian immigrants, and for many of their children 
who were bom in the United States. For southerners 
especially, the passage from a st:ltic hierarchical cul
ture to a dynamic egalitarian Olle was often a painful 
process. 

POUTICAL AWARENESS 

Politicization wns the 6rst important sign that inte
gration was proceeding. It meant a \lew awareness, 
the broadening of horizons, ideas and interests, the 
end of the sepa rateness between Italian-American 
communities and the rest of the nation. On the whole, 
except for small antagonistic groups of nationalists 
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and revolutionaries mostly belonging to the middle 
dasses, Italian immigrants were not politicaliy minded 
during the period of mass immigration. Whatever the 
changes in the institutional structure, life in most of 
the South, and many areas of the Center and North, 
had remained as it was for decades after unification. 
The institutional structure of united Italy was keyed 
to free elections, which stimulate u\vareness and inter
est and create a desire for change; but everywhere in 
the South the local notables saw to it that elections 
were rigged, that there would be no debate, that dis
sidents were kept out, that voting was perfunctory and 
thus meaningless. This situation was beginning to 
change in the South, as it had in the Center and 
North, when the fascist dictatorship swept away all 
tJ:e gains achieved before 1922. 

In the United States, through their own leaders 
working hand in hand with local politicians intent on 
increasing their electoral strength, immigrants who 
had become citizens drifted into the powerful urban 
Democratic party machines of the ern. The filing 
of first papers, the ,lcquisit iol1 of citizenship, voting, 
became acts that were mOre and more meaningful. 
for many immigrants, political awareness was stimu
lated by the nced and the opportunity to participate 
in the labor movement in order to obtain higher wages 
and better working conditions. The American standard 
or living was having an impact on the minds of the 
immigrants. The scudo, which to the newly arrived 
immigrant had seemed a fortune, shrank to modest 
proportions when the now established immigrant and 
his family developed a taste for better clothing, good 
food, decent hOllsing, vacations, and when sons and 
daughters began to ask for what their already assimi
lated contemporaries had. What membership in labor 
unions and strikes did for many, World War 1 did for 
others. Hundreds of thousands of Italian immigrants 
returned to Italy to join thc armed forces, or went 
overseas with the American Expeditionary Force. 
Those who stayed behind rmxiously followed Euro
pean developments during the war and at the peace 
conferences, and their interest in foreign affairs led 
to more active participation in intemal politics. The 
arrival on a larger scale than before of Italians who 
had completed their higher education also helped to 
rouse awareness. Joumalists, lawyers, and physicians, 
whose pllblic or clients were Italian Americans, dis
covered the United States about a generation later 
than the laborers of the South. 

CONSERVATISM 

Growing political awareness brought a gradual 
shift in position in the political spectrum. Most Italian 
immigrants, in search of status and property, did not 
mind, of course, being helped in their pursuit but 
strongly resented being hindered. On the whole they 
preferred to be left alone. Their attitudes in the twen
tietll century were those of the individualism domi-
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mmt in progressive nations on both sides of tJle North 
Atlantic after the revolutions of 1776 and 1789: in 
American terms, conservatism. Most Italian Americans 
continued to vote For the Democratic party, even if 
their ecollOmic conditions had improved considerably; 
but often they strengthened its most conserv(ltive 
wing. Quite a few, partl)' because of their c;onserva
tism, partly because of antagonism toward tlle Irish 
Americans who controlled Democratic political ma
chines (and monopolized the most prestigious posi
tions in the hierarchy of the Catholic church). switched 
to the Republican party or, where it existed, to a 
Conservative party. 

BETWEEN THE WARS: ITALlANITA. 

Another development that lasted from before 
World War 1 to thc beginning of World War II, was 
an intensification of the immigrants' feeling of alJe
giance to ltaly. Italian Americans did not play the role 
in Italy's internal affairs that the lrisb Americans 
played in Ireland or the Jewish Americans in Israel, 
but the attachment was there. The immigrant who in 
the Old Country had tJlOughl of himself primarily as 
a Neapolitan, a Sicilian, or a Calabrese, now discov
ered Italy. It was partly a reaction to the discrimina
tion of which most Italian Americans were convinced 
(sometimes wrongly) they were victims. The new
found pride in Italian origin goes a long way to ex
plain the sympathy most Italian Americans had in the 
1920s and 1930s for Fascism-not because it was an 
imperialistic totalitarian dictatorsbip but because it 
was patriotism and nationalism, because ~it had put 
Italy on the map." ltalian-hmguage newspapers and 
radio broadcasts extolled the achievements of the dic
tatorship. The ltalian correspondents of reputable 
American newspapers praiscd l\ lussolini and admired 
his initiative. In church. sermons stressed itnlioniM, 
the Italian heritage, and Italy's supposed new great
ness under fascist rule. 

There were waYes of entllusiasm among Itallan 
Americans when in J929 the Lateran Treaties ended 
the estrangement between the Italian state and the 
papacy; when in 1933, twenty-four Italian-made air
planes under the command of the prominent Fascist 
leader Halo Balbo crossed the Atlantic, and the crews 
visited North American cities; when, in 1936, Italian 
troops entered Addis Ababa. Ethiopia was annexed 
to italy, the League of Nations Dud Great Britain were 
humiliated. What to superfiCial observcrs seemed to be 
political and ecoMmic stability in the fascist corporate 
state were compared favorably with the ravage. .. of the 
great depression of 1929 and the turmoil of the early 
thirties in the United States. During the Spanish civil 
war. most Italian-Americans were on the side of the 
fascist-supported nationalists. The attitude toward 
President Roosevelt was ambivalent; he was liked 
because he was on the side of the ethnic mi.norilies, 
disliked because of his (and his wife's) articulate criti-

cism of fascist totalitarianism. The lodges of the Sons 
of ltalv and other fraternal Italian-American associa
tions, the chapters of the Dante Alighieri SOciety, cul
tural clubs linked to Italian consulates, hundreds of 
small organized groups fo unded on the solidarity of 
paesuni, were the \'ehicles through which Italian Fas
cism managed to reach ltaHan Americans everywhere. 
Promiuent Italians known as "notables" extollcd Fas
cism. ]\'Iost of the Italian language press in the United 
State. .. was a vehicle for Fascist propaganda. Lecturers 
sent by the Ministry of Popular Education ill Rome 
presented Fascist achievements in glowing tenns. Until 
the crisi.~ caused by Italy's intervention in World War 
II in 1940 and by the itaJjan declaration of war against 
the United States in 1941. pro-Fascist notables re
Rected the sentiments of most members of ltalian
American communities. 

DEMOCRATS 

There were other Italian Americans. Long bcfore 
mass migration began, some Italians had come to the 
United States because. among other reasons, they 
resented the lack of democracy in Italy. Some wcre 
democrats without qualification. some were Mazzinian 
democrats, some were socia lists convinced that there 
was more fertile ground for socialism in the United 
States than in Italy. More democrats arrived after the 
Fascist dictntorship \\filS established. ~'Iany of the latter 
came not as exiles waiting for the collapse of the dic
tatorship, which would allow them to return to the 
Old Country, but to settJe, to become citizens, and to 
contribute to American life. There werc those who like 
Arturo Toscanini and Giuseppe Antonio Borgese, had 
already made their rcputation in Italy. Younger people 
made reputations for themselves in the United States. 
Two of these are ~'Ia.x Ascoli, teacher and writer, who 
for twenty years was the editor of The Repol'tel', an 
inAuen tial opinion magazine of the 1950s and 1960s, 
and tbe political scientist Mario Einaudi. 

It was natura] for socialists to become active in 
the labor movement and to devote themselves to 
organizing Italian-American wage earners. August 
Bellanca and Luigi Antonini (born in Sicily and Cam
pania respectively ), the most prominent italian-Amer
ican labor leaders from the 192:0$ to the 1960s and 
founders of the Italian American Labor CounCil, de
scribed themselves as socialists but-like many other 
AFL-CIO leaders who were also socialists-they never 
departed from the basic policy of American organized 
labor, which a imed at improving the conditions of the 
wage earners within the context of a free-enterprise 
economy, and at strengthening the democratic process. 
Another Italian-American socialist, Serafino Homualdi, 
played a considerable role immediately after World 
War U iu organizing an interoalional labor movement 
free o( Soviet influence. 

Deeply committed to democracy, also, were the 
numerous immigrants who in the United States be-
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came converts to Protestantism. Often more than reli
gious belief was involved in the conversion. It meant 
alienation from the mainstream of Italian-American 
communities (channeled by Catholicism and also for a 
long period by italianitiL ), renunciation of what most 
Italiau Americans considered their traditional way of 
life, and rapid assimilation through the acceptance of 
American values and American behavior. 

REVOLUTIONARIES 

There had also been some revolutionaries among 
Italian immigrants: left-wing socialists, syndicalists, 
anarchists. Italians were among those who joined the 
industrial Workers of the World (1WW), the syndi
calist organization founded in 1905, and led the strikes 
in Lawrence, Massachuselts, and Paterson, New jersey, 
in 1912 and 1913 respectively. The anarchist Gaetano 
Bresci had lived in the United States before his suc
cessful attempt on the life of King Humbert I. Ed
monda Hossoni, Inter a prominent Fascist ,md collabora
tor of Mussolini's, was a militant syndicalist and an 
agitator in the United States. jvlost left-wing socialists 
(after 1918, Communists) of Italian origin either 
changed their minds as time went on or left the United 
States. There were groups of anarchists of I talian 
origin in the large cities of the East; in Chicago; in 
smaller places like Barre, Vermont, settled by marble 
workers from an area of Italy in which anarchists were 
numerous; and as far as Colorado and California. 

Anarchism was a term covering a number of dif
ferent and often conflicting ideologies. There was 
li tt le in common between the groups formed around 
the publications Il Mmtello, COllt·rocorrellte. L'Adu
Ilata dei Refrattari, or their editors, Ca rlo Tresca 
(whose murder in 1943 is stiU an unsolved mystery), 
Aldino Felicani, and Armando Borgbi. The two anar
chists Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti, accused 
of murder in a payroll holdup in 1920 but never con
vincingly proved guilty, would not have been exe
cuted in 1927 if juries, judges, and the public had not 
lumped together all leftist radicals. The excesses of 
Russian Bolsheviki had caused a deep emotional wave 
of revulsion among Americans, but anarchists had 
nothing in common with Leninist Communists. Among 
anarchists there were differences between individual
ists, collectivists, anarco-syndicalists, between the ad· 
vocates of terroristic violence and those who were 
moved by humanitarian compassion for the opp ressed. 
The execution of Sacco and Vanzetti made martyrs 
of the two anarchists. 

THE. CR ISIS OF WORLD WAR II 

The vear 1940 was one of crisis for Italian Ameri~ 
cans who' had been in sympathy with Mussolini's dic
tatorship. Their it(llimlittl had been deep ly influenced 
by the emotions and the aspirations of the Risorgi
mento and of \Vorld 'War T, when Austrians were the 
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enemy. In the minds of most ltalian Americans, yes
terday's Austrians were today's Germans- Italy's perma
nent enemy. Little notice had been paid to similarities 
between the Italian and the Gelman dictatorships, to 
what the latter owed to the fonne r, or to the transition 
from ideological affinity to a military alliance. i\iusso
Hni's decision to enter the war on Germany's side ill 
June 1940 was a shock to Italian Americans. The shock 
had not been foreseen. The attraction of fascism and 
the influence of fascist propaganda waned. They dis
appeared completely in December 1941 when, in the 

wake of Pearl Harbor, ~ I ussolini declared war on the 
United States. Any previous conflict of loyalties di.s
solved-the only loyalty was to the American Hag. 
When in the summer of 1943 American divisions 
landed in Sicily and then on the mainland , Italian
American GIs and officers saw themselves as liberators 
of the country of their parents and grandparents. The 
pro-Fascist "notables" were spokesmen for Italian 
Americans no longer. 

During the war yea rs, considerable aid was given 
by Italian-American democrats. democratic socialists, 
former revolutionaries and, especially. Italian-Ameri
can organized labor to refugees from racial persecu
tion in Haly. After the fall of France, they extended 
help to cxiles compelled to leave the Gennan-ex:cupied 
countries of the Continent. New York replaced !Jaris 
as the main center of the activities of anti· fascist 
exiles. There, exiles and Italian-American friends 
founded the Mazzini Society, which, linked to Free 
Italy organizations established in other countries 
where Italians and their descendants were numerous, 
stimulated the development of a vast movement work
ing for the establishment of republican democracy in 
Italy. Leaders of the Mazzini Society had clandestine 
channels of communication with Italy. They provided 
evidence that among Italians there was a democratic 
alternative to Fascism, and thus helped to shape the 
American administration's policies in relation to Haly. 
Italian Americans fill ed positions in the Allied Mili· 
tary Government (A~'IG) of Italy and helped to 
create conditions that made free elections and a free 
constitutional referendum in 1946 possible. In the im· 
mediate postwar period, italian· American labor sup· 
ported the efforts of Italian democratic socialists to 
check the influence of Comm unists and fellow travel. 
ers. In 1948, through a campaign of letters sent to 
relatives and friends in Italy, Italian Americans con-



tributed to the electoral success of the center coalition 
led by the Christian Democratic pruty. 

INTEGRATION 

The integration of Italian Americans into the 
mainstream of American life had begun before World 
War !. Largely because of the Fascist-sponsored stress 
on Italian national heritage as alien to the American 
way of Hfe, and rejection of the idea that ethnic iden
tity is compatible with American democratic plural
ism, integration proceeded more slowly between the 
two world wars than would otherwise have been the 
case. It did, however, progress rapidly in the post
World War II period. Integration meant participation 
in all aspects of American life. It meant that Hallan 
Americans had oppOltunity for success and distinction. 

LA GUARDIA 

The fi rst major achievements were in public life. 
Tlw politicization of immigrants and first-generation 
Italian Americans became meaningful with election to 
office. In 1917 Fiorello La Guardia, born of Italian 
parents in New York in 1882, was elected to Congress. 
For thirty years he remained the most prominent 
American of Italian descent in public life. A former 
Foreign Service official who had helped EUl"Opean 
emigrants at ports of departure, II flie r in World War 
I when he served for a while as Americml liaison 
officer on the Italian fron t, a self-made man with a 
warm heart and a brilliant mind, La Guardia was 
elected mayor of New York City on the Re:puhl ican
Fusion tickct in 1933. Reelected several times, he was 
mayor until 1945. As a congressman lle had had the 
votes of a largely italian-American constituency; as 
mayor he had the enthusiastic support of organized 
labor and of all New Yorkers who resented the long 
reign and political corruption of Tammany Hall 
(which novOI" entirely recovered from the 1933 de
feat ). A statesman as well as a politician, a man with 
wide interests and broad views, and a committed New 
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Dealer even wben a registered Republican, La Guardia 
( nicknamed "The Little Flower" -the translation of 
Fiorello) was a close friend of President Roosevelt, 
with whom be had much in common. Dynamic and 
tireless, La Guardia served as director of the Office 
of Civilian Defense in 1941/ 42. In 1946 he headed 
UNRRA, the organization sponsored by the United 
Nations and financed primarily by the United States, 
which played a major role in alleviating sufferi ng in 
war-devastated areas in the period immediately fol
lowing World War II. 

OTHER ITALl.4N :\MERlCANS IN PUBLIC LIFE 

La Guardia was not the first [talian American to 
become mayor of a large American city. Angelo Rossi, 
hi.s senior by a few years, who was also born in the 
United States of Italian parents and was also a pro
gressive Republican, served as mayor of San Francisco 
hom 1931 to 1944. A husinessman, and an active 
participant in Italian-American organizations in Cali
fornia , Rossi was known and liked by Italian Ameri
cans everywhere in the ,"Vest. Ferdinand Pecora, a 
politician turned judge, was born in Sicily in 1882 
and bmught to the United States at the age. of three. 
He was fi rst appointed, and then elected, a justice of 
the Supremo Court of New York State. Three other 
Italian Americans who were prominent in public life 
before World Wa r 11 were younger than L a Guardia, 
Rossi, and Pecora. Edward Corsi was an Abruzzese 
who had come to the United States at the age of ten. 
A lawyer and a writer, he was, like La Guardia and 
Rossi, a progressive Republican. He served as Immi
gration Commissioner at Ellis Island, then the chief 
port of eutry for immigrants from Europe. Later, he 
was appointed Commissioner of Immigration and 
Naturalization, and Industrial Commissioner for New 
York State. The theme of his book III the Shadow of 
Libeliy (1935) was the people he knew best, the 
immigrants. Charles Poletti, a brilliant lawyer wbo 
was born in Vermont of Italian parents, was appointed 
to the Supreme Court of the state of New York when 
still a young man. He was elected lieutenant govemor 
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of New York in 1939, and served briefly as governor 
in 1942. In 1943-1946, as an officer of the Allied Mili· 
tary Government, he was entrusted with the adminis
tration of major Italian cities. Vito Marcantonio was 
elected to Congress in the district of New York City 
that had been La Guardia's constituency. Closely con
nected with the Labor party, Marcantonio had the 
reputation among politicians of being a fellow traveler. 
The voters, however, knew him as an observing Cath
olic and a man proud of his Italian ancestry, always 
willing and able to help those in need. 

Most Italian Americans in puhlic life in the post
World War II period still had a base in the etlmic 
solidarity of Little Halys but~as was to be expected 
with growing integration-the ethnic base became less 
and less important. In New York City and San Fran
cisco, La Guardia and Rossi were succeeded, after 
considerable time lags, by other Italian-American 
mayors, the Sicilian-born Vincent 1mpeIJitteri in New 
York, and, in San Francisco, Joseph Alioto who was 
born in the. United States and shared hardly any of 
the hyphenated American characteristics of the pre
vious generation. The continuation of ethnic solidarity 
in New York City and in New York State gave spokes
men of Italian-American groups considerable infl uence 
in city organizations and in the state legislature. In 
1969, both the Republican and Democratic parties 
nominated Italian-American candidates in the New 
York mayoral elections. Thomas D'Alesandro, a suc
cessful businessman who was several times elected to 
Congress, served as mayor of Baltimore for twelve 
yenrs, 1947-1959. The mayor of Cleveland during most 
of the 19505 was Anthony Celebrezze. born in Anzi in 
Basilicata. Before becoming mayor, Celebrezze had 
been state senator; from 1962 to 1965 he served under 
President Lyndon B. Johnson as Secretary of the De
parhnent of Health, Education ancl Welfare. In the 
late 1960s Miss Antonina Uccello was mayor of Hart
ford , Connecticut. As an American she achieved what 
no woman had yet achieved in Italy: she became the 
elected mayor of an important city. Frank L. Rizzo 
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became mayor of Philadelphia in 1971. Several Italian 
Americans were elected governors. John Pastore, born 
in the United States of parents from Teano in southern 
Italy, served for five years as governor of Rhode Island 
before being elected to the United States Senate in 
1950. First Foster Furcolo and then John Volpe were 
governors of ~'lassachusetts . Volpe resigned his posi
tion in 1969 after his appointment as Secretary of 
Transportation by President Nixon. At the end of the 
19505, Albert Rossellini was governor of the state of 
Washington. 

In 1970 the Republican Silvio Conte was one of 
the Italian-American members of the House of Repre
sentatives: he had been elected in an area of Massa
chusetts where on ly a smaU number of Italian 
Americans live. Former Representative Emilio Q. 
Daddario ( who served with distinction as an OSS 
officer in Italy during "Vorld War n, and later in 
Korea ) had :l large Italian-American base in his con
stituency. The Italian-American vote was influential 
in electing various other Representatives from Con
necticut, Illinois, New Jersey, New York State, and 
Pennsylvania, all Democrats. Vincent Massari, presi
dcnt of the Columbian Federation, became a dis
tinguished member of the Legislature in Colorado. 
~'richacl Angelo i\'lusmanno was elected to the Su
preme Court of the state of Pennsylvania in 1952. A 
jurist who had been the defense lawyer for Sacco and 
Vanzctti, in whose itmocence he deeply believed, and 
who had served as judge at the Nuremberg trials of 
German war criminals, Musmanl10 was a prolific writ
er on a variety of topiCS and he kept close links with 
all things Italian. Judge George Quilici of Illinois was 
another distinguished membcr of the judiciary of the 
postwar period. Nearly half a century after the end of 
mass italian immigration, the Italian-American vote 
was an important elcment in six Eastern states with 
115 electoral votes; also signincant in three Mid
wes tern states and California, with another 113 elec
toral votes. 

Glamorous for some and drab routine for others 
in nations which have gone beyond tIle authoritarian 
stage, public life-conventionally thc historian's main 
concern-accounts for only a small fraction of a peo
pIc's activities. This is particularly true in the United 
States where the range of p rivate activities with in 
which citizens can act on their own is wide, where, 
too, means available to do what one decides to do are, 
even if unevenly distributed, morc abundant than 
elsewhere. What Italian Americans have done in their 
private capacities matters considerabl), more, and is 
morc signincant for the Italian-American community, 
than their achievements ill public life. However, the 
field is so vast that it can only be glimpsed here. 

ARTISTS, CRITICS, SCHOLARS 

The architect Pietro Belluschi, the composer Gian 
Carlo Menotti, the fijm directOl' F rank Capra, the 
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Jolin Pastore 
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sculptors Mirko Basaldella. and Paolo Soleri were born 
in Haly but made the United States their home. As 
Americans they created and produced. Poet, poetry 
critic, distinguished translator of Dante, and teacher, 
John Ciardi is the son of immigrants who improved 
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their lot through hard work, as millions of others did. 
Among Italian-born scholars who contributed to the 
American development of their disciplines are the 
literary critics Rodolfo Altrocchi and Reuato Poggioli, 
the sociologist Constantine Panunzio, the historians 
Giorgio La Piana, Giorgio di Santillana, and William 
Salomone. Joseph La Palombara, political 'scientist, 
economist, and SOCiologist, was born in the United 
States of Italian parentage, as was Eugene Genovese, 
the history teacher whose right to teach was upheld by 
the governor of New Jersey in a dispute with legisla
tors contending that a committed Marxist should not 
be on the payroll of a state university. 

FROM STAGE TO DIAMOND 

American tours were a welcome and financially 
rewarding must for nineteenth·century Italian opera 
singers. In the twentieth century, many singers came 
to stay or divided their time between the United 
States and Italy; Enrico Caruso, Giovanni Martinelli, 
Ezio Pinza, Licia Albanese, Ferruccio Tagliavini, Ga
briella TUCCi, Henata Tebaldi, Cesare Siepi, Franco 
Corelli, Anna to.'laria Alberghetti are just a few. Ru
dolph Valentino (born Guglielmi ), who came to the 
United States when he was not yet twenty and became 
a star of silent films, was followed by many others. 
Among the post-World War 11 crop of Italian film 
actors and actresses it became customary to work as 
much in American as in Italian movies, and to spend 
long periods of time in the United States. The band 
leader Cuy Lombardo was born in Canada of Italian 
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parents. Among first-generation Italian-American pop
ular comedians and singers are Jimmy Durante, Perry 
Como, Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, and Vic Damolle. 
The Italian-bom Primo Camera and the first-genera
tion Americans Joe DiMaggio and Rocky :\1arciano 
won great popular acclaim for their athletic prowess. 
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ITALIAN AMERICANS IN BUSINESS 

The best.known ltalian·American name in the 
business world is that of the California·bom Amadeo 
Giannini. In 1904 he founded the Bank of Italy, which 
prospered th rough the economic success of California's 
Italian·American community. In 1929 he bought the 
Bank of America and developed it into one of the 
largest financial institutions in the world. Another 
Californian, Edmund Rossi, was at one time the largo 
est producer of wine in the world . Success ful entre· 
preneu rs in the East were Generoso Pope, an immi· 
grant bom near Naples who settled in New York, and 
a first·generation itaHan American of Boston, John 
Volpe. The Sicilian Giuseppe Bellanca was an inven· 
tOr and pioneer aircraft manu factu rer. Neither annan· 
cier nor an industrialist, the Piedmontese Melchione 
Sardi made his restau rant a social center in New York. 

THE UNNAMED MILLIONS 

Names matter, not only because achievements be· 
long to individuals but also because the few whose 
names are known help give the many unnamed a sense 
of identity. The few, however, are not a separate 
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breed, they are part of the many. In eva luating the 
achievements, contributions, and progress (and also 
failures ) of Italian Americans, those whose names do 
not appear in any Who's W110 urc the most important. 

Except for a minuscule minority, the millions of 
Italian Americans came from the disinherited of Ita ly 
at a time when the pressu re of population on scant reo 
sources was greatest, and littlc could be done for the 
poor, the illiterate, the isolated. Emigration meant 
the chance to achieve what could not be achieved in 
the Old Country. In the United States, as wage· and 
salary-earners, as businessmen and pl'Ofessionals, most 
have achieved the immigrants' goal: a middle-class 
status which is simply a decent standa rd of living and 
a decent education. 

As Italian Americans, the immigrants, their chil. 
dren, and gmndchildren are ltnlians no longer, even if, 
for a while at least, many are not yet Americans. 
However, the time is ncar when ill the United States 
there will be no Italian Americans but simply Ameri· 
cans of Italian descent and wi th italian names. At this 
point, their history will cease to be linked with that of 
the Italian people and will merge into the history of 
the American people. 
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GLOSSARY 

Age of Princes: in Italy, approximately the fifteenth 
(:cnt\II'Y and early sixteenth; startillg with Gian 
Galcllzzo Vi~conti in 1395, signori received hereditary 
titles (rom e ither the emperor or the pope; t he Age 
of Princes ends with the consolidRtiou of Spanish 
control over much of Ita]y. 

t\r;entino: the 1924 parliamentary opposition to the 
Fascist regime; symbolically called /wcliti/lo after 
the 49-1(?) withdrawal of plebeians to ~ IOllnt Aven
tine (one of the seven hills of Home ). 

A .. xi~, Home·Berlin: the alliance between italian Fas
cism and German NatioO:1i Socialism, 1936-1945. 

l3abylonian Captivity: the period (1305--1376 ) when 
P01)CS resided in France. mostly in Avignon, and the 
prestige of the papacy declined. 

I3I:"lckshirts: members of Fascist Action squads which 
began to be organized in 1919; la ler Fascist Militia
men. 

Carbonati (charcoal burners): members of the car
iJulletia. 

C(lriJoneria: clandestine revolutionary society aiming 
at creating a lmifled constitutional state in Ita lv 
dming thl' immediate post-NapoleoniC ern; the 1820s 
were th~ years of its greatest ;lctivity; liberrlls, demo
('1"ats, nnd othel" patriots joiued the cllfbolleria bu t 
most dcmoc·rats ( republicans) s~c(Jdcd when :\'In7.
zini est.lblishcd the Young Italy clandestine society. 

Carroccio; the ox-drawn cart on whiel, Mass was cele
brated before citizen-soldiers of Italian conHlIli went 
into b~\ltle ; fi rst used in i\llilan around HMO. 

Christian Democracy: It.llian political Cathol icism 
which favors democratic proceduru; the. secession of 
Christian democrats from traditional l~uthori t ~\l·ian 
clericalism bCgiUl in the .l890s; the Popular Party 
fOUlld~d ill 19]9 was reorganized aod named Chris
tian Democratic party at the end of World War It 
(it is ntpported by from one-third to two-fifths 01" 

m())"e of the. electol"<lte). 
Clericalism: the polic)1 of ltaii,l11 Ca tholics favo rablt' 

to the subordination of the state to th e Catholic 
church. 

Committee of National Liberation (CNL ); the coali
tion of anti-Fascist parties that led the Italian He
sistancl:' ag:tinst Germans :mel Fascists in 1943-1945. 

Communism: the political movement founded Oli 
\Iarxist-Leninist principles and goals; the Italian 
Communist party is supported by f!"Om one-fourth 
to one-third of the electorate. 

Comtmi: medieval self-governing local communi ties 
(ci ty-states ), democratic or semidemocrntic <md de 
facto indeJ;lcndent; there were already COl1wni in the 
eighth ct.'llhu"}, in southe.lll ltaly, but they flourished 
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particularly in northern Hud central Italy from the 
eleventh to the early fourteelltb century; the Re
public of San l\olarillO is a relic of Haly's conunullnl 
age. 

Conciliar movement: the attempt made by some 
Catholit, clel·gr ill 1409-14.49 to make the Coullciis 
(of bishops ) the supreme authority in the Catholic 
ch uxch. 

Conciii(lfOristi: in the 1530s and 1540s the faction 
among C:Hholit· cardinals favorable to a compromise 
with Protestantism; eliminated at the Council of 
Trent ( 1545-1564 ), the tendenc\' was revived at 
Council Vatican II ( 1962-1965) .. 

COIldotti(!l"O: an organizer and commander of mer
('~ n<lry troops; the early 14th .. century COlldotliel'i in 
Italy were foreigners; the first great Italian COil dot
tiero WllS Alberico da Barbial1o, the last Giovanni de' 
.\.ledici. 

Corporatism: Catholic formub. for the org:"lluz:\tioll of 
the economy, evolved Ilt the end of the nineteenth 
centmy, adopted by italian Fascism in the early 
1 920s; in corporatism the means of produdion and 
l'xc.hnnge are oWlled m:\inly by private interests but 
the use of them is dCkrmitlcd hy the stat~. 

Cuunlcr- Hefonnation. Or Catholic Reformation: t he 
reform of tbe- Catholic chUl"ch effected by I'igoristi, 
h:ading to the reestablishment of Catholic cont1"01 
ill nreas which had been lost to IJrotestantislD. 

Destm ( Right ): constitutional conservatives in post
unification Haly; in powe.r 1861-1876, many later 
merged as Liberals with the Sillistra. 

Doge: Venetian corruption of the Latin dux ( fro m 
which duke also comes); title of the chief executive 
officer and iJead of state in the Venetian Republic 
(also, later, i.ll the Genoese Hepublic ) . 

Domillate: the late and autocratic phase of the Roman 
Empire, from Dioclcuan Oil. 

Dllce ( leader ): from the L atin dux, tire designation of 
Benito i\ Jussolini as Fascist leade r. 

ESirema. (Extreme Left ) : pre-World War r Republi
can and Socialist deputies opposed to the parliu
mental·ian monarchical regime established in 1861. 

Fasci: from the Latin fasces ( bundles, symbols of 
union ); the terms fasci and fascisti were first used 
at the end of the nineteenth ccntUl"y by groups of 
revolutionary socialists; later by gl."OUPS favoring 
ltaly's active pal·ticipation io '''orld War I ; the 
Fasci di Combattimellto (F ighting Unions) founded 
in 1919 later became the. HaHan Fascist patty. 

Fascio eli Combaitimento: see Fasci. 
Fascism: movement in which radical nationalism and 

revolutionary socialism merged; key elements were 
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the one-party dictatorship, ecOnomic autarchy, na
tionalistic frenzy, violence, and intolerance; in power 
ill Italy 1922-1943, 

Fiancheggiatori {flankers }: conservatives of a variety 
of divergent attitudes who supported the Fascist 
dictatorship without sharing Fascist convictions and 
emotions. 

Ghibellines: supporters of imperial (secular ) against 
papal (clerical ) authority in the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries; name derives f!"Om vVaibJingen, 
headquarters of a faction in the German civil wars 
that followed the death of Emperor Henry V (1125). 

Giudici: title of govemors of the four districts (giudi
cutum) into which medie\lal Sardinia was divided. 

Great Interregnum: the period (l.254-1273 ) when no 
central authority functioned in Gennany and in the 
(Holy) Roman Empire; the Interregnum made final 
tbe weakening of medieval imperial authority, and 
led to the political fragmentation of Ge1Tnany. 

Guelphs: supporters of papal (clerical ) against im
perial (secuhr) authority in the thirteenth and four
teenth centuries; name derives from Welf, family 
leading one faction in the German civil wars that 
followed the death of Emperor Henry V ( 1125 ), 

H umanism: cultural movement during the Renaissance 
period, more concerned with human affairs than 
with theological problems; the dignity of man, re
spect for the uJdividual, tolerance, moderation, and 
reasonableness were key elements in humanism; to 
medieval thought, which was dogmatic and theo
cratic, it represented ancient secular thought. 

tndex: list of books and other publications forbidden 
by Catholic authorities; preceded by partial lists, 
the fi rst comprehensive Index was issued in 1559, 

Italy, Kingdom: (a) of the Goths in (489-554); (b) 
oEthe Lombards in (568-774); (c) of, linked to the 
( Holy ) Roman Empire (781-1530 ) but purely nom
inal after 1176; (d ) of, Napoleonic (1805-1814); 
(e) of (1861-1946). 

Liberalism: (a) after the end of French domination 
(1814 ) the movement that aimed at creating a 
united constihltional1talian state: (b) (1848-1922) 
the movement o( advocates of a unitary monarcllicai 
Itali<ln state founded on free representative institu
tions; (c) ( 1943- ) movement advocating separation 
between church and state, and free enterprise, with
in a democratic frame. 

Maecenatism: generosity toward artists and writers 
from rulers and wealthy people; from the name of 
Augustus' friend j\'Iaecenns. 

Magna Craecia. or Creat Greece: the section of south
ern Italy settled by Greek colonists. 

;"' a1·ch on Rome: the seizure of power in Italy by Fas
cists through a show of force, October 28, 1922. 

Massimalisti: pre-FaScist Italian Marxists rejecting 
democracy as equa l rjghts of a ll (socialists and nOl1-
sodalists ) but advocating democracy among social
ists. 

Naples, Kingdom of: (8) the peninsular state of which 
Naples was the capital (1282- 1721 and again 1806-
1815 ); (b ) the mainhlJld part of the Kingdom of the 
Two Sici lies (1721-1806 and 1815-]860). 

National Society: the organization formed by Italian 
patriots in ]856 with the aim of ~l}elling foreigners 
(Austrians), ending the separation of indepeudent 
regional states, and establishing a constitutional uni
tary kingdom; ill the National Society progressive 
moderates (Liberals) and nonrepublican Democrats 
merged, 

Neo-Cue1pbs: expression used in the 1840s to denote 
liberal-minded, nationalist Catholics, forerwltJers of 
twentieth-century Christian Democrats. 

Non expedit: instruction officially given in February 
1968 by ecclesiastical authorities to ltalirul Catholics 
not to pa1ticipate in the political life of the Kingdom 
of Italy; the /lOll expedit was rescinded when World 
\Var I ended. 

Nllragl!i: Sardinian towerlike structures built in pre
Homan times. 

OVRA: the Fascist secret police, patterned on Lenin's 
Cheka. 

Papal States: since Leo 1 (fifth century) popes were 
de facto rulers of Rome and its district; the Papal 
SUItes C~lll1e into existence when in 756 Pepin ITI 
donated to Pope Stephen 11 former Byzantine terri
tories in cen tral and northern Italy, aod ended with 
tht: am'exation of Rome and Lrltium by Italy in 1870. 

Patul"ia: the evangelical movement which began at the 
middle of the eleventh cen tury in Milan; patarilli 
was the name later given to all beretics. 

Pax Homana: the period beginning in 31 B.C. and lnst
ing nearly three centuries when the Roman Mediter
ranean world was intcl11ally at peace. 

Petrine principle: the doctrine according to which the 
bishop of Rome, successor of Saint Peter, is bishop 
of bishops, i.e" has supremacy in the Catholic church. 

Podesta: chief executi ve in Italian medieval city-states 
during the poriod of transition from democratic to 
dictatorial re.gimes (thirteenth-fourteenth century ); 
uuder the Fascist regime the governmen t-appointed 
hends of municipal administrations were called 
]Jodestd. 

Pnntifex maxim us: the highest religious official in the 
ancient Roman Republic; from Augustus to Gratian, 
emperors held the title and fulfilled the functions; in 
382 title and functions were transferred to the bishop 
of Rome (pontiff, or pope). 

Principate: the early and scmiconstitutional phase of 
the Roman Empire when the Senate still retained 
some authority. 

Prilleipati: in becoming hereditary, signorie (dictator
ships) were changed into plillcipati,. the change was 
usually sanctioned by the concession, by emperors 
or popes, of titles such as duke, prince, marquis. 
(See Sigllol"ie.) 

Prooillciue: the dependencies of the Roman Republic 



(third to first ceutury D.C.); later subdivisions of the 
Homan Empire. 

Reame: Kingdom of Naples, and Kingdom of Two 
Sicilles. 

Rcdshirts: volunteers led by Garibaldi : the most fa
mous Redshirts were The Thousand (I Mille) whom 
Garibaldi led iu 1860 in the conquest of the King
dom of the Two SiciJies. 

Reformists: socialists cOllvinced tbat their goals should 
be achieved within a democratic institutional frame, 
and accepting the cOikept of equality between social
ists and Donsocialists. 

Renaissance: the rebirth of intellcctual life in italy 
from the fourteenth to middle of the sixteenth 
century, best known for its artistic man ifestations. 

Besistant"c: the anti· Fascist and aoti-Gelman insur
gence i.n German·occupied Haly in 1943-1945. 

ncvolotiorlalY socialists : before 1914 a term applied 
to (a ) the minority revolutionary wing of [talian 
Marxism, ( b) the syndicalists. (c) the aJlarchists 
and anarcho-syndicalists; after \-Vorld War 1 (a) 
became the Italian Communist party (1921 ), (b) 
provided ( together with the Nationalist P,U"ty) 
Fasc:isl1l with much of its early membership, (c) 
dWindled to negligible !lumbers; Marxist revolution
ary SOCialists were fo!' integral collectivism and lotal 
dictatorship, both to be set up through violence. 

Aigoristi: faction among Catholic cardinals in the 1530s 
and 15-10s opposed to any compromise with Protes· 
tantism; it triumphed with the Council of Trent 
( 1545-1564), lhe Roman Inquisition (1542 ), the 
Index (1559 ). tho C onfessio Fidei T-ridell tilJa (1564 ). 

Risol'gimelJlo: post-Napoleonic: movemenl aiming at 
the establishment of an independent Italian state 
fou nded on free institutions; t:onventiollalJy it covers 
the rears 1815-1870. 

ROIl1<tll Republic: (:"t ) ancient (sixth to first century 
s.c.); ( b ) medieval (middle of fourteenth centu ry); 
(c) of 1798-1799; ( d ) of 1849. 

Sardinia, Kingdom of: (a) 1242, under a Hohenstaufen
Altnvilla prince; (b) 1322-1708, li nJ..-ed to the King
dom of Aragoll, later Spaio ; ( c ) 1720-1860, the state 
l'tiled by the house of Savoy including, besides the 
islands, much of nOlthwesten, Haly and districts in 
sOlltheas tern France. 

Savoy: (a) region in southeastcrn France; ( b ) the 
state ruled by tj1C house of Savoy including districts 
in sout heastern France and northwestern Italy ( Pied
mont ); (c) family that ruled the county, later 
Duchy, of Savoy, becoming kings of Sicily ( 1713) 
and of Sardi nia (1720 ) with Victor Amadeus 1I, of 
Italy (1861 ) with Victor Emmanuel II. 

Scudo: til(' 6ve-lire piece, con cspollding to olle dollar. 
Screnissima (or Serenissima Signoria): name by which 

the Hepublic of Venice \vas known. 
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Sicilian Vespers; the revolt of Easter i\IIonday, 1282, by 
Sicilians agair1st tile French who had ruled the island 
since 1266; it led to the separation of the insliJar and 
and peninsular sections of the united southern state 
created two centuries ea rlier by the Normans. ( See 
Sic.ily. ) 

Sicily, Kingdom of : (a) the state including the island 
tlnd the SOli them part of the Italian peninsula ( 1130-
1282); (b) the island (1282-1713); (c) the state 
ruled by the house of Savoy including tbe island. 
much of northwestern Haly i111d districts in south
eastern France (1713-1720). 

Signore: the authoritarian ruler of Italian city-states in 
the late Middle Age"') ancI during the Renaissance; 
the fourteenth Ce.lltury was the age of signori in 
northern and central Italy. 

5-ignorle: dictator~hips which from tbe thirteenth cen
tury on gradually replaced the democratic 01' semi
democratic I'egimes o£ medieval Italian City-states 
(see COl/ltmi ); Some d ictatorships were oligarchic, 
most Wel"e .monllrchic mld in tbe fifteenth centtU"y 
Were tr:\nsfonned iuto prillcipoti; the Principality of 
t>.lonaco is a J"clic of Italy's age of sigflol'ie. 

Sil1istro (Left): constitutional democrats in postuniR
cation Italy: in power 1876-189 1, many later merged 
as LibewJs with the Destra. 

Social Democrats: see Reformists. 
Stat;: Papal States. 
Thousand, The: see Rcdshirts. 
Trasformismo: the process of politi cal realignmcilt in 

postunification Haly, aimed at widening support for 
free representative institutions; the merging of 
right.of-cen tel· and left-of-center groups and the 
secession of Radicals from i\'\azzillian Republicans 
ill the 1890s, and the formation of a 1eft-of·center 
coalition in the 19605, were major examples of tras
fo rmismo. 

Tnllli: conical stolle d wellings fo und in parts of Apulia. 
Two Sicilies, Kingdom of the: the state including the 

former kingdoms of Sicily and of Naples (1720-
IS60 with interruptions in 1799 and 1806-1815). 

V:ltican: (a) vast medieval and Renaissance palace in 
Rome wbich at times \\!as residence of the popes; 
( b ) as papal residence since 1870 Vatican came to 
mean papacy; (c) as headquarters of the papal ad
ministration since. 1870 Vatican came to denote the 
central authority of the Catholic church; (d ) the 
palace gives its name to the independent Citta del 
Voticallo (Vaticall City ), established ill 1929. 

Young Italy; a clandestine society. nationalist and 
democratic, founded by Giuseppe Mazzini in 1831; 
Mazzini was also the foundc r of Young Europe of 
which, among others, Young HaJy, Young Ireland, 
and Young H ungary were members. 
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